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Foreword
It is a lamentable but nonctliclcss incontrovertible fact tliat most of the
serioiis losses which occurred from cold injury among United States Army
troops in World War TI should not have occurred. It would be less than candid
not to acknowledge this painful trutli.
Tliese losses occurred, as is repeatedly pointed out in this volume on cold
injury, because the lessons of the past were not learned. The British experience in World War I was not recollected by tlie United States Army in World
War II. The experience of the Aleutians, where the losses from cold injury
were numerically small but proportionately large, was not transferred to the
Mediterranean tlieater, in which the losses were both numericallj'^ and proportionately significant. The lessons of the Mediterranean theater were not
transferred to the European theater, in which the preliminary figure of approximately 46,000 cases reported as cause of admission in the fall and winter of
1944-45 accoimted for about 5 percent of all admissions to medical treatment.
Tlie more complete figures now available, which include cases of cold injuries
associated with wounds and other conditions, bring the total number of cold
injuries for the European theater to approximately 71,000, most of which
occurred in the 1944-45 winter. The total number of cold injur.y cases in all
theaters for the entire war period was 91,000.
The bitter experiences of tlie Aleutians campaign and the Mediterranean
and European tlieaters were finall,y appreciated, and there seems little doubt,
had invasion of Japan been necessarj', that casualties from cold injury would
liave been reduced to the irreducible minimum because the planning had been
so careful and so farsighted. In both the Mediterranean and the European
theaters, it is true, efRciont plans of prevention and control of cold trauma
were eventually set up. They produced excellent results in the Mediterranean
theater in the second winter of fighting, but they wore set up in the European theater almost too late to prove their efficiency. The individual ingenuity
of the American soldier was a factor in preventing a worse disaster than actually
occurred.
There are no absolute excuses for tlie epidemics of cold injury which
occurred on the Continent of Europe during World War II. There are,
however, a number of explanations for them. The first, as just pointed out,
was failure to learn the lessons of the past. For that matter, the European
theater failed to profit from its own early experience. It was not realized that
the high-altitude cold injuries which had originally beset the Eighth Air Force
in Europe in 1942 and 1943 were of the same general etiology as the ground
type of cold injurj^ which was to occur later and that they were susceptible
to the same general principles of prevention and control.
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FOREWORD

Cold, wot, or cold and wet in combination are, of course, the basic causes
of cold injury, but this statement does not tell the whole story. Predisposing
factors are also of great importance. In World II, these factors included
(1) tlie intensity of combat; (2) the inadequacy of clothing and footgear; (3)
the pressure of events which required tliat new troops be taught so much in
such a limited period of time that they were not taught the essential facts
of cold injury; and (4), as General Bradley himself has acknowledged, the taking
of a calculated risk, for wliich a price had to be paid, when, in the summer and
early fall of 1944, it was decided that gasoline and ammunition should take
precedence in transportation over supplies of winter clothing.
No single person and no single branch of service can be blamed for what
happened. The prevention of cold injury is primarily a function of command
from the highest to the lowest echelon. It requires the assumption of responsibility by all personnel, including the Medical Corps, which, though
its role is purely advisory, must nonetheless assume the responsibility for
making its advice forceful as well as correct.
Cold injur}'- is a condition for which no satisfactory treatment existed in
World War I or World War II and for which no fully satisfactory method of
treatment has yet been found. Its prevention is therefore doubly imperative.
Altliough, in the circumstances of warfare, the necessities of combat take
precedence of ever}' other consideration, it is still perfectly possible to prevent
most cases.
Tlic historical chapters of this volume set forth the important details
of wliat happened concerning cold injury in all recorded wars of history as well
as in World War I and World War II. Its possible causes and predisposing
factors are set forth from every angle in the very complete chapter on epidemiology, in which the presentation is based on the concept that the same epidemiologic principles can be applied to trauma due to cold as are applied to infectious diseases and that the same general principles of control are operative.
The clinical chapters clearly indicate the inadequacy of our basic knowledge
of cold injury and the unsatisfactory results of present methods of treatment;
they also point up the necessity for continued studies in these fields. The
urgent necessity for preventing a repetition of past experiences is apparent in
the chapter on costs.
I think it no exaggeration to say that this is the most comprehensive volume
on the ground type of cold injury that has ever been published. I think it
equally fair to say that, if it is carefully studied and if the lessons of the experience of the United States Army in World War II are properly read, marked,
learned, and inwardly digested, there should be no similar experience in any
future war.
S. B. HAYS,
Major General,
The Surgeon General.

Preface
Cold injury as it affects large numbers of men is primarily a form of wartime trauma. The history of all military campaigns conducted in winter, both
in temperate and in cold climates, reveals crippling losses from this cause.
Between wars, the staggering cost of cold trauma in time of war is almost
entirely forgotten.
The British losses in World War I and the costly experiences of United
States forces in Europe in World War II (as well as, more recently, in Korea)
make it imperative that the knowledge so painfully gained shall not again be
forgotten. It is imperative that all of this knowledge be preserved. It is
particularly imperative that the principles of prevention of cold injury become
a part of peacetime military training and planning.
This volume has three purposes:
1. To record the history of cold injury, ground type, in World War II.
2. To summarize what has been learned of the nature of this form of
trauma, including its pathologic physiology, its epidemiology, its military cost,
and its management, including the rehabilitation of casualties from this cause.
3. To formulate, from the materials of the past history of cold injury,
the principles of a sound program for its prevention and control in future military operations in cold regions and in temperate regions during cold weather.
It is hoped that by concentration on the broad scope of the problem and
on its multiple phases, including its epidemiology, research may be stimulated
which will result in more positive and more effective methods and practices
for preventing, controlling, and treating this important variety of environmental injury.
This historj^ of cold injury in World War II began as two independent
projects. One volume was intended as a part of the surgical series and the
other as a part of the preventive medicine series of the history of the Medical
Department of the United States Army in World War II. It soon became
apparent that the interests of a comprehensive, concise, and useful history
would best be served by a joint effort. Happily, the data already assembled
independently could be readily amalgamated, and the combination suggested
fruitful avenues for further study of the historical files and the medical materials
of World War II.
Statistics used in the tables and text of this volume were personally collected by the authors or their collaborators or were based on preliminary summary unit reports. The Medical Statistics Division, Office of the Surgeon
General, has reviewed and, where possible, has verified all statistical data and
furnished more complete data based on sample tabulations of individual medical
records.
IX
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PREFACE

For statiistical purposes, tronchfoot and frostbite are not alwaj^s separated
in Army reports. Clinically, tbey arc often indistinguishable. Practically,
it would have been better if no attempt had been made to differentiate them.
Generally speaking, wliatever is said about one in the following pages may be
regarded as equally applicable to tlie other unless specific exception is made.
Similarly, whatever is said about cold injuries of the feet may be regarded as
equally appHcable to cold injuries of tlie hands, which, as a practical consideration, are affected in only a very small proportion of the injuries of this type.
TOM F. WHAYNE,

Colonel, MC, USA {Ret.).
MICHAEL E. DEBAKEY, M. D.
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CHAPTER I

General Considerations of Battle Trauma
The inevitable consequence of war is physical injury to large numbers of
men. The injury may be caused directly by the weapons and engines of combat
(battle injuries) or may arise from tlie environment in which soldiers must
operate (nonbattle injuries, disease). Thermal injuries, because they are the
result of environmental heat or cold, are classified as nonbattle injuries, though
they are usually incurred in the line and in some respects might more reasonably
be classified as combat injuries. The sum total of all these injuries, no matter
what form they may assume, is designated as war trauma.
Military strategy and tactics have been greatly influenced by injury and
disease in many recorded campaigns. Medicomilitary history is the continuing
record of the effect of trauma and of the planning and research instituted to
improve methods of (1) treatment and repair of the injuries which result from
it, and (2) rehabilitation of battle casualties.
Disease formerly exacted a much heavier toll in war than did combat
injuries.' It is only in quite modern times, in fact, that battle deaths have
exceeded deaths from disease. This reversal was first observed in the Danish
War of 1864 in the German forces. A similar excess of battle deaths over
disease deaths prevailed for German troops in the Franco-Prussian War of
1870-71, in the campaign in South-West Africa in 1904-7, and in World War I.
Kecords for the Eusso-Japanese War show a ratio of deaths from disease to
battle deaths of less than 1 for both Russian and Japanese troops.
Improvement in this respect was considerably longer in coming in the
United States Army (table 1). The ratio of deatlis from disease to battle
deaths (killed in action or died of wounds) in the Union Army in the Civil War
(1861-65) was 1.81:1. In the Spanish-American War, the ratio for the year
1898 was 12.65:1 if deaths from typhoid in the United States are included.
The ratio for the whole United States Army for a period coinciding almost
exactly with the duration of the war (1 May 1898 to 31 August 1898) was
5.25:1. For the calendar year 1898, the ratio in the overseas area was 2.82:1.
In World War I, the tide finally turned; the ratio of deaths from disease
to battle deaths (killed in action plus died of wounds) became 0.34:1 in the
American Expeditionary Forces in Europe and 1.02:1 for the whole Army.
In World War IT, the ratio for United States forces in the European Theater
of Operations was 0.01:1; for the total United States Army, if killed in action
are included, the ratio is 0.07:1.
1 Gordon, J. E.: The Strategic and Tactical Influence of Disease in World War II. Am. J. M. Sc. 215: 311-326, March
1948.
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TAB:,E

1.—Morbidity and morlah'ly data for the United States Army in four major wars,
1S61~1945 1
IDeath rate and admission rate expressed as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]
Ratio of
deaths
Case fatality rate
from
di.sease Death Admisto deaths rate sion rate
Battle
from
from
from
Battle
injuries Battle disease disease
injuries
Disease
and
injuries
Disease
and
wounds
wounds
and
wounds 2
Deaths from—

Wars

Number Number
Civil War (North)199,720 110,238
Spanish-American War.
1,939
309
M'orld War I
60,610
61,447
World War II
16, 779 219,500

1.81:1
6.25:1
1.02:1
.07:1

62.0
25.6
16.5
.6

2,339. 1
2,005.8
851. 5
687.5

Percent
2.6
1.6
1.7
.1

Percevl
13.3
6.1
6.1
4.6

from—

Daily nonefTeetivenossper 1,000
from—

NonNonbattle Disease battle
injuries
Injuries

Percent
(?)
1.6
1.9
3 1

(=)
17.5
41.6
30.3

f»)
(■')

4 5
6 4

1 Data on deaths are fairly well restricted to periods of actual hostilities, but the admission rates, case fatality rates,
and nonefTective rates shown in almost all instances are for somewhat longer periods, including the periods of hostilities.
This is due to the basis on whieli the data were compiled in that only data for calendar or fiscal years could be obtained.
2 Includes killed in action.
3 Data are not available.

Tlio Army-wide dcatli rate foj- disease in World War II was reduced to
loss than one-twentieth of its World War I level. Case fatality rates for
disease were reduced to about one-fifteenth of this level. Morbidity rates for
disease were generally reduced by about a third, althougli the experience in
special tlieaters, particularly the tropical theaters at the beginning of the war,
was not uniformly favorable. The average daily rate for noneffectiveness per
1,000 average strength from all causes in the total Army was 58 in World War I
(April 1917-December 1919) and 44 for World War II (1942-45). Comparable rates for noneffectiveness for all disease in the whole Army were 42 for
World War I and 30 for World War II per 1,000 average strength.
The case fatality rate for battle casualties in World War II was approximately half of the rate for World War I (exclusive of gas casualties), the
decrease reflecting the better medical care provided in World War II. The
case fatality rate for nonbattlc injuries, on the other hand, increased by about
one-half in World War II as compared to World War I. In terms of total
Army strength, the death rate from battle causes decreased by about onehalf between World War I and World War II, but the non-battle-injury death
i-ate in World War II w^as almost double the rate for World War I.
As these data demonstrate, disease has become progressively less costly
in w^ar, while battle trauma and nonbattle injuries have become relatively
more costly.

THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF TRAUMA
In the past, a great deal of effort has been expended in collecting the
records of battle casualties and in classifying, analyzing, and interpreting
them. Serious endeavors have been made to assess the influence on casualty
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rates of such factors as equipment, training, nutrition, fatigue, seasoning,
leadership, psychologic preparation for war, and motivation in general. The
emphasis, however, has been almost entirely on battle casualties and the
important communicable diseases. Up to the present time, the role of total
mass injury has received little attention. Almost no attempt has been made
to study noncombat injuries and to assess their importance in terms of the
mass problem or to determine whether military trauma can be approached
epidemiologically. On the contrary, it has been the general practice to look
upon nonbattle injuries and accidents as losses that are inevitable and that
must be accepted when many men operate many machines under stress.
Even less attention has been paid to the trauma that comes about directly
as the result of environment. Thermal injuries, as already noted, are included
in the latter category.
The advances which have been made in medical science have provided a
better understanding of the causation of communicable disease, and a better
knowledge of the behavior of disease has therefore also become predictable,
at least to some degree. It was this predictability, together with the development of the tools, procedures, and methods for the control of disease, that
brought about the reversal, already commented upon, in the relative positions
of disease and injury in the two World Wars. Historically, however, the
change from the conviction that loss from disease is an inevitable part of
military operations to the concept of concerted programs of prevention for
its control or eradication has been slow to evolve. Military history provides
dramatic episodes in this evolution. Against the conquest of typhoid fever
in World War I, for instance, must be set the disastrous effect of the dysenteries on the British forces on the Gallipoli Peninsula in 1915-16. Furthermore, the evolution of the new concept has been incomplete as well as slow,
as is demonstrated by the casualties suffered from malaria by the Allied forces
in the Pacific in World War II.
As disease has become increasingly less costly in war, both battle casualties and nonbattle casualties have become relatively more costly, and the
question has naturally arisen: What can be done to make trauma less of a
liability? There seems no real reason why mass injury should be less amenable to epidemiologic evaluation and interpretation than mass disease. Much
progress has been made in the experimental and clinical study of trauma.
Treatment by surgical measures has made great strides, and knowledge of the
clinical management of the individual traumatized soldier is now far advanced.
The study and understanding of injuries likely to be sustained in given types
of operations have become scientific enough to make preliminary estimates
accurate within reasonable limits.
If, however, trauma is to be viewed as an entity, these advances are not
enough. Trauma must be studied through the whole range of cause and effect
and in terms of time, place, and person. It must be analyzed from the standpoint of the primary role of agent, host, and environment. All of the factors,
in short, which arise from, or which influence, these various circumstances and
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whicli produce tlic final effect of trauma, or whicli prevent its occurrence,
must be evaluated and considei-ed.
Such an epidemiologic concept of trauma is not entirely new. Pirogov,^
toward the close of the last century, declared that war is the epidemiology of
trauma. Tliis is an extremely perceptive observation, though somewhat
oversimplified, since military trauma, as already pointed out, is not a single
entity. An investigation of the epidemiology of trauma as a group composed of
special types of injuries would be as nonproductive as a study of the epidemiology of the exanthematous diseases as a group. In the same manner that the
epidemiology of measles, scarlet fever, and smallpox, for instance, must be
studied disease by disease, so must the general field of military trauma be
broken down into its component parts. Thus, the epidemiology of accidents
miglit be subdivided into industrial, vehicular, and other special types. The
epidemiology of thermal injuries would be subdivided into those caused by heat
and those caused by cold. Only by such an approach to single components that
are relatively clear-cut entities and are amenable to study can the broad
principles applicable to tramna as a whole be ascertained.
Although this approach has never yet been properly or fully utilized, one
component of nonbattle trauma—cold injuries of the ground type—assumed
such tactical aiid strategic importance during World War II that it was necessarily studied on a mass basis. This was not a necessity which had been
anticipated. The history of most past wars, including World War I, shows that
diu-ing cold weather military activities were always either considerably lessened
or came to a practically complete halt. It seems reasonable to assume, furthermore, that environmental factors will exert the same influence during the
winter on each of the two opposing military forces. In World War II, however,
the decision, in the autumn of 1944, to go forward with an intensive winter
campaign in the European theater, in an effort to hasten the end of the war,
reversed the usual circumstances, and the reversal introduced an unusual
opportunity to study the mass effects of injuries caused by cold during largescale military operations.
Before World War I, trauma caused by cold had never been subjected to
thorough scrutiny as a military problem. That conflict, with its static trench
warfare, saw trenclifoot develop into a significant medical and surgical problem
among British and French troops, as well as among German troops. The
studies on cold injury which were undertaken then, as soon as the problem
became apparent, were directed toward defining the clinical nature of this type
of trauma, establishing the pathologic process, and determining effective forms
of therapy. Prevention was emphasized in practice, but chiefly as it could be
applied to the individual soldier, to rotation of units, and to supplies. It is true
that all of these considerations are fundamental, but their applicability under
21'iiOROv, N. I.; nas KiioB.s-Saiiitats-Wcscii iind die Privat-Hiilfo auf dcm Kiicgsscliauplatzc in Bulgaiicn und ini
Kiickcn dcr Opcrirondoii Annee 1877-1878. Aus dcm Riissisolioii von Dr. Williclm Roth und Dr. Anton Schmidt. Leipzig: VcrlaR von F. C. W. Vogol, 1882, p. 299.
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the static trench warfare of \^'orld War I could not have been expected to meet
the exigencies of tlie active mobile warfare characteristic of World War II.
The over-all problem of mass injury caused by cold was not approached
epidemiologically in World War I. In fact, trenchfoot was not even conceived
of as subject to epidemiologic principles and laws. At that time, epidemiology
was chiefly construed to mean the detailed study of outbreaks of infectious
diseases. Its scope did not include chronic disease or injury nor did it encompass the study of disease or injury as a whole. Its application to chronic
noninfectious disease, however, was not long in coming after the war ended.
Emerson's' discussion of heart disease as a public health problem was first published in 1921. His similar discussion of mental health was pubhshed in 1922.
Since that time, the development of the broad concept of epidemiology in
the field of noncommunicable diseases, injuries, and accidents has been chiefly
tlie work of Gordon.*
This same observer, with his associates in ETOUSA (European Theater of
Operations, United States Army), showed in World War II that mass injury is
quite as susceptible to epidemiologic analysis as is mass communicable disease.
A similar epidemiologic analysis of cold injury, ground type, was not made
for the Army as a whole in World War II. Its feasibility, however, is clearly
evident in the field surveys and investigations carried out in the European
theater (p. 176) and by analyses of the data coflected in the Office of the Chief
Surgeon of that theater and in the Office of the Surgeon, MATOUSA (Mediterranean Theater of Operations, United States Army). These records, supplemented by records of individual units and divisions, all proved, as will be shown
in detail in the course of this presentation, that, as a crippling malady, cold
trauma behaves in accordance with the same biologic laws and principles that
govern diseases of large populations.
The most significant and most distressing fact about cold injuries in World
War II is that the experiences in one theater were not transmitted to the other
theaters. The experiences in the Aleutians in 1943 were lost on the Mediterranean theater. The European theater did not profit from the lessons learned
in the Mediterranean theater, though the experience in Italy clearly demonstrated that trenchfoot is a condition which is almost entirely preventable if
an epidemiologic analysis of its causation is made and if there is aggressive
command support. The cold injury experience in that theater occurred in
the winter of 1943-44. The prevention and control program established the
following winter was extremely effective. The losses from cold injury were
materially less than those sustained the previous winter. Yet it was not until
the late months of 1944, after an even more devastating cold injury experience,
that a similarly effective program was instituted in the European theater.
s Emerson, Haven: Selected Papers. Battle Creek: W. K. Kellogg Foundation, 1949.
< (1) Gordon, J. E., and Augustine, D. L.: Tropical Environment and Communicable Disease. Am. J. M. Sc. 210:
343-357, September 1948. (2) Gordon, J. E.: The Epidemiology of Accidents. Am. J. Pub. Health 39: 504-615, April 1949.
(3) Gordon, J. E.: Epidemiology^Old and New. J. Michigan M. Soc. 49: 194-199, February 1950. (4) Robert, H. L.,
and Gordon, J. E.: Home Accidents in Massachusetts. A Study in the Epidemiology of Trauma. New England J. Med.
241: 435-441, 22 Sept. 1949.
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In the planning of the assault on Japan, the exorbitant military cost of
losses from cold injury in Italy and in western Europe was fully recognized by
the War Department and the Commander in Chief, AFPAC (United States
Army Forces in the Pacific). The result was a well-coordinated wet-cold
indoctrination program which made use of the principles and practices tested
in those theaters and which, if its implementation had proved necessary, would
undoubtedlj^ have reduced to negligible proportions losses from this cause in
the Pacific.

CHAPTER II

General Considerations of Cold Injury
TYPES OF COLD INJURY
In addition to total freezing of the deep tissues, cold injuries include
chilblains, trenchfoot, frostbite, and immersion foot. All of these injuries,
irrespective of environmental and other modifying circumstances, are related
by the common factor of cold. Thej^ are differentiated and can be classified
chiefly according to the degree of cold which has given rise to the injury, the
duration of exposure, and the environmental factors, chiefly wet, which intensify
the effect of low temperatures.
The temperature level at which cold injury will occur is not absolute.
The level is dependent upon the various factors which have just been listed.
It is modified by such other factors as fatigue, malnutrition, and, perhaps,
individual variations in resistance. The upper limit of temperature at which
cold injur}' may occur has also not been established. During World War II,
men shipwrecked in the Gulf Stream, in which the temperature was 60°-70° F.
(15.6°-21.1° C), presented immersion foot, with sensory changes and gangrene,
after 8 days.' Webster, Woolhouse, and Johnston,^ who reported some of
these cases, were unwilling to accept cold as a causative agent, but their interpretation seems open to question in view of Lewis' demonstration (p. 235) that
the skin begins to lose heat at 61° F. (16.1° C.) and that immersion in water
hastens the loss. A variety of cold injury was observed in United States troops
after the landing at Leyte in the Philippine Islands (p. 211), and another variety,
so-called shelterleg (p. 9), was reported in persons who had spent the nights in
damp, but not necessarily very cold, London subways during the bombings
early in the winter.
Cold is the agent which causes tissue damage. This is true whether it is
the mild, continuous type of cold which causes chilblains; the severe, dry cold
which causes frostbite; or the combination of cold and wet which causes trenchfoot and immersion foot. Different degrees of cold may give rise to what
appear to be significant pathologic differences,' and the resulting clinical
manifestations may also vary in severity, but basically the pathologic process
1 (1) Wliite, J. C: Vascular and Neurologic Lesions in Survivors of Shipwreck. I. Immersion Foot Syndrome
Following Exposure to Cold. New England ,T. Mcd. 228:211-222, 18 Feb. 1943. (2) White, J. C, and Scoville, W. B,:
Trench Foot and Immersion Foot. New England J. Med. 232:415-422,12 Apr. 1954. (3) Webster, D. R., Woolhouse,
F. M., and Johnston, J. L.: Immersion Foot. J. Bone * Joint Surg. 24:785-794, October 1942.
2 See footnote 1 (3).
' .\riev, T. V.: Fundamental Outlines of Present Day Knoivledgc of Frostbite. Medgiz: Moscow, 1943. This is
one of a series of 16 papers originally published in Russian from 1939 to 1944 and translated into English and published by
Earl R. Hope, in Ottawa, Canada, in 1950 under the title "Frostbite."
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is essentially the same in all cold injuries. Tliis observation, while it liokls
particularly for frostbite, trenchfoot, and immersion foot, which constitute
tlie ground-type injuries of military importance, does not exclude the occurrence of immersion foot in tropical waters when the period of exposure is
sufficiently long.^
The interrelationships of tlie various cold injuries can best be understood
by defining them as entities and noting the etiologic factors which, in conjunction witli cold, are responsible for tlieir production.
Chilblains
Chilblain lias been described as trenchfoot of the hand, though it may also
occur on the lower extremity. The lesions are most frequently located on the
florsal surface of tlie phalanges, between, rather than over, the joints. Although
any poi-tion of the dorsal surface may bo affected, the thumbs are relatively
exempt. Any portion of the lower extremity may also be affected, though the
anterior tibial surface of tlie leg, especially in women, is probably the most
common location.°
Chilblains may disappear within a few days or may assume a cJironic
form and last for weeks and months. In the chronic form, the condition is
also known as erythrocyanosis, Bazin's disease, lupus, pernio, and dermatitis
hiemalis.
The disease is provoked by cold above freezing which is experienced
intermittently over long periods of time. It is observed chiefly in climates
characterized by moderate cold and a high degree of humidity. The subjects
arc usually young persons, whose hands are likely to be colder than normal,
and sometimes deeply colored, all the year round. The majority give a history
of daily exposure in a cold, moist atmosphere. As a result, the injury of the
preceding day has not been compensated for before there is the insult of added
exposure on the succeeding day, and one lesion thus tends to develop over
another.
Skin which has previously been damaged in any way is peculiarly susceptible to chilblains. Lewis " has also demonstrated that the condition is prone
to appear in persons whose skin is hypersusceptible to the stimulation of cold.
If the histamine test is carried out under standard conditions, with the skin
at its ordinary temperature, the reaction is abnormal. His explanation is
that the predisposing cause of chilblains is a chronically defective circulation:
"It is to the high vascular tone of the limb vessels, to the readiness with which
the temperature of fingers or other parts falls to that of its surroundings, and
to the long delay in the release of this spastic condition of the vessels after
' XJng!(\y, C. C, and Blackwood, W.: ron'phcral Vosonouropatliy After Cliilling. "Immprsion Foot and Immersion
Hand." Lancet 2: 447-461,17 Oct. 1942.
» 0) Lewis, T,: Observations on Some Normal and Injurious Effects of Cold Upon the Skin and Underlying Tissues.
II. Chilblains and Allied Conditions. Brit. M. J. 2: 837-839,13 Dec. 1941. (2) Schaefer, C. L., and Sanders, C. E.: Pernio
(Chilblains). .1. Mi.ssonri M. A. 38:159-l(in, May 1941.
6 Sec footnote ."i (1).
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general vasodilatation sets in, tliat the chilblain subject seems to owe his
predisposition to these lesions."
The typical chilblain first appears as a red, swollen, tender lesion, which
is usually warm or hot to the touch and which is characterized by obvious
vasodilatation and subcutaneous edema. The only symptom at this time is
itching. When tlie lesion becomes chronic, the original state of vasodilatation
is no longer apparent, but the swelling may increase and the tissues may become
tenser. The color becomes a deep purple or reddish purple. Blister formation
and ulceration may develop. In the chronic form, itching is replaced by
tenderness and actual pain. Eegardless of whether the condition is acute or
chronic, indolence and slow healing are prominent and are to be explained by
the defective circulation which underlies its development.
Shelterleg
Shelterleg is the term applied to the swollen lower extremities which physicians began to see in numbers soon after the initiation of the blitz of London
in 1940.^ Knight,* who first described the condition, referred to it as trenchfoot
in civilians. Although all ages and both sexes were affected, shelterleg was
most frequently observed in elderly, obese women. Contrary to expectations,
however, neither varicose veins nor cardiac lesions were present in affected
subjects any more frequently than they would be found in an average population
of the same age.
Inquiry of these patients practically always revealed that they had been
spending their nights in a sitting position, sometimes at home, more often in
the subways. The platforms were crowded, no bvmks had then been installed,"
and people brought their own chairs, usually of the deck type, and slept upright
in them. The subways were cold and damp, but the chief etiologic factor
seemed to be dependency of the parts, plus pressure on the popliteal space
from the crossbars of the chairs. In an occasional instance in which the
condition was unilateral, it was found that the patient had spent the night
with one leg crossed over the other. In other words, the responsible causes—
cold, dampness, dependency, and interference with the circulation—were
precisely the causes which were later responsible for the cold injuries observed
in ground troops in Italy and western Europe. The lack of specific predisposing causes in most of the affected persons suggests that the capillary walls,
even when the extremities are entirely sound, are incapable of maintaining
their tone for an indefinite period against the influence of gravity without
intervals of recumbency or of active movement.
When the nocturnal habits were changed, rapid relief occurred in all
uncomplicated cases of shelterleg except for a small group of patients whose
'
Legs
Dec.
8
9

(1) Knight, B. W.: "Trench Foot" in Civilians (correspondence). Brit. M. J. 2:610-611, 2 Nov. 1940. (2) Shelter
(editorial). Lancet 2:722, 7 Dec. 1940. (3) The Shelter Problem (reports of societies). Brit. M. J. 2:801-802. 7
1940.
See footnote 7 (1).
See footnote 7 (2).
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deaths could be traced directly to these habits. Soon after Knight had described the condition, Simpson '" called attention to a significant increase
in the occmi-ence of fatal pulmonary emboli in London; there were 4 fatal
cases in September and October 1939 and 24 for the same period in 1940.
Twenty-one of these twenty-four fatalities had occurred in persons who were in
the shelters or, more usually, who were just leaving them after a night, or a
succession of nights, spent in them. The subjects were usually elderly, 18 of the
24 being over 60 years of age. Most of the patients were somewhat obese, and
several had varicosities of the veins of the legs. In every instance, however, the
pi-ecipitating circumstance seemed to be the long period spent in a deck chair
or some similar chair, the front edge of which compressed the popliteal space
and caused obstruction, with subsequent stasis, edema, and thrombosis, presumably in that order. Deaths from this cause, Simpson noted, were already
decreasing at the time of his report, as the provision of bunks was increasing,
and he put the figures on record merely to emphasize the need for haste in
providing the necessary equipment in the shelters. He also called attention
to the mechanical factor, which is not ordinarily so clear cut, in the development of thrombosis and to the fact that the thrombi originated in the tibial
veins and not in the large pelvic veins.
Shelterleg was no part of the war picture in the United States, since the
circumstances which gave rise to the condition in England were never duplicated in this country. Dependency for long periods, however, without change
of position, is responsible for the so-called traveler's legs sometimes observed
in civilian practice after long trips in trains, automobiles, or airplanes. As a
rule, the discomfort and edema are promptly relieved when movement is
resumed, though it may be a matter of days before the edema disappears
completely.
Immersion Foot
Immersion foot " is a form of tissue trauma which follows prolonged
immersion of the feet in water not sufficiently cold to cause frostbite. It
has been observed, as already mentioned, after exposure in subtropical waters.
Ungley '^ described it as "peripheral vasoneuropathy after chilling." Clinically
and pathologically, it is indistinguishable from trenchfoot, which would be
expected, since it originates from essentially the same causes.
Immersion foot typically appears in shipwrecked persons who have been
exposed to cold and wet for long periods of time. It is usually associated with
'« Simpson, K.: Slieltor Deiitlis From Pulmonary Embolism. Lancet 2: 744, 14 Dec. 1940.
11 (1) Sec footnote 4, p. 8. (2) Brownrigg, G. M.: Frostbite in Shipwrecked Mariners. Am. J. Surg. 69:2!2-247,
February 104:!. (3) Ungley, C. C: Immersion Foot and Immersion Hand (Peripheral Vasoneuropathy After Chilling).
Bull. War Med. 4:6]-()5, October 1943. (4) Ungley, C. C: Treatment of Immersion Foot by Dry Cooling. Lancet 1:681082, 29 May 1913. (6) Immersion Foot. Bull. U. S. Army M. Dept. No. 70, pp. 26-33, November 1943. (6) White, J, C,
and Warren, S.: Causes of Pain in Feet After Prolonged Immersion in Cold Water. War Med. 6:6-13, January 1944.
(7) Blackwood, W.: Studies in the Pathology of Human "Immersion Foot." Brit. J. Surg. 31:329-350, April 1944. (8)
Goldstone, B., and Corbctt, H.: Aetiology of "Immersion Foot." Brit. M. Bull. 2:148-149, 1944. (9) Fausel, E. G., and
Hemphlll, J. A.: Study of the Late Symptoms of Cases of Immersion Foot. Surg., Oyneo. & Obst. 81:500-503, November
1945. (10) Wayburn, E.: Immersion Hypothermia. Arch. Int. Med. 79:77-91, Jaunary 1947.
"See footnote 11 (3).
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dependency and immobility of the lower extremities and with constriction of
the limbs by clothing and shoes. Other factors which play more or less important roles arc (1) body cooling, as the result of wind; (2) total immersion;
(3) repeated immersion; and (4) inadequate clothing, seasickness, and starvation. In the reported cases, yoimger and older persons seemed to suffer more
severely from immersion foot than persons between 17 and 40 years of age. It
was also the experience of shipwrecked survivors during World War II that
those who lost heart and gave up hope suffered more severely, and sometimes
died more quickly, than their companions who were of better spirit. The
incidence and severity of immersion foot, however, are more directly influenced
by the duration of exposure and the temperature of the water than by any of
the other factors listed, though Ungley " expressed the opinion that the only
specific effect of immersion is to keep the parts cold.
Three stages of immersion foot are recognized:
1. A prehyperemic stage, lasting from a few hours to a few days. In this
stage, the extremities are cold, numb, swollen, and discolored, and peripheral
arteries may be transiently or persistently pulseless. If pulsations continue
absent, gangrene will ensue.
2. A hyperemic stage, lasting from 6 to 10 weeks. In this stage, the
symptoms and signs include tingling or pain, motor disturbances, temperature
differentials of the skin, increased swelling, blister formation, ulceration, and
sometimes gangrene.
3. A posthyperemic stage, lasting for weeks or months. In this stage,
symptoms and signs are absent if the environment is reasonably warm, but
there is often sensitivity to cold suggestive of the similar sensitivity observed
in Raynaud's disease.
The immediate symptoms of immersion foot are numbness, moderate
pain, tingling or itching, sometimes cramps in the calves of the legs, and a
sensation, on walking, as if the feet were being pressed into cotton wool. Edema,
which is the most prominent physical finding, may appear within a few hours
or after several days. The skin, which is initially reddened, becomes successively
pale, mottled, and finally blue or black.
Trenchfoot
Trenchfoot is a thermal injiuy sustained as the result of exposure to cold
short of freezing in a damp or wet environment. Arbitrarily, it is said to occur
in the temperature range between 32° and 50° F. (0° and 10° C). Actually,
as already noted (p. 7), the maximum temperature has not been established.
Recognized predisposing causes include immobility and dependency of the
limbs, insufficient clothing, and constriction of the parts by shoes, socks, and
other garments. Trenchfoot commonly occurs under combat conditions, when
immobility is forced by enemy action and when circumstances make
adequate foot care difficult or entirely impractical. The prevalence is
>s See footnote n (4), p. 10.
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influenced by the wcatlier, the type of combat action, tlie type of terrain, the
supply of food and clothing, and individual and organizational training policies
and procedures for the care of the feet.
Tronchfoot is characterized pathologically by circulatory, neurologic, and
sudomotor changes, which are manifested by signs of local tissue damage and
sterile inflammation. As some observers have pointed out, this type of cold
injury is almost identical with gradual frostbite, which might be expected,
since the primary etiologic factors are the same except for differences in the
degree of cold.'*
The term "trenchfoot" came into use in World War I for the obvious
reason that the injury was prevalent when static trench warfare was the rule.
Although this type of warfare was the exception during World War II, this type
of cold injury was unfoi'timately very frequent at certain periods in certain
theaters of operations, and the term was retained (p. 187), partly for lack of a
better one and partly because the implications of the nomenclature were so
generally understood.
Frostbite
Frostbite is a tissue injury "^ which evolves actual freezing of the skin
and subcutaneous tissues. It results from (1) prolonged exposure to freezing
and subfrcezing temperatures, as distinguished from trenchfoot, which is
diagnosed (arbitrarily) when the temperature is above freezing, or (2) brief
exposure to extremely low temperatures. The latter type of injury was observed
in World War II chiefly in fliers, in the form of high-altitude frostbite.
Exposed portions of the body, such as the fingers, ears, nose, chin, cheeks,
forehead, and feet, are most frequently frostbitten. Frostbite of the penis,
from exposure during urination, is not infrequent in cold climates. Both the
incidence and the severity of the condition depend upon the degree of cold, the
duration of exposure, and the wind velocity. Contributory factors include
circulatory stagnation caused by inactivity, constriction of the parts, general
vasoconstriction, trauma, and nutritional deficiencies.
Frostbite may appear suddenly, as the result of direct exposure of unprotected parts during extremely cold or windy weather or as the result of contact
of unprotected skin with cold metal during such weather. It may also develop
gradually, and even insidiously, as the result of prolonged exposure of even
protected parts. A local burning or stinging sensation or a twinge of pain
followed by numbness usually supplies ample warning of what is occurring.
The skin assumes a grayish or whitish, waxy appearance. Sometimes all the
" Greene, R.: Frostbite and Kindred Ill.s. Lancet 2:689-693, December 1941.
15 (1) See footnotes 3, p. 7, and 14. (2) Lcwi,s, T.: Observations on Some Normal and Injurious Effects of Cold
Upon tlio Skin and Underlying Tissues. HI. Frost-Bile. Brit. M. J. 2:809-871, 20 Dec. 1941. (3) Fro.stbite. Bull.
U S ArmyM.Dept. No. 71, pp. 24-27, December 1943. (4) Stucke. K.: Kaiteschaden and Erfricrungen im Felde [Cold
Injuries and Fro.stbitc on Active Service]. Bruns'Bcitr.z. klin. Cliir, 174:1-10, November 1942. Abstract Bull. War Med.
4:507, May 1944. (5) Ricbards, R. L.: Injury From Exposure to Low Temperature: Clinical Features, Prevention,
Treatment. Brit. M. Bull. 2:141-142,1944.
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1—Various types and stages of high-altitude frostbite.
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involved tissues are extremely hard and fixed. In other instances, the affected
part is indicated by the presence of a small, superficial, plaquelike lesion.
The first pathologic response to frostbite is an acute inflammatory reaction,
quite similar to that observed in burns. Thawing is invariably followed by a
state of reactive hypcremia, the intensity of which depends upon (1) the degree
and duration of the exposure and (2) the rate at which the temperature of the
part is raised. As in burns, the triple response characteristically present in the
aflfected area, which is explained by the release of histaminelike substances from
injured tissue cells, consists of (1) local reddening, (2) the appearance of a blister
or of a blister and a wheal, and (3) a flare.
The eventual tissue damage depends upon the degree and extent of the
actual freezing which has occurred and to an equal or even greater degree upon
the transudation of fluid, and sometimes of blood cells, into the tissue spaces
during the period of reactive hyperemia. The transudation is the direct resiflt
of increased permeability of the damaged capillary endothelium, which leads
to swelling of the tissues, edema, and gross blister formation. In severe cases,
secondary thrombosis of arterioles and capillaries may produce regional anoxia
and cj^anosis, which may go on to gangrene. Whatever the pathologic manifestation, the basis of the process is the prolonged peripheral vasoconstriction
induced by cold.
High-Altitude Frostbite
High-altitude frostbite (plate 1) is a tj^pe of cold injury sustained by aviators and other flying personnel when they are flying in altitudes in which extreme degrees of cold (—40° to —52° C.) are encountered and in which wind
velocities may be in excess of 200 miles per hour. Among the contributing
causes are freezing of the oxygen mask, insufficient clothing, inefficiency of
electrically heated clothing, and inadequate supervision and discipline of flying
personnel, which result in unnecessary exposure of the hands by removal of the
gloves (p. 131) and other failures to prevent exposure. This type of frostbite is
most often observed on the hands, but it may occur on any exposed part of the
body and after only a few seconds of exposure.
High-altitude frostbite was first described by Col. Loyal Davis, MC, Senior
Consultant in Neurosurgery, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, and his
associates,'" in 1943. Since then, there has been rather general acceptance of
their thesis that this type of frostbite is essentially the same as other typos of
cold injury but that it differs from the ground type in clinical severity and in
the rapidity with which pathologic changes occur. Cold, just as in the ground
type, is the primarj^ agent which produces the pathologic changes, but the extreme low temperatures introduce two secondary mechanisms; namely, (1)
generalized anoxemia and (2) local anoxemia of the affected parts. The local
anoxemia is caused by the reduction of the local blood flow as a result of acute
"Davis, L., Scarfl, J. E., Rogers, N., and Dickinson, M,: High Altitude Frostbite. Preliminary Report. Surg.,
Qynec. & Obst. 77: 561-575, December 1943.
438404^'—58
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vasculiif s])asin. Tlic ])asic morphologic change, accorchng to those ohsci'vcrs,
is (laniagc l)y cold lo the (Mulolholiiiin of the terminal capillary loops. In mild
injuries, the change is limited to a pathologic permeability of the capillarv walls.
In moi-e serious injuries,thrond)us formation occurs at the arteriolar-capillarv
junction. In the few jjathologic specimens available for study, both ailei-ies
and artcM'ioles showed a I'cmarkable thickening of tlu' intima (fig. 1), the vessels
resembling those seen in endarteritis ohlilerans. The veins wci'e not involved.

Ficriji: I.—riiotoniicros;!';!])!! of cross
section of small artery 2 cm. jji-oximal to
lin(_' of demarcation of gani;-rcne in finRCr
amputated because of se\-er(" liii^li-altitude
frostbite, dry tyjie. Note mai'kerl tliickeniiiK of intima and absence of central
tlirombus and of evidences of recanalization. 'J'lie endotlielium is intact.

Al'ir M.^AtAS ai'l

111 the mild type of iiigh-altitudo fi'ostbite, the fingers, after a bj'ief ])eriod
of exi)osur(>, become ])aiirfully cold, numb, stiff, waxy white, hard, brittle, and
compl(-tely insensitive to touch. They cannot be flexed or extended vobmlarily,
and often they cannot be moved j)assively. Surface temperatures of the
alfccttHl fingers may be 7.2° to 10.8° F. (4° to 0° C.) lower than those of the
coi'resi^onding fingers on the tniaffected hand. Even early in the injury,
capillary mici'osco])y shows no blood at all in the terminal ca])illari(>s on the
dorsum of the fingers about the nail beds (fig. 2). This phenomenon, according
to Davis and his associates, can be explained in two ways. It may be the
I'csult of an initial intense vasomotor spasm of the terminal portions of the
arteiioles, or, in some instances, it may be the restdt of a secondary thrombus
al the point at which the arteriole, with its musctdar wall, joins the thin-walled
capillary.
Kecoveiy from even mild high-altitude frostbite may be quite slow (fig. 8).
Sevei'al hours are likely lo elapse before the tips of the fingers begin to soften.
If, howevei-, the extremities and body can be brought back to normal body
lemjx'rature there will be no blistcj' formation, gangi'cne, or evident residuals,
though the fingers may ache and throb for several hours and paresthesia may
]j(>rsist for days or weeks.
If the exposui-e to cold has been prolonged, tissue damage is severe and
often permanent, and clinical manifestations are also severe. Two t.ypes of
l(>sions, a wet tyi)e and a dry type, have been observed.
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l'"i(:riti; 2. Drawin.ii; of microscoijic a])i)i'araiiei' of cai)illary bed ul base of nail in
normal finticr and in froslbitlcn finficv. Xotc luiii']iin appcaraiicc of parallel capillary loojis
in normal fin.ncr and I heir aliscncc in affcetcfl fin,<!;cr. The f hromboHcd siumpy of the artcriolcs
arc charactcrisi ic of t lie frostl>itten fin<(er.

FiorRB 3.—Persistent blancliinir of fingers due to vasoconsti-iction 7 hours afteicxposni-c to ln<;li-altitnde teniperafure of
-10° C. (--10° F.).

The wot lesion (figs. 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9) takes the form of multiple small eutaneotis blisters,which a])pear almost at tlie same time upon man,yarea.s of the
skin of tlie affected piwl. They inei'ease ra])i(Uy in size and evenfiially coalesce
to foi'm one oi' more huge blisters, whicli may involve tlie entire dorsum of a
finger or even the wiiole hand. Though these blisters sometimes resemble the
sim])le vesicles of second-dc>gree bm-ns, more often th(> pathologically exeessive
fhiid is lield fast within the tissues composing the superficial layers of tlie skin.
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Kidiruio 1. \V('1 tvpc of moderately severe lii,n:li-altit ude frostl)ite. A. Tyi)ical l)lisfer
r„riniitioii. The index'linger sliows a sin-le vesicle which has coini)leteIy collapsed after
incision. The nuddle linger shows a blister which has faili'd to collapse afl.^r liberal incision,
becans.'of I he excess fluid held wit hint he tissues. Neither blister is heniorrhagic. B. Fingers
shown in view \ I inonlh later. Blisters have dried, and desquaiuation has occurred. Note
lo.ss of nail and ab.seiice of normal skin markings, as well as the delicate, tighf, shiny, new
epithelium. These fingers remained sensitive to cold for many months.

On iispinilioii, ii sninll umotinl of (Itiid is ol)liiin('(l, if any at all, Init niiicl which
is somclinu's cloar and somcliincs contains rod blood colls will ooze slowly for
several liours from the j)unctm-e hole. HenioiThatre most often takes place
heneatli tiie nails, whicii are likely to be lost. Sn])erficial layers of skin are
eventually dissected away from t'iie deeper layers by extravasated ihiid and
are cast, olf, fre()uently in tlie form of a complete cast of the parf (fig. S). >>Iost
of tlic tierminal layer "comes away with the cast (fisr. 9), and epithelial reo'eneration is^herefore possible only from tlie remnants of germinal epitlielinm left
in the (hicts of the sweat glands. Tiie newly regenerated skin varies in color
from duskv pink to dusky l)lue. It is tliin. smooth, shiny, and tiglitly drawn.
Cold tolerance is greatly reduced (chart \), and anesthesia or hypesthesia to
|)nin and touch, witli loss of sweating, nniy continue for months (fig. fO).
T\w dry type of high-altitude frostbite (figs. 11, 12, IH, 14, 15, 16), which
nsnally follows more severe exposure to cold, at first resembles the. wet type.
'IMiawing is a slow process, however, and instead of blister formation the
aff(Hde(ri)arts become extremely tense, the skin has the api)earancc of dull
ground glass and beconn's ])rogressively drier, and tlie deeper tissnes assume a
progressh-elv (hirkei' shade of dusky gray. All the tissues eventually shrivel
antfimimmify, the changes being most marked at the distal portions of the
extremities. After 2 or :>, weeks, a line of demarcation is dearly evident, and
spontaneous natural am])utalion will take place unless sm'gical intervention
terminates the process.
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AFIP 5{)-392'l

]''i(it;RE 5.—Wet type of severe high-altitude frostbite. A. Severe blister formation
24 hours after injury. B. Hands shown in view A 2 months later, showing regeneration of
lost nails. The skin in the l.ilistered areas is beginning to recover its normal surface markings.
Sensory disturbances and loss of sweating persisted for many months.
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Vif.VKK (i. Wet. lyiK- of inodcratrly severe higli-altiUule frostbite. A. Ileiiiorrliusic
l)lislers. Note discoloration of nails. K. Hand shown in view A 10 days later. The blisters
have dried n]), and the skin has an eechyinotie ainx'arance. Desqnaination oeenrred later.
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FKU'RE

7.—Wcl type of severe hish-altitude frostbite, with liemorrhag'ic blister foriuutioii,
24 hours after injury.

AFIF MAMAS 221

FiraiRE 8.—Wet type of severe higli-ultilude
frostbite;. Cast desquanuition of tips of fingers
followed severe blisterinsi;.
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A1'"II' MAMAS 221
l''j(ii!]jE !).—]>lii)toniicro<^r;ii)li of s(X'tion of skill from blister
ill Wf.l (>•])(' of iiio(l(>ra(('ly severe hisli-nHitude frostbite. Note
iseparation of ejiideriiiis from (k-riiiis and, in ])artieular, loss of
basal germinal layer with eiiidermis.

IIIE SPECTRUM OF COLD INJURY
Injiifics civuscd by cold may lie roughly grouped according to their primary
causes. In IVoslhhe and freezing of the tissues, cold is the solo agent. In
inuuersion foot, cold aud wet both jjlay roles, with wetness occupying the
|)re(k)minaiit role. In (I'eiichfoot, cold and wet play approximately equal
pai'ls.
ft is possible to postulate a raTige or spectrum of cold injury, beginning
with mild chilblains and ending with severe frostbite at low temperatiu-es and
death from freezing of the dee]) tissues. AMiile the ])lace of the various injui'ies
in the sjiectrum is delennined by the degre(> of cold, the effect of cold may be
greatly intensified l)y contributing factors, such as wet ITI trenchfoot and immersion fool, and anoxemia in high-altitude frostbite.
]'j-ecise data gathered by long observation and study have made possible
the quantitative evahiation of disease. A range from inapparent disease
on iha one hand through fulminating disease on the other can be easily demonstrated in I'elation (o deaths. Data collected in World War If and fi'om other
sources do i\ot support a similar gradient of cold trauma, though the explanation may well be the shortcomings of the available data rather than any defect
in the pi'inci])le itself. The variety of contributing factors also helps to explain
why it: is diflicult to formulate a gradient of cold ti'auma. Epi<lemiologically,
the establishment of such a. gra(li(>nt would be highly desirable. Future ex]K'rienc(>, must supply the data i-eqiiired and overcom(^ other difficulties. Meantime, it is possible to postulate the probable behavior of cold trauma (chart 2).
Many factors come into play in a cold-trauma gradient. Each component
(•onstilutcs a gi-adient to itself, and each is influenced ])y multiple properties of
flic agent, the host, and the environment. The development and interpretation
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1.—Graph showing cold tolerance of normal right hand and frostbitten left hand
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The curves shown represent the mean of the skin temperatures taken from the four
fingers by electrothermocouples. Note that the temperature of the normal right hand
could not be reduced below 5° C. (41° F.) after 50 minutes in the cold chamber. At that
point, the hand began to warm spontaneously, and in 25 minutes the skin temperature rose
4° C. (7.2° F.). After its removal from the cold chamber (after 75 minutes), the hand
quickly reached a temperature 8° higher than in the beginning. In contrast, after 10 minutes in the cold chamber, the skin temperature of the frostbitten left hand fell almost to
zero, and the hand became so painful that it had to be removed from the chamber. The
skin temperature of this hand did not then return to the original level.

of the gradient of cold injury are influenced by the degree of cold, the degree of
wetness, individual susceptibility, the duration of exposure, the use of protective
measures and equipment, and other modifying factors.
If the relationships illustrated in the gradient which has been postulated
(chart 2) are correct, the total area of cold trauma is divided, though not equally,
into four principal components. Severity or degree of injury varies in each
component; it is least for chilblains and greatest for freezing of deep tissues,
thus forming an ascending gradient of severity from left to right. Trenchfoot
438404^—58
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i-'icrHio 10. —P(M-;<istc]it liyi)('sth('si:i in
liiuii-altitufic frostbite, sustained at toiii])ci-atiii-e of -40° (". (--10° F.), Solid lines
i'(i)fesent limits of liypesthesia anrl dolled
lines limits of hypalsicsia 7 liotirs after exl)osnre. There was fomi)lete loss of i)ain
and toiicli over the distal iihalansies of the
iiifle\ and little fiiiKers.

A1''IP ,'i(l--3(l22

Fita-nic II.— Dry tyj^e of mild high-altitude frostbite. A. Early stage. Blistering
has not occurred but note ground-glass a])pearaiice of sldn of fingcrtijjs. The deei)er underlying tissues were under great tension and \verc quite painful. Ga.ugreiu> of the affected
parts followed. 15. Hand shown in view A 5 moulhs later, showing loss of nails and tisstie
of fingertijjs.

and immcfsion foot occupy the largest area and cliilblains tJic smallest in terms
of defect or more severe injury. This is the precise proportionate relationship
of these cold injuries in terms of their military importance. Few, if any,
deaths are car.sed by chilblains, and the disability they cause is not great.
Though deep freezing of the tissues is accompanied bj^ a high case fatality rate
and by some disability in the sm'vivors, its importance, in terms of numbers of
cases, is far less than that of trenchfoot and immei'sion foot, as shown bj' the
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FiiiTUjio J2.—Dry tyi)(! of severe higli-;iltitiid(!
frostbite. A. Early sta,n(! (1 liour aft.(>r injury).
Ji. Ilanrl shown in view A 3 days iatei'. Noti;
almost total absence of blistering.
C. Hand
shown in view B 3 weeks later, showing far-advaneed dry gangrene.

.-M'lT -^(\-:wi4

compai'iiblc areas in llio sclieina. Troiielil'oot and imnicrsioti fool, aro fospoiisi1)1(' fof few deaths l)iit for miicli temporary and permanenL disability. Frostbite, while it carries a hiii-her ease fatality rate thati either Ireiiehfoot or immersion foot, is proportionately less im])ortant in terms of temporaty and
pei'inaiient disability or defect and over-all military cost.
]t should be einjiiiasized tiiat these assumptions hold only for military
operations condncted in winter in a tem])erate climate, such as that of western
Euro])e. Tliey would be greatly altered for operations conducted in the intense
and sustained cold of tlu; Arctic.
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AFIl' 5(;-3!)l»
Fi.nTuio IH, Dry type of severe high-altitude frostl)it<>. A. Pliotograjjh 10 hours
after injury. The h:iiul lias IMM'II dressed with sulfauilaniide i)owder. B. Huud shown
in view A .5 weeks later, showing si)Oiitaiieous ani])utation of tissues as result of dry
gangrene.

Tlic six'cHic causative a<i;oiil in cold injury is cold/" but evaluation of the
World War 11 exjierience makes it clear lluit wet, becaiise it speeds loss of body
heat, is closely related. Tlio influence of wetness, liowever, is entirely synerU-islic. ll cannot of itself cause cold injury. Factors related to tlie soldier
himself and to iiis environment also play a part in the total causation of cold
injury. Ilecot!;nized human factors include the status of individual training,
liie indivifhial nTitritional status, fatigue, previous experience witli cold injury,
and inherent constitutional and psychosocial quahties, in addition to tlie
mechanical fa.ctors of j)osture and dependency. Elements of Mie physical
environment, whicli enter tlie picture are the weather (that is, temperature,
j)recipita(ion, and wind), the altitude, tlic terrain, and thawing. Socioeconomic
inlhiences include clothing supply and equipment, foot disciphne, command
lea,(h"rship and attitude, training and ex]ierience as applied to the unit, and
rotation of ])ersonnel.
11 Si-efoolnole:!, p.
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14.—J)ry type of severe liigh-altitude frostlntc. A. Early stages of muiiiinifiealioii and dry gangrene 10 days after injury. B. Hands shown in view A 1 month
later, after guillotine amputation of gangrenous parts.
FKHTRK
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:i''i(iuitE Jo.—-Dry typo of scvore hifili-altiliide frostbite. A. I'liotoj2:rii|)h 10 days after injury. Note dev<"loi)inK dry gangrene in little
finger of left hand and al)senee of blistering. The thumb and index
fingers of (he riglit hand show tlie late stage of heinorrhagic t)listering;
the skin has t urned liard and black, and to the uninitiated the changes
could easily be mistaken for gangrene. B. Hands shown in view A
5 months later.
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CHART

2.—Qradient of cold injury (schematic)

Chilblains,
PERCENT ""^^^^y, '
100

Freezing
"[.''"'' PERCENT
Tissue
■00

Trenchfoof, immersion foot

I Defect

I

I Disobilify (temporary)

PROPORTION OF COLD-INJURY INCIDENCE BY DIAGNOSIS

All of tlicse factors enter into the total causation of cold injuiy. Effective
prevention and control, however, can be established only by evaluating the
weight of each factor by studying each of them in individual units. The control
of mass injury or disease depends upon methods and measures directed at
causes. Analyses of cause and effect provide the only means for developing a
concerted plan for meeting the problem in any future war.
The simple, sound epidemiologic methods used in the field in World War II
to identify the several components in the total causation of cold injury demonstrate that only a few of these components are amenable to practical control and
preventive practices. Thus, the type of combat action, terrain, and weather
are universal causes which influence the incidence of cold trauma wherever it
occurs but which are not amenable to control. On the other hand, as field
studies during World War II clearly demonstrated, the level of the clothing
supply, individual and unit disciphne, rotation poUcies and practices, and the
training and experience of troops, all of which exert a variable influence upon
the incidence of cold injury, are all subject to control within the limits of the
tactical situation. Further study and research should be directed to the
intangible causative factors, which are not susceptible to precise measurement,
to determine whether the base of practical control of cold injury can be
broadened.
NOTE.—For statistical purposes, trenchfoot and frostbite are not always separated In Army reports. Clinically, as
already indicated, they are oiten indistinguishable. Practically, it would have been better if no attempt had been made to
differentiate them fp. 303). Generally speaking, whatever is said about one in the following pages may be regarded as
equally applicable to the other unless specific exception is made. Similarly, whatever is said about cold injuries of the feet
may be regarded as equally applicable to cold injuries of the hands, which, as a practical consideration, are affected in
only a very small proportion of the injuries of this type.

CHAPTER III

Historical Note
With the single, and notable, exception of Larrey's ^ observations during the
Napoleonic Wars, injuries of warfare caused hj cold and exposure were not
recorded in any great detail until fairly modern times, more particularly until
World War I. Numerous brief references, however, indicate that this type of
injury was responsible for an important loss of manpower in early mihtary
history. Thus, there are references to frostbite in the writings of Hippocrates,
Aristotle, and Galen. The armies of Alexander of Macedon experienced
casualties from this cause.^ According to Grattan,^ Xenophon, in the Anabasis,
mentions cold injury as a significant problem in the Greek armies operating in
western Armenia late in the fourth and early in the third centuries B.C.
In more modern times, Thatcher described serious losses from cold injury.*
In 1777, 2,900 of an army of 10,000 men were unfit for duty because of sickness
and lack of clothing. By February of the following year, the number of
casualties had been increased by nearly a thousand men who, according to
General Washington, "had been left to perish by winter cold and nakedness."
In January 1780, some 20 percent of 2,500 men sent from Elizabethtown to
attack the British on Staten Island also suffered cold injuries. Thatcher writes:
"The party passed over on the ice * * * but the enemy having received intelligence of their design returned into their strongworks * * * . The snow was
three or four feet deep, the weather extremely cold, and American troops continued on the island for twenty-four hours without cover. About 500 were
slightly frozen."
Benjamin Eush,^ who was physician general to the military hospitals of
the United States during the Revolutionary War, contributed, perhaps unwittingly, some useful advice in the prevention of cold injury. In a small
pamphlet of directions for preserving the health of soldiers, he wrote: "The
' Larrcy, D. J.: Memoirs of Military Surgery and Campaigns of the French Armies, on the Eliine, in Corsica, Catalonia, Egypt, and Syria; at Boulogne, Ulm, and Austerlitz; in Saxony, Prussia, Poland, Spain, and Austria. Translated
by Richard Willmott Hall, with notes hy the translator. First American edition from the second Paris edition. Baltimore: Joseph Cushing, 1814, 2: 153-164; 205-224; passim.
! Ariev, T. V.- Fundamental Outlines of Present Day Knowledge of Frostbite. Medgiz: Moscow, 1943. This is
one of a series of 16 papers originally published in Russia from 1939 to 1944 and translated into English and published by
Earl R. Hope, in Ottawa, Canada, in 1950 under the title "Frostbite."
3 a rattan, H. W.: Trench Foot. In History of the Great War Based on OfTicial Documents. Medical Services.
Surgery of the War. London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1922,1:169-177.
< Thatcher, James: Military Journal of the American Revolution. Hartford: Hurlburt Williams and Co., 1862,
pp. 127, )88.
5 Rush, Benjamin: Directions for Preserving the Health of Soldiers, Addressed to the Officers of the Army of the
United States. Published by order of the Board of War, 1777. Pennsylvania Packet, No. 284.
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commanding ofRcor slioiikl take tho utmost care never to suffer a soldier to
sleep, or oven to sit down in his tent with wet clothes, nor to lie down in a wet
blanket or upon damp straw. The utmost vigilance will be necessary to guard
against this fruitful source of diseases among soldiers."

THE NAPOLEONIC WARS
The role of cold as such in the production of injuries to the bodj^ tissues
was vividly, and for the most part correctly, described by Baron Larrey,
sui'geon to the French armies in the Napoleonic Wars. His classic description
of the part played by frostbite and "congelation" in the defeat of these armies
in Poland in 1812 is an accurate and affecting resume of the tactical and clinical
effects of injuries caused by cold. It is of sufficient importance, in fact, to be
related in considerable detail.
Baj-on Ijarrey began his military medical career in the French Navy,
serving in waters in which immersion foot might well have been observed.
At the end of 2 years, chiefly because of liis susceptibility to seasickness, he
transferred to the army, in which he became a division surgeon. In this new
position, he quickly perceived that the previously accepted practice of waiting
to care for the wounded and dispose of the dead until tho battle had moved
on was resulting hi great, and for the most part unneccssarj', loss of life and
limb. To remedy the situation, he devised a field medical organization in
which light ambulances, together with field stations, brought medical care to
the womided immediately behind the lines. He eventually developed this
service to such a point that it was often possible to have all the wounded oft'
the field and cared for by military surgeons within 24 hours after a battle had
ended. Tlie development of this effective divisional medical service gained
such recognition for Larrey that he was withdrawn from his division and
charged with the responsibility of developing a similar sj'stem for the whole
army. Shortly afterward, he was ordered to join the army commanded by
Napoleon, with whom he served for many years, eventually becoming chief
surgeon of the Grande Arm6e which was to invade Eussia.
The pruiciples and practices of military medicine laid down by Larrey are
essentially those used in modern military field medicine. He was, in addition
to being an administrative genius, a skillful and accomplished surgeon, and it
is not surprising, therefore, that his description of frostbite and of the changes
underlying its clhiical manifestations comes very close to the present concept
of tlie causation and pathogenicity of injuries of warfare caused by cold.
Causes of cold injury.—Plij-sicians who had previously written on this type
of "mortification," Larrey pointed out, beUeved cold to be the exciting cause
of the gangrene. Attention to the time at which the gangrene occurred, however, as well as to its progress and the phenomena which accompanied it, would
make it clear that cold was only the predisposing cause. Between the 5th and
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9th of February 1807, before the battle at Eylaii, in Prussia, not a single soldier
in the Freneh Army complained of frostbite, although the temperature ranged
from —10° to —15° R. (Reaumur thermometer) or from 9.5° to —1.8° F.
and during this period they had spent all of their daj^s and most of tlieir nights
in the snow and in most severe frost. Even the Imperial Guard, which liad
been on duty for more than 24 hours, in the snow, without much exercise, did
not suffer frostbitten feet.
During the night of 9 and 10 Februrary, the temperature suddenly rose
to 3°-5° R. (38.8°-43.2° F.). On 10 February, a copious fall of sleet occurred,
and the following day a thaw set in and continued for some time. Almost
immediately, a number of soldiers of both the guard and the line began to complain of their feet. Their first symptoms were "acute pains in the feet, torpour,
heaviness, and a disagreeable pricking in the extremities, which were slightly
swelled and of a dark red." In some instances, the base of the toes and tlie
upper surface of the foot were shghtly reddened. Sometimes, the toes were
without any sensation, heat, or motion and were black and "in a manner dried."
Without exception, the affected soldiers assured Larrey that they had felt
no pain or other untoward sensations during the severe cold in bivouac on 5-9
February and that it was not until 10 February, when the temperature rose
by 18° to 20° R. (40.5°-45° F.), that they began to experience "congelation."
The first symptoms were not severe. Painful, pricking sensations were succeeded by numbness, stiffness, immobility, and a sense of heaviness as well as
of cold. Those men—fortunately the greater number—who followed the advice of Larrey and his colleagues, to rub the affected parts immediately with
snow and later with camphorated brandy, did not suffer from gangrene if it
was not already present when treatment was begun. Those able to go into
town, like those who approached the fire of the bivouac to warm themselves,
were severely affected. Gangrene appeared almost abruptly and progressed
rapidly in men who approached the fire. While it was generally limited to the
toes and seldom rose above the ankle, in some instances it extended over half
of the foot.
This type of "sphacelus of the foot," Larrey emphasized, should not be
confused with gangrene of the skin. He had observed casualties in whom,
while the skin of the foot was deprived of life to a greater or lesser degree,
the vessels, deep-seated nerves, tendons, ligaments, and bones were not affected.
The patient experienced pain when the subjacent parts were touched, but the
foot retained its internal heat and could be moved. Gangrene of this type,
Larrej' continued, "* * * is superficial, and cannot be considered as similar
to the sphacelus of the foot that deprives it of motion, of sensibility, and of all
the phenomena of life. The patient cannot feel that he has a foot and it appears
like a foreign body suspended to his leg."
Then followed the important warning that the nature of the disorder
must be carefullj- ascertained before amputation was resorted to and that
general remedies should always precede surgerj'.
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LaiTcy's explanation of the progress and development of this gangrene,
or, as ho preferred to call it, of "the modus oporandi of tlie causes which produce it," follows, in his own words:
Cold acts on the living parts by blunting the sensibility of those organs which are subjected to its immediate impression: the natural heat is absorbed, and a discharge and repercussion of calorick takes place: the pores are closed: the fibres and the capillary vessels
fall into a state of contraction: the fluids are condensed, and flow more slowly. At first,
the action of the cold is painful: the skin wrinkles and loses its natural colour. Yet, the
animal heat and the vital powers resist this sedative and contracting power that opposes
the return of the fluids: the capillary system is obstructed more easily when its extreme
ramifications arc weakened. The skin becomes red, its sensibility is blunted, and if the
effects of the cold continue, it gradually becomes extinguished and torpour soon takes place.
The parts may remain for a longer or shorter period in this state of asphyxia without losing
their life; and if the cold be removed by degrees, or if the person affected by it pass gradually
into a more elevated temperature, the equilibrium may be easily reestablished with the
functions of the organs, and the disposition that the parts have to fall into gangrene is removed: but if on the contrary, persons who are thus affected by cold pass suddenly from a
temperature at the freezing point to one more elevated, an obstruction of the parts affected
must of necessity be produced; and if it be considerable, the vessels lose their elasticity altogether, become paralyzed, and sometimes burst, or are torn asunder; and hence follow
blisters and cracks, or fissures of the part. The course of the fluids in the vessels is interrupted; there is a redundance of carbon, the parts turn black, and gangrene is abundant.
Infection is propagated to all those parts which have been seized on, or affected by the cold.
Thus the gangrene advances until it meets with resistance from the vital powers. Now the
systaltick motion of the vessels, the irritability of the cellular substance of the membranes
and of the skin, which had resisted the action of the cold, resist the principles of the gangrene,
and far from absorbing them, the extremities of the capillary vessels which convey blood,
and the lymphatioks being irritated by these heterogeneous qualities, become obstructed
and inflamed: the gangrene is circumscribed, and a line of separation formed between the
dead and the living parts. If the mortification be superficial, the sloughs are generally
thrown off between the ninth and thirteenth days: they leave a wound or ulcer which soon
heals. If the whole of a limb bo deprived of life, nature of herself is not sufficient to remove
the dead parts, because she has too many obstacles to surmount; at least she can seldom
overcome them. The resistance almost always surpasses her power, and the patient sinks
in consequence of the absorption that takes place when the sloughs are detached, and suppuration has opened the mouths of the absorbents. This absorption affects organick life:
a slow fever ensues, with colliquative diarrhoea: the gaseous exhalations from the gangerened
parts disorder the organs of respiration, and concur with the matter that has been absorbed,
in producing a general debflity of the functions, and death. After some time, gangrene
may pass immediately to the neighbouring parts; but this can never happen before the
ninth or tenth day, when the sloughs fall off: the vessels and the cellular tissue are then
prepared to absorb, but that does not always take place, and then the disease may remain
stationary: it becomes defined, and the dead parts separate from those which retain their
vital power and action, and the general functions are not disturbed. The dead parts fall
off, the sores which are the consequence, soon heal up, and the patient recovers.

Larrey concluded his description of these phenomena with the assertion
that he was quite positive tliat they never appeared until the temperature was
suddenly raised "from a very low to a very high degree above zero." He was
convinced that "partial or general death" cannot take place merely from the
severity of the weather in persons subjected to the influence of cold for a long
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period, "even until tlicy arc seized witli asphyxia, unless a second sedative or
narcotick cause act internally in concert with it."
Numerous instances were cited to support this theory. Thus, travelers
who crossed the Alps and the Pyrenees during intense frosts did not suffer
harm as long as the level of cold remained the same. Larrey had had this
experience himself. The Polonese chose "the time of the most regular cold"
to undertake long and difficult journeys from Siberia but avoided travel when
tlie temperature was variable because, they told Larrey, they feared "the
effects of congelation." In May 1788, while Larrey and his companions were
in North America, they found at Belle Isle, near Newfoundland, a number of
persons who had been shipwrecked and who had passed several days lying
under the snow during a period of intense cold. The victims suffered no accidents during tliis period; but when the temperature changed, on the day of
their rescue, two died suddenly and the feet of several others "fell into
gangrene."
At the end of the winter of 1795, when Larrey was with the Army of the
Eastern Pyrenees, numerous soldiers suffered from frostbite when an extreme
degree of cold was succeeded by an elevated temperature. The suffering was
most extreme in men whose feet had already been frostbitten at the siege of
Koses. During the preceding 15 to 20 days of "rigorous cold" and up until
the time the thaw commenced, Larrey had observed no frozen limbs in any of
the ambulances over which he presided. Witliin 24 hours after the change of
weather, some of the more advanced sentinels were found dead at their posts.
Larrey also related instances of gangrene caused by "congelation" in
otlier parts of Europe. During the conquest of Holland, for instance, as he
was informed by M. Paroisse, first surgeon to the King of Spain, a great number
of soldiers had their feet frostbitten. The men had long been exposed to snow
and ice, but gangrene did not appear until the thaw commenced.
Still another experience concerned the army which left Madrid on 22
December 1808 to cut off the retreat of the English Army on the road to
Corunna. The next 2 days were spent crossing the Guadarrama Mountains.
It had been snowing for several days, and, at the foot of the mountains, the
wind blew directly from the north and the temperature was 9° below zero E.
(11.75° F.). As the men ascended the mountains, the cold, already piercing,
became still more intense, and thick whirlwinds of hoarfrost and snow made a
halt imperative. During the overnight halt, the temperature rose several
degrees. When fires were kindled, Larrey continued:
* * * they were more injurious than useful * * *. For all who subjected their hands
or feet to the warmth of the fire, were suddenly affected with gangrene from congelation, to
a greater or less extent. But this gangrene appeared in no case among those who avoided
the fire. One of the soldiers of our ambulance, having had his right hand affected with the
cold as he climbed the mountain, suddenly approached the fire of bivouac, and chafed his
hand near it. It instantly swelled in a surprising manner, hke dough when put into a hot
oven. When he rejoined his ambulance some hours after, his hand was entirely sphacelated,
and I was obliged to amputate it at the wrist. This fact supports the opinion on which
I advanced relative to gangrene from congelation.
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Cold, Larrey concluded in the light, of these various experiences, is only
tlie predifiposing canse of gangrene, which can be averted by taking care to
remain away from heat and to avoid subjecting parts "benumbed by the cold
to its sudden action." Tlie excithig canse is heat "* * * suddenly applied to
the parts whicli have been rendered torpid by cold * * *. Let this principle
be once established and it will be easy to prevent the effects of congelation."
Data on injuries caused by cold among Kussian troops in the campaign of
1812 arc scanty. They probably suffered severely, though not as severely as
the Fi'ench, because, according to Ariev," they were already acclimated to the
severe weathei- and they had some knowledge of the elementary rules for combating frostbite. These factoi's, he thought, exerted a protective influence,
although Russian soldiers, like French soldiers, were hungry, tired, and poorly
clothed and thus were subject to the very conditions which might predispose
to cold injury.
Therapy.—Except for the warning against the sudden application of heat
to the afl'ected part, which is still sound advice, Larrey's methods of treating
cold injuries are merely of historic interest. First aid consisted of friction
with snow or ablutions with water in which ice had been dissolved. If snow
or ice could not bo procured, cold red wine or vinegar and camphorated brandy
were substituted or the parts were immersed in well water. Full details were
given for the management of gangrenous limbs, but amputation, it was
emphasized, was always a last resort.
THE CRIMEAN WAR
Many of Larrey's observations were made on soldiers who operated under
conditions of extreme cold and who were facing, and later experienced, a disastrous defeat. In the course of the defeat and the retreat which followed, a
large part of the army was lost as a consequence of cold and intercurrent
disease. The military cold injuries next recorded, in the Crimean War of
1854-56,' ai-oso on a very different basis, in tliat the cold in which they were
sustained was not extreme and the military circumstances were different.
During the first winter of the war, fighting in the Crimea took the form
of dogged trench warfare, with relatively little change in the position of either
side. The campaign was fought by inexperienced soldiers, who were handicapped by lack of supplies, clothing, and food. Diarrhea and dysentery were
prevalent and were attended with a high mortahty, and 1,924 cases of frostbite were reported. Mr. Dumbreck, of the First Regiment, did not find this
surprising. "I consider," he observed, "that many of the cases of denominated
gelatio, were in reality gangrene from debility, many of the men having been
« Sec foolnole 2, p. 29.
' Modical anti Surgiral History of tlie Britisli Army During War .\gainst Russia in Years 18i54-50.
Miijesty'."! Stationery OfTice, 1858, vol. 2.
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attacked when the thermometer was between 40° and 50° Fahrenheit."
Dr. Longmore shared his views. The frostbite which occurred during 1854
and 1855, he stated, "could not be attributed to the severity of the chmate,
but was chiefly owing to the exceedingly depressed vital power which characterized the general condition of the soldier at that period."
It seems reasonable to accept the opinion of these observers that the
frostbite which occurred in the British Army during the first winter of the
Crimean War was not primarily caused by cold. Through October, the
weather was rather mild. In January, it is true, snow fell and there was much
"frost," but low temperatures, in themselves, did not seem to produce cold
injuries. Many, on the contrary, seemed to occur as a direct consequence of
exposure to wet, especially when the winds blew from the northeast. Periods
of thawing seemed particularly likely to produce cold injuries, which were
notably frequent when frost by night alternated with thaw by day. Men in
the trenches, especially the most forward trenches, experienced protracted
exposure under the most unfavorable possible conditions. They often had
to stand knee-deep in mud and water as well as in snow. Their movements
were restricted because of the vigilance of the enemy. Often, to protect
themselves, they had to seek shelter in the bottom of the trenches, where the
bad conditions under which they ordinarily existed were likely to be worse.
They sometimes remained in such situations for 12 to 24 hours. In addition,
their hands sometimes became gangrenous from handling "wet metallic
substances."
The authors of the official history of the Crimean War recorded other
deficiencies. The soldiers' boots were defective and quite unsuited for this
tj^pe of operation. Often, they had been fitted in too small sizes, and the men
were afraid to remove them for fear that they would not be able to replace
them. Shelter and bedding were equally unsatisfactory. Tents were of
single-thickness canvas, with flaps that were difficult to close. The allotment
of blankets was one to a man. Straw, hay, reeds, boards, stretchers, and
similar makeshifts had to be used for beds. Firewood to be used for the
preparation of food was difficult to come by, and the partial inadequacy of
nutrition was evidenced by the high incidence of scurvy. The chronic fatigue of
the men, as well as the high incidence of diarrhea and dysentery, has already
been mentioned.
It has already been pointed out that during the winter of 1854-55, in a
force of slightly less than 50,000 men, there were 1,924 cases of cold injury, of
which 457 (23.75 percent) were fatal. During the winter of 1855-56, there
were only 474 reported cases, of which only 6 (1.3 percent) were fatal. Since
weather conditions and precipitation were essentially the same in both years,
one must look elsewhere for the explanation of the improvement in the second
winter of the war. The clue is found in the medical records of the British
experience, which describe two distinct types of cold injury. The first, which
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was caused by cold in conjunction witli debility, occurred during the first
winter of the war. Tlie second, which was caused by cold alone, occurred
during tlic second winter. Furthermore, the high death rate recorded for the
first winter was not tlic result of cold injury alone; it was caused also by enteric
diseases and typhus fever, which often developed when the soldiers were
hospitalized for their cold injuries.
Tlie authors of the history of the Crimean War supply numerous details
whicli explain the improvement in the second winter of fighting. During the
summer, the troops in the Crimea regained most of their physical vigor and
"ability to resist the affection." They were no longer the "raw unformed
lads" who had made up a large part of the fighting force the previous winter.
Instead, they were seasoned, hardened troops. While the type of combat
action in the winter of 1855-56 did not differ greatly from the action in the
preceding winter, men had to spend less time in the forward trenches. Finally,
living conditions were better, food suppHes were much more adequate, and
the individual soldier had gained some understanding of how to protect himself
against the cold.
A number of other perspicacious observations on cold injury are found in
the official history of the Crimean War. It was the authors' opinion that even
higher rates of injury might have been experienced had the type of warfare
been mobile instead of static and had there not been opportunities of "receiving
reinforcements from the seaboard." A reconnaissance in force made in the
midst of a severe storm from which the men returned very cold and greatly
exliausted is described in this history. The authors noted that, if Sir Colin
Campbell and the officers of the regiment had permitted the men in this operation to rest and had not taken the precaution of keeping them constantly in
motion, many more cases of frostbite might have resulted. British miUtary
sxu-geons were fully cognizant of the effect of alcohol in cold injury and remarked
on the high rates in drunken men.They were also aware of the underreporting
of cases, some of them mild cases and others more severe gangrenous cases
associated witli infectious diseases, to which death was likely to be attributed.
Finally, the British surgeons noticed that there was a disproportionately
larger incidence of cold injury in the Infantry then in the Cavalry and Ordnance. The relative strengths of these arms is not recorded, but the distribution of fatalities is significant—5 in the Cavalry, 27 in the Ordnance, and 431
in the Infantry.
During this same 2-year period (1854-56), according to Sonnenburg and
Tschmarke (cited by Ariev), the 309,000 French troops in the Crimea experienced 5,215 cases of frostbite, of which 1,178 (22.6 percent) were fatal. Holmer, Hulke, and Florcken (also cited by Ariev), reported that during 2 consecutive nights in Sevastopol, 2,800 cases of frostbite occurred, of which 900 were
fatal.
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THE WAR OF THE REBELLION
The official history of the War of the KebeUion ^ does not describe frostbite as a distinct entit}^ of medicomiUtary importance nor are any statistics
suppUed for the incidence. It is possible, however, to derive some information
from notes on amputations for gangrene attributable to frostbite or freezing,
as well as from individual case histories under this heading.
A large number of the 15,273 "other accidents and injuries" not caused
by combat were instances of frostbite. There were 1,075 fatahties in this group
(7.03 percent). In 259 amputations of the leg, in which there were 78 known
deaths and 180 known recoveries, 147 of the operations were done for fractures,
44 for frostbite, 17 for gangrene, and the remainder for various other accidents
and diseases. Twenty-two of fifty-one amputations of the feet were required
for frostbite. One amputation was performed for gangrene caused by wearing
tight boots and another for hospital gangrene. In 122 amputations of the toes,
there were 6 known deaths and 109 known recoveries. The indications for
operation are stated only in the following case:
A 49-year-old hospital steward suffered frostbite of both feet when his
tent blew down and his feet were exposed in intensely cold weather. Although
he was immediately aware, on awakening, that the foreparts of both feet were
frozen, ho received no treatment until he was hospitalized a month later. Then,
dry gangrene of the toes of both feet was present (fig. 17), with destruction of
the soft parts. Although the patient was in good spirits and doing well, disarticulation of the toes was regarded as indicated. A year later, he was
discharged from service for disability and was pensioned. Twelve years later,

FIGURE

17.—Dry gangrene of toes of both feet, resulting from freezing, and extending on
the left side to the metatarsal bones, with destruction of the soft parts.

» MedlMl and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion. Surgical History. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1883, pt. Ill, vol. II, pp. 670-679, passim.
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he appoai-cd before an examining board, which certified to his condition as
follows:
He has had all the toes of the right foot amputated through the metatarso-phalangeal
articulation except the little toe, which is drawn into the cicatrix. The foot is defective in
circulation and there are chronic ulcers of the leg extending from the ankle to within four
and a half inches below the knee, being very offensive and requiring constant care and attention. This condition no doubt is due to anaesthesia of the foot and leg. The cicatrices
extend around the leg and are constantly scaling. There is also varix above to a slight extent. The toes of the left foot were amputated at the tarso-metatarsal articulation, the
stump showing a good horny cicatrix; hyperaesthesia of foot or stump; atrophy of leg;
stump alleged to be painful during changes of weather.

OTHER WARS OF THE 19TH CENTURY
During the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, there were 1,450 cases of severe
frostbite among 92,067 Prussian troops. Pirogov (cited by Ariev) observed
2,632 cases among 16,000 patients in the "gare de perruche" hospital, while
in General Bin-back's military hospitals there were 610 cases in a total of 5,944
casualties.
During the Russo-Turkisli War of 1877-78, 4,500 patients suffering from
frostbite passed through the evacuation points in Jassy and Bendiara. These
casualties represented 1.5 percent of the total Russian expeditionary force of
300,000 troops in Bulgaria and 5.1 percent of the 87,989 evacuated casualties.
THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
The British medical observers attached to the Japanese Army during
the Russo-Japanese War made a detailed report on the cold injuries sustained
during the battle of Hei-kou-tai from 25 tlu-ough 29 January 1905. According
to MacPherson," 300 men from one division and 205 from another were hos^
pitahzed for frostbite.
Toke '» stated that 300 men were hospitalized for
frostbite and that 173 others, who were not hospitalized, also sustained cold
injuries. It was additionally reported that about half of the men hospitalized
for other causes during tlie period of this engagement were likewise suffering
"more or less" from frostbite. Total casualties numbered 7,742, which makes
tlie ratio of uncomplicated frostbite to battle wounds about 1:15. The toes
were affected in 67 percent of the cold injury cases and the fingers in 28 percent, but the injury was usually mild and amputation of either fingers or toes
was seldom required.
On 23 January, 2 days before the engagement began, the weather suddenly
changed. The temperature fell to a low point, the relative humidity in' MacPlicrsoii, W. H.: The Russo-.TapaTiosc War. Medical and Sanitary Reports from Officers Attached to the Japanese Forces in tlio Field. London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1908, pp. 242, 349.
" Tolce, R. T.: The Effects of Cold During the Battle of Hei-kou-tai, 25-29 January 1905. In the Russo-Japanese
War. Medical and Sanitary Reports from Officers Attached to the Japanese Forces in the Field. London: His Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1908, p. 201.
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creased, and the wind began to blow from the north. Snow fell on 26 January,
the second day of the engagement. The high humidity persisted, and the
weather continued bad during the remaining days of the battle. Most of the
casualties occurred on 27 and 28 January, and most of them occurred at night.
The temperatures for the whole period ranged from a maximum of 17.8° F.
(—7.9° C.) on 26 January to a minimum of —11° F. (—24° C.) on 29 January.
The British observers listed as predisposing causes of the cold injuries wet
feet resulting from the penetration of melting snow through the stitching of tlie
welts of the boots; constriction of the feet and interference with the circulation
as the leather of the boots became hard and frozen; lack of food; the frequent
night fighting, with resulting fatigue from lack of sleep; the inability of the men
to move from their fixed positions in the snow, so that they had no way of
stimulating the circulation in their feet; and their inability to light fires for
warmth because of the close proximity of the enemy.
After the unfortunate experience at the battle of Hei-kou-tai, certain preventive measures were instituted and were practiced during the battle of
Mukden. This battle was fought from 1 through 10 March 1905, in temperatures varying from a minimum of 0° F. (—17.8° C.) to a maximum of 53° F.
(11.7° C). The men were given extra socks and gloves, so that they could
change them when those they were wearing became wet. Boots were well
greased. When there were halts for any period of time, the boots were
removed and were replaced by Chinese felt or straw shoes. Finally, each man
carried in his pocket an issue of sugar, to eat when he lay in position; this was a
measure in which Japanese medical men had great faith. During the whole
battle, only 70 patients were admitted to field hospitals for frostbite, and most
of these had other wounds. The excessive number of deaths in battle, however, was attributed in part to deaths from cold as the wounded lay on the
battlefield before they could be picked up.
In contradistinction to the reports of the British observers which have just
been cited, Ariev stated that the incidence of frostbite among Japanese troops
was "staggering." To support his statement, he cited Lynch's report of
between 1,200 and 1,600 amputations in a single month as the result of frostbite. Russian Army medical statistics, according to Ariev, show 1,021 cases of
frostbite for the whole Russo-Japanese War; 410 of these were treated in hospital. Statistical tables from the same source record 1,469 cold injuries, of
which 856 were severe. It was Ariev's opinion that the Russian incidence
must have been higher than these figures indicate, since in the battle of Mukden
alone there were well over a thousand casualties from this cause.

THE TIBET EXPEDITION OF 1903-4
Davys," in 1904, recorded, without mentioning the exact number of cases,
an experience with frostbite sustained during the winter of 1903-4 and during
" Davys, G. 1.: Frost-bite in the Tibet Mission Force.

Indian M. Gaz., 39: 245-247, July 1904.
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tlic following spring, both by men who served with the Tibet Mission Force in
the Cluimbi Valley and by native inhabitants of the valley. The prime cause
of the injury, Davys noted, was a combination of damp clothing and extreme
cold. Simple dry cold was seldom a cause in itself, and the most serious lesions
wore, as in Larrey's experience, produced not bj^ excessive cold but by carelessly applied heat.
Three degrees of cold injury were recognized: (1) Death of superficial
layers of skin; (2) death of the whole thickness of the skin and sometimes of
superficial fascia; and (3) death of deeper tissues, such as muscles and tendons.
Examination of the patients during the first two (ischemic) stages revealed the
affected parts to be cold, white, and painless. The third stage was characterized either by simple dry gangrene, or by moist gangrene, with which emphysema of the tissues was often associated.
Methods of treatment included putting the feet in cold water placed "near
but not on a fire"; massage ("friction") to produce slow warming; and, in a
few cases, wrapping the affected part very thickly in wool and bandages and
placing it in a box of warm sand. All methods of warming, Davys warned,
must be applied "very slowly." To prevent gangrene of the deeper tissues, he
recommended that superficial dead skin be removed as early as possible; by
this means, it was often possible to save fingers and toes which were apparently
quite dead.
Connor," while working in the Depot Hospital of the 8th Gurkha Rifles at
Shillong, treated some of the more severely injured men from the Tibet Mission Force for weeks and in some instances for months after the original injury.
Like Davys, he emphasized the importance of extremely conservative surgery
because he too found that dead, blackened skin was often only superficial and
that the underlying tissues were viable. Connor also commented on the aftertreatment of amputation stumps and recorded such sequelae as loss of tactile
sensibiHty and "persistent stiffness of the adjacent joints."
In tills connection, there might be quoted an unscientific but nonetheless
significant observation on presumable cold injury in the British Army in
India—"in the middle of the Tangi Pass it was"—at the turn of the century.
Says Mulvaney, one of Kiphng's famed "Soldiers Three":
Our docthor, who knew our business as well as his own, he sez to me * * * "How often
have I tould you that a marchin' man is no stronger than his feet—his feet—his feet," he sez.
"Now to the hospital you go," he sez, "for three weeks, an expense to your Quane, an' a
nuisance to your counthry. Next time," sez he, "perhaps you'll put some av the whiskey
you pour down your throat and some av the tallow you put into your hair, into your sock,"
sez he. Faith, he was just a man!
" Connor, F. P.: Notes on Some Oases of Frost-bite. Indian M. Gaz., 39: 365-366, October 1904.
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THE BALKAN WARS
According to Page/' large numbers of Turkish troops suffered from cold
injury in the First Balkan War in the latter part of 1912, particularly near
Tchatalja. Precise figures are not available, but it is known that the death
rate was high, especialh' in men with the moist, spreading type of gangrene
and in those who also had enteric disease or whose injuries were complicated
by tetanus. The gangrene was symmetrical and practically always involved
the feet; the fingers alone were seldom affected. The lesions varied from mere
discoloration and blister formation of one or two toes to death en masse of the
leg to the knee.
The temperature of the area in which the injuries were sustained was
usually about 41° F. (5° C). Page's opinion was that the trauma produced a
vasomotor disturbance; but he advanced no explanation which would cover all
cases, other than exposure to weather for long periods, frequently in wot
trenches, combined with generally insufficient rations. About half of the men
had enteritis. Their footgear varied. Some, but by no means all, had been
wearing boots and puttees of the European type, and Page granted that in
some instances they were tight enough to predispose to gangrene. He was
unwilling however, to accept, at least in a universal application, Depage's
theory that the pathologic process could be explained by compression from the
puttees, which underwent shrinkage as they dried, though Dreyer, who reported
on 31 cases observed in the German Hospital in Constantinople, was of Depage's
opinion. A valid argument against this theory was that many of the Turkish
soldiers who suffered frostbite wore the usual loose native footwear. The
theory that gangrene was caused by the eating of infected rye bread could also
be dismissed. The affected troops had had verj^ little of this bread, for one
thing, and, for another, there was a complete absence of this type of gangrene
in the local population before the war, although the suspected rye bread had
been a prominent article of diet in the area.
Page was familiar with the history of gangrene following frostbite among
British troops in the Crimean War and regarded it as comparable to the gangrene observed in the Balkan war. Apparently, however, he did not consider
the two conditions to be the same processes, nor did he seem to realize that, in
both, cold and wet were the primary causative factors. This is curious, since
both he and Dreyer agreed that in this type of gangrene, just as in frostbite,
the arterial circulation of the affected men had been so impaired by starvation
and fatigue that a temperature above freezing was able to produce stasis in the
peripheral vessels. Page noted, but did not comment on, the fact that frequently^ soldiers dated the development of gangrene to the time of their arrival
in the hospital for treatment for some other injury or disease. Often, the
gangrenous process was clearly of much longer duration, and it seems not
" Page, C. M.: Gangrene in War. Brit. M. J. 2: 386-388, 30 Aug. 1914.
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unreasonable to postulate an aggravation of the vascular disturbance when a
warmer environment was reached.
Aricv cites a number of other observations on the high incidence of frostbite
in the Balkan wars of 1912-14: Meyer and Kohlschutter reported on 150
cases, all terminating in gangrene, and Wieting recorded 300 cases. Kosogledova, wlio reported 400 cases, stated that at one time no less than 2,000 casualties from frostbite were in Sofia and that whole trainloads of other men with
this type of injury were en route to base hospitals.

WORLD WAR I
The British Experience
Cold injury is recorded in considerable detail in the official British history
of World War I " as well as in the large periodical literature of the war years 15
"
It should be noted again that up to this time, except for the classic description
of cold injury by Larrey (p. 30) during the Napoleonic Wars and the briefer
but equally careful observations of British medical officers during the Crimean
War (p. 36), there had been no critical appreciation of the military significance
of this type of injury.
That the Britisli had not fully profited by their experience in the Crimean
War is indicated by tlie higli incidence of cold injuries in their expeditionary
forces in the first winter of World War I. At this time, in spite of Larrey's
emphasis upon this combination of causes, the role of wet in conjunction with
moderate temperatures was not clearly understood, as is evident from the
nomenclature employed foi- cold injuries early in World War I. All through
the first months of the war, these injuries were reported as frostbite, water
bite, footbite, cold bite, puttee bite, trench bite, N.Y.D. feet, chilled (or cold)
feet, effects of exposure, or merely as "feet cases." It was not until after the
first winter of fighting that the term "trenchfoot" began to come into general
use. Althougli trench warfare was the exception in World War II, the term
was retained in it, partly for lack of a better one and partly because its implications were so generally understood.
In spite of their lack of experience with cold injury, British Army surgeons
and nonmedical military oflicers alike promptly realized the enormous military
significance and the potential loss of manpower from trenclifoot, as well as the
" (1) Qciiprnl History of tlic Medical Scrvicos. Hygiene of the War. London: His Majesty's Stationery OfTice,
vol. 2,1931. (2) See footnote 3, p. 29. Except as otherwise indicated, all data concerninR the British experience in World
War I are derived from Orattan's chapter on trenchfoot in History of the Great War Based on Official Documents.
IS (1) Lawson, C. B.: Frost-Bite. Brit. J. Surg. 2: 703-705, April 1916. (2) Frost, H. M.: Trench-Foot. Boston
M. & S. J. 170: 301-304, 1 Mar. 1917. (3) Trench Foot by a Military Observer. Mil. Surgeon 41: 598-609, November
1917. (4) Hughes, B.: The Causes and Prevention of Trench Foot. Brit. M.J.I: 712-714, 20 May 1916. (6) Delepinc,
S.: The Prevention of Frost-Bites. Lancet 1: 271-272, 6 Feb. 1916. (6) Johns, F. A.: A Note on the After-Trcatment of
So-Called "Frostbite." Brit. J. Surg. 4: 336-337, October 1916. (7) Leviclf, G. M.: Electrical Treatment of Muscles in
"Trench Feet." Brit. M. J. 1: 370-371, 30 Mar. 1918. (8) Moynihan, B.: Frostbite (correspondence). Lancet 1: 401,
20 Feb. 1916.
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strictly financial consideration tliat these casualties, quite as much as battle
casualties, would be entitled to pensions. Three points were generally emphasized in the first reports: (1) The number of men permanently lost to combat
from this type of injury; (2) the amount of time lost from service by the men
eventually able to return (in mild cases, 2 to 3 weeks and in more severe cases,
5 to 7 weeks or sometimes much more); and (3) the possibility of recurrence in
men sent back to the same environment in which their original injuries had
been sustained.
Tlie high incidence of cold injury and the long duration of the hospital
stay, which often reached several months, both proved the intractable nature
of injuries caused by cold and their impact upon military campaigns.
Incidence.—Cold injury began insidiously among British troops in France
and Belgium in the first months of fighting in World War I. Tlie incidence of
frostbite, as it was then termed, rose from 1 case in August 1914,1 in September,
and 11 in October, to 1,555 in November and 4,823 in December. In December,
the term "trenchfoot" first appeared in the medical reports, though only eight
cases were so listed.
All of the cases reported as frostbite from August through December,
inclusive, were cases in which cold injury was the only injury or disease present.
Over the same period, frostbite was reported in association with rheumatism
(306 cases), myalgia (69 cases), bronchitis (22 cases), and gunshot wounds (170
cases).
Tlie higliest incidence of cold injury was among infantrymen. Officers
had a somewhat lower rate of occurrence tlian enlisted men. Indian troops
as well as Europeans were affected.
According to official records,'* the total cases of frostbite and trenchfoot
for the whole war, in all theaters of operations and all bases, including the
United Kingdom, numbered 115,361. During 1915, when frostbite and trenchfoot were differentiated in the returns (as they were not thereafter), there were
30,691 hospital admissions for frostbite and 29,172 for ti-enchfoot. Total cold
injuries treated in hospitals in France and Flanders, practically all of them
in tlic first 2 years of the war, amounted to 97,414 cases. Only 443 cases were
shown on hospital records during 1916-18.
Reports of individual observers '^ during tlie first months of the war are
as significant as are the mass statistics. Thus Lawson recorded that, over a
6-week period, 1,131 men with frostbite were admitted to a single hospital in
Rouen. Gangrene was present in 24 of 180 cases which he treated personally.
Frost mentioned 120 cases in a convoy of 160 casualties received at the Meerut
Stationary Hospital in Boulogne. A military observer wrote in the Military
Surgeon for November 1917 that 400 men in a single British battalion, many
of whom later required amputation, had been disabled from cold injury in
48 hours.
i« Sec footnote 14 (1), p. 42.
" Sec footnote 15 (1), (2), and (3), p. 42.
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Weekly divisional records for the First British Army from 12 December
1914 to 28 February 1915 arc indicative of what happened as trenchfoot
gradually came under control. For the first week of this period, 579 cases were
recorded, and 530 cases were recorded for the third week. By the eighth week,
the number had fallen to 70 cases, and only 63 were recorded for the last week.
The total for the 10-week period was 3,013 cases. While the incidence of
trenchfoot was thus decreasing in the First Army coincidently with the institution of "strong disciplinary measures," cold injury continued to occur in large
numbers in the Second British Army, which was then fighting in the Ypres
salient.
Frostbite case rates per 1,000 strength in France and Flanders were 33.93
for 1914 and 27.50 for 1915.'* Trenchfoot case rates for the same years were,
respectively, 33.97 and 38.43. Thereafter, the case rates for cold injury fell
progressively to 12.82 in 1916, 11.34 in 1917, and 3.82 in 1918. Death rates
per 1,000 in Europe ranged from a maximum of 0.06 in 1914 to zero in 1917
and 1918.
The statistics for cold injury in the British forces in the Middle East are
far less reliable than those for the Western Front. Many of the available
sources for the winter of 1915 in Gallipoli are diaries, which merely state that
"many" or "several" cases were observed. In the Dardanelles,'' for the period
Apriri915 to January 1916 inclusive, there were 14,584 admissions for cold
injury, of which 6,602 were for frostbite and the remainder for trenchfoot. For
the 10-month period, the frostbite case rate was 56.39 per 1,000 average strength
and the trenchfoot case rate 68.18.
In Macedonia, from October through December 1915, there were 1,014
cases of frostbite and 1,125 cases of trenchfoot. The frostbite rate for this year
was 16.65 cases per 1,000 average strength, against a rate of 18.48 cases per
1,000 average strength for trenchfoot. In subsequent years, the trenchfoot
rates fell to less than 2 cases per 1,000 average strength. Weeldy admissions to
medical units were recorded only for the period from 25 March 1916 through 1
June 1918. During this time, there was a total of 43,838 admissions for cold
injury, in 38,298 of which C87.36 percent) evacuation to the base was necessary.
Death rates for the campaign in Macedonia are not available. In the
Dardanelles in 1915, the death rate for frostbite was 0.58 per 1,000 and for
trenchfoot 0.67. These rates are approximately 10 times as high as the highest
rates reported from Europe. It is interesting to speculate on the possible role
of intcrcurrent diseases, especially dysentery, in the production of the higher
rates in the Middle East.
Diagnosis.—When trenchfoot once began to be carried in mind as a possibility in British troops, its diagnosis seldom presented any difficulty. The circumstances of the injury, the characteristic symptoms of swelling, pain, and
disturbances of sensation, and the physical findings, including color changes
and edema, seldom left any doubt about the nature of the lesion. The occuri« See footnote 14(1), p. 42.
i» Sec footnote 14 (1), p. 42.
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rence of nocturnal pain was extremely significant. More than one observer
suggested that if it was suspected that the man might be malingering, a tour of
the wards at night would often provide the answer; if the patient was awake,
sitting up in bed, and even crying with pain, there was no question about the
genuineness of his diurnal complaints.
Prevention.—The methods of prevention employed by the British in World
War I ^° were, in their fundamentals, the same as those they employed so successfully in World War 11 (p. 202). Because only a few medical officers had had
previous experience with injuries caused by cold, these measures as well as
the whole program of control had to be organized hastily, though they were
ultimately developed methodically. They consisted, in essence, of (1) the
maintenance of the men in as fit condition as possible; (2) the exercise of as
wide hygienic control over the troops as was compatible with the conditions of
trench warfare; CS) measures to protect the feet and legs from wet and cold and
to keep the men as warm, as dry, and as clean as was possible under tlie circumstances; and (4) measures to improve the condition of the trenches. Provision of hot food for men in the trenches was always an important feature of the
program.
Eventually, as the program developed, great emphasis was placed upon
the supervision of troops by unit commanders. The records of all units were
scrutinized daily and weekly to detect any rise in the incidence of trenchfoot;
increases called for an explanation and sometimes for an investigation. Supervision of this kind was found to be indispensable and was strictly enforced
when once it was realized (1) that even mild trenchfoot, without bhster formation or gangrene, removed the soldier from service for weeks or months, and (2)
that men who had sustained one attack of cold injury were much more susceptible to another attack. The solution of the problem was therefore twofold:
(1) For the individual soldier to make a fine art of the toilet of the feet, and (2)
for his leaders to see that he did so.
In December 1916, the Director General of Medical Services for the
Western Front issued instructions that thereafter all patients with trenchfoot
should receive tetanus antitoxin, whether or not the skin was broken. The
same instructions had been issued the previous winter by the Director of
Medical Services in Macedonia.
Therapy.—No really successful method of treatment of trenchfoot was ever
developed by British medical officers in World War I. Furthermore, many of
the methods used were empirical, particularly at the beginning of the outbreak
in 1914 because most medical officers were entirely unfamilar with the condition.
Lawson ^' relates what was probably a typical experience. When the first 63
casualties from trenchfoot were suddenly received in a British hospital in
France on 23 November 1914, no one had any idea what to do for them. The
following day, Lawson himself happened to remember that he had once read in
Rose and Carless' Textbook of Surgery that Indians, lumbermen, and pros" See footnote 14 (1), p. 42.
» Sec footnote 15 (1) p. 42.
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pectors in northwest Canada treated cold injury by the liberal use of oil of
turpentine. This method was at once applied to these mihtary casualties;
when the blebs broke and the pure oil proved too irritating, it was diluted with
lanolin. Lawson reported excellent results, stating that when toxemia developed it was almost invariably found that the oil had not been assiduously
applied. Nothing else seems to have been written about this special method,
and many other equally empirical methods are mentioned only in single reports.
Among the numerous agents used at one time and another for local applications, with or without massage, were alcohol in various strengths; mercuric
chloi-ide (0.2 percent) in alcohol; chloral hj^drato and camphor; carbohc acid
(1:40) and camphorated oil; camphorated oil alone; tincture of iodine; picric
acid; oil of wintergreen; evaporating solutions such as lead and opium; and
dusting powders containing starch, zinc, boric acid, and salicylic acid. Elaborate methods of massage, radiant heat, and various kinds of electric stimulation
were used in tlie later stages of trenchfoot.^^
In February 1915, Moynihan ^^ called attention to the pain inflicted in
trenchfoot by the application of various ointments and liniments. Apart from
the degree of pain which they caused, he said, there was no appreciable difference between one form of treatment and another. It was his opinion that the
pain, which was always the outstanding complaint and which was sometimes
so severe as to require morphine for relief, was not caused so much by actual
damage to the tissues as by the general practice of wrapping the feet in bandages
and wool; the discomfort, in fact, was almost exactly proportionate to the
degree of warmth achieved. When the bandages and other wrappings were
removed, men who had previously suffered nights of torture had relief within
a few hours. Since progress toward recovery was practically always at the
same rate, regardless of the method of treatment, it was Moynihan's feeling
that relief of pain during heahng should be the chief consideration. It therefore
became the practice in the Eouen hospitals after this time (February 1915) to
elevate the affected feet a few inches on a hard pillow and to cover them only
with a thin layer of gauze and a sheet.
Eventually, a plan of treatment along much these general lines became
standard practice for British casualties with trenchfoot.^^ The injured foot
was carefully and thoroughly washed with soap and water, an antiseptic lotion
was applied', and the skin was painted with a 1-percent solution of picric acid.
In mild cases, additional treatment consisted only of bed rest, with the feet
slightly elevated. If the feet were red and hot, they were left exposed, with
all dressings omitted. If they were cold and numb, they were wrapped in
cotton wool, which was removed at intervals so that they could be rubbed.
If bhstering was extensive, the bullae were punctured, and the feet were coated
with ambrinc or some otber preparation of paraffin wax. Salicylates were
used in large dosages for the control of pain. In the later stages of mild trench22 SOP footnote 15 (0) and (7), p. 42.
!'SOP footnote 15 (8), p. 42.
it Sec footnote 14, p. 42.
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foot, tho application of a liigh-frequciicy current together with massage was
thouglit to be beneficial.
Immediate amputation was never considered justified, even when gangrene
was evident, since even the early experience showed that in the majority
of cases the part could be saved. In the moist type of gangrene, fairly prompt
amputation was sometimes required, but, in the dry type, it was the practice
to wait for a line of demarcation. Amputation through the leg was seldom
necessary, since the Syme operation was usually practiced, even in severe cases.
The United States Army Experience

25

Since the United States Army in World War I had little experience with
trench warfare in cold weather, it had a correspondingly limited experience
with trenchfoot. Most of the fighting in the trenches occurred at a time
of year when exposure to combined cold and wet was not great. Noneffectiveness from this cause was therefore never important in the American
Expeditionary Forces.
The majority of cases of trenchfoot occurred during the Meuse-Argonne
operation, in October and November 1918, when fighting continued day after
daj^ for several weeks until the soldiers were exhausted as well as chilled and wet.
It was difficult to bring relief troops forward; and the men, in addition to
being without shelter and heat, suffered for lack of dry clothing and proper
shoes.
With this exception, the majority of cases of trenchfoot observed in
American troops in overseas hospitals arose from conditions not connected
with trench warfare and would probably, in the absence of the previous British
experience, have been diagnosed as chilblains or frostbite. Most of the lesions
diagnosed as trenchfoot actually were instances of frostbite with minor grades
of inflammation and with some ulceration and abrasion of the waterlogged skin.
The deep sloughing and gangrene characteristic of much of the trenchfoot
experienced by British troops in the first winter of the war were seldom observed
in American troops.
Incidence.—The oflficia] history of the Medical Department of the United
States Army in World War I ^^ lists a total of 2,061 admissions for trenchfoot,
including 27 among officers. Sixty-seven admissions, one an officer, occurred in
training camps and other installations in the United States and Alaska. Most
of the remaining admissions occurred in Europe.
The peak number of cases, as already mentioned, occurred in the fall of
1918, during the Meuse-Argonne offensive. The hospital-admission rate per
1,000 troops per annum was 0.50 for the whole Army and 1.17 for the troops in
Europe, where the rate for officers was 0.35, and for enhsted personnel 1.21.
» Weed, Frank W.: Trench-Foot. In the Medical Department of the United States Army in the World War. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1925, vol. Xf, pt. 1, pp. 290-293. Except as otherwise indicated, all data concerning
the United State.": Army experience in World War I are derived from this source.
28 Medical Department of the United States Army in the World War, Statistics. Medical and Casualty Statistics.
Washington: Government Printing OITice, 1925, vol. XV, pt. 2, passim.
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The loss from trcnchfoot for all classes of personnel in the United States
Army amounted to 97,219 days, an average of 47 days per case. In Europe,
the total loss was 92,249 days, an average of 47 days per case. The average loss
of time for officers was 29 days; for white enlisted men, 49 days; and for colored
enlisted men, 68 days. On the Western Front, the average loss per admission
for enlisted men of all races was 48 days.
Prevention—The United States Army in World War I, partly because of
the comparatively favorable circumstances under which it fought and partly
because it liad the advantage of the previous British experience, did not have
to learn by its own experience that trenchfoot can be prevented. In General
Orders No. 11, General Headquarters, American Expeditionary Forces, issued
on 17 January 1918, the causes were outUned, the prophylactic measures to be
employed by American troops were fully described, and organization commanders were charged with responsibility for their implementation.
The predisposing and exciting causes of trenchfoot were grouped in General
Orders No. 11 under two headings: Hygienic causes and causes of circulatory
interference Under hygienic causes were listed the existence of systemic
disease; insufficient food, particularly the lack of hot food;insufficient sleep and
comfort; and too infrequent changes of shoes and socks, which permitted the
accumulation of bacteria-laden secretions and the consequent maceration of the
skin of the feet. The causes of interference with the circulation were hsted as
the wearing of tight shoes, socks, leggings, puttees, and breeches; long-continued standing or sitting without exercise and with the feet and legs in strained
positions; and prolonged exposure of the feet to the effects of cold and wet.
Commanding officers of all units were held personally responsible for seeing
that the following routine was carried out under the personal supervision of
commissioned officers:
, ,. ,
• •
1 Provision of clean, dry, well-fitting woolen socks, with further provision
for replacements and laundry, sufficient to insure each man at least one change
daily. The socks were to be pinned to the breeches with safety pms. Garters
were prohibited.
2 Provision of not less than one change of shoes or boots for each man.
The shoes were to be in serviceable condition, well fitted, thoroughly greased,
and large enough for woolen socks to be worn with them.
3. Provision "at aU times" of suitable rooms for drying footgear and other
clothing.
„ ,
.
ft,
4 Prohibition of the wearing of rubber boots for longer than a tew hours
at a time Neither puttees nor leggings were to be worn under them. The
disadvantages of this form of footgear were to be explained to the troops, who
were to be shown also how to care for the boots after they were removed.
5. Provision, whenever possible, of a dry environment, even though it
amounted only to trench drainage and the use of duckboards.
6 Vigorous rubbing of the feet with animal fat at least once daily.
7. Active foot exercises, supplemented from time to time by removal of
shoes and socks so that the feet could be dried and massaged.
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8. Eegular inspections of the feet by the officers, to detect corns, ingrown
nails, Misters, and inflammations. Men with such lesions were to be referred
at once to a medical officer.
9. Inspections by company commanders before troops moved into forward
areas, to be certain that all the provisions just listed had been complied with.
At this time, the men were also to be warned against winding their puttees too
tightly, since it had been found that a shrinkage of 3 percent occurred when
dry puttees, which had been applied according to regulations, became wet.
10. Suitable arrangements for provision of hot food and drinks so that all
men in forward areas had at least two hot meals daily.
The orders issued on 17 January 1918 also contained information about
how to secure the various instructions and equipment necessary for carrying
these orders into effect. Plans for improvising and constructing field cookers,
kitchens, clothes driers, and other special equipment were to be furnished upon
application to headquarters. Foot powders, oils, greases, and ointments were
to be furnished by the Medical Department. Supplies for the lubrication of
shoes and boots were to be secured from the quartermaster. Kesponsible
officers were directed to prepare the necessary requisitions for these various
items without delay.
For the most part, these policies remained unchanged throughout the war.
The only important alteration was that whale oil and grease in general came to
be looked upon with disfavor, since the coating which lubricants formed held
back secretions and encouraged maceration of the skin. It therefore
became the practice to use these agents only when gum boots were not
available or when they had to be worn for unusually long periods of time.
Ashford ^^ provided a significant account of the real value of these measures.
In September 1917, shortly before he assumed the duties of commandant of a
corps training school for American medical officers, he made a visit of a few
hours to the French Sanitary School, and, just before he left, was briefed on
trenchfoot by Col. Victor Raymond, of the Service de Sant6 of the French
Army, who also provided him with the brochure he had written on the subject.
This, wrote Ashford, "was the first notion I had had of the disease." The
remainder of the story seems worth quoting in detail:
A training school for line officers was established in the damp October chill * * *. Our
division had arrived in July at their training area, and as most of us had been serving in
tropical or subtropical countries we had little idea of the climate of the Haute-Marne. The
army was just organizing, and we had little transportation and comparatively little wood
for fires. A barrack cantonment for the line school sprang up overnight in a beautiful
meadow, which in forty-eight hours became a sea of mud. The temperature ran between
zero and 10° C. There had been no time to construct drying rooms. It rained for forty
days and forty nights with persistence, and men and officers were so intent upon learning,
that they forgot mud, water, and cold and trudged about all day with wet feet without
sufficient means for drying their shoes at night. The result was that every one in a few
days had all their foot-wear muddy and soaked through, and were obliged to put on wet
shoes in the morning. A battalion on duty at this camp, a half mile from the town, were
" Ashford, B. K.: Trench Foot: Its Treatment. War Med. 2: 717-724, December 1918.
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engaged in construction and were constantly wet tlirough. From the very first, the commanding oflRccr had been going to great lengths to secure fuel and to prevent the effects of
exposure; but before anyone had time to do anything, the camp surgeon, on the first day I
was given medical supervision over this camp, called my attention to a prevalent affection
of the feet of the men working there, as well as of the student officers. These men had not
been in the trenches, but the surgeon stated that the clinical picture resembled what he had
seen described somewhere as "trcnchfoot", and called mo to go over the situation. By that
time the battalion was seriously crippled by a large number of men who were actually unable
to walk with any degree of comfort. I went over this organization, man by man and found
that a good twenty-five percent had what they called "chilblains." One or two men had
gone to the hospital with beginning necrosis, and those in quarters at the camp, as well as
many still trying to do duty, were in the first or second stage of the affection.
That same day Colonel Raymond's brochvirc was abstracted, particularly that part
relating to prophylaxis and treatment; efforts were redoubled, and this time with success,
to provide more fuel; and the condition was reported to the Chief Surgeon with the diagnosis
of trenchfoot, one of the first, if not the very first, made in our Army. Telegraphic authority
was requested, and promptly obtained, for a good supply of whale oil, camphor, borate of
soda, and green soap, secured in open market, and within three or four days the outbreak
had declined as suddenly as it had appeared.
I have detailed the conditions under which the affection appeared, because the sudden
and severe onset was evidently precipitated by those conditions, and troops who have to live
under them here do not have to be in trenches to reap the results of exposure to moderate
cold, with constantly wet and muddy footwear. The disease made its appearance under
the very conditions considered by Raymond as favoring its development. It was a short
lesson, but a striking one, at a propitious time for the American Army, and thanks to the
energetic action of the Chief Surgeon of the American E. F. in acquainting the entire Army
with its prevention and cure, it has never shown its head since as an important source of
invaliding of soldiers.
In the meantime, w^e had personally followed the cases and had carried into effect the
prophylaxis. In all, about 300 cases of some 1,000 strength were treated, all of which were
promptly and completely cured without loss of tissue. In fact, not over three men had
beginning necrosis, 15 percent blisters, and the rest merely the edematous, or first stage.
The most notable result was seen in the rapid return to normal of all treated by the camphor
and sodium borate fomentations. In forty-eight hours they were usually free from symptoms
and ready for duty.

Ashford then quoted tlie first circular on the subject issued by tlie Army
Sciiool, wliich contained essentially the same recommendations as those in
General Orders No. 11, though in a few instances they were even more specific:
(1) The daily examination of the feet in each squad by squad leaders * * *. (2) The
daily massage of tiie feet with camphorated oil * * *. This was to be done in the presence of
the squad leader * * *. (5) Furnishing of well-fitting shoes, presence of oflicers during
issue of same * * *.

When, about this time, a nearby division received orders to go into the
trenches for the first time, the men were enjoined to carry out the provisions
of the circular just cited and were also given special instructions for prophylaxis in the trenches. Again the instructions were somewhat more specific than
those contained in General Orders No. 11. Among other things, the men were
warned to exercise their feet and toes from time to time, "and always as often
as possible if mmibness should be perceived." They were also warned against
warming affected feet before tlie fire.
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These measures, Ashford stated, saved tbe division from "the fate of the
training school," in addition to cutting sliort the outbreak in the school itself.
Practically no cases were reported in the division, "although much worse
predisposing conditions prevailed."
Therapy.—The treatment of trenchfoot in the American Expeditionary
Forces was based chiefly on methods proposed by Raymond and Parisot of
the French Army Medical Service.^* The essentials were set forth in Memorandum No. 4, Army Sanitary School, American Expeditionary Forces, in the
fall of 1917. The type of treatment depended upon the stage of the injury
at which the patient was seen.
1. During the edematous stage, the feet were first bathed with green
soap and water. Hot fomentations of camphor (1 part), sodium borate (15
parts), and boiled water (1,000 parts) were then applied. Finally, gauze
compresses were applied, well above the upper limits of the edema, and were
covered with some impermeable material such as oiled silk or oiled paper.
Ashford reported that this treatment provided such prompt relief from pain
that men previously unable to rest often fell asleep at once. He also recommended potassium iodide, which he said liad almost a specific action in relieving
the pain of trenchfoot.
2. In the second, or blister stage, treatment began with the excision of
all blisters larger than one-half inch in diameter, after which their gelatinous
bases were gently wiped with pledgets of sterile cotton. The application of
compresses of camphor (30 parts) and ether (1,000 parts) was followed by the
use of fomentations, as in the edematous stage. After edema had disappeared,
treatment with camphorated ether was continued.
3. Sloughs, which occasionallj^ formed in spite of these measures, were
loosened by the application of compresses of camphor and ether and fomentations of alkaline camphor until access to the affected tissues beneath was
possible. An acceptable variation was the use of the paraffin footbath, in
which the affected feet, wrapped in cotton batting, were immersed for 30 to
60 minutes in a small footbath filled with paraffin heated to 140° F. (60° C.)
or higher. When the feet were removed from the bath and exposed to the
air, the paraffin taken up by the cotton batting hardened and the patient had
what amounted to a pair of paraffin sabots. Treatments were given daily.
Surgery was conservative and limited to hard sloughs. These were incised
down to the grumous layer, after which compresses were applied. "Blood
letting" was avoided, and the cautery was not used.
Ashford warned that feeding soldiers with trenchfoot was an essential
part of treatment, since thej^ were apt to be weak, malnourished, and exhausted.
He also warned that trenchfoot predisposes to tetanus and that failure to
administer tetanus antitoxin to all patients who had passed beyond the first
stage and to repeat the injection every 8 days until the lesion looked healthy,
would certainly result in some preventable deaths.
» Sec footnote 2.5, p. 47.
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Other Experiences in World War I
According to Tuffier (cited by Ariev), the 79,465 cases of trenchfoot in
the French Army in World War I accounted for 3.02 percent of all battle
casualties. There were 170 fatahties from trenchfoot. According to Mignon
(also cited by Ariev), the average number of cases of trenchfoot per year was
more than 30,000. Records, however, support this statement only for 1916,
when there were 31,051 cases; 17,026 cases were recorded in 1915, and 15,870
in 1917. The French offensive at Verdun, which began on 15 December 1916,
is known to have produced more than 3,600 cases; 1,869 cases occurred in a
single division, the 38th, which had 1,971 battle casualties. French Senegalese
troops fighting on the Aisne sustained 1,225 cold injuries between 15 and 17
April 1917.
The Italian Army, according to Bonomo (cited by Ariev), had almost
38,000 cases of frostbite during 1915-18. The Belgian Army seems to have
had few casualties from this cause.
Statistical records of frostbite and other cold injuries are not available
for the German Army in World War I, but the scope of the problem may be
gathered from the fact that special hospitals were set up for the treatment
of these injuries and that staff positions were set up in other hospitals for
surgeons wlio specialized in their treatment. According to Schade (cited by
Ariev), there were 12,848 casualties caused by cold injuries in a total of 500,000
sick and wounded in 1914 and 1915.

THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR
Trenchfoot does not seem to have been reported in any of the numerous
hostilities which occurred between the close of World War I in 1918 and the
outbreak of World War II in 1939. Ducuing, d'Harcourt, Folch, and Bonffll,^'
who made an extensive study of cold injuries during the Spanish Civil War,
stated that they had seen nothing precisely comparable to the type of trenchfoot observed in World War I, although they had observed numerous cases
which resembled it at some special time in their evolution. The troops who
were cliiefly affected were operating on the Sierra Palomera, then covered with
snow, and were exposed for several days at a time. About 500 men were
treated weekly for cold injuries of the lower extremities in a total exposed force
of about 120,000, which gives a weekly rate of approximately 4.16 per 1,000
average strength and an annual rate of 216.32 per 1,000 average strength.
Tliis is very high in comparison to United States Army rates in World War II.
During the period covered by their observations, Ducuing and his associates also observed 10 cases of simultaneous freezuig of the upper and lower
extremities and 5 cases, all fatal, of total freezing.
s« Duciiiiic, J., d'Harcourt, .F., Folch, A., and Bonflll, .T.: Lcs Troubles tropliiqucs dcs Extr6mit& Produits par lo
Froid. Sec. on Patliologie. do Guerre. J. do Cliir. 55: 385-402, May 1940.
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ETIOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Although the theories of etiology advanced to explain cold injuries in the
wars prior to 1914 have already been mentioned, it might be well to summarize
them briefly. Larrey (p. 30) stated unequivocally that cold per se was merely
the predisposing, not the exciting, cause; that the condition was not caused by
a freezing temperature but occurred during a succeeding period of mild weather
or in the course of a thaw; and that heat, suddenly applied, would promptly
bring on gangrene from "congelation." Davys (p. 39), in recording the experiences of the Tibet Mission Force in 1904, also emphasized that the most
serious results of cold injuries could be explained by carelessly applied heat,
not by excessive cold. Page (p. 41), who compared the Balkan experience
with that of the Crimean War, believed that gangrene which followed cold
injury was on a vasomotor basis and could be explained by the effect of cold
on an arterial circulation alread}^ impaired by starvation and fatigue. He
pointed out that under these circumstances temperatures above freezing could
cause tissue damage. He noted, but did not enlarge upon, the fact that in
many instances the first complaints related to the extremities came after the
men had been hospitalized. Their pain was very marked during the "period
of reaction." Page granted the possible influence of tight boots and puttees
in some cases but was unwilling to accept constriction as a universal explanation. Numerous early observers called attention to the possible indirect efl'ects
of hunger, exhaustion, and concurrent wounds and illness.
The rcahzation that cold injuries could not be explained entirely by cold
came early in World War I. In the first months of that war, British troops
were obliged to march miles along wet and muddy roads in order to reach the
entrance to communications trenches. When they arrived, cold, soaked to the
skin, and already fatigued, they had to expend an immense amount of additional
energy marching along the wet and muddy trenches to reach the forward
trenches. Once they reached their station they were never really warm, dry,
and comfortable until they were reheved; and that, in the earty winter of 1914,
might be a matter of weeks. Meantime, they remained almost immobile, in
cold and mud, frequently in the rain, but not in freezing temperatures. The
special correspondent in northern France ^° wrote in the British Medical Journal
for 26 December 1914:
The temperature so far has never been really low; in fact, there has never been more
than a few degrees of frost for a limited number of hours, mainly at night. In all probability
the actual temperature of the air at any given moment is only one of several factors in the
production of the condition * * *. Apart from actual frost, the factors in question appear
to be the soaking of the men's boots and socks either in freezing water or a mixture of mud
and slushy snow, the absence of any local output of muscle heat owing to the fact that the
men are standing still, and some tightness of their boots owing to the men putting on two or
three pairs of socks which are thick even when dry and thicker still when wet. [Cottell" had
previously made a similar observation about the wearing of extra socks.] With their legs
" Frostbite (The War). From a special correspondent in nortliern France. Brit. M. J. 2: U15, 26 Deo. 1914.
«■ Cottell, A. B.: Frost-bite. Brit. M. J. 2: 992, 5 Dec. 1914,
4.38404'—58
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thus chilled in advance, and the whole local circulation already reduced to a very low ebb,
it is comprehensible that here and there in superficial areas it should be arrested for a time
altogether. The usual history of these cases is that a man who has just got into his dugout after standing for an hour or more with his rifle on the deck, has seen his way to a good
rest and consequently has taken off his boots. On doing this he has noticed nothing the
matter with his feet but subsequently has found that they have become so swollen that, apart
from any question of pain, to get his boots on again is quite impossible.

In Dccembor 1915, Sir William Osier ^^ called attention to another important cause of trcnchfoot. Tlie venous stasis which is tlie anatomic background,
he wrote, is not simply the effect of cold, wet, or botli. Tlie feet may be aglow
after a 10-mile tramp in snowshoes with the tliermomoter 20° below zero; and
men actively at work on big lumber rafts in Canada have cold, wet feet for
weeks at a time and yet suffer no injuries. It was not cold or wet. Osier conchided, and not puttees or boots wliich were doing the damage but tlie comparative inertia of tlie muscles of the leg. To keep the trenches dry and to use
special kinds of socks might be useful, but the disabling effects of "cold bite"
were inevitable in feet attached to legs whose muscles did not have play enough
to maintain a circulation hampered by gravity and by cold and wet.
Tlie principal causes of trenclifoot were thus clearly set forth many years
before World War II as a combination of conditions and not a single condition.
These causes included cold, wet, constriction, and immobihzation. Cold injury could occur with the temperature above freezing and witli frost present
for limited periods only if at all. Lack of proper (principally warm) food and
the influence of fa(-igue were other contributing causes. Tulhdge,^^ who had
been first an Austrian medical officer and then a military surgeon with the
French Red Cross, advised recruiting physicians to remember that men with
circulatoi-y disorders and sluggish circulation were most susceptible to frostbite.
If tjiey were enfisted, ho suggested that they be kept out of situations in which
tjiese injuries could be sustained.
A few other observers also called attention to a possible individual predisposition to cold injm-y, or, more correctly, to a possible individual variation in
susceptibility, as evidenced by striking differences in the development of trenchfoot under tlie same environmental conditions. It was noted that, as a general
rule, symptoms appeared witliin 3 or 4 days after exposure and that disability
became mai'ked within the next day or two. In some instances, however,
men would be completely incapacitated within 24 hours after their first tour
of duty in tJie trenches had begun, while others under precisely the same circumstances miglit not present symptoms for 5 or 6 daj's and might not be
completely incapacitated for another 5 or 6 daj^s.
A few other theories of the causation of trenchfoot were advanced in
World War I in addition to the reasonable and generally accepted explanations
just set forth. Fearnsides and Culpin,^* although they agreed with the generally
»2 Osier, W.: Col(l-bi(c+Muselc-inMtio = Troiioli-foof. Lancet 2: 308,18 Dec. I9I5.
S3 TuUidRc, E. K.: Frozen Limbs mid Tlieir Treatment in tlie Present War. M. Rec. 90: 11-14, 1 July 1910.
>i Pearnsiflcs, E. O., and Culpin, M.: Frost-bite. Brit. 11. J. 1: 84, 9 Jan. 191S.
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accepted tlieories, considered that appreliensioii and fear of a new disease were
other possible causes.
Longridge's '^ elaborate theory of leakage of electricity from the foot to
the earth, because the electrical resistance of tlie skin is enormously diminished
when it is wot, was based on the researches of one A. E. Baines, who, shortly
before the war, had publislied a book on electropatliology. Ijongridge was so
impressed by the concept that he "ventured to predict" that in the future the
name of Baines would appear with those of Lister, Simpson, and Koch as among
the benefactors of the human race. Recommendations for prevention based
on the electrical theory of trenclifoot began with the wise, if unattainable,
order not to get wet. Other advice included soaking the shoes, socks, and
puttees in oil and applying dialectric oil (commercially available) directly to
the feet. If trenchfoot had developed, the limb, from foot to knees, was to be
wrapped in gamgee tissue soaked in dialectric oil. "I have seen enough of this
treatment," concluded Longridge, "to justify the assertion that no serious case
of trenchfoot necessitating amputation need take place." It would scarcely
be necessary to refer to this curious item in a serious account of trenchfoot
except that it was printed in tlie La7icet in January 1917, when the whole
problem of cold injury was well under control in the British Army.
Tlie French were in general agreement with the Britisli that the important
etiologic factors in trenchfoot were cold, wet, and lack of movement. Almost
the only dissenters were Eaymond and Parisot,'" who argued that "gelure des
pieds" is infectious. They reported in 1916 that they had isolated from the
lesions a fimgus identified as Scopulariopsis komingil oudemans, which was
found in mud and straw and which came into contact with the feet by way of
the mud of the trenches. Under the influence of more or less continuous immersion in cold water, this fungus became pathogenic and readily invaded the
body througli tlie macerated epidermis, frequently at the matrices of the nails.
Altliough Raymond and Parisot claimed to have reproduced the lesions of
trenchfoot by experimental animal inoculation of pure cultures of the fungus,
their work was not generall}- accepted nor was it ever confirmed.
British theories of the etiology of trenchfoot were generally accepted by
medical officers of the United States Army in World War I. The only deviation
was a tlieory advanced by Sweet, Norris, and Wilmer,^'' who conducted comparative blood pressure studies on the upper and lower extremities, on the
assumption that trenchfoot was analogous to Raynaud's disease and on the
further assumption that Rajmaud's disease can be explained by vasomotor
spasm. While they found pressures in the leg considerabl.y increased over
pressures in the arm in casualties with trenchfoot, they were unable to determine
whether the ijicrease Avas the result of an excess of vasoconstrictor substance or
35 Longridge, C. X.: A Note on the Cause and Prevention of Trench-Foot. Lancet 1: 62-(i3,13 Jan. 1917.
3f Raymond, V. V., and Parisot, J.: Etiologic Piophylaxic ct ThCrapcutique de I'Affection Ditc "Gelure des Pieds."
Prcssc mM. 24: 199, 4 May 191C.
3' Sweet, J. E., Xorris, G. W., and Wilmcr, H. B.: Tlie Etiology and Treatment of Trench-Foot. .1. A. M. A. 70:
4,')5-458, Ifi Feb. 1918.
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of a loss of vasodilator substance in the blood. Like Ashford (p. 49), they found
that notable relief of pain could usually be secured (in 29 of then' own 31 cases)
by the administratioji of potassium iodide, which they employed as a "blood
pressure reducing substance." Had they been able to obtain thyroid extract,
they would have preferred to use it on the ground that the clinical picture m
trcnchfoot is the reverse of that in thyroid disease.
COLD INJURY OF THE HAND
In the great majority of cases of cold hijury in World War I, only the feet
were affected. Cold injuries of the hand, when they did occur, were seldom of
consequence. Walther, however, reported an interesting exception in the experience of P&6and Bor6,'' who observed, in 120 cases of "frostbite of the foot,'
30 instances of frostbite of the hand (main dc tranch^es). The explanation was
a particular series of circumstances. Because of the violence of the bombardment the men liad to remain crouched in the same position for several hours,
without moving at all. Snow fell on their liands as they grasped their rifles
and tliey could not wipe it off. Many of them were then obliged to move on all
fours for a considerable distance, over ground covered with snow and mud^
When tliey had been relieved, they complained of pricking of the fingers and of
difhculty in holding their rifles; some could not hold them at all. They also
complained of edema of rapid development, which was apparently transient
since it was not present when they reached the ambulance. Almost all of the
lesions were bilateral and symmetrical. There were eight instances of gangrene,
which in advanced cases extended almost to the metacarpophalangeal articulations.
3.P6r6etBoy6 (reportod by Charles Walther): Main do Tranel,6es. Bull, et Mem, Soc. de Cl.ir. do Paris 43: H831485, 4 July 1917.

CHAPTER IV

Actions Taken in Zone of Interior
MAY 1942-OCTOBER 1943
The first formal mention of cold injury in the Office of the Surgeon General
after the United States entered World War II was contained in a note dated
12 Maj' 1942 and addressed by Col. (later Brig. Gen.) James S. Simmons, MC,
Chief, Preventive Medicine Division, to Dr. Lewis H. Weed, Chairman, Division
of Medical Sciences, National Research Council. In this note, three points
were made; (1) United States troops were already operating in Arctic regions,
(2) the chances were that their operations in these areas would be expanded, and
(3) it was therefore necessarj^ to institute studies on healtli and sanitation in a
cold environment. Frostbite was specifically mentioned in this letter, but
trenchfoot was not. In view of the circumstances listed, the National Research Council was requested to set up a committee to study these problems.
Copies of available field manuals were forwarded with the letter, together with
a bibliography on cold injury and a letter and comments from the noted Arctic
explorer, Vilhjalmur Stefansson. The activities of the committee set up by the
National Research Council in response to this request are reported later in this
chapter.
The next recognition of the ground type of cold injury as a medicomilitary
problem was early in 1943, in the Surgical Division, Office of the Surgeon
General. The essential pathologic process in this type of injury is vascular,
and the interest of this division in it stemmed from the fact that several of the
surgical consultants had had a wide experience with vascular diseases in civilian
practice. At this particular time, unfortunatley, no similar interest was manifested by any of the other divisions which later concerned themselves with the
matter, and the opportunity was therefore lost to plan and provide for a coordinated program of prevention before cases ' of cold injury developed.
During the first months of 1943, reports on cases of cold injury in the Air
Force in England and on immersion foot in shipwrecked Navy and other personnel began to come into the Office of the Surgeon General. These reports were
followed by the reports of a large number of cases of exposure to cold during the
Attu campaign in May and June 1943 (p. 84). This experience was the subject
of extensive correspondence between the Surgical Division, Office of the Surgeon
General, and the Surgeon, Alaska Defense Command. Correspondence was
1 During World War II, it was frequently customary to refer to patients with cold injury as casualties. Current Army
regulations (AR 600-400, 23 Aug. 1954) direct that injuries or illnesses due to the elements, e-xhaustion, or self-inflicted
wound or injuries will not be considered casualties.
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also conducted witli tlic Office of the Base Surgeon, Greenland, and with surgeons
in various hospitals wliich had received patients from the Attu campaign. The
implications of the Attu experience, in terms of future military operations in
otlier theaters, caused great concern in the Office of the Surgeon General among
the medical oflicers who had already begun to interest themselves in cold ihjury.
Survey of official publications.—Among the first activities in this Office
was a review of the whole subject of cold injury as it had been reported in the
medical and other literature in previous wars (p. 29). This review concerned
both the clinical aspects of these injuries and the mihtary responsibility for
their prevention. Methods of treatment were also reviewed in an endeavor
to bring together whatever authoritative knowledge was then available. At
the same time, two other reviews were undertaken. One had to do with the
Army equipment available for use in conditions of combat in wet and cold.
The other was a review of current official publications, such as training manuals,
in which it might be expected that preventive and therapeutic measures would
be emphasized.
When these reviews had been completed, a memorandum was addressed by
Lt. Col. (later Col.) B. Noland Carter, MC, Chief, Surgery Branch, Surgical
Division, to Brig. Gen. Charles C. Hillman, Chief, Professional Service, Office
of the Surgeon General. In this memorandum, dated 23 August 1943, it was
pointed out that measures currently recommended for the control of cold injury
were completely inadequate. It was also emphasized that (1) current military
publications deafing with operations under conditions of extreme cold contained
a number of contradictions; (2) many of the measures advocated for the treatment of cold injuries were not in accord with current authoritative concepts of
rational therapy; and (3) no reference at all was made to immersion foot,
trenchfoot, or shclterleg in any of the technical manuals then current except
in FM 21-11, First Aid for Soldiers. In view of these findings, it was recommended that the deficiencies listed be brought to the attention of appropriate
agencies in the Surgeon General's Office so that data published concerning cold
injin-ies might be corrected and brought up to date.
On the receipt of this memorandum. General Hifiman requested the Training Division, Office of the Surgeon General, to confer with the Surgical Division
on these various matters. The report of this conference, which was held on
27 August 1943, contained recommendations for the changes necessary to
bring the publications dealing with the prophylactic and therapeutic aspects of
cold injury into accord with current principles and practices. Changes made
in the manuals as the war progressed are discussed elsewhere in this chapter
(p. 68).
Conferences on exposure to cold.—A conference on exposure to cold,
organized by the Division of Medical Sciences, acting for the Committee on
Medical Eesearch, Office of Scientific Kesearch and Development, was held on
28 July 1943. It was attended by representatives of the United States Ai-my,
the United States Navy, the United States Public Health Service; representatives of the Royal Navy, the Eoyal Air Force, the Royal Canadian Navy, and
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the National Research Council of Canada; and a number of physicians and
surgeons with civilian experience in the management of vascular diseases. The
conference was under the chairmanship of Dr. E. M. Landis, Professor of
Physiology, Harvard University Medical School.
At this meeting, three points were especially emphasized: (1) Standard
clothing and equipment, particularlj^ footgear, had not been entirely efficient
in combat under cold conditions to date; (2) more important, both clothing and
equipment had been more satisfactory than the manner in which they had been
employed, for the reason that troops had been only poorly trained or not
trained at all in the personal precautions necessary under Arctic conditions;
and (3) War Department publications, if they mentioned cold injury at all,
were universally inadequate and were frequently contradictory.
The conference recommended that military personnel should be trained in
the prevention of cold injury. Preventive measures and basic first-aid measures
were outlined. Representatives from the Offices of the Surgeons General of
the Army and the Navy were appointed to prepare articles on immersion foot,
frostbite, and trenchfoot and to draw up instructions for the prevention and
treatment of these injuries so that as much information as possible might be
disseminated concerning them.
At a second conference on cold injury held on 1 October 1943, the material
which had been prepared as recommended by the first conference was reviewed
in detail, approved by the whole conference, and recommended to the Surgeons
General of the Armj" and the Navy for publication as the official policy on
trenchfoot, immersion foot, and frostbite. The articles were published in the
Bulletin of the United States Army Medical Department ^ and in Health}
OCTOBER 1943-MARCH 1945*
In a further attempt to emphasize the significance of cold injury and the
extreme hazards inherent in military operations in conditions of cold and wet,
another memorandum on the subject of frostbite, trenchfoot, and immersion
foot was addressed to General Hillman by Colonel Carter, on 16 October 1943,
as follows:
1. The Attu experience was outlined, and i-eports from the Northwest
Service Command and the Base Surgeon, Greenland, were cited and commented
on.
2 (1) Immersion Foot. Bull. U. S. Army M. Dopt. No. 70, pp. 26-33, November 1943. (2) Frostbite. Bull. U. S.
Army M. Dept. No. 71, pp. 24-27, December 1943.
3 Monthly Progress Report, Army Service Forces, War Department, 31 Dec. 1943, Section 7: Health.
Health was a monthly publication, entirely informative in nature, prepared in the Office of the Surgeon General,
chieflyfor the benefit of Medical Department personnel. It dealt with certain matters ofhealth, includingtheir statistical
aspects. It was not a command publication, and its circulation was necessarily limited. It was not likely to have been
widely received or read at lower echelons where the control of trenchfoot had to be initiated and implemented.
* In addition to the publications mentioned in this section, articles prepared in the Office of the Surgeon General on
the subject of trenchfoot appeared in the Bulletin of the United States Army Medical Department for March, June, and
December 1944 and for February, April, May, June, September, and October 1945.
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2. Tlic, experience in England with cold injmy of the high-altitude type
in fliers was reviewed.
3. It was pointed out that, while cold injury was still not a serious problem
in United States Army troops from the standpoint of either frequency or
morbidity, the solution, as the experience in the Aleutians and in the Army Air
Force in England had shown, lay in prevention of this form of trauma. The
immediate requirements were the adoption of proper equipment for use in cold
weather, training in its efficient use, and the education of military personnel in
methods of protecting themselves against the hazards of exposure to cold.
4. Tlie steps being taken to bring ofhcial publications into accord with
modern principles and practices concerning cold injury were also reviewed.
The Office of the Surgeon General could not, of course, do more than
advise concerning either equipment or training. These matters were the
responsibility of the Army General Staff, especially the Assistant Chief of
Staff', G-3 (operations and training). Clothing was the special responsibihty
of The Quartermaster General. The situation was admittedly difficult. The
Army was expanding rapidly. New types of supplies required time for development, procurement, and distribution. The training load was at a peak, as to
both tlie subjects to be taught and tlie number of men to be trained. Because
of lack of time and space on the program, the introduction of additional required training subjects was not readily achieved. It is not surprising, therefore, that many frustrations were experienced by the medical officers who had
quickly grasped the military, as well as the medical, significance of cold injury
and the urgent necessity for the training of personnel and for the provision of
appropriate protective equipment if costly losses were to be avoided in winter
operations.
Impact of Experience in Mediterranean Theater
Less than a month after the memorandum of 16 October 1943 had been
prepared, trcnchfoot began to be reported from Italy where it rapidly assumed
serious proportions (p. 101). The tremendous mihtary significance of this type
of injury immediately became apparent, even to those who had not previously
considered it of much importance. It was obvious, however, in reports from
Italy concerning United States casualties, that the importance of preventive
measures was not. well understood in that theater, and the lack of appreciation
of their importance was further evident, althougli the comparisons were not
always as valid as they seemed, in the contrasting experiences reported by
Britisli troops fighting in the same area and under much the same circumstances
as United States troops.
As a result of the Italian experience, the whole problem of cold injury was
repeatedly surveyed in Health. The first of this series of articles, published in
December 1943, discussed trenchfoot, immersion foot, and frostbite, with
particular reference to tlie incidence of this type of injury in previous wars,
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the incidence in the Aleutians campaign, and the current situation on the
Itahan front. The article emphasized that the prophylaxis of cold injury is a
command responsibilitj^ The results obtained by the British by the use of
preventive measures were summarized.
The medical aspects of the Italian campaign were analyzed in the February
1944 issue of Health from the standpoint of comparative battle casualties,
neuropsj^chiatric casualties, and hospitalization for disease. The article closed
with the statement that, while the surgical care of battle casualties had been
exceptionally good, "the total rates for disease were high and jaundice, trenchfoot, malaria, and venereal disease were outstanding medical hazards over
which it proved difficult to exercise sufficient control."
In the March 1944 issue of Health, the experience of the 1943-44 winter in
Italy was analyzed in considerable detail. The discussion covered etiologic
factors of cold injury with particular reference to the influence of terrain, the
tactical situation, and climatic conditions; the disappointing results accomplished by the first corrective measures; the serious losses in combat strength
because of the long periods of hospitahzation usually necessary in trenchfoot;
and the frequently poor end results. The United States Army experience was
contrasted with the British experience; among British troops, the incidence of
trenchfoot was very low, presumably because preventive measures were well
established and strictly enforced. The inadequacies of the clothing which had
been supphed United States troops for winter use were noted, and preventive
measures were reviewed, wth emphasis on command responsibilities.
The June 1944 issue of Health carried another analysis of the trenchfoot situation to date. It was pointed out in it that although the number of casualties
in the Attu campaign was small, the incidence of cold injury was actually high.
The small number of cases could be attributed more to the short period of time
covered by the fighting and the small number of troops involved than to any
other factor. In addition, certain of the troops engaged were accustomed to
cold, wet weather, knew how to take care of themselves in it, and therefore
did not develop this form of cold injury.
The article went on to say that, while medical officers were aware of the
problem presented by trenchfoot, instruction concerning this type of injury had
formed no part of the training for troops going overseas. Their ignorance of the
risk helped to explain why they had become patients from cold trauma. The
possibilities of prophylactic measures were again related to the British experiences in World War I and on the Italian front the previous winter. The several
thousands cases which had occurred from United States Army troops in Italy
were chiefly in frontline troops whose replacement was a military necessity.
The average time lost from duty per man was in the neighborhood of from
7 to 8 weeks.
A program of control was outlined, in which it was stressed that trenchfoot,
like venereal disease and malaria, can be prevented "only by the intefligent
behavior of the individual soldier under conditions of exposure." The article
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closed with the proplietic warning that "A winter campaign in nortliwestern
Em'opc could create a trenchfoot problem of major importance if the lesson
of Italy were not Iieeded."
Analysis of Reports From Overseas
Meantime, reports and special studies prepared in the Mediterranean
theater were evaluated and analyzed in the OfRce of the Surgeon General with
particular reference to methods of therapy and problems of prevention and
control.
A memorandum, prepared by Brig. Gen. Fred W. Rankin, Chief Consultant
in Surgery, and addressed to The Surgeon General on 17 March 1944, reviewed
tlie experiences in Italy, as well as in the Aleutians, and summarized the activities concerning cold injury which had been undertaken to date in the Office of
tlie Surgeon General. Preventive measures and management were outlined in
tlie light of these experiences. Special emphasis was placed on the fact that it
was not only preventive measures, but the rigidity with which they were enforced, tliat determined their effectiveness. In the final analysis, it was pointed
out, their implementation "is a measure of discipline and is the responsibility of
unit commanders."
The Essential Technical Medical Data report from the North African
Theater of Operations for February 1944 had included the statement from the
Office of the Surgeon, Fifth U. S. Army, that "No solution has been found for
the trenchfoot problem." The Surgery Division, OfRce of the Surgeon General,
recommended on 24 May 1944 that tlie reply to the theater should point out that
the experience of previous wars and the British experience in Italy in the winter
of 1943-44 had demonstrated that a solution to the problem did exist and that
it lay in the bold, vigorous, and diligent application of well-established prophylactic measures. It is unfortunate, and perhaps indicative of the general lack of
appreciation of cold injury in military operations, that this plain-spoken comment had been considerably watered down by the time it reached the theater
in July.^
The March Essential Technical Medical Data report from the North
African theater, wliich was extensive and comprehensive, revealed that a program of control was by this time well understood in the theater. Responsible
theater personnel had concluded, in the light of the low incidence among
British troops, that all troops should wear heavy wool socks; that their shoes
should be well fitted over these socks; that dry socks should be taken to frontline troops with rations; that laundry facilities for washing socks should be available in divisional areas; that squad leaders should be directly responsible for
enforcing proper care of the feet by the individual soldier; and that commanders
should arrange for rotation of frontline troops. Requisitions for new winter
equipment were placed by the theater in July 1944.
» Letter, Brig. Ocn. R. W. Bliss, Cliicf, Operations Service, Oflicc of the Surgeon General, to Commanding General.
Nortli African Theater of Operations, 10 June 1944, subject: ETMD.
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In a memorandum addressed to The Sm-geon General on 19 June 1944, by
General Kan kin, the whole experience in Italy during the winter of 1943-44 was
reviewed. It was pointed out that inadequate instruction of personnel, failure
to provide suitable equipment, especially shoes and socks, and failure to apply
preventive measures consistently had been responsible for the heavy losses from
cold injury in the Italian campaign. Since prevention was the responsibility of
command, it was recommended that a vigorous program be instituted at once to
include (1) dissemination of information to troops, with instruction in proper
methods of prevention of cold injury, (2) provision of proper equipment and
footgear, (3) dissemination of information to Medical Department personnel on
first aid and definitive treatment, and (4) emphasis on command responsibility
for prevention.
In the annual report of the Surgical Consultants Division, Office of the
Surgeon General, for the fiscal year ending on 30 June 1944, trenchfoot was
described as "perhaps the most unsatisfactory experience of the war." Much
the same feeling had been expressed in General Rankin's memorandum to The
Surgeon General dated 19 Jime 1944.
War Department Publications
On 29 May 1944, with the purpose of augmenting existing regulations governing care of the feet, as well as to prevent and control any further outbreaks
of trenchfoot such as had occurred on Attu and in the Mediterranean theater,
Lt. Gen. Brehon B. Somervell, Commanding General, Army Service Forces,
directed The Surgeon General to prepare without delay a circular on the subject of trenchfoot, to include causes, symptoms, prevention, first aid, and
treatment. It was desired that this publication be ready by 10 June, but,
because of the number of divisions, offices, and special personnel whose assistance and concurrence were required, the date was extended.
War Department Circular No. 312, section IV, was issued 22 July 1944
as the official policy of the War Department in respect to trenchfoot. It read
as follows:
IV. TRENCH FOOT.—1. Trench foot is the name given to a condition which results
from—
a. Prolonged standing in water, wet snow, or mud under cold to freezing temperatures.
b. The continuous wearing of wet socks, shoes or boots. Trench foot is promoted by
wearing shoes, socks, boots, leggings, or a combination of these which are too tight, and
when the individual who is forced to stay in muddy trenches, fox holes, or shell holes for
extended periods neglects exercising his feet and legs.
2. Signs and symptoms of trench foot usually develop as follows:
a. Numbness of the feet or toes. The feet feel like heavy blocks of wood and walking
becomes difficult.
b. Burning or stinging pain in the feet or toes.
c. Aching of the ankles and bottoms of the feet.
d. Swelling of the feet, and the skin becomes pale and cold.
e. Development of bhsters and blebs.
f. Finally, gangrene may occur.
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3. Trench foot can be prevented by instructing tiie individual soldier in the proper
care of the feet, by providing suitable footgear where conditions promoting trench foot are
present, and by insuring that proper measures are carried out through use of disciplinary
action, if necessary.
4. When conditions promoting trench foot exist, and in order to minimize the occurrence of trench foot, unit commanders will be held responsible that the following instructions
are carried out:
ft. Troops will be given the following specific instructions in the care of their feet:
(1) The feet must be kept dry. Damp soles (also, insoles, if worn) will be replaced by
dry ones as soon as possible.
(2) An extra pair of heavy woolen socks (also, insoles, if worn) will be carried at all
times to permit changing to dry ones once daily.
(3) Shoes will be removed at least once daily and the feet cleaned and dried. Foot
powder will be dusted over the feet and into the socks and shoes.
(4) When shoes or leggings feel tight they must be loosened immediately. Tight
footgear interferes with the circulation.
(5) If required to stand for long periods, the feet and legs will be exercised frequently.
Conditions might require that this be only in the form of wiggling the toes within the shoes
and bending the ankle. Positional exercises of the legs such as knee-bonding when standing and elevating legs above level of body when sitting or lying down should be accomplished.
(6) Avoid standing in water, wet snow, or mud. Whenever feasible, the water in
trenches, fox holes and shell holes should be bailed out, and rocks, pieces of wood, or tree
branches used to stand on.
(7) When necessary to sleep while in sitting position, prop feet as high as possible to
help blood circulation. Put on dry socks. Place wet or damp socks in trouser pockets or
beneath the shirt to dry. Do not sleep wearing wet socks.
b. Before troops enter combat in cold, damp areas, unit commanders will insure that
the troops have cleaned and dried their feet and dusted them with foot powder before
putting on dry, heavy woolen socks and waterproof or water-resistant boots or shoes.
c. Arrangements will be made to furnish troops with a clean, dry pair of heavy woolen
socks (also, insoles, if worn) once daily. This may be accomplished by bringing them up
with the daily ration.
d. Proper waterproof or water-resistant footgear will be issued to the troops when
fighting in cold, water-soaked terrain. Care will bo taken that the footgear fits properly.
The footgear should be loose enough to permit wearing heavy woolen socks without constricting circulation.
e. Foot inspections will be held frequently and the necessary corrective measures
instituted.

Therapy was not covered in this circular, partly because treatment was
regarded as a technical medical procedure and partly because it was to be covered
in a technical medical bulletin on trenchfoot then in preparation. Suggestions
that instructions be given to massage the feet, unless trenchfoot had already
set in, and to use lanolin, were disapproved by The Surgeon General, on the
ground that (1) the soldier could not himself determine wliether or not he had
already contracted trenchfoot; (2) he might do considerable damage to the
tissues by massage; and (3) the use of oils and greases on the feet was of questionable value and could be harmful. The suggestion, made by the Quartermaster
General, that the slioepac be recommended as the best footgear to prevent
trenclifoot, was also disapproved, on the ground that the improper use of shoepacs could result in serious damage to the feet.
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Revision of War Department Circular No. 312.—Shortly after War Department Circular No. 312 had been pubhshed, the Quartermaster General requested that it be revised in order to clarify the reference to heavy woolen
socks, since too strict an interpretation of the instructions to use them might
result in a sudden depletion of the supply.« All commanding generals at ports
of embarkation had been notified 7 August 1944 that this circular was designed
for the prevention of trenchfoot and was not to be construed as justification
for an increase in the authorized allowances of socks/ Theaters served by the
various ports were to be informed of this ruling.
The Surgeon General did not concur in the changes requested by the
Quartermaster General, and a conference to discuss the matter was held
18 September 1944. Representatives of the Quartermaster General explained
why they opposed the circular as it had been issued: If theater commanders
should make requisitions for heavy woolen socks, to comply with its terms, the
demand could not be met, since at that time these socks amounted to only 10
percent of the total sock procurement. Wool was available for additional
supplies of socks, but machinery to make them was not and it could not be
constructed in less than 6 or 8 months. It was agreed that before any action
was taken in this matter, the Quartermaster General should inquire from the
commanders in all theaters how many heavy woolen socks would be needed
to comply with the terms of the circular. When it was learned from the
European theater that the circular would have no effect upon the initial issue
of this type of sock (although it was requested that the maintenance factor
for cushion-sole socks be increased from 11 to 25 percent), War Department
Circular No. 312 was thereupon modified^ as follows, at the request of the
Quartermaster General:
V. TRENCH FOOT. 1. Reference is made to section IV, Circular 312, WD 1944.
2. The provisions of paragraph 4, section IV, Circular 312, will not be considered as
authorization for an increase in allowances of heavy wool socks, authorized in T/E 21,
Clothing and Individual Equipment, 1 June 1944, as socks, wool, cushion sole; socks, wool,
heavy; or socks, wool, ski. When increased allowances are required to comply with the
provisions of Circular 312, requests will be submitted through channels.

War Department Technical Bulletin 81.—The publication of War Department Circular No. 312 on 22 July 1944 was followed by the publication of
War Department Technical Bulletin (TB MED) 81, 4 August 1944. This
bulletin (appendix A, pp. 509-515), which covered all phases of cold injury,
with special emphasis on prophylactic measures, was largely based upon the experience, both in the clinical aspects of the condition and in its prevention,
gained in the recent Italian campaign. Minor changes in therapy were suggested in an amended version published 3 October 1944 (appendix A, p. 515).
• (1) Memorandum, Diicctor, Distribution Division, Army Service Forces, for Director, Military Training Division,
23 Aug. 1944, subject: Trencb Foot. (2) Memorandum, Headquarters. Army Service Forces, for Quarterm.ister General,
23 Aug. 1944, subject: Heavy Woolen Socks.
' Telegram to all commanding generals at ports of embarkation from Lt. Oen. Brohon B. Somervell, dated 7 Aug. 1944.
» War i:)epartment Circular No. 459, 4 Dec. 1944,
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The Assistant Secretary of War, Mr. Jolm J. McCloy, wrote to Tlie Surgeon General on 16 August 1944 to point out tliat in polls taken of the Army
overseas and published in What the Soldier Thinks, 85 percent of those questioned felt that they had received too little training in how to avoid having
trenchfoot and how to take care of it. The only other item in which the percentage was similarly liigh had to do witli tlie liandling of land mines. TJie
Secretary felt that tliese figures were significant, though he was uninformed as
to what The Sin-geon General was doing in "traiiiing in tlie avoidance and
treatment of trenchfoot."
The Surgeon General ]-eplied on 17 August that the soldier was indeed
receiving too little instruction in the care of liis feet but that prevention of
trenchfoot was really a command function, to be carried out with medical
advice. He sent tlie Secretary a copy of War Department Circular No. 312
and also described TB MED 81, then in production, which covered all phases
of trenchfoot. A copy of this publication was sent to the Secretary 31 August
1944, just after it had been publislied and received from The Adjutant General.
Review and Evaluation of European Theater Problem
Either the lesson of the Italian campaign was Jiot heeded in the European
Theater of Operations, or appreciation of its significance came too late. The
official publications of the War Department on the subject (War Department
Circular No. 312 and TB MED 81) were not received in the Eui'opean theater
until after sporadic cases of trenchfoot liad alreadj' occurred and onl}' shortly
before an outbreak of cold injiuy, of mucli greater gravity than the outbreak in Italy the previous winter, began in France and Germany.
During November 1944, approximatelj' 11,000 cases of trenchfoot were
reported in the European theater, more than 6,000 in the Third U. S. Arm}^
alone. The November rates for this tlieater, which were already in excess of
those in Januarj" and February 1944 in the Fifth U. S. Army in Italy, were
analyzed in the November 1944 issue of Health. The elements of a satisfactory
control program, as outlined in War Department Circular No. 312 published
in July 1944 and in TB MED 81 published the followhig month, were reviewed with special emphasis on the provision of suitable equipment, the
avoidance of unnecessar.y risks, and the enforcement of adequate care of the
feet. It was pointed out again that the solution of the problem \&j in the
assumption of the responsibility by commanders.
As described in detail clseAvlierc (p. 146), shortages of winter clothing and
otlier winterizing equipment were at this time compounding the difficulties in
the European theater. An urgent cable from Headquarters, Communications
Zone, European Theater of Operations, to the War Department 6 December
1944, described the trenchfoot outbreak in detail and urged that the Department make all possible cfi'orts to expedite supplies of shoepacs, socks, and
winter clothing.
This cable gave rise to a series of meetings, all held 9 December.
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The first of these meetings was held m tlie office of Brig. Gen. (later Maj.
Gen.) Raymond W. Bliss, Chief, Operations Service, Office of the Surgeon
General, to discuss in detail the situation in the European theater.
At the conclusion of this meeting. General Bliss and General Eankin met
witli Maj. Gen. Norman T. Kirk, The Surgeon General. General Rankin read
a prepared summary of the efforts which had been made in tlie Surgical Consultants Division, Office of the Surgeon General, to set up an adequate program
for the control of cold injury." He concluded with the statement: "The most
important factor in assuring the success of this program is enforcement of these
elements [prevention and foot discipline] and this Ues within the province of
command rather than medical authority."
At the conclusion of the second meetuig, a meeting was arranged between
General Kirk, General Somervell, and Gen. George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff,
to provide The Surgeon General with an opportunity to state the seriousness of
the cold injury situation in the European theater and to empliasize the need
for renewed command efforts to bring preventive measures into full implementation at all levels. Special emphasis was to be placed upon indoctrination
of tlie smaller units. The recommended preventive measures also included (1)
provision of suitable and properly fitted footgear and heavy woolen socks, (2)
daily foot inspections and daily changes of socks, and (3) frequent rotation of
troops who were serving under conditions predisposing to cold injury.'" These
measures are discussed in detail in the chapter dealing with cold injury in the
European Theater of Operations (pp. 167 and 173).
In the December 1944 issue of Health, the current situation in the European
theater was analyzed on the basis of the weekly rates and analyses cabled from
it. It was noted that the incidence of cold injury was considerably higher in
that theater in certain units than it had ever been during the Italian campaign,
and the close parallel between tactical activity and cold injury was pointed out.
The situation in the European theater was again reviewed in the January
1945 issue of Health, and the increasing incidence was commented on. Control
measures were being pushed vigorously, it was stated, but the tactical situation
and the weather hampered their full implementation. The British experience
was analyzed, and it was noted that the British attributed their comparative
freedom from trenchfoot to the superior fit of the shoes provided for their troops
and to their better foot discipline.
In the March 1945 issue of Health, the entire European experience was
reviewed and it was pointed out that about 30 percent of the 45,000 predominantly frontline troops who had contracted cold injury in that theater
would require evacuation to the Zone of Interior. Although estimates indicated that 55 percent of the wounded could be returned to frontline duty, it
was doubted that this proportion of trenchfoot patients could be returned to
combat. The British experience in the European theater was again reviewed.
» Memorandum, Brig. Gen. F. W. Rankin, Cliicf Consultant in Surgery, Surgical Consultants Division, for The
Surgeon General, 9 Dee. 1944, subjeet: Treneh Foot.
i» Memorandum, Tlie Surgeon General for the Chief of Staff, 9 Dec. 1944, subjeet: Treneh Foot.
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Among other subjects discussed in this article were the advantages of control
teams, the necessity for the allotment of additional time in the training schedule
for instructions in the prevention of trenchfoot, the shortages of shoepacs in
the European theater, the relationship between tactical activity and exposure
to cold, and the necessity for advanced planning whenever tliere was a remote
likelihood of combat under winter conditions.

TRAINING PROGRAM
Manuals
As has already been pointed out (p. 58), the various military publications
current when the United States entered World War II were neither complete
nor satisfactory from the standpoint of the discussion of cold injury, and they
were often contradictory as well. For the record, they will be briefly mentioned,
together witli the revisions which they underwent in the com-se of the war.
Operations in Snow and Extreme Cold.—This manual (FM 31-15) was
published on 18 September 1941 to supplement a training circular of the same
title which did not contain full information on the subject. Changes were
published on 16 April and on 29 September 1942. Frostbite was briefly
discussed in this manual, and it was pointed out that wounded men need special
protection against cold injury. Trenchfoot was not mentioned.
First Aid for Soldiers.—This manual (FM 21-11), which was published on 7
April 1943, contained extended discussions of frostbite and freezing, including
diagnosis, first aid, treatment, and prevention. Trenchfoot, shelterleg, and
immersion foot were briefly discussed. All three conditions, it was stated,
resembled mild frostbite but could occur at higher temperatures. The causes
were listed as standing or sitting still for long periods in wet trenches or shelters
and letting the feet hang for long periods in water after shipwreck. Tight
leggings and cramped positions of the legs were listed as contributing caiises.
The best methods of prevention, it was stated, were keeping the feet dry and
exercising the extremities to increase tlie flow of blood in them. First-aid
measures were the same as those recommended for frostbite. No changes
were made in these sections wlien the manual was revised on 20 May 1943.
On 14 September 1944, The Surgeon General requested the Commandant,
Medical Field Service Scliool, Carlisle Barracks, Pa., to proceed at once with
a complete revision of tlie text of First Aid for Soldiers, to bring it into accord
with most recent doctrine." In The Siu'gcon General's request for approval
of the revision wliich went to the Director, Military Training, Army Service
Forces, on 16 September 1944, trenchfoot was mentioned as one of the subjects
requiring more extended attention. The same necessity was mentioned when
The Surgeon General submitted the outline of the proposed revision to the
" An article on llio subjects of frostbite, immersion foot, and trcnetifoot had been published from this school (Wright,
I. S.. and Allen, E. V.: Frostbite, Immersion Foot, and Allied Conditions. Bull, U. S. Army M. Dept. No. 65, pp. ISOISO, January ID-J.S). This was a conipiehensive article, dealing with all phases of these injuries, including ])revention.
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Commanding General, Army Service Forces, on 31 October 1944. On 29
January 1945, the Surgeon General's OfRce concurred in the plan to reprint the
unrevised manual at this time, on the ground that it would be another 4 months
before the revision then in progress could be accomplished.
Actually, the revised manual did not appear until 1 August 1946. In this
revision, trenchfoot was described in detail in the liglit of the World War II
experience, and special emphasis was put upon preventive measures including
the care of the feet. It was recommended that tlie feet be kept clean and dry,
that they be exercised and massaged, that constriction be avoided, and that
the socks be changed at least once daily. Frostbite was also discussed in
detail from the standpoint of prevention.
Field Sanitation.—This manual (FM 8-40), prepared under the direction
of The Surgeon General and published by the War Department on 15 August
1940, did not mention either trenchfoot or frostbite in the original issue or in
the three changes published in 1942.
Military Sanitation and First Aid.—This manual (FM 21-10), published on
31 July 1940, contained a full clinical discussion of frostbite but did not mention
trenchfoot either in the original edition or in the seven changes made between
the date of issue and 17 February 1944. Trenchfoot was also not mentioned
in any of the correspondence, begun in October 1943, concerning revision of
the text.
The revision was not completed until July 1945. Chapter 13, which deals
with personal hygiene, contains an extensive discussion of trenchfoot, as well
as of immersion foot and frostbite, with emphasis on the care of the feet, the
proper use of clothing and footgear, and similar matters. The following
paragraph is cited as an illustration that the lessons of the experiences in
Italy and Europe had by this time been well learned:
Remember that no single type of footgear or combination of shoes alone will keep
the feet dry and warm under the varying conditions met in combat areas. Proper footgear
is at best only a help in keeping the feet warm and dry. The prevention of trench foot
depends on the care given the feet by constant attention to all the rules outlined above.

In May 1944, while the revision of this manual was in progress, General
Bliss recommended that a pamphlet proposed by the Military Training Division, Army Service Forces, should not be published because the material,
in substance, was included in this proposed revision and would also appear in
Personal Health, a War Department pamphlet then in preparation. It was
expected that this revision would also eliminate the need for FM 8-40, Field
Sanitation. The request received by radiogram from Headquarters, European
Theater of Operations, on 10 January 1945, for 200,000 copies of FM 21-10,
Military Sanitation and First Aid, included a request for information concerning the revision which, as noted above, appeared too late to be of value in
World War II.
Soldier's Handbook.—This manual (FM 21-100) was first published on 23
July 1941. The need for it had been realized much earlier, but funds could not
be secured for publication. The distribution was Armj-wide. The care of
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clotliing and tlio cleansing of boots and shoes were described, but the onty
mention of cold injury concerned the management of individuals exposed to
freezing. Trenclifoot was not mentioned in the changes made in May and
December 1942. A revision of this manual was planned in the summer of
1943, and several suggestions were made to the effect that the text shoidd bo
more interesting, more easily comprehended, and more readable. The revision
was not carried out, the manual being rescinded on 10 August 1944, because
the material in it was either obsolete or was duplicated in other field manuals.
Permission was given in War Department Circular No. 375, dated 15 September
1944, to use the handbook, witli wliatever corrections were necessary, until the
pamphlet intended to replace it (War Department Pamphlet 21-13, Army
Ijife) shoidd become available. Army Life was published on 10 August 1944.
Principles of Cold Weather Clothing and Equipment.—This manual
(TM 10-275) was prepared by the Office of the Quartermaster General on 26
October 1944. It had been in preparation for almost a year, a large part of
tlie delay being for editorial reasons. Changes were initiated almost as soon
as the maiuial appeared and were issued on 1 February 1945; they had to do
with preferred types of footgear, including sock combinations. Excellent
advice was given in this publication about the care of the feet, the importance
of exercising them, and other preventive measures. Although the military
experience liad been that dubbing was not useful in the prevention of trenchfoot, instructions for its use were given in the changes in the manual issued in
February 1945.
Medical Department Soldier's Handbook.—This manual (TM 8-220)
replaced the earUer liandbook prepared by Maj. Arnold D. Tuttle, MC, and
published in 1927.'^ Frostbite, freezing, and chilblains were briefly discussed
in the earlier text, but trenchfoot was not mentioned.
The Medical Department Soldier's Handbook, which was issued on 5
March 1941, contained clinical descriptions of the effects of prolonged exposure
to extreme cold, descriptions of frostbite and chilblains, and instructions for
the management of these lesions. Trenchfoot was not mentioned. Directions
were given for the proper fitting of shoes and socks and for the care of the feet.
In the third set of changes, issued in February 1944, the section on frostbite
was considerably expanded and became substantially the same as the similar
section in FM 21-11, First Aid for Soldiers. Also included was a section on
immersion foot dealing with contributing factors, clinical considerations,
preventive measures, and emergency management. Trenchfoot was not
mentioned in an.y of these changes.
Guides to Therapy for Medical Officers.—This manual (TM 8-210), which
was published 20 Marcli 1942, contained an extended discussion of frostbite,
covering prophylaxis, etiology, and treatment, but did not mention trenchfoot.
Athlete's foot was also discussed. Details of foot hj^giene were outlined.
12 Tuttlc, Arnold D.: llundbook for the Medical Soldier of tlio Regular Army, National Ouard, Organized Reserves,
and Enlisted Reserve Cori)s of the Army of the United States and Others Interested in National Medicomilitary Prepar-ednoss. New YorK: William Wood and Co., 1927.
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including the care of the feet after long marches. The importance of wearing
properly fitted shoes and socks was emphasized. Light wool socks were recommended, and it was specifically stated that the slioes should be laced snugl^'.
This manual was rescinded in 1944, and the material which had previously
appeared in it was thereafter published in medical technical bulletins.
Arctic Manual.—This manual (TM 1-240), which was published on 1 April
1942, superseded the two volumes of similar title published on 6 November 1940.
It was specificall}'- intended for the use of personnel in the North American
Arctic region who were not assigned to permanent posts. Frostbite was
described at some length in the 1940 publication, but neither frostbite nor
trenchfoot was mentioned in the 1942 edition. When this manual was revised
on 17 January 1944, an extensive discussion of all aspects of frostbite was
included, but, again, trenchfoot was not mentioned.
Personal Health.—This publication (WD Pamphlet 8-9) was initiated as
a manual in the fall of 1943. When it was learned that publication in tliis
form would probably not be permitted, approval was requested for it as a
pamphlet in the same foi-mat. When the material was sent to the Surgeon
General's Office in August 1944 for review before publication, personnel in
that office requested that a subtitle. An Eye to Your Future, be added, and
that an illustration be provided for the cover.'' The pamphlet, it was stated,
contained much valuable material, and it was thought desirable to try to remove
it from the category of routine War Department training manuals. Tlie
average soldier, the note pointed out, "considers that he has a sufficient knowledge of personal health without further advice, and often casts aside any document on personal health without reading it" unless it can be made attractive
enough to stimulate his interest. In view of the urgent need for this pamphlet
in the field, it was requested that its pubHcation be expedited. It is not clear
whj^ work on this publication lapsed.
The Fitting of Shoes and Socks.—This manual (TAI 10-228) was undertaken shortty before V-J Day but was not completed when the immediate
necessity for it ceased.
Comment.—In analyzing the various publications of the War Department
dealing with the health of the soldier and his training and equipment for cold
weather, one is impressed, as has already been pointed out, with the inadequacy
of the instructions for the prevention and management of cold injury, and
with the inaccuracy of much of the material that was published. Trenchfoot
was entirely ignored in the manuals current when the United States entered
the war. When revisions of these manuals were undertaken, trenchfoot continued, for the most part, to be ignored. Revisions were initiated late, and
many months usually passed before the concurrence of the various offices and
personnel concerned could be secured. Many disagreements concerned trivia.
Further delays ensued as the manuals were processed and issued. None of
them reached the Mediterranean or the European theater in time to be useful
•3 Memorandum, The Surgeon General, for Office of The Adjutant General, 16 Aug. 194-), subject: WD Pamphlet
8-9 "Personal Health."
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in the prevention and control of trenclifoot. Some of them, in fact, would
probably not have been ready in time for cold weather operations in the Pacific
had war in that theater continued into the fall and winter.
Posters
The difficulties just outlined, which attended the publication of field and
technical manuals, also attended the preparation of posters and films designed
to educate troops in the prevention of cold injuries. Tliere would therefore be
no point to a rehearsal of the details.
Multiple charts for company-size units were planned and prepared in the
Training Division, Surgeon General's Oflfice, on numerous subjects, including
trenchfoot. They took time to prepare. Coordination with many offices was
necessary. Additional time was required to make the changes required or
desired to correct facts, alter empliasis, or change the method of presentation.
For these reasons, when urgent requests were received from the European
theater in December 1944 for posters on cold injury for general distribution,
the requests could not be filled. On 4 January 1945, General Bliss sent two
posters to the Chief Surgeon, European theater, with a request that he order
the number desired. One of these posters was an official War Department
poster (GTA 8-16) in four colors, designed to drive home the necessity for
daily individual foot care. The other had been prepared by units of Army
Ground Forces, Fort Benning, Ga. Orders were placed on 19 January for
12,000 copies of each of these posters, half to come by air and half by fast
boat shipment.
In the European theater, as in the Zone of Interior, wlien official posters
were not available, many units prepared and displayed their own. Some were
excellent, otliers were not too expert, but most were useful as well as immediately effective.
Tliere was, of course, an element of danger in the local preparation of
posters. An oflicial observer from the Surgeon General's Office noted that he
iiad recommended that one such poster which had come to liis attention be
removed and destroyed at once, on the ground that trenchfoot was not a subject
to be treated Inimorously. Similar advice was given at another camp, where
trenchfoot was presented as a form of athlete's foot and as preventable by the
metliods used for the prevention of that infection. Since the cause of cold
injury was presented as a germ, and not as impairment of the blood supply to
the feet, the soldier would naturally not understand that it could be prevented
by exercise, massage of the feet, warmth, and the unloosing of constricting shoes,
socks, and leggings.
Tlie official observer just quoted stated in liis report on this tour of inspection that the major reason for the difficulty in explaining the concept of trenchfoot was the fact that line officers had not read, and would not read and familiarize themselves with, the various directives on the condition. If, as the
poster just described indicated, unit officers thought that cold injury was just
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a severe case of athlete's foot, soldiers under their command would have the
same ideas. The knowledge of trenchfoot, in short, was weak because of the
average line officer's complete ignorance of the material contained in existing
directives."
Films
The film undertaken in the fall of 1942, under the title "Personal Health
in Operations in Snow and Extreme Cold," was approved for release on 28
December 1943.
The Training Division, Office of the Surgeon General, requested authorization on 18 September 1944 for the production of a film bulletin on the cause
and prevention of trenchfoot, to be based on the doctrine contained in War
Department Circular No. 312. Although the film was put into production
promptly, it was not finally approved until 17 February 1945 and was not
released until March as Film Bulletin 180, subject: Trench Foot.
This film, which had a running time of 18 minutes, was intended to be
shown to all ground troops before they went on maneuvers or into combat,
the objective being to focus attention on proper care of the feet immediately
before such care would abruptly become of the greatest importance. Troops
were shown hiking through mud and snow and living in muddy foxholes.
Cold, numb, wet feet, it was shown, could lead to trenchfoot, with cold, numbness, and stiffness the first symptoms, followed by blister formation; these
relatively mild symptoms and signs, it was indicated, could lead to gangrene,
with amputation the possible end result. Preventive measures were illustrated, such as the use of rocks and branches of trees in the bottom of foxholes,
to keep the feet from direct contact with mud and water; daily removal of the
shoes and daily changes of socks; vigorous massage of the feet, with the application of foot powder; sleeping with the legs elevated; and methods of drying
the wet socks by body heat. It was repeatedly emphasized in the course of the
presentation that only by adherence to these cardinal principles could the feet
be kept warm and dry, and trenchfoot with its ghastly consequences be prevented. The message was driven home by repeated flashbacks to pictures of
gangrenous feet which required amputation.
This vigorous presentation proved both useful and effective in the United
States, where the film was widely distributed, and in the training program
» There were, of course, exceptions to this generalization. An occasional commander was wise before the event.
An observer for the Army Ground Forces Board, NATOUS.i, quoted the colonel of an infantry regiment as saying
"I wrote a monograph at Benning in 1928-29 on the subject of the care of the feet. I thought it was an important subject
then, though some other people did not. It is still one of the most important subjects for an infantry ofBecr to know.
Trenchfoot is one of the major causes of non-battle casualties, and a non-battle casualty reduces your combat strength
just as much as does a battle casualty * ' *. The remainder of this regiment (he excluded the Japanese-American component, p. 380] has consistently had the lowest trench-foot rate among the infantry of the division. This, I am sure, is
largely due to the emphasis we have placed on care of the feet. I have personally conducted a school on care of the feet
for the junior officers of the regiment. We require every man to go into combat with a clean, dry pair of socks inside his
shirt and we require platoon leaders to see that their men change wet socks for dry ones, and massage their feet, whenever
it is at all practicable. If Benning does not already have it in its ofTicer-candidate course, It should include a short course
on care of the feet. The instructor should be a competent doughboy who has done a lot of marching and knows how to
take care of feet in wet, cold weather. I don't think that anything that Benning can teach its students is of more importance."
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ill tlie Pacific (p. 231). It was issued too late to be employed when it was most
needed, in tJie Mediterranean and European Theaters of Operations. Repeated requests for films on the subject of trenchfoot were received from the
European tlieater but could not be filled.
Indoctrination of Troops
Pearl Harbor-July 1944.—Instruction in the risks of cold injury and in
methods of preventing it formed no part of the training of combat troops in
the early days of the United States participation in World War II. It was
not, in fact, until trenchfoot liad become a major problem in combat operations in Italy in the whiter of 1943-44 that a serious attempt was made to
include indoctrination on cold injury as part of tlie combat training, and
the war was almost over before satisfactory courses were set up. This was,
of course, an error of the first magnitude, for which a heavj^ price was paid
in loss of manpower and reduced combat efficiency.
On the other hand, it is only fair to point out certain facts in explanation,
tliougli not in excuse, for this situation. The United States had been quite
as unpi-epared to enter World War II as it has been to enter World War I.
In the space of months after Pearl Harbor, an army of approximately 1.6
million men became an army of several million. New troops had to be taught
a great many tilings, many of them of the utmost importance. There was
constant competition for space in the training program. Even after the importance of cold injury was fully realized, instruction in its prevention had to
compete for room with other subjects. Furthermore, the Medical Department, which realized tlie dangerous possibilities of this sort of injury relatively
early in the war, and whicli repeatedly called attention to them, could do no
more than advise, and advise only indirectly (p. 81), since the prevention of
trenchfoot is primarily a command, not a medical, function.
Cold injury in the training program was first conceived of as relating to
combat operations in the Arctic. This is clear from the material contained
in the manuals issued early in tlie war and already discussed (p. 68). The
same concept is evident in the training outline prepared in October 1943;
it provided only for 12 hours of instruction for training in operations in extreme
cold, 8 devoted to sanitation and 4 to first aid.
War Department Circular No. 48, issued on 3 February 1944, provided
(Jiat training schedules and courses of instruction be so planned as to insure
minimum standards of proficiency in the care of the feet, including the prevention of trenchfoot. This circular was amplified on 17 March 1944, in a training
directive which specified that unit schedules be revised to include such additional instruction as might be necessary to meet these requirements. Tests
were prescribed to determine achievement of the required proficiency.
July 1944 toV-J Day.—Action in respect to training of troops became much
more vigorous in the summer of 1944, as the full realization of the cost of the
cold injury experience in Italy in 1943-44 became more general.
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Weeldy Directive No. 31, Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, dated 1
August 1944, pointed out that the alarming number of cases of trenchfoot
could be attributed to lack of proper training and command supervision.
Immediate and positive steps were to be taken by all commanders to eliminate
this deficiency and to comply with current directives, which were listed.
A command letter from Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, was forwarded on 26 August 1944 to all subordinate commands. This letter, which
was entitled "Trench Foot and Training in Foot Hygiene," stated that reports
received at that headquarters had indicated unsatisfactory ratings in proficiency in the care of the feet and that investigation had showed that sample
test questions often did not include this point. Meantime, the rate of trenchfoot cases was alarming. The military importance of such losses was stressed.
Attention was called to the various publications available on cold injury, including TB MED 81, which would become available on 31 August. It was
directed that "positive and immediate action" be undertaken by all command
echelons "to insure adequate training, enforce proper hygiene, and fully indoctrinate all individuals."
Letters to the same effect were sent from Headquarters, Army Ground
Forces, to the Commanding General, Second U. S. Army, on 24 October 1944
and to the Commanding General, Fourth U. S. Army, on 30 October 1944.
Instruction to date, it was pointed out, had failed to impress the individual
enlisted man with basic knowledge concerning cold injury. Additional effort
to improve the situation was required. When necessary, further instruction
and testing should be carried out on shipboard, en route to theaters of operations.
The information and instructions in this letter were relayed to all commands in the Second Army on 31 October 1944 and followed up the command
letter which had been sent from Headquarters, Second Army, on 29 July 1944.
In the latter letter, it had been pointed out that reports from overseas and tests
conducted by this headquarters had shown a lack of knowledge and appreciation of the prevalence, seriousness, causes, and methods of prevention of
trenchfoot. The causes, symptoms, first-aid management, and methods of
prevention were briefly outlined, and attention was called to available publications on the subject. Division and separate unit commanders were directed to
impress the seriousness of this type of injury upon all officers and noncommissioned officers of their commands.
All units in the Replacement and School Command, Ai'my Ground Forces,
received information and instructions concerning cold injury in a letter from
Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, on 3 November 1944. The special
periods at which this instruction was to be given were listed for the replacement training centers, infantry advanced-replacement training centers, and
special-service schools.
At about this time, each division surgeon in the Zone of Interior also received a letter from Brig. Gen. Frederick A. Blesse, Surgeon, Army Ground
Forces, emphasizing that instruction in trenchfoot must be given accurately,
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must bo. clearly understood, and must be followed by application of the information, inspections, quizzes, and continuous correction of errors.
After tlie issuance of these letters, upon instructions of Lt. Gen. (later
Gen.) Ben Lear, Commanding General, Army Ground Forces, staff officers
from his headquarters, in their inspections of Ground Forces installations and
replacement training centers, always put particular emphasis upon proficiency
in the care of the feet and in knowledge of trenchfoot. General Lear's stated
policy was tliat each company be given two foot inspections weekly, one by a
commissioned officer and one by a noncommissioned officer. Inspecting
officers from his headquarters were instructed to assure themselves that this
policy was being carried out. They also made spot checks of the condition of
the men's feet and of their knowledge of trenchfoot. Special emphasis was
placed upon trenchfoot wlien a surgeon was added to the staff of each replacement center in December 1944, and instruction on medical subjects was increased.
In December 1944, tlie Office of the Surgeon General prepared an outline
for a 15-hour program in military sanitation and hygiene, for a proposed
revision of the courses in these subjects in the Army Service Forces officers
candidate schools. Lesson No. 2, dealing with personal hygiene, laid special
emphasis on foot care and the prevention of athlete's foot and trenchfoot.
An outline of the training program instituted in the European theater
after the November 1944 outbreak of trenchfoot contained full information
about the prevention of the condition, including both the proper use of clothing
and the proper care of the feet. This outline was distributed by Headquarters,
Army Ground Forces, as inclosure 1 to a letter dated 20 January 1945, on the
subject of prevention of trenchfoot and frostbite (appendix B). A team of
three specially qualified officers, one from G-4 (logistics). Army Ground Forces,
and two from the Office of tlie Quartermaster General, was appointed to train
instructors at each port of embarkation. The mission of these instructors was
to insure that all military personnel passing through ports for overseas assignment received the indoctrination contained in this directive. No man was
supposed to leave the port of embarkation for a combat area until his AG Form
20 or 66-1 bore tlie notation tliat he had received 2 hours of training in the
prevention of cold injury and in the use of the winter combat uniform and other
equipment, just as he could not leave without a record of the inoculations required in the area to which he was going.
When a sufficient number of instructors liad been trained to cover the
various ports of embarkation, similar training programs were set up at the large
camps and training centers throughout the country. Courses were also conducted at botli embarkation points and training centers for supply personnel,
wlio were instructed how to requisition, fit, and issue the new clothing.
This program was continued until the end of tlie war. In ah, more than
100,000 officers and men were trained by the original team and by the instructors who had been trained by this team. The need for the program was evident
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in a single fact, that at no time did any team of instructors encounter units
Avhich had already been 100-percent trained.
In the meantime, training was continuing in Army installations througliout
the country. A request was made 4 April 1945 by Brig. Gen. Stanhope BayneJones, Acting Chief, Preventive Medicine Division, Office of the Surgeon
General, to the Training Division to increase the time allotted to the teaching
of sanitation in War Department Circular No. 48, 1944, from 20 hours to 22
hours, to permit increased emphasis upon certain subjects, including fungous
infections of the feet and trenchfoot.
Training Memorandum No. 1, Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, 1 June
1945, reiterated the requirements specified in War Department Circular No. 48,
1944. Training Memorandum No. 5, issued from the same headquarters on 16
July 1945, directed that all personnel be given instruction in the capabilities,
limitations, use, care, and preservation of clothing and equipment and in the
principles of living in the cold. Instructional kits included a wet-cold kit,
which contained a complete wet-cold uniform assembly (p. 222), as well as training aids. All of this information, it was stressed, was intimately related to the
prevention of trenchfoot. Instruction was to consist of 2 hours for enlisted
men and 4 hours for officers. A detailed question-and-answer guide was prepared by Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, and made available to Headquarters, Keplacement and School Command, on 17 July 1945. This guide
presented the minimum knowledge considered essential for proficiency in basic
medical subjects, including trenchfoot.
Mobile Intelligence Training Units, wliose function was to aid in the training of redeployed units in subjects of special importance in the Pacific, were set
up and supervised by a specially qualified medical officer from Headquarters,
Army Ground Forces. These units were trained to put particular emphasis
upon the prevention and control of trenchfoot. It was contemplated that a
team would be made available to each Army post at which Ground Forces
imits were receiving redeployment training, but the ending of the war terminated the necessity. At the end of the fighting, 7 teams had been trained and
were ready to function, 10 more were in training, and arrangements were under
way for the training of 13 others.
In a memorandum, dated 27 July 1945, to the Chief of Staff, Army Ground
Forces, General Blesse summarized the steps which had been taken for the
training of ground troops in the prevention of trenchfoot from February 1944
to 27 July 1945, as follows:
1. All War Department publications relative to the subject of cold injury
and foot care were listed, including War Department Circulars No. 48, 1944, and
No. 312, 1944; TB MED 81, 1944; publications in the Bulletin of the United
States Army Medical Department; and publication in Health.
2. Measures taken hy Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, to implement
these publications and assure effective training were also listed. These measures
included the training directives described earlier in this chapter, training aids,
438404^—58
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posters, clinical photographs and models, letters to various divisions and other
commands, inspection trips, and a proposed course of instruction in diseases
likely to be encountered in tlie Pacific theater.
This memorandum to the Chief of Staff, Army Ground Forces, was accompanied by tlie draft of a letter which it was proposed should be sent by
Gen. Jacob h. Devers, Commanding General, Army Ground Forces, to each of
his major subordinate commanders. The letter reiterated the various points
of importance concerning trenchfoot and stressed command and individual
responsibility. Attached to it was an enclosure covering all of these points in
detail.
General Devers approved the proposed letter and dn-ected General i51esse
to prepare a summary embodying tlie latest information on trenchfoot, to cover
concepts and measures necessary for prevention. This was accomplished on 7
August 1945. The summary outlined the causes of trenchfoot, its chnical
aspects, individual measures of prevention (clothing, footgear, and care of the
feet), and a control program. In the directions for formal training, provision
was made for trenchfoot control teams and control noncommissioned ofHcers,
in line with the system which had proved so effective in the European theater
(p. 177). The facilities and training aids available for this program were listed.
Command responsibility for trenchfoot, discipline, clothing, and rotation of
troops was unequivocally stated.
rt-i-f
The course of instruction mentioned in the correspondence with the Chief
of Staff, Army Ground Forces, was to deal with diseases prevalent in the
Pacific and was to be given to selected Medical Department officers. The
allotment for trenchfoot was 4 liours. The plan was that student ofHcers would
indoctrinate their own organizations after they had completed the course. It
was proposed that the course should begin on 13 August 1945 and that each
course would last for 2 weeks. The plans were cancelled when the war ended on
14 August, and the text being prepared for use in the course in the Office of the
Surgeon General was not completed.
HOSPITALIZATION OF TRENCHFOOT CASUALTIES
In the fall of 1944, the vascular center at Letterman General Hospital, San
Francisco, CaHf., Mayo General Hospital, Galesburg, 111., and Ashford General
Hospital, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., were designated to receive trenchfoot
cases In January 1945, Brooke General Hospital, San Antonio, Tex., and the
Army Service Forces hospitals at Camp Butner, N. C, and Camp Carson, Colo.,
were designated for the same purpose, with the expectation that one or two
additional hospitals might be designated later. During the peak load, in the
late winter and spring of 1945, trenchfoot patients were necessarily sent to other
hospitals, but no others were formally designated as trenchfoot centers. The
original plan was to handle all these patients on medical wards. Later it became
evident that surgical wards would also have to be provided.
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In planning for the management of trenchfoot cases received in the Zone
of Interior, the Ashford experience was used as a sample.'^ Of 135 patients
under treatment for cold injury in January 1945, 3 percent had gangrene and
would probably require surgery. Sixty-two percent had moderately severe
injuries which would require specialized treatment, probably including sympathectomy. The other 35 percent had mild injuries and could be managed in a
convalescent hospital.
On the assumption that possibly half of the 18,000 cases of cold injury
which had occurred in the European theater in December 1944 would require
evacuation, it was estimated that facilities must be provided for from 7,000 to
9,000 casualties from this cause in Zone of Interior hospitals during the first 3
months of 1945. It was further estimated that 5,850 of these injuries would be
severe or moderately severe. Since this would be an undesirable and impractical
load for the vascular centers designated for the care of trenchfoot, it was suggested that the best plan might be to send all returning trenchfoot patients to the
convalescent centers set up at Camp Butner and Camp Carson and to route
them from there as beds become available, to the vascular centers for such
specialized care as might be necessary.
Later, on 17 January 1945, it was proposed in a memorandum to the Kesources and Planning Division, Office of the Surgeon General, from the chief
consultants in surgery and medicine that the best plan of management for the
minimum of 2,000 trenchfoot patients to be expected each month for the next 3
months would be, after triage at ports of embarkation, (1) to send all patients
with gangrene and any loss of tissue, as well as those unable to walk or with
serious subjective complaints, to vascular centers, and (2) to send all others to
convalescent centers, preferably in a mild climate. This plan was, in effect,
finally adopted.
INVESTIGATIONS
The Climatic Research Laboratory at Lawrence, Mass., had as one of its
purposes the study of the physiologic effects of clothing and the influence of
meteorologic conditions on health in cold climates. In January 1943, representatives of the Preventive Medicine Division, Office of the Surgeon General,
began to work with the Research Clothing Board appointed from the Office of
the Quartermaster General and already at work in this laboratory.
The Surgeon General, after a visit to the laboratory in December 1944,
wrote to congratulate those in charge upon what was being accomplished." He
could not, however, agree with the investigations being conducted on trenchfoot.
The place to stud}^ that condition, he emphasized, was in the field, where it could
be determined whether foot discipline was being correctly carried out and
whether the clothing recommended "is available to the doughboy in the trench
1' Memorandum, Lt. Col. K. H. Turner, Medical Consultants Division, for Brig. Gen. Hugh J. Morgan, 13 Jan. 1945,
subject: Hospitalization of Trench Foot Cases.
" Letter, The Surgeon General, to Col. J. H. Talbott, Climatic Research Laboratory, Lawrence, Mass., 9 Dec. 1944.
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or whether it is on tlie shelves in the depots or in the dumps far to the rear."
Trcnchfoot was then epidemic in the European theater, The Surgeon General
pointed out, in spite of the directives issued for its prevention.
Medical officers were eventually assigned to this laboratory, but the work
accomplished there was of little practical value in the control of trenchfoot and
came too late, anyway, to influence the situation in Europe.
In March 1945, plans wore made for tlie investigation of certam phases
of trenchfoot at the trenchfoot center at Camp Butner, particularly the extent
and cliaracter of the lesion, the resulting disability, and the determination of
objective criteria upon which to base the decision as to fitness for duty.'^
The following teclmiques were thought to be most promising: Lange's fluoresccin procedures, both visual and instrumental; measurements of foot volume
by the water-displacement technique, both before and after the foot had been
subjected to heat, cold, and the stress of physical activity; changes in the
temperature and color of the skin of the extremities in response to posture and
environmental temperature as measured by the electric skin thermometer;
capillary microscopy, in spite of the known limitations of this technique;
foot-pattern studies by the technique of Silverman and Howcll, to trace the
relation between nerve injury and abnormal sweating; plethysmography, with
special reference to the toes; and the histaminc whcal.
Since it was obviously impossible for the stafi^ of a single center to undertake all of tliese studies, it was decided tliat the investigations at Camp Butner
sliould be limited to the fluorescein technique in severe trenchfoot; foot volume
studies in milder trenchfoot; and studies in sweating, including plethysmographic studies, in an attempt to tlirow liglit upon the nerve and vascular
lesions of trenchfoot. The war ended before any of these special studies
were set up.
CONCLUSION
The annual report of tlie Surgical Consultants Division to The Surgeon
General for the fiscal year ending 30 June 1945 read, in part, as follows:
During the two winters when American forces were suffering heavy casualties from
trench foot much was written, said, and done about this condition. In fact, an uncritical
observer might readily conclude that despite all that was done a high incidence of the condition resulted and that trench foot, after all, is not preventable. Any historian or student
of the subject who in the future may be reviewing the trench foot experiences of American
Armies during this war in order to maintain a proper perspective must constantly ask himself
two questions:
„
(1) What was the situation at the time this publication was printed or this action taken .^
(2) Was the information in this publication or this action felt by line officers and soldiers
in the field at a time when it would be effective?
Trench foot does not occur during summer months. It is a condition which occurs as a
result of prolonged uninterrupted exposure to cold and wetness. In order for troops to pro.> Memorandum, Medical Consultants Diusion for B,ig. Gen. Hugh J. Morgan, 31 Mar. 1945, subject: Trench Foot
Studies.
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tect themselves, they must be thoroughly educated and informed on the subject before these
weather conditions are encountered. Training troops on a subject of this type after tliey
are engaged in intensive combat is less effective than training them during a period prior to
such action. The main concern of men engaged in combat is the preservation of their lives.
Attempts to teach men under such conditions measures for preventing trench foot, which
to them is seemingly unimportant at the moment, are not likely to meet with any great
degree of success.

For all practical purposes, this quotation summarizes the experience of
the United States Army with cold injury in World War II and points the way
to its prevention in any future war. No one realized the significance of this
type of injury early in the war. Many did not appreciate it imtil very late.
The Surgical Consultants Division, in the Office of the Surgeon General, first
appreciated the danger and for some time was the only division of that oflJce
to study and report cold injury and to recommend the appropriate command
and staff action.
The prevention of trenchfoot, as has been repeatedly stated, is primarily
a command, not a medical, responsibility. Higher command and staff echelons
were in the beghming almost totally unaware of the medicomilitary dangers
of cold injury. Until losses from it became serious, they did not fully accept
their responsibilities for it.
The Surgeon General had the responsibility for the health and medical
care of the Army, but he could normally convey his recommendations to the
highest echelons of the War Department only through what were, in effect,
command and logistic channels. By virtue of his position on the staff of the
Commanding General, Army Services Forces, he was responsible to, and reported to, that officer. As a consequence, he had, as a rule, little direct access
to the Chief of Staff or to the Secretary of War.
An additional difficulty arose from the fact that the activities of The
Surgeon General and, indeed of the entire Medical Department, were, of
necessity, closely allied with logistics. Frequently, and for obvious reasons,
logistic personnel without medical knowledge failed to reaUze that medical
care, in its broadest definition, cannot be placed in the same status, or administered in the same fashion, as rations or ammunition.
In the opinion of many observers, the situation just described considerably
reduced The Surgeon General's authority and diminished the effectiveness of
such actions as he could take or recommend. This fact unquestionably played
a part in the cold injury epidemics which occurred in World War 11. Close
liaison did not exist between his office and that of the Chief of Staff. When
The Surgeon General made recommendations pertaining to the prevention of
cold injury, they normally reached the Chief of Staff or the Secretary of War
only through command channels, that is, through the Commanding General,
Army Service Forces. Considerable evidence exists to show that until planning
for the final operations in the Pacific was begun The Surgeon General's numerous
warnings did not reach higher authority and that none of them reached the
theaters of operations. It is quite conceivable that, if these plainly worded
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warnings, many of which antedated the official pubUcations (WD Circular
No. 312 and TB MED 81), had fulfilled their purpose, the incidence of cold
iniury might have been a great deal lower than it was.
Many of tlie medical lessons of World War I, Kke many of the strictly
mihtary lessons, had to be relearned in World War II because the experiences
of the First World War were ignored. That was true of cold injury. Eventually,
but only after grave losses liad been suffered in the Aleutian Islands campaign
and in'tlie Mediterranean and European theaters, measures of prevention
and control were instituted, and training in trenchfoot prevention became
part of the training program of Army Ground Forces. All concerned must
accept the rcsponsibiUty for failure to institute them early enough to prevent
most of the tliousands of casualties which occurred from this cause during World
War II Tlie influence of the Medical Department was exerted toward this
end earher than tliat of any otlier branch of service and was also exerted more
continuously Tlic Surgeon General, liowever, was liandicapped by the anomalous position which he occupied in respect to higher authority. Whether a
.Greater effort sliould have been made to exert such influence as he possessed
Ts a matter for debate. In retrospect, it seems that a more vigorous effort
probably sliould have been made.

CHAPTER V

The Aleutians '
In February 1941, the Territory of Alaska, in which a United States Army
garrison had been maintained for some 75 years, was designated as the Alaska
Defense Command. The first surgeon of the command was appointed the
following December.
The conditions under which troops originally served in this area in no way
resembled combat conditions. The weather, on occasion, was extremely cold,
but the barracks to which the men returned were warm and comfortable, and
their food was always excellent.
The clothing which was used by troops in Alaska was patterned after
that worn by the Eskimos and was made of furs, which could easily be provided
in sufficient amounts for a limited number of soldiers. Both clothing and
equipment were shghtly revised in 1928, but otherwise the issue remained
unchanged until 1940. In 1935, however, when the aggressive poHcies of Japan
began to indicate the possibility of war and when developments in airpower
made it clear that Alaska was highly vulnerable to air attack, clothing for cold
weather became a subject for scientific research, and many new and improved
items were available by the time of the Aleutians campaign in 1943 (fig. 18).
Throughout the war, occasional cases of frostbite occurred among United
States troops stationed in Alaska, and some cases of immersion foot also occurred in this area in fliers forced down at sea. On the whole, however, cold
injury was of no great consequence because the troops were well fed, they had
superior equipment and used it correctly, and they were trained in techniques
of prevention of cold trauma, especially frostbite. On one occasion, 17 of 21
men engaged in a practice maneuver over the Valdez Glacier were frostbitten,
and on anotlier similar maneuver, near Nome, 126 men, 23.6 percent of the
total strength, were also frostbitten. In both instances the explanation was
not only highly unfavorable weather conditions but also neglect of the precautions essential under sucli conditions. Elsewhere in tlie command, the
number of cases was small because line officers and medical officers alike were
very much aware of the necessity for sucli measures.
The situation in the Aleutians was very different from that in Alaska.
Because of the location of these islands, far out in the Bering Sea, the dry cold
of the Alaska Peninsula is replaced by wet cold. Most of the task force which
invaded Attu had not been trained in the prevention of cold injuries. They
had to subsist on combat rations instead of hot, regular meals. Many items of
1 Unless otherwise indicated, all material in this chapter was secured from McNeil, Gordon H.: History of the Medical
Department in Alaska in World War II, pp. 401-477. [Offielal record,]
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Fidruio IS.

Properly cfiuiiJix'd and clotlicd K<)l(li(>r advancing in snow, in Kcont ])()si(ion,
Aleutian Islands.

their clolhiii-i- wcir unsatisfactory. Tlio backgrouiul of those diOieuHies and
(h'fieieneies was, of course, that the men were engaf^rd in combat and not in the
peacetime gaiTison (hities in wliicli the troo])a in Ahiska liad been ciigaged uj)
(o the outl)reak of the wai' and in whicli, foi' all practical purposes, they continned to l)e eng-ag-ed tln-ougliout the rest of the war.

ll^E ATTU CAMPAIGN
Atlu and Kiska, where the first cold injuries were sustained by United
States ti-oo])s undei- cond)at conditions in World War II, were occupied by the
Japanese, without o])position, in 1942. Attu was retaken by Allied (chieny
Amei-ican) foi'ces in May and June 1!)43, and Kiska was retaken, without
opi)osition, by forces of a])proxinia(ely the same components in August of the
same y(>ar.
The force which invaded Attu, consisting of al)out 15,300 men, required
22 days to take the island. It sustained a total of 3,829 casualties fj'om all
caus(>s (table 2). Cold injuries, which luunbered 1,200 up to 1 June, exceeded
the mmd)er of casualties caused by wounds (1,148) and accounted for more
than 31 percent of all casualties from all causes. After 1 June, only scalteivd
cases occurred. Seven ])a(ients with cold injuiies were admitted to the sliore
hospital on 12 May, 14(1 were admitted on 16 Mav, and 191 were admitted on
17 Mav.
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TABLE

2.—Battle casualties and adviissions for disease and nonhaltle injury,
Allied troops on Attu, 11 May through 1 June 194S
[Hate expressecl as number per day per 1,000 average strength]
C:iiisp

Battle casualties:
Killed in action
Wounded in action
Nonbattle admissions:
Disease
Nonbattle injury
Cold injurj'
Other
All causes
1 Figures in parentheses are subtotals.

The invasion began 11 Maj'. Tlie theater poUcy was to evacuate to the
Zone of Interior all patients who, it was thought, would require more than 21
days of liospital care, and by 1 June, 241 casualties from cold injury had left
the island. By the same time, 691 had been returned to duty. Although
this fact might suggest that many of these cold injuries were of mild degree,
generalizations would not be warranted. Of 93 patients with trenchfoot
treated at the 183d Station Hospital, Fort Richardson, Alaska, for instance, 14
were discharged to duty as cured and tlie other 79 were discharged as improved,
but a considerable number of these men were unable to continue their duties
and were subsequently returned to the hospital for further treatment.^ Recurrence, or perhaps recrudescence, of their original injuries also explained many
of the casualties from trenchfoot during the later Kiska operation (p. 99).
Furthermore, during the winter of 1943-44, men who had been discharged as
cured after the Attu experience began to appear witli complaints of various
subjective sj^mptoms as well as with such objective signs as redness, cyanosis,
and excessive perspiration.
Only 6 of the 93 cold injuries treated at tlie 183d Station Hospital were
graded as third degree and only 1 as fourtli degree. Nonetheless, in these 93
cases alone, a total of 5,827 da^ys was lost from dutj^ The potential seriousness
of this condition from the standpoint of military manpower is evident from
these figures, which do not take into account the expenditure of medical care,
including hospital bed space, and tlie tax on military transportation caused
by these injuries.
! Annual Heport, 18.3d Station Hospital, 1943.
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Tactical Situation, Environment, and Weather
D-day on Attu was originally set for 7 May, the plan being that tlic troops
should sail from Cold Bay on 4 May. Because of bad weatlier, the invasion
had to 1)0 postponed to 11 May. The landing was unopposed, tlio enemy
having witfulrawn from the beaclics to occupy the higli central ridges. From
these vantage points, they could descend to witliin the fog line, wliicli was at
times witliin 500 feet of sea level, where they could see witliout being seen and
could effectively pin down attacking units in waterlogged foxlioles in the
bogg,y tundra.
As a result of the dense fogs, the landings began later than had been
planned, and tlie second wave of troops was not landed until almost 8 hours
after the first.^ Tlie operational plan, wliich was to take the island in 38
hours, tluis proved completely unrealistic. Later, it was agreed that the task
force would have done well if, witliin this time and without meeting any opposition at all, the troops had merely walked over the ground which tliey were
scheduled to take.
Opposition from small-arms fire and mortars was encountered within 1,000
j^ards of the beach, and the initial main line of resistance from Massacre Bay
was about 2,000 yards. For 6 days, tliere was practically no forward move-

FIGURE

U. S. Army photo
19.—Tractor and trailer mired down near tlie beacli, Massacre Bay, Attu
19 Mav 1943.

' On, n. D.: Keport on .-Mlii Operations May ll-Jiino 16, 1913, dated 30 July 1943.
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mcnt of American positions. The ar'illeiy never left the beaches because tlie
guns could not be pulled over the tundra, and firing was at maximum ranges
throughout the battle (fig. 19). The Japanese launched a desperation (banzai)
attack on 29 May against American infantry positions and so exliausted their
own fighting strcngtli that by 2 June all organized resistance was at an end.
Botli terrain and weather served to make the conquest of Attu an extremely
difficult operation. Attu and Kiska are islands far out on the Aleutian chain,
in the Bering Sea, about due north of Midway. The terrain on both is rugged
and mountainous. Tlie elevations are not particidarly high, but when bad
weather is added the conditions are comparable to those in altitudes twice as
high in milder climates. On Attu, where peaks and ridges rise to 3,000 feet
al)Ovo sea level, the heavy winter snowfall remains on some of the higher
points througiiout the summer. There is an almost complete absence of
natural shelter. The ground cover is boggy tundra, without trees (fig. 20).
The air on Attu is continuously cold, even on tlie occasional sunny days.
There are long months of wind, fog, rain, snow, sleet, and mud. A man
walking along a road on an ordinary day may suddenly, even when the sun is
shining, be struck by a terrific gust of wind, which blows sand, snow, and rain
in his face, all at tlie same time. An observer from the Office of tlie Quarter-

V*

U s \iim pli t

Ficr RE 20. -Landing Ix-acli in Holtz Bay area, Attu, seen from top of ridge
S('])arat iiig Holt z Bay and Cliicliagof Bay. The steep, jagged crags, Iniifelilce
ridges, ;and bo iy tundra greatly impeded the movement of the troops and made
any pxt ciisivc 11 se of mechanized equipment entirely impractical.
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master General,* who had spent February, March, and April on otlier Aleutian
Islands, commented on the weather of the region as follows:
* * * one needs a pretty strong imagination to got the full flavor of it (even if you have
previously heard of it). In one day I have seen it cold and snappy in the early morning
with light snow on the ground, followed by warm. Springlike sunny weather, followed by a
blizzard of very small hail-like snow, followed by sun, followed by rain, etc. The mud is
often more than knee deep, and generally is of a very slushy type * * *. More often than
not a biting wind whips the rain, snow and sand (where there is any) about all day and all
night.

During the campaign, the weather, for the Aleutian Islands, was reasonably
good.5 Light rain is known to have fallen on 4 days between 22 and 27 May,
from 4 to 12 hours at a time, and light snow fell on 23 May, for 12 hours!
During the same period, the wind velocity ranged from 20 to 36 miles an hour
most of the time. On 3 of the days between 22 and 27 May, there was fog
for 8 hours at a time. Reports submitted by a vessel and weather station in
the vicinity show that, between 11 and 27 May, the temperature averaged
between 25° and 30° F. (-3.9° and -1.1° C.) in the valleys (1,000 feet) and
between 33° and 37° F. (0.5° and 2.8° C.) at sea level. On the highest ridges,
where there was considerable combat, the average temperature was 24° F.
(-4.4° C.) and the minimum 10° F. (-12.2° C). The men were constantly
exposed to cold and dampness, often for several days at a time without relief.
The foxholes were always filled with water, and the troops, of necessity, remained in them for hours at a time. There is evidence that many of the troops
found the cold, damp, wet weather harder to endure than the enemy fire.
Medical Care and Evacuation
Planning for Attu called for medical care to be provided through aidmen,
battahon aid stations, collecting platoons, clearing stations, field hospitals,
shore-party medical sections, and the Navy medical service aboard ship.'
Eevisions were inevitably made. The first principle of treatment of cold
injuries is that the casualties should not be permitted to walk, even if they
feel able to do so. Many of the injuries sustained on Attu were so severe
that the men were scarcely able to walk, but, because of the difficulties of evacuation, many of them had to walk; some of them crawled. The wheeled litters
which had been brought ashore were useless, and evacuation had to be by
hand carry, because of the precipitous slopes of the mountainous terrain in
which most of the fighting occurred. Aid which was but a few miles away in
direct line was often hours away by htter carry. Casualties often had to be
taken down cliffs by ropes, pulleys, and improvised elevators.
The task force surgeon, utilizing elements of the 14th Field Hospital and
personnel from an antiaircraft artillery unit and a shore-party medical section,
improvised and set up a small convalescent-type hospital on the west side of
i Letter, 1st Lt. Robert D. Orr, to the Quartermaster General, attention: Col. Georges F. Doriot 17 Apr 1943
' See footnote 2, p. 85.
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MassaciT Bay on 10 May (fig. 21). Palicnls who had sustained inoch^'atcly
severe (>xi)()siire were treated here after they liad been evacuated fVom field
liospitals. Evacuation from the island was by boat and ])lane to Adak and
thence to Forf INfears, Fort Oreely, and Fort Kichai'dson. Most, of the sevei'ely
wounded casualties were evacuated by ship or were flown dii'ectly to the Zone
of Interior. The air evacuation ])lann<>d from Attu to Fort Richardson did not,
prove |)ractical. l)ut special fliglits were arranged IVom tlie l(S:!d Station Tlospilal
to Barnes OcMieral ll()s])ital, ^'ancou\•er, Wash.

^m^M^:-mm
I'KUTHi'. 21.—I'Mi'ld liospital on Attu.

It was set up and in operation tlie day after
tile landing.

Clothing and Footgear
Wlieii the invasion of Attu was being planned and organized, cold-weather
specialists from tlie S]}ecial Forces Section, Office of the Quartei-master General,
were sent to the Alaska Defense (Jommand for ol>servation and for advisory
purposes. 'J'hey recommended that special types of footgear and clothing be
selected for the invasion, but their advice was not accepted. The items xised
were chosen without sufficient consideration of the special environmental
conditions certain to be encountered, as well as witliout due cvaluatioii of the
newly developed cold-weather equipment. 'J'he sole responsibility for the high
incidence of casualties from cold injury cannot, of cotu'se, be placed upon a
single erroneous decision, but later analyses indicated that failure to use tlic
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special Arctic equipment which was available was probably the explanation
of many cases.
Clothing.—There were numerous adverse comments on some of the clothing
supplied for the invasion, although, as just noted, the selection had been a
deliberate command decision, and more efficient types had been available.
Specific comments were as follows: '
The issue olive-drab woolen trousers did not provide the protection which
kersey-lined trousers would have provided. The issue trousers had been waterproofed, but, under the conditions of combat and terrain, the material was
not sufficientljr durable to remain impervious to moisture for more than a
few daj's.
The Arctic field jacket did not furnish the protection against wind and
rain which the lightwciglit reversible ski parka would have provided. In
addition, the field jacket had no hood.
Sweaters were not permitted, though experience in Alaska had shown
them to be a real necessitj^ in extreme cold.
The parka overcoat was not originally intended to be part of the equipment, but a certain number had been picked up at the rendezvous point when
the task force first encountered the severity of the Aleutian weather. The
supply, however, was not sufficient. Furthermore, while this overcoat furnished
excellent protection for men who could remain relatively immobile, it was not
satisfactory for active combat.
The troops were not permitted to wear their rainsuits ashore, and therefore,
since their clothing was not water repellent, many of them were drenched
immediately. The rainsuits were in rucksacks, which usually did not reach the
men in the frontlines until several days after the initial landings.
Since rucksacks were entirely too bulky to be carried ashore by the troops,
the operational plan was that they would be brought forward by nightfall of
the first day of the invasion. The men would thus have sleeping bags, rainsuits,
and other equipment, to supplement the small amount which they had carried
ashore with them in the canvas field bags attached to their belts. The delays
in landing and the difficulties of terrain and weather made the implementation
of this plan completely impossible. Once supplies could be landed, ammunition
and food had to be brought forward before clothing. As a matter of fact,
few men in the frontlines ever received their rucksacks.
Whenever it was possible, sleeping bags were removed from the rucksacks
on the shore and were sent forward as conditions permitted. Few troops,
however, received them before the fourth or fifth day, and until that time the
men had no protection during sleep, when sleep was possible, except from the
shelter halves which they had carried ashore in their field bags. Had the sleeping bags been received earlier, it is highly probable that some cases of trenchfoot could have been prevented. One unit which obtained its bags on the second
and third days and could hold on to them throughout the campaign experienced
almost no cold injuries.
• Sec footnote 3, p. 86.
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After the invasion/ it was suggested that the Arctic sleeping bag which
had been used,, and which was too bulky to be carried on the person, should
be replaced by a model small enough to be carried into combat, with the same
lining as the Arctic bag and with a waterproof outer covering. During his
peiiods of rest, it was reasoned, the soldier equipped with this bag could rest
in it with his boots and socks off and could dry his socks inside the bag by
body heat. The Quartermaster General's Office,' replying to the criticism of
the sleeping bag used during the Attu campaign, stated that the bag had been
badly chosen. The model selected should have been either the inner lining of
the Arctic bag or the mountain sleeping bag, both of which coald be used with
a water-repellent case. It was also pointed out that tests had shown that a
fully waterproof covering for a sleeping bag was not practical, since condensation of moisture from the body within the bag would set up conditions favorable
in themselves for the development of trenchfoot.
Footgear.—The shoepac recommended by the observers from the Quartermaster General's Office had a number of admitted defects, including lack of
an arch support, but it was relatively waterproof, because of its rubber sole,
and it kept the feet warm. The blucher boot for which it was passed over
was a model which reached to about 4 inches below the knee (fig. 22). This
boot bad a number of disadvantages. It did not keep the feet warm. It was
not waterproof, even when dubbing was regularly applied to it. It did not
wear well; some soles were worn through in 4 to 6 weeks. Once it became wet,
it could not be thoroughly dried under conditions of combat. The leather
tended to contract, and the tight fit, combined with tight lacing, resulted in
embarrassment of the circulation to the feet. Most of the fittings were originally too snug, since no attention had been paid to the plan that the boot be
worn over two pairs of socks, one of them woolen. Finally, the steel support
in the heel was not carried high enough, so that the boot broke against the
Achilles' tendon and a severe traumatic tenosynovitis was sometimes added to
the disability caused by cold. A possible explanation of this particular complaint was that many of the troops had been issued their boots on shipboard
and had no opportunity to break them in before they were landed on the
Attu shore.
The only troops equipped with shoepacs for the invasion of Attu were
men who had had long service in Alaska. This type of footgear was therefore
not universally tested in combat in the Aleutians (fig. 23).
Japanese clothing and footgear.—There is no evidence that the Japanese on
Attu sustained cold injuries to anything like the degree that the Americans
sustained them. The Japanese were favored by their occupation of higher
ground, it is tiue, and were less often immobilized. On the other hand, they
were more suitably clothed, and they seem to have had better footgear. They
' Memorandum, Maj. Gen. LeRoy Lutes, Director of Operations, Army Service Forces, for Quartermaster General,
Army Service Forces, attention: Storage and Distribution Division, 3 Oct. 1943, subject: Report of Operations on Attu.
! Memorandum, Research and Development Branch, Military Planning Division, to Operations Branch, Military
Planning Division, 13 Oct. 1943, subject: Report of Operations on Attu.
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KKii'iiE 22.—Combat-type l)oots su])i)li(-(l to infantrymen on Kiska after occ"Ui)ntion.
sergeant supervises fitting, while j)rivafe at right l)oxes ammunition.

Staff

woi-c lio])iiailo(l, fiii--liiio(I nil)l)(M- })ools, wliicJi exfraulod to just bellow tho l-:noe.
A rolled k\™-iiii>:, a])]jlio(] otitsido tlio l)oot just below the top, kept Jnost moisture
out of the ])oof, eveu if the w(-aror stepped into wat(M- above boot-top level.
Sonie Aiuericau lroo])s, in s])ite of the risk of being shot 1)3- their own comrades,
e(|nipped themselves with Jaj^anese caps, hoods, and boots as tJicy beearne
availal)le.
Training and Discipline
The task force which recaptirred Attu consisted chiefly of uiiits ol the
7th Infantiy Division, plus a battalion from the 4th Infantry Division, which
liad had 2 years of service ])reviously in Alaska. The units which bore (he
brunt of (he tighdng had been trained as a mo(orized infantry division at Fort
Oi'd, ('alif., and in (he Mojave Desert, and then had undergone amphibious
(raining on (he California coas(. Nothing in (heir ])revious (raining and experience fi((e(l (liese (roops for (he climaie and (errain which they were to encounler on A((u.
K])ecifical]y, (hese (roops had not been (rained (o care for their feet. They
did not understand (hat (hey must remove (heir boots at frequent, regular
intervals, change (heir socks, and chy (heir insoles. Some of them did not
remove their bools for 5 days or even longer, after the landing. Wlien (hev
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Vic.vRV. 23. Slioo])ac!< worn duriiia; oceui^ation of Kiska. The soldier is
treating; tlieni accordins to the method used by exjierieneed Ahiskan sourdoughs.

finally took (liom off, llioy could not replace them l)ccaiis<> their feel had
swelled. Many soldiers threw away theii' wet socks witliout making any
endeavor to dry them. Often, wlien the terrain made going hard, the men
discarded their cold-weather clothing. Many of them, when they received
their sleeping hags, niade little or no effort to keep them dry.
T>reventive measures are not easy to accomplish under the conditions in
wliich tlicse soldiers worked and fought, and the total aceom])lis]unent of such
measures was obviously im])ossil)le. The underlying fault, however, was that
none of the troo])s had been taught that every effort must 1)e made to accomplish tfiem, in spite of adverse circumstances. There is no doubt that the
effort would have paid dividends in the j)revention of trcnchfoot.
Some of the troops trained at Fort Ord were brought from California by
surface water transport and could change their shoes and socks reguhxrly up
until the time they entered combat." Others, who were brought up by submarine, coidd not change their footgear during the jom-ney because of cram])ed
([uarters and the constant alert status which had to be maintained. The
advance troops, who were landed in rubber boats, were instructed to discard
all of their equipment as soon as they made contact witb the eneiny. Their
feet, and legs became soaked as they landed, and, because additional boots and
socks were lacking as the result of this order, they remained wet, even when
» Lesser, A.: Heport on Immersion Foot Ciisuallit'S from Uic Battle of Attu. Ann. Snrg. 121: 2.57-271, March 1944.
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occasional opportunities would have permitted a change of footgear. The men
spent most of their time in foxholes filled with icy water and cold slush, usually
in cramped, inactive positions, with little food, and without any real physical
rest or sleep during their whole stay on Attu. They had not been taught such
simple precautions as moving their feet in their shoes or exercising their legs,
and they therefore did not employ even the limited prophylactic activity which
is possible under almost any conditions.
The differences between training and lack of training were immediately
obvious.1° A provisional battalion, consisting of the 7th Keconnaissance
Troop and the 7th Scout Company, had a particularly hazardous mission, for
which special clothing was requisitioned and supphed. These men were completely untrained for fighting in cold weather, and, by order of higher authorities, none of the special equipment just mentioned was issued except pistol
covers. At tlie end of 5 days, 30 of these 350 men had been killed or wounded
in action and only 40 of the remaining 320 were still able to walk.
In contrast, one of the battalions which spearheaded the attack had battle
casualties as higli as any unit engaged in the operation, but it had only eight
casualties who required evacuation because of trenchfoot. The men in this
battahon had been well taught. They had foot-care drills and were paired off
in what they themselves termed the "buddy" system, whereby foot-conscious
soldiers worked on each other's feet. Attempts were made to supply lubricants
for their boots and ointment for their feet at least once daily, with the realization that the virtue of the apphcation to the feet was in the massage and not
in the agent used with it. Whenever possible, provision was made to rehcve
all the men, especially the outposts, for a few hours each day. During this
interval of reUef, the men removed and dried their shoes, changed their socks,
and rested in their relatively dry sleeping bags.
Generally speaking, the severity of a cold injury was directly proportionate to the length of time during which the footgear was not changed."
Fifteen of twenty-five patients observed at McCaw General Hospital, Walla
Walla, Wash., who had been taken to Attu by surface water transport, went
from 3 to 6 days in combat on the island without change of footgear. All had
rather mild degrees of trenchfoot. The other 10 men, taken to Attu by submarine, averaged an additional 10 days in combat without change of footgear,
and all had severe injuries with gangrene.
Another illustration of the value of training is seen in the experience of a
detachment of 30 men of the Alaskan Scouts, the combat intelligence platoon
of G-2, Alaska Defense Command.^^ These men were trained for the chmate
and terrain. They were properly accHmated. They knew what to expect and
how to take care of themselves. They fought through the entire Attu campaign
under the most unfavorable possible environmental conditions, and they were
still serving as a reconnaissance patrol long after the last organized Japanese
'«See footnote 3, p. 86
" See footnote 9, p. 93.
" See footnote 3, p. 86.
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resistance had ended. Their casualties consisted of 1 man killed in action, 2
wounded in action, and 1 with a slight cold injury.
Physical Status
Practically all of the men engaged in the Attu operation were young and
in good general condition. They were free from such constitutional diseases
as arteriosclerosis, cardiorenal disease, and diabetes, which comphcate the
majority of cases of peripheral vascular disease observed in civilian practice.
They had not suffered from dysentery, malaria, and the other debihtatmg
diseases which complicated the management of so many battle and nonbattle
injuries in certain other theaters of operations.
Because these troops went directly into combat from a noncombat status,
they had not previously been subjected to prolonged dietary insufficiencies,
though they had hot food only infrequently during the period of active fighting.
They did not, however, because of lack of training, make use of the concentrated rations with which they had been supplied. Because they had not been
taught the importance of eating their rations, whether they hked them or not,
and the necessity for eating them to keep up their resistance, they threw away
whatever they did not like. Among the provisions, for instance, was fortified
dried lemon juice, to provide vitamin C. It was not palatable, and most of
the men threw it away. As a result, a few instances of incipient scurvy were
observed before the campaign ended. There was apparently no relationship
between this minor vitamin deficiency and the cold injuries which occurred,
although it was speculated that such a correlation might have developed if the
campaign had lasted much longer.
Individual Susceptibility
Wide variations in individual susceptibility to cold and wet were observed
among the men taking part in the Attu operation. If a group of 3 soldiers
spent the night in a forward observation post, 2 might return with no complaints, or with minimal complaints, while the third would have numb, mottled,
swollen feet. Among 224 patients observed at Letterman General Hospital,
San Francisco, Calif., the average duration of exposure was about 6.5 days."
One hundred and sixty-five (74 percent), with exposures varying from 3 to 14
days, presented only desquamation of the skin. Thirty-three (15 percent),
with'exposures varying from 4 to 11 days, had lost toenails, tips of toes, and
thick layers of skin. Twenty-three (10 percent), with exposures varying from
4 to 9 days, had lost one or more toes or portions of their feet. Three men
who required amputation of both feet had been exposed 4, 6, and 8 days,
respectively.
>» Patterson, K. H.: Effect of Prolonged Wet and Cold on the Extremities. Bull. U. S. Army M. Dept. No. 76,
pp. 62-70, April 1944.
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One patient at Lettcrman General Hospital, who had gangrene of both
feet up to the level of the metatarsophalangeal junction, was found to have
suffered previously in civilian life from frostbite of both feet.
Other Etiologic Factors
At least two other factors, in addition to those already discussed, played a
pai't in tlie production of cold injuries on Attu:
1. Many of the men, in their natural desire to get warm as fast as possible,
wi'a])ped up tlieir cold feet and exposed them to heat. Most of them had not
been warned that tliis was the worst possible thing they could do.
2. Tlie incidental trauma of walking over rough terrain on numb feet
added to the damage already done by wet, cold, and constriction. It was
recognized that walking was harmful, but it has already been pointed out tliat,
as a matter of necessity, patients who could be ambulatory often had to be,
since litter carries over tmidra and down steep, snow-covered ridges were slow
and exliausting work and personnel to move the injured were always in short
supply.
THE OCCUPATION OF KISKA
Tlie operation on Kiska, which began 15 August 1943 and was concluded
31 August 1943, was being planned and organized while Attu was imder assault.
Tlie task force for this landing consisted of tlic 87th Mountain Infantry Regiment; tlie 184th Infantry Regiment, whicli had been trained at Fort Ord; the
17tli Infantry Regiment (minus), whicli had been transferred from Attu; the
53d Infantry Regiment of the Alaska Defense Command; and the 13th
Canadian Infantry Brigade. The last three components joined the force at
Adak, just before the landing. The others had been assembled at Adak and
Amchitka in the central Aleutians, for several weeks of training.
After these troops wore landed, it was found that the enemy had fled before
the invasion had occurred, though the fact of their evacuation was determined
only after a slow, cautious search of tlie entire island. There were no true
battle casualties, but there were 28 deaths and 50 injuries from accidents and
from fire due to mistaken identity.
Tlie terrain was difficult. The land everywhere was cut by fresh-water
lakes and streams. Hills and valleys were covered with tundra, which a Royal
Canadian Army surgeon " graphically described:
Walking on this growth i.s lilie wallving on a gigantic spring mattress, into which one's
feet sinlc for a foot or more with each step that is taken * * *. During the warm weather
the surface thaws to form a vast bog, or tundra-moor, which is probably unequaled anywhere
in those qualities of cohesion and adhesions which make mud the objectionable surface that
it is.
" Lnnc, 0. A.: Medical Experience with tlie 13th Canadian Infantry Brigade at Kiska. J. Canad. M. Service
1.282-288, May 1941.
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.Although the terrain on Kiska, as this description suggests, resembled that
on Attu, the general situation was not as difficult, chiefly because of the timing
of the invasion. The invasion of Attu occurred in May, when there was snow
on most of the hills and snow water running down all of them. During this
invasion, there were no drj^ surface areas until after Japanese installations could
be occupied. Level spaces were all marsh, and there was an incredible amount
of moisture in and under the tundra on sharp declivities. The invasion of Kiska
occiHTed in August, when there was no snow and when the runoff had largely
stopped, except for springs and water courses. Since there was no combat,
these could be avoided. Once the troops got away from the landing beaches
and the adjacent swamps, they could be on fairly dry ground most of the time.
Also, the sun shone for an hour or two daily during most of the period of
occupation, and it was therefore possible to dry out in the sun.
Other circumstances were also much more favorable than on Attu. Tliere
had been an excellent liaison between the 7th Infantry Division units on Attu
and the training authorities at Fort Ord, with the result that the troops who
went to Kiska from that area were trained and equipped in the light of the Attu
experience. Men physically and mentally unequipped for Army life had been
cleared from the unit before it was dispatched to Kiska. The troops who had
fought on Attu were acclimated and knew what to expect of weather and
terrain. All the men had been given careful instruction for protecting themselves in cold, wet weather, had been trained in foot care, and had been given
foot inspections before landing.
Clothing and footgear, although not entirely satisfactory, were a great
improvement over what had been selected for the Attu landing.'^ The men went
ashore with Alaskan field jackets, parkas, rainsuits, kersey-lined trousers, and
tocques to protect the face. Their garments were all water repellent, though
in the opinion of some observers only fully waterproofed garments would have
been really adequate for the conditions encountered. Shoepacs were used universally. This was a wise decision, though the model employed was not satisfactory in manj^ respects. Most of the men were fitted with such large sizes
that their feet had little support. The shoepacs were also cut too low to furnish
any protection when troops had to wear them ashore on the beaches, or when
much activity in deep mud was required. The shoepacs were also less effective
than the low leather boots worn by the Canadian brigade. Nonetheless, they
were a great improvement over the blucher boots worn in the Attu invasion.'^
In addition to the general indoctrination already described, troops who
participated in the Kiska operation were furnished with a small handbook
15 Memorandum, Director of Operations, Army Service Forces, for The Quartermaster General, attention: Military
Planning Division, Col. G. F. Doriot, 7 Oct. 1943, subject: Report of Observer on Kiska Operation, Clothing and Equipment.
16 A medical ofTicer who participated in the occupation of Kiska WTOte as follows about footgear: "My personal experience was that the best footwear for me was the regular Army boot over which I wore a standard overshoe (galosh). This
assured relative protection from wet terrain and permitted me to open the overshoe and allow the feet to dry as soon as
the opportunity presented. Thus, even though my feet tend to perspire readily, I was able to keep them dry most of the
time and to allow proper circulation at all times. This combination was arrived at by trial and error, and proved much
more satisfactory than the shoepac, combat boot or knee-length rubber boots. Of course, the latter would have been necessary if I had been standing in water of any depth."
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entitled "Soldiers Manual (How To Get Along in the Field)." The foreword to
the troops was written by Maj. Gen. Charles H. Corlett, who commanded the
task force (ATF9). The suggestions had been collected by General Corlett's
staff and had been compiled by Capt. (later Maj.) Roy L. Atteberry, Jr., who,
said the introduction, "* * * has had much experience in our future hunting
grounds. He knows the score."
The introduction pointed out that the soldier had two major jobs. The
first was to do the miUtary job he had been taught to do. The second was to
spend the rest of his time keeping himself and his equipment in the best possible
condition. It was to help in the second job, said the introduction, that this
pamphlet had been prepared.
The pamphlet contained sensible instructions for the care of the feet before
and during combat; instructions for the use and care of socks, including the
statement that a pair of spare socks was the most valuable piece of extra clothing
a soldier could possess; and a description of, and instructions for the use of,
shoepacs. It was pointed out that, though the soldiers had probably never
worn them before, shoepacs had been selected as the best type of footgear for
mud and water; that they had been purposely fitted oversize to take care of
extra socks and insoles; and that they should be laced loosely. Instructions
were also given for moving the feet, toes, and legs, even in foxholes in combat.
Noncommissioned officers were reminded that one of their most important duties
was to see that their men took care of their feet.
Otlier sections of the pamphlet dealt with the proper use and care of clothing and other cold-weatlicr equipment; with the importance of eating the rations
that had been provided, heating them when possible, and saving what was left;
with the importance of drinking tea, for which teabags could be used; and with
tlie means of keeping foxholes dry. Two cartoons showed what happened to
soldiers wlio left tlieir equipment behind and suffered from the cold as a result.
Incidence of Cold Injury "
The approximately 28,450 troops who participated in the occupation of
Kiska suffered a total of 130 cold injuries. In spite of the training given them
before landing, some of these casualties admitted that they had failed to follow
instructions given them and did not remove tlieir shoepacs and socks for several
days at a time.
.
The footgear used seemed to influence the incidence. The Canadian brigade, wliosc footgear was thought to be better than that worn by American
troops, sustained only 1 trenchfoot casualty in tlieir strength of 5,326 men.
Their rate of 2 per 10,000 for the 15-day period of the operation was far lower
tlian the comparable American rate of 55.6 per 10,000, according to the report
submitted by tlie surgeon of the task force at the conclusion of the operation.
" Letter, Col. L. R. Mooro, MC, Surgeon, Headqunrters, Alaskan Department, to The Surgeon General, 4 Dec. 1943,
subject: Medical Service, Occupation of Klska. Alaska.
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It is doubtful that the somewhat better weather in which the Canadians landed
accounted for this considerable difference.
The use of lanolin for massage of the feet seemed of doubtful value. The
87th Mountain Infantry Regiment, which used it before disembarking, suffered
7 casualties from trenchfoot in a strength of 5,517 men. The 184th Infantry
Eegiment, with a strength of 5,999 men, did not use it and had 15 casualties
from trenchfoot. This is not a significant difference.
The high incidence of cold injury in the 17th Infantry Eegiment, which
had 76 cases in a strength of 3,906 men, was thought to be related to their
previous exposure on Attu. The environmental and other circumstances under
under which they operated were no worse than those of any of the other troops,
and it seemed logical to explain at least some of their injuries on the basis of
pathologic changes present as the result of the earlier experience. A number of
men in this regiment were evacuated and were classified as casualties due to
cold because it was feared that their condition might be more serious than it
seemed superficially.

SUMMARY
On Attu, the tactical and environmental hazard, improperly chosen
equipment, and lack of individual and unit training in the proper use of equipment and in preventive measures against cold and exposure combined to set
a pattern which was to be repeated, in varying degrees, during the remainder
of the war. Within the next few months, trenchfoot occurred during the
occupation of Kiska, but to a lesser degree. Within 6 months, there was a
major epidemic of trenchfoot in Italy. Within the next 18 months, there was
an even more explosive outbreak in Europe, on the Western Front.
While the actual number of cases of cold injury was small in the Attu
operation, the incidence was high. Twelve hundred cold injuries occurred in
22 days, in a force of 15,300 men, which is an incidence rate for tlic period of
about 80 per thousand. Expressed as an annual rate, this is 1,300 cases per
thousand. An almost equal number of wounded-in-action cases occurred.
The ratio of cold injuries to wounded-in-action cases was approximately 1:1,
as compared with 1:5 in Italy in 1943-44 and about 1:4 in the European
theater in the winter of 1944-45.
On Kiska, the troops were exposed to cold injury only for the short time
required to establish that the enemy had withdrawn. Circumstances were
favorable. Because the enemy had fled, there was no combat activity. The
operation was started 3 months later than the Attu invasion, so that the
weather was less severe. Equipment and footgear were better than what had
been provided on Attu. Many of the men had fought on Attu and had learned
by experience how to take care of themselves in cold, wet weather. The other
troops had been specifically trained to care for their feet.
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Yet, in si^ito of tlie brevity of tlieir exposure and other favorable circumstances, the 28,450 troops wlio participated in the landing on Kiska sustained
130 cold injuries. What tlie incidence miglit have been if the enemy force,
estimated at 10,000 men, had not abandoned the island before the allied troops
arrived is a matter of conjecture. It would probabty not have been as high as
tlie incidence in the Attu operation, but it would undoubtedly have been
considerably liigher than it was in an unopposed landing.
NOTE.—Because tlie clinical observations in trenchfoot were essentially
similar in all theaters, they are discussed elsewhere, under a single heading
(p. 269). Treatment is also discussed under a single heading (p. 307). In the
Attu campaign, treatment consisted of a variety of methods, depending upon
the knowledge and preferences of the individual medical officer. There was
no background of experience in cold injurj^, and no directives concerning its
management had yet been issued.

CHAPTER VI

Mediterranean (Formerly North African)
Theater of Operations ^
Low temperatures and wet cold were no problem to United States Army
ground troops in combat in North Africa in the winter of 1942-43, and tlie
occasional cold injuries which occurred therefore attracted no particular
attention. Cold injurj^ was also not a problem in the figliting in Sicily in tlic
summer of 1943. It was not until comparatively cold weather, which often
was of the wet cold variety, was encountered in the Apennines in the fall of
1943 that United States troops of the Fifth U. S. Army were first subjected
to the environmental conditions which constitute the essential, though by no
means the entire, basis for tlie development of cold injuries in appreciable
numbers of cases.
When these circumstances arose, the Office of tlie Surgeon, NATOUSA
(North African Theater of Operations), was still without information concerning tlie cold injuries which United States troops had sustained in Attu in
the spring of 1943, although these experiences had been investigated immediately in the Office of the Surgeon General (p. 57). Col. Edward D. Churchill,
MC, Consultant in Surgery, Office of the Surgeon, NATOUSA, was, however,
sufficiently aware of the possibilities of trouble to write the Surgeon on 31
October 1943 that, witli the approach of cold weather during the forthcoming
fighting in tlie Apennines, circulatory disturbances (trenchfoot) were to be
anticipated. Even before this date, informal consultations had been held
with a number of medical officers witli combat units concerning the possible
occurrence of cold injury and its dangerous potentialities.
INCIDENCE
1943-44.—It was only a week after Colonel Churchill had alerted the
Surgeon to the possibility of cold injuries that tlie first patients with trenclifoot to be observed in Italy passed through a clearing station south of Cassino.
By 12 November, 6 cases are known to have occurred. Not all had been
recognized immediately as instances of cold injury. One or two of the first
casualties were thought to have suffered sprains and were treated with hot
applications.
1 Unless otherwise liidicateci, all material in this chapter is hased on the cumulative report on trenchfoot in the Italian
campaign, by Lt. Col. Fiorindo A. Simeone, MC, to the Surgeon, Fifth U. S. Army, 1945. Data collected during the
wartime experience have been modified to utilize the more accurate data available after the war ended.
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After trcnchfoot once began to appear, the incidence increased rapidly,
and, over the 6-inonth period ending on 30 April 1944, there were more than
5,700 casualties from this cause in the Fifth U. S. Army (chart 3, table 3). The
alltime weekly high of 901 cases was recorded for the week ending on 18 February 1944. During the same 6-month period, casualties wounded in action
totaled 27,602. The losses from cold injury occurred in a strength of 4 infantry
divisions and 1 armored division.^
The mere statement of these figures docs not, of course, tell the whole
story. It does not indicate that losses from cold injury were, case for case,
actually as serious as combat losses, because practically all cold injury occurred
in comiiat troops, who are the most difficult to replace in all wars and who were
always in extremely short supply during the Italian campaign. Losses from
cold injury during the winter of 1943-44 amounted to about 7 percent of division
strength,^* and hospital admissions for this cause constituted 9 percent of all
admissions for disease. The ratio of trenchfoot cases to battle casualties was
1:5 for the November 1943-April 1944 period. It varied from month to month
and was highest in January 1944. Since the impact of cold injury can best be
evaluated in comparison with casualties from combat operations, the figures
leave no doubt that there was a major loss in effective Fifth U. S. Army fighting
strength from trenchfoot during the winter of 1943-44.

3.—Monthly incidence of trenchfoot in relation to battle casualties; maximum, minimum,
and average temperatures; and rainfall, in Fifth U. S. Army in Italy, September 1943 through
April 19 U
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3 —Hospital and quarters cases of irenchfoot and of battle injuries and wounds, and
average minimum, temperature and average rainfall, by month. Fifth U. S. Army, November
1943 through April 1944 '

TABLE

[Rate expressed as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]
Battle injuries and
wounds 2

Trcnchfoot
Month and year
Cases
194s
November
December

TotaL-

Average
rainfall
(inches) 3

wounds

Cases

371
,265

24
69

3,897
5,020

249
274

1:11
1:4

47
44

10.2
6.9

1,490
1,805
779
42

96
108
35
2

4,496
8,378
3,685
2, 126

289
500
167
121

1:3
1:5
1:5
1:51

36
34
36
49

1.6
5.0
3.7
2.7

5,752

54

27, 602

261

1:5

1944
January
February
March
April

Eate

Average
Ratio of
trenchfoot minimum
to battle in- temperajuries and ture ("F.) 3

1 Data in this table, collected during the wartime experience, have been modified to utilize the more accurate data
available alter the war ended.
2 Admissions; excludes killed in action.
3 In Army forward areas.

1944-45.—The lessons of the 1943-44 experience in Italy were well learned,
as will be pointed out shortly, and the incidence of cold injury during the
winter of 1944-45 was far lower than during the preceding winter. The 1,572
injuries which occurred during the 6-month period ending on 31 March 1945
(chart 4, table 4) accounted for an admission rate of 20 per 1,000 men per year,
which is a sharp decline from the rate of 54 (table 3) during the preceding wmter^
The annual rate for wounded in action also fell during the second wmter of
fighting in Italy because the front was frequently static, but the decrease was
much less striking than the decrease in cold injuries.
As a matter of convenience, recurrent trenchfoot, which was a considerable
problem during the second winter in Italy, as well as during the latter part of
the first winter, is discussed elsewhere, under a single heading (p. 381). Precise
iio-urcs are not available, but it is well established that a definite proportion of
the cold injuries observed during the winter of 1944-45 represented recurrent
cases. The proportion decreased, however, as medical officers began to reahze,
from hard experience, that return to full duty is possible in only a hmited number of cases of trauma from cold.
The British experience.—A point of major interest m the story of cold
injury in Italy is the comparative experiences of British and American troops.
During the winter of 1943-44, the British 10 Corps was an integral component
of the Fifth U. S. Army. It fought over the same terrain and for the same
objectives. It is therefore possible to make valid comparisons of British and
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4.—Monthly incidence of trenchfoot in relation to battle casualties; maximum, minimum,
and average temperatures; and rainfall, in Fifth U. S. Army in Italy, September 1944
through April 1945
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4.—Hospital and quarters cases of trenchfoot and of battle injuries and wounds, and
average minimum temperature and average rainfall, by month. Fifth U. S. Army, October
1944 through March 1945'

TABI-K

[Rato cxprcssod as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]
Trenehfoot

Battle injuries and
wounds 2

Month ant] year
Cases

Rate

Cas"s

Rate

Ratio of
Average
trenchfoot minimum
to battle in- temperajuries and ture (° F.) 3
wounds

Average
(inches) '

1944
October
November^ __
December

258
274
305

24
25
22

8,404
2,046
1,274

783
188
90

1:33
1:7
1:4

51
44
33

6. 5
5. 7
3. 3

1945
.Janunrv - _
Fcbniary
March___

309
324
102

26
25
G

561
1,966
1,613

48
154
97

1:2
1:6
1:16

25
36
39

4. 9
1.9
1. 1

1, 572

20

15, 864

206

1:10

Total

' Data in the table, collected during the wartime experience, have been modified to utilize the more accurate data available after the war ended.
' Admissions; excludes killed in action.
3 In Army forward areas.
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United States experiences. This is in contrast to the situation in the European
Theater of Operations, where many comparisons are unsound because the
troops of the two nations occupied entirely different positions and their tactical
activity and deployment were also different.
Incidence of cold injury among British troops in Italy during 1943-44 was
strikingly lower than among United States troops. Early in the fall of 1943,
trenchfoot was apparently of so little consequence in British troops that it was
not reported at all. Reports from the week ending on 4 December 1943 through
the week ending on 19 February 1944 show a total of only 102 cold injuries in
British troops, in contrast to 4,583 battle casualties, a ratio of 1:45. During
the same period, there were 4,560 cold injuries and 17,894 battle casualties in
Fifth U.S. Army troops, a ratio of 1:4.
TABLE

6.—Cases of trenchfoot and battle casualties in British 10 Corps, for weeks ending 4
December 1943 through 19 Febr^iary 1944
Trenchfoot

Week ending—

Battle
casufiltics

■ Ratio of
trcnciifoot to
battle
casualties

1943
T)pnf»mhr>r 4
11
18
9Si

.

__

___ _- -- -

^

1
44
3
1

279
105
38
29

1:279
1:3.7
1:12.0
1:29

2
8
9
2
1
1
3
27

127
170
135
1,782
707
714
198
239

1:68.5
1:21.2
1:15
!: 1:891
, 1:707
1:714
1:66
1:8.8

102

4,583

1944
8
15
22
29
February 5
12
19
Tnt.fll

_
_ __.
._
-

_ _

1:45

The explanation of these differences is not entirely clear. Among the
obvious reasons for the better British showing were the excellent boots with
which British troops were provided; the heavy wool socks which they used, in
contrast to the lighter socks provided for .A.merican troops; the daily sock exchange which was routine in the British Army; the British practice of keeping
troops in the line for shorter periods of time than the American practice; and
the very strict foot discipline enforced on British troops. An observer from
the Office of the Quartermaster General considered that the British custom of
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classifying cold injury, from the disciplinary point of view, as a self-inflicted
wound had much to do with the lower British incidence.*
Milder cases of trenchfoot among British troops were likely to be treated
in quarters and not to appear in formal statistics, whereas among United States
troops practically every casualty with trenchfoot was either hospitalized,
treated in quarters, or carded for the record, and included in the statistics.
Any reasonable allowance for these different practices, however, could explain
no more than a minor part of the very considerable difference in the incidence
of cold injury in British and United States troops. The opinion was expressed
by one corps surgeon (VI Corps) that the discrepancy would have been less
notable if there had been taken into account the readiness of United States
Army unit surgeons to evacuate all soldiers with cold injury, regardless of its
degree.^
These various explanations may or may not be valid. The important
fact remains that when the circumstances of combat were precisely the same,
as they were on the Anzio beachhead, the disparity between the American and
the British incidence of cold injury is very striking, as the Surgeon, VI Corps,
pointed out in a report to the Surgeon, Fifth U. S. Army, on 13 April 1944, after
a survey of that area:*
During the months ot February and March there was a total of 1,951 cases of "trench ,
foot" reported among the American troops, and 103 in the British forces. The American
forces on the beachhead are approximately twice the number of British troops. Thus
there was one case of this disability occurring in the British troops to ten cases among the
Americans. That is, the incidence of "trench foot" in the American forces was ten times
that of the British—climatic and tactical conditions were the same for both forces.

General Blesse had made essentially the same point in a report to the
Commanding General, NATOUSA, on 16 March 1944:' During the 10-day
period ending on 17 February, 550 American soldiers were hospitalized from
the southern sector and 501 from the Anzio beachhead. British troops on
the beachhead, fighting imder the same conditions as United States troops,
had very few cases.
During the winter of 1944-45, recordkeeping practices in the British and
American elements of the Fifth U. S. Army were the same, and comparisons
of the cold injury rates are therefore valid (table 6). The average annual rate
for trenchfoot per 1,000 men was again higher in American than in British
troops (20.5 in contrast to 6.3). The average annual rate for battle casualties
per 1,000 men was, however, higher in United States troops than in British
troops, so that the ratio of cold injury rates to battle-casualty rates was really
about the same in both groups (1:10 in United States troops; 1:11 in British
troops).
t Letter No. 67, MaJ. Robert H. Bates, Quartermaster Observer with the Fifth U. S. Army, to General Doriot, Offlce
of the Quartermaster General, 25 Apr. 1946.
5 Annual Report, Surgeon, VI Corps, 1944, annex D.
' Ibid.
' Essential Technical Medical Data, Headquarters, NATOUSA, for February 1944. Appendix II, dated IG Mar.
1944, subject: Health of Command foi February 1944.
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6.—Incidence rates for irenchfoot cases and battle casualties, United States and British
elements, Fifth U. S. Army, for weeks ending IS October 1944 through 7 April 1945
[Rate expressed as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]

TABLB

Britisli Army

0. S.-irmy
Week ending—

Battle casualties (rate)

Trenchfoot
(rate)

Battle casualties (rate)

Trenchfoot
(rate)

- _-

45
7
7
52
32
24
8
19
19
4
22
35

913
874
505
296
166
176
159
112
78
110
80
70

0
0
0
22
2
10
2
20
10
3
14
13

255
307
300
80
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35
78
89
89
157
41
33
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9
__,
16
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_.16
__ . 23
30
__..-_
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.

33
25
17
16
22
19
37
19
11
8
8
2
2
8

75
33
36
44
34
212
135
234
112
223
73
45
36
111

11
23
13
10
7
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50
18
12
6
3
33
16
8
1
1
1
21
18
26

19.3

190

6.3

68.3

1944
October 13
20
27

--.___--_
--______--_-10
17
24

^
_ _ __
-^ ^ -

___._-.
_. -^-

8
15
22
29

_ _
_ _-

.

1945

Average

-

-

TACTICAL SITUATION«
Although the winter of 1943-44 was not punctuated by the intervals of
bitter combat which had occurred earlier, at the time of the Salerno landings,
and which were to occur later, with the fall of Eome and the breach of the
Gothic Line, combat was nonetheless sufficiently intensive for casualty rates
I Fifth Army History, pts. II-IV, 7 Oct. 1943-31 Mar. 1944.
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to bo high and for tlie tactical situation to require the exposure of troops to
the risk of cold injury. Much of the fighting was in the mountains and was
especially difficult and demanding. After the fall of Naples and the crossing
of the Volturno River in October 1943, monthly casualty rates were continuously high; the maximum number of cases (8,378) occurred in February
1944 (table 3).
November and December 1943 found United States troops operating in
wet cold over the mountainous terrain before the German winter line. In
January, following the breakthrough on the winter line, the Rapido River
was crossed, Cassino was approached, and new positions were established
before the Gustav Line. Operations of the Fifth U. S. Army during this
period can best be described as a continuous assault, over unfavorable terrain,
xipon prepared positions, with the enemy largely fi'ee to make such stands
as he chose while he conducted an orderly withdrawal up the peninsula. The
individual United States foot soldier, as a result of this type of combat, was
often immobilized by enemy fire. The terrain was unfavorable, and dry
shelter was almost impossible to find. Moreover, supply was a major problem,
('argo trucks could go only a short distance up the mountains after they had
left the main roads, and food and ammunition had to be brought up by mule
paclc or, very often, by hand carry. As a result, days might pass without
suppUes of hot rations' being brought up.
Landings on the Anzio beachhead were undertaken in January 1944 in
an effort to draw German strength away from the Gustav Lino, which guarded
the approaches to Rome. Conditions on the beachhead were simply an exaggeration
of the conditions which prevailed throughout the Fifth U. S. Army
b
area at this time. The VI Corps was contained within space roughly 15 miles
long and 7 miles wide. Here it was raked by concentrated artillery fire and
air attacks throughout the remainder of the winter and until the breakthrough
ill May, just before the fall of Rome. During this time, there were few quiet
intervals. Heavy attacks by armor and infantry were repeatedly delivered
by the Germans, under cover of merciless artillery fire from well-placed ground
positions, and there were also heavy bombings from the air.
Under these circumstances, infantrymen were often obliged to spend days
immobilized in water-filled foxholes, in icy weather, with no chance of rchef.
Because the beachhead, as just pointed out, was held from the first under very
lieavy opposition, Allied reverses were serious, and until almost a month after
tlie landings the issue was in doubt. Although it then became clear that the
position could be held, it was another 3 months before it could be extended.
After 1 March and until the Allied breakthrough in May, the opposing forces
maintained a state of no more than active defense of their respective positions,
though conditions on the Anzio beachhead could never be described as truly
static.
The battle for Cassino was another ordeal in which the individual soldier
found himself obHged to take cover in isolated foxholes or other positions in
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which his movement and communications were severely restricted. Here,
as elsewhere in Italy, the tactical situation influenced the degree to which
troops could be supplied with hot food, dry socks, shoes, clothing, and other
necessities. In general, it fostered the type of exposure and other circumstances which would be most conducive to trenclifoot.
Nowhere in Italy during the winter of 1943-44 was controlled, frequent
rotation of either units or individuals out of frontlines practiced by United
State troops. This was in contrast to the rotation of both units and individuals regularly practiced, for preventive purposes, by British commanders.
United States combat commanders in the Fifth U. S. Army explained the
policy of nonrotation by the scarcity of combat replacements and the seriousness of the tactical situation. Whatever the causes, the long periods of duty
in heavy combat, without relief, which were exacted of United States soldiers
during the winter of 1943-44 favored the development of cold injury and
helped to explain its high incidence. As an extreme illustration, one division
spent 115 of its first 122 daj-s in Italj^ in combat.
During the winter of 1944-45, the tactical situation was much less favorable to the development of cold injury. After the breach in the Gothic Line
in October 1944, the front was comparatively inactive until the end of January
1945, when a large-scale offensive was undertaken by the Allied forces. Casualty rates during this period of inactivity were the lowest for any period of
comparable length during the entire Italian campaign. The inactivity from
the standpoint of combat was reflected in the decreased incidence of trenchfoot. Troops could be in relatively comfortable quarters. They had time to
take care of themselves. They were more easily supplied. They had better
food. In short, all the circumstances were far less conducive to trenchfoot
than those which had prevailed in the winter of 1943-44. Tactical inactivity
was, of course, only one of several factors which accounted for the decreased
incidence; improvement in clothing and footgear and the institution of preventive measures also played a large part in it.

CLIMATIC FACTORS
The relationship between weatlier conditions and the incidence of cold
injury was promptly evident in the Mediterranean theater (tables 3 and 4,
charts 3 and 4). Cold injury was not reported before November 1943, as
might have been expected. Up to that time, the temperature on the front
had not fallen below 50° F. (10° C.) and there had been very little rain. In
November, temperatures began to fall below this level, and rainfall was heavy.
Climatic conditions were promptly reflected in the incidence of cold injury
(table 3, chart 3). The average minimum temperatures were 47° F. (8.3° C.)
in November, 44° F. (6.7° C.) in December, 36° F. (2.2° C.) in January, and
34° F. (1.1° C.) in February.
438404''—58
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An average of 10.2 inches of rain fell in the Fifth U. S. Army area in
November, and an average of 6.9 inches in December. Between 14 and 19
November, heavy rains flooded the Volturno Eiver and swept away all the
bridges except the one at Capna. The environmental hazard was therefore
enhanced by the difficulty of getting supplies to the front. On the Anzio
beachhead, conditions were even worse. This area has a high water table,
and, at the best of times, tlie ground is marshy and soggy. These naturally
unfavorable conditions were made worse by the heavy rainfall. Here, as on
other parts of the front, the weather was very cold and ice formation was
frequent.
The combination of cold and wet invited trenchfoot. As already pomted
out, the soldiers were forced to remain in water-filled foxholes or other ground
positions for days, and sometimes for weeks, at a time. Even if they had been
trained to care for their feet—as they had not been—foot care would have
been extremely difficult under such circumstances. The removal and replacement of mud-caked shoes, boots, and leggings were not easy to accomplish and
were frequently not even attempted.
The correlations between tlic occurrence of trenchfoot and the prevalence
of cold, wet weatlier held all tlu-ough the winter of 1943-44. The peak of the
trcnclifoot incidence in February 1944 (table 3, chart 3) followed a period of
cold, rainy weather. Combat activity was also heavy at this time, as shown
by the peak number of wounded in action, and troops were less able to take
proper care of themselves and to practice foot hj^giene.
Most of the fighting in the winter of 1943-44 had been south of Cassino.
In the winter 1944-45, military operations were conducted in the northern
Apennines and on the Ligurian coast, and cold weather came a month eariier
than it had come the previous winter. In September 1944, the average minimum temperature in the Fifth U. S. Army sector north of Florence was 62° F.
(16.7° C), and the average rainfall was 2.7 inches. No cases of trenchfoot
were reported. In October, when the average minimum temperature was 51°
F. (10.6° C.) and the rainfall averaged 6.5 inches, trenchfoot began to reappear
(table 4, chart 4), and cases were reported thereafter until the end of the winter,
tliough the number, as already stated, was considerably less than during the
preceding winter.
The course of events left no doubt of the influence of the combination of
cold and wet in the production of trenchfoot. The correlation was demonstrated not only by the total figures for the Fifth U. S. Army but also by its
daily and monthly incidence in individual combat divisions. In neither winter
of fighting, however, did trenchfoot appear until the temperature had fallen
to an average minimum of approximately 50° F. (10° C.) and until rainfall
had become considerable.
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CLOTHING AND FOOTGEAR
In general, neither clothing nor footgear worn by American troops in
Italy during the winter of 1943-44 was entirely satisfactory." Many items
were in short supply until the winter was well advanced. Others, such as
woolen socks, were not forthcoming in adequate quantities until the weather
had become warmer and the environmental hazard of cold injury had been
greatly reduced. Tliese deficiencies played an important part in the incidence
of trenchfoot in the winter of 1943-44, and the improved record in the following
winter can be attributed in considerable part to their correction.
Clothing
When the deficiencies of clothing originally supplied to troops in Italy
were realized, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Eobert H. Bates, QMC, an observer from
the OfHcc of the Quartermaster General, was sent to the theater, by request,
to study the situation. His observations upon the clothing worn by the 3d
Infantry Division on the Anzio beachhead resulted in the replacement of the
unsatisfactory uniform worn the first winter by the M-1943 uniform, which
was devised on the layering principle (fig. 24) (p. 430). Major Bates' observations also formed the basis of the requisitions placed for the winter of 1944-45
for both the Fifth and Seventh U. S. Armies. It is significant, in view of the
delays which attended the placing of orders for these articles in the European
theater (p. 143), that the requisitions for the Mediterranean theater for the
winter of 1944-45 were placed in April 1944. The supplies reached the theater
in September, and distribution was begun in October.^"
The new items issued in the fall of 1944 included a field jacket with hood
and field trousers, which, when worn together, provided a completely windproof and fairly water-repellent outer layer. Underneath this layer, the soldier
wore a high-necked sweater and warm pile jacket, in addition to the wool shirt
and wool underwear worn the preceding winter. Cotton field trousers worn
over regulation wool trousers provided an additional layer of insulation and
warmth, as well as additional protection against cold winds. For men in
particularly exposed positions, the issue included a warm overcoat parka, with
windproof exterior and thick pile lining, and a special rain outfit consisting of
a hooded parka and completely waterproofed trousers. The leather gloves
supplied had separate woolen linings, and fabric mittens had special wool inserts. Mufflers and down and feather sleeping bags were also issued.
» See footnote 8, p. 107.
'«Annual Report, Surgeon, MTOUSA, 1944, vol. II, annex I.
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U. S. Army pliotos

2-1.—Cold-weather uniform. A. Utilization of layering principle (note
combat boots). B. Field jacket IM-1943 (note buttoned collar). C. Same jacket as seen
in ]i, with adjustable tie cord.
FKH^BE
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Footgear
Socks.—When trenchfool first began (o appear in Italy in November 1943,
United States troo])s wore wearing flie cotton socks or liglit wool socks which
they had worn during the summei' and early fall." These socks, while satisfactoi'v for warm-weather 0]3erations, wei'e totally inadequate^ for winter fighting in the valleys and on the mountains between the Volturno, Garigliano, and
Ra])ido Kivers (fig. 25). Furthermore, even these inadequate socks wei'e in
short su])ply. Only 10 perceid of the requests made for them coidd bo filled
during October. At one time, it was ]wssible to get together onl}' 500 pairs
for th(> 45th Infantry Division, which had requested 1C),000 ])airs. An investigation of 50 soldiers with trenchfoot in November 1943 showed that only 5
possessed more than 1 pair of socks. One man was wearing cotton socks,
forty-eight were wearing light wool socks, and the only man who was wearing
h(-avy wool socks had I'eceived them fi'om his family. During periods of exl)osur(>, which had avei'ag(>d (i days, 45 of the 50 men had been unable to change
their socks at all, and the other 5 had changed them only once.
Di'y shoes coidd not, of course, be sup]jlie<l in combat. On the other
hand, if dry socks had been available and if the importance of substituting
them for wet socks, even in wet shoes, had been miderstood by the soldiers,
the dry socks Mould have ])rovided a period of insxdalion before tliey in tiu'n
had becoine wet. Ski socks, which were used only witli shoepacs or by moun-

V,
AFIP CA-M-liSllXX

FifniRK 25.—Ijiri-CJarij^liaiio \'alley in February 19-1.5. I'loods of llie same extent jjlaycd
a roll" ill (ho incidence of trcnclifoot in the Fiftli U. S. Army tlie previous wiiitoi.
I Sfi' foiiliuite s. p. 11)7,
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lain (i-()Oi)s, l)cc!Uii(> ii,Vii.iliil)lc laic in flio winlci- of l<)4:5-44, when the need
for MiciH had a.lniosi ciHlcd, hul llicy ])rovc(l oxli'onicly useful in Iho following
winter, when (lie troops had Ix'cii tauti'lil to wcai' slio('i)acs cfliciciitly.
Socks issued to I'nitcd States troo])s late in the winter of ]94:!-44 and
in the following winter wei'c more satisfactory than tlie ])reYi()us issue. At
most, Jiowevci', they contained only oO percent wool, and they were nevei' ns
ellicient n,s (he Bi'it ish-issne socles.
Socks were linally in sudicient snjjply in the theater foi- each, man to
cari-v 2, oi' even :!, extra. i)aii's upon his pei'son. It is indicative of the general
lack of a|)precia.tion of the dangers of trenchfoot in an anny in coinhal that as
hitcas A|)ril 11)44 the provision of a pair of socks (huly with his ration for every
soldier was being descidxvl as a luxury which could not he met from present
resources.'- 'Die facts wei'e undoubtcvlly as stated, hut. the hiiigua.ge was
unconsciously rcA'caling.
'rhc inner soles tested by an infantry division in Januaiy li)44 M-ere
tlioiiglif to be of some benelit, but the impi-ession was that (heir use woidd not
signilicantly iidlucnce, the incich'uce of cold injiny.
Shoes and bools. Dui'ing tlu' <>ai'ly wiiitei' of 1948-44, America.n soldiei's
in Italy woi'e the I'en'ulation cnlisled man's service shoes (fig. 2(i), usually with

t'lciHK 2().-—S('r\-ici' shoes, wet and (•()\-crc(l with imid, i-eiii()\-ed
fi'oiii (vci of soldier who coiH j-acted (rciKdifoot in fiiiiil iiii>' in l{ii|)ido
liiver Vnllcv, l^'chruary litM.
I- Hrporl, l!,is. dcP. C. L. .\(lc(ick, (ISC, I Klicc (.f Assistalll Cliicf of Sl;,(r, (1-1, \.\'r0rs.\, dated 20 Api. KIM,
iuhircl: lli'nllluif ('"iTuiiniid Itcpdrl liir Kcliiuary lllll.
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FicritK 27.—United Stales Afiiiy field coiiibat. boot.

Icgii'inii's. Later, nia.iiy wore coiiihal boots (fiii'. 27) without k'ggiiigs. Fi'om
the staii(l])()int of prevention of cold injury, tiie hoots had feiv advantages
ovcf the scMA'iee sh()(>s. and hotii \v(>r(> 0])eii to the same i2;en(M'a.l objections.
Both were iuach' on hists whicii fitted the foot closely. Bofli were fittcnl too
small, ])artly from carelessness and ])artly beca-tis(> of tlie iiahil of wearing
tightly fitted SIKX-S. S1IO(>S fitted ov(>r cotton or lightweight wool socivs were
too tight \\hen tiiey were Morn over wool socks, ])articida,i'ly after tlu^ leafli(>r
]ia,d become w(>t and had shrmdv. Both shoes a,nd boots were usually laced
too tightly, and when leggings w(>re worn witli service shoes another caaise for
circnla.toiy insnflicieney w as i)rovi(l(>(l, as well as another deterrent to removing
tJie shoes (o care foi' tlie feet.
Tile 12-inch blueher boot sometimes nsed in tiic first winter in Italy was
more ellicient than eitiier tlic service shoe or the combat boot, both, because
(if its construction and because it could be worn with ski socks and imiei' soles.
\Vhen the leatiu'r i)ecame wet, however, whatever advantage the blueher boot
might have had originally was prom])tly lost.
'i'he ski moiuitain boot, which was issued to momitain troo])s, had a very
liigh box toe, ^\Jiich made constriction of the foot jiractically impossible. This
boot was design(>d to be WOIMI with, two pairs of heavy ski socks and with, an
inner sole as well. It was the wannc-st leather boot known to be in use by any
army in "World War 1.1, but it ^^•as suitable oidy for mountain troops. It])roved
extremely satisfactory for mountain use under most (by cold conditions, buti
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once the leather became wet some of the original advantages were lost, though
the heavy ski socks worn with it still provided some protection against cold
injury.
Dubbing was of no value in winter weather in Italy, and in the opinion
of some observers its use made conditions worse.
Galoshes and rubber boots.—In December 1943, galoshes became available, but the quantities were limited and "sufficient to equip no more than a
handful of troops." The need, which was estimated at 230,000 pairs, could
not be met because of the rubber shortage. Such supplies as became available
were issued to combat troops.'^
Stationary troops found galoshes useful. Combat troops found them
awkward, heavy, clumsj^, noisy, and hot. They would not wear them on patrol
or during combat, and many infantrymen threw them away rather than be
burdened with them. Eubber boots were satisfactory for engineering units
and other special organizations working in water but were not suitable for
troops in combat and on the march.
The first 50 soldiers with trenchfoot who were studied in Italy did not
have galoshes or rubber boots.
Sfaoepacs.—Four hundred pairs of shoepacs were issued on a trial basis to
the 34th Infantry Division in January 1944, but they were not found satisfactory for a number of reasons. The model supphed did not grip the ankle, as
did the service shoe. After prolonged activity in mild cold, the feet became
uncomfortably hot, perspiration was profuse, and the skin eventually became
macerated. Sizing was not satisfactory. There was an excess of very large
sizes and a shortage of small sizes, so that men with small feet continued to
have trenchfoot or developed blisters because the shoepacs they wore were
too large. No instructions had been given as to how shoepacs were to be worn
(with ski socks and insoles), and, when they were worn incorrectly, trenchfoot
continued to occur. The complaint was general that shoepacs did not support
the arcli of the foot satisfactorily, although examination revealed no arch
troubles among the men who were wearing them.'^
In spite of the defects of the model provided and the objections raised to
them, there was general agreement that shoepacs were preferable to any other
type of footwear for use in short operations in cold weather in mud, water, and
snow When thej^ were provided in proper sizes and widths, were properly
fitted, and were worn with the proper combination of socks and insoles, their
popularity increased. They eventually became standard footgear in Italy for
all United States troops who had to fight over terrain for which ski boots were
not appropriate. They also proved the only really satisfactory type of footgear
for climbing in rugged country with heavy loads; under these circumstances,
the soldier wearing shoepacs could keep his feet reasonably dry. This was a
most important consideration in Italy, in many parts of which the mountain
terrain was so rugged that all supplies beyond muleheads had to be brought
" See footnote 8, p. 107.
» Sec footnote 4, p. 100.
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forward by the troops themselves, in loads which often weighed 50 pounds or
more.
Properly fitted shoepacs, worn with socks and insoles as intended, seemed
to furnish real protection against cold injury, particularly when temperatures
fell to 20° to 30° F. (-6.7° to -1.1° C). Of 282 patents with trenchfoot
observed in Fifth U. S. Armj^ hospitals in November 1944, only 18 percent wore
shoepacs. Of 327 observed in December, only 11 percent wore them with the
correct socks. Another 27 percent of the December casualties wore shoepacs
but did not have correct socks.'^ During the entire winter of 1944-45, 4 out
of every 5 casualties from cold injury did not wear them.
There were also explanations for the apparent inefficiency of shoepacs in
some cases: (1) A considerable number of the men who contracted cold injury
while wearing them suffered from recurrences of earlier injuries and (2) another
group failed to care for their feet after they had been in water over the tops of
their shoepacs.
Training.—A significant result of the study on clothing conducted in Italy
by Major Bates was the setting up of training courses on the supply and use of
winter clothing and other equipment hj the Quartermaster, Fifth U. S. Army.
These courses were instituted in November 1944 when it was found that trenchfoot was still occurring in spite of the provision of satisfactory clothing and
footgear, including shoepacs. The courses were conducted separately for line
officers, combat troops, and quartermaster and supply officers and sergeants.
Units which could not send representatives to the scheduled courses were
visited later for instructional purposes. The lessons which were learned were
transmitted through channels down to platoons, and by the end of the year
about 50,000 officers and enlisted men had been indoctrinated.
During these courses, all items of clothing and footgear were explained,
and their use was demonstrated. The layering principle in clothing and the
proper sizing of shoes, shoepacs, and socks were also demonstrated. Demonstrations were given in the use of the sleeping bag and shelter halves, in the
drying of wet socks and inner soles inside the sleeping bag or inside the shirt
if drj^ substitutes were not available, in the fitting of shoepacs, and in the combinations of socks and inner soles to be worn with the shoepac. Simple devices
were shown for keeping the feet from direct contact with wet ground, such as
the use under the feet of food containers, packboards, and branches of trees.
The importance of using these materials in foxholes at night was particularly
emphasized. It was constantlj^ stressed that the removal of shoes and socks,
even for brief periods and even when dry socks were not available, was an
essential of foot care.
When formal instruction was concluded, plans were made for continuation
of instruction by the use of small mobile training teams. Particular attention
was given to the instruction of fresh replacements from the United States.'^
These soldiers had had no instruction at all in these matters in the Zone of
>s Essential Technical Medical Data, Headquarters, NATOUSA, for .lanuary 1945.
" See footnote 4, p 106.
438404'-—S8
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Interior, and they had not yet learned from contact with other troops, or from
personal experience, how to protect themselves against exposure to cold and
wet.''
An outgrowth of the courses for supply personnel was a program to correct
the initial errors made in the fitting of slioepacs. These mistakes had arisen
when distribution had to be effected to organizations already in the Une. Each
unit commander was directed to check his men and to make such exchanges
withiiv the unit as might correct errors of sizing. Sizes not available within the
unit were drawn at the training center or were put on order for later issue.'*
INDOCTRINATION AND TRAINING
When the early trenchfoot experience in Italy was analyzed, it promptly
became evident that, while such basic factors as climatic conditions, intensity
of combat, and deficiencies in clothing and equipment were responsible for the
higli incidence of cold injury, ignorance of the disastrous potentiahties of this
type of trauma and of methods of preventing it played an even more important
role in its development.'" In the winter of 1943-44, troops of the Fifth U. S.
Army and their commanding officers were almost equally ignorant of cold
injury and were almost totally unprepared to combat it.™
The annual report of the Medical Section, NATOUSA, for 1943 minced
no words in setting forth these facts. Present Army regulations and instructional material on the care of the feet, said this report, were inadequate. Troops
did not know how to carry out this important precaution. Commanding
officers were equally ignorant of foot care and had not been impressed with the
essential importance of foot discipUne. Troops had not been trained in methods
of drying shoes and socks under all conditions. They did not know how to
care for minor foot ailments. Instruction in these matters, the report went on,
should be a part of all training and should be followed up by frequent foot
inspections. The prevention of trenclifoot and of other foot ailments depends
primarily upon tlic care of the feet and only secondarily upon proper footgear
and socks. A leaflet on foot care, it was noted, had been prepared in the
theater and was being used for instructional purposes, and it was suggested
that tlie War Department should prepare and issue a similar leaflet.
A sample group of 142 men with cold injuries were interviewed between 26
January and 12 February 1944 as they passed through a clearing station.^'
Not one of tliem had had any instruction in the prevention of this type of
trauma. Not one of them understood the risk he ran from resting in the cold
witliout removing and changing his wet socks and shoes. Not one of them
" Report, SurRCon, 3<1 Infantry Division, to Surgoon, NATOUSA, 28 Mar. 1944.
'9 Sec footnote 4, p. 100.
i« (1) See footnote 5, p. lOG. (2) Annual Report, Surgeon, NATOUSA, 1943.
2» Sec footnotes 4, p. 100, and 19 (2).
21 Essential Tcctinical Medical Data, Headquarter.s, NATOUSA, for February 1944, and inclosure, dated 8 Apr. 1944,
subject: ETMD from Overseas Forces.
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knew how to use overshoes to the best advantage. The few who were wearing
heavy wool socks did not change them regularly; one man had changed his
socks only 3 times in 6 weeks. The only man who was wearing shoepacs had
never been told how to use them. He wore them with light socks, which
promptly became soaked mth perspiration, and he slept in the cold without
changing to dry socks.
Later, in February 1944, an analysis of another group of 320 patients with
trenchfoot showed that 59 percent had never received anj^ instruction in how
to prevent it. ^^ The medical officer responsible for the special surveys on
trenchfoot, Maj. (later Col.) Fiorindo A. Simeone, MC, wrote the Surgeon,
Fifth U. S. Army, that under such circumstances "the incidence of trench foot
will be entirely at the mercy of the weather." ^^
Trenchfoot was a particular menace in new, untrained troops. A survey
of 129 cases in tlic 3d Infantry Division showed that 30 percent were in soldiers
who had been overseas a month or less, although these new troops made up only
4 percent of the division strength, and that the incidence in this group of cases
was 8 times the average division incidence.^^ The officer who prepared the
basic report stated, "I have never seen a new replacement in this theater who
had received instruction in the prevention of trenchfoot prior to joining the
division."
A secondary result of the ignorance of trenchfoot was that soldiers who
had sustained cold injuries often did not realize what had happened, or the
possible consequences of tlie injury, and did not report to the aid station
until the condition was far advanced.
Publications.—The first medical circular published on the subject of
trenchfoot in the Mediterranean theater (Medical Circular No. 6) was dated
24 November 1943 (appendix C, p. 521). Although it was chiefly devoted to
therapy, it emphasized that the best management of cold injury was prophylactic. It also noted that, of approximately 200 men with trenchfoot
hospitalized din-ing the previous 5 days, most had worn wet socks for from
3 to 14 da_ys.
The material on trenchfoot which the Surgeon, NATOUSA, submitted
in a memorandum to G-1 (personnel and administration), NATOUSA, on
1 December 1943, was still under discussion on 11 December. G-1 was unwilling to accept the material as a circular, as was proposed, and suggested that
it appear as a training memorandum. G—3 (operations and training),
NATOUSA, considered a training memorandum an inappropriate vehicle and
suggested that the material appear as a circular or memorandum. G-1 then
suggested that tlie material appear as a technical publication by the Surgeon,
adding, "The material is largelj^, if not entirely, already in field manuals, etc."
" See footnote 17, p. 118,
25 Letter, Maj, F. A, Simeone, MC, Headquarters, Fifth U. S. Army, to Surgeon, Fifth U, S. Army, 14 Feb. 1944,
subject: Prevention of Trench Foot.
" See footnote 17, p. 118.
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The Surgeon replied to the latter comment on 11 December as follows:
1. Very many cases of trench foot have occurred m troops of the 5th Army. With
contiiiued wet weather, this condition can be expected to be prevalent in the 5th Army
as well as other commands. The material requested on the prevention of trench foot is
not properly covered in existing field manuals. To minimize the occurrence of trench
foot, troops must be informed of the cause of this condition and trained in the measures
necessary for its prevention. Technical publications by the surgeon can not be expected
to be used as a moans of individual troop training and inspections required.
2. Since the prevention of disease is a command responsibility, and the medical department only recommends preventive measures, it is our opinion that this information should
be disseminated through command channels.

The communication ended with the renewed request that the material
be published in a NATOUSA circular. A communication from G-1 to the
adjutant general of the theater on 15 December 1943 directed that it be published as soon as possible. Accordingly, on 21 December 1943, a letter on
the subject of tronchfoot was sent from Headquarters, NATOUSA, to the
commanding generals. Fifth and Seventh U. S. Armies and the Peninsular
Base Section (appendix D, p. 523).
Meantime, the Fifth U. S. Army issued information on cold mjury m a
letter which was distributed to all units of this army on 5 December 1943.
In this communication, it was pointed out that trenchfoot was hkely to
become a major cause of disabihty among United States troops unless unit
commanders and medical officers used all the means at their disposal to prevent it. Unit commands were directed to exercise all possible ingenuity and
vigilance to see that the following prophylactic measures were instituted and
applied: (1) Rigid enforcement of the rules of foot hygiene with frequent foot
inspections; (2) the use of foot powder on the feet and in the socks; (3) the
wearing of frcsli socks into combat, Nvith at least one extra pair to be carried
on the person; (4) loose fitting of shoes whenever possible and, when dry socks
were not available, the removal of the shoes and the wringing of water out
of the socks; (5) the use of overshoes in wet weather whenever combat conditions permitted; (6) muscular activity and simple exercises, designed to delay
the development of cold injury; and (7) the rotation of frontline troops whenever possible after 48 hours on duty, so that they could wash and dry their
feet and change into dry socks and shoes. This letter called the attention of
the commanding generals to the increasing incidence of trenchfoot and to the
importance of measures of prevention and first aid. Special emphasis was
placed upon simple foot exercises, practical under combat conditions, and frequent foot inspections were ordered for troops subjected to exposure, to make
certain that they were taking proper care of their feet.
Training Memorandum No. 9, NATOUSA, on the care of the feet was
issued on 24 December 1943 from General Eisenhower's headquarters. It
repeated the facts about trenchfoot already published in other forms and provided that unit commanders must include in their training programs at least
2 hours of formal instruction covering the care of the feet. Frequent foot
inspections wore again ordered.
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The Surgeon, NATOUSA, in a comment on this memorandum, addressed
to G-3 and dated 19 December 1943, raised the question of supplementing
it with a leaflet on the care of the feet for individual distribution to all United
States Armj^ officers. The material was duly prepared, and, on 13 January
1944, publication in the form of a booklet was recommended.^^ In the recommendation from G-3 to the deputy theater commander, it was pointed out
that the Surgeon considered the subject one of increasing importance and had
recommended publication for the additional reason that War Department
data were scattered, were difficult to piece together, and did not cover the
subject matter satisfactorily.
The theater quartermaster concurred in tlie publication of the booklet
with only minor changes. The Chief of Staff, NATOUSA, did not. He
wrote the Surgeon on 19 January 1944 that, in discussions with the deputy
theater commander, it had been concluded that "the problem was one which
could best be solved by utilizing the services of unit surgeons, at the same time
receiving the attention of unit commanders and their staffs." He also remarked: "It would seem that the necessary knowledge of the subject must
exist in the Arm}"-, Divisions and otlier Commands, and that possibly better
results would be attained by a short communication to Army and base section
commanders, pointing out the need for personal attention in the matter."
The Surgeon, NATOUSA, replied to this communication on 9 February 1944
that he could not concur with these arguments. The problem was essentially
one of unit training and command responsibility, which could not be assumed
primarily by the unit surgeon. He also stated that instructional matter
presently in existence was incomplete and scattered. Finally, he said that
many of the more than 2,000 trenchfoot casualties which had occurred since
November of the previous year could have been prevented if troops had known
how to care for their feet and if unit commanders had insisted upon proper
preventive measures. The Surgeon doubted that a short communication to
army and base surgeons would correct the situation and renewed his recommendation for publication of the proposed booklet.
This recommendation was accepted on 12 February 1944, and an issue of
14,000 copies was authorized on 25 February. Distribution was begun on 29
March 1944,^' too late, however, to have any influence on the incidence of
trenchfoot during the first winter of fighting in Italy.
Command responsibility.—As many of the facts just stated indicate,
command responsibility for trenchfoot had not been realized early in the winter
of 1943-44, and preventive measures were late in being put into effect. This
error was not made during the following winter. The subject was kept alive,
in fact, throughout the late spring and early summer.
A radiogram to the War Department from Headquarters, MTOUSA, on
31 May 1944 pointed out that training in the care of the feet and in foot disci25 Memorandum (intraofflce), Headquarters, NATOUSA, comments 1-9 dated 13, 16, 18, and 19 Jan. 1944 and 9,
12, lb, 16, and 17 Feb. 1944, subject: Printing of Booklet on Care of Feet.
'6 Memorandum, Maj. Gen, Daniel Noce, GSC, Office of Assistant Ciiief of Staff, G-3 to G-4,12 June 1944, subject:
Trench Foot.
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plinc liad not yet reached required standards. It was therefore recommended
that the handbook prepared in NATOUSA be used as a basis for all unit training
programs, which sliould include at least 4 hours of instruction in the care of
the feet; that unit commanders and noncommissioned officers be given special
training'in foot care and be taught the fundamentals of foot inspection hj unit
medical officers; that a high incidence of cold injury be regarded as an indication
of faulty leadership; that all replacement depots conduct schools in the care of
tlve feet and certify that all men furnished to combat units had completed this
course; that dry socks be brouglit up with individual rations; that laundry
facilities for socks be provided for combat troops during wet, cold weather; and
that commanders arrange, during cold weatlier, for men in frontlines to be
released at frequent intervals, on the ground that without this precaution they
could expect to lose 1 man with cold injury for every 3 or 4 battle casualties.
The Surgeon, NATOUSA, on 6 June 1944, sent the theater commander a
letter in which he made the following points:
1. Trenchfoot during the previous winter accounted for 5,670 hospital
admissions, or 9 percent of all admissions for disease to Fifth U. S. Army
hospitals over this period. The ratio of trenchfoot to battle casualties was
2. It was not likely that more than 60 percent of these men could return
to duty, and a higli rate of recurrence coidd be anticipated in tliose who did
return.
3. Trenclifoot is primarily a training problem which involves the education
and discipline of the individual soldier. Indoctrination and training are made
more difficult by tlie fact that the infantry, which is the most susceptible group,
has a high turnover and tliat the recruit must be taught to save himself from
becoming a casualty from trenchfoot at the most tense moment of his life, when
lie is about to engage in combat for the first time. Experience during the
previous winter had showed that replacements had not been properly trained
in the prevention of cold injuries.
4. Britisli troops in tlie theater had had less trenchfoot than United
States troops, probably because of more efficient equipment, including better
fitting shoes, a more effective sock exchange, and frequent rotation of troops
in the line.
Medical Circular No. 14, which was issued by tlie Surgeon, Fifth U. b.
Army, on 7 September 1944, contained one section (II) in which the facts of
trenclifoot were reviewed in respect to etiology, clinical considerations, therapy,
and disposition.
Training Memorandum No. 2, Headquarters, NATOUSA, 29 September
1944, was based on War Department Circular No. 312, section IV, dated 22
July 1944 (p. 63). This memorandum directed that the instruction of troops in
preventive measures against cold injury should begin immediately upon the
receipt of the communication. It stated unequivocally that the enforcement of
precautions against trenchfoot was a command responsibility and that commanders would be held responsible for unreasonably high incidences.
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This warning meant just what it said. As the winter progressed, commanding officers of various units were required to explain to higher authority
why the incidence of trenchfoot in their units had exceeded certain levels and
were informed that additional cases resulting from failure to carry out prescribed preventive measures would be considered to reflect a lack of discipline
and training for which the unit commander would be held responsible.
In addition to the formal program of training in the prevention of cold
injury, all possible devices were employed to make the soldier foot conscious.
The effects of poor foot hygiene were illustrated by photographs of disabling
early and late lesions. These pictures were furnished to battalion surgeons, who
demonstrated them in classes held for enlisted men in their intervals out of the
line. Spot radio announcements were made. Posters were displayed in the
bathing facilities provided (figs. 28, 29, and 30). Small pamphlets of instructions listing "Cold Weather Don'ts" and "Cold Weather Do's" were distributed among the men to carry on their persons. No opportunity was spared
to alert the soldier to the consequences of neglect of his feet and to school him
in the precautions by which lie could protect himself against cold injury.
Specifically, the training of the individual soldier was directed toward the
following considerations:
1. Conserving body heat.
2. Keeping the feet warm and dry. This was to be accomplished by the
avoidance of any form of constriction, immobility, dependency, and cramped
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FiGDHE 28.—Drawings used to instruct troops how to keep their feet dry and care
for their shoes.
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FIGURE

29.—Drawings used to instruct troops in care of wet shoes and socks.

position; by the promotion of circulation through exercises; and by periodic
removal of the shoes and socks, and massage of the feet.
3. Using equipment to the best possible advantage, with particular emphasis on the correct use of overshoes and shoepacs.
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FinuRE 30.—Drawing used to instruct troops in causes of trenchfoot.

4. Clianging slices and socks frequently, particularly when they had
become wet from rain, mud, or perspiration.

SUMMARY
The heavy losses from trenchfoot which occurred during the winter of
1943-44 in Italy wore greatly reduced during the succeeding winter. It is quite
true that during the second winter the front was frequently static, troops were
not kept in the front lines for overlong periods, exposure to cold was therefore
briefer, and men were evacuated promptly when they first complained of their
feet. When, however, all due allowance is made for these considerations, there
is still no doubt that the preventive measures devised and put into practice were
fundamentally responsible for the improvement evident in the winter of
1944-45.
Between October 1944 and January 1945, inclusive, total trenchfoot casualties in infantry divisions amounted to only 1.3 percent of total infantry strength,
as compared with 4 percent for the same period in the preceding winter." Over
this period, surveys had showed steady improvement, from month to month, in
the use of preventive measin'cs by the troops, and it was to the use of these
measures, even more than to the provision of better clothing and footgear, that
the decrease in trenchfoot was attributed. The schooling had been expensive,
but the lessons of 1943-44, as the experience of the succeeding winter showed,
had been well learned in the Mediterranean theater.
" Progress on the Trench Foot Problem. V. S. Army M. Dept. Bull. No. 88, May 1945, p. 3.
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CHAPTER VII

European Theater of Operations
Statistics collected during World War II indicate that approximately
46,000 cases of cold injury occurred inETOUSA (European Theater of Operations, United States Army) during the fall and winter of 1944-45. This was
about 5 percent of all admissions to medical treatment. The more complete
statistics now available, which include not only cases of cold injury without
other injuries but cases which occurred in association with other injuries, bring
the number of casualties from this cause iti the European theater to approximately 71,000 cases (p. 494).
Other armies which fought in Europe had no such incidence of cold trauma.
Even when British troops fought under co.iditions very similar to those under
which United States Army troops fought, their incidence of cold injury was
negligible (p. 198).
The purpose of this chapter is twofold: (1) To tell the complete story of cold
injury as it was encoimtered in ETOUSA during World War IT, and (2) to
attempt, as far as possible, to explain why cold injury occurred in this
theater in what was truly an epidemic form.
There are a great many explanations for what happened, some of them
more vaUd than others. If, however, the premise be accepted that cold injury
is largely preventable, there is no real excuse for what happened. This is
neither a new nor an unreasonable point of view. It was the considered opinion
for instance, of the General Board, United States Forces, European theater
(p. 208), which concluded its study of cold injury in that theater as follows:
29. Cold injury, ground type, is to a great extent preventable.
30. The relatively high incidence of cold injury * * * in the European Theater of Operations was due to inadequacy of clothing and footgear of types suitable for winter operation,
unfavorable operational conditions and to the delay of many units in instituting a program
with emphasis on and close supervision of the measures to be taken by the individual soldier.

Of the three factors listed by the General Board in their report entitled
"Trench Foot" (Medical Section Study No. 94), as responsible for the incidence of cold injury in the European theater in the winter of 1944-45, only one,
unfavorable operational conditions, is not susceptible to reasonably complete
control, and even this condition is susceptible of some modification (p. 425).
If, however, there is no absolute excuse for the epidemics of cold injury
which occurred in Europe, there are a number of reasons for them which will be
set forth in more detail in the course of this chapter. It might be useful, for
orientation purposes, to list and discuss briefly certain of these reasons in this
127
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introductory section, after stating that the fundamental and all-pervading
reason was that tlic lessons of the past had not been learned or heeded.
There were three major immediate reasons for these epidemics: (1) Operational conditions, (2) inadequacy of clotliing and footgear, and (3) delay
in instituting a program for the prevention of cold injury, ground type.
As has been pointed out many times in this volume, the experiences of the
Aleutians (p. 83) and of the Mediterranean Theater of Operations (p. 101) either
were not understood or were not considered applicable to the European theater.
Furthermore, early experience in the European theater was ignored. The highaltitude cold injuries which had originally beset the Eighth Air Force (p. 130)
were well under control by D-day, but the lessons implicit and explicit in them
were not passed on to the Ground Forces, chiefly because there was as yet no
general realization that all varieties of cold injury are of the same general
etiology and are subject to tlie same general considerations of prevention and
control.
The winter of 1944-45 was the coldest and wettest in years, and the
wet cold, combined with the tactical situation (p. 136), created precisely the
conditions most favorable for the development of trenchfoot and frostbite.
Moreover, two points of view prevailed about the possibility of a winter campaign in Europe, neither of them conducive to preparations for the prevention
of cold injury. Historically, decisive military campaigns had not been fought
in western Europe during tlie cold winter months. On the other hand, it was
the opinion, at least in certain circles, during the summer and early fall of 1944,
that the war would end before winter. Thus, staffs were not psychologically
attuned to the need for large supplies of special combat clothing, footgear,
and otlier winterizing equipment (p. 147), or to the necessity for an extensive
program for the prevention and control of cold injury when there was time.
A calculated risk also was taken by command decision to bring forward ammunition, gasoline, and other combat requirements to the exclusion of winter
clothing and footgear.
For a number of reasons, clothing and footgear, which play an important
part in the prevention of cold injury, therefore were not in adequate supply
and were of inadequate design, as it turned out. When adequate supplies were
finally received, they came too late to be entirely useful, and they were not
always used efficiently because troops had not been trained in their use (p. 160).
For some of the same reasons, the program of prevention which eventually
was instituted comprehensively and effectively in the European theater was
instituted too late to be as useful as it should have been (p. 169). Troops
locked in mortal combat are concerned with saving their lives, not with learning
how to take care of their feet.
Other factors inherent in the rapid buildup of strength, the organization
of theater and field forces, and the development of operational plans contributed to lack of attention to preparedness for cold trauma. On 31 May 1942,
for example, there were only 34,350 United States Army troops in Europe;
when the war ended, on 8 May 1945, the United States Army strength in the
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European theater totaled over 3,000,000 men under arms. This tremendous
increase in strength involved hundreds of units, both large and small and in
both combat and support roles. Efficient command and staff function to
direct these units required repeated reorientation and sometimes reorganization
of the higher theater headquarters, the integration of the several army headquarters into command structure, and the activation of lesser headquarters of
the Communications Zone in the United Kingdom and, later, on the Continent.
Inevitably, such expansion brought with it a shifting of key personnel and
responsibilities.
Tlie medical organization and personnel staffing understandably and
necessarily underwent, in general, the same musliroom growth. As an example, from the meager nucleus of one medical officer who went to England
with the Special Observers Group in May 1941, before the United States
entered World War II, the total strength of the Medical Department in the
European theater increased to 268,798 officers and men present in the theater
on 30 April 1945.' No expansion of such magnitude could fail to have its
weaknesses as well as its strengths.
Medical planning for the invasion of the Continent did not include extensive planning for the prevention of cold injuries. The Manual of Therapy,
issued shortly before D-day, mentioned them only casually, and the precautions suggested after exposure to cold and moisture were somewhat impractical
for men in combat or about to be engaged. They included a foot bath with
soap and water, massage of the feet for 20 minutes, dry socks, and a change of
shoes. The medical officers who were responsible for the medical planning for
the invasion and for the preparation of the Manual of Therapy had almost
witliout exception never seen cold injury, and few of them, for that matter,
had had any medical combat experience.
It is against this background that the history of cold injury in ETOUSA
must be read and evaluated. Other things seemed, and indeed were, far more
pressing than possible trauma from cold. As the troop strength of the theater
increased, repeated reorganizations of various headquarters were necessary.
A multipHcity of staffs were involved. There was constant preoccupation with
urgent military and over-all mcdicomilitary needs, including tactical planning,
training, supply, and other matters connected with the normal support of the
largest military operation ever to be undertaken. Priorities of effort had to be
devoted to da^^-by-day problems, most of them, or so it then seemed, of far
greater urgency than the prevention of trenclifoot. Finally, there was general
inexperience, on the part of all concerned, with both the medical and the
military aspects of cold trauma.
All of these considerations must be borne in mind in the reading and
evaluation of the unfortunate story of trenchfoot and frostbite in ETOUSA in
the fall and winter of 1944-45. The lessons then learned greatly influenced
the planning and preparations for combat in cold and wet weather in Japan
1 strength or the Army, 1 May 1945. Prepared for War Department Genera! Staff by Machine Records Branch
Omcc of the Adjutant General, under direction of Statistical Branch.
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and otlior parts of the Fai- East (p. 216). Tlie European experience should
always serve as a meaningful and instructive warning of the responsibility of
staff, command, and medical and otlier technical services in preparation for all
future military operations.

HIGH-ALTITUDE COLD INJURY IN THE EIGHTH AIR FORCE
Until the epidemics of cold injury occurred in the European theater in the
fall and winter of 1944, frostbite among flying personnel had constituted the
only important problem of this kind. Ground troops stationed in Ireland had
encountered extremely cold weather, but under noncombat conditions, which in
no way paralleled the conditions confronting troops on the Continent in the
winter of 1944-45. Tlie dangers which confronted the Army Air Forces were
also not parallel to those which groimd troops encountered, but certain aspects
of the experience are sufficiently instructive to make it worthwhile to tell tlie
story briefly.
Incidence
From the beginning of operations in Europe, in 1942, until the end of the
fighting on the Continent, in May 1945, varying proportions of all casualties
in airborne personnel of the Eightli Air Force could be attributed to liighaltitude frostbite. It was pointed out in tlie August 1944 issue of Health ^ that,
dui'ing the fiscal year 1943-44, more crew members returning from operational
missions had sustained cold injuries than had sustained wounds from enemy
action. These losses were serious. A third of all frostbite casualties required
hospitalization, and, even wlien the injuries were mild, flying personnel had to
be grounded for 4 to 14 days. A surgeon, speaking on the subject at a general
hospital staff conference, warned that the situation constituted a real emergency,
since many of tlie men hospitalized would not return to duty for montlis, if ever.
Annual reports for the years 1943,1944, and 1945, by Col. (later Maj. Gen.)
Malcolm C. Grow, MC, Surgeon, Eighth Air Force, contain analyses of the
casualties from cold injuries, as follows:
For the 14-month period ending in December 1943,1,634 men were removed
from flying duty because of cold injuries incurred on high-altitude operational
missions. Over the same period, 1,207 men were removed from flying duty
because of injuries incurred in action against tlie enemy. In 1943, each casualty
from cold injmy lost an average of 10.5 days from flying duty, and 7 percent,
according to an analysis of a sample of 200 consecutive casualties from this
cause, were permanently lost to airborne crewmen.
In 1944, althougli the numbers of casualties from all causes increased as tlie
rate of combat was stepped up, the situation in respect to cold injury was considei-ably improved; 1,685 men were lost from this cause in a total of 3,158 men
2 Montlily Progress Report, Army Service Forces, War Department, 31 Aug. 1944, Section 7: Health.
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removed from flying duty. Tlie average number of days lost from duty because
of cold injury fell to 4.7.
In 1945, the situation was still further improved. Between 1 January and
the end of the fighting on 8 May, there were only 151 injuries from high-altitude
cold in 149 crewmen, compared with 3,852 injuries from combat missiles.
Causes of Cold Injury
The occurrence of high-altitude cold injury was found, on analysis, to be
related to a number of considerations. Some of them were obvious, such as the
season of the year and the altitude. Most of the missions were carried out
about 25,000 feet above sea level, where the free-air temperature, using December 1943 as an illustration, ranged from —22.4° to —45.4° F. (—30.2° to
—43.6° C). In 1944, temperatures as low as -60° F. (—51.1° C.) were
encountered.
The position of tlie crew members in the plane had much to do both with
their cliances of contracting cold injury and with the location of the injury. In
heavy bombers, waist, tail, and ball-turret gunners were particularly vulnerable.
Tlie two waist gunners occupied the most exposed position. Injuries from wind
blast were frequent for several reasons. The wind entered through openings
for gun mounts. Tlie gunners removed the gun-cover assembly because it
interfered witli the operation of their guns. Tliey left the waist hatch open for
the same reason, as well as to reduce chances of surprise by enemy bombers.
The radio operator also left the hatch open to avoid surprise.
In 1943, waist gunners and radio operators sustained considerably more
frostbite of tlie face, neck, and ears than men in otlier positions, though injuries
in these locations influenced losses from duty less than did injuries of the hands
and feet. The upper-turret and ball-turret gunners were particularly likely
to sustain injuries of the feet. Tail gunners suffered lieavily from frostbite of
the hands and feet but more often sustained frostbite of the face, neck, and ears.
Ball-turret gunners suffered equally from frostbite of the hands and face but
more lieavily from injuries of the feet. Gunners in any position who removed
their gloves to clean jammed guns or to change ammunition belts were instantly
frostbitten when they touched cold metal with their bare hands.
During 1943, gunners in the waist, tail, ball turret, and upper turret of
bombers, together witli the radio operator, sustained 75 percent of all injuries
from frostbite in the United States Army Air Forces in Europe. Gunners
whose position was not stated in the reports sustained another 8 percent of
cold injuries.^ Waist gunners and tail gunners sustained 64 percent of all cold
injuries. The number of casualties was reduced as time passed, but their proportionate distribution among crewmen did not alter materiaUy during the war.
! Data on frostbite casualties were secured from the Weekly Care of the Flyer and Statistical Deport rendered by group
surgeons, who were required, as far as was practical, to state the cause of the injury, the part of the body affected, and the
position of the injured man on the plane. Only frostbite severe enough to cause removal from flying duty was considered
in these reports.
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In 1945, the waist, tail, and ball-turret gunners sustained 99 of the 151 separate
cold injuries which were reported, roughly two-thirds of the total number.
Up to July 1943, injuries of the hands accounted for more than half of all
cold injuries in the Eighth Air Force (table 7) and injuries of the face, neck,
and ears to less than a fiftli. Thereafter, the proportions were reversed, and
injuries of tlie face, neck, and ears accounted for the majority of these injuries.
This was a decided improvement, since, as has been pointed out, injuries in
these areas were less serious in terms of manpower losses.
TABLE

7.—Changing bodily sites of high-aUilude frostbite, 191,2-1,5, Eighth Air Force
l^cecmbcr 1942-Jiinc July-December 1943
1943

Site of injiH'y

Ciisos

Face, neck, ears
Hands, fingers
Feet, toes
Buttocks, groin
Total

- _

Percent

Cases

Percent

1944
Cases

1945
Percent

Cases

.Percent

58
188
87
4

17.0
56,0
26,0
1.0

779
425
278
7

53,0
28, 0
18.0
1.0

1, 145
298
304
19

65.0
16.8
17.2
1.0

79
39
32
1

52.3
25.8
21.2
.7

337

100, 0

1,489

100.0

1,766

100.0

151

100.0

The largest single cause of liigh-altitudc frostbite was wind blast, whicli
was responsible for 39 percent of all cases in the 14-month period ending in
December 1943 and for almost 55 percent of all cases in 1944. The remaining
cases were due chiefly to lack of equipment, failure of equipment, and removal
of equipment which should have continued in use. The first few months of
aerial warfare in Europe clearly revealed that Air Force personnel, including
medical personnel, had not been adequately trained in the prevention of cold
injury. Tliey had been fully alerted to sucli dangers as flak and air coflisions,
but most of them did not know how to protect themselves against the dangers
of cold, nor, because they had not been instructed in its use, did they know the
proper use of the equipment supplied to them. The highest incidence of cold
injury occurred in new groups and in replacement crews in older groups; these
men had not been trained in prevention and did not understand the use and
maintenance of protective clothing.
Corrective and Preventive Measures
Wlien once the factors contributing to the severe losses from high-altitude
frostbite were imderstood, corrective measures were promptly instituted. An
intensive investigation was carried out in March 1943, after a sharp increase in
casualties from this cause had occurred in February. One of the principal
causes was found to be shortages of electrically heated boots and gloves. Until
additional American equipment could be supplied, the difflculty was tempo-
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rarily relieved by modification of gloves and boots used by British airmen to
permit their use with American flying suits. The investigation in March 1943
also revealed that failure of electricity in the planes was responsible for some
failures of equipment, that large numbers of injuries were occurring because
portions of the face and neck were unprotected, and that casualties in heavy
bombardment aircraft were suffering from cold injury after wounding because
of lack of warm blankets. It was also found that crewmen who occupied protected positions not infrequently suffered cold injuries from wind blast after
damage to the plane by enemy missiles.
After these discoveries, a number of new items of equipment were devised
by the Air Surgeon's Office and other service departments, working in cooperation. Among these new items were the following:
1. Protectors for the face and neck, so designed as to cover the oxygen
mask. The crewmen had previously complained that the face masks supplied
interfered with the use of the new type of oxygen mask and were also impractical
because they allowed the goggles to cloud over.
2. A small, mufflike heated unit into which hands and feet could be
inserted if the standard gloves and boots became useless because of failure of
the plane's electrical system.
3. Electrically heated canvas bags, several of which were supplied to each
heavy bomber, to keep the wounded warm, reduce shock, and prevent further
cold injury.
4. Electrically heated blankets for the wounded to use if their electrically
heated flying suits had to be cut away to control hemorrhage or if the heating
system of the plane was destroyed by enemy action.
5. Warm, light, and flexible gloves (devised by the surgeon of the Eighth
Air Force), which did not have to be removed to release jammed guns. The
men were warned that their hands would be frostbitten if they removed their
gloves, and it was demonstrated to tliem that a locked gun could usuafly be
released just as readily with gloved as witli ungloved hands.
During 1944, personal equipment was generally satisfactory, though early
in the year there were some shortages in particular sizes, both large and small,
of heated gloves and slioes, and not all the items supplied were satisfactory in
either design or durability.
The investigation carried out in March 1943 revealed, as has been noted,
many shortages, inadequacies, and failures of protective equipment. Originally,
the maintenance of protective equipment had been among the numerous duties
of the assistant squadron operations officers, who had neither the time nor the
training for this task. On 19 March 1943, a directive was issued authorizing
the assignment of equipment officers in each combat unit. These oflacers were
trained by the Central Medical Establishment, Eighth Air Force, in 2-week
courses. Tlie first class, for 5 officers, was completed on 29 March; by the end
of 1943, 275 officers had been trained in 23 classes.
The duties of these oflficers, who worked in close cooperation with medical
officers, were as foUows: (1) To provide facilities for drying, testing, and storing
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all flying clothing; (2) to provide means for checking ox3^gen masks and systems;
(3) to assist in all matters pertaining to procurement and alteration of protective
flyhig equipment; and (4) to train airborne personnel in the correct use and
maintenance of personal protective equipment.
After each command, division, group, and squadron had appointed equipment officers and these officers had been trained, problems arising from deficiencies and failures of protective equipment promptly decreased. During the
latter part of 1944, a demand arose for special training of the enlisted men who
assisted the equipment officers. Courses for them were organized at the Central
Medical Establishment and were continued until eight enlisted men had been
trained in each combat group.
Certain changes were also made in the aircraft themselves. By March
1944, most operational planes had been equipped with a modified closed radio
room and modified gun liatches and waist window. Since the number of men
who could wear electrically heated suits depended upon the amount of electricity available from tlie plane generators, the capacity of the generators was
increased. Tlie heating systems in bombers were also improved.
Educational training.—Lectures and demonstrations were given on a
regular schedule to cover deficiencies in training. Tlie subjects included first
aid and methods of preventing cold injuries and anoxia. The proper use of flying
clotJiing, especially electrically heated clothing, was explained and demonstrated.
Educational charts to sliow the various stages of liigli-altitudc frostbite, its
symptoius and signs, and methods of management were prepared bj^ the
Medical Department and equipment officers under the general direction of the
theater senior consultant in neurosin-gery, Lt. Col. (later Col.) Loj''al Davis, MC.
These chai-ts were distributed to all divisions, groups, and squadrons likely to
bo exposed to cold injury and were given routinely thereafter to all new units
as tlie.y anived hi the theater.
Tliere was considerable discussion concerning whether or not photographs
showing the end results of high-altitude cold injury (that is, gangrene and
amputation) sliould be tised in the educational program. Eventuallj'', the distribution of these photographs was limited to medical officers.
Special Investigations
In a memorandum dated 15 Februarj^ 1943, Colonel Davis called the attention of Brig. Gen. (later Maj. Gen.) Paul R. Hawley, Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA,
to a preliminary studj' of 14 cases of high-altitude frostbite which liad been
conducted on the neurosurgical service of the 2d General Hospital between
30 January and 9 February 1943. General Hawley sent tliis report to Colonel
Grow, and arrangements were made to assign a neui'osurgcon from the 2d
General Hospital to temporary duty at one of the airfields, to permit immediate
study of cold injuries in returning flying personnel.''
< Letter, Lt. Col. Loy.il Davi.':, MC, Senior Consultiint in Neurological Surgery, to Brig. Oen. Paul R. Hawley,
Cliief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 15 Fei:;. lO'i;), suhject: Damage to the Extremities From Cold Among Flying Personnel ot
United States Army Air Forces.
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Somewhat later, arrangements were made to transfer high-altitude cold
injury casualties directly to the 2d General Hospital for special studies/ It is
both interesting and significant that it was necessary to call the attention of all
concerned to the fact that Circular Letter No. 12, dated 20 January 1943,
OfRcc of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, although it dealt specifically with immersion foot, applied equally to injuries from high-altitude cold to Air Force
personnel. Until this concept was appreciated and other details were clarified,
transfers of cold injury casualties to the hospital were delayed, and, because
of the delay, many of the opportunities for investigation, particularly early
investigation, of these injuries were nullified.
By 31 August 1943, studies had been carried out on 93 high-altitude cold
injuries in 86 patients; 57 injuries were on the hands and 25, including 6 caused
by immersion, were on the feet.* The investigations covered the circumstances
of injury, the factors contributing to the injury, complete clinical details, skintemperature studies, capillary microscopy, oscillometry, studies of sweating,
and sensory reactions to injury.^ A complete photographic record, including
colored photographs, was made in each case, and each patient was personally
observed by Colonel Davis, who had himself gone on a practice raid mission to
study the clinical effects of cold at 13,000 feet.
By 9 May 1943, it was noted that the number of casualties being admitted
to the 2d General Hospital for high-altitude frostbite were beginning to decline,
presumably because of insistence upon examination of equipment before
missions and the enforcement of other preventive measures.
The clinical observations made in the course of this study and other considerations of cold injury sustained at high altitudes are discussed elsewhere
(p. 13).
Summary
Because of the analysis of the situation and the various preventive and
educational measures instituted, the problem of high-altitude cold injuries in
the Eighth Air Force was well under control by the time that France was
invaded on 6 June 1944. The lessons thus learned, however, were not passed
on to the Ground Forces in the European theater, apparently chiefly because
of the general failure to appreciate the fact that cold injuries sustained in highaltitude flights could have any relation to cold injuries sustained in ground
fighting. The fundamental error was failure to appreciate that all cold injuries are merely separate phases of a single pathologic process, differing from
each other in severity and rate of development but in no other way. Both
high-altitude frostbite and the ground type of cold injury which occurred later
were caused by the same etiologic factors and were brought under control by
s Memorandum, MaJ. J. E. Scarff, tor Chief, Professional Services Division, Omoe of the Chief Smgcon, ETOUSA,
22 Dec. I!i43, subject: Hcspitalization of Cases Suffering from High Altitude Frostbite.
e Memorandum, Lt. Col. Loyal Davis for Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 31 Aug. 1943, subject: Incidence of Cases of Cold
Damage to the Tissues.
' Letter, Lt. Col. Loyal Davis, MC, Senior Consultant in Neurological Surgery, to Brig. Gen. Paul R. Hawlcy,
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 14 June 1943, subject: Cold Damage to Extremities.
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the application of much tlie same epidemiologic principles. Hence, had the
lessons of the Air Force experience been properly disseminated and utilized,
the}- might have prevented many of the cold hijiiries which caused such heav.y
losses during the ground fighting in the winter of 1944-45.

TACTICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
The story of the ground type of cold injury in ETOIJSA in 1944-45 begins
just about the time that the pursuit of the German armies across France after
D-day ended at the Siegfried Line and combat conditions had become more or
less static. This was tlie middle of Octobei' 1944. Occasional cases of cold
injury had been reported before this time (p. 1,38), but they were sporadic and
their possible significance was not genej-ally appreciated.
Up to 8 November, the front was comparatively qxiiet. On that date,
the Third U. S. Army began a heavy drive to the east, in environmeiital circumstances highly favorable for the development of the ground type of cold
injury. The weather on the Continent, which had been almost ideal from the
beginning of the invasion until tlie end of September, then began to change.
It proved to be tlie wettest winter, as well as the coldest, that Europe had
cxi)crienced in 30 years. The heavy rains which began (>arly in October con-

U. S. Army pliotos

Fua-UE 31.—A. IiifaiUi-yincn pusliins jeep and trailer along muddy road in France, November 1944. B. Infantryman bailing out hi.s dugout.
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timK-d tliroiigliout tlic month. On llio Tliird U. S. Army front, it rained 28
of the 31 days.*
Tlie offensive was coiuliicted in larg(> part over wet and flooded terrain
(fig. 31) and re(piired tfie crossing of major rivers. Tlic Moselh^ and other
I'ivei's were liigli because of the immodei-ate rains. By November, flood conditions had l)ecome general in all army areas. Fields and roads were waiter
soalvcd, and irrigation ditches and small streams as well as rivers were all overflowing. The weather was always cold, and cold injuries, in the foi'm of trenchfoot, occurred in great mnnbei's.
.:\ major countei-attack was l)egun in the Ardemies by German foi'ces on
16 Decembi']'. For the jireceding several (hiys, tiie weather liad been extremely
cold, and the intense cold, combincnl with heavy figliting, often under adverse
circumstances (fig. 32), j^roduced a second majoi- outl)reak of cold injury, this
time with more injuries in the form of frostbite.

U. S. Army jihoto
FicuKE 32.—2d Division iiifautn-men, t)th Regiment, First U. S. Army crouch in a
snow-filled ditch, seeking shelter from a German artillery barrage during the Battle of the
Bulge.
^ United Statos Army in World War II. The European Theater of Operations. Logistical Support of tlie Armies,
Sei)temt)er Iflll-.May 19t,'), vol. II. |In preparation.)
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With the termination of the Battle of the Bulge, in January 1945, the
German threat to the Western Front was, for all practical purposes, at an end.
Thereafter, the tactical situation, as the result of an Allied counteroffensive,
could best be described as the renewed pursuit of the German armies across
Europe into the heart of Germany, the pursuit continuing until V-E Day
8 May 1945.
Between 19 December 1944 and 31 January 1945, the average maximum
temperature on the fighting front in Europe was 33.5° F. (0.83° C.),and the
average minimum temperature 22.6° F. (-5.2° C). The element of wetness,
which had been responsible for the initial outbreak of cold injury in November'
was absent during this period.
The cold began to moderate during the last days of January, and the thaw
which set in on 1 February again altered the environment. Wetness now predominated, and the ground type of cold injury which occurred at this time was,
as in the first outbreak, chiefly trcnchfoot.

INCIDENCE
As the preceding brief summary of tactical and climatic conditions shows
the development and prevalence of cold injury in ETOUSA in the winter of
1944-45 were clearly related to the degree of combat activity and to the environmental circumstances and changed as these conditions changed.
Cold injury did not become epidemic until the middle of November, though
sporadic cases had been reported earlier. The first case of trenchfoot appeared
on 27 August 1944, in a hospital unit attached to the Third U. S. Army." By
12 October, 25 or 30 cases were reported in the 35th Infantry Division, Tlm-d
U. S. Army.'" Some of them, which were attributed to lack of overshoes, had
occurred as early as 6 October. Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Elliott C. Cutler, MC,
Chief Consultant in Surgery, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, noted in
his official diary on 14 December that there had been no report of cold injury
during the week ending on 27 September but that 140 cases had been reported
for the week ending on 8 October and 320 had been reported for the following
week.
For the week ending on 3 November, 17 cases were reported in the First
U. S. Army, 1 in the Ninth U. S. Army, and 184 in the Seventh U. S. Army,
the total number recorded for this week being 202." Fifty percent of the cases
in the Seventh U. S. Army were recurrences in men who had suffered from
cold injury in Italy the previous year.
The total number of cases for the week ending on 10 November was 823
and for the following week 5,386. This was the peak of the epidemic, and for
• Roporterl in Annual Report, Medical Activities in the First U. S. Army, 1944.
i» Memorandum, Maj. W. P. Killingswortli, MC, Office of the Surgeon, Third U. S. Army, for Colonel Hurley
Surgeon, Third TJ. S. Array, 12 Oct. 1944.
11 Administrative and Logistical History of the Medical Service, Communications Zone, ETOUSA, vol 14 ch
16. [Official record.]
'
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the next several weeks there was a progressive decline in the number of cases.'^
The Third U. S. Army, which had had the largest number of cases, experienced
the most precipitous decline. In the First U. S. Army, which had had the
second largest number, the curve was also downward, but the decline was more
gradual. In the Seventh and Ninth U. S. Armies, the pattern of the curves
was similar to that of the other armies but was generally much lower. Early
in December, the rates for the theater as a whole were only a fifth of the maximum rates, and it was thought that the situation was under control.^'
When the Germans attacked in the middle of December, in what came
to be known as the Battle of the Bulge, the number of cases of cold injury
again increased sharplj^ The peak incidence, 3,213 cases, occurred in the week
ending on 29 December 1944.1'' The maximum number of cases in the December
outbreak occurred in the First and Third U. S. Armies, which were most heavily
engaged. In the Seventh and Ninth U. S. Armies, the upward swings were less
sharp.1^ Neither in this epidemic nor in the later outbreak in January did the
number of cases per week approximate the 5,386 cases which occurred during
the week ending on 17 November.
In contrast to the November outbreak of cold injury, which had taken
the form of trenchfoot, in the December outbreak many cold injuries were in
the form of frostbite. The cold was intense and the ground frozen, so that
wetness was not a factor. This was a new and different experience, which the
troops were not fitted to cope with. The men in all sectors of the battlefield
had less time to care for themselves, and particular factors operated to increase
the incidence in particular divisions and special smaller units. Even the best
trained divisions had trouble during this period.
The decline in incidence which followed the epidemic in December 19°44
was followed by another sharp upswing, beginning in the week ending on 12
January, when the weather again became extremely severe, with freezing
temperatures and heavy falls of snow.^'' Again, many of the cold injuries took
the form of frostbite. During this epidemic a new factor entered the situation;
namely, the large number of raw and inexperienced replacements (p. 171) who
had to be thrown into battle because of the manpower losses which had occurred
during this critical period.
The incidence of cold injury continued high, with only minor variations,
between the week ending on 12 January and the week ending on 9 February,
though, after the thaw that began on 1 February, the character of the epidemic
changed and trenchfoot again became predominant. At no time during this
period were fewer than 3,000 cases reported each week.
1! Coded Message CM-IN-E82072, Offlce of Chiot Surgeon, Headquarters, Communications Zone, ETOUSA, to
War Department (signed Eisenhower to Kirk from Lee). 3 Jan. 1945.
13 (I) Diary, Preventive Medicine Division, GfTice of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 9 Dec. 1944, subject: Incidence
of Trench Foot. (2) Coded Message, CM-IN, Headquarters, Communications Zone, ETOUSA, to War Department
(signed Eisenhower to Surlcs for Houston from Lee), 18 Dec. 1944.
» See footnote 11, p. 138.
•5 Gordon, John E.: A History of Preventive Medicine in the European Theater of Operations, U. S. Army, 1941-45,
vol. II, pt. 10, p. 46. [Omcial record.]
IS See footnote 11, p. 138.
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As tlie weather began to moderate and combat activity became lighter,
the incidence of cold injury again began to decline. This time the decrease was
permanent. There were 1,643 cases in the week ending 16 February but only
596 the following week. The peak incidence during March, 888 cases, was in
tlie week ending on 9 March. In the week ending on 30 March, there were
only 108 cases, and the total number of cases in April was only 230. Except
under special, local circumstances, almost all of the cases which occurred after
tlie middle of February 1945 were instances of trenchfoot.
What happened in the European theater during the winter of 1944-45
has been variously described. It is nowhere better summed up than in a
comment in the annual report of the Surgeon, VII Corps, dated 26 January
1945. "Trencli foot," he wrote, "appearing sporadically around the first of
November, has become like a plague over the First Army front." His description was applicable to tlie entire frontline.
Variations in incidence.—Although cold injury was always almost exclusively a problem of armies in the field, there was considerable difference at all
times during the winter in the incidences reported by armies, divisions, and
smaller units. Generally speaking, the Tliird and First U. S. Armies, which
liad extremely heavy and difhcult combat assignments, had the greatest amount
of cold injury. On the other hand, combat activity did not tell the whole
stoiy. This was particularly evident when the records of smaller units were
examined. Some divisions always had good records; this, however, docs
not necessarily mean tliat they were always free from cold injury. The 30th
Infantry Division, First U. S. Army, for instance, was an old, seasoned xmit,
with a well-developed system of foot discipline, and its command had long
appreciated the significance of the possible occurrence of cold injury in combat
infantrymen."' Only when tactical circumstances were entirely beyond control
did this division have an appreciable amount. Some divisions, in contrast,
had records tliat were almost consistently bad, regardless of the degree of
combat activity. Investigation of the situation in these divisions almost
invariably brouglit to light conditions which could be improved. It was in
this sort of investigation and counseling that trenchfoot-control teams (p. 177)
had tlieir greatest field of usefulness.
Variations between units were apparent when the trenchfoot incidence
was low as well as when it was high. The Ninth U. S. Army, for instance, had
relatively little cold injury because it was less actively engaged than the First
and Tliird U. S. Armies, but its units nonetheless showed the same types of
variations as were apparent in those armies.
Incidence according to services.—Because cold injury is so overwhelmingly
a disease of frontline infantrymen, it is not always realized that it can also
occur in other troops when conditions are favorable for its development. Col.
John E. Gordon, MC, Chief, Preventive Medicine Service, Office of the Cliief
" Sec footnote 16, p. 139.
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Surgeon, ETOUSA, noted in his report of 22 November 1944 tliat tlic bulk of
the cases reported up to tliat time (1,167) had occurred in the Infantry but
that cases had occurred also in the Engineer, Field Artillery, Tanl? Corps,
Quartermaster Corps, Cavalry Reconnaissance, Antiaircraft, Tanlt Destroyer,
Ordnance, Antitank, Signal, and Military Police units. On 30 November,
cold injury was reported in troops staging in rear areas, presumably because of
their lack of overshoes and shoepacs.'* In February 1945, tliere was an alarming
number of cases at a large staging area in the Channel Base Section.'^ The
outbreak was promptly halted by the provision, of proper footgear and otiier
equipment and by strict enforcement of preventive measures.
Cold injury among replacements (reinforcements) furnished a special
problem, which is discussed later, under a separate heading (p. 171).
Impact of cold injury.—The impact of cold injury in a combat theater is
discussed in detail elsewhere, but a few facts may profitably be repeated
here because the details are, in many respects, even more overwlielming than
the total incidence. The data have been gathered from correspondence,
official diaries, and formal and informal memorandums of various kinds.
In November 1944, for instance, the 79th Infantry Division, Seventh
U. S. Army, had 1,400 battle casualties and 210 casualties from trcnchfoot.
For the week ending 25 November, for every 100 battle casualties evacuated
from the Third U. S. Army, 60 soldiers were evacuated for cold injury. The
medical officer who conveyed this information to Lt. Gen. (later Gen.) George
S. Patton, Commanding General, Third U. S. Army, noted that trcnchfoot
was doing quite as much damage to the Allied cause as was the enemy because
of the duration of the disability and its tendency to recur when exposure
was again experienced.
Losses of 10 and 15 percent, or more, of the strength of single units were
not unusual. During tlie Lorraine campaign,^" in November 1944, the 328th
Infantry Regiment had to evacuate more than 500 men as casualties from
trenchfoot and exposure during the first 4 days of one engagement; this number
exceeded the number of battle casualties. During the drive into Metz, one
company of the 11th Infantry Regiment had only 14 men available for duty
chiefly because of losses from trenchfoot. During the 3-day battle to penetrate the Orscholz Line, the mounting toll of trenchfoot casualties, combined
with battle casualties, made it impossible for the 358th Infantry Regiment to
continue the attack. In all, it lost about 60 percent of its effective strength.
The 357th Infantry Regiment was also so weakened from the same causes that
it had to be withdrawn. At one time, the 1st Battalion was in such a precarious
state that men whose feet were too swollen from trenchfoot to permit them to
walk had to be carried by their comrades to forward foxholes.
IS Essential Technical Medical Data, Headquarters, ETOUSA, tor October 1944, p. 17.
" Semiannual Report, Channel Base Section, Communications Zone, ETOUSA, 1 Jan. 1945-1 July 1945.
"> United States Army in World War II. The European Theater of Operations. The Lorraine Campaign. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Offlce, 1950.
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During November and December 1944, the total number of cases of cold
injury on the Western Front was more than 23,000. In terms of numbers,
this was about an infantry division and a half. In terms of combat riflemen
(4,000 to the division), tlie loss amounted to about 5% divisions.
In his book, a Soldier's Story, Gen. Omar N. Bradley, Commanding General, 12th Army Group, presents the military interpretation of these losses.
By the end of January 1945, he wrote, cold injury had seriously crippled the
United States fighting strength in Europe. The malady had come upon the
armies unawares, partly because the possibility of its occurrence had been ignored. By the time the troops had been disciplined in the care and treatment
of wet feet, trenchfoot had the effect of a plague. Previous combat had shown
tliat casualties from this cause occur chiefly in rifle platoons, the handful of
troops wlio must advance under fire and who have less chance of survival
thati men in any other of the combat arms. Before the invasion, it had been
estimated that the infantry would incur 70 percent of the combat losses. By
August 1944, that estimate had been raised to 83 percent. Actually, because
3 of every 4 casualties occurred in rifle platoons, the rate of loss in them exceeded
90 percent. Trenchfoot, tliough listed as a nonbattle loss, exacted its heaviest
toU among riflemen in the line, where every casualty sapped assault strength
and thus wcalcened the offensive.
Medical officers had estimated. General Bradley added, that by far the
greatest number of the thousands of soldiers with trenchfoot who were evacuated from the frontlines could never return to combat, and they had also predicted that some of these casualties would be incapacitated for life.
The impact of trenchfoot upon hospitals and hospitalization was also extremely serious. Between 10 October and 28 November 1944, 11,348 trenchfoot
casualties were admitted to 6 general hospitals in the Paris area from the First,
Third, Seventh, and Ninth U. S. Armies.^' For the 4-week period ending 24
November, for every 100 battle casualties admitted to these hospitals the weekly
number of trenchfoot admissions was, respectively, 5, 10, 55, and 54. These
admissions represented, over the same period, 1.3 percent, 4 percent, 20 percent,
and 24 percent, respectively, of the total hospital admissions. On one occasion,
trenchfoot accounted for 602 (38 percent) of 1,581 medical admissions to the
23d General Hospital.^^ It is not necessary to point out what such figures
mean in terms of bed occupancy, medical attention, and nursing and other
care. The situation, in fact, was generally much worse than it seemed on the
surface.
A certain proportion of hospital admissions for trenchfoot were incorrect,
though ordinarily the diagnostic error was well under 10 percent. Psychogenic
causes explained some cases, but malingering, although it sometimes occurred,
was surprisingly infrequent.
21 Essential Technical Medical Data, Headquarters, ETOUSA, for December 1944.
S2 Essential Technical Medical Data, Headquarters, ETOUSA, for November 1944.
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CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR''
Aside from any other considerations, the protection of the extremities
against cold and wet cold depends upon two practices. One of these is general,
the use of warm clothing which will keep the entire body warm. The other is
local, the use of proper footgear which will keep the feet warm, without constriction. Combat necessities require that all items of clothing and footgear
be of such construction that they do not interfere with rapid, unhampered
movement of the soldier who is wearing them. These statements concern such
elementary principles of protection against cold and wet cold, and thus of protection against cold injury, that they need not be elaborated upon. In addition, these principles are so closely connected with the medical aspects of exposure that they indicate why no apology is needed for the inclusion of a rather
detailed discussion of clothing and footgear in a chapter dealing with cold
injury in the European Theater of Operations in World War II.
The general situation with respect to clothing and footgear in this theater
during the winter of 1944-45 may be summarized about as follows:
1. The clothing which had been introduced into the Mediterranean theater
after the trenchfoot experience there in the winter of 1943-44 had been fully
combat tested at the Anzio beachhead early in 1944, and a detailed, favorable
report on it was available in the European theater by the end of June 1944.
Observers from the Office of the Quartermaster General had been in the European theater for several weeks before this time and had the clothing available for
demonstration. Their advice that it be adopted for use in the theater, to
replace standard tj^pes of winter clothing, was not accepted by the theater
chief quartermaster (p. 145). Although a change of mind finally occurred, stocks
of the new models did not reach the theater until January 1945, and distribution
was not accomplished until long after the urgent necessity had passed.
2. Orders for standard types of winter clothing were entirely inadequate
because the strength of the field armies had not been correctly anticipated
(p. 146).
3. Requisitions on the Zone of Interior for winter clothing were placed
too late. The first bulk requisition did not leave the European theater until
15 August 1944. Sufficient consideration was never given to the timelag
between submission of requisitions and eventual delivery of articles. A timelag
is always inevitable, even in peacetime when the supply and delivery systems
can be conducted with the greatest efficiency. It is far more prolonged in
wartime when both production and transportation difficulties exist. Transportation difficulties prevailed in 1944 and 1945 not only between the Zone
23 Except as otherwise indicated, all data concerning clothing and footwear in the European Theater of Operations
are derived from the following three sources: (1) United States Army in World War II. The Technical Services. The
Quartermaster Corps: Operations in the War Against Germany. [In preparation.] (2) United States Army in World
War II. The Technical Services. The Quartermaster Corps: Organization, Supply, and Services. Washington: U. S.
Government Printing OlTice, 1953, vol. I. (3) United States Army in World War II. The European Theater of Operations. Logistical Support of the Armies, Septemher 1944-May 1945, vol. II. [In preparation.)
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of Interior and the European theater but also from area to area on the Continent,
where for several months ammunition and gasoline had first priority.
4. The multiplicity of styles and sizes in American battlegear made for
difFiculties of supply (p. 149). In spite of its complexity, however, the tariff
of sizes, which was based on World War I estimates, was inadequate, particularly
in the large sizes, in stocks of slioes and overshoes.
5. Tlie belief current in some quarters in the late summer of 1944 that
the war would be over before a winter campaign was necessary undoubtedly
played a part both in the delay in ordering adequate winter supplies and in the
acceptance of the new types of clothing and footgear.
Wliat all of this added up to was that United States soldiers were improperly clothed and shod during the fall and winter of 1944-45 and that the
epidemics of cold injury whicli occurred must be attributed, at least in part, to
those deficiencies. Tlie "pipehne obstacles" were numerous, but tlie shortages
tliemselves "were in large part the result of poor planning and wishful thinking
in tlie ETO and production difficulties in the Zone of Interior."
Clothing
Planning.—The Quartermaster General, as was his routine, sent Capt.
(later Lt. Col.) William F. Pounder, Jr., QMC, to tlie European theater in
March 1944 as an observer. Captain Pounder had the additional function
of presenting the new winter M-1943 clothing, with a view to its use in the
Eui-opean theater. This clothing had been developed the previous year and
had been thoroughly tested in the Mediterranean theater. As already mentioned, the report on the testing of this clothing at the Anzio beachhead was in
the hands of the Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, by 25 June 1944. This
was just about tlie time active planning was beginning for the provision of
winter clothing for troops in the theater.
At this time, the clotliing planned for the winter months (exclusive of
footgear, which is discussed under a separate heading) was to consist of heavy
wool underwear, oUve-drab wool trousers and shirt, high-neck sweater, and
wool ETO jacket. Service troops in rear areas would be provided with overcoats. Combat troops would wear herringbone-tweed jacket and trousers over
the wool uniform. Although this equipment was intended for fighting in France
and the Low Countries—areas notably wet, cold, and muddy—it was conspicuously lacking in water-repellent items.^*
The uniform and equipment which Captain Pounder proposed, in line
with his instructions from the Quartermaster General, consisted of heavy wool
undershirt and underdrawers, wool field trousers, cotton field trousers, olivedrab wool shirt, high-neck sweater, wool ETO jacket, M-1943 jacket, olive-drab
cotton field cap with visor, gloves consisting of a leather shell with wool insert,
synthetic-resin poncho, wool sleeping bag with water-repellent case, and shelter
2< Letter, Capt. Wm. F. Pounder, Office of the Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, to Col. Georges F. Doriot, Military
Planning Division, Office ot the Quartermaster General. 30 June 1944.
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half tent. In order to use up tlie large stocks then in the theater, it was recommended that wool overcoats be used if sufficient quantities of the M-1943
field jacket should not become available.
Theater personnel, in refusing these suggestions, stated tliat available
stocks of herringbone trousers would take the place of the proposed cotton
field trousers, which would be an additional rather than an essential item, and
that the syntlietic poncho would take the place of the M-1943 jacket, for which
the supply situation was unfavorable. It was decided that the following
items would be presented to Maj. Gen. Robert M. Littlejohn, Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, for his approval for continental winter operations: Heavy
wool undershirt and underdrawers, high-neck wool sweater, ETO wool jacket
or olive-drab field jacket, field cotton cap, gloves with leather shell and wool
insert, wool sleeping bag with water-repellent case, and wool muffler. Items
not then in stock in the theater were to be requisitioned. Combat troops
would wear herringbone jacket and trousers over the wool uniform. Service
troops in rear areas would be equipped with overcoat or mackinaw.
Captain Pounder's request for permission to go to France to make observations of clothing and footgear in actual use in combat was not granted by
General Littlejohn, and Captain Pounder returned to the United States.
The Preventive Medicine Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA,
also concerned itself with the question of winter clothing.^'^ In May 1944, at
the suggestion of Colonel Gordon, a conference was held with the chief of the
Research and Development Brancli, Office of the Theater Chief Quartermaster,
at which it was learned that the theater quartermaster considered that the
problem of cold injmyhad been solved, as far as the feet were concerned, by the
use of a combination of heavy socks and shoepacs. Both items were in production and would be ready in sufficient time to meet winter needs. The only
additional item needed would be windbreaking clothing to wear over the
regular winter clothing. The substance of this interview was reported to
Colonel Gordon.
In July 1944, in a communication addressed to tlie theater chief quartermaster. Colonel Gordon pointed out the part wliich lack of proper winter
clotliing had played in tlie trcnchfoot epidemic in Italy the previous winter.^^
Correct clotliing and footgear, he stated, would provide for maximum conservation of natural body warmth; would protect against wetness, which influences
the conservation of general and local warmth; and would be without constriction. Immediate action was urged to agree upon details of procurement of the
new and superior clothing and footgear which had been developed by the
Quartermaster General after the Italian experience and otherwise to get the
program under waA^.
" Memorandum for Record, Lt. Col. Paul Padgct, MC, Preventive Medicine Division, Oflice of tlic Surgeon General,
20 Apr. 1945, subject: Early Interview Concerning Trench Foot Problem and Footwear—Contact With QM.
2« Under date of 6 June 1944, Captain Pounder was informed by the Military Planning Branch, OfTice of the Quartermaster General, that the Mediterranean theater had already submitted requisitions for the new winter clothing to be
used in operations the following winter.
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The reply from the Office of the Chief Quartermaster on 10 August was to
the effect that procurement had been initiated to provide clothing designed for
maximum conservation of body warmth. There would be a general issue to all
troops of the high-neck sweater and the olive-drab wool field jacket to be worn
over it. Overcoats, raincoats, and the other usual items of clothing would be
available, including wool sleeping bags with water-repellent cases for all personnel. For a typical field army, which then was estimated at 325,000 men,
there would also be provided olive-drab cotton field trousers, a windproof and
water-repellent garment to be worn outside the wool trousers, ponchos, mittens
with inserts, and field caps.
Requisitions.—The first requisition from the European theater was sent to
the Now York Port of Embarkation on 15 August, the day southern France
was invaded. The requirements for the initial issue and 90-day replacement
were based on one field army and the attached troops. Half of the requisition
was to be delivered in September and half in October. The Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, gave definite assurances that no further requirements would
be made. On 21 August, the Office of the Quartermaster General questioned
the low requirements which had been submitted and stated that, if they were
correct, they would force immediate cutback in the production schedules of the
supply program. On 5 September, the original requisitions were confirmed.
In Europe, meantime, there had been a growing appreciation of the possibility of cold injury during the forthcoming operations and of its possible consequences. Requests for winter clothing and complaints about deficiencies in
supply were beginning to be received from armies in the field. The port of
New York was advised of the increasing seriousness of the supply situation.
The reply was that half of the 15 August requisition had been approved for
immediate shipment but that the items could not be shipped for another 2
weeks, at least. The theater chief quartermaster was requested to review all
woolen-clothing requirements, to make as many reductions as possible, and to
support all furtlier requirements by complete justification, the data to include
lists of all stocks on hand. This request was based on the 1944 policy of the
Army Service Forces, which was to cancel contracts for all items of which more
than a 60-day supply was on hand.
To understand some of the clothing deficiencies which developed in
ETOUSA, it is necessary to go back several months. When the strictly
functional M-1943 sateen field jacket, which had been tested in the Mediterranean theater, was exhibited in the European theater, the chief quartermaster
was not interested in it for a number of reasons. He doubted that a sufficient
number could be produced in 1944. He was anxious to have all troops in the
theater uniformly dressed, which would not be possible if his doubts about
production were justified. Finally, all echelons in the theater, from high command down, had a strong preference for something like the British battle jacket,
which was used for both field and dress purposes and which came to be known as
the Eisenhower jacket. It was not the quartermaster's policy "to force these
new items down the tln-oat of troops."
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The M-1943 field jacket was therefore accepted in the theater for paratroops only, in spite of the War Department's insistence that this jacket, with
the high-neck wool sweater, had been devised to replace the "limited standard
field" jacket. The Quartermaster General doubted that without the new
M-1943 jacket the troops would be adequately protected against cold weather
and supported his statement by a study showing the advantages of this jacket
over the wool overcoat for field troops. The commanding generals of the 12th
Army Group and the First U. S. Army considered, however, that the overcoat
was necessary for adequate warmth and that the Eisenhower field jacket with
sweater was preferable to the M-1943 jacket and sweater combination. This
decision was concurred in at SHAEF (Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force).
On 17 March 1944, a requisition was cabled to the War Department for
4,259,000 wool field jackets of the Eisenhower type, to be delivered in the
course of 1944. Arrangements were later made for the phased shipments of
2,600,000 in the last quarter of 1944. The theater chief quartermaster and the
combat commanders in Europe were all so eager to have this battle jacket that
they were reluctant to submit requisitions which would slow down its production. During the summer, they continued to accept substitutes for it, including
the old Parsons style of field jacket and the wool-serge service blouse. Many
difhculties, however, were encountered in the production of the Eisenhower
jacket. Although 500,000 were supposed to leave New York in September, by
13 September only 116,000 had been shipped to the port, and only 14,000 had
been dispatched to the European theater. The deficiency in the theater was
estimated at more than a million jackets when cold weather began. Large
supplies of the Eisenhower jacket eventually reached the theater in Januaiy
and February 1945, but few of them were issued for combat use.
Even when shortages became apparent in the European theater. General
Littlejohn did not, at first, include the M-1943 jacket in his requisitions for
substitutes for the Eisenhower jacket. Final arrangements were not made to
accept tlie M-1943 jacket until 10 November 1944, after it had become evident
that the overcoat, which field commanders as well as the Office of the Chief
Quartermaster had insisted was essential for combat troops, was not satisfactory. It was bulky, it was not water repellent, and troops in combat frequently discarded it in fast-moving situations. The M-1943 jackets which
finally reached the theater arrived too late to be useful during the winter.
One reason for the slow pace of planning and requisitioning in the European
theater was the belief in some quarters that the war would end before a combat
uniform would be needed for winter operations. This feeling of optimism,
although it was far from universal, began to develop even before the fall of
Paris, and it increased during the late summer. The need, it was felt, would
be for a dress uniform for the army of occupation. There seemed to be more
concern with the appearance of the troops than with their protection from the
weather. It was suggested that the troops of the First and Third U. S. Armies,
which would occupy Germany, be outfitted first. Even after trenchfoot had
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appoarod on the Continent, instructions were issued by the Supply Division,
Office of the Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, to store in the United Kingdom
the cold-cHmate clothing which arrived before the end of the year and to use
Le Havre for whatever arrived later. As late as 31 October 1944, instructions
were to pack liglit and dark trousers separately, so that they would not be
issued indiscriminately, and the milHon ETO jackets received in the theater
by the end of 1944 were held in the United Kingdom because the trousers
wliich matched tliem (shade 33) were not available.
The situation on the Continent.—The tactical situation during the early
stages of tlic invasion required that troops should carry as little as possible on
tlieir persons when they were landed on the far shore; the missing items of
pcTsonal eqxiipment were to be supplied later. The supply system for clothing
and accessory equipment which had been planned was promptly put into
operation and operated efficiently, but, while the needs of the troops were met,
no surpluses of any consequence could be accumulated. Although clothing
and personal equipment had a class II priority, it was not long before, for a
luimber of reasons, difficulties began to develop. Illustrative of such difficulties
were the following:
1. Because of the rapidity of the advance, all the attention was originally
concentrated on the pressing demands for food, gasoHne, and ammunition.
Wiiat General Bradley described as a calculated risk (p. 209) was therefore
taken witli respect to clothing and other winter equipment. It was not, in
fact, until the swift pursuit of the Germans was halted and the weather began
to cliange tliat demands were made for winterizing items. Earher, class II
priority requisitions had been filled only when they were accompanied by
special autliorizations.
2. Tlie first requisitions from the theater were far too low. They were
based on authorized allowances and replacement factors which proved entirely
unrealistic, even tliougli the Quartermaster General considered the later
tlieater estimate—that replacement rates must be 2K times those prescribed
by tlic War Department—to be somewhat exaggerated. Unquestionably,
however, nothing lasted as long as had been expected.
3. Sliipping shortages played a large part in deficiencies of clothing and
personal equipment. In August, only 29,000 tons of quartermaster supplies
were received on the Continent, against an allocation of 55,000 tons. Port
discliarge deficiencies accounted for additional shortages. At the end of September, witli only 14 berths available, 75 ships were offshore. At the end of October,
witli only 18 bertlis available, 80 ships were waiting to be unloaded.
4. An additional complication arose from the fact that the clothing was
distributed over a number of ships, instead of having been loaded in single
sliips, as had been requested. Distribution was therefore impossible until
balanced loads had been accumulated. During the interval, there was considerable loss from pilferage because warehouse facilities were inadequate,
and tlierc were also losses from damage by the elements. The picture, according
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to one account, was "one of vessels lying at anchor and backlogged supplies
piled on piers in quantities which could frustrate the best logistical plan."
5. The opening of the Channel ports and of the port of Antwerp improved
the situation but did not solve the problem of moving supplies inland. Rail
and truck transportation continued in short supply. On 7 September, for
instance, one division of the Third U. S. Army was more than a third short in
clothing, especially shoes, shirts, trousers, underwear, socks, and overcoats,
which were still in duffle bags on the landing beaches.^' It would have required
200 trucks to move these supplies, and the division could not provide the
transportation. Up to 13 September, practically 80 percent of issues of clothing
and equipment for the Third U. S. Army had been renovated salvage. The
army quartermaster was warned by the army surgeon that if these shortages
were not rapidl.y rectified, in view of the recent cold weather and continued
rains, "a rapid and explosive increase" in the noneffective rate from trenchfoot
and respiratory ailments could be expected.
Even after the port of Antwerp had been in operation for 2 months, the
First U. S. Army had to send its own trucks to pick up winter clothing. Vehicles
were in short supply, and 50 tons of supplies had to be left behind.
It was not until well into 1945 that tliese and similar difficulties were
completely overcome. An attempt to solve the problem of supplies by airlift
from the United Kingdom had not been effective. Of more than a thousand
planeloads of emergencj^ supplies brought to the Third U. S. Army airstrip
at Briey during August and September 1944, only 44 carried clothing and
personal equipment.
6. Still another difficulty liad to do with sizing. The tariff provided for
shoes in 90 sizes, the M-1943 field jacket in 25 sizes, trousers in 34 sizes, and
sliirts in 27 sizes. Wlien the Army clothing was issued in November 1940 to
the first selectees to be inducted, it was found that, in spite of the apparent
Hberahty of the tariff, there were not enough items of the larger sizes to provide
for the present generation of soldiers. The original tariff had been based on
the World War I experience. Revisions in August 1941 and July 1942 improved
the situation but did not fully correct it. In the fall and early winter of 1944,
both high level reports and reports of individual units showed continuing shortages of certain popular sizes. This was particularly true of field jackets, olivedrab wool clothing, herringbone-tweed clothing, and footgear. These errors
were not completely corrected until early in February 1945, too late, again,
to influence the tienchfoot situation in the European theater.
7. Deficiencies in other cold-weather items paralleled the deficiencies in
personal clothing. The authorized issue of four blankets per man, for instance,
had been reduced to two, in the expectation that the improved sleeping bag
would take the place of the other two. For this reason, no blankets were
shipped from the Zone of Interior to the European theater in either August
or September 1944. Two milhon sleeping bags had been expected in the
2' (1) Memorandum, Maj. W. P. Killingswortli, MC, OfTico of the Surgeon, Third IJ. S. Army, tor Colonel Hurley,
Surgeon, Third U. S. Army, 7 Sept. 1944. (2) After Action Report, Tliird U. S. Army, ETOUSA, 1 Aug. 1944-9 May 1945.
438404-—58
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theater by the end of September. By the middle of the month, only 57,721
had been delivered. On 17 September, when it became evident that requirements for sleeping bags could not be met, General Littlejohn called for every
blanket in the United Kingdom to be sent to him by every available vehicle on
the ground that he had 400,000 prisoners of war to supply, as well as field
armies. In all, he requested 4,000,000 blankets in September. The New York
Port of Embarkation resumed shipments in October, and in the last quarter
of 1944 more than 2% milUon blankets and 2,000,000 sleeping bags reached the
European theater, though only after delays at every phase of the supply pipeline
and again too late to prevent much of the cold injury which occurred.
The situation in respect to clothing in the European theater in 1944-45
can be summarized in a few sentences. Production snarls and transportation
difhculties all along the Une accounted for many shortages. The major responsibihty, however, must be placed upon delays in planning for and requisitioning
necessary items, underestimates of needs, and a refusal to accept new, efficient,
field-tested items of winter clothing. If these items had been requisitioned in
time, they could have been provided in sufficient quantities. The Quartermaster General repeatedly warned the theater that its requisitions were not
adequate either in quantity or in the proper kind of wind-resistant, wetresistant winter clothing. The mistaken belief that the war would end promptly
and tliat winter clothing woidd be needed for an army of occupation and not for
troops engaged in combat exj^lained some shortages. As a result, when the
new clotliing became available in adequate quantities, the acute need for it
had passed.
The only army in tlie European theater which was properly equipped
for combat in the winter of 1944-45 was the Seventh U. S. Army, which fought
in southern France and which had been equipped with the new uniform and
with shoepacs tln-ough Mediterranean theater supply channels. This army
had a great deal of cold injury, it is true, but a large part of it could be explained
by recurrences in men who had suffered from cold injury the previous winter
(p. 382).
Footgear
The course of events in regard to footgear during the winter of 1944-45
followed the pattern just described for clothing. Neither the combat boot
nor the service shoe proved satisfactory. Shoepacs, which were recommended,
were not accepted at all in the beginning and were ordered too late in the end.
Overshoes (galoshes) were not provided in sufficient quantity nor in sufficiently
large sizes and were not made on the proper lasts. Wool socks were not available in sufficient supply.
Boots and shoes.—Combat boots or service shoes were worn by almost all
of the troops in the field, except the Seventh U. S. Army, until shoepacs became
generally available late in January 1945. The Seventh U. S. Army, as already
noted, had been equipped with them in the Mediterranean theater. The
Quartermaster General's clothing representative in the European theater had
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written to the chief of the Kesearch and Development Branch, Office of the
Quartermaster General, before D-day, of the general dissatisfaction with both
the combat boot and the service shoe. It was decided, however, to make no
changes until there had been more field experience with these items. In the
meantime, action was to be directed toward improving the fitting of the
footwear at staging areas in the Zone of Interior.
Among the complaints made about the service shoe, in connection with
cold injury, were the following: ^
1. It had to be worn with leggings and was therefore difficult to remove for
foot care. In this respect, the combat boot, although it was open to many of
the objections raised about the service shoe, was superior to it.
2. It was so constructed that even when it was fitted loosely, as it usually
was not, there was very little room in the vamp. Because of the shape of the
last, there was pressure across the top of the foot when heavy socks were worn,
since there was no space between them and the overlying leather. The uppers
were cut so scantily that even shoes which were fitted correctly could not be
brought together by lacing without harmful constriction; this defect was
exaggerated when extra socks were worn. General Hawley had examined
patients with trenchfoot and had found marks of the shoelaces deep in the
swollen tissues. This could not have happened with the British field boot,
which was cut so generously that the uppers could be brought together from the
time the shoe was first put on.
3. Both service shoes and combat boots were fitted too snugly, partly from
the general desire to keep the feet trim in appearance, partly because only three
widths were available, and partly because of carelessness in fitting. General
Hawley remarked in this connection that in 30 years of Army service he had
seldom seen shoes fitted with the care and expertness the function deserved.
4. Attempts to improve the situation were not very successful. Additional shoes were usually issued in the same size as the original pair, partly as a
matter of routine and partly because of shortages of larger sizes. As with
clothing, so with shoes, the tariffs were inadequate for the new generation of
soldiers. By the middle of October, the First U. S. Army was complaining of a
shortage of wide, large-sized combat boots. The committee appointed by the
Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, to study the tariff reported that the existing
War Department tarifl" should be revised to provide for more than twice as
many E-width shoes and more than three times as many EE-width shoes as
were then provided. These deficiencies occurred in spite of the fact that shoes
were provided in 90 different size variants.
5. Shortages prevented replacement of shoes originally fitted, and repairs
were slow. Wlien the first trenchfoot outbreak occurred, many of the men had
only a single pair of shoes, and some were still wearing the ones issued to them
before D-day.
2s (1) Report, General Board, United States Forces, European theater, Medical Section Study No. 94, subject; Trench
Foot. (2) Report, Col. A. G. Duncan, QMC, Office of Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, to Maj. Gen. Paul R. Hawley,
Chief Surgeon, 16 Apr. 1945, subject: Footwear and Socks for Use in the European Theater of Operations.
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6. Tlio fact that shoes were originally fitted too snugly gave rise to a
number of other consequences. The soldier's feet spread during combat
training, and a shoe which had fitted him in civilian life no longer fitted him now.
When the shoes became wet, the fit, because of shrinkage of the leather, was
even snugger than it had been originally. No provision at the original fitting
had been made for the wearing of extra socks or heavier socks during cold
weather, and the shoes were tlierefore too tight when these socks were used.
When the shoes were removed for foot care and to change the socks, the feet
swelled and it was difficult to replace a shoe which had been fitted snugly to
begin with. The practical consequence, in the European theater, was that men
were unwilling to remove their shoes to care for their feet.
7. Neither the combat boot nor the service shoe was waterproof or water
resistant. The welt sole leaked, there was leakage at the seams, and the
leather was permeable.
8. Dubbing was no solution to the problem, although it was supplied in
lavish quantities. It did not make boots and shoes waterproof, and the men
complained that it made their feet perspire because it shut out air and therefore
kept their feet cold.
When in February 1945 a special investigation of the whole footgear
situation was undertaken in the theater, the observer, who was an official of
one of the large shoe companies, made substantially the same criticisms as
those just listed.
Socks.^—The sock difficulties in the European theater took two chief forms:
The socks which were provided did not contain enough wool, and they were
not available in sufficient quantities for men in the frontlines to receive clean,
dry socks daily, a requirement which implied provision for washing and drying
soiled socks, as well as an efficient system of exchange.
In March 1944, Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Georges F. Doriot, QMC, Chief,
Researcli and Development Branch, Office of the Quartermaster General,
wrote his observer in tlio European tlieater that Table of Equipment 21 then
authorized one less pair of woolen socks per man than the experience in the
Mediterranean tlieater had shown to be necessary. Another warning about
the type of socks provided for United States troops came in April 1944. The
theater chief quartermaster M'as then notified by the Professional Services
Division, Oflice of the Ciiief Surgeon, that the chief consultant in surgery for
tlic Norwegian Army in tlio United Kingdom considered that the socks worn
by United States Army troops were fitted too tightty and did not contain a
sufficient quantity of wool.
It has been related elsewhere (p. 63) that when War Department Circular
No. 312 was publislied in July 1944, there were several references to wool socks
in it; tlie soldier was sujiposcd to carry extra pairs on his person and to wear
this type of sock in combat. Provision was to be made for a daily supply of
clean, dry socks in each unit. It has also been noted (p. 65) that the Commanding General, Army Service Forces, at the request of the Quartermaster
General, notified all commanding officers at ports of embarkation that this
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circular was not to be construed as justification for an increase in the authorized
allowances of wool socks. It is significant, in the light of the events of the
following winter, that the European theater did not consider that the terms of
the circular would have any effect upon the initial issue of this type of sock.
War Department Technical Bulletin (TB MED) 81 and the circular on
foot care published in the European theater in October 1944 (p. 164) prescribed
that heavy woolen socks be worn, that an extra pair be carried, and that
others be made available by daity exchange when troops were on duty for
more than a few days in wet, cold regions. Cotton socks were to be used only
for garrison duty.
When the footwear representative of the War Production Board surveyed
the situation in the theater in February 1945, he was even more specific in his
recommendations.^^ He thought that neither light wool socks nor cotton
socks should be issued at all to combat troops, thougli he granted that, until
shortages of heavy wool socks could be overcome, the light wool socks, which
were in oversupply, would have to be used, as a matter of expediency. He
recommended that, as soon as it was possible, supplies be limited to heavy
wool socks, cushion-sole wool socks, and ski socks. He also stressed the
point, already discussed, that the wearing of two pairs of socks was useful
only if the shoes were fitted with this in mind. Otherwise, the practice was
actually harmful because of the constriction produced and the resulting
embarrassment of tlie circulation in the lower extremity.
Early in October 1944, Colonel Gordon's office and preventive medicine
officers who were with field armies began to work with the Quartermaster
Corps to establish some system, similar to the British system, whereby clean
socks could bo supplied regularly to frontline troops.^" The program could
not be put into effect immediately because socks were not in sufficient supply
and enough laimdry units were not available. By the middle of November,
these deficiencies had been at least partly corrected and a daily sock exchange
had been instituted. It was found that the best plan in all armies was to
bring the fresh socks forward witli the daily rations (p. 182). Each man, when
he received his rations and his dry socks, would turn in his wet, soiled socks
for exchange. When the tactical situation or other circumstances interfered
with the daily sock exchange, the men were instructed to remove their wet
socks, wring them out, and dry them inside their shirts or sleeping bags while
they were wearing the extra socks which they had been carrying on their
persons.
Statistics from the 108th General Hospital, where a special investigation
of trenchfoot was conducted, showed how the tactical situation could influence
the supply of socks and, in turn, the incidence of trenchfoot. For the week
ending 27 November 1944, 96 of each 100 men admitted with a diagnosis of
" Memorandum, Maj. Qen. Robert M. Littlejohn, Chief Quartermaster, ETODSA, to Quartermaster General,
War Department, 23 Mar. 194,5, subject: Footwear and Socks for Use in the European Theater of Operations,
'» Memorandum, Maj. W. P. Killingsworth, MC, Office of the Surgeon, Third U. S. Army, for Colonel Hurley,
Surgeon, Third U. S. Army, 12 Oct. 1944.
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trcnchfoot had adequate supplies of socks (at least 3 pairs per man). For the
week ending 21 December, at the beginning of the Battle of the Bulge, only 46
in eacli 100 men were adequate^ supplied. By the following week, the number
of men adequately supplied in each 100 had fallen to 42.^1 These figures, of
course, do not tell the whole story. In the stress of combat, many of the men
who had dry socks were unable to put them on.
Early in tlie trcnchfoot epidemic, it was found that many of tlie men seen
in tlie aid stations witli apparent cold injuries really needed nothing more than
an opportunity to warm their feet and put on dry socks. It was eventually
arranged to provide supphes of dry socks in all aid stations, and, as a result,
many frontline soldiers who otlierwise would have been evacuated and lost for
combat duty could be returned directly to duty.
Overshoes (galoshes).—Even before the November epidemic of trcnchfoot,
there had been warnings by medical and otlier officers from various units that a
higli incidence of cold injury coidd be expected if adequate suppHes of galoshes
were iiot available. As early as July, the acting quartermaster of the Advanced
Section Communications Zone, ETOUSA, asked tliat shipments to France from
D-day plus 150 sliould be sufhcicnt by 1 October to equip every soldier with an
initial issue of various items of winter clotliing and equipment, including arctic
overslioes. Maj. Gen. Albert W. Kenner, Chief Medical Officer, SHAEF,
after he liad visited the 6tli Army Group on 12 October 1944, included this
matter in liis memorandum on the subject to the Chief of Staff, SHAEF. In
the report, Essential Technical Medical Data, ETOUSA, for October 1944, it
was stated tliat, in view of the shortage of overshoes, which then affected 60
percent of tlie total troop strength, and the shortage of shoepacs, the situation
was "viewed with apprehension."
In spite of tliese warnhigs, by the middle of November only the Seventh
U. S. Army, which liad been equipped through Mediterranean theater supply
channels, was completely equipped with overshoes and shoepacs, and only three
divisions'from other armies were similarly equipped. At this time, the Third
U.S. Army liad only on e pair for each four men.'^ j^ December, nine divisions
were still only partly equipped, and in January seven divisions still did not have
overslioes for all personnel.
Although there were a number of reasons for these shortages, the over-all
explanation^was the policy of taking overshoes away from soldiers at ports of
embarkation in the Zone of Interior. Tlie plan was that the men would be
reequipped upon their arrival overseas. This was War Department policy,
founded on the difficulties of effective distribution and the laudable objective
of reducing the large amounts of equipment and clothing which the individual
soldier necessarily had to carry with him. In practice, the plan of reequipment
in the European theater proved thoroughly impractical.'' It worked so badly,
!i Report, Hendqunrtere, 108th General Hospital, 1944, subject: A Progress Report on the Etlological Factors of Trench
Foot.
'2 Sec footnote 30, p. 153.
•> Essential Technical Medical Data, Headquarters, ETOUSA, for October 1944.
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in fact, that some troops developed cold injuries while waiting for their galoshes
in staging areas.'''
The facts of the matter were repeatedly pointed out to authorities in the
United States as follows:
1. Supplies of overshoes in the theater or on current requisition were adequate merely for maintenance of troops already in the theater.
2. The supplj^' lines were by this time spread all over Europe, and the distribution of overshoes after they had been received took weeks because of transportation difficulties.''
3. Large sizes were in sliort supply.
4. There was a clear-cut relationship between the development of trenchfoot and the shortage of overshoes. On 15 November 1944, General Hawley
wrote the theater chief quartermaster that hundreds of cases of trenchfoot had
already occurred and thousands more could be expected "if something drastic is
not done." The War Department was not impressed by any of these arguments,
and the policy of sending troops overseas witliout overshoes continued unchanged until the end of the war.
Improper sizing played the same part in the overshoe situation as in the
clotliing and other situations. There was an undersupply of large sizes, so
serious tliat at one time one corps was short 11,000 overshoes in the larger sizes
(from size 10 up).'" Altliough 90 sizes of boots and shoes were available, only 10
sizes of overshoes had been provided. Enougli large sizes were not available
until March 1945.'^
Another reason why it was difficult to match up shoes and overshoes was
that many of the overshoes available had been purchased in trade channels
and the lasts on which they were made did not fit the lasts on which boots
and shoes procured on military specifications had been made.'^
To increase their mobility, troops were occasionally ordered to discard
their overshoes before an attack. Armored infantry could have them brought
forward later, in halftracks, but regular infantry had no such means of transportation, and their overshoes, once discarded, were usually irretrievably
lost and had to be replaced. More often, the troops were not ordered to discard
their overshoes. Instead, they simply threw them away because they were
difficult or awkward to wear and a nuisance to carry.
When the footgear representative of the War Production Board surveyed
the theater in February 1945, he recommended that thereafter (1) all overshoes be made of rubber; (2) all troops be equipped with overshoes except
infantrymen, who would wear shoepacs, and troops on garrison duty, who
would wear the regulation combat shoe; (3) sizes and lasts conform with sizes
3' Technical Intelligence Report, Col. B. C. Jones, GSC, Chief, Intelligence and Security Division, Army Service
Forces, 17 Feb. 1945, subject: Medical Corps Personnel and Trench Foot.
35 Letter, Maj. Gen. Robert M. Littlejohn, Chief Quartermaster, Headquarters, Communications Zone, ETC, to
Maj. Gen. R. L. Maxwell, G-4, War Department, 18 Nov. 1944.
M See footnote 9, p. 138.
3' Report, Maj. Paul A. Siple, QMC, Technical Observer, for Commanding General, ETOUSA, 12 Apr. 1945.
3' See footnote 29, p. 153.
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and lasts of Army service shoes; and (4) all overshoes be plainly stamped with
their size, to permit prompt reissue and to avoid the wastage which had occurred
during tlio previous winter for lack of such identification.
Finally, overshoes originally available in the theater were often made with
canvas tops because of the rubber shortage. These tops, which were not
waterproof, tore readily, and tlie life of this typo of galosh was short.
Supplies flown in from the United Kingdom Base helped to ease the
shortage of overshoes in November 1944, when it first became apparent.^' It
was not tlien realized that overslioes should have been provided for the theater
on a hundred-percent basis. Priorities were, properly, given to combat troops,
but galoslies were also needed by service units, which often had to work continuously in rain and mud, and by such troops as Military Police and antiaircraft units, which had to stand immobile for long hours, regardless of weather
and terrain.
The course of events left httle doubt of the relationship between the
incidence of trenchfoot and the lack of overshoes. During November, for
instance, the Qtli Infantry Division, 2,426 of whose strength was without
overshoes, had 183 cases of trenchfoot. By the end of November, 99 percent
of the 28th Infantry Division had secured overshoes, but in the meantime
there had been 738 cases of trenchfoot. In the 3d Armored Division, there
were 56 cases of trenchfoot in 450 troops without overshoes. In the Ninth
U. S. Army, the highest trenchfoot rates in the November epidemic occurred
in tlie 84th and 102d Infantry Divisions, only 35 percent of which had overshoes.*" These divisions accounted for 62.25 percent of all the cases of trenchfoot in this army up to 22 November.
Statistics secured by questioning casualties with trenchfoot admitted to
the 108th General Hospital supplied the following significant data about overshoes: *'
For the week ending 27 November, 82 of 100 men with trenchfoot had
lacked overshoes or had not received them in time to be effective, 52 had not
received overshoes, 28 had received them after sustaining cold injuries, and 2
had discarded their overshoes before combat.
For the week ending 21 December (the first week of the Battle of the
Bulge), 60 of 100 men had lacked overshoes for the reasons just stated. Of
this group, 38 had not received overshoes at all, 10 had received them too late,
and 12 had discarded them before combat.
For the week ending 28 December, the total number of men without overshoes was 55; of these, 36 men had not received them at all, 4 had received
them too late to be useful, and 15 had discarded them before combat. The
number of men who discarded their overshoes before combat, while too small
to be of any statistical significance, was significant to medical and other officers
familiar with the tactical situation and the character of United States troops.
" Annual Report, Preventive Medicine Division, OfTice of Cliief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 1944.
'» Annual Report, Surgeon, Nintli U. S. Army, ETOUSA, 1944.
" See footnote 31, p. 154.
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The troops generally felt that overshoes hampered their mobility in active
combat, and the fighting in the last 2 of the 3 weeks included in this survey,
during the Battle of the Bulge, was very heavy indeed.
There are, of course, other facts behind these figures. During each of
these 3 weeks, a number of men who had been provided with overshoes had wet
feet most of the time. The canvas tops, already commented on, leaked and tore.
Rain or snow also destroyed the effectiveness of sound protective footgear, or
water came over the tops when rivers had to be crossed. Sometimes, all of
these causes were effective. Actually, only 18 of the 100 men surveyed the
first week had been able to keep their feet dry, only 2 in the second week, and
only 11 in the third week. The figures, again, reflect the tactical situation.
Shoepacs.—As already mentioned (p. 145), in May 1944, a representative of
Colonel Gordon's office was informed by a representative of the theater chief
quartermaster that the cold-weather problem in regard to the feet would be
solved by a combination of heavy socks and shoepacs and that both items would
be in production in time to meet the winter needs. Shoepacs were also discussed at the meeting on winter clothing held in the theater in June 1944 (p. 144),
at which Captain Pounder had stated the objections of the Quartermaster
General to the items of winter clothing proposed. The footgear planned for
winter combat was to include service shoes, overshoes, leggings, and light
wool socks. Captain Pounder pointed out that this combination of footgear
would not be satisfactory in a country which was particularly cold, wet, and
muddy in winter. He proposed, instead, that winter footgear consist of shoepacs, with 2 pairs of felt insoles and 4 pairs of ski socks per man. Although it
was agreed that, in order to use up stocks presently in the theater, the combination of service shoes, leggings, and overshoes might be issued as a substitute
for shoepacs, it was agreed also that shoepacs with felt insoles and ski socks
should be included in the fist of items recommended to the theater chief quartermaster for use during winter operations on the Continent.
On 10 August 1944, in response to an inquiry made on 23 July concerning
footgear (p. 145), General Hawley's Preventive Medicine Division was informed
by the Supply Branch, Office of the Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, that among
items of footgear for troops expected to fight in wet-cold conditions on the Continent would be a new type of shoepac, made in three widths, with correct
orthopedic support. These shoepacs were to be fitted over a cushion sole or
over heavy British woolen socks and ski socks. Allowances would be made for
extra socks for each soldier. If this footgear was used correctly, adequate foot
protection would thus bo provided in the minimum temperatures expected in
northern France and southern Germany—10° F. (—12.2° C.)—during the
winter.
The Seventh U. S. Army, as already mentioned, had been equipped with
shoepacs through Mediterranean theater supply channels. The first requisition
for shoepacs from the European theater, on 15 August 1944, was for 446,000
pairs. This was a small number, and the timing was late, in view of the limited
shipping available and the low priority for clothing and footgear.
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War Department Circular No. 312 listed criteria for winter footgear but
did not specifically mention shoepacs. TB MED 81 stated that shoepacs best
met the reqTiircments of insulation and ventilation except on rough, mountainous terrain. When it was distributed in the theater as a circular letter, in place
of the circular letter originally planned (p. 164), and in the theater medical
bulletin (p. 164), all mention of shoepacs had been eliminated at the request of
General Littlejohn's office, since it was then known that shoepacs would be
available only for a limited number of personnel in the theater.
On 8 December, when it had become evident that the footgear provided in
the theater (the service shoe and the combat boot) would not furnish adequate
protection against trenchfoot, a request was cabled from the theater for 500,000
additional pairs of shoepacs, over and above the 446,000 already shipped and
tlie 90,000 pairs issued to the Seventh U. S. Army. The theater was informed
on 16 December that tliis requirement could not possibly be met because of
limitations of production which could not be overcome for 3 or 4 months. An
attempt to fill the requisition would disrupt the shoe and wool production of the
whole country. It was noted in this reply that the issue of shoepacs, about
which the troops themselves had many reservations, would not solve the primary problem, which was strict compliance with the provisions of War Department Circular No. 312 and TB MED 81. In the light of these facts, it was
requested that the requisition be reconsidered. On 23 December, the theater
repeated the original request, using as justification the fact that extraordinary
cold and wet conditions were being encountered at the time. None of the shoepacs requisitioned arrived in the European theater until after the middle of
January 1945, and those which were received were not distributed in sufficient
numbers until it was too late for them to exert any significant influence on the
incidence of cold injury.
Unfortunately, the shoepacs originally issued to the Seventh U. S. Army
in Italy and those which went to the European theater were of the old type and
were open to many objections. Because of the lack of ventilation, the feet,
even in tlie coldest weather, perspired when the men were active. Later, the
felt inncrsoles froze, and tlie feet became excessively cold. In warmer weather,
excessive perspiration caused maceration of the skin. A cycle Avas often set up
of perspiration, maceration, the development of so-called shoepac foot, hospitalization for 10 to 15 days, return to duty, and a repetition of the cycle.^^
The shoepacs issued in the European theater were the 6-inch type, too
low to ofl'er much protection in deep mud, swampy ground, and flooded foxholes.
Tliey offered no protection at all when streams had to be crossed. They lacked
arch supports and heels. The soft rubber soles wore out quickly. It was for
these reasons that the theater chief quartermaster had rejected the recommendation of the Quartermaster General that they be substituted for the
combat boot (p. 167).
The shoepacs supplied were also, for the most part, too large. This made
them unsatisfactory for marching, and men had to be evacuated for blisters
« Kssential Tcclinieal Medical Data, ETOUSA, for December 1944.
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on their heels. No provision had been made for the wearing of additional
socks with them.'"
Finally, shoepacs cannot be worn efficiently unless their use is understood.
The supply for the European theater had to be distributed almost literally in the
midst of battle, and instructions for their use were often given after they had
been worn. As a result, shoepacs in the European theater were seldom as
efficient as they should have been.
In spite of these and other objections, men who learned to wear shoepacs
correctly came to prefer them to service shoes and combat boots. At the end
of the cold season, it was generally agreed that in spite of then- deficiencies the
shoepacs were the most satisfactory footgear for fighting in cold, wet weather.
This was the opinion of the conference on clothing held in March 1945 and the
footgear representative of the War Production Board (p. 155). It was also the
opinion expressed by the General Board, United States Forces, European
Theater of Operations, in its report on trenchfoot (p. 208) and of Maj. (later
Lt. Col.) Paul A. Siple, QMC, an observer from the Office of the Quartermaster General, who had been in the Antarctic with Admiral Byrd and who
studied the whole clothing and footgear situation in the theater in the late
winter of 1945.
Improvisations.—When the shortage of adequate footgear first became
acute, many units resorted to improvisations to secure additional protection
from rain and snow. Some units wore the white plastic powder bags provided
with 155-mm. projectiles inside or outside of theh shoes. These bags were
extremely effective, but they were in short supply. Some units made boots of
four thicknesses of blanket and wore them inside their overshoes, without
shoes. Some troops which fought in Holland wore felt slippers and overshoes
with two pairs of socks. The incidence of trenchfoot was reduced in all the
units which used these and similar improvisations, one reason probably being
the free movement of the toes and feet possible when constricting footgear
was omitted.
Summary
A more detailed account of the clothing and footgear used in the European
theater in the winter of 1944-45 does not properly belong in this volume.
Enough has been related to show the important role which inadequate clothing
and footgear played in the causation of trenchfoot. The items issued were
basically unsatisfactory because of deficiencies in insulation or ventilation,
or in other respects. The clothing was not windproof or water repellent.
The footgear did not protect against cold and wetness and had other defects.
Even these unsatisfactory items were in short supply. More efficient clothing
and footgear, which had been tested both in and out of combat, were available,
but the theater chose not to accept the new models, in spite of repeated warnings
from the Quartermaster General and his observer in the theater that the
troops would not be properly protected in combat operations during the
« See footnote 37, p. 155.
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winter. Tlie director of the Research and Development Branch of the Office
of tlie Quartermaster General had predicted that if the European theater
persisted in using a uniform already shown to be inadequate, the Italian experience with cold injury would be repeated. His prediction, unfortunately, was
only too correct.
Wlien supplies of the impi'oved clothing and footgear were finally ordered,
cold injury was already widely prevalent, and the supplies were not received
until it was too late to alter the course of events.
Finally, neither the old nor the new models were correctly worn because
the troops had not been trained in their use. The United States soldier, as
Major Siple stated after he had surveyed the situation in February 1945
(p. 431), was better trained in the care and use of fighting equipment than in the
care and use of his clothing.
These conclusions were, in substance, the conclusions of the General
Board, United States Forces, European theater, set up later in 1945 to study
the wliole cold injury situation in the theater.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRENCHFOOT-CONTROL
PROGRAM
Activities in 1942-43
The first recorded mention of cold injury in the European theater was
apparently made in a letter dated 5 August 1942, in which the Chief Surgeon,
on the request of the Office of the Surgeon General, transmitted information
on the management of frostbite as recommended by the British Medical
Research Council, together with some observations on immersion foot.
The first theater publication dealing with cold injury concerned immersion
foot. It was Circular Letter No. 12, Office of the Chief Surgeon, 20 January
1943. It was stated in this letter, "A condition which closely resembles the
trench foot of the last war ma}^ affect the extremities exposed to cold without
immersion provided the degree of cold is insufficient to cause frostbite."
Medical Bulletin No. 1, Oflice of the Chief Surgeon, 18 March 1943,
reproduced the contents of Medical News Letter No. 1, Office of the Surgeon
General, which was published 1 January 1943. The material on which this
letter was based was assembled under the auspices of the Committee on Information, Division of Medical Sciences, National Research Council, with the
cooperation of the American Medical Association and the Surgeons General of
the Army and the Navy. The letter also reproduced the substance of the
article on frostbite by Raymond Greene, which had appeared in Practitioner in
January 1942, and the substance of an article on immersion foot pubfished
by Webster, Woolhouse, and Johnson in the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery for October 1942.
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Activities Before the Outbreak of Cold Injury in 1944
In analyzing the cold injury epidemics in ETOUSA in World War II, it
must be borne in mind that there was little official information in the theater
concerning the serious losses from this cause in the Mediterranean theater in
the winter of 1943-44 and there was no continuous official medical liaison
between the two theaters. As one instance of the lack of liaison, the official
report on trenchfoot in the Mediterranean theater, which was submitted to the
Surgeon, MTOUSA (Mediterranean Theater of Operations, United States
Army), in January 1944, did not reach the European theater until a year later,
when the urgent need for the data in it was practically over. It seems to have
arrived then only because Colonel Cutler requested it directly from the Surgeon
of the Mediterranean theater.
There was, of course, considerable informal correspondence between
medical officers in the two theaters, though none specifically for the purpose of
studying cold injury. Curiously, it was a dermatologist who was most impressed by the potentialities of this condition. On 10 November 1943, Lt.
Col. (later Col.) Donald M. Pillsbury, MC, Senior Consultant in Dermatology,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, reported to General Hawley concerning
his tour of medical installations in the North African theater. He described
the epidemic of what he termed immersion foot in Italy and recounted his
discussions of the problem with medical officers in the North African theater,
including Maj. Fiorindo A. Simeone, MC, who was then making a special study
of this condition (p. 101). Colonel Pillsbury stated that the treatment to date
was unsatisfactorj^, but that several approaches toward prevention were
practical. It was his opinion that the problem was great enough to warrant
the use of everj^ facility of General Hawley's office in its solution and that the
Surgeon, MTOUSA, should be informed promptly of the results obtained.
Colonel Pillsbury's recommendations concerning dermatologic conditions and
venereal disease were duly initialed by the theater venereal disease control
officer and the chief of tlie Professional Services Division, Office of the Chief
Surgeon, but no action seems to have been taken on his recommendations
concerning an energetic program for tlie prevention of cold injury.
Colonel Cutler, when he visited Itaty in November and December 1943,
observed a number of cases of trenchfoot. He was not then impressed with
tlipm because of his experience in World War I, in which cold injury took the
form of "terrible swollen feet with ulcers and blue color." Major Simeone
did not believe that more than a quarter of the men affected would be able to
return to duty, but Colonel Cutler was then of the opinion that these soldiers
were utilizing the pain very hard as a way out of fighting.
On his return to England, Colonel Cutler discussed cold injury with the
chief consultant in surgery to the Norwegian forces in the United Kingdom.
This officer, who had also just retm-ned from Italy, had participated in the
Russo-Finnish War, and in Colonel Cutler's opinion had had as wide an ex-
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pcricncc in cold wet feet as any medical officer living. As a result of these
discussions and after reflection upon his own observations in Italy, Colonel
Cutler transmitted the following (summarized) remarks to the theater chief
quartermaster, through channels, 9 April 1944:
1. The socks furnished United States Army troops did not have sufficient
wool content.
2. Kigid discipline must be enforced within combat companies, so that
socks would be changed daily, even if this meant nothing more than wringing
tliem out and putting them on again.
3. United States Army soldiers wore invariably fitted with shoes that
were too small.
Colonel Cutler added his own impressions of the enormous loss of manpower caused by cold injury in Italy and the importance of its prevention,
since no effective method of treatment had been discovered.
This memorandum was forwarded to the theater chief quartermaster
from General Hawley's office 11 April 1944, with a notation that his office
had in preparation a proposed circular on the proper care of the feet. On
the same date, this information was sent to the Cliiof Surgeon's Professional
Services Division, with the request that a draft of the proposed directive be
prepared witli the least practical delay.
The requested draft, entitled "Prevention of trench foot (immersion foot),"
was forwarded to the executive officer of the Office of the Chief Surgeon, 25
April 1944. It emphasized the incapacitating character of the injury, the lack
of specific therapy for it, the possibility of prevention, and the preventive
measures which could be employed. These measures included keeping the
feet warm and dry, wearing properly fitted shoes and two pairs of all-wool
socks, removing shoes and socks daily, rubbing the feet lightly with lanolin or
petrolatum after they were dried, and making every efl'ort to encourage movement and maintain mobility.
No further action was apparently taken on this proposed circular at this
time, other than referring it to the Preventive Medicine Division of the Chief
Surgeon's Office.
Preparations for the invasion of the Continent.—Cognizance was taken of
the danger of cold injury in tlio preparations for Operation OVEELORD, the
invasion of the Continent. In Standing Operating Procedure 15, Medical
Service on the Continent, which was drawn up in March 1944, as part of Policies
and Procedures for Mounting the Invasion, and which was pubhshed 29 July
1944, paragraph 53 read as follows:
Trench foot (Immersion foot). Emphasis will be given to the care of the feet and to the
provision of proper clothing and footwear. Special attention will be given to these details
for combat troops operating under wet, cold conditions.

Annex No. 8, which was the medical plan for mounting the invasion, did
not mention cold injury. Annex No. 9 to the Operations Plan, Communica-
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tions Zone, for NEPTUNE, the assault phase of OVEELOED, contained the
following paragraph:
Section VIII, 40. "Trench Fool"—("Immersion Foot").—The cold wet weather prevailing during the winter season in the area will predispose combat troops to this affection.
Supplying seasonal changes of clothing opportunel}', giving particular attention to the furnishing of proper footwear, are important measures for preventing casualties due to trench
foot.

The Manual of Therapj^ issued by the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, on 5
May 1944, contained a section on foot hj^giene, which emphasized the importance of (1) cleanliness, (2) keeping the feet dry, (3) using foot powder, (4)
changing the socks frequently, (5) wearing properly fitted shoes and socks,
(6) avoiding trauma, (7) caring for the feet after long marches, and (8) caring
for the shoes and socks. It was again advised, as in other publications, that
the shoes be laced tightly.
Section XIV, paragraph 7, of the Manual of Therapy read as follows:
The importance of a foot bath with soap and water cleansing, vigorous massage (20
Min.), dry socks, and a change of shoes in the prophylaxis of foot disability resulting from
exposure to cold and moisture cannot be overemphasized.

The manual contained a rather extensive description of fungous infections
of the feet, but there was no further mention of cold injury.
Preceding letters on the subject of cold injury were rescinded on 10 June
1944,** and attention was directed to the Manual of Therapy, which, it was
stated, contained the principles of therapy to be followed in the theater.
Postinvasion Activities
On 22 June 1944, Colonel Gordon's office recommended publication of a
command directive entitled "Care of the Feet" for distribution to army groups,
armies, air forces, base sections, and analogous commands. This directive
included principles of fitting, care, and use of shoes; the choice and use of socks;
and general instructions on foot hygiene. It emphasized that company commanders were responsible for the correct fitting of shoes and that instructions to
fit them over Hght wool socks should be modified, if necessary, to permit them
to be fitted over heavy wool socks or two pairs of light wool socks. Instructions were given for the breaking in of new shoes, and tight lacing (contrary to
previous advice) was warned against. Specific instructions were given how to
lace shoes when the uppers fitted too snugly. Instructions were given for
changing of socks regularly and for drying socks by improvised methods if a
fresh pair was not available. Finally, instructions were given for the care of
the feet, including cleanliness, conditioning, care of the nails, care of blisters
and abrasions, avoidance of excessive sweating, and prompt report of infections
or other disabilities to the medical officer.
« Circular Letter No. 80, omcc of the Chict Surgeon, Headquarters, ETOUSA, 10 June 1944. subject: Policies and
Procedures Governing Care of Patients in the European Theater of Operations.
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Paragraph (4) read as follows:
External Conditions. The feet arc subject to all of the common injuries due to external
causes, but there is one type to which they are particularly prone. Slightly different forms
of this injury are known as Immersion Foot, Trench Foot, Shelter Foot, etc., but all are
fundamentally the same. The condition results from long exposure to a combination of
wetting, cold (which need not be extreme) and stagnation of circulation due to inactivity or
constricting clothing or boots. Pre%'ention depends upon avoidance of wetting and chilling
if possible and where these arc unavoidable the preservation of circulation by exercise, relief
of constricting clothing and as a last resort general manipulation. After the condition is well
established, with numbness, swelling and change of color of the feet, walking and even massage are to be avoided.

This publication was disapproved by the Adjutant General, ETOUSA,
on tlic ground that existing manuals covered the subject and that the problem
was the responsibility of subordinate commands. Colonel Gordon thereupon
forwarded tlie conteiit of the proposed publication informally to the surgeons of
major commands.
In September 1944, Colonel Gordon's office began work on a circular letter
dealing with the care of the feet and intended for pubhcation to all commanding
officers, including those of smaller units. After the proposed letter had been
concurred in by other divisions of the Chief Surgeon's Office, it was sent to the
Adjutant General, ETOUSA, 11 October, with the statement that publication
was lu-gent and sliould be expedited because of the possibihty of trenchfoot in
the theater. When it appeared on 24 November as Circular No. 108, Headquarters, ETOUSA (appendix E, p. 525), heavy losses from cold injury had
already been sustained.
Meantime, as already noted, other pubhcations had become available.
Wai- Department Circular No. 312, dated 22 July 1944 (p. 63), was distributed
in the theater on 2 September 1944. TB MED 81, dated 4 August 1944
(p. 65), was received in the theater later that month. Wlien it arrived, a
circular letter containing substantially the same material was in process of
preparation. TB MED 81 was substituted for the material in preparation and
was published 18 October 1944, as Circular Letter No. 126, Office of tlie Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA. As already mentioned (p. 158), a statement in this bulletin
dealing with shoepacs was deleted at the request of the Chief Quarterm.ast(^r,
ETOUSA, because it was now evident that they could be supphed only to a
very limited number of personnel in the theater.
In order to give additional and faster circulation to the information contained in TB MED 81, this bulletin was reproduced in the theater medical
bulletin for 1 November 1944. It wao preceded by a statement by General
Hawley to the effect that the Italian experience had shown that cold injury
could disable men as suddenly and with as little warning as a severe wound,
that many of those affected would remain permanently unfit for duty under
conditions of cold and moisture, and that all medical personnel should familiarize themselves with the contents of TB MED 81 because it indicated the
possible extent and severity of cold injury and the paramount importance of
preventive measures.
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Meantime, there had been numerous informal warnings of the possibilities
and potentialities of cold injury. On 4 October 1944, Colonel Cutler informed
Col. James K. Kimbrough, MC, Chief, Professional Services Division, Office
of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, that Lt. Col. (later Col.) Joseph A. Crisler,
Jr., MC, Consultant in Surgery, Office of the Surgeon, First U. S. Army, had
sent word to him that he was fearful of trouble with trcnchfoot in the coming
weeks and months and that he (Colonel Cutler) shared these apprehensions.*'^
All experience, the memorandum continued, justified the statement that there
is no sound treatment for trenchfoot and that prevention is all important.
It further stated that the Medical Department should insist that woolen socks
be worn and that shoes be properly fitted, since all Americans wear their shoes
too small. Unless these warnings were heeded. Colonel Cutler concluded,
"there will be disaster." Tlic memorandum also called attention to the habit
of Norwegians, especially Laplanders, of putting straw in their big shoes
during the winter, thus providing both ventilation and insulation, and to tlie
Rvissian custom of changing from leather to felt shoes and binding the feet
instead of wearing socks in cold weather. Neither Russians nor Norwegians
suffered from cold injury.
In a report, Health of the Command, 12th Army Group, for August 1944,
the possible increase of respiratory diseases during cold weather was mentioned,
but the report contained no mention of cold injury. In the report for September 1944, dated 11 October, respiratory diseases were again mentioned,
and a paragraph was devoted to trcnchfoot:
b. Trench Foot. Attention is also directed to the great loss of time and the noneffectiveness of personnel experienced in the Italian Campaign last winter and spring from
"trench foot," "immersion foot," and similar injuries due to cold and wetness. Not only
should emphasis be placed upon the early issue of winter foot-gear, but also upon fitting of
shoes and socks, cleanliness of the feet, and early treatment of toot conditions. The command function of educating and training combat troops in this problem if diligently carried
out, will go far toward reducing non-effectiveness from these causes.

This report, which was intended for the 12th Army Group commander,
as well as for subordinate commanders, recommended (1) that winter clothing
be issued at the earliest practicable date and (2) that commanding officers of
all echelons take the necessary steps to insure that all men in their commands
were properly instructed in the care of their feet under winter combat conditions and were adequately supplied with properly fitting socks and shoes.
Army publications.—On the army level, the first directive concerning cold
injury (Professional Memorandum No. 5, Trench Foot), which was issued
before the outbreak, appeared on 1 October 1944, from the Office of the Surgeon, First U. S. Army. All commanding officers and all medical officers
assigned or attached to corps, division, and separate medical units were warned
of the possibility of cold injury, especially in wet and damp weather and even
when the temperature was above freezing. Causes of trenchfoot and measis Informal Routing Slip, Cliiof Consultant in Surgery, to Chief, Professional Services Division, 4 Oct. 1944, subject:
Trench Foot, Immersion Foot.
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Vires of prevention were outlined, and the importance of teaching troops to
protect themselves as individuals was stressed. It was pointed out that the
First U. S. Army was then operating in terrain ideal for the development of
trcnchfoot and in weather that was also ideal for its occurrence.
Wlien Colonel Cutler received this memorandum, he commented that it
was an excellent summary of Circular Letter No. 126 (p. 164) but that he regarded it as unfortunate that two separate memorandums should be issued on
tliis important subject. He hoped proper authorities would advise the First
U. S. Army to use Circular Letter No. 126 instead of their own publication.
Colonel Kimbrough added a note to this comment to the effect that, since
the Chief Surgeon's circular letter was entirely adequate, it would be unfortimate if each army were to put out a separate circular on the subject. In
effect, that is what each army did and what many lower units also did. Many
of these circulars were unduly long, and some of them combined matters, such
as how to prevent trenchfoot and how to wash wool socks without shrinkage
(p. 167), which might better have been handled separately.
On 8 October 1944, the Ninth U. S. Army headquarters issued Memorandum No. 68, entitled "Medical Instructions." In it, the possibility of
trenchfoot in the climatic conditions then present and the areas then occupied
was stressed, and attention was directed to War Department Circular No. 312.
On 3 December, after trenchfoot had already caused thousands of casualties
in this and other armies, a second communication was issued by the Ninth
U. S. Army in which the effective methods of prevention used by the British were
sximmarized.
In the Seventh U. S. Army, Circular No. 20 was issued as a command
directive on 9 October 1944. In it, attention was called to the losses suffered
the previous winter in Italy. The causes, symptoms, and treatment of trenchfoot were outlined, and methods of prevention in combat as well as in reserve
were described. It was emphasized that cold injury is a preventable condition and that its prevention is the function and responsibility of command.
This circular also pointed out that commanders must learn how to prevent
cold injury and must sec that their orders were carried out. The Seventh
U. S. Army originally consisted of divisions which had fought in the Mediterranean theater the previous winter. Many of the troops had suffered from
cold injury then, and there were numerous recurrences as soon as the weather
in France became cold (p. 382).
The warning that commanding ofhcers must inform themselves concerning
cold injury was very necessary. It was repeatedlj^ found in all armies during
the coming weeks that commissioned officers, like noncommissioned officers
and enlisted men, did not understand the real nature of cold injurj^^" Some
of them, in fact, believed that the condition was similar to severe athlete's
foot.
The Tliird U. S. Army issued its first directive on the subject of trenchfoot
"Letter, Headquarters, Third V. S. Army, Omcc of the Surgeon, to Commanding General, Third TJ. S. Army,
19 Apr. 1945, subject: Activities of Third U. S. Army Trench Foot Control Team.
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(Circular No. 76) on 9 November 1944. During the weeks prior to the issuance
of this circular, numerous informal discussions between medical and other
personnel at army headquarters and in subordinate echelons were held. Although trenchfoot was a serious problem in the army when Circular No. 76
was issued, the directive merely stated officially and in writing, policies and
plans which were already in effect.
In this circular, troop commanders were directed to familiarize themselves
with War Department Circular No. 312 and to comply with its directions.
Commanders were given the direct responsibility of preventing cold injury.
The following unequivocal statement was made: "The excessive development
of trenchfoot in an organization will be considered as indicative of inadequate
supervision and control." This circular also contained numerous details concerning the cause and prevention of cold injury and included a detailed set of
instructions for laundering socks and instituting a sock exchange.
Measures Taken During the Epidemics of Cold Injury
On 17 November 1944, by which time thousands of cases of trenchfoot
had already occurred. General Kenner addressed a memorandum on the subject to the Chief of Staff, SHAEF. In it, he discussed the incidence of trenchfoot and the causes, with particular emphasis upon cold weather, wet feet, and
constriction about the feet. He also outlined the action being taken to check
the epidemic. The control of cold injury, he stated, had been placed in command channels, since foot discipline was a command responsibility. He emphasized proper footgear, including overshoes, and the use of dubbing. He
reported that definitive action had already been taken on his recommendations
that the unit issue of heavy wool socks be increased, that high priority be given
to forward movement of socks, and that a concise brochure on trenchfoot, for
universal distribution, be prepared and published by the Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA.
General Kenner's memorandum was approved at SHAEF and forwarded
to the Commanding General, Communications Zone, ETOUSA, for his information and guidance.
On November 17, a field directive on the subject of trenchfoot was prepared
by the chief of the Preventive Medicine Section, Office of the Surgeon, 12th
Army Group, and was hand carried by Col. Alvin L. Gorby, MC, Surgeon,
12th Army Group, to the commanding general. In this memorandum, the
whole situation in the field was surveyed.
General Bradley immediately ordered the material issued as a command
directive (Circular No. 19). In addition, he sent personal letters to the commanding generals of all field armies in the 12th Army Group. In these letters,
he pointed out the heavy loss of manpower caused by cold injury, the permanence of many of these injuries, the particularly heavy losses in the infantry,
the fact that cold injury was largely preventable by the proper assumption of
responsibility by command, and the apparent absence of all assumption of
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responsibility by command at that time. General Bradley also noted that in
many units galoshes had been left behind by direction, spai-e socks had not been
required, and in some instances men had not removed their shoos for 5 to 10
days. He requested that all army commanders give these matters their immediate personal attention.
Immediately upon the receipt of these letters, the commanding generals
of the First, Third, and Ninth U. S. Armies prepared and distributed to corps
and division commanders letters embodying tlic information contained in
General Bradley's letter and ordering immediate measures to control the
trenchfoot epidemic.
Tlie letter from General Patton, dated 21 November 1944 (appendix F,
p. 529), is typical of the substance of all these letters. In it, attention was called
to tlie gravity of the situation. The causes of cold injury were outlined.
Specific control measures were listed, including tlie use of overshoes, the proper
fitting of shoes, the use of dubbing, the provision of extra socles, and dailj^ foot
care. It was stated unequivocally that control was a function of command,
and a distinction was made between control measures for which the individual
soldier was responsible and the support which command could provide. The
letter began with the blunt statement, "The most serious menace confronting
us today is not the German Army, which we liave practically destroyed, but
the weather which, if we do not exert ourselves, may well destroy us through
the incidence of trench foot." "
On 23 November 1944, General Hawley sent identical letters to tlie surgeons of the 12th Army Group, First U. S. Army, Third U. S. Army, and
Nintli U. S. Army, pointing out to them that, if ideal methods of prevention of
trenchfoot could not be accomplished, simple measures to keep the circulation
active in the feet would result in the disappearance of most cases. He recommended removal of tlic shoes and socks once a day and massage of the feet until
the circulation was completely reestablished. He also pointed out that, while
dry socks were desirable, wringing water out of wet socks and then replacing
them was preferable to leaving the shoes and socks on continuously. The
letter concluded:
3. The ratio of trench foot to battle casualties is so high that, by failing to solve this
problem, we are doing practically as much damage to our own troops as the enemy—and,
by "we," I do not mean the Medical Department. This is a disciplinary problem, particuhirly one of leadership in small units.

In spite of his recognition that the prevention of trcnclifoot was a command
problem. General Hawley was not entirely satisfied with the activities of the
<' Oil 19 November, Col. Cliarles B. Odom. M C, snrirical consultant to the Surgeon, Third U. S. Army, had addressed
a memorandum to General Patton in wliich he outlined tlic seriousness of casualties from cold injury among United States
troops, the far better situation among German troops, and the inadequacies of the footgear supplied to United States
soldiers. Tlio shoes, he said, were badly fitted and the quality of tlic socks was poor. After analyzing the major factors
in the causation of trenchfoot and the discouraging outlook for tlic man who sustained it, the memorandum concluded:
"It is apiiarcnt from talks with our soldiers that they do not realize the importance of caring for their feet, nor are tliey
properly instructed and disciplined in tliis regard."
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Medical Department.
as follows:

On 25 November 1944, he wrote to Colonel Gorby,

* * * I am not sure that the Medical Department has been aggressive enough in this
situation. We have published long dissertations on the prevention of trench foot which are
too long for anyone to read. Furthermore, they lay down so many requirements that,
unless the soldier can fulfill all of them, he does nothing. Apparently no one has ever told
the small unit commander that the verj' essence of prevention of trench foot is the prevention
of stagnation of circulation for periods greater than 24 hours.

General Hawlej^ concluded his letter by again laying down his own concept
of prevention. He stated that he thought that if the shoes were removed once
every 24 hours, if the feet were massaged briskly, preferably while they were
higher than the hips, and if the water was wrung out of wet socks before thej''
were replaced, cold injury could be prevented in 75 percent of all cases.
High command also made it clear, thougli somewhat belatedly, that
control was the responsibility of command and that prevention was both
feasible and practical. A letter, dated 24 January 1945,*^ stated:
While appreciative of the adverse climatic factors existing in combat areas, he [General
Eisenhower] desires to emphasize that this condition [cold injury] may be controlled by the
proper exercise of Command, particularly by officers of company grade. It is desired, therefore, that higher unit commanders impress upon all ranks the necessity for unremitting attention to this command responsibility.

There was a similar acceptance of responsibility, though frequently equally
belated, in most individual units. The annual report of medical activities in
the XIII Corps, Ninth U. S. Armj^, dated 31 January 1945, read, in part, as
follows:
It [trench foot] was the most important and most prevalent condition that could have
been prevented * * *. There are several reasons for a high incidence of this disease. First
* * * neither the line officer nor the medical officer is sufficiently aware of the condition
prior to the time the troops are exposed to the hazards of unfavorable weather and terrain
conditions. Second, neither the line officer nor the medical officer stresses sufficiently proper
care of the feet. Third, the footgear and clothing issued by the U. S. Army is not adequate
for wear under conditions apt to result in trench foot. Fourth, commanding officers often
fail to relieve their front-line units sufficiently frequently. Fifth, commanding officers fail
to provide facilities for the drying of shoes, socl<s and clothing; fail to give adequate instructions to their men; * * * fail to realize that the care of the feet of their troops is a command
responsibility. All of the above reasons, except the third, could be eliminated by adequate
Instruction and indoctrination of officers and noncommissioned officers in the training
phases.

Individual Instruction and Indoctrination
One of the major problems in the control of trenchfoot in the European
theater was the necessitj^ for instructing the individual soldier how to take care
of his feet. Almost none of these troops had had any previous training in foot
hygiene in cold wet weather. All personnel had to be instructed; line officers,
as has already been mentioned several times, knew no more of the matter, for
•' Letter, SHAEF, to Commanding Generals, 12th Army Group, 6th Army Group, First Allied Airborne Army, and
Communications Zone, European theater, 24 Jan, 1945, subject: Control of Trench Foot.
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the most part, than the men for whose well-being they were responsible. The
instruction had to be given in highly unfavorable circumstances, in combat,
when the soldiers were concerned with other matters that seemed of much more
importance than taking care of their feet. One of them was saving their lives.
Yet, in some manner, they had to be impressed with the urgent necessity of
taking care of their feet. Although tliey should have been taught these things
earlier, it is nonetheless fair to say that the effort, even if made late, was extremely effective.
Formal instruction was obviously impractical under the circumstances,
and tlie facts of the trenchfoot situation and methods of preventing it, particularly in the individual soldier, were conveyed to the men in a variety of ways.
Before the invasion, it had been planned that trenchfoot would be one of
the subjects to be considered in a series of articles on health to be published in
Stars and Stripes, in which it would be discussed in the article on footgear.
After the first general epidemic of trenchfoot, in November 1944, pubUcity
was intensive. News articles, editorials, and feature notes appeared in Stars
and Stripes, including news summaries on 10 November and 29 November and
editorials on 6 December 1944 and 19 January 1945. Articles appeared in
Ears on 4 and 5 December and in War Week on 9 December. A short article
appeared in Combat Tips for 2 December and a 4-page spread (half of the issue)
in the 16 December issue. Material was placed in division publications, such
as the Invader of the 28th Infantry Division. In these pubUcations, the language of autliority was translated into the language of the GI:
1. Keep your feet as dry as possible. With all the mud, this is easier said than done
but you gotta do it anyway.
2. Elevate your feet at intervals, every two or three hours, whenever your feet get cold
and wet. Just flop on your dorrifcre and do push-ups with your legs.
3. Modernize your slit trench, if possible, by putting in flooring. Pine boughs make
a nice GI color scheme * * * but don't use any floor wax.
4. Wear overshoes. That is, if you have them.

Eadio publicity was employed intensively. Mobile broadcasting facilities
made it possible for the messages on trenchfoot to reach frontline troops in
areas in which printed matter was not practical.
Posters in preparation in the United States (p. 72) were not ready in time
to be useful in the European theater, but a poster was prepared in the theater
for general distribution, and the use of posters prepared in individual units was
encouraged. Some of them were very effective.
In his memorandum (p. 167) to the Chief of Staff, SHAEF, on 17 November 1944, General Kenner had recommended that the Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, publish a concise brochure on trenchfoot for distribution to the
troops. Colonel Gordon set this project in motion, although his own experience
indicated that articles for newspapers, magazines, and periodicals, which could
be repeated, were more purposeful.
With the cooperation of the Public Relations Division, ETOUSA, the
preparation of a brochure was expedited, and distribution was begun the second
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week in January 1945. Two and a half million copies were printed, so that
each soldier in the theater could receive one. Those used in the United Kingdom were printed in London and those used on the Continent were printed in
Paris, where distribution was delayed because of a strike of printers. When
the copy was sent to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3 (operations and training),
ETOUSA, 6 December, it had been noted that early printing was more important than an elaborate effort delayed beyond the present period of urgent need.
When an inquiry to The Surgeon General produced the information that the
film on trenchfoot being prepared in that office was not yet ready, an educational
film on the subjefct was prepared in the First U. S. Army. Clinical material
was obtained at First U. S. Army medical installations, medical supervision was
supplied by an officer of that army, and the technical work was done by a
photographic section from SHAEF. The official film on trenchfoot (FBI80,
p. 73) did not reach the theater from the Zone of Interior until 24 February
1945.
The clinical pictures of trenchfoot made by the 2d Medical Arts Detachment at the 108th General Hospital were used for instructional purposes,
although only after some debate about their value for nonmedical personnel.
Still photographs were also made to illustrate preventive measures as practiced
by men in the field.
Training of Reinforcements *'
The problem of trenchfoot in reinforcements assumed three forms in the
European theater:
1. It occasionally occurred in the Ground Force Reinforcement Command,
while the men were still undergoing training. When this happened, it could
usually be accounted for by special circumstances, such as the lack of overshoes.
In February 1945, 22 of 449 reinforcements received by the 47th Infantry Eegiment were found, on inspection by a representative of the G-3 Section, Headquarters, ETOUSA, to be suffering from trenchfoot.^" The explanation was
that they had stood in the wet for hours at a time during training.
2. Most of the cold injury which occurred while troops were in the Eeinforcement Command was secondary, in the form of recurrences in troops
recently released from the hospital after treatment for primary cold injury.
In November 1944, there were almost no cases in the Ground Force Eeinforcement Command, but in December, for the reason just stated, there was an
appreciable number.
« The name of the Ground Force Replacement Command was changed on 28 December 1944 to Ground Force Reinforcement Command, the reason being that some officers believed that the British term "reinforcement" was more suitable,
because of the morale factor, than the original term "replacement." The implementing letter instructed all concerned to
Inform new men that they were combat reserves or reinforcements, not replacements for men who had been killed or
wounded. As a matter of convenience, the term "reinforcements" is used uniformly throughout this section, regardless
of date.
M Letter, Lt. Col. Richard P. Fisk, AGD, Headquarters, ETOUSA, to Commanding General, Ground Force Reinorcement Command, 23 Feb. 1945, subject: Trench Foot Among Reinforcements.
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3. Most of the cases of cold injury in reinforcements occurred in troops
sent into the field without proper training in its prevention. The plan in the
European theater provided for a 2- to 3-wcek period of training for all replacements arriving from the United States before they were assigned to combat
units. Military exigencies did not permit the uniform apphcation of this plan.
The training period frequently had to be cut short because of the urgent need
for manpower in the fronthnes. During the Battle of the Bulge, for instance,
very little time intervened between the arrival of troops in the theater and their
assignment to units in combat.
The program of training in the Reinforcement Command included a course
in first aid and field sanitation, in the preparation of which the Surgeon General's
Offi.ce had participated." Foot hygiene was a part of this course. Greater
empliasis was placed upon this subject after the distribution of War Department
Circular No. 312 and TB MED 81. When tlie original program proved inadequate and recently arrived reinforcements were found to be suffering heavy
casualties from trenclifoot, tlie program of indoctrination was further intensified,
action being initiated both inside and outside the Reinforcement Command.
Colonel Gorby wrote General Hawley on 1 December 1944 that he had
asked all army surgeons to take the necessary steps to see tliat reinforcements
were properly indoctrinated in the facts of cold injury before their assignment
to combat units. On 7 December, General Patton recommended to the Commanding General, ETOUSA, tliat before their release from the Ground Force
Reinforcement Command eacli officer and each enhsted man be given intensive
individual instruction in measures to prevent cold injury, including the correct
fitting of shoes, combat boots, and overshoes. It was also recommended that
command responsibility for cold injury be emphasized to oflRcers and that the
importance of rotation be particidarly stressed. These recommendations were
designed to decrease "the probabihty tliat they [officers and enlisted men] will
become casualties soon after arrival in combat areas."'^^
Two circulars on the subject of cold injury were issued by the Ground
Force Reinforcement Command, No. 55, dated 13 December 1944, and No. 3,
dated 10 January 1945. Later, all depots were instructed that no reinforcements were to be reassigned until they had received the proper instruction in
cold injury and until that fact liad been duly noted on each man's WD AGO
Form 20.
As the dates indicate, in tliis as in other commands, the action taken to
prevent cold injury was correct, but it was taken too late to influence the
epidemics which occurred in the European theater in the winter of 1944-45.
Training and Schools
It was midsummer of 1944 before the prevention of cold injury came to
be regarded as one of the essential considerations in the infantry training
"Annual Report, Surgeon, Ground Force Reinforcement Command, European theater, dated 30 Sept. 1945.
M Letter, Headquarters, 12th Army Group, to Commanding General, ETOUSA, 7 Dec. 1944, subject: Training of
Replacements in Prevention of Trench Foot and Care of the Feet.
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program in the Zone of Interior (p. 74). By the time the program had been
fully implemented and the troops trained under it had reached the European
theater, the trenchfoot epidemics were practicallj' ended. In other words,
except for the divisions of tlie Seventh U. S. Army which had been trained in
the Mediterranean theater, the troops which fought in Europe through the
winter of 1944-45 had had only the most casual training in the prevention of
cold injury, if, indeed, they had had any at all. This lack of knowledge and
training was not limited to enlisted men. With few exceptions, line commanders had equally little understanding and appreciation of the risks of
cold injury and of methods of preventing it.
Finally, and again witli few exceptions, medical officers were almost
equallj^ ignorant and untrained, since cold injury is an entirely unknown
condition in most parts of the United States. Even in the coldest portions it
is observed only occasionally^, practically always in the form of frostbite.
Although numerous opportunities existed for instruction of medical officers in
the European theater, a study of the record does not indicate that they received
any special training in the subject before cold injury began to occur.
The Medical Field Service School was established at Shrivenham, England,
as part of the American School Center operated hj the Services of Supply, on
27 February 1943 (Circular No. 22) for training medical officers in aspects of
military practice not ordinarily encountered in civilian practice. Before it
discontinued operations on 15 October 1944, about 900 officers had been
trained in 21 classes. The field of instruction was wide, but the curriculum
apparently did not include cold injmy, at least as a special subject; it may
have been mentioned incidental^. Cold injury also does not seem to have
been included in the instruction in Medical Department training methods
provided by a demonstration platoon at the school. Between courses, this
platoon toured base sections, putting on demonstrations for the hospitals.
Courses in such subjects as plaster technique, laboratory technique,
anesthesia, oxygen therapy, and the making of artificial eyes were given for
officers and enlisted technicians at various station and general hospitals in the
theater, and selected medical officers attended courses at British hospitals and
schools. In all of these courses, as at Shrivenham, the range of interest was
wide, but cold injury was apparently not covered in anj^ of them.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF PREVENTION
AND CONTROL
Rotation
During the cold injury season in the European theater, fighting was
always too desperate and combat manpower was always in too short supply to
permit unit rotation to any considerable degree. This was a war of movement,
and troops were almost alw^ays continuously engaged. Because of the tactical
438404>—58
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situation and the limited manpower available, tlierefore, major commanders
seldom foimd that any large-scale rotation of troops was possible.
Absence of regular rotation practices was one of the major handicaps of
tlie control program. In spite of the serious difficulties connected with it,
however, rotation might still have been accompHshed if there had been any
stated theater pohcies concerning it. There were none,^^ and, until the end of
combat, such unit rotation as was practiced was according to the orders of
individual subordinate commanders. This was not a desirable state of affairs.
Individual rotation was difficult and was not practiced uniformly, though
it was employed irregularly and to some extent almost everywhere along the
front. Since experience has shown that trenchfoot docs not, as a rule, develop
until after more than 24 to 48 hours of relative immobility, rotation, when it
was correctly practiced, had the objective of taking small groups, of squad
size or larger, out of the hues for a few hours within these periods.
Many times, conditions in tlie rear were almost as severe as in forward
areas, but usually a tent, a dugout, a ruined building, or some similar protection
was available. Here, soldiers could care for their feet, change their socks,
and have warm food and drinks. Drying facilities were provided whenever
possible.
In spite of tlie irregular practice of rotation, units which employed it to
the limits of the possibilities found it an extremely useful method of preventing
trenchfoot. The possibiUties, of course, frequently depended, more than
anything else, upon the will and resourcefulness of the unit commander.
Tentage and Shelter
In April 1944, when planning for the invasion of the Continent was under
way, an elaborate program was outlined (Standing Operating Procedure No. 5,
ETOUSA) for the shelter of the invading troops." The idea was that all
camps and depots should be changed over, in phases, first from canvas coverage
to wood and metal huts and then to buildings.
Tlic theater chief quartermaster was not optimistic about the use of
existing buildings, because of heavy bombings, and did not regard new construction as practical. It was his idea that tentage should be provided for
2,500,000 troops, about 90 percent of the total number then envisaged, and
for their supporting personnel. This planning ran counter to the experience
in North Africa, a barren area, where heavy tentage for 50 percent of the
troops had proved adequate. No allowances were made in the European theater for barracks and hospital buildings, which would have provided—and
later did provide—for a certain proportion of the shelter needed.
The requisitions for tentage made in the summer of 1944 were not filled.
Indeed, the requisitions were never more than halfway met, and when the
M Report, Office of Oliief Surgeon, ETOUSA, to The Surgeon General, 16 May 1945, subject: Trench Foot—Revised Report No. 9.
i< See footnote 23 (1), p. 143.
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field forces called for tontage it was unavailable. At first, the troops did not
fully explore the possibilities of houses, barns, and other structures, as European armies had always done, and this omission resulted in a certain amount
of unnecessary exposure. Later, as their experience increased, the men began
to protect themselves in existing buildings and eventually found them better
tlian tents.
Salves and Ointments
In World War I, British medical officers at first laid much stress upon
the use of salves and ointments in the prevention of trenchfoot (p. 202). In
1917, this practice was discarded in favor of the use of foot powder, and it was
not reverted to in World War II. Salves and ointments were part of the preventive routine used by American troops in World War I (p. 48), and they were
also used by some of the troops who participated in the Attu campaign (p. 310).
During the summer of 1944, a number of inquiries concerning the use of
salves and ointments were made of the Professional Services Division, Office
of the Surgeon General, as well as of the Professional Services Division, Office
of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA. The substance of the replies, which stated
the official policy concerning these agents, was as follows: ^^
1. Tests by both ground and air forces had shown salves and ointments
to be of no value.
2. The National Research Council had arrived at the same conclusion
after studies of work that had been done in Canada. The only exception to
this opinion was that oil-impregnated socks might be of some value in the
prevention of immersion foot.
3. The use of oils and salves might engender a false sense of security and
lead to carelessness in the strict application of such essential preventive measures
as cleanliness, frequent changes of socks, and general foot discipline.
4. The application of grease to the feet before the shoes were put on might
cause so much sweating, especially in men with a tendency to hyperhydrosis,
that a state of chronic local immersion might be produced with vasodilatation
and perhaps the formation of small vesicles.
5. The Russians, who had conducted extensive tests with various salves and
oils, had also concluded that this was not a useful form of prophylaxis.
The epidemic of trenchfoot in November led to a number of inquiries
concerning the preventive value of this practice, but the Professional Services
Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, invariably replied that the
use of these agents had been carefully considered and was not recommended.
Although this was official policy, a number of units in the theater used
various agents to massage the feet, some in the hope that the lubricants might
have some preventive effect, others frankly for the psychologic effect and to
" (1) Memorandum, Lt. Col. A. L. Ahnfeldt, MC, Director, Sanitation and Hygiene Division, Preventive Medicine Service, Office of tlie Surgeon General, to Major Walker, Preventive Medicine Service, 4 May 1944, subject:
Use of Oil as a Preventive in Frostbite, Freezing, and Trench Foot. (2) Informal Routing Slip, Professional Services
Division, to Preventive Medicine Division, 4 Aug. 1944, subject; Trench Foot.
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insure massage of the feet. One unit used shaving cream. One division surgeon ran tests on tlie relative value of massage alone, massage with lanolin,
and massage with petrolatum. In another division, aidmen carried a mixture
of mineral oil, cod liver oil, and oil of peppermint, which thej^ gave the men
to use on their feet. One medical officer had the supply officer make up
anliydrous lanolin with 10 percent beeswax for this purpose. So far as is
known, none of these practices proved effective and all of them were quietly
dropped, though not before a number of men suffered maceration of the feet
from the collection of excessive perspiration under the oils and greases which
tliey had used.
EPIDEMIOLOGIC SURVEY AND CONTROL
Even before cold injury had become a serious problem in the European
tlieater, officers representing General Hawley and Colonel Gordon had visited
major commands of the 12th Army Group. Their surveys began in October.
As a residt, they were able to observe the November outbreak of trenchfoot at
first hand and to evaluate the efficacy of the various measures taken to control
it. On their return to 12th Army Group headquarters at the end of November,
they wore able to corroborate, from firsthand observation, wliat experienced
observers already knew; that is, that the major means of prevention of cold
injury is proper" command control. They could also emphasize, from their
personal experience, that, even when the tactical situation is most difficult and
terrain and environmental conditions most unfavorable, units in which foot
care is a correctly supervised command responsibility could maintain reasonably
low rates.
The field surveys undertaken in October and November had not been
specifically directed toward cold injury. In December, a formal survey of the
cold injury situation was undertaken. The observers, all experienced officers
who had seen cold injury in tlie Mediterranean and European theaters, were
accompanied by medical inspectors of the various armies. They surveyed the
field armies, division by division, collecting accurate data on the incidence and
prevalence of trenchfoot in each unit; unit combat experience; weather conditions; terrain; status of clothing supplies; rotation policies and practices; the
quality of unit and foot discipline; and whatever other host and environmental
factoi-s were known, or were presumed, to influence the development of cold
trauma. Conferences were also held with army, corps, and division surgeons
and with as many senior commanders as possible. The wealth of material
secured in this survey is discussed in detail under the heading of epidemiology
(p. 363), and only the main points need be summarized here:
1. The winter of 1944-45 was the worst Europe had experienced in years.
2. The terrain which was fought over was chiefly open country, easily
flooded, aTid crossed by many rivers in flood because of heavy precipitation.
3. Clothing and footgear suitable for the environmental situation and the
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terrain were in short supply and were still inadequate at the end of December
1944.
4. The tactical situation could take no account of the unfavorable weather,
terrain, and supply situations. The November offensive by United States
ground forces and the German counteroffensive in December placed very heavy
demands upon combat troops. It was necessary that they expose themselves
in the performance of essential duties, and the isolated position of many units,
as a result of enemy action, greatly increased the risks of exposure.
5. In spite of these adverse circumstances, a considerable degree of command control was perfectly practical, the proof being that in many units it
had been accomplished. Efforts at general indoctrination of troops and at
preventive measures by command were increasing and were becoming increasingly effective.
Trenchfoot-Control Teams
The recommendation of the Paris Conference on Trench Foot, that trenchfoot-control teams be established at army level (p. 183), was implemented by
the directive published on 30 January 1945 (appendix G, p. 531). Each control
team consisted of a line officer and an officer of the Quartermaster Corps. The
function of these teams was to visit corps, division, and regimental headquarters
for two chief purposes: (1) To assess the past and present cold injury situation
and (2) to teach unit trenchfoot-control officers practical measures for preventing outbreaks of cold injury and for controlling them if they occurred. It was
the duty of these unit control officers, in their turn, to train trenchfoot-control
officers and noncommissioned officers in battalions, companies, and platoons.
The functions of control personnel in the smaller units were to check on individual foot discipline in their units; to encourage obedience to instructions and
better performance by means of personal instruction and force of example; to
determine shortages of clothing and equipment; and to institute programs of
discussions and demonstrations among small groups, so that all personnel would
be familiar with the need for, and the details of, the special measures necessary
to prevent cold injury.
Trenchfoot-control teams were set up too late to exert any substantial
influence on the incidence of cold injury in the European theater during the
winter of 1944-45. By the time they had become fully operational, weather
conditions were improving, German resistance was deteriorating, and the Allied
forces were moving swiftly and victoriously forward toward the Inner Reich.
In spite of the late institution of the program, it was nonetheless the consensus of those who watched the program in operation that it provided an extremely effective means of combating cold injury. This was the opinion of the
personnel of the teams from all five armies which met at the Office of the Chief
Surgeon on 21 April 1945, together with medical inspectors of the various United
States field armies and representatives of Headquarters, 12th Army Group.^°
'8 Report, Medical Section, 12th Army Group, to tlie Adjutant General, 12th Army Group, 7 May 1945, subject
Monthly Summary of Medical Section Activities.
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Tlio, go.noral feeling was (1) tliat tliis was tlio best motliod of bringing preventive
measures to imits of company grade and (2) tliat squad leaders were essential
components of the control program, since they Avcre in close contact, day and
night, witli their squadmates and could encourage and guide individual foot
care and discipline.
It was also the unanimous feehng of those present at tliis mcetmg that,
should operations be required during the next winter, these control teams should
be rcoj'ganized and reactivated before the trenchfoot season began. Finally,
it was decided that trenchfoot-control officers or teams could profitably bo
established on divisional as well as army levels.
'J'he full potentialities of the trenchfoot-control program are discussed m
the chapter on prevention (p. 484).

CONFERENCES
Regular conferences were held by General Hawlcy with base section surgeons, ^he agenda covered a wide range of subjects of both administrative
and clinical significance. Other conferences were held with senior consultants,
and still others with his division chiefs. Inter-Allied conferences OTI war
medichie were also lield durhig 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945. Cold injury,
however, was scarcely mentioned at any of those conferences until after it had
become a sei-ious problem in the theater.
At a conference held in London on 21 July 1944, attended by various
professional and administrative personnel, General Hawley stated that The
Surgeon General was greatly concerned about the possibility of cold injury
during the coming winter. He emphasized that the causes were well known
and that prevention was the important consideration. The Surgeon General,
General Hawley continued, thought that a sock with a high wool content
would prevent cold injury, and Colonel Gordon's division, with assistance from
the Professional Services Division, would at once take up the matter with the
theater chief quartermaster. Three million pairs of pure-wool socks were on
hand in the theater, but the troops did not like them. The alternative might
be to request the Quartermaster General to develop an 80-perccnt-wool sock.
At this conference. Colonel Gordon stated that material on the subject of cold
injury had been put together and was ready to be published. General Hawley
observed tliat it would not be of much value if the necessary socks were not
available.
At a meeting of his division chiefs on 4 October 1944, General Hawley
stated that he could not himself think that the end of the war was in sight and
that he thought that plans should be made for all eventualities before they
developed. Cold injury was not specifically mentioned as one of the eventualities he had in mind.
On 6 October, at another meeting of his division chiefs. General Hawley
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stated that in recent visits to various evacuation hospitals of field armies he
had found nurses living in cold tents surrounded by water and mud and that
respiratory disease rates were increasing. At tlie meeting of division chiefs
held on 26 October, Col. William S. Middleton, MC, Chief Consultant in
Medicine, Of&ce of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, also reported an upward
trend in respiratory disease in the First and Third U. S. Armies.
A conference lield in Paris from 14 to 16 October was attended by professional consultants to the British, Canadian, and United States Army forces on
the Continent. Although cold injury was beginning to be evident by this time,
the agenda did not include any mention of it. Other conferences were also
held on the Continent, but later, after trenchfoot had already become a serious
problem.
At the 10 November meeting of General Hawley and members of his staff,
trenchfoot was mentioned for the first time since the 21 July meeting in London.
It was now becoming a problem. The shortage of overshoes and the quality
of the socks being issued to the troops were discussed. It was brouglit out that
the theater quartermaster had said that the supply of socks was more than
ample.
At the 30 December meeting of the Chief Surgeon's consultants com.mittee,
in Paris, trenchfoot occupied much of the agenda. The discussion covered
both the clinical manifestations of cold injury and its management, with special
emphasis on the value of prompt exercise. The idea then prevailed that 50
percent of casualties from this cause could be returned to duty and that anywhere from 5 to 35 percent of the patients hospitalized in the Communications
Zone could be returned to duty. The experience in the Mediterranean theater
had already shown that the optimism indicated by the figure of 35 percent was
unwarranted. Colonel Middleton remarked that the lack of clinical coordination was shown by the fact that every new unit which encountered cold injury
had to go over the same tlierapeutic trials and errors that had already been
explored by units farther forward.
The February 1945 Inter-Allied Conference was devoted to cold injury.
Papers on the subject were presented by Maj. Leiv Kreyberg, Royal Norwegian Medical Corps, Professor of Pathology, University of Oslo; Col. C. S.
Ryles, Professor of Hygiene, Royal Army Medical College; and Raymond
Greene, physician, Emergency Medical Service. Cold injury does not seem to
have been discussed at any of the earlier meetings of this group.
The other conferences held on cold injury and on cold-weather clothing
were not convoked until the problem had become extremely serious.
Conferences on Trenchfoot
In January 1945, just as the epidemiologic survey of trenchfoot in the
European theater was nearing completion, cold injury again began to increase
in frequency. The disappointing increase, the large numbers of hospital beds
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already occupied by casualties suffering from trcnchfoot, and the findings of
tlie epidcmiologic survey pointed to the need for a pooling of experiences and a
general review of the situation. The Chief Surgeon therefore authorized a
conference on trcnchfoot, which was held in Paris on 24 January 1945. It was
participated in by representatives of the Medical Department, Quartermaster
Corps, and G-1 (personnel and administration), ETOUSA, the preventive
medicine ofRcers of the several field armies, the officers who had conducted the
epidcmiologic survey (p. 176), and the medical and surgical consultants in the
theater. Combat commanders were represented by Col. (later Brig. Gen.)
Sterling A. Wood, commanding officer of the 313th Infantry Kegiment, 79th
Infantry Division, who had shown a particular interest in, and comprehension
of, the trcnchfoot problem.
The discussions and conclusions of tliis conference in regard to the pathologic process, clinical manifestations, therapy, and prognosis of trcnchfoot are
presented elsewhere in this volume, under the appropriate headings. The
opening presentation by Colonel Gordon was a comprehensive analysis of tiie
situation from the standpoint of control. Tlie substance of his remarks was
as follows:
Epidemic cold injury may be compared with a waterborne epidemic of
typhoid fever. In such an epidemic, general measures would first be fallen,
including the chlorination of water and the institution of a general control
program. Then specific measures would be instituted. Focal points of local
outbreaks would be sought for and would be eliminated by tlie application of
the general epidcmiologic principles of focal attack. This procedure had been
followed in the attack on cold injury. Commanding officers in all echelons
had made an energetic effort to educate troops and perfect their discipline.
The chief quartermaster had invoked all the resources of his ofHce to provide
and distribute winter clothing. Finally, the Medical Department had conducted an intensive campaign of instruction in preventive measures for both
units and individuals. In this presentation, the epidcmiologic similarities between the trcnchfoot situation in Europe and the malaria situation in the
Southwest Pacific were also pointed out.
The analysis of the epidemic of cold injury had revealed decided variations
from unit to unit, whether the unit was an army or a battalion. These variations made it clear that future steps in prevention must be directed toward the
smaller imits. The small unit did not necessarily require additional general
education and indoctrination. It did not even require a more assiduous application of general measures of control. The essential point was that every
company, and even lesser units, must understand the special conditions wliicli
were producing cold injury within their own ranks. These conditions were
not necessarily the same in all units. Frequently, in fact, they were quite
different. If tlie individuality of the special causative factors were realized,
rotation, for instance, would not be overemphasized in a unit in which the
cause of cold injuiy was the lack of proper clothing or failure to enforce foot
discipline.
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Special experiences.—Of a number of special experiences described in the
course of the discussion, the following are of special interest:
1. When it was found in the Seventh U. S. Army that reinforcements
coming into one division through regular channels or from hospitals were not
acquainted with the facts of cold injury, it was decided, about 1 November
1944, that the convalescent hospital and the replacement depot were good
spots in which to initiate preventive training. At this particular time, it was
the custom in replacement centers to give the troops a 30-minute lecture on
their general health, only 10 minutes of which was devoted to the care of the
feet. Trenchfoot was either not mentioned at all or was discussed within
2 minutes. The lecture period was lengthened to 60 minutes, and at least 30
minutes of the time was devoted to cold injury.
The educational program instituted at the convalescent hospital consisted
of short, informal discussions; radio programs; and the use of articles on the
subject in Stars and Stripes. A representative of the Quartermaster Corps
was assigned to the hospital to teach methods of utilizing winter equipment.
Among other things, he demonstrated how easy it was to get out of the sleeping
bag, once the trick was known. This officer, together with Medical Corps
officers, worked down to battalions, companies, and smaller units. As a result
of these efforts, the Seventh U. S. Army had become extremely foot conscious.
The same speaker (Lieutenant Colonel Gowan) who reported this effort in
the Seventh U. S. Army also reported the value of individual efforts at instruction. When he visited the 36th Infantry Division, he found that a medical
aidman, who was later kified, while serving in a lost battalion, had made the
men remove their shoes at intervals, wring out their socks, exercise their feet
and toes, and employ other simple measures to prevent trenchfoot. His work
paid large dividends. Although the tactical and environmental circumstances
were highlj' favorable for the development of a large number of cases of trenchfoot, the number which occurred was very small.
2. The second experience was related by Colonel Wood. In his notes
on the conference. Colonel Cutler stated that this officer's remarks were "more
effective than any of tlie professional discussion." Later, General Hawley
passed on to the surgeons of the field armies Colonel Wood's suggestion that
every regimental commander could profitably be taken on a tour of hospitals
caring for trenchfoot casualties, so that they would comprehend the real
seriousness of the injury.
Colonel Wood knew nothing of trenchfoot until he observed it, as a patient
with another condition, in the 40th General Hospital. There he saw enough
of it to make him very much aware of it. Before he returned to his own regiment,
he was able to have conferences on the subject with the Chief Surgeon and
Colonel Cutler.
His remarks concerning his actions thereafter deserve extended quotation:
I went in and asked my division surgeon, "What are you doing about trench foot? * * *
He said, "On the 22nd of November ^Ye got up a circular." I said, "Let's get it out and
see what it is." * * * It had come to my regiment when we were in the middle of fighting
438404^—58
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a battle. There was one copy to the regiment and there had been no follow-up on the part
of the higher command to see what had happened to it. The regimental commanders did
not know about the dangers of trench foot. * * * I worked * * * to have them [the
posters] issued and displayed in every conspicuous place around the area. * * * I had ten
basic factors about trench foot printed up and required that every single individual have
one and have the company commanders check to see that they have them personally. Then
I talked to the division commander and he sent mo * * * to tell all the other regiments in
the command all that I had seen. At that time we had no trench foot. We did not know
what we were going to get into. We were fortunate in that wo had the shoepac. [In another
connection the speaker said that his own men preferred the shoepac to the combat shoe
and could march 18 to 20 miles in it.] We had ski socks, so that we did have basic eciuipment.
There was one thing we immediately found. * * * we had never been trained in this type
of foot discipline over here. Colonel Gordon was talking about the original training and
education. We never had any training about trench foot. * * * Command control and
discipline were also mentioned. Now the difficulty as I see it is that of command control. * * * peaks [of trench foot] are going to happen because during a month's time in
our organization the noncommissioned officers and officers are casualties and going back.
[They are] the people that will normally handle the supervision to see that the man does
what he should do * * *.
I think the commanding oflicers have to receive some definite orders, not suggestions.
One of my objections to all these medical bulletins is that you use too long words and that
wo don't know what you are talking about, and that they are too lengthy. They should
be just as brief as possible. We should get thorn in quantities, so that we can give them
to the man who has to carry them into effect.
Because of the high rate of replacements, in actual practice it means you have to start
to educate ]ieople all over again. None of the early training we had oven two months ago
will ensure that the individual man does what he is expected to do. AVe have broken it
down to the noncommissioned officers. Actually I have a more stable rate of noncommissioned
officers in my regiment than commissioned officers; often the company commander is a
second lieutenant who has recently come in. Each man carries one of the papers and he is
checked. They are erased for consideration for a Paris pass if they are caught without one.
Then if you can get those leaders to force the men to change their socks, you are doing
a great deal in the right direction. That is command responsibility, but in the way we are
scattered up there, the company commander is busy planning what he is going to do next.
It has to be broken down. The regimental commander has to ask the battalion commander
for a report of what he is doing on trench foot, which is exactly the same as he must ask if the
men are being fed and supplied. Then he has to insist that the battalion commanders do
the same thing with company commanders, but the men who actually made the men put
on the dry socks have to see them put on * * *.
One thing we require is that as soon as a man gets into any shelter at all, he is to lie down
on his back, elevate his feet and remain there just as long as ho can, and wiggle his feet as
much as he can. We have tried to convince them that if for a period of thirty minutes time
during a twenty-fom- hour interval, blood can be made to pump into the toes, we can eliminate
a great deal of trench foot * * *.
We have drawn extra duflle bags * * * for every company. All the socks are in the
duffle bags. It doesn't make much difference in size. * * * All our requisitions are for size
twelve socks. The ration detail comes up at night and takes back with it the duffle bags of
wet wool socks. They come up then with one dry pair of socks for every man in the company. * * * After a forty-eight hour period we are getting duffle bags and dry socks for
every man in the company. That is the rotation system and we are able to use it most of the
time. If you can gel food to the men, you can also get socks to the men. It can be done if it
is ordered, and the same thing applies about wearing socks. When we are ordered to do
something, we do it without any question, but if the division surgeon comes up and says,
"I think it would be a good idea to got dry socks every day," it just doesn't get done, and I
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would like to recommend that the recommendations from hero go down through command
channels. By that way the lino officer does what he is told automatically without thinking
whether it can be done; if we leave it to him, it won't be done. I think it would be much
simpler just to tell him to do it.

In reply to questions, the speaker stated that one man, preferably the mess
sergeant, should be made responsible for the dry socks. He also lecommended
that education on trenchfoot be given in the reenforcement depot, to make
company officers conscious of the problem before they went forward. Second
lieutenants were often company commanders within a few days after they had
joined the regiment, and, if they had not been previously instructed concerning
cold injury, it was necessary to wait for a break before the matter could be
taken up with them.
Conclusions and recommendations.—The general responsibility for trenchfoot was particularly emphasized in the discussions at the conference. It was
distributed among (1) the individual soldiers, who had to take care of their
own feet; (2) command, which had the responsibihty of training the soldiers
and seeing that they did what they were told to do; (3) the Quartermaster Corps,
which had the responsibility of providing clothing and footgear suitable for
winter combat; and (4) the Medical Corps, which had to keep the various
command and quartermaster echelons informed about cold injuries, without at
the same time letting the individual soldier believe that he was going to lose
his legs from this cause.
The most universal fault, the conference concluded, was poor foot discipline, and the time had arrived for firm and definitive action within units in which
this deficiency was evident. The similarities between the trenchfoot situation
in Europe and the malaria situation in the Southwest Pacific suggested that
improvement could be accomplished in Europe by the same approach that had
been effective in the Pacific; that is, the use of control teams for individual
inspection, education, and discipline.
A recommendation embodying the concept of control teams was supported,
and the necessary steps were taken later to form such a team in each of the field
armies (p. 177 and appendix G).
After the trenchfoot teams had been appointed in accordance with the
directive authorizing their establishment, Col. Tom F. Whayne, MC, preventive
medicine officer of the 12th Army Group, suggested that it would be profitable
for members of the teams from the various armies to meet with preventive medicine officers from the armies as well as representatives of the theater and the
army groups, in order to discuss the functions of the teams and methods of procedure. This conference was held in Paris on 16 February 1945.
Quite properly, because of the command and training implications of the
cold injury problem, the conference was opened with a general discussion of the
whole problem by a representative of G-3, ETOUSA. The medical aspects of
tlic problem were then discussed by General Hawley. A resume of causative
factors, the present status of the cold injury situation, and the principles of the
control program were presented by Colonel Gordon. This (morning) session
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was concluded by a rouiidtable discussion in whicli members of the trenchfootconti'ol teams and others participated. Many practical aspects of the problem
were covered. The afternoon session, whicli was entirely clinical, was held at
the 108th General Hospital, at whicli a special stiidj^ of patients with trenchfoot was in progress. After an opening clinical lecture on the nature of cold
injury, patients were presented and methods of treatment were demonstrated
and discussed.
The over-all effectiveness of the trcnchfoot-control program could not be
evaluated in the European tlieater because, at about the time the control teams
went into action, the weatlier ameliorated and, with the thaw that occurred,
cold injury began to decrease. It was, however, the consensus of all who had
participated in the first conference that a second conference, attended by essentially the same personnel, should be called to review the activities of the teams
and of tlie officers and noncommissioned officers who had been responsible for
the implementation of the pi-ogram. It was hoped tliat enough information
could be brought out to permit some sort of evaluation of the operations of the
control teams. This conference was held in Paris on 21 April 1945.
Tlic program of the second conference, after the opening remarks by
Colonel Gordon, was devoted to discussions of foot discipline, weather, clotliing
and equipment, operational conditions, and similar matters. The experience
of certain divisions of the Seventh U. S. Army which had previously been
exposed to cold injury was compared with that of other divisions which had
had no previous experience in winter combat. It was the consensus of those
present (1) that the plan of using control teams provided an effective and
profitable means for tlie control of cold injuiy; (2) that it greatly enhanced
the training of tlie individual soldier and the small unit in their own responsibilities ill the matter; and (3) that it also utilized the elements of command,
supply, and medical personnel in a well-coordinated and interlocking combination.
It is higlily significant that the majority of the members of this second
conference (13 of 15), all of wliom had observed trenchfoot under combat conditions, concluded that, in the control of trenchfoot, the most important of all
considerations was individual foot care, followed, in order of importance, by
adequate clothing and equipment and sound rotation policies. Bad weather,
although it is the fundamental cause of all cold injuiy, was given the place of
least importance by all the officers voting.
Conferences on Winter Clothing
The conference on winter clothing which the chief quartermaster had
planned to call for late December 1944 M^as necessarily postponed because of
the German breakthrough in the Ardennes which occurred at that time. The
conference was eventually held in Paris on 29 January 1945, and a followup
conference was held in the same city, with much the same personnel in attendance on 17 March.
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A detailed record of these conferences is not the proper concern of this
volume, but certain general facts may be stated." It had been the hope of the
chief quartermaster that the conference would recommend a simple, basic
uniform, suitable for all branches of the Army and planned in accordance with
limitations of transportation and production. As he pointed out, the United
States Army had 70 items of basic winter clothing, against 11 basic items for
the British Army. The British Army had made its plans for a simple uniform
at the beginning of the war and did not change them; as a result, it did not
experience the shortages and inadequacies of various items which constantly
plagued the United States Armj^.
The two conferences did not accomplish the goal which the chief quartermaster had set for them, but they did improve matters by reducing
the 70 basic items of clothing by 21, the number of sizes by 29, and the number of fabrics required in the manufacture of the imiform from 10 to 4.
As to clothing, it has been correctly said that the items finally decided
upon represented a weighing of preferences rather than a meeting of minds.
This was because the clothing recommended by the Quartermaster General
had been thoroughly tested only in the Fifth and Seventh U. S. Armies, which
had used it with satisfaction for two winters. The 12th Army Group, which
expressed a preference for the obsolete armored force uniform, had scarcely
tested the new items which it was voting against. On the whole, the conclusions finally arrived at were much the same as those arrived at by members
of the trenchfoot-control teams who had observed cold injury at first hand in
the field. On one point, at least, there was unanimity, that the shoepac was tlie
most acceptable footgear for frontline troops to wear in winter.

CLINICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Mention has already been made of the study of cold injury in Air Force
personnel undertaken in 1943 at the 2d General Hospital in the United Kingdom
(p. 134). A number of other studies were undertaken when cold injury became
prevalent among ground troops in the European theater in November 1944,
but most of them were informal and concerned only small series of cases. One
of them was a study of therapeutic methods at the 110th Station Hospital.
Another was a study of negative pressure therapy at the 7th General Hospital.
Still another was an investigation at the 92d Medical Gas Treatment Battalion,
Third U. S. Army, to determine what type of casualty could be retained in the
army area for treatment with the expectation of return to combat duty. Incidentally, several hundred men were returned to duty under this plan.
In view of the excellent results obtained by the formal study of influenza
and empyema undertaken in World War I, it is unfortunate that trained investigators were not sent from the Zone of Interior to the European theater to
" Letter, Maj. Gen. Robert M. Littlcjohn, Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, to tlic Quartermaster General, 9 May
1945, subject: Winter Uniform.
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set up similar studies for cold injury. Not a great deal could be done by personnel in the European theater. All facilities were heavily involved in the care
of patients. Tlie clinical material, paradoxical though it may seem, was much
too abundant to permit extensive, properly controlled studies to be set up
generally.
Early in October 1944, Colonel Crislcr of the First U. S. Army had suggested
to Colonel Cutler that hospitals for specialized care of trenchfoot should be
set up in each army and should be staffed by medical officers experienced in
this special field. Colonel Cutler transmitted the suggestion to Colonel
Kimbrough, but events, unfortunately, moved too fast for this excellent plan
to be carried out. The exchange of information at the trenchfoot conference
in Paris in January 1945 (p. 179) permitted the evaluation of various diagnostic
and therapeutic techniques, but it was then too late to institute formal investigations.
The single formal study of trenchfoot in the European theater was made
at tlie 108th General Hospital, under the direction of Capt. (later Maj.) Octa
C. Leigh, Jr., MC. Consultants on the project included Col. Johan C. Hoist,
consultant in surgery to the Norwegian Army in the United Kingdom, and
Major Krcyberg. The specific objectives of the study were to provide a
simple, workable classification for rapid triage; to study various methods of
therapy; and to accumulate as much practical data as possible concerning the
duration of exposure, the duration of immobilization, the kind of footwear
worn at the time of injury, and similar matters. The details of this uivestigation are cited in appropriate places throughout this volume. The investigation, imfortunatcly, was not as complete as it might have been because the
special equipment required, including skin temperature thermocouples and
capillary microscopes, was received too late to be entirely useful.
Plans for a study of anticoagulant therapy (hoparin) in cold injury were
proposed by tlie Medical and the Surgical Consultants Division, Office of the
Surgeon General, but for a variety of reasons this project could not be carried
outr The rationale of this type of therapy is discussed elsewhere (p. 326).
REPORTING AND NOMENCLATURE
War Department Technical Bulletin (TB MED) 92, issued 15 September
1944, provided that War Department MD Form 86ab, though intended for
use in reporting communicable diseases, should also be used to report trenchfoot, immersion foot, and frostbite under a special heading. The reason
for the use of this form was that reports made on MD Form 52 would be too
late to accomphsh one of the most important purposes of the Statistical Health
Report; namely, to furnish current information on the incidence of communicable diseases.
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When trenchfoot became epidemic in the European theater, it was found
that Form 86ab was not providing statistical data quickly enough to be useful,
and Form 323 was substituted for it.
Form 323 was a dailj' report prepared by all medical units in the theater
primarily for use by the Office of the Chief Surgeon; it permitted the reporting
of epidemic conditions without loss of time. Keports made on this form,
however, were less exact than reports made on Form 86ab. For this reason
and as a result of different methods of reporting, the first statistics secured for
cold injurj^ contained some inaccuracies, chiefly in the form of overreporting.
The errors, which were sometimes substantial, were finally all corrected.
Because of necessary wartime classification of medical casualty reports,
higher headquarters at times encountered some difficulty in associating the
casualties from trenchfoot with the exact unit in which they occurred and the
location of the unit on the battlefront. From the standpoint of Colonel
Gordon's office in Paris, the secrecy with which military operations were being
carried on delayed the evaluation of the reports of trenchfoot as they were
submitted, first weekly and then daily. The condition appeared suddenly,
and the number of casualties increased rapidly. Colonel Gordon apparently
had difficulty, from the reports which he received at first, in determining the
exact units which were most affected and their location. Division, corps, aad
army surgeons, who were closer to the trouble, of course did not have this
difficulty.
Other problems, however, were not settled during the entire war. The
first was the category in which cold injury belonged in statistical reports.
The second was the nomenclature to be employed for it. The third, which
arose out of the confusion in the nomenclature, was the award of the Purple
Heart for cold injury (p. 189).
Because of lack of clarity in directives, trenchfoot and immersion foot were
at one time or another included in medical statistical reports both as nonbattle
injuries and as diseases, while frostbite was variously considered as both a
battle and a nonbattle injury, depending upon the interpretation of the individual command. As long as cold injury was not a major problem in the
theater, the confusion did not make too much difference. In November 1944,
with the outbreak of what proved to be a true epidemic, the confusion became
serious. It resulted in both imderreporting and overreporting, and it added
further to the administrative difficulties which arose in connection with the
award of the Purple Heart.
As pointed out elsewhere, the terms "high-altitude frostbite," "immersion
foot," "trench foot," and "frostbite" were developed as matters of expediency,
when the now generally accepted concept of cold injury, that all of these
conditions represent varying degrees of the same fundamental pathologic
process, did not exist. The distinction between these conditions is not of
major importance and is often artificial. In World War II, in fact, trench-
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foot was often, in effect, immersion foot, and the distinction between trenchfoot and frostbite was usually made according to the environmental temperature at the time the injury was sustained. If the temperature was
above 32° F. (0° C), the diagnosis was trenchfoot; if the temperature was
below this level, the diagnosis was frostbite. When weather records were
lacking or incomplete in any area, as thej^ frequently were, this entirely artificial
distinction broke down, and the diagnosis rested with the individual medical
officer.
The principal source of the confusion was administrative. Circular Letter
No. 156, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, dated 20 October 1943, directed
that cold injiu-y be designated as (1) high-altitude type, (2) ground type, and
(3) immersion foot. 'V\lien TB MED 81 arrived in the theater the foffowing
year, it left the theater Chief Surgeon and The Surgeon General at variance
over the nomenclature of cold injury. The opinion was rather freely expressed
that the term "trenchfoot" would persist, which it did, although formal recognition was not given to the popular nomenclature until 18 November 1944,
when Circular Letter No. 156 was rescinded with the issuance of Circular
Letter No. 134, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA. Nothing seems to have
come of the sensible suggestion of the senior consultant in orthopedic surgery.
Col. Mather Cleveland, MC, that the term "foxhole foot" would be better than
"trenchfoot," since this type of cold injury seldom occurs in large, roomy
trenches, in which men can move about, but does develop in foxholes, where
they are very often almost completely immobilized.
Circular Letter No. 94, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 31 August
1944, directed that patients admitted for cold injury and retained more than
24 hours (that is, for more than food and rest) should be classified as battle
casualties. This regulation was frcquentlj^ violated, with the result that
hospital registrars were confused, and statistical reporting was becoming
inaccurate. On 30 November 1944, Col. David E. Liston, MC, Deputy
Siu-geon, ETOUSA, directed that for the time being all cases of trenchfoot
should be classified as nonbattle injuries. Shortly before, Colonel Kimbrough
had recommended to General Hawley's executive officer that the relevant
portions of Circular Letter No. 94 be altered and that disabilities due to exposure be listed as diseases.
Because of the mounting confusion. General Hawlej^'s office requested a
War Department ruling on the classification of trenchfoot, immersion foot, and
frostbite incurred in combat areas. The reply, dated 3 December 1944, directed
that these injuries should not be classified as battle casualties. This ruhng
was reaffirmed in April 1945.
The reports indicate that trenchfoot and frostbite were both reported as
trenchfoot up to the end of 1944. Thereafter, the}' were reported separately,
although the distinction, as already mentioned, was artificial in the extreme.
Many medical oflicers experienced in this type of trauma always thought that
the three categories (immersion foot, trenchfoot, and frostbite) would better
have been considered under the generic heading of cold injury, if only because
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a more correct concept ol the etiologic factors and pathologic process would
thus have been obtained. The terms of the award of the Purple Heart, however, made it necessary to continue the separate classifications.

AWARD OF THE PURPLE HEART
One of the bj^products of cold injury, which arose principally in the
European theater, was the troublesome, entirely administrative, problem
created bj^ the award of the Purple Heart. At least part of the difficulty arose
from the confusion in the nomenclature of cold injury, which has just been
summarized.
This award, which had been established by Gen. George Washington at
Newburgh on 7 August 1782, during the War of the Eevolution, and which
had lapsed shortly afterward, was revived on 22 February 1932, on the 200th
anniversary of his birth, "out of respect to his memory and military achievements," in War Department General Orders No. 3. The award was to be
given to members of the United States Armed Forces wounded either in action
against an enemy of the United States or as a direct result of an enemy act,
provided that the wound thus incurred required treatment by a medical officer.
For purposes of the award, a wound was defined as "an injury to any part of
the body from an outside force, element or agent sustained as the result of a
hostile act of the enemj^ or while in action in the face of the enemy." The
word "element," it was specified, "refers to weather and permits award to
personnel severely frostbitten while actually engaged in combat." It was
stated, equally specifically and entirely illogically, that trenchfoot did not
merit the award.
Army Air Forces.—The question of awarding the Purple Heart for cold
injury first arose in World War II in connection with cold injury in flying
personnel. In September 1943, the Preventive Medicine Division, Office of
the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, concurred in the opinion that this type of cold
injury justified the award. A few weeks later, however, the inconsistencies of
this policy were pointed out to G-1, ETOUSA, by General Hawley in a fine of
argument to be repeatedly advanced in connection with this award. The
Purple Heart, the Chief Surgeon pointed out, was a command, not a medical,
problem. Frostbite was a disability produced by the hardships of service, not
by enemy action, and it was usually preventable. While it could result from
defects in equipment, it was more likely to result from individual carelessness.
Protective clothing might be damaged by enemy action, but, if the principle
upon which the Purple Heart was being given for cold injury in flying personnel
were applied consistently, it was hard to see where the line was to be drawn;
the award might as reasonably be made for pneumonia, tonsillitis, and a cold
in the head, ah of which might develop after exposure. Furthermore, if men
in the Eighth Air Force were given awards for frostbite, every soldier on the
ground who had sustained a cold injury also deserved it. Awards were not
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given for cold injury in the Roj^al Air Force. On the contrary, each injury
was investigated, to determine whether damage to protective clothing had
occurred by enemy action or by negligence.
In May 1944, when changes were made in Army Regulations (AR) 600-45
(Changes No. 4) concerning the terms of the award, reference to cold injury
in flying personnel was deleted and the term "element" was defined, without
restriction, as referring to the weather. It was again specified that, while severe
frostbite sustained in combat justified the award of the Purple Heart, trenchfoot did not.
Residua of the Aleutians campaign.—The Purple Heart was apparently
never a serious administrative problem in the Mediterranean tlaeater either in
tlie winter of 1943-44 or in the following winter. Questions concerning it next
arose in June 1944, in connection with the residua of cold injury in the Aleutians
campaign. Immersion foot, as cold injury incurred in that area was called,
was not mentioned in the regulations for the award, and the commanding
general of tlio 7th Infantry Division, whose troops had suffered heavily from
cold injury during that campaign, recommended that the Purple Heart be
given for immersion foot.
Wiien the correspondence on the subject was referred to the Surgical
Consultants Division, Office of tlie Surgeon General, the reply sent on 15 September 1944 agreed that the current regulations were unfair for a number of reasons:
1. Many soldiers incm trenchfoot while actually in combat and are more
seriously injured than some who incur frostbite, even if it is severe.
2. They may lose one or botli lower extremities as a result of their injury.
3. Althougli immersion foot, trenchfoot, and frostbite develop under
different circumstances, the basic pathologic process and the clinical manifestations are similar, tlie difference being in degree, not in kind.
In view of these facts, it was recommended that, since all three types of
injury might be incurred in actual combat, the disputed paragraph (16A)in
AR 600-45 sliould be altered to read: "In connection with the definition of the
'wound' above, the word 'element' refers to weather and permits award to
personnel severe^ Frostbitten or incurring Immersion Foot or Trench Foot
wliilo actually engaged in combat."
In subsequent weeks these arguments wore reiterated and expanded in
tlie Surgeon General's Office. On 5 October 1944, the Surgeon General's executive officer wrote to the Decorations and Awards Branch, Office of the Adjutant
General, that specifications as to the severity of cold injury were not regarded
as practical, partly because injuries without loss of structure might be graver
than those in which tissue is not lost.
On 3 October 1944, Brig. Gen. (later Maj. Gen.) Russell B. Rej^nolds,
GSC, Director, Military Personnel Division, Headquarters, Army Service
Forces, recommended to G-1, War Department, that the regulations be altered
to permit the award to personnel who had incurred trenchfoot or immersion
foot as well as frostbite if they were actually engaged in combat, if they required
amputation of a part, or if the injury required hospitalization. The changes
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proposed were not made, but, on 21 October 1944, the deputy chief of staff
settled the question which had arisen in connection with cold injury in the
Aleutians campaign by authorizing the 7th Infantry Division commander,
who had raised the question, to make the award to members of his division
who had sustained immersion foot during the Attu operation if the injury had
been incurred in actual combat and if it had resulted in amputation of a part
or in other permanent injury.
European theater.—Meantime, the matter was again coming to a head in
the European theater, this time in connection with the ground type of cold
injury. As the weather became colder and wetter, and as cold injuries increased
in numbers, the situation became more and more confused and unsatisfactory,
especially from the administrative standpoint.
On 25 November 1944, Colonel Gorby, the 12th Army Group surgeon and
an experienced field medical officer, pointed out to G-3 of the army group that
it was not at all fair to Hmit the award to amputees since more lasting incapacity
might be incurred without any loss of tissue. His own opinion, however, was
that the award should not be given for any type of cold injury. Trenchfoot
was preventable. It was the responsibility of the individual soldier and of his
commanding officer to prevent it. Its occurrence usually indicated poor training, poor command, and poor soldiering. Tlie medical officer was in no position
to determine whether it was or was not preventable in any given case, and it
would be more logical to award it for diseases which could not be prevented.
If word got about that the Purple Heart was to be awarded for cold injury, an
immediate increase in hospital admissions could be expected; it would be a
good way out for potential S. I. W. (self-inflicted wounds). The Russians,
although they were fighting in an environment productive of cold injury, had
very little of it because in every instance, no matter what the circumstances,
disciplinary action was taken against the injured man and his commanding
officer. In Colonel Gorby's opinion, disciplinary action rather than awards
would reduce the personnel losses due to cold injury. No definitive action
resulted from these sound arguments.
StiU other comphcations were arising. Line officers, out of consideration
for their men, naturaUy wanted a HberaHzation of the regulations, to permit
the Purple Heart to be awarded for trenchfoot. On the other hand, just at
this time, the concept of command responsibiUty for cold injury was beginning
to be comprehended, and those charged with the prevention of the injury
objected, with logic, to making nominations for an award to be presented for
the very condition which they were ordered to prevent. The conflict of interests, centering around the criteria for awarding the Purple Heart and
complicated by the confusion of nomenclature just described, actually tended
to affect the Adjutant General's accounting of battle casualties.
The Purple Heart came in for considerable discussion at the conference
on trenchfoot held in Paris in January 1945 (p. 179). It was pointed out
that in view of the terms of the award, which required a distinction between
frostbite and trenchfoot, the nomination of the man for the award really
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rested witli tlie medical officer wlio first saw the patient, since he was aware
of weather conditions and duty status. It was therefore an error, which
sliould not be permitted to continue, to change the diagnosis in evacuation
hospitals in any case of cold injury unless there was sound clinical evidence
of diagnostic error. If this plan were followed, the award would at least be
made consistently, for the diagnosis would be consistently right or consistently
wrong. General Hawlcy said that, over his opposition, the award had been
extended to sucli absurd lengths that it might as well be issued with rations.
No cliange in Armj' Regulations was made during the epidemic phase of
cold injury in the European theater. The award continued to be a matter of
administrative controversy, with the Medical Department, because of its
exclusive power to determine diagnoses, squarely in the center. On 4 February
1945, General Hawley wrote The Surgeon General that the wording of the
regulation (severely frostbitten) coidd be interpreted to apply only when the
lesion was so extensive that cells were killed and there was an actual loss of a
part, or a slough through the whole thickness of the corium. He said that,
as a practical matter, it was not possible to distinguish between frostbite
and otlier forms of cold injury. The hospital wards, he said, were full of embittered infantrymen who had sustained trenchfoot, often of a serious degree,
but who were not entitled to the Purple Heart. The Medical Department
was being required to administer a policy which it had not set up and which it
could not administer fairly. Forward units were conferring the Purple Heart
and were not being too strict about it, imder pressure from frontline commanders who demanded liberality in the award to keep their troops reasonably
mollified. As the situation now stood, General Hawley added, men with
simple blisters caused by frostbite were receiving the Purple Heart while men
with incapacitating lesions from trenchfoot were not getting it.
On 26 February, General Hawley pointed out to the surgeons of the other
armies in the European theater that the Third U. S. Army did not authorize
the award because of tlie difficulty of determining the degree of severity of
the injury witliin tlie period established for holding these casualties in the
tlieater. He felt that the same stop could well be taken in other armies in the
tlicater.
Tlie last War Department message on the subject received in the European
tlieater did nothing to resolve the difficulties connected with the award. In
April 1945, in response to a second inquiry from the theater concerning the
classification of cold injuries, the Adjutant General's Office replied that
trenchfoot, immersion foot, frostbite, and injuries similar to them would not
be reported for statistical pm-poses as battle casualties but that the award
of the Purple Heart to personnel severely frostbitten while actually engaged
in combat would not be affected bj^ this ruling. This meant, in effect, that
although cold injuries were not to be classified as battle casualties the Purple
Heart, which is an award for an injury sustained in battle, would continue to be
given for one type of cold injurj^ but not for the other two.
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The General Board, United States Forces, European theater, trenchfoot
(cold injury, ground type).—The General Board which investigated, among
other matters, the subject of trenchfoot in the Em-opean theater later in 1945
(p. 208) stated that a just and equitable award of the Purple Heart for cold
injury was possible only if it was authorized for all casualties who sustained
cold injuries while actually engaged in combat, and only if the injuries were
of sufficient severity to require treatment by a medical officer. The Board
recommended that the current policies be reviewed and that the award either be
granted for both trenchfoot and frostbite or not be granted for either. Before
the award was recommended in any instance, consideration should be given to
such factors as combat and weather. It should also be determined whether
or not the injury was due to negligence or to deliberate intent or was avoidable
and to what degree it was attributable to enemy action.
Action in the Zone of Interior.—When casualties from overseas began to be
returned to the United States, the problem of the award of the Purple Heart
for cold injuries came to the fore in this country. For example, in February
1945, the commanding officer of the United States Army General Hospital,
Camp Carson, Colo., which was a trenchfoot center, wrote to The Adjutant
General ^* that the great majority of the patients under his command had received their cold injuries while fighting for their lives, under very unfavorable
conditions of combat. Many had been pinned down for days in water-filled
foxholes, continuously raked by machinegun fire and periodically subjected to
tank assaults. Some had been kept for days on outposts and patrols and could
not possibly remove their shoes. Some had been in combat for as long as 30
days without extra socks. There could be no question of personal neglect in
such cases. Moreover, many of these casualties were likely to have serious
sequelae, ranging from severe paresthesias and hyperhidrosis to gangrene,
possibly with amputation of half the foot.
In fairness to these casualties, as well as in the interests of uniformity, the
letter proposed that a policy be established whereby the Purple Heart would
be given for trenchfoot on two criteria: (1) That the disability be acquired in
combat and (2) that it be sufficiently disabling to require evacuation to the
Zone of Interior. It was further proposed that the award be accomplished in
Zone of Interior hospitals, after thorough investigation of the records in each
case. These proposals were concurred in by the commanding general of the
Seventh Service Command.
When this communication was referred to The Surgeon General by The
Adjutant General for comment and recommendations, The Surgeon General
expressed complete accord with the views of the basic communication and
reiterated the recommendations made by his office on 5 October 1944 (p. 190).
It was specified again that if a soldier was to receive the award, his injury must
have been incurred during actual combat and that its severity must have been
iS Letter, Col. T. E. Harwood, MC, Commanding Omcer, U. S. Army General Hospital, Camp Carson, Cob., to
The Adjutant General, 12 Feb. 1945, subject: Award of Purple Heart.
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sufficient to require liospitalization. Evaluation of the severity of the injurywas considered impractical. It was pointed out again that injuries without
loss of tissue miglit prove to be graver than those in which tissue was lost.
In a memorandum dated 7 April 1945, addressed to Maj. Gen. George F.
Lull, Deputy Surgeon General, Lt. Col. Roy H. Turner, MC, acting director
of the Medical Consultants Division, Office of the Surgeon General, pointed
out that Army Regulations 600-45, Changes No. 5, dated 11 November 1944,
permitted the award of the Purple Heart for severe frostbite, while tronchfoot
was not considered to merit the award.
At the time this change was made. Colonel Turner pointed out, frostbite
was limited almost entirely to flying personnel. In April 1945, however, a
large number of patients at the United States Army General Hospital, Camp
Butner, N. C, were suffering from trenchfoot, and the clinical picture in these
cases could not be differentiated from that of patients in tlie hospital suffering
from frostbite. Existing regulations about the award of the Purple Heart
were a cause of impaired morale and unfavorable criticism of tlie Medical
Department, and it was suggested that consideration be given to a change in
the regulations, so that sevei-e trenchfoot Avould also merit award of the Pui-ple
Heart.
In tlie tliird endorsement of the basic communication, dated 14 April 1945,
Maj. Gen. Norman T. Kii-k, The Surgeon General, recommended to Gen.
Breiion B. Somervell, Commanding General, Army Service Forces, tliat AR
600-45, paragraph 16a (2), be either amended to include immersion foot and
trenchfoot or rescinded insofar as it authorized the award of the Purple Heart
for fi'ostbite. In doing so. General Kirk also mentioned the memorandum
submitted by his office on 5 October 1944 to The Adjutant General (p. 190).
In a memoi-andum addressed to the Professional Administrative Service
of the Surgeon General's Office on 18 May 1945, Brig. Gen. Fred W. Rankin
proposed that the regulations governing tlie award of the Purple Heart be
changed eitliei- to exclude tiie award altogetlier for cold injury or to authorize
tlic award for all nonprevenlable cold injuries actually sustained in combat if
tlie injury necessitated liospitalization wliile in service. It was noted that the
unfair regulation differentiating between frostbite, for whicli the award was
authorized, and trenclifoot, for wliich it was not, had just been perpetuated
in Changes No. 6, AR 600-45, dated 2 May 1945.
Wlien tlie War Department G-1 concuiTcd in tliis suggested change with
tlie proviso that the award be made only if tlie cold injmy resulted in amputation or partial amputation of a member, the action reopened tlie question
whicli had already been so wai-mly debated. The Surgeon General's Office
took exception, on tlie ground that amputation was not a suitable criterion of
injury. A soldier severel,y frostbitten on the cheek, chin, or forehead would
not receive tlie award by this criterion; neither would a casualty witli serious
and perha])s permanent impairment of tlie local vascular tree, though he would
he left with a major disability. Furthermore, the great emphasis placed by
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the Army upon the preventable nature of cold injury had to be taken into
consideration, even while it was remembered that circumstances beyond individual control might be responsible for any gradation of the injury. It was
therefore recommended that if the Purple Heart were to be given at all for cold
injury, three criteria must be met:
1. The injury must be severe.
2. It must require hospitalization.
3. It must be ascertained that the circumstances of the injury were not
preventable and were bej^ond human control.
The president of the War Department Decorations Board did not look witli
favor upon a proposal that the whole matter be dropped on the ground that
there would probably be few instances of cold injury in the future. He took
the position that since the question had been raised it should be settled. He
suggested that the criteria of award should include a proviso that the injury
had not been incurred as the result of the soldier's own negligence or misconduct.
To some extent, this would take care of possible malingerers and would put the
responsibility on medical officers. A little later, G-1 of the War Department
concurred witli the suggested changes, on the ground that if the award was
made for one injurj^ it should be made for all.
In July 1945, the Adjutant General, Army Ground Forces, recommended
that the award should not be given for frostbite. He wished a wound to be
defined as "* * * a physical injury to any part of the body from an outside
force, or from a noxious agent used as a weapon, sustained as a result of a hostile act of the enemy or while in action in the face of the enemy." He considered that any substantial departure from this definition was confusing and
detracted from the prestige of tlic Purple Heart, which should be maintained.
This letter also repeated the arguments that the award was no more logical
for cold injurj' than for pneumonia, malaria, and other medical conditions;
that there was no point at whicli to stop if any single type of nonbattle casualty
were to be considered a basis for the award; and that tlie problem was complicated by the fact that cold injury might or might not be preventable.
While this correspondence was in progress. Changes No. 7, AR 600-45, was
issued on 14 July 1945, with the disputed paragraph as it had appeared on 3
May 1944 (Changes No. 4), before the most recent argument about it had
arisen. This meant that personnel severely frostbitten while actually engaged
in combat might continue to be awarded tlie Purple Heart, but that the award
would be withheld from soldiers who acquired trcnchfoot under precisely tlic
same circumstances.^"
!» The paragi-aph in question remained unchanged until May 1951, ivhcn the recommendation was revived that the
Purple Heart should not be awarded for frostbite. In the notation from G-1 for the Chief of Staff, United States Aimy,
it was pointed out that the Air Force and Navy had eliminated the award for cold injury, and that the Army, to provide tor more uniform standards of awards, should also eliminate it. Tills recommendation was concurred in on all levels,
and the Chief of Staff on 23 August 1951 approved the elimination of frostbite and trenchtoot as reasons for the award of
the Purple Heart (Changes No. 4, AR 600-45), The award was therefore not made again during the remainder of the
war in Korea.
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PUBLIC AND CONGRESSIONAL REACTIONS TO THE
TRENCHFOOT SITUATION IN EUROPE
During the entire period in wliich trenclifoot was epidemic in the European
tlieater tiiere was intense public interest in tlie situation in the United States.
Full cooperation was given to newsmen working in tiie theater; they were supphed with as much information as military security permitted. Numerous
stories appeared in the la}' press. Mucli of the material was accurate and
was fairly presented. Much of it, however, was not, and even the most accurate
accounts xisually failed to make clear that tlie trenchfoot problem was a complexone and that it was not possible to simplify it bj' incriminating any single
factor or any single set of circumstances.
How completeh' tlie situation could be misuTiderstood is apparent from
the following extracts from a letter which was received by Senator Robert A.
Taft from one of his constituents."" After noting published reports of the
widespread incidence of trenchfoot and "frozen feet," the writer continued:
I have also noted the statement attributed by Gen. Lear that the cause was more a
question of discipline rather than adequate foot wear. Knowing Gen. Lear's passion for
discipline, I suppo.se he would say the soldiers could fight in their shirt tails as long as they
were properly disciplined.
That may be all right on a sunny golf course in the South but would hardly apply to
the fighting front during an European winter. Inadequate foot wear may be the reason
but a reason is not an excuse for the proper armj' authorities failure to provide proper foot
gear. With the benefit of the knowledge obtained by the experience of our Allies both
]}ritish and Russian, there appears to be no excuse for overlooking this important matter.
Why not hand out a little discipline to the disciplinarian who failed?

Senator Taft sent the letter to General Kirk. In his reply, General Kirk
pointed out that trenchfoot was a many-sided problem, with many causative
factors, one of which was discipline. The Senator's correspondent had apparently misinterpreted the meaning of the word discipline, which in connection
with trenchfoot meant the enforcement of foot care and other measures designed
to prevent the soldier from contracting trenchfoot through carelessness. Combat troops wore correctly trained in these precautions, but, unless the regulations were rigidly enforced, they would not prevent cold injury.
On 5 March 1945, the Mead Committee, formally known as the Special
Committee for the Investigation of the National Defense Program, requested
tlie commanding general of the Army Service Forces to make an inquiry into
all phases of trenchfoot in Emope, with special reference to medical reports
and the performance of procurement and supply agencies charged with furnishing proper equipment. After several conferences, and the submission on 15
March 1945 of a written report on the activities of tlie Surgeon General's Office
in connection with cold injury,"' it became evident that to secin-e all the material
«« Letter, H. J. Hamlin, to Sen. Robert A. Taft, 3 Feb. 1945.
•' Memorandum, The Surgeon General, for Mr. Juliu.s n. Amberg, Special Assistant for Secretary of \Var. 15 Mar.
1945, subject: Trench Foot Control—Medical Department Action.
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which the committee had requested would require an on-tlie-ground investigation in the European theater itself.
The investigation was carried out by Lt. Col. (later Col.) Mason Ladd,
JAGD, director of the Legal Division, Office of the Surgeon General. His
formal report, which was submitted to The Surgeon General on 9 June 1945,°^
covered the following subjects: (1) Action of the Chief Surgeon and surgeons
of army groups and armies, European theater, to prevent the development of
trenchfoot; (2) factors causing trenchfoot; (3) observations of the British
experience with trenchfoot; (4) trenchfoot as a fixed hazard in fighting of the
type experienced in the winter of 1944-45; and (5) miscellaneous comments.
The report contained copies of the circular letters and other material
issued on the subject of trenchfoot, interviews with various observers in the
European theater, extracts from official diaries, statistical data, data on amputations for trenchfoot; and reports of conferences with The Surgeon General
and officers of the British Army.
The conclusions arrived at by Colonel Ladd as a result of this investigation
were as follows:
1. Efforts in the prevention of trench foot in the OfRce of the Chief Surgeon, ETO,
and in the medical service in this theater, are considered to represent an efficient and thorough
dealing with the problem. The work was commenced timely, but became effective only
after the initial outbreak of cold weather injuries. When the problem became appreciated
generally as a serious threat to military operations, complete cooperation was given by the
entire theater command. Although training in foot discipline had been carried on in the
ZI and in this theater, its significance in the prosecution of the war on the Continent was not
fully appreciated by the troops until the incidence arose. An army-wide education program
on the control of trench foot was initiated and successfully carried out.
2. The reduction of trench foot is believed to involve the following controllable factors
in order of significance as listed below:
a. Discipline in care of feet.
b. Footgear and clothing.
c. Rotation of troops (short and long term).
3. Among those contacted * * * the shoepac with ski socks, one or two pairs, was
regarded as the most suitable footwear for cold, wet weather in combat operations, although
the necessity of discipline in its use, and the need for proper fitting were emphasized. For
ordinary use, an improved, water-proofed combat boot with the smooth surface of the leather
on the exterior was believed desirable. A system by which exchange of types of shoes
according to weather conditions, as practiced in some units of the army last winter, was
also favored.
4. The subject of supplj' of winter footwear and winter clothing is a matter pertaining
to the OfRce of the Chief Quartermaster, and is not covered in this report. Based upon
opinions expressed by Medical Officers, the matter would appear academic for this theater,
as the ordinary winter clothing of the type issued generally during last fall should be fully
adequate for ordinary winter conditions and action of the Army of Occupation. The production of new supplies will undoubtedly include improvements realized out of the winter's
experiences. The later types of cold weather clothing used in the ETO are regarded as of
utmost importance for Pacific operations where many of the wet and cold hazards encountered
in combat action in the ETO may be reasonably anticipated to reappear.
•' Report, Lt. Col. Mason Ladd, JAGD, Director, Legal Division, Office of the Surgeon General, dated 9 June 1045,
siihjecl: Report of Study of Records and of Investigation Relative to Incidence of Trencli Foot, With Special Reference
to its Course and the Activities of Army Medical Service Within ETO in Preventive Measures.
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5. In attempting to evaluate the various factors giving rise to the incidence of trench
foot in tlie ETO during tlie winter of 1944-45, it was tlie unanimous opinion of all persons
contacted, or groups of persons, that any one cause cannot bo designated as the single
cause, but that all factors were interrelated, and each of a different force under the varj'ing
circumstances under which it operated. It is a practical impossibility to single out any one
cause. There is no magic cure or prevention—trench foot control involves a combination
of all relevant factors. Under the type of warfare, during the conditions experienced last
winter in the ETO by the American Armies, trench foot in a sub.stantial amount is believed
to have been an unavoidable hazard of war. The incidence may be reduced but not eliminated under the adverse conditions faced in Europe last winter. Under less severe conditions where fighting is less active, it may be possible, with careful discipline, rotation and
suitable supplies, to reduce trench foot to the point of almost complete elimination.

Colonel Ladd's report was presented to General Kirk on 9 June 1945.
6 August 1945, two copies were delivered to Brig. Gen. Kenneth C. Royall,
Special Assistant to the Secretary of War, in accordance witli a request from
liis office that the report be delivered to him directly ratlier than through
channols.*^ The understanding was that one of these copies was to be forwarded to tlie Mead Committee for use in its consideration of the tronchfoot
problem in the European theater.
This report, while an excellent summary of the cold injury situation in
the European theater, contained little material not already available in the
Zone of IiTterior. When it was presented to General Kirk, the war in Europe
had been over for a month. Tlie war in the Pacific ended a week after it was
delivered to General Royall, for transmission to the Mead Committee.
The investigation inspired by the Mead Committee unquestionably
lielped to focus attention upon the whole trenchfoot problem. Any Congressional investigation would demand respect and attention from the agency
wliich was being investigated. On the other hand, by the time the investigation was requested (5 March 1945), cold injury had almost ceased to occur in
Europe, and the severity of the epidemics had been so great that the attention
of all responsible agencies of the War Department was already focused upon
the problem. The dates of the delivery of the report to The Surgeon General
and to General Royall for the Mead Committee explain why the investigation
exerted no influence upon the planning in the Pacific and had no special impact
elsewhere.
OJI

EXPERIENCES OF OTHER ARMIES
British Armies
The British and Canadian troops figliting in Europe in the winter of 1944-45
had an extremely low incidence of cold injury, 206 cases as compared with the
03 Moiiionintlum, The Surgeon General, for Brig. Gen. Kenneth O. Eoyall, Special Assistant to Secretary of War,
6 Aug. 1015. subject: lieport of Study of Records and of Investigation Relative to Incidence of Trench Foot.
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United States Army experience of approximately 46,000 cases.^' The discrepancy was in line with the discrepancy observed between British and United
States troops in Italy during the winter of 1943-44 (p. 103). On the surface,
the circumstances under which British and United States Armies fought on
the Western Front seem substantially the same. A closer investigation shows
that in a number of respects they were quite different. These facts arc best
analyzed by presenting summaries of three separate reports made by Maj.
William L. Hawley, MC, Major Siple, and Colonel Ladd.
Major Hawley, the epidemiologist from the Preventive Medicine Division
of General Hawley's office who observed conditions in the British 21st Army
Group, reported that factors responsible for the superior British record were,
in order of importance, as follows:
1. The smaller number of divisional combat days engaged in by British
and Canadian troops.
2. The tactical handling of troops. On an advancing front, provision
was alwaj^s made in the British and Canadian Armies for periods of alternating
activity and reserve. During periods of extreme cold, all elements of forward
units were withdrawn from the line every day for rest and warming.
3. Weather, in the sense that the American troops did a greater amount of
fighting in the snow than British troops.
4. Clothing and footgear. The British battle dress was warmer, the sock
had more insulation when it was wet, and the shoe had shghtly more insulation
and fitted the foot much more loosely than similar United States footgear.
5. The daily consumption of hot food and drink in forward areas. British
and Canadian troops were issued hexamine cookers for use in the frontline and
thus were able to indulge their national tea-drinking habits no matter where
they were.
6. Discipline and morale. The average British soldier was more likely
than the United States soldier to do exactly what he was told to do. If, therefore, he was directed to carry a certain number of extra pairs of socks on his
person, he carried them. Similarly, he took care of his feet as directed. The
United States soldier was frequently careless in such matters. Under direct
fire, neither United States nor British troops displayed much interest in their
feet.
The most important of the factors just listed, in Major Hawley's opinion,
were the smaller number of combat days engaged in by British and Canadian
troops and the more favorable climatic conditions under which they fought.
On the other hand, the preventive measures practiced in these armies were
undeniably better and were better enforced than the United States Army
practices, especially in the early fall and winter of 1944-45. When combat
situations were parallel, as they were in at least four instances in which United
61 \s lias been explained elsewhere, the fisiure of 46,000 for cold injury in the European theater was later raised to 71,000
when all reports were available and when the cases in which cold injury was not the primary cause of the casualty were
included. The figure of 46,000 is retained in this connection because it is the one used in the earlier reports from which
much of the discussion in this chapter is taken.
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States and Britisli or Canadian troops occupied adjoining areas in battle, the
British and Canadian records were better. "It cannot be denied," said the
report, "tliat wliere comparisons seem vahd the incidence in British-Canadian
troops is mucli less than in the Americans."
Major Siple, who was sent from tlie Office of the Quartermaster General
to the European theater in April 1945 to study various phases of cold injury,
arrived at the following conclusions concerning the low incidence of cold injury
in British and Canadian troops: ^'
1. Tlie constant wet-cold conditions in the British Isles during tlie winter
months, combined with the heavy losses sustained by the British from cold
injury during the first winter of World War I (p. 43), made the British Army extremely foot conscious. Tlie immediate cessation of losses from this cause in
World War I wlien the proper control measures were instituted showed clearly
that cold injurj' is preventable. The lessons of the earlier experience were therefore incorporated into the training of British soldiers on the Western Front in
World War II, just as they had been incorporated into the training of those who
fought in Italy. Foot discipline in the British Army was the responsibility of
tlie unit commander; if he failed to carry out the foot inspections and other
preventive measures required, he could be subjected to court-martial. The
situation in the United States Army was, of course, essentially the same, but
American officers did not assume their full responsibility and authoritj^ in
this matter and did not exercise their full powers of discipline.
2. The British and Canadian Armies fought a holding campaign during
most of the winter months and therefore had much less exposure in combat
than American troops, who were pushing forward actively during the same
period.
3. The areas of Holland and northern Belgium, where the British and
Canadian Armies did most of their figliting during the winter of 1944-45, have
a good deal of sandy soil, in which drainage is rapid. As a result, these troops
did not spend so much time in mud and standing water as did American troops.
Furthermore, these areas are somewhat warmer and drier than the more
mountainous areas wliere American troops fought during the winter of 1944-45.
4. When British and Canadian troops were found to be wearing leather
boots not adequate for the cold-wet conditions they were encountering, they
were provided with completely waterproof boots.
5. The Britisli militia boot had certain advantages over the American
combat boot. The range of sizes was greater, and the higher toe and deeper
forequarter permitted the use of additional socks during extremely cold weather.
It was impossible to lace the boot tightly because tlie uppers already met when
it was first fitted. The British boot was also somewhat more waterproof than
tlie American boot because of the construction of the sole.
6. Throughout the winter fighting, it was British and Canadian policy not
to keep any man in the frontlines more than 48 hours at a time if it was at all
«5 Sco footnotp 37. p. )55.
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possible to relieve him. The few cases of trenchfoot which appeared in these
armies occurred when this precaution could not be carried out.
7. During the periods British and Canadian troops were out of the line
during the winter, they could usually be billeted in buildings, where they were
able to dry their clothing and footgear and otherwise care for themselves.
Colonel Ladd, during his investigation of trenchfoot in Europe in the
spring of 1945 (p. 197), held conferences with the Director General, British
Ai'my Medical Services, and certain key officers on his staff. While the
emphasis placed upon the importance of various causative factors naturally
varied somewhat from officer to officer, the substance of these conferences with
British medical officers was as follows:
1. The answer to trenchfoot could be summed up in a single word, "discipline." Assuming that troops had reasonably good equipment and encountered
ordinary cold-wet conditions, they would not contract trenchfoot if they took
care of their feet. The medical services of the British Ai'my advised upon foot
care and discipline, but execution of the advice was the function of line officers,
whose personal responsibility it was to see that the men gave their feet proper
care.
2. Troops should have a month or more of training, with the care of the
feet an important part of the program.
3. All-leather boots and heavy wool socks provided for British troops were
important in the program of prevention. Soldiers seldom liked the boots when
they first began to wear them, but, by the end of the month of training, they
were usually well satisfied with them. Some British officers regarded the
British boot as the most important single factor in preventing trenchfoot. It
fitted more loosely than the American boot, was made of heavier leather, and
could not be laced tightly, since it was so cut that the uppers came together
when the soldier fo-st put it on. Its loose fit made movement of the feet
possible even when the boot was soaked through, and the circulation of the
lower extremities could therefore be maintained.
4. Every British soldier who fought in cold weather was provided with a
long, loose, sleeveless leather jerkin, which he wore constantly. In general,
British clothing was warmer than American clothing and was more loosely
fitted.
5. British soldiers also kept themselves warm by their habit of drinking
hot tea. They carried their own equipment and brewed tea many times during
the day, even during brief halts in marches.
6. The differences in temperament between British and United States
soldiers accounted for the fact that British troops did what they were told to
do, without asking questions. Habits of obedience were not deeply ingrained
in United States soldiers.
7. All British frontline troops were frequently rotated as individuals.
They were given brief rest periods, in places provided behind the lines, where
they could take care of their physical needs and care for their feet. This
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practice, while it depended upon tlio resourcefulness of the individual unit
commajiders, was almost universally carried out.
8. British and United States troops fought over different terrain, with the
difl'erenccs in favor of the Britisli. Weatlier and combat activity were also in
favor of British troops.
9. United States troops liad moved fast and aggressively, and trcnchfoot
was one of tlie prices paid for their victorj^
At the Inter-Allied Conference on War Medicine held in February 1945,
Col. C. S. Ryles, Professor of Hygiene, Royal Army Medical College, said that
the magic that had practically eliminated trenchfoot in the British armies in
World War I was contained in tlie General Routine Orders issued 28 November
1915. These orders provided (1) that every man must carry a second pair of
socks on liis person; (2) that arrangements must be made for drying the socks
and reissuing tliem during tours in the trenches; and (3) that the boots and
socks must be taken off in the trenches from time to time, as circumstances
permitted, to dry the feet and rub them well, and to put on dry socks.
The only difference between the orders issued in 1915 and those issued in
1917 was that, in the second orders, greases and lubricants were discarded in
favor of foot powder. The orders under wliich the British armies operated in
World War II were essentially the same as tliose issued in 1915 and 1917.
Lt. Col. (later Col.) Theodore L. Badger, MC, Chief Medical Consultant,
Normandy Base Section, thought that there was a fundamental difference
between Britisli and United States soldiers in regard to their feet. Americans,
he said, for the most part walk only when they cannot ride. The British, on
the contrary, walk constantly, not only about their business but for recreation.
Tliey spend their weekends and vacations on hikes. As a result, they are foot
conscious. They take care of their feet. They are careful about the fit of
their shoes. These civilian habits were carried over into military life. As a
result, British troops understood the necessity for caring for their feet in service,
learned promptly from training and experience, and practiced what they already
knew about foot care even before they were told what to do.
French Army
Troops of the First French Army fought in the same general territory as
the Seventh U. S. Army, engaged in much the same operations, and were
exposed to much the same environmental conditions. The bulk of the forces
operated in the Vosges Mountains, where rain and snowfall were heavy. Each
man had been issued 2 pairs of service shoes, but the allotment of 150,000 pairs
of galoshes was not sufficient for the issue of 1 pair per man."" The program of
education was good; it was based on that of the Seventh U. S. Army, and the
principle of command responsibility for the care of the feet was the same as the
United States Army principle.
•« Coded Message, Communications Zone, European Tlicater of Operations, to War Department, signed Eisenhower
from Loe to Kirk, 15 Jan, 1945.
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During tlie week ending 12 October 1944, there were 110 cases of trenchfoot reported in the First French Army. Between that week and the week
ending 28 December, cold injury was epidemic; 662 cases were reported for the
week ending 16 November, and 907 cases for the following week. After a
brief period of improvement, there was a second outbreak, in which 574 cases
were reported for the week ending 21 December and 582 for the following week.
The highest weekly rates per 1,000 men for this period were 3.039 for
the week ending 16 November, 4.223 for the following week, 2.648 for the weeks
ending 14 December and 21 December, and 2.717 for the week ending 28
December. The smallest number of cases during this period, 105, was reported
for the week ending 9 November, and the lowest rate, 0.573, was reported for
the week ending 2 November.
German Armies
German troops fought under the same circumstances and in the same areas
as United States troops during the winter of 1944-45, and a comparison of their
experiences is therefore of some value. The best information concerning the
incidence of cold injury among them was derived from the direct testimony of
prisoners of war, whose physical condition usually furnished concrete proof of
their statements. A great deal of the prisoners' evidence was contradictory,
but this could easily be explained by variations in the circumstances of weather
and combat. The material is best presented according to the sources from
which it was derived, with no further attempt to explain the contradictions.
Kecords of German units opposing the Third U. S. Army contain no
references to trenchfoot, which was apparently no problem among the enemy
troops at a time when it was a serious problem in United States troops.*' For
this, there were apparently two reasons. The first was that many of the troops
facing the Third U. S. Army were seasoned veterans of the previous campaigns
on the Eastern Front. German troops had suffered severely from cold injury
during the winter of 1941-42, and they had learned their lessons well. The
second reason was that German soldiers in late 1944 lacked the mechanized
transport (and the freedom to use it when it was available) which characterized
the Allied armies. They were, therefore, necessarily inured to long marches on
foot and were physically prepared to withstand cold injury.
Up to 15 December 1944, the number of cases of cold injury observed in
all German troops was apparently limited. Thereafter, the numbers were
larger. Most German noncommissioned officers reported seeing only occasional
cases, but a few reported that up to 10 percent of the strength of their units, or
more, had been affected in varying degrees. A corporal who had been captured
on 14 January 1945 and who had been with a paratroop regiment in the field
since 1 January, reported that all 34 men in his platoon suffered from frozen
feet, as the Germans called trenchfoot. A battalion surgeon captured on 13
n See footnote 20. p. HI.
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January by the Tliird U. S. Army had seen no trenchfoot in liis unit before 1
November 1944; since tlmt time, about 2 percent of the men liad contracted it.
In tlic infirmary in the prisoner-of-war enclosure, 150 German soldiers had to
be hospitalized because of severe trenchfoot and frostbite; gangrene was sometimes present when they were captured. Lack of bed space did not permit
hospitalization of prisoners with milder cold injuries.
A United States medical officer in charge of the dispensary in another
prisoner-of-war enclosure in the First U. S. Army area said that, between 4
January and 11 January 1945, 5,061 prisoners had passed through this cage; of
the 437 who reported on sick call, at least half were treated for trenchfoot or
frozen feet. Of the 44 who were hospitalized for this cause, 21 had serious
injuries. Thirty of the 76 prisoners hospitalized between 11 January and 17
January also had cold injuries.
Colonel Cleveland noted in his official diary for the week ending 21 February 1945 that, in a tour of 11 hospitals, he had observed about a thousand
German prisoners with frostbite, about a third of it serious because of gangrene
of the toes, the forepart of the foot, or the entire foot. He thought that
practically all of these men would eventually require amputation of some
portion of the foot.
At the 196th General Hospital, Colonel Cleveland saw 127 prisoners,
about 20 percent of the prisoner-of-war admissions, with frostbite of various
degrees. At the 180th General Hospital, there were 100 cases, many severe,
among 622 German prisoners. At least one man was likely to lose the whole
foot. At the 168tli General Hospital, which was serving as the parent organization of a large prisoner-of-war hospital to be staffed by prisoner-of-war personiiel, admissions for cold injury totaled 665; 222 cases were mild, 167 moderately severe, and 276 severe. It was believed that several of the patients in
this liospital would probablj'- require amputation of the entire foot.
At the 189th General Hospital, there were 146 cases of cold injury on the
medical service, 76 mild and the remainder moderately severe. On the surgical
service, 16 prisoners had mild cold injuries, 63 moderately severe injuries with
superficial gangrene, and 120 severe injuries, with deep gangrene of the toes or
of a portion of the foot. Twenty-seven amputations had already been performed, 6 of the forepart of the foot and 13 of the entire foot.
In all of the other hospitals mentioned. Colonel Cleveland observed German
prisoners with cold injuries AVIIO had already undergone amputation in forward
hospitals. The general practice in the fixed hospitals was to delay amputation
until mummification had occurred unless infection required it more promptly,
as it did in many instances. At this time (February 1945), it was thought that
the frequencj^ of moist gangrene was increasing in prisoners of war.
The prisoners tliemselves stated that cold injuries had been far more
prevalent in the winter of 1943-44 than they were during the winter of 1944-45.
Some men who had fought on the Russian front in previous winters had already
had one or more of their toes amputated.
The German medical officers, as well as the United States Medical Corps
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officers who interrogated lliem, coinineiiled on the greater suace])tihili(y to cold
of men who had snfl'ercHl jircvioiis cold injuries. A German officer captured in
October 1944 tliought that cold injury was less likely to occur in younger men,
who were well f(>d. A Uiiited Stales medical officer tliought that, on the contraj-y, it was moi'e likely to occur in younger men because tliey had not learned
to inki'. care of their feet. Some Gei'man medical officers emphasized the factor
of poor circulation. One regarded the constitutional makeup of the parasympathetic and sympathetic system as a ]50ssihle ]3redisposing factor. Ojie tliougbt
tiiat nuMi wlio were pale and Avlio tircnf cjuickly-wcn'e more likc^ly to sufl'er from
cold injuiy. He also thought that beavy smokei's were more susceptible.
IntcM'rogation of G(M'man medical officers and corpsmen ])roduced faii'ly
consistent stat<>meiits concerning erpiipment and discipline. It was apparently
not the practice to issue special erpiipment l)efore tlie onset of cold weather,
thougb some men I'eported rec(nving extra socks, shoes two sizes larger than
those worn during the sumuier, and rags foj' their feet. A few said tliat they
bad i-eceived chemical pocket beaters.
German clothing was, on tlu- whole, very good. Evei-y c.a])tan'ed ])risoner
wore ail overcoat. The German field boot (fig. 33), whicb had yeai's of dev(4o])ment b(>liind it, seemed a vci'y satisfactory item. It was made of excellent
cjuality cowbide and \\'as loosely fitted, without lacings. It extended to just
above tlie calf (just below the head of the fibula). It had no pressure ])oints.

I'. S. Army j)hot.o
t'^iccHio 33. -\\'inter footgear used by Gcrniaii troo])s pa])tur('cl (luring figliting
ill Arck'iincs.
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The leather was thoroughly impregnated with a waxy substance, applied after
the use of oil, and was practicallj^ water resistant. This was partly because one
of the first duties of a German recruit was to spend an hour or more daily in
rubbing and polishing his boots. Few of the soldiers had overshoes, but with
this type of boot they did not need them.
German socks were of heavy wool. Men who did not wear two pairs were
given flannel or othei cloths which they wrapped around their feet outside of
their socks. The socks were looseh^ fitted, sometimes so loosely that the toe
could be doubled back under the foot.
The preventive program practiced by German troops was similar to that
employed in the United States Army, except for the great emphasis placed upon
the daily application of salve to the feet. Presumably, the massage implicit
in the application was responsible for the apparent good results. Men who
had received basic training in tlie care of the feet stated that the routine was
to keep the feet clean, with warm water followed by cold water; to use foot
powder regularly; to cut the nails square; to exercise the feet as much as possible;
to remove the shoes and rub salve into the feet whenever possible; to take care
of calluses; to rub shoe cream into the shoes every day; to carrj^ a pair of dry
socks in tlie pocket; and to dry wet socks inside the shirt.
Men who had received special, additional instructions against cold said
that they had been advised to wear American overshoes; to wrap the feet in
blankets if the night had to be spent in the open; to select dry foxholes, or to fill
wet foxholes with straw or wood, so that it would not be necessary to stand
directly in water or mud; to put straw in the shoes, or to wrap paper around the
feet inside the shoes; and never to let the metal part of the shoe touch the foot.
Men who had served on the Russian front were well aware of the importance
of these precautions.
The majority of the prisoners stated that no provisions had been made
during the extremely cold, wet weather for issuing dry socks or for rotating
personnel to places where heat was available and their clothes could be dried
while they rested. Smoking was restricted during cold weather because of its
depressant effect on the temperature of the extremities. Alcohol Avas advocated
for its vasodilating effect.
No single person in a unit was responsible for foot discipline. It was only
occasionally reported that medical corpsmen examined the soldiers' feet and
made suggestions for their care. There was no evidence of any sort of control
organization. The individual soldier understood, however, that he was responsible for the condition of his feet and that he must report any trouble with them
to the corpsman at once. The soldier who contracted trenchfoot was not
punished unless it could be proved that he had deliberately exposed himself,
to escape service. Then punishment was severe; a court-martial could mete
out prison sentences of 2 or 3 years, or, occasionally, a death sentence. A document, taken from a German prisoner during interrogation and dated 28 December 1944, confirmed these statements. It had been prepared by a battalion
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medical officer, to be read to all members of the unit. Note was taken of two
cases of frostbite, the occurrence of which made it necessary to remind the personnel that anyone suffering from this condition could be charged with selfmutilation, an offense subject to court-martial and punishable with imprisonment or the death sentence.
Russian Armies
Russian armies did no fighting on the Western Front at any time during
World War II, and their experiences are therefore not comparable to United
States Army experiences. Their armies have always operated in regions of
extreme cold, and they have long known how to combat these conditions.
Furthermore, since the Russian Army is a conscript army, with long and intensive training, they are acclimatized and are trained for combat in cold weather.
Russian clothing diu'ing World War II was loose, warm, and efficient.
Russian soldiers usuall}^ wore fur gloves. Their footgear was usually a very
loose-fitting felt boot (the valenki) without a heel and with a single seam.
Each man had a pair of felt boots and another pair of leather boots, which
were also very soft and pliable and which were to be worn while the felt boots
were drying. Botli felt and leather boots were free from constriction at any
point.
Soviet troops did not wear socks. Instead, they were supplied with
linen or woolen cloths, 36 centimeters long and from 16 to 20 centimeters
wide, which they wrapped around their feet in a prescribed fashion. When
this bandage was properly applied, it was without seams or wrinkles. Each
man had 2 or 3 of these cloths; boots were issued in only 3 sizes, and differences
in sizing were compensated for by differences in the thickness of the wrappings.
If the bandage became wet, it was removed and reversed, the dry portion
originally about the leg now being .used for the foot. Newspapers were sometimes wrapped around the feet to furnish additional insulation.
The platoon commander routinely inspected the feet at the end of each
march. The soldier was not permitted to go to sleep until his feet and footgear
had been inspected. In effect, this meant that, unless the combat situation
absolutely prevented it, the boots were taken off daily, the wrappings around
the feet were reversed, and the feet were dried and rubbed.
The chief reason why the incidence of cold injury was so low in Soviet
troops was that it was regarded as a preventable condition, the responsibility
for which lay with the individual soldier, the small-unit commander, and the
medical officer. The soldier was held accountable for the occurrence of disability, and punishment was meted out according to the neglect presumed
to have caused the injury. In severe cases, the offense was looked upon as
sabotage, since it deprived the army of man-hours which should have been
spent on essential duties, including combat duty.
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STATEMENT BY THE GENERAL BOARD
Tlie doiinitivc statoment on trcnclifoot in the European Theater of Operations is contained in tlie report of the General Board, United States Forces,
European tlieater, "^ set up by General Orders No. 128, issued on 17 June 1945,
to prepare a factual analysis of the strategy, tactics, and administration
employed by the United States Armed Forces in this theater.*" The following
points were covered:
1. Between October 1944 and April 1945, 46,107 cases of cold injuries
of all types required hospitalization. This loss of manpower amounted to
more than three combat divisions and comprised 9.25 percent of the total
hospital admissions for all causes during the entire campaign in western
Europe.
2. The causes of cold injury were hsted as wet and cold, immobility,
lack of shelter, lack of regular warm food and drink, and wet footgear. Contributory factors were listed as impaired peripheral circulation caused by inactivity ami constriction, general body cooling from inadequate clothing and
exposure to the elements, and lowering of the metabolic rate due to fatigue
and lack of warm food and drink.
3. Tlie patliologic process was described.
4. The practical considerations and administj'ative difficulties of the award
of tlie Purple Heart were discussed (p. 189).
5. The specific causes of trenchfoot in tlie European theater included
extended supply lines and inadequate stocks of proper types of winter clothing
and footgear, combined with the onset of wet, cold weather; the footgear
worn by tlie troops, which was unsatisfactory in many respects and whicli
was not waterproof or water resistant; the lack of galoshes for a large proportion of the ti-oops when protection for the feet was most needed; tlie lack of
shoepacs when they were most needed; the lack of proper socks in adequate
supply, . .
.
,
6. Operational conditions were regarded as second in importance to niaclequacy of clotliing and footgear. Weather and terrain were also listed as
possible etiologic factors. Infantrymen had been particularly affected, but
cold injury had also occurred in reinforcements packed into trucks and railroad
cars going forward to combat areas and in military police who had stood for
long periods at traffic intersections.
7. A program of prevention had been employed, beginning with the
issuance of Circular No. 312 on 22 July 1944 and the measures of education
and prevention which followed. At the onset of the outbreak of cold injury,
many men had only a vague idea of its possible seriousness, and practical
'» This study was prepared by Col. L. Holmes Oinn, .Tr., MO, Chief, Medical Section, Chaiiman; Lt. Col. Edward J.
Whitcley MC, Deputy Cliairmau; and Col. W. E. Wilkinson, MC. The principal consultants were Col. Horace McP.
Woodward, Jr.', Commanding OnTicer, Field Forces Port Detachment; Col. Samuel G. Conley, Commanding Offlccr,
274th Infantry RcEimeiit, 70 Infantry Division; Lt. Col. John I. Ladd, Assistant G-1, Headquarters, 12th Army Group,
and Maj. Geoigc T. Aitlcen, medical member of tlie trenchfoot control team. Headnuarters, Fifteenth V. S. Army.
•» See footnote 28 (1), p. 151.
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methods of preventing it were Jiot understood. After the epidemic had readied
serioxis proportions, a more intensive program was instituted. The various
phases of this program included nidoctrination, command responsibility, provision of clothing and footgear suitable for intensely cold, wet weatlier, sock
exchange, rotation individually' and by units, and the establisiimcnt of trenchfoot control teams.
8. The European experience showed that an effective program to combat
and control cold injury must be instituted in the War Department and must be
based on tlie premises that a soldier must be provided with clothing and footgear
suitable for fighting in cold, wet weather; must be given regular warm meals
and hot drinks; and must liave opportunities provided to warm and dry himself
at least once daily. Supplies must be available when they are needed.
Commanders in all echelons must be aware of the seriousness of cold injury
and must take tlie necessary steps to insure the timely application of appropriate
preventive measm-cs. Unit surgeons must be thoroughly trained in triage and
treatment. Indoctrination and training in preventive measures must be
instituted in tlie Zone of Interior.
There was no doubt of the effectiveness of the control program that was
finally' instituted, even though the results could not be completely evaluated
because the weather moderated just as the program became fully operative.
Units which had employed vigorous preventive programs before the institution
of the general program had consistently lower rates than units which liad not
instituted such programs, even when conditions were unfavorable.
9. The incidence of cold injuries in French, British, German, and Russian
Armies was summarized.
10. It was recommended tliat a more effective combat boot bo developed;
that more adequate socks be developed and that they be provided in sufficient
numbers; that the award of tlic Purple Heart be reviewed and a more consistent
policy be developed; and tliat officers of the Medical Corps be given the same
training in trenchfoot as the3' received in burns.
11. It was concluded by the General Board (1) that cold injury is largely
preventable; and (2) tliat the relatively high hicidence of cold injury in the
European theater (9.25 percent of all casualties) was the result of inadequacy
of clothing and footgear suitable for winter operations, unfavorable operational
conditions, and the delay of many units in instituting a program with emphasis
on, and close supervision of, measures that must be taken by the individual
soldier to protect himself.

THE CALCULATED RISK
A thouglitful reader of this chapter on cold injury in the European Theater
of Operations in World War II cannot fail to emerge from it with a number of
impressions, such as the foUowuig:
1. There was a very heavy loss of manpoAver from this cause.
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2. Tlio losses chiefly afl'ectcd the most critically needed of all troops, the
combat infantrymen, at the very time in the fighting when their services were
most necessary and reinforcements were in sliortest supply.
3. The fundamental cause of the epidemics of cold injury was, of course,
the wet, cold weather, which could not be altered and which had to be endured.
4. Combat was heavy and could not be postponed or altered.
5. Tlio terrain over which the fighting occurred also could not be altered.
Against tliis array of facts must be set a number of other factors, including
human factors, which could liave been controlled and tlie control of which would
have materially modified the factors which could not be altered per se:
1. Clothing was inadequate and improperly selected.
2. Footgear was inadequate and improperly selected.
3. Ti'oops had not been trained to care for their feet and to protect themselves against cold, wet weather.
4. Planning for all of these contingencies came too late.
5. An effective program was finally put into operation, but when it became
fully operative losses from trenchfoot had begun to decline and within a matter
of weeks had become insignificant.
Unquestionably, one of the reasons for failure to prepare more adequately
for the prevention of cold injury in the European theater was the expectation,
at least in certain liigli quarters, that Germany would fall before winter fighting
became necessary. This belief developed after the breakthrough in Normandy
in July 1944, and it continued for a number of weeks thereafter, during the
rapid advance of tlie First and Third U. S. Armies across France. This belief
proved entirely erroneous. What happened with respect to cold injury was
therefore, at least in part, the unhappy result of a calculated risk.
General Bradley wrote after tlie war: ™
When tlic r.ains first came in November with a bl.ast of wintry cold, our troops were
ill-])rep,ared for winter-time campaigning. Tliis was traceable in part to the September
crisis in supply for, during our race to the Rhine, I had deliberately by-passed shipments of
winter clotliing in favor of ammunition and gasoline. As a consequence, wc now found
ourselves caught short, ]5articularly in bad-weather footgear. We had gambled in our
choice and now were paying for the bad guess.
'« Bradley, Omar N.: A Soldiei's Story. New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1931.
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Fiiiruio 3). -Tropical ciiviroiimeiit favorable to iiuiiK'rouH skin (iiseascs, iiic.lu(liii!>; disability of the feet. A. Iiifantryiiu'ii from 7tli Iiifaniry Division wadinf^ across Maraby
Kivcr, l.cytc, October lOI-l. It. was (his sort of exiM)sure in a tropical climate which produced so-called tropical immersion foot. B. Infantrynum of •43d Infantry Division movinf;
alon<; mtiddy road on Luzon, May 1045.
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CHAPTER VIII

The Pacific
Part I.

Cold Injury in the Tropics

Although trenchfoot was recognized as one of the probable risks of combat
in the Pacific in World War II, this condition, as it is ordinarily envisaged, did
not occur among United States troops in these areas. The war ended before
fighting was necessary under circumstances which would produce the classical
type of wet-cold injury. However, in addition to the numerous skin diseases,
including diseases of the feet, which developed in a tropical environment
highly favorable for them, there was a brief experience in the Philippine Islands,
chiefly on Leyte, with a disability of the feet caused by long exposure to wet
terrain under combat conditions (fig. 34). This disability, for lack of a better
term, was originally described as tropical immersion foot.^ It can more logically
be described as a type of cold injury low on the gradient (p. 20).
Lack of complete information on all details of this experience makes it
somewhat difficult to analyze it. Precise climatic records are not available for
October, November, and December 1944, the period in which the disability
appeared. Records for the preceding 2 years showed that during these months
temperatures on Leyte had ranged from 74° to 88° F. (23.3° to 31.1° C). It
is not known whether they were lower than this in the fall of 1944, especially
at night. Furthermore, it is still not known at what temperature level cold
injury can occur when it is associated with long exposure, fatigue, insufficient
food, and combat stress.
Information about rainfall in the fall of 1944 is somewhat more adequate.
During the preceding 3 years, it had ranged between 8.5 and 14.2 inches per
month in three areas on Leyte (Tacloban, Palo, and Dulag) during the period
in question. Weather records showed that, as a rule, rain fell on 20 days per
month during the October-January period, against 10 days per month during
the remainder of the year. Readings available for 1944 show a rainfall greatly
in excess of what might have been expected in the light of these data. Engineers, who worked around the clock, recorded that 69 percent of the time lost
on construction between 11 November and 18 November 1944 was caused by
heavy rains, against only 11 percent lost because of air raids. Between 19
November and 2 December, the measured rainfall in three separate areas on
' (1) Letter, Maj. Frank Glenn, MC, Surgical Consultant, Offlce ol the Surgeon, Headquarters, Sixth U. S. Army,
to the Surgeon, Sixth V. S. Army, 27 Nov. 1944, subject: Trench Foot. (2) Letter, Brig. Qen. J. I. Martin, Chief Surgeon,
United States Army Forces, Western Pacific, to Director, Army Institute of Pathology, 19 Oct. 1945, subject: Immersion
Foot.
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Leyte (Tacloban, Palo, and Dulag) varied between 11.08 and 14.8 inches.
Between 10 December and 14 December, 16.62 inches was recorded at Buwi
Drome; 7.6 inches fell in a single day. There seems no doubt, therefore, in
spite of the lack of complete information, tliat constant wetness played a decided
role in the intensification of heat loss, especially through the feet, in this
experience.
From the time that fighting began in the jungles of New Guinea in the
summer of 1942, large numbers of soldiers suffered from excoriations of the
feet and from some degree of infection, which was often superimposed on a
previous epidermophytosis. These lesions were, however, quite distinct from
the variety of cold injury observed during the Leyte campaign (a total of 167
cases), and observed later, in scattered cases (55 in all), on the Visayan Islands
during the first 6 months of 1945. The second outbreak was much milder than
the first.
The incidence of this t^^pe of cold injury was comparatively low. Prompt
recovery occurred in all but a few of the most severe cases when once the men
were able to stay clean and dry. There was no similar experience on Luzon,
because the dry season had commenced when combat operations were undertaken there (p. 221).

CLINICAL ASPECTS
On 23 November 1944, two evacuation hospitals on Leyte received some
120 soldiers with swollen, painful feet, all of which had been injured under the
same circumstances. These men had been in combat on the frontline for periods
ranging from 9 to 17 days. During this time, rains and typhoons had been
almost continuous. Combat troops lived in foxlioles or crawled through the
jungles. Many were completely isolated. They liad no dry socks or footwear, and there would have been no opportunities to change them if tliey had
been provided with them.
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Frank Glenn, MC, Surgical Consultant, Office of
the Surgeon, Headquarters, Sixth U. S. Army, observed and examined these
patients within 12 hours after the.y had been hospitalized. Their stories were
all substantialh^ the same, and their physical findings difl'ered only in degree.
Most of them reported that, after 4 to 7 days of existence under tiie conditions
described, they began to experience burning sensations in their feet, first on
the dorsum, later on the soles and over the toes. Movement at first gave some
relief. Later, walking was progressively more painful. When rescue finally
came, the men had to be carried by litter through swamps and over diflBcult
terrain, which they all agreed they could not possibly have traversed by themselves. In some units, as much as 50 percent of the personnel was affected.
When they first removed their shoes, the men said, their feet appeared
pale and swollen. Shortlj^ afterward, the skin of the feet became flushed and
warm. The burning sensations increased, and tingling and pain were soon
experienced. Elevation of the feet gave some relief. Witliin 30 minutes after
438404'—58
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the shoos had been removed, it was impossible to replace them because the feet
were so intensely swollen. Some soldiers volunteered the information that
these symptoms and signs did not appear until after it became impractical to
remove the shoes every night. When the tactical situation prevented this, the
disability described quickly followed.
At first, the feet were not ulcerated and there was no loss of skin. As time
passed, however, pain and swelling increased, and ulcerations appeared, first
on the dorsum, and then about the toes. Cracks on the soles were frequent,
but ulceration in this area was uncommon.
When the men were first observed in the evacuation hospitals, it was
striking to note that, although all of them were obviously fatigued, only an
occasional patient seemed to be resting. Some sat with their feet elevated.
Some let them dangle over the edge of the cot. Some clasped their ankles and
lower legs. Most of them changed position frequently. Those who attempted
to stand seemed helpless and distressed and were obviously in pain. When
they walked, they moved with "hesitant deliberation," putting the weight of
the body on the feet only after the feet were put down, like "a cat walking on
flypaper." The most frequent complaint was a burning sensation, associated
with "deep" aching of the dorsum and sole of the foot. Neither socks nor
dressings could be endured.
Examination of the feet usually revealed a unifoi-m erythema, which was
frequently intense. The skin of the dorsum was tense and shining, and the
soles were so swollen that they seemed to bulge. Blebs and ulcerations from
which weeping serum exuded were often observed at the margins of, and between, the toes. In the most serious cases, there were scattered areas of ecchymosis, and the distal portions of the toes were blue, white, mottled and
cold, in contrast to the swollen, erythematous aspect of the other portions of
the feet. After the feet had been cleaned and di'ied, a line of demarcation was
usually evident at shoe-top level. Onlj' occasionally did edema extend above
this level.
Ulcerating lesions were most numerous on the toes and over the dorsum
of the foot. These lesions were blotchy, and their appearance suggested that
they had been produced by pressure and abrasions. They varied in degree
from patient to patient. Some were only superficial. In others, the destructive
process extended down to, or through, the true skin. Some lesions were well
demarcated, with a zone of necrotic tissue along the margin, as in decubitus
ulcers or a gangrenous process. The skin between the lesions, especially over
the dorsum of the foot, was pale, cold and inert. Secondary infection was
strikingly infrequent.
Lymphangitis was present in a few cases, in all of which there was a
previous history of troublesome epidermophytoses. When the men were
directly questioned, about 15 percent admitted to some discomfort in the groin;
all of this group were found to have enlarged and sensitive regional lymph
nodes. There was no correlation, however, between the presence of lymphadenopathy and the degree of pain and swelling in the feet.
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Pressure over the affected areas caused pain. Erj'tliematous areas blanched
slowly, and the return flush was delayed. In no instance were pulsations
absent, nor in anj' instance were variations in the pulsations beyond the range
of normal. Sensory changes were not clear cut. Areas of numbness and tingling
could be demonstrated by light touch and pinprick. Areas of diminished
sensation seemed to be increased when the feet were elevated. Attempts to
outline areas of paresthesia and anesthesia were not satisfactory, perhaps
because the patients were all uncomfortable and fatigued.
Temperature and pulse were invariably within normal range. Fatigue
and inability to sleep were the only systemic reactions.
Treatment was based on keeping the patients off their feet as much as
was possible in a crowded forward hospital. If the shoes had not already been
discarded, they were cut off. Most of the patients had long since discarded
them, and no pictorial or other record, unfortunately, was made of the condition of the few pairs available for examination. The feet were washed with
cool water and mild soap, which brought only temporary relief; the discomfort
returned as soon as the feet were drj^. At the most, only light, dry dressings
could be endured, and the patients were more comfortable with no dressings
at all. Applications of mineral oil were not well tolerated. Lanolin was not
tested. General supportive measures were instituted, such as would be employed
for men who were extremeh^ tired physically and who had been without food
and sleep for long periods of time. Sedatives were given as necessary to insure
sleep and rest.
Contrarj^ to the usual course in trenchfoot or immersion foot, recovery
in these cases was fairly rapid. Most of the casualties were evacuated by ship
to hospitals in Hollandia within 36 hours of their admission to evacuation
hospitals on Leyte. When they arrived in Hollandia, most of them were almost
entirely free from sj^mptoms and signs of the injury. Pain, swelling, excoriations
and vasomotor manifestations had, for the most part, disappeared during the
voyage, apparently as the result of rest, and healing was usually complete by
the time the men were admitted to general hospitals in New Guinea.
Gangrene did not occur in any of these cases, and no recurrences of sequelae
were recorded. The uniform absence of thrombosis and gangrene was believed
due to the relativelj' high temperatures in which the injuries occurred.
The additional cases of cold injurj^ which occurred on Leyte in December
1944 and which brought the total number on that island up to 167 were similar
in all respects to those already described. The 55 cases which occurred in the
Visaj'an Islands, most of them in January and February 1945, were considerably
milder but were otherwise similar to those which occurred on Leyte.
It should be noted how closelj' the symptoms and signs of the variety of
cold injury observed in the Philippine Islands resembled those of cold injury
as it was observed in both the Mediterranean and the European Theaters of
Operations, where the classical tj^pe of trenchfoot occurred. On Leyte, the
degree of injury appeared, at least superficially, to be mild, but all of the men
affected required hospitalization. Thej^ could not walk, let alone put on their
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shoes, and tlicy could not sleep because of discomfort. The most important
difference between the cold injuries in the Pacific and those in other areas
was that in the Pacific, in contrast to the course of events ui both the Mediterranean and the European theaters, virtuallj- all of the men affected could be
returned to duty after being hospitalized, and there were no recorded recurrences. In otlier theaters, a large proportion of the trenchfoot casualties were
lost permanently to combat duty, and there was a high percentage of recurrence
in the soldiers returned to full and limited duty (p. 327).
The Surgical Consultants Division, Office of the Surgeon General, hi
commentirig on 8 February 1945 on the report of this experience in Essential
Technical Medical Data, United States Army Forces, Far East, dated 23
December 1944, took occasion to point out the gravity of the United States
experience with trenchfoot in Europe in the winter of 1944-45 and recommended
that any additional information on tliis extremely important medicomihtary
subject be compiled.

Part 11.

The Wet-Cold Program

The actual experience with cold injury in the Pacific was limited to the
type just described. There was general reahzation, however, that the invasion
of the Japanese islands, which was planned for the fall of 1945, would again
require combat operations in a cold-wet environment, and at temperatures
which had produced the classical type of trenchfoot in tlie Aleutian Islands
and in the Mediterranean and European tlieaters. By the time that planning
for the invasion of Japan was undertaken, the lessons inherent in the serious
losses from cold injury which had occurred in other theaters had already been
well learned. Moreover, the successful prevention and control programs which
had eventually been formulated and implemented in Italy and in Europe had
shown that such losses were in large part neither necessary nor inevitable.
It was therefore taken into consideration early in the planning for the
invasion of Japan that if similar misfortunes were to be avoided the fullest
advantage must be taken of the knowledge which had been gained in the
Mediterranean and European tlieaters. A considerable part of the losses from
cold injury in the Mediterranean theater could be explained by the fact that
the experience gained in the Aleutians had not been transferred to it. A
considerable part of the losses from this cause in the European theater could
be explained by the fact that the experience gained in Italy had not been
transferred to it. Those errors were not repeated in the Pacific theaters. The
wet-cold program there was planned against the background of what had been
learned in other theaters. The program of prevention and control was worked
out with the joint cooperation of the Office of the Surgeon General, the Office
of the Quartermaster General, and the various levels of command in the Pacific.
The war, fortunately, ended before it was necessary to test the program in
combat, and the story of wet-cold injury is therefore a story of planning and
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prevention and not, as in other theaters, a story of the actual occurrence of
trenchfoot. Tlie plannuig was thorougli and precise, and there is every reason
to believe that the program would have been highly effective, and that losses
from cold injury would have been reduced to an irreducible minimum, had it
been necessary to put it into operation.
As a matter of convenience, and to simplify the account, the programs of
planning for the prevention and control of cold injuries are described under a
number of separate headings, without any attempt at the integration which was
in progress when the war ended.
OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL
The fii'st formal recognition by the Office of the Surgeon General of the
possibility of cold injury in the Pacific appeared in an article prepared in that
office and published in the February 1945 issue of Health.'^ In it a number of
facts about future fighting in the Pacific were emphasized:
1. Warfare in this area would extend northward during the fall and winter
months, and a range of temperature particularly favorable to the occurrence of
cold injury would therefore be encountered.
2. The terrain of the lowlands, where most of the fighting in Japan would
probably take place, was also favorable to the development of cold injury, since
drainage was poor and the numerous rice paddies made much of the ground little
more than swampland.
3. The same general conditions would also be encountered if fighting should
be necessary in the northern provinces of China.
4. Trenchfoot would not occur in the mountainous regions of Japan and
the north Asian mainland, where dry cold rather than wet cold would be encountered, but frostbite was a possibility seriously to be considered in these
areas.
5. Attention was directed to the recorded experiences with cold injury
among Japanese troops during the Russo-Japanese War.
For the next several months, the Preventive Medicine Division and the
Surgical Consultants Division, Office of the Surgeon General, continued, in
various ways, to emphasize the potential dangers of cold injury in the Pacific
theaters and the necessity for the prompt institution of preventive measures.
Among the specific actions taken were the following:
On 12 February 1945, Brig. Gen. Stanhope Bayne-Jones, acting chief of
the Preventive Medicine Service, initiated the preparation of a communication
for the signature of The Surgeon General, to be sent to the commanding general
of the Army Service Forces. This communication was sent to General Somervell, in the form of a memorandum, through the Quartermaster General on
24 March 1945.
2 Monthly Proprcss Report, .\rmy Service Forces, War Department, 28 Feb. 194.5, Section 7: llcaltli.
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This memorandum, to whicli was attached a copy of the article on cold
injury wliich had appeared in tlie February 1945 issue of Health, contained
mcteorologic data to support the strong probabiUty that cold injury would be
encountered in Japan. It recommended the use of the shoepac (12-inch
height), with two pair of wool ski socks, as well as the use of other modern cold
weather protective garments and equipment developed by the Quartermaster
General. The memorandum also recommended that all troops taking part in
operations in cold climates receive training in foot hygiene, in accordance with
Section IV, War Department Circular No. 312, and War Department Technical
Bulletin (TB MED) 81.
On April 7, a memorandum prepared by Maj. Gen. (later Lt. Gen.) LeEoy
Lutes, Acting Chief of Staff, Army Service Forces, was sent to the director of
Plans and Operations, Army Service Forces, directing that the Planning Division initiate a study on trenchfoot immediately. This study was to include all
available data on incidence, causes, preventive measures, and similar matters.
As soon as the study was completed, it was to be sent to the commanding
general of the United States Army Forces in the Pacific, with a covering letter
to be prepared for the signature of the Chief of Staff. The memorandum concluded: "It is General Somervell's behef that the language of this letter should
be so couched that General MacArthur would understand that there should be
no excuse for trench foot developing in the Far East due to the ample warning
given to him on this subject."
On April 11, a memorandum containing the material to be included in the
proposed letter to General MacArthur was sent by General Kirk to General
Somervell, for the attention of the director of Plans and OperatioJis, Army
Service Forces. In this memorandum, the unfortunate experience of the
United States Army in the Mediterranean and European theaters was recounted, and it was emphasized that it was urgently necessary to institute a
prompt and energetic program of prevention for the United States Army troops
in the Pacific. It was also pointed out that the far better record of the British
Army in respect to cold injury in both the Mediterranean and the European
Theaters of Operations seemed to be the result of the far more effective measures
of prevention employed in this army.
On 27 April, a communication from the War Department on the subject of
trenchfoot was addressed to General MacArthur.' It contained the following
information:
1. Large numbers of troops had been incapacitated by trenchfoot during
the winter campaigns in the Mediterranean and European theaters.
2. The majority of these losses could have been avoided if troops had been
properly indoctrinated concerning the cause and effect of cold injuries and the
measures necessary to prevent them.
3. The Pacific fighting was about to advance into areas in which conditions
conducive to trenchfoot would exist during certain seasons of the year.
» Letter, Tlie Adjutant General, War Department, to Commander in Chief, United States Army Forces in the Pacific,
27 Apr. 1946, subject: Trencli Foot.
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4. The disastrous losses suffered in other theaters need not be duplicated in
the Pacific if the risks of the situation were recognized and the necessary preventive measures taken.
Since the role of the Medical Department in the prevention of cold injury
is entirely advisorj^, it was specifically stated in this communication that the
control of trenchfoot "is primarily a command problem that can only be solved
by proper indoctrination of troops pi-ior to entering the combat zone and continuous follow-up supervision backed up by a strict disciplinary policy during
the period in which the troops are exposed to the condition. Troops must be
made trenchfoot conscious."
Enclosed with this letter was a resume of all available information on
trenchfoot secured in the study made in the Office of the Surgeon General on
General Lutes' instructions (p. 218). A graphic training aid (8-16) was also
enclosed. The letter noted that Film Bulletin No. 180, a training film on trenchfoot (p. 223), had already been sent to the commanders of the Pacific Ocean
Areas and Southwest Pacific Area.*
This letter was received at General Headquarters, SWPA (Southwest
Pacific Area), on 8 May 1945 and was forwarded for necessary action to the
Commanding General, USASOS, SWPA (United States Army, Services of
Supply, Southwest Pacific Area), on 12 May 1945. It was received on 15 May
1945.
On 30 June 1945, a memorandum addressed by General Rankin to The
Surgeon General again stressed the seriousness of cold injury and the importance
of its prevention. It was suggested that the programs conceived and in process
of execution for the prevention of cold injuries in the Pacific should be critically
reviewed by all divisions in the Surgeon General's Office, so that past experiences
could be utilized to the fullest advantage in future planning.
A conference for the purposes suggested in this memorandum was held on
9 July 1945 under the chairmanship of General Bayne-Jones. The clothing
and equipment then in production and planning for troops in the Pacific were
fully discussed, and it was noted that representatives from the Office of the
Quartermaster General were already in the Pacific theaters giving instruction
in the wearing and use of the winter outfit, including shoepacs (p. 226). The
training of troops in foot discipline was discussed, and plans were made for the
full utilization of such aids as films, film strips, graphic portfolios, posters,
manuals, and pamphlets which would call the attention of the soldiers to their
individual responsibility for the care of their own feet.
Efforts had been begun on 14 June 1945, by the Preventive Medicine Division, Office of the Surgeon General, to obtain the release from the European
theater of certain medical officers who were thoroughly experienced in cold
injury, so that they could be assigned to the Southwest Pacific for supervision
< Tim consolidation o! the United States Army Forces in the Pacific tmder General MacArthur was occurring just as
the planning for the prevention of cold injury in that area was getting under way. His appointment, in fact, was made
after a team from the OfTice of the Quartermaster General had already begun to operate in the Pacific Ocean Area. A
second team from this ofiicc was latter assigned to General MacArthur's headquarters (p. 228).
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of tlio program of prevention to be instituted in that area. Tlic first request,
wliich was sent formally on 19 June, was refused by the theater on 23 June. In
rctrospeet, it was tliouglit that tlic reason for the refusal was that the radiogram
requesting tlie release was weakly worded and provided no explanation of the
urgency of the need for these officers for this assignment. A second, more
strongly worded radiogram to the European theater was drafted on 24 June and
sent on 9 July. When no reply to it had been received by 19 July, a tracer
radiogram was sent. The consent to the transfer of these officers was finally
received on 23 July.
Tlie original request had been for tlie release of Lt. Col. (later Col.) Richard
P. Mason, MC, and Maj. William L. Hawley, MC, both of whom had had considerable experience in the European theater. Later, Colonel Gordon's release
was requested. On their arrival in the Zone of Interior, these officers were
temporarily assigned to the Office of the Surgeon General and participated in
tlie conference on medical matters in tlie Pacific held 30 July-1 August 1945.
On 4 July 1945, General Kirk wrote personally to Brig. Gen. (later Maj.
Gen.) Guy B. Denit, the Sui'geon, AFPAC (United States Army Forces, Pacific),
to inform him of the expectation tbat the officers whose release from the
European tlieater had been requested would be sent to the Pacific to aid in the
setting up of the cold injury prevention program. It was hoped. General
Kirk wrote, tJiat Geiieral Mac Arthur would see these officers himself, to secure
firsthand information of the seriousness of the experience in the European
tlieater. The activities of the teams from the Office of the Quartermaster
General, which were already hi the Pacific, were discussed, and all the material
then available on trenchfoot was enclosed. The letter ended with another
reminder of the seriousness of the problem in the European theater and with
the statement that it would be equally serious in the Pacific if preventive
measures were not taken. Trenchfoot, it was pointed out again, is an essentially
preventable military hazard.
A similar letter to General MacArthur was pi-epared in the Office of the
Surgeon General, for the signature of the Chief of Staff, but does not seem
to have been dispatched.
MEDICAL PLANNING IN THE PACIFIC
The first published mention of cold injury in the Pacific theaters took the
form of a memorandum (Technical Memorandum No. 10) issued from the
OflSce of the Surgeon, USASOS, SWPA, on 9 July 1943. This memorandum,
which was entitled "Immersion Foot," was obviously prepared with shipwrecked persons in mind. The causes of the injury, the clinical picture, and the
management were discussed. Preventive measures were listed as removal of
constricting footgear, which would be of no use for warmth if the feet were in
water; exercise of the feet and legs, to maintain vascular and muscular tone;
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and the application, when possible, of a tliick coating of grease. Tlie affected
parts were not to be rubbed, and heat was not to be applied to them.
The problem of wet-cold injury did not arise in the hot jungles of New
Guinea, New Britain, the Admiralty Islands, and the Schouten Islands, where
all the filgliting occurred in this area before the invasion of Leyte in September
1944. The outbreak of a form of cold injury which occurred in Leyte has already
been described (p. 211). Col. I. Ridgeway Trimble, MC, Consultant in
Surgery, Office of the Surgeon, USASOS, SWPA, who Avas familiar with the
losses from trcnchfoot in the Aleutians and in the Mediterranean theater,
reacted to this outbreak in two waj's:
1. He wrote Major Glenn on 8 December 1944, suggesting that the men
witli these injuries be considered for sympathetic block. When this suggestion
reached Major Glenn, the patients had already recovered.
2. Colonel Trimble also prepared a technical memorandum on the subject
of trenchfoot, based on War Department Circular No. 312, to be issued by
Headquarters, USASOS. This memorandum, which was not issued, recognized
that the disability sustained bj^ a number of troops on Leyte, although it had
occurred in the Tropics, was actually a form of cold injury or trenchfoot. With
proper preventive measures, the number of men disabled from this type of
trauma could be held to a minimum. It might not be possible, the memorandum
continued, to carry out, during the exigencies of jungle warfare, all the preventive measures recommended, but everj'- effort should be made to follow the
directions outlined. Particular emphasis was placed on tlie provision of extra
dry socks for each man.
With the concurrence of General Denit, Colonel Trimble also discussed
with the Surgeon, Sixth U. S. Army, Brig. Gen. William A. Hagins, the indoctrination of troops in the prevention of wet-cold injuries, in view of the impending lighting on Luzon.^ In General Hagins' opinion, which events proved
to be correct, this was an unnecessary precaution at this time, since conditions
on Luzon during the rainj'' season would not be comparable to those encountered
on Leyte.
Between 30 April and 16 July 1945, Colonel Trimble, on General Denit's
instructions, prepared a number of memoranda and drafts and revisions of
circular letters on the subject of cold injury. They were chiefly exploratory
and preparatory and were designed to keep the Office of the Theater Surgeon
informed on this matter, and to have all the necessary material in readiness
when the time came to issue circular letters and technical memoranda. In these
various drafts the following points were made:
1. Trenchfoot could be expected to become a problem of great seriousness
as fighting developed in colder climates.
2. In spite of the experience in the Aleutians in 1943 and in Italy in
1943-44, some American units went into combat in Europe without proper
footgear. As a consequence, they suffered seriously from cold injury.
5 Check Sheet, Surgical Con.su!taiit, Headquarters, United States Army Forces, Western Pacific, to the Cliief Surgeon,
16 Jul.v 194,=), subject: Trench Foot, Summary of Program to Date.
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3. The rate of cold injury under similar circumstances varied from unit to
unit, depending upon the efficiency of commanding officers in enforcing preventive measures.
4. British and Russian troops, who had better winter footgear than United
States troops and wlio had been better schooled in foot hygiene, had almost
no trenchfoot.
5. Strenuous measures must be taken in the Pacific to avoid a repetition
of the previous United States Army experience, most of which was preventable.
6. Appropriate memoranda should be published at once, through technical
and command channels, concerning these preventive measures, which were a
command and not a medical responsibiHty.
7. It was urgent that requisitions be placed at once with the Office of the
theater chief quartermaster for sufficient supplies of shoepacs, wool socks,
and other winter equipment. In the memorandum dated 8 May 1945, it was
noted that these supplies were already on order and that teams trained to give
instruction in the proper use of the new winter clothing would arrive in the
Southwest Pacific Area in August.
Colonel Trimble, with General Denit's concurrence, also held conferences
with a representative of the theater chief quartermaster concerning the protection of ground troops in cold, wet weather. Originally, the use of white clothing for camouflage had not been contemplated, but, after Colonel Trimble
had raised the question, his suggestion was approved and 10,000 suits, enough
for two regimental combat teams, were put on order.
The new items of clothing and footgear were demonstrated for Colonel
Trimble who wrote in a memorandum to General Denit on 16 July 1945:
"The temperature then in Manila was 105° F. in the shade. It was rather
painful to observe the demonstrating soldier put on in layers a pair of 'long
Johns,' a wool shirt, two pairs of wet resistant pants, two pairs of wool ski
socks, an Eisenhower jacket, an M-1943 jacket, a cap with ear muffs, and a
high shoepac."
On 27 June, Colonel Trimble submitted a recommendation to General
Denit that all United States Ai-my officers and enlisted men of ground combat
elements be given a special foot examination by their unit medical officers, to
determine the status of the two main arteries of the foot.* Men in whom the
pulsations in these arteries were absent would have further examinations,
including roentgenologic studies, to detect or exclude insufficient circulation
due to arteriosclerosis and other causes. The rationale of this recommendation
was the peculiar susceptibility of this (small) group of soldiers to cold, and
the possibility that they would contract trenchfoot under conditions in which
those with normal circulation would suffer no disability whatsoever. This
recommendation was approved by General Denit.
On 12 July 1945, General Denit received from General MacArthur's headquarters a letter incorporating the information about cold injury which had been
6 Check Sheet, Surgical Consultant, United States Army, Western Faciflc, to the Chief Surgeon, 27 June 1945, subject:
Comments on Indoctrination Program Cold-Wet.
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sent to the latter by the War Department on 27 April 1945 (p. 218). On General Denit's instructions, Colonel Trimble prepared a circular letter on the subject, to be issued as a command directive from General MacAi'thur's headquarters.''
Various changes were made in this letter as it passed through various
hands. One change was the deletion of the recommendation that all soldiers
should have an investigation of the pulsations in the pedal arteries as part of
their physical examination. Another was the deletion of a paragraph in which
it was stated (1) that the great majority of cold injuries in other theaters could
have been avoided if troops had been properly indoctrinated concerning the
cause, effect, and prevention of cold injury and (2) that the disability rate in
armies subjected to the same climatic conditions varied enormously with the
efficiency of their commanding officers.
Had the war continued and had it been necessary to issue technical memoranda and circular letters on the subject of cold injury, their preparation would
have been a simple matter, since the material had been thoroughly worked
over and was readily available for use. Instruction on the prevention of trenchfoot and the training of troops in foot hygiene was included in the medical
planning for the impending OLYMPIC and COEONET operations against
Japan, and provision had also been made for shoepacs and other winter footgear.'
On 17 July 1945, Col. Charles W. Mayo, MC, who had been placed on
temporary duty in the Office of the Chief Surgeon, AFWESPAC (United States
Army Forces, Western Pacific), as a special consultant in cold injury, prepared a
memorandum for General Denit, in which he made the following suggestions:
1. That a wet-cold indoctrination program, similar to the program already
instituted in other parts of the Pacific, should be carried out in the Philippines.
The Quartermaster Corps would provide the program on instruction in the use
of winter clothing, and there would be a related medical program on the care
of the feet.
2. That training ffim 180 should be made compulsory viewing for all personnel and officers, on the ground that it would probably be the greatest single
aid available in persuading troops to carry out the preventive measures advised.
It was recommended that it should not be combined with films shown for entertainment, and that there be no comment upon it afterward unless an exceptionally able medical speaker was present, since it was sufficiently informative
and impressive in itself.
The war in the Pacific ended before these plans could be put into effect.
Colonel Gordon and Major Hawley, who had been released from the
European theater for service in the Pacific (p. 219), arrived in Headquarters,
MIDPAC (United States Army Forces, Middle Pacific), on 11 August 1945."
They held conferences with the surgeon and members of his staff, representa' Circular Letter (draft), Oflice of the Commanding General, AFPAC, 12 July 1945, subject: Trench Foot.
8 Check Sheet. Surgical Consultant, OlTice of the Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, United States Army, Western Pacific,
to the Chief Surgeon, 24 June 1946, subject: Outline of Studies Being Conducted on Medical Support for Next Operation.
' Memorandum, Col. John E. Gordon, MC, Headquarters, MIDPAC, to General Willis, 17 Aug. 1945, subject:
Trenchfoot Control.
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tivos of the, quartermaster, a representative of the surgeon of the Central
Pacifie Base Command, and others, to review tlie entire wet-cold program and
related subjects. One day was spent at Headquarters, 98th Infantry Division. Extended conferences were held witli medical officers of the marine
forces, the Pacific naval force, and the United States Navy, Pacific. Two
general conferences were held with medical units alerted for service in Japan.
At all of these conferences, the principal topic of discussion was the medical
aspects of cold injiny and the epidemiologic features of its control. It was the
opinion of Colonel Gordon and Major Hawley that adequate attention had
been given by Headquarters, MIDPAC, to the probability of cold injury in
forthcoming military operations, and tliat sound measures had been taken for
its prevention. The excellent training of the QStli Infantry Division furnished
proof of these statements.
When Colonel Gordon and Major Hawley reached Manila, they were
informed by General Denit that lie desired the trenchfoot program to be carried out as planned, but with such modifications as would make it suitable
for an army of occupation. Tlie scope of the mission was extended to include
considerations of acclimatization. Later, it was decided to defer indoctrination
until all ti'oops in tlie Philippines had been moved to Japan, since the confusion
attending their deployment made the institution of a formal program impractical at tliis time. For various reasons, the medical phase of the program was
never instituted, altliough tlie instruction of the troops in the use of winter
clothing went forward as planned (p. 228).
ACTION BY COMMANDERS IN PACIFIC
The training directive issued on 20 January 1945 from Headquarters,
Army Ground Forces (p. 76 and appendix B), was received by General MaeArthur's headquarters and was transmitted for informational purposes to the
commanding general of USASOS, on 21 March 1945.
On 27 April 1945, a communication from the War Department to General
MacArthur (p. 218) pointed out that the prevention of trenchfoot is primarily
a command problem and directed that adequate indoctrination of troops be
undertaken before they entered combat zones. This communication was
ti'ansmitted by General MacArthiu-'s headquarters to the commanding general
of USASOS, SWPA, on 12 May 1945, for necessary action.
On 18 July 1945, a letter directive from General Headquarters, AFPAC,
(appendix H, p. 533), to the various headquarters in the Pacific announced the
wet-cold indoctrination program and placed the responsibility for its technical
and administrative control on the commanders logistically responsible for the
troops in the Western and Middle Pacific areas. The commanding generals
of the Sixth and Eighth U. S. Armies and of the Far East Air Force in turn
were charged with responsibility for the indoctrination of personnel in their
commands. Direct contact between the various commands was authorized
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for the purposes of the program. Appropriate directives containing pertinent
information were issued to all subordinate echelons.
A second communication on the subject of cold injury was in preparation
in General MacArthur's headquarters on 12 August 1945, the day of the Japanese surrender, for distribution to the various commands in the Pacific. In
it the following points were discussed:
1. Attention was called to tlie earlier letter on the subject, in which
the responsibility for the training program was placed specifically upon command, with unit commanders responsible for the dissemination of information
and for enforcement of preventive measures.
2. The European experience with cold injury was briefly reviewed, and it
was emphasized that only the strict application of correct preventive measures
could forestall a repetition of that experience in Japan.
3. The importance of rotation of troops was stressed.
4. It was again directed that the wet-cold indoctrination program be included in all training programs.
This letter was accompanied by an outline intended for the guidance of
officers responsible for the training of troops. Details of tlie required preventive measures were described.
The rationale of these measures was stated as follows:
1. Men who have lived in the Tropics for approximately 2 years are
physiologically attuned to weather varying from warm to extremely hot and
have probably all but forgotten modes of living imposed by cold weather.
They must therefore be prepared for sustained out-of-doors life in circumstances of extreme cold.
2. The mere provision of suitable winter clothing is not sufficient. The
experience in Europe clearly demonstrated that troops must also be taught
how to wear such clothing and how to maintain it. Knowledge of the proper
fit and sizing of garments is also essential.
3. Protection of the soldier in winter combat is the responsibihty of all
echelons of command, from senior commander to squad leader. The experiences
of United States Army troops on Attu, in Italy, and in Europe clearly showed
the importance of this attitude and achievement, as did the British experience.
Because their officers and leaders were aware of their responsibility, the incidence of trenchfoot in British troops was negligible.
4. Trenchfoot is chiefly a disease of infantrymen. It causes actual losses
among men who carry the fight to the enemy; also, soldiers who become chilled
beyond the point of comfort are neither mentally nor physically fit for efficient
combat.
To implement the program planned for the prevention of cold injury, it
was directed—
1. That the wet-cold indoctrination program be given top priority in all
echelons and be incorporated into the requirements of all training programs
for operations contemplated in temperate cHmates.
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2. Tliat tlio implementation of training doctrines be made the responsibility of command in all echelons.
3. That individual organizations be held responsible for fm'ther indoctrination of troops in various echelons, the basic program being designed only to
orient, as fully as possible, all command and staff officers and key enlisted men
in tliese echelons.
4. That the program be limited to ground combat and service elements of
tlie Army and to Military Government personnel. Other provision would be
made for the instruction of Marine Corps and Air Forces personnel.
5. That the program occupy approximately 8 weeks, with an additional
2 weeks allowed for the dissemination of the doctrines of the preliminary
courses to organizational personnel by individual commands. The officers
detailed to the area by the Office of the Quartermaster General, who were
already in the area, would be available for consultation. Courses of instruction were outlined for higher headquarters and for ground combat and ground
combat service support echelons.
6. That indoctrination be provided at the latest date practical before
staging, the program being pliased to meet this objective. A refresher course
in living and fighting in wet-cold areas should be included in shipboard orientation programs, but, as far as pi-actical, should be delayed until convoys had
passed out of the tropical zone, so that normal cold weather conditions would
help to emphasize the doctrines to be employed at the target area.

THE QUARTERMASTER CORPS
The Quartermaster General employed in the Pacific areas the same
policy whicli he liad employed in other theaters of operations. Observers
wore sent into the area to introduce new equipment and to lay the basis for
future requisitions.'" The action taken in the Pacific was greatly influenced
by tlie serious consequences of the failure in the European theater to accept
the advice of his office concerning the best type of clothing and equipment.
Long-range planning was essential in the Pacific because the long distances
would make procurement and transportation difficulties more serious than in
either the Mediterranean theater or the European theater.
Tlie observers sent to the Pacific from the Quartermaster General's Office
also had tlie responsibility of indoctrinating the troops in the correct wearing
and care of the new winter clothing. The same general routine was followed
that had been followed in other areas, but the observers in the Pacific area
had two advantages: They had seen tlie results of training in the Mediterranean
'" (1) Report, Capt. William F. rounder and Capt. Clarence .T. MacManiis, Military Planning Division, Research
and Development Branch, OlTice of Ihe Quartermaster General. (2) Report, Col. Charles P. Bellican, QMC, Senior
Mcmher Quarterma.sier General Liaison Group in Pacific Areas, 1 Nov. 1915, suhject: Quartermaster General Liaison
Indoctrination Program in AVet-Cold Clofhinfr Concepts, also Cold Weather.
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theater in the winter of 1944-45, and tliey had also seen the serious situation
which developed in the European theater because requisitions for the proper
kind of clothing and footgear had been placed too late for the material to be
delivered when it was needed for the winter campaign.
When the first observer from the Office of the Quartermaster General,
Capt. (later Lt. Col.) William F. Pounder, QMC, arrived in the Hawaiian
Islands (then MIDPAC) on 5 April 1945, the logistic responsibility for the
assault operations on Japan had not yet been firmly established. Almost as
soon as the requisitions for winter clothing and equipment had been completed
and approved by the supply staff of MIDPAC, these responsibilities were
assigned to AFPAC. The requisitions prepared in MIDPAC, which were
thus left without authorization, were forwarded to the Office of the Quartermaster General, to serve as a guide for the specific amounts of individual
wet-cold winter items considered necessary for the invasion.
The team headed by Captain Pounder eventually consisted of seven other
officers from the Office of the Quartermaster General and two Quartermaster
Corps officers who were attached to it locally. Its mission was threefold, to
plan the quantities of supplies needed for the forthcoming winter operations,
to train the troops in the use and care of their personal winter equipment, and
to observe the functional adequacy of individual items of wet-cold clothing
and equipment. All previous operations in the Pacific had required only
tropical clothing and equipment, and the change from supplies of that type of
clothing to supplies of clothing and equipment suitable for winter combat
would represent, in itself, a major logistic operation. The advice of the representatives of the Quartermaster General, contrary to the experience in Europe,
was accepted at once. When the war ended, large amounts of winter clothing
and equipment were already on hand in the various commands in the Pacific,
and more were en route. It is certain that, if the war had continued into the
winter, all the troops would have been properly protected for combat in a cold
environment. The first demonstration of the new clothing was given on Oahu
on 12 April 1945.
Training Memorandum No. 11 for the United States Army Forces,
Pacific Ocean Areas, was issued on 16 May 1945. In it, the date for the completion of all unit training in MIDPAC was set for 1 September 1945. Training
was practically completed in the Hawaiian Islands by 20 June, when the team
left Oahu for the training of other units elsewhere.
Work carried out elsewhere by this team was as follows:
1. Establishment of the program of indoctrination at Fleet Marine Headquarters for all Marine units in the Pacific areas.
2. Indoctrination of troops on Johnson Island, Kwajalein, Saipan, Tinian,
Guam, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa.
3. Assistance to the second team working on Mindanao and Luzon by two
members detached from the first team.
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4. Indoctrination of troops in Korea andJapan and in Kj-usliu (Sascbo),
Honshu (Yokohama), and Shanghai, after V-J Daj'. Indoctrination was
expedited in Korea, where it grows steadily colder after the first part of October.
Each major unit was lielped in the planning of requisitions and the distribution
of clothing, and the actual distribution was supervised by two officers from the
team attached to the XXIV Corps.
Tlu^ final phases of the work of Captain Pounder's team were carried out
under the direction of the Haison group from the Office of the Quartermaster
General, which had arrived in the Pacific on 21 May 1945. The initial activities of this team, on Oahu, consisted of conferences with the first team and
additional planning for wet-cold clothing and equipment for Operation OLYMPIC.
The second team, which was lieaded by Col. Charles P. Bellican, QMC,
operated in four sections; namely, a planning section assigned to the Commander in Chief, AFPAC, for coordination purposes, an operating section in
MIDPAC, and two operating sections in AFWESPAC. The planning section
was latei' assigned to the administrative control of the Commanding General,
AFWESPAC, who tlien liad general logistic control of Operations OLYMPIC
and CORONET. After command responsibility had been approved by the
Commander in Cliief, AFPAC, and a general directive had been prepared deahng
with the capabilities and limitations of wet-cold clothing, supply problems connected with its issue, and similar matters, the entire program was placed in the
hands of tlie liaison group.
Ti-aining directives were first prepared for the various separate commands.
Teams were tlien dispatched from the operating sections of the group to the
lowest tactical elements of the various commands, to insure that all soldiers
received proper individual instruction. This pliase of the work lasted from
Jiuie until the middle of August.
Wlien the Japanese surrendered, the indoctrination program was at once
naodified to fit the needs of an ai-my of occupation, and plans of instruction were
modified to meet the needs of the changes of tactical units within the several
commands and assignments in the areas of occupation. The program was
hampered by delays in the delivery of winter clothing, due to the shortage of
ships; by tlie shortage of port facilities, due to the destruction caused by bombing during the war; by tlie necessity for using harbors which were still mined;
and by tlie very bad weather. As late as 28 September, only small amounts of
winter clotlnng had been received in the Tokyo area.
In spite of these difficulties and delays. Colonel BeUican was able to report
to General Mac Arthur on 3 November 1945 that as of 1 November, the original
target date for the completion of the program, approximately 96 percent of the
army of occupation liad been indoctrinated and that the program had been
completed 100 percent in the XXIV Corps and the Eighth U. S. Army. Arrangements liad been made for the training of the elements of the Sixth U. S.
Armv not yet indoctrinated.
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE WET-COLD
INDOCTRINATION PROGRAM
It was oiigiually estimated that tlie program of wet-cold indoctrination for
troops in the Pacific would cover a total of 1,500,000 men. The necessity for a
program of such magnitude is readily explained: The training program instituted in the Zone of Interior (p. 74) had been in operation too short a time to
affect most of the troops in the Pacific. Many of the troops deployed to the
Pacific from tlie European theater had arrived late in that area, had had little
combat experience, and had also had little training in the prevention of cold
injury. Finally, troops which had fought only in the Pacific had had no
indoctrination at all, and without it they would have been completely unprepared for combat in wet-cold weather. Training en masse was far more efficient
than an endeavor to isolate the groups and individuals making up the small
minority wliich had already been trained.
There were a number of factors which complicated the indoctrination
program:
1. All the military bases in the Pacific were islands, and there were therefore enormous distances between the groups of men to be indoctrinated.
2. No specific organization was in existence for meeting the special problems posed hj the prevention and control of cold injury. Command, staff,
technical persoimcl, and enlisted components alike had to undergo comprehensive indoctrination on all phases of this type of trauma at the same time that
administrative facilities for organization and implementation of the program
were being developed.
3. The varying character of the troops in each command required the
setting up of a number of special programs. Combat troops, service troops,
and the various organizations of tlie Army Air Forces all had to be instructed
differently.
4. Facilities for instruction ranged from indoor theaters and classrooms on
Oahu to demonstrations in makeshift areas deep in mud. Extreme heat and
frequent drenching rains added to these difficulties.
5. The size of the class was often determined by the availability or lack
of availability of a public address system.
6. Language difficulties also arose. Instruction had to be given to soldiers
of several nationalities, including Chinese and Filipinos. Wlien Film Bulletin
No. 180 was shown, the sound track was translated as tlie showing progressed.
7. Tlie program was timed to permit completion just before the invasion,
so that the troops would not forget what they had learned about cold weather
during the additional period they had to spend in tropic temperatures.
8. Written records required from commanders concerning the progress of
indoctrination within their units proved essential but were sometimes produced
unwillingly.
9. Training aids had to be of convenient size to be carried no matter how
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the instructor miglit be traveling. Large, heavy, bulliy materials, no matter
liow valuable, were not practicable.
Training directives.—Although class schedules had to be widely varied
according to the extent of the area of each base, the complexity of commands,
the type of personnel to be instructed, and other considerations, training directives could be practically uniform. The training directive for the Pacific
Ocean Areas (Training Memorandum No. 11) was issued on 16 May 1945 (p.
227). It was reproduced with only minor changes as Training Memorandum
No. ]. AFWESPAC, 2 August 1945. This latter directive furnished the authority for tlie indoctrination of all troops in the Phihppine Islands and all adjacent
ai'cas under the administrative control of AFWESPAC. A separate directive
was issued on 4 August for service troops.
Tliesc directives covered the following points:
1. Tlie indoctrination of all individuals liable for service under wet-cold
conditions; the training of supply personnel in supply, storage, care, maintenance, proper fitting, and issue of clothing and equipment; effective instruction
in tlie use of these items; command responsibility for the training; specified
dates for tlie completion of the program.
2. Description of the new wet-cold clothing and equipment.
3. Details of the training courses, which were 2 hours for officers and enlisted personnel; 4 hours for instructors; 1 hour for supply personnel; and a
refresher course when the winter clothing was to be issued.
4. The function of the indoctrination teams from the Office of the Quartermaster Genei'al.
5. Training aids and references (p. 231).
6. Provision for unit status-of-training reports to be submitted to headquarters before operational commitment of troops or before transfer of units
between major echelons, the date to include the hours of training accomplished
per individual and tlie commander's estimate of the unit's proficiency.
Three courses of instruction were provided in the wet-cold program, one
for ofRcers and enlisted men for indoctrination purposes, one for instructors
wlio would conduct future courses, and one for supply officers and enlisted
supply personnel. The best results were obtained if the instructor took for
granted that his audience had never seen the new winter clothing and equipment, as indeed most of them had not.
The material was usually presented as follows:
1. Explanation of the purpose of the course.
2. Necessity for the course, because of past experiences in wet-cold climates.
3. Statement of cold injury casualties in the Aleutians and in the Mediterranean and European theaters, with a discussion of the responsible climatic
factors.
4. Brief descriptions of trenchfoot, frostbite, and the respiratory diseases,
with special references to their relationship to the incorrect use of uniforms and
equipment.
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5. Showing of Film Bulletin No. 180 on trenchfoot.
6. Explanation of the difference between wet-cold and extreme cold.
7. Climatologic data on Japan and the coast of China. Information was
also included on Russia, to provide for all contingencies.
8. Principles of living in cold and wet-cold.
9. Demonstration of the winter combat unit, with special reference to the
layering principle.
10. Explanation of the importance of tlie correct fit of garments, methods
of ventilation, washing of woolens and cottons, provision of dry socks and insoles, and similar matters.
11. Display of posters on the proper use of clothing.
12. Demonstration of the correct use of special equipment, including the
sleeping bag with water-repellent case, the poncho, the pack, and the mountain
cook set.
Each course of instruction was concluded with a summary, a question
period, and inspection of the items of clothing and equipment by the audience.
Training aids and references.—The chief training aid was the combat
uniform itself, which troops in the Tropics had never seen before. There was
some delay in the receipt of the first sets to be used for teaching purposes, but
eventually sufficient numbers were available to be shipped ahead to all tlie
islands on which instruction was to be given.
In addition to material of interest only to supply personnel, the following
training aids were employed:
TM 10-275, Principles of Cold Weatlier Clothing and Equipment.
FM 70-10, Mountain Operations.
FM 70-15, Operations in Snow and Extreme Cold. This manual was
not of verj'- great value, since extreme cold was only relatively important in
the Pacific.
Trenchfoot, Cause and Prevention (Sect. IV, WD Circular No. 312, 1944).
Prevention of Trenchfoot and Frostbite (Letter, Headquarters, Army
Ground Forces, 20 Jan. 1945).
FB-180, Trenchfoot. As noted elsewhere, it was the general opinion
that this film bulletin was the greatest single aid in the prevention of cold
injury because it showed so vividly the possible consequences of cold injury;
namely, gangrene and amputation. When the technicolor Nav_y film on
trenchfoot became available, it was shown to medical officers and
other personnel who might be interested. Film strips on cold weather
operations were of little value and were seldom used.
Posters, radio announcements, and publicity in Yank, Stars and Stripes,
and other Armj- publications were utilized to keep the indoctrination program
in the mnids of men who had received instruction but who were still in tropical areas and who would be inclined to think of clothing and personal hj'giene
accordingly.
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Instruction After V-J Day
Inquiry at tlieatcr iicadquartors after the surrender of Japan revealed
tliat combat maneuvers and patrols would be discontinued at once and that
the cliief task of the troops would be policing. It was expected that forces
in both Japan and Korea would be billeted in heated quarters and would Jiot
be subjected to extraoi'dinary exposure to cold-wet conditions.
At the desire of the theater commander, the program was conthnied after
V-J Day, with modifications in the emphasis and the content of the courses.
The film bulletin on trenchfoot was no longei- showii, but the correct fitthig
and use of tlie winter combat uniform were still emphasized. To maintain
the interest of the troops, whicli naturally decreased as the acute need for
protection against wet and cold was lessened, the usefulness of this special
clothing for hunting and fishing in civilian life was stressed. The 2-hour
])ei'iod formerly allotted foi- the course was now reduced to 1 hour.
Acclimatization Program
The Chief Surgeon, AFWESPAC, 30 June 1945, concurred in the proposal made earlier by the theater quartermaster to G-4 of the theater concerning the institution of an acclimatization program for all troops who were
to move from tropical to cold climates in the forthcoming operations against
Japan." In his concurrence, General Denit stated that a medical ofiicer
would be delegated to collaboT'ate with the theater quartermaster in setting
up the technical aspects of the program and to assist hi the correlation of
its technical and administrative control. It was suggested that the program
be so pliased that instruction would be given at the latest feasible time, wliich
would not be before 15 July 1945.
Shortly after this pi-oposal was accepted, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Paul Siple,
QMC, an experienced climatologist who had been in the Antarctic with Admiral
Byrd and who had made an extensive study of the clothing used in the European theater during the trenchfoot outbreaks the preceding winter (p. 431).
was temporarily assigned to the Office of the Chief Surgeon, AFPAC, as a
i-epresentative of the Quartermaster General. His special mission was to
devise plans for the proper, gradual acclimatization of troops who would
suddenly be transferred from tropical to colder climates.'^
It was estimated that under these circumstances men would be considerably
below peak efficiency for about 2 weeks, at least that period of time being
required for the establishment of compensatory vasomotor controls. It was
believed that the time could be shortened if training were instituted during
the journey on the transports from southern bases to the target areas farther
north. It was therefoi-e recommended that during this journey, particularly
11 Oicck Sheet, Chief SurBCon, AFWESPAC, to 0-4, 30 .Tune 194,5, subject: Indoctrination Program, Wet-Cold.
1! I^etter, Col. Charles P. Bellicnn, QMC, Quartermaster General Liaison Group, Headiiuarters, AFWE.SPAC, to
liriR. Gen. Georges F. Doriot, Military Planing Division, OfPice of the Quartermaster General, 9 Aug. 1945.
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during the last 2 weeks, troops should be encouraged, as they entered cold
waters, to expose themselves to the cold as much as possible, b}'^ remaining on
deck for long periods with minimum clothing. It was expected that they
would object to being uncomfortable, but it was considered more desirable
to impress upon them the value of acclimatization while they could still get
warmed up occasionally than to let them suffer the rigors of getting used to
cold weather in the midst of combat.
The acclimatization program came to an end with the end of the war, before
the theories on which it was founded could be put to the test. One of the
indirect results expected from it was the saving of tons of shipping space; it
was estimated that men who had been acclimatized would require for efficient
comfort at least one layer of clothing less than men who had not been trained
to withstand cold weather.

INDOCTRINATION OF OTHER SERVICES
In June 1945 representatives of the Office of the Surgeon General made
contact with the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, United States Navy, to
inform the appropriate officers of the Army experience with trenchfoot in the
European theater and of the plans for its prevention and control in the Pacific.'^
Transmission of this information was considered essential, since the Navy had
had little experience with the ground type of cold injury which would be
encountered in the Pacific, where large numbers of Marines would be involved
in forthcoming operations. Medical officers of the Navy were informed on
all phases of the Army program, and the Ai'my officers, in turn, were given
a print of the Navy film in technicolor on cold injury. This film later proved
useful in the indoctrination program in the Pacific.
When demonstration classes were held on Oahu for Army officers, at the
beginning of the indoctrination program, they were also attended by Marine
officers, who were much impressed with the potential dangers of winter warfare
to Marines whose entire previous combat experience had been in tropical areas."
These officers were also greatly concerned about the possible efficiency of their
winter uniform, which was still an unknown quantitj^ under wet-cold combat
conditions. Marine equipment did not include such items as shocpacs, overshoes, trigger-finger mittens, water-repellent jackets with hoods, and sleeping
bags. When the Army uniform and equipment were demonstrated to the
Marine Corps Command on 22 May 1945, the comparison was so greatly in
favor of the Army items that the Marine Corps immediately submitted requests
for many of them. After a conference with the representatives of The Quarteris Memorandum for Record, I,t. Col. A. L. Ahnfeldt, MC, Director, Sanitation and Hygiene Division, Preventive
Medicine Service, Otnce of the Surgeon Oeneral, .SO .Tune 1945, subject: Conference on Trenchfoot at Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery, Kavy.
'» See footnote 10 (1), p. 220.
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master General on 11 June/'* Navy officers also decided that Army clothing
would be better for their land-based personnel than their own uniforms for
their seagoing personnel.
As soon as it was realized that wet-cold indoctrination was essential for
all Marine personnel who would participate in future winter operations, the
necessary directives were issued. On Oldnawa, which was a combat area,
direct instruction was given to Marine contingents by members of the army
quartermaster team."' Elsewhere, the general plan was to train Marine officers
as instructors who would serve as instructors for other officers, who were then
responsible for the indoctrination of their own units.
SUMMARY
The most important conclusion to be derived from the story of the wet-cold
program in the Pacific is that for the first time in World War II the problem
of cold injury was attacked in advance of its occurrence, and was attacked by
all the elements whose responsibility it was to be. Command, staff, Quartermaster Corps, and Medical Corps all participated in the endeavor to prevent
it. It is true that coordination of the separate efforts had not yet been fully
accomplished when the war ended, but the originally divergent lines of action
were clearly beginning to converge. There seems no doubt that, had the
fighting continued, the program as set up and implemented would have proved
an effective means of preventing the cold injuries which had been responsible
for such heavy losses in theaters of operations earlier in the war.
>5 Letter, Capt. William F. Pounder, QMC, to Brig. Gen. Georges F. Doriot, Military Planning Division, Office
of the Quartermaster General, 11 June 1945.
i« (1) Letter, Capt. WUliam F. Pounder, QMC, G-3 Section, Headquarters, Army Garrison Forces, Okinawa, to
Brig. Gen. Georges F. Doriot, Military Planning Division, Office of the Quartermaster General, 27 July 1046. (2) Letter,
Captain Pounder, G-3 Section, Headquarters, Army Service Command I, to General Doriot, 12 Aug. 1945.

CHAPTER IX

Pathogenesis and Pathologic Process
PATHOGENESIS
Generally speaking, both the clinical manifestations and the pathologic
process in cold injury depend upon two mechanisms: (1) The duration of the
exposure to cold or wet cold, and (2) the degree to which the temperature of
the tissues is reduced. The comparison has frequently been made and is valid
that cold injuries resemble thermal burns with one exception: in cold injurj^
there is no coagulation of the components of the blood serum.
The altered physiologic processes resulting from exposure to cold have
been described by a number of observers, notably Ariev,' Blackwood,^ Burdenko,^
Lange and Boyd,* Lewis,* and Kreyberg and his associates.^ Of these descriptions, Lewis' articles and the various contributions of Kreyberg best summarize
current concepts of the mechanisms involved in injuries caused by cold. As a
matter of convenience, their material will be summarized separately.
Theories of Pathogenesis (Lewis)
A discussion of the pathogenesis of cold injury necessarily begins with the
mechanism of simple cooling and its effects on the blood flow to the skin.
A comfortably warm person, who sits unclothed, at rest, in a room without
a source of radiant heat, progressively loses body heat if the room temperature
is 61° F. (16.1° C). In many persons, the cooling process begins at 64° F.
(17.8° C), and in some persons it begins at 68° F. (20.0° C). Progressive
' Ariev, T. V.: Fundamental Outlines of Present Day Knowledge of Frostbite. Medgiz: Moscow, 1943.
' Blackwood, W.: Injury from Exposure to Low Temperature: Pathology. Brit. M. Bull. 2(7): 138-141,1944,
s Burdenko, N. N.: The Effect of Frostbite on the Sympathetic Nervous System. Am. Eev. Soviet Med. I: 16-22,
October 1943.
* (1) Lange, K., and Boyd, L. J.: Use of Fluorescein Method in Establishment of Diagnosis and Prognosis of Peripheral Vascular Diseases. Arch. Int. Med. 74: 174-184, September 1944. (2) Lange, K., and Boyd, L. J.: The Functional Pathology of Experimental Frostbite and the Prevention of Subsequent Gangrene. Surg., Oynec. & Obst. 80:
345-350, April 1945.
5 (1) Lewis, T.: Observations on Some Normal and Injurious Effects of Cold upon the Skin and Underlying Tissues.
I. Reactions to Cold and Injury of Normal Skin. Brit. M. J. 2: 795-797, 6 Dec. 1941. (2) Lewis, T.: Observations on
Some Normal and Injurious Effects of Cold upon the Skin and Underlying Tissues. II. Chilblains and Allied Conditions.
Brit. M. J. 2; 837-839, 13 Dee. 1941. (3) Lewis, T.: Observations on Some Normal and Injurious Effects of Cold upon
the Skin and Underlying Tissues. III. Frost-bite. Brit. M. J. 2: 869-871, 20 Dec. 1941.
«(1) Kreyberg, L., and Eotnes, L.: La Stase Esp6rimentale. M6thode pour la Mettre en Evidence au Moyen de
Preparations SpSciales. Compt. rend. Soc. de biol. 106: 895-897, 21 Mar. 1931. (2) Kreyberg, L.: Some Notes and Considerations Regarding Injuries from Cold. Report to the Commanding Officer, 108th United States General Hospital,
12Apr.l945. (3) Kreyberg, L.: Tissue DamageDue to Cold. Lancet 1: 338-340, 9 Mar. 1946. (4) Kreyberg, L.: Experimental Immersion Foot in Rabbits. Acts path, et microbiol. Scandinav. 27: 296-308,1949.
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cooling becomes apparenf. chiefly in certain parts of the body, particularly the
extremities and even more particularly the digits, in which the temperature
eventually approaches that of the surrounding air. The cooling process
varies according to the precise circxmistances of exposure and also varies from
subject to subject. The result is naturally influenced by whether or not
clothing is worn, especiafly if the room air is in motion, since clothing holds a
layer of warm air on the surface of the skin. Cooling occurs very much more
rapidly if the part is immersed in water.
Effect of cooling on blood flow.—The first reaction of the skin to cold is
vasocoustriction, which is manifested clinically by a sensation of cold and a
contraction of the smooth muscle of the skin (gooseflesh). Vasoconstriction
resulting from cold, however, is ]iot a simple reaction. It involves three
separate components: (1) A direct and persistent response of the superficial
vessels, in the form of local constriction; (2) a transient general vasoconstriction
brought about by reflex action through the central nervous system; and (3)
a persistent general vasoconstriction. This general vasoconstriction is caused
by the return of cold venous blood from the cooled skin and the consequent
lowering of the temperature of the general circulation. The cooled general
circulation acts, in its turn, upon a central nervous mechanism which is extremely sensitive to cold. All surface vessels, including arteries, arterioles,
capillaries, venules, and veins, are involved in these mechanisms, and the total
response constitutes the general defense of the body against cold.
In the very act of conserving general body heat, the subcapillary plexuses
of the venules, which are so extensively involved in the process, may themselves
be sacrificed. As these vessels constrict to safeguard the organism against an
excessive fall of temperature, there is, necessarily, a fall in the temperature of
the limb. As the limb cools, more and more of the regional vessels constrict,
so tiiat eventually a vicious circle is set up by which the temperature of the
limb gradually approaches the environmental temperature.
Local defense.—When the temperature has faUen to 50° F. (10° C.) or
lower, the clinical cfl"ects of cooling become manifest. The skin feels numb.
Touch sc^nse and pain sense are lost. There are also certain muscular effects,
which Lewis describes as "local defence." This is a process of alternate vasoconstriction and vasodilatation, by means of which the mean temperature of
the exposed part is raised several degrees. The mechanism depends upon axon
reflexes wliicli are called into play by the cold injury and which are similar to
the reflexes called hito play by burns, cuts, and other local injuries to the skin.
Lewis' explanation is that all of these injuries cause the release of histaminelike substances from the cells of the skin. He has been able to show that
the production of pain is associated with actual damage to the skin. The
sensation of pure coldness begins to change to stinging or pain at about 59° F.
(15° C). The defensive mechanisms just described are easily recognized
when the temperature is below this level, and in exceptional cases they can be
observed up to 64° F. (17.8° C). The hypothesis of injury to the skin by cold
is furtlier supported by the release of a vasodilator substance, as the result
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of cellular damage caused by supercooling, hyperscnsitivity to cold (in some
persons), and the swelling which follows prolonged cooling.
The maximum response to cold occurs in the vascular system. Vasodilatation and increased cellular permeability result in inflammation, which is
manifested clinicallj^ by redness, heat, and swelling.
Supercooling.—The supercooling property of the skin is attributable to the
protective effect of its dry, horny layers. The dryness of these layers is the
important consideration. Wetness tends to destroy the supercooling property,
which is always more evident in skin that remains unwashed.
Mechanisms of special cold injuries.—The predisposing cause of chilblains,
Lewis points out, is almost certainly a habitually defective circulation, associaated with repeated exposure to cold. He also implies that erythrocyanosis,
trenchfoot, and immersion foot occur on the same basis. In the early stages,
all of these conditions present the common characteristics of itching, tenderness,
coldness, and high vascular coloration. In more severe cases, swelling, blistering, and ulceration occur. Except in the extremely severe forms of frostbite,
jiecrosis of tissue occurs more frequently in trenchfoot than in other forms of
cold injury. The initial damage in trenchfoot may not appear to be as great
as in frostbite, but the injury is of the silent type, which means that trauma
continues over a long period of time and anoxia is correspondingly prolonged,
while the temperature of the tissue is not sufficiently low to retard metabolic
or degenerative activity. The circumstances of the injury also play a part.
In trenchfoot, it may be some time before the soldier realizes that he is injured,
or, if he does realize it, he may be unable to seek care or be unable to do anything for himself, because he is pinned down by enemy fire. Under these
circumstances, immobility and dependency begin to exert their influence.
Indolence and slow healing are characteristic of all cold injury. According
to Lewis' theory, a reduced blood supply permits greater cooling on exposure to
cold in chilblains, erythrocyanosis, and trenchfoot alike; and failure to prompt
healing, at least in chilblains and erythrocyanosis, is attributable to the same
cause. All three conditions may present the same acute inflammatory processes
observed in a number of other injuries, such as those caused by heat.
In frostbite, in which there is actual freezing of the skin, the deeper tissues
may be involved. Although the freezing temperature of the skin lies between
32° F. (0° C.) and 28° F. (—2.2° C), the supercooling property of the skin
may prevent freezing until a temperature of 23° to 14° F. (—5° to —10° C.) is
reached. Once freezing has begun, however, the process is rapid, and large
areas of the skin surface may become involved in a very short time.
As freezing increases in severity, Lewis' triple-response phenomenon
appears, that is, local reddening, wheal formation over the affected area, and
a surrounding bright-red flare. This reaction is the result of reflex vasodilatation, and in Lewis' opinion it depends upon the release of histaminelike substances from skin cells injured by ice crystals. Later, after the wheal disappears,
local redness is persistent. Some edema is also persistent, and warming gives
rise to both pain and tenderness. Skin which is damaged to this degree shows,
438404^—58
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on microscopic examination, edema of both epidermis and dermis, together,
witli pcrivascnlar infiltration of the superficial dermal layers with lymphocytes,
extravasatcd rod cells, and some polymorphonuclear cells.
Theories of Pathogenesis (Kreyberg)
Lewis' observations on tlie patliogenesis of cold injury, wliich have just
been smnmarized, were confirmed by the observations of Stray and of Kreyberg,
whose work was done independently. Kreyberg's observations are in large
degree similar to tliosc of Lewis, but he follows the various phj^siopathologic
processes more nearly to their ultimate conclusions.
Immediate reactions.—The immediate reaction of the skin to cold, as
Kreyberg describes it, is blanching, caused by contraction of the blood vessels,
including the minute vessels (the minute end organs or terminal loops of blood
vessels, in which the exchange of fluid and metabolic processes take place). At
skin temperatures of 77° to 59° F. (25° to 15° C), cyanosis appears, as the
result of local oxygen deficiency, and tlie skin is cold to touch. As the temperature of the skin becomes progressively lower, a series of other color changes
occurs. After the cyanotic stage, wlien the temperature is about 59° F. (15° C),
the color of the skin is bluisli red. At about 50° F. (10° C), it is reddish purple
or red, and below that level it is bright pink. At this point, pain begins to be
felt. From the cyanotic stage onward, an increasing tissue anoxia accentuates
tissue damage. Paradoxically, liowever, tlie red stage is explained by a surplus
of oxygen in the local skin areas, this being the result, according to Kreyberg,
of a lack of consumption, and a lowered dissociation, of oxygen. At this stage,
as well as at the blue stage, the sensations of touch and of pain are reduced.
Once tlie bright-pink stage is reached, the alternating constriction and
dilatation described by Lewis begin to occur, and there is a resultant rise in the
skin temperature. Tlie high color is tlie result of the presence of blood in the
minute regional vessels, which remain constantly dilated during this phase.
The sensation of cold is lost, and there is further reduction in touch and pressure
sense. WitJi exposure to still lower temperatures, however, these minute vessels
contract, and there results a second white stage, which must not be confused
with the white appearance of frozen tissues containing ice crystals. There is
not, incidentally, full agreement with the theory of the formation of ice crystals,
and there is also considerable debate over whether or not, if they do occur, they
are of great significance.
Up to this time, according to Kreyberg's thesis, reactions which have
occurred as tlie result of exposui-e to cold are chiefly physiologic and are reversible if and wlien the environemntal temperature returns to normal. The position, however, is borderline, and prolonged exposure in any of the stages of cold
described may be sufficient for the process to pass over into actual pathologic
damage to the tissues. Furtlicr loss of body heat from protracted moderate
exposure thus may result in trenchfoot or immersion foot, with severe tissue
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damage, while additional exposure to low temperatures may cause actual
freezing of the skin and tissues.
Effects of cold on the vascular supply.—One of the effects of exposure to
cold, according to Kreyberg, is greatly increased permeability of the capillary
walls, which is most likely to occur during the red or hyperemic stage. As a
result, there is a transudation of plasma through the vessel walls, combined
with a slowing down of the flow of blood through the minute vessels. When
the injury is severe enough, all the plasma passes through the vessel walls,
leaving the blood cells tightly packed in the lumen and preventing further blood
flow by what amounts to mechanical occlusion of the vessel. Kreyberg regards
it as most important that this phenomenon be recognized as true stasis and not
be interpreted as intravascular coagulation. By the use of vital dyes, he and
Rotnes (one of his associates) were able to demonstrate both capillary permeability and blood cell stasis in the ears of rabbits which had been injured by
cold. Their observations were confirmed bj^ Lange and Boyd, who demonstrated
transudation into injured tissue spaces by the use of intravenous injections of
fluorescein combined with examination by ultraviolet light. Reversibility of
the process was observed in frogs, but it remains to be proved that stasis in
man is a reversible process.
Although the initial edema in cold injury can be explained as the result of
the imbalance between the outpouring and the drainage of tissue fluids, an
inflammatory factor enters the picture as capillary permeability increases.
Kreyberg, by using vital stains, was also able to demonstrate this phenomenon
in experimental animals which had been injured by cold.
From the cyanotic stage onward, as has already been pointed out, tissue
damage is accentuated by increasing anoxia of the tissues. In the more severe
types of injury, lack of oxygen brought about by the processes described leads
to necrosis, which may involve both the tissues and the packed, static blood
cells within the vessels. The final intravascular stage is the production of a
hyaline mass from degeneration of the blood cells. Necrosis, in Krej^berg's
opinion, is primarily the residt of vascular stasis and anoxemia and is not
influenced by cold per se.
All the reactions thus far described are known to be the result of local
tissue damage in frostbite. Whether these same reactions result from long
exposure to moderate cold and wet, as in trenchfoot, cannot be so readily demonstrated. Kreyberg, however, is emphatically of the opinion that the end results
of exposure, with and without freezing to ice, dift'er only in degree and not in
principle. The reaction to severe or prolonged cold, he believes, is the result of
a single factor; namely, acute aseptic inflammation from tissue damage caused
by the lowered temperature, the freezing to ice, and the deprivation of oxygen.
By the term "acute aseptic inflammation" he means the combined vascular and
cellular local reactions which occur after the introduction of an element foreign
to the tissues. Dead and damaged tissues and abnormal metabolic products
maj^ act as the foreign elements. Either a cellular or a vascular type of reaction
may predominate.
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Two forms of tissue damage, according to Kre^^berg's tlieor.y, thus progress
during prolonged cooling, one caused by the cooling itself and the other by the
resultant lack of oxygen in the tissues. One of the first effects of prolonged
cooling is increased transudation and the development of edema. The passage
of plasma through the blood vessel walls is augmented by the increase in
hydrostatic pressure which may result from long standing or immobilization.
It is also the result of consti-iction, which increases venous congestion.
Kreyberg also believes that cardiac disease and poor physical condition,
whether from lumger, reduced protein intalce, or reduced colloid pressure, may
increase transudation. Whatever the various causes may be, a vicious circle
is soon set up, consisting of increased local tissue damage and increased permeabihty of the minute vessels. The shift of body fluid may be sufficient, in
some cases, to produce shock.
All of these reactions are retarded as long as the part is cold, partly because
of the slowing down of all activities and partly because of the prolonged contraction of the arteries and arterioles. These facts account in large measure
for the early clinical appearance of trenchfoot. They are of clinical importance,
for they indicate that the tissues are not dead. Therefore, unless the process
is of long standing when the patient is first brought under treatment, the
chances are that with properly applied treatment it will not go on to necrosis.
Theories of Pathogenesis (Ariev)
According to Ariev, the reaction of the tissues to cold is comparable to a
chemical reaction in which the speed of the reaction is proportional to the
temperature at which it takes place. If the comparison is valid, the injury
from frostbite would occur early but would become manifest only when the
temperatures of the injured part had been raised. The behavior of cold injury
suggests that this hypothesis is sound. The predominant early clinical features
are pallor, edema, and numbness. Wlien the part is warmed, the arterial
circulation increases rapidly, while in the later stages of hyperemia, which is
both reactive and inflammatory, bhster formation, necrosis, and actual gangrene appear, according to the severity of the injury. These latter processes,
however, remain latent and do not become manifest, because of the retai'ding
effects of cold, until the injured part is warmed. If the injury is superficial
and the underlying tissues are not dead, feet which seem to be seriously damaged
may go on to recovery. This process is what Kreyberg describes as the
"fulminating vascular reaction which precedes tissue necrosis."
As the circulation is reestablished, there may also occur, in addition to
gross exudation, rupture of the minute vessels and bleeding into the tissues
and the skin, with resultant ecchymotic areas and blister formation.
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PATHOLOGIC PROCESS
The pathologic change in all cold injuries is essentially the same, such
differences as exist being explained by differences in the duration and severity
of the exposure. The process is essentially inflammatory and degenerative.
The skin, subcutaneous tissues, muscles, nerves, and blood vessels are chiefly
afl^ected; but degenerative changes in the body structure and joint tissue have
also been observed.
World War I Studies
The changes which occur in trenchfoot were first adequately described by
Smith, Ritchie, and Dawson,' in 1915. After an intensive clinical study of 51
cases of "trench frost-bite," they carried out a series of experiments on rabbits,
in which they were able to reproduce perfectly the edematous swelling characteristic of trenchfoot in man. The development of edema and its degree
depended upon the controlled degree of the cold, wet, and constriction by which
the condition was reproduced.
'
Microscopic examination of the affected tissues showed that the blood
vessels were chiefly affected. The changes included dilatation of the lumen,
which contained a certain amount of fibrin deposit; swelling of the endothelium
of the intima; vacuolation of the muscle fibers of the intima; and an increase
in the number of cells in the perivascular tissue.
The lymph vessels were sometimes normal and sometimes dilated and
filled with masses of fibrin, but the walls were usually unaffected. The tissue
spaces were filled with a copious deposit of threads and granules of fibrin.
The collagen bundles of the fibrous tissue were separated and swollen and
were undergoing solution in the exudate in whatever areas it was abundant.
Wlien the edema was of long standing, the swollen tissues were diffusely
infiltrated with leukocytes. When the foot had been placed in warm water
after exposure to cold, the tissues were diffusely infiltrated with red blood
corpuscles, the infiltration in some areas amounting to actual hemorrhage.
The nerves of the affected area presented edematous swelling of the axis
cylinders, apparently as a part of the general edema. Degenerative changes
were not present, as they are in true frostbite. In the voluntary muscles, the
staining was modified and there was a loss of striation. In longstanding cases,
examination revealed leukocytic infiltration, edema, and deposit of fibrin
between the fibers. These changes were in contrast to the definite disintegration and regeneration seen in the muscles in true frostbite.
The sinuses of the regional lymph nodes were dilated and the lymphoid
follicles were hypertrophied. The sinuses contained a deposit of fibrin threads
and granules, and red corpuscles, polymorphonuclear leukocytes and proliferated
endothelial cells were observed in the meshwork of fibrin.
' Smith, J. L., Ritchie, J., and nawson, J.: Or the Pathology of Trench Frost-Bite. Lancet 2: 69S-598, U Sept. 1915.
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It was concluded by Smith, Ritchie, and Dawson that these changes
duplicated the changes of trenchfoot in man and that they were inflammatory
in origin, resulting directly from tlie action of cold on the tissues. The most
important pathologic change, in their opinion, was in the blood vessels, the
walls of which were so damaged that they could no longer function, with the
result that an excessive amount of fluid was poured out and accumulated
in the tissues. The deposition of fibrin followed, and the fibrous elements
of tlie tissues underwent more or less disintegration. Congestion of the damaged vessels, such as would occur from the application of warmth, caused
rupture of their walls, aUowing the passage of red blood corpuscles into the
tissues. Recovery from such a process. Smith and his associates pointed out,
would natiu-ally be slow, because the swelling had to subside and the damaged
blood vessel walls had to bo repaired sufficiently to withstand the strain of
normal circulation.
ExceUent correlation was possible between these experimental observations and the clinical phenomena observed in human patients, and a sound
regimen of therapy was therefore outlined on the basis of the investigation.
Two of the most important therapeutic observations were that the feet should
not be warmed in any manner tliat would cause congestion and that the return
of normal circulation in the part should be delayed and not hastened.
World War II Studies
During the early months of World War II, considerable attention was
devoted to immersion foot, and extensive studies were published by Blackwood, Ungley, White, and Warren, and others (p. 10). Later in the war,
the cliief attention was centered on higli-altitude frostbite (p. 13) and, stiU
later, on the ground type of cold injury.
Observations from the Aleutians.—Patterson,* who treated wet-cold
casualties from Attu (p. 95), reported that pathologic studies of amputated
parts revealed diffuse, spotty fibrosis, thrombosis, and recanalization of blood
vessels. There was total demyelinization of nerves at the demarcating zone,
witli regression to normal 10 cm. above tliis area. These changes were all
observed in specimens obtained by amputation about 6 weeks, on the average,
after injury and were what might have been expected, Patterson concluded,
in casualties who had presented edema of the tissues, necrosis, and arterial
and venous thrombosis soon after injury. No tissues were available for study
immediately after exposure.
Observations from the Mediterranean theater.—In the Mediterranean
theater (p. 101), only limited opportunities occurred for histologic study of
the lesions of trenchfoot, but from tlie few specimens which could be examined
» Patterson, R. H.: EtTcct of Prolonged Wet and Cold on the Extremities. Bull. U. S. Army M, Dept. No. 75, pp.
62-70, April lOit.
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Simeone " was able to reconstruct the following composite changes, which were
essentially inflammatory and degenerative;
Edema was observed in all the subcutaneous tissues and in the nerves
and muscles. Round-cell infiltration was noted in scattered areas throughout
the dermis and around the arterioles and capillaries. Acute inflammatory
changes were observed in one specimen, a bursa thought to be from the proximal
metatarsophalangeal joint of the great toe.
Degenerative changes included atrophy of the epidermis, with decreased
thickness of this layer, smoothing of the rete pegs, and atrophy of the sweat
glands. Fat tended to disappear from the subcutaneous tissues. Fibrous tissue
(collagen) was deposited subcutaneously about the nerves and blood vessels.
Elastic tissue was apparently not affected.
Small blood vessels showed a similar deposition of fibrous tissue, which
sometimes was almost sufficient to occlude the lumen. Fibrosis was also noted
in the walls of the large vessels, in which the patency of the lumen was less
affected.
Wallerian degeneration was noted in the nerves and was most marked
peripherally. Regeneration of axis cylinders could be detected in specimens
obtained some months after injury. Nerve endings were found still noninnervated as long as a year after injury. Fibrosis was observed in and about the
nerves.
Muscle fibers showed early degeneration of the Zenker type. Later,
atrophy and fibrosis of the muscles were found. Irregular areas of osteoporosis
and new bone formation were observed in bones of the affected parts.
Studies at the Army Institute of Pathology

10

As previous descriptions indicate, little material was available anywhere
for the histologic study of trenchfoot, which would be expected in a condition
not in itself lethal and seldom requiring radical surgery. Friedman, working
at the Army Institute of Pathology in Washington, D. C, was able to overcome this difficulty and to reconstruct the pathogenesis of trenchfoot from
an intensive study of 14 specimens representing various stages of the disease.
Three of the specimens were secured at autopsy from patients who died 7 to 10
days after exposure, from conditions other than trenchfoot. In the other 11
cases, gangrene ensued and amputation of portions of the foot and leg was
necessary from 1 to 5 months after injury. In 6 of the 14 cases, the injury
had been sustained during the Attu invasion.
The findings in all 14 specimens permitted the conclusion that all injuries
resulting from exposure to low temperatures exhibit a common pattern and
result from a similar train of events. Friedman's conclusions concerning
• Report, Lt. Col. Fiorindo A. Simeone, to the Surgeor, Fifth U. S. Army, subject: Trenchfoot In the Italian Campaign, 1943-45.
i» Friedman, N. B.: The Patliology of Trench Foot. Am. .T. Path. 21: 387-433, May 1945.
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tlio pathologic clmngos in trcnclifoot are practically the same as Kreyberg's
(p. 238), the only real point of difference being tlio occurrence of thrombosis
in the damaged blood vessels. Kreyberg believes that thrombosis does not
occur. Friedman's view is that the masses of red blood colls seen in tlie minute
vessels are true agglutinative thrombi which arc poor in fibrin.
The pathologic changes can be most conveniently summarized under the
heading of the areas in which they occur. It must be remembered that the
observations listed are composite and that all of the changes listed were not
found in all the specimens.
Skin and subcutaneous tissues.—The edema in trenchfoot involved the
skin and subcutaneous tissues as well as the nerves and muscles. Cellular
exudates appeared in the dermis and subcutaneous tissues but were less notable
than in the immediate vicinity of congested vessels. There was smoothing of
the rete pegs, and the sweat glands showed atrophy, degeneration, cystic dilatation, and vacuolation.
Changes in fatty tissue in early cases of trenchfoot consisted of infiltration
by leukocytes in the deeper subcutaneous tissue and in the tissue around the
appendages, even when the overlying layers were not involved; proliferation
of the adventitial cells of the prominent capillaries and smaller vessels in the
fat lobules; edema and leukocj^tic infiltration of the interlobular fibrous septa;
and fibrinous exudation in the deeper tissues.
Changes in the fat were marked in late cases. Fat lobules were diffusely
infiltrated witli foam cells laden with finety divided fat (fig. 35). Occasional
accumulations of giant cells of the foreign body and Touton types were observed in otherwise unaltered fat. In this study, actual fat necrosis with soap
formation was observed only in areas of gangrene in a single specimen, which
was secured 143 days after injurj'. Oil cysts (fig. 36), most of which were
minute and which were lined by layers of foam cells, contained scattered, free
fat globules. Fibrous replacement of adipose tissue was notable and seemed
to occur in two ways:
1. In some regions, serous atrophy or actual replacement b}^ loose areolar
or mucinous connective tissue (fig. 37) left a collapsed, atrophic structure in
which the original outline of the fat lobule was still preserved.
2. In other areas, thickening of the interlobular fibrous septa (fig. 38)
resulted in conspicuous depletion of the adipose tissue component in the subcutaneous laj'cr.
Blood vessels.—Marked engoi'gemcnt of the vascular tree was characteristically present in the early stages of trenchfoot. Extravasations of red blood
cells typically surrounded the engorged plexuses. Numerous vessels contained
agglutinative erythrocytic thrombi (fig. 39) of the type found in stagnant blood
rather than in a freely moving blood stream. The thrombi usually filled the
lumen of the involved vessels completely, though some plugs were incomplete,
and occasionally mural deposits of hyaline material or fibrin encircled a patent
central lumen. Endothelial damage was not stiiking. Mural hemorrhage
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Almost all llirombi observed williin 40 (hvys ai'ler exposure were organized.
Eiidaiigiitis ohliteraiis was present in both artei'ies and veins, even in practically
normal tissue above tl)e line of demarcation. Tbe degree varied from slight
thickening of the intima to obliteration of the lumen. Arteries which were
slightly involved showed subintimal ])rolifei'atiou of cells, often in a nuicinous
and edematous mati'ix (fig. 44). The intimal thickening was frequently eccentric but sometimes involved the entire circumference. In extreme cases, it
])ro(luced a mai'ked narrowing of the lumen. AVhen the arteries were obliterated,
(fig. 4.")), the lumen was filled with iibroblasts, round cells, and hemosiderinladen ])hagocytes. The ceiitral mass usually contained a number of discrete
channels with definite muscular walls, which resembled arterioles (fig. 40).
Similar I'ccanalization was noted even iu small arteries and arterioles. The
proliferative reaction was central to the inner elastic membrane, which occasionally was destroyed (fig. 47) but which usually was intact and not reduplicated.
The veins, although they were less regularly involved than the aileries,
sometimes showed nodular intimal thickening caused by edema, mucinous
degeneration, and increase in cells, collagen, and elastica. The veins were
sometimes obliterated.
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I'roliri'ralioii of inlinia and inuciiious (IcKciicrnlion in :i small
arlcrv. llciiialoNylin and <'(isin stain. (X 17."))

Muscles. Ill ('.irl\- cases, nuisclc tissues e.\liil)ile(l (Icj^'eiieratioii, necrosis,
iiiui cellnlilis, htit nlroijliy was not observed. In later cases (40 days or Jiiore
afler e.\])osiire), atrophy (fit^-. 4S) was extensive in all of the specimens. Fibrils
could be identified, but llie cytoplasm was usually shrunken and homog'cnized.
Cells laden with \-ellow pig-ment lay Ix'twcen alrophic fibei's, which wei'c occasionally separated from (lie (Midomysial network by s])aces containing' edema
fluid.
The intei'stilial connective tissue of the muscle was the sit(> of luiicinous
(letA'cnei-alion. A few I iMKyu'iant cells w(>re identified in areas which had tinder<_;one
less marked ati'ophy, .Xeci'osis and inflainination wei-e observed in ai'cas of
ii,-aiiti-reiie and cellnlilis. In the zone of demai'cation, and above, were, cii'cmnscribcd foci of necrosis, like infai'cts. Hyaline de»-eneration and proliferation of
sarcolemmal nuclei were occasionally encoimt(M-e(l in isolated fibei's. Nimierous
tendon sheafhs exhibited severe exudative and pi'olifcrative lesions in which
masses of fibrin w(>re more pi-ominent than in the regions of inflammation ])res(Mit
elsewhere in the soft tissues.
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VKU'RV; -15.---01)lilcrali(iii of lumen of nrlcry in hid' case of (rcnchfoof.
T)io inner
eliistie nieniljrane is ruptui-ed, and tlie media and adventitia are scarred. llematoxyliu
and eosin stain. (X 175i
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FuiruK 4(;.-—U.eeanalizalion of small, obliterated artery. Ma,ny new eliannsls, sonic with
muscular walls, lun'e formed. llematoxyliu and eosin stain. (X 280)
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Oi-f^aniziil ion nnd I'ccniializaliiin of arlcry in laic case of li'cnclifool,, Till
claKlica is I'upl urcd, I'l-a^'cd, and distorted.
WciKCft's clastica and \'an Clicson's i lains

(X 1-15).
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.Mropliy of mnsclo in ia1c case of ti-cnclifool.
I'lic slii-iinkcii
^^•idcIy scparalcd. 1'crnatoxylin and cosiii stain.
(X 1-1"))
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]'ATII()(;E.\ESIS AXD UATIIOUXHC PROCESS

Nerves. In spociinciis socurcd soon al'tor exposm'c, noi-ves wliirh travoi'scul
iTgioiis of iiiflammnlioii wcr(> swolU'ii and oiloniatous, and, cvvu at a disiaiice
IVoni such ai-oas, dcgciu'ration of l)olli axis cylinders and myclin was ohsci'vcd.
Dcniyclini/.alion was especially marked in tlie distal ])ortions of the nerves.
The ])ronounc(>(l lipoid phagocylosis chai'acleristic of lalo cases was nof ohserved
in earlv cases. Only lai'ge myelinated hbers which ])resuinal)ly repirsenled the
synipatli(>lic coni])onents of liie nerves wei'c not sio'nificanlly aUeivd either in
tiie main trunks oi- th(> small l)ranches (li<i-. 49), and small inti'an<-ui-al vessels
showed no essential ahiioi-mality.
In late cases, nerves in aix^is of gansii'cne and c(-llulitis W(M-(> usually badly
dama.ii-ed. Deniyelini/.alion (li<i-. .")0) was observed at all h-vels but was more
■■'\ >

*»
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I''i(:rKK HI.—C'l'os.-; section (if
])oiii()n of ])o,<(('rior lil)ial iior\-e in
(!Uiiy ease of f rcnchfoot.
Tlic
i>;ron]).s of snnill fibers ai'c nn(laniancd.
PnclscIiowskyV slain.
(X 500)
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FicaJF.K .50.

Sli^lit cieniy(>linization of ncrv(> at)ovo resion of gangrene in late ca.se of
trenclifoot. l-"rozen section. Spielineyer's stain. (X 125)
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TYTE

('.\l('iisi\'i' Ix'low llic zone of dcniai'calioii (jiii'. •")!). Bclwccii tlic ii(>rvc lilxM's
\\i'\'0~ niiiiiN' foam cells (fii;-. ^)2) coiilainiii'i- sudanopliilic material in fiiu- droplc'ls,
|)reriiiiiiaJ)l>' fal IVoiu hi-oken-down iiiyeliii. .Maii,\ axiscvliiidei's liad disajipeared
and lliose still present were ii'reu'nlar and hallooned (fi;^-. ')■]). nan)a<i'e was
iisiiall\- spolt \'. S()ni(> nei've hnndles showed edema, and s(>pai'n(i()n of (lie lihers,
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h'Ka'ioo ;")!. -Marked sc\niiiciit.-ifion, hcadiiiL!;, and loss of iii.\-('liii in ncr\-('
from resj;ion of ifani^rcne. Tliis section is of tlic same ncr\-e as is illnsirated in
li.Uiliv 50 hnt was falicn at a dilVcivnt level. l''rozen section. Spielmeyer's
stain. (X 220).
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■l''i(;uiiK ri2. -l.i])oid phai^ocytosis in a degenerated nerve in late case of
frenclifoot-. ]''oam cells ai'e scat lered between the damaijed libers. Weif!,crt/s
slain. (X 230t.
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FinritH 53. -I")cii-ciicra1i<)n of iicrvc in late casi; of f i-ciiclifoot.
cyliiKiia-s ]iav(> lifi'ii lost, and tliosc wliicli n'lnain arc lialloonctl.
skv's stain.

Many axis
liiclschow-

()< 550).

and ill a few instances it was tliotight that acttial incivasc of the endoiicural
coniioclive lissiic, clonKMits might he prosciil. Porinoiifai fihi'osis ((ig. 54)^ was
noted, with exau-u'eration of tlie epineuriiini and perineuritini, and oecasional
nerve htnidles were partially or eoni])lelely hyalinized. Many small blood
vessels in tlie nefves were tliielvened. Tlie deo-eneration and phagocytosis
observed in tiie siibeutaneons adipose tissue were also ohsci'vcd in the pcfinctu-al
fat.
Panchenko" descrihed eliaraeteristic changes m the ])eruiem-al nervous
svstem, nerve trtndvs, and spinal cord of 12 patients witli frostbite who died of
ii'ilerciirrent disease. The changes incbukMl typical ischemic jiem'itis and signs
of intensive fibroblastic hypeiplasia and ]iypertro])hy. Some of the nerve
fibers w(-re in a state of wal'lerian degeneration, while evidences of regeneration
could be seen at the same time. Sinall a.xial islands of degenerative necrosis
were usuallv foimd close to blood vessels. (Mianges in the cells of the anterior
liorn of the sjMnal cord and of the infervertebral ganglia varied from slight
chromato])hilic granidar (h>genei'ation of the central area to com])lete degeneration of the celhilar structure. These changes were found only at the levels of
the spinal cord which cori'esponded to the imiervation of the injured part.
The (>\ient of tlie damage was ndated to the intensity of the exposui-e to cold.
:Brun(>au and lleinb(>ck( / '- also showed that the nerve degeneration occurs
in dogs after |)rolonged chilling of an extremity.
" ]>ancli,.nk„, 1). I.: IMnma.W Chaiip'S in i;vS|>inal C.nl in l.-,-nsll.il,- of llir lOxtirmitics. Am. Kcv. Soviet Mcd.
1: -t 111-113, .Innc 1911.
,
_,
,„„ ,,,, _„,.
''. Hiunraii..).. an.l Ucinl.ccker. 3\: ICIIccIs of Coolinp- on ICxiM-iim.Milally Infected 'I issues. .Vnii. Surs,'. 120: 71(>-(2(,,
Xovenilier 1911.
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iMci'iiic 51.

Sclerosis of iici'\'('s in laic case of Irciiclifool. The iicr\-c hundlcs ai'c cinhcddcfi
in dense filjrous tissue.
1 leni:il().\>lin and eosin s(ain.
(X 175)

Bonos. 'I'lic siiifiic specimen of Ixiiie, a. section of the jiiiddlc phalanx of a
loe, available for sdidy soon aflei' exposure I'evealed no siii-iiificanl abnoi-nialily.
In specimens fi'om lale eas(>s, ai'eas of oslcomyelilis \\(>re ol)ser\-(>(l adjacent (o
areas of celliililis. TIK' inflanimaloiy (>xu(la(e had occasionally uiiderinined
and ei'oded aiiiculai- cai1ilasi,-(>s, hul, exce])l in (h(>se areas, lh(>re was lidle
exidence of I'esorplion or of osleoclastic aclivily. Tliei'e was also no evidence
of s(M[ues( ralion. Necrosis of hone had occui'i'cd n(>ar liie zone of (l(>mai'calion,
and oslcocyies had disappearcul from the Jacunae. A shai'ply derined layer of
\iai)le hone surrounded (he dead huiiejlae. In some areas adjacent lo necrolic
frai)ecula(>, luimei'ous osleohlasis wei'{> actively layinu' down new hone (fig-, ooj.
In some of these ai'eas, the hone jnarro\\' was necrolic or was iiu'olved in the
osico my clitic pi'ocess. In other areas, serous atrophy was j)res(>nt, with fihrosis,
hemorrhage, and infilt rat ion of inflammaloiy cells. Occasional small oil cysts
were noted, and there wei'c many h)ci of lipoid ])liag()cytosis c()iiij)aral)le to
those ol)scr\'e(l in th(> suhculan(>ous paiuiiciijiis. The altered hone marrow
contained an iiicr(>as(>d number of thin-walled, dilated hlood vessels.
Summary. TJic css(Mitial early chanu'c in trenchfoot which Friedman's
studies revcal(>d was thus a (list ui-l)anc(> in the circulatory mechanism; namely,
the conseqiKMit slat^iialion of blood h'adiiiii' to thrombosis and, sul)se(|uently,
U) gani2,-rene. In juany ways, tlu- e-ani:rene resembled ordinary ])(M'i])h(>ral
ischemic necrosis comijlicated hy secondary infection, 'idiere were, however,
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Vii-.VKV. 55. -Xccrosis of Ijoiic. Dead tnil)('culai> wit li (Mn|)1y lacuiKic liavc hcca s)ical hcd
hv \ial)'c l):)ii(-. Osti'oblasts liiu' the nc\\i>- f:)rinctl Irahcculac. 'I'lic inari-:)\v is fibi-olic.
lli'inal:)xylin and c )sin slain.

( ■' 1-15)

(■crtain unusual features. .Partieulai'ly notable \v<'i'(> the a<;glutiiuilive fiiroinhosis, the profound changes in liie fatly tissues, and the intei-(>stinii,- lu'uronuiseular and osseous altei'ations. While Fi'iedman I'egarded most of tii(>
(■lianii'es, whetluM- supei'fieial or deep, as secondai'v to \-aseular occlusion, \\v
called attention to a possible direct thermal efl'eel on structures rich in lijjoids,
especially adipos(> tissue and myelinated nerve fibers. 'I'lu> iu>rve fibers, he
thouii-ht, might have a s|)ecial susce])fibility to cold.
Fi'iedman su<igesl(>(l two essential lines of future morphologic investigation
to clarify the path<)gen<>sis of trenchfoot : (1) Investigation of lh(> early chang(>s
in the myelin sheaths and the fat of the subcutaneous paimiculus to determine
wiiether tissues rich in lipoid are especially sensitive to cold and (2) defailed
examination of the sympatlietic fil)(>rs which su])ply blood vessels and of fhe
arteriovenous anastojnoses to delei-niine whether the initial lesion of cold injury
is vasculai' oi' neural.
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CHAPTER X

Clinical Picture and Diagnosis
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The symptoms and signs of cold injury, while they have always been of the
same general character in all recorded wars, have varied in degree from area to
area and person to person in relation to the severity of weather conditions, the
duration of exposure, the extent of tissue damage, the length of time the m.an
has remained in the line after his initial injury, and the kind of treatment he has
received between the first point of triage and the first medical installation in
which he has received definitive therapy. It has been the universal experience
that, if the casualty could not be evacuated by litter or ambulance, the trauma
of walking, particularly over rough ground, has increased the severity of S3^mptoms, the extent of tissue damage, and the period of incapacitation.
In general, the symptoms, signs, and clinical progress of cold injury may be
summarized about as follows:
The initial symptoms variously include numbness, tingling, and a feeling
that the feet have become wooden. Walking may be impossible, or the man
may complain that he is unable to feel his feet moving when they touch the
ground as he walks. In other instances, there may be dull or severe drawing
pain in the feet and in the back of the legs. There is a universal complaint
that the feet are cold. At this time, examination shows the skin mottled and
the color light bluish gray. Edema and blister formation may or may not be
present. This is the composite picture in the ischemic stage.
In the more severe cases, the next symptom is exquisite pain on touch or
on exposure to warmth. The feet are swollen, flushed, dry, hot, tense, and
shiny. The edema present is of the pitting variety. Blisters are frequent, and
intracutaneous ecchymosis may be pronounced. This is the composite picture
of the hyperemic stage. Soldiers in World War II frequently called it the
"hot foot" stage.
As edema subsides, hyperthermia decreases. Blisters break. The surface
layers of skin begin to desquamate. The ecchymotic areas turn black and
become hard and mummified. The appearance of the lesions suggests dry
gangrene. This is the composite picture of the posthyperemic stage.
If ecchymosis has involved the deeper areas of the skin, particularly under
heavy callous formation, exfoliation may not be complete for a month or more.
The nails are sometimes lost, and entire casts of the toes may be shed. As the
mummified layers peel off, the underlying skin appears normal but proves to be
259
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pxtromcly dclicalp. The soldier is unfit for any kind of duty until the plantar
surface of the foot and other areas exposed to friction are covered with cornifiod
slcin. It was the universal experience in World War II that when a soldier had
lost the superficial skin on the solo of his foot, ho was unlikclj^ to return to dut,y
for a considerable period of time, if over.
In World War II, the incubation or lag period of cold inj\ny, from the
beginning of exposure to the first clinical manifestations of damage, averaged 3
days. It vai-icd, however, from person to person, and was gi-eatly influenced l)y
what had happened during the period of exposure. If the soldier were pinned
down in a state of immobilitj-, exposure of even a few hours might give rise to
extremely sevci'e injury. If he were fully ambulatory and especially if lie had
had opportunities to dry his feet, massage them, and change wet socks for dry,
his injury was likely to be mild, or he might escape injury altogether. Surprisingly, insignificant factors sometimes weighted tlie scale in one direction or
the other. Experiences are rccoi-ded in which the man who left the foxhole
daily to secure the rations for his comrades escaped intact while the other
soldiers in the same foxhole all sustained cold injury.
Althougli the clinical picture of trenchfoot was essentially the same wherever the condition was observed, there were certain variables in each theater
which influenced the symptoms and signs. It therefore seems worthwhile to
])resent the observations from each area separately, even at the cost of some
repetition.
THE ALEUTIANS
The first clinical description of cold injurj^ sustained in combat in World
War II concerned the casualties from the Attu campaign.' The men, because
of the circimistances of this campaign, were cared for in field hospitals and were
then evacuated as soon as possible by hospital ships, chiefly to the 183d Station
Hospital and then to general hospitals in the United States. The following
desciiption is a composite of the data secured at the 183d Station Hospital, Fort
Richardson, Alaska; McCaw General Hospital, Walla Walla, Wash.; McCloskey
General Hospital, Temple, Tex.; and I^etterman General Hospital, San Francisco, Calif.
(Jlinical manifestations were unusually prompt and often very severe in the
Attu campaign. Within 12 to 14 hours after exposure to wet cold, many of the
men afl'ected began to complain of throbbing, tingling, and cramping pain in the
feet. 'Jliere were also frequent complaints of cramps in the muscles of the calf.
Numbness became progressively' more troublesome, and many soldiers said that
they felt as if they were walking on wooden feet. Some could not walk at all.
Only 40 soldiers in a provisional battalion consisting of more than 350 men were
' (1) Annual Rcpoit, 183il Station Hospital, 1943. (2) I/'sser, A.: Report on Immersion Foot Casualties fron the
Baltle of Attu. Ann. SurR. 121: 2.')7~271, March 1944. (3) Pattor-son, R. H.: Effect of ProlonRcd Wet and Cold on tlie
Extremities. Bull. U. S. Army M. Depl. No. 75, pp. 02-70, April 1944. (4) Orr, R. D.: Report on Attu Operations, May
ll-,Tunein, 1943,
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able to walk at the end of 5 days; over the same period, the number of killed and
wounded in action amounted to only 30. Many of the men presented extensive
lacerated, ulcerated lesions of the knees that they had sustained from crawling
over the ground because the terrain and the tactical circumstances had made
litter evacuation impossible.
When the boots were removed, it was usually impossible to replace them.,
swelling of some degree being present in practically every case. The appearance
of the feet varied from man to man. Sometimes they were blue, or mottled
blue and white, and the soles were waxy white. Sometimes they were red and
hot. Sometimes they were blistered; in such cases, swelling was intense.
McCaw General Hospital.—Twenty-five men received at McCaw General
Hospital about 3 weeks after they had been removed from combat presented
particularly severe clinical manifestations. Some of them (p. 93) had gone to
Attu by submarine and had averaged 10 days without a change of shoes or socks.
They had been practically without food during their 6 days in action, and they
had had no real physical rest or sleep. They became wet almost as soon as they
landed, and they were constantly exposed thereafter. Nine of them had battle
wounds of varying severity.
Aside from general fatigue, exhaustion, and numbness and discomfort in
their feet, these men had had little actual pain until their shoes were removed.
Then there was an immediate onset of pain and swelling, and, within 6 to 12
hours, areas of blackish discoloration were observed, followed by gangrene,
which in some instances promptly became infected. When they were received
at McGaw General Hospital, all of these men seemed physically exhausted.
Both the red blood cell count and the hemoglobin level were lowered, and the
white blood cell count was sometimes moderately, and sometimes greatly,
increased. The most severe cold injuries were associated with septic temperature elevations. In the other cases, the temperature elevations were low
grade.
When the fingers were affected, numbness was seldom experienced earlier
than 3 days after exposure, in contrast to the frequent onset of symptoms
within 6 to 12 hours when the feet were affected. The longer timclag was
probably to be explained by the opportunities to exercise the hands, even when
the men were immobihzed by enemy fire, and the consequent maintenance and
stimulation of the circulation. Hypesthesia was a usual complaint. Physical
findings included desquamation of the fingertips, slight swelling, and hyperesthesia. The coloration was likely to be mottled and cyanotic. Gangrene
was exceptional. There was no record in the Aleutians of the type of case
reported from other theaters in which there were complaints of transient
paresthesia and hypesthesia of the fingertips but in Avhich edema and color
changes did not develop.
McClosky General Hospital.—At this time, there was no standard system
of grading cold injuries, and the various hospitals developed their own systems.
Some merclv divided the cases into early and late groups, depending upon the
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time at which the patients were received. At McCloskey General Hospital,
which had received 121 casualities with trenchfoot from Attu by 10 July 1943,
four degrees of injury were recognized. First-degree injuries were characterized
by small patclies of damaged skin, without peeling or blistering. Second-degree
injuries were characterized by damage to the superficial cutaneous layers, with
associated peeling or blistering. Third-degree injuries were characterized by
the loss of thick layers of skin and, occasionally, of subcutaneous tissues also.
Fourth-degree injuries were characterized by gangrene of a part or the whole
of an extremity.
Letterman General Hospital.—At Letterman General Hospital, three
clinicopathologic groups were recognized, in addition to minimal, first-degree
injuries, for which hospitalization was not required:
Patients with second-degree injuries suffered from smarting, tingling, and
throbbing sensations in the feet rather than true pain. These sensations, while
chiefly limited to the toes, were often present in the ball of the foot also. Patients in this group were further classified into three clinical subgroups. About
45 percent had a mild type of injury. The feet were only slightly swollen, or
were not swollen at all, and sensory changes were limited to hypesthesia.
Pulsations in the feet were good. About a third of the men had cold, sweaty,
slightly swollen feet, with areas of anesthesia. One or more of the normal
pulsations was absent. The remaining patients, who represented about a
quarter of the total number, presented extensive areas of desquamation. The
feet were dry, very warm, flushed, and edematous and became congested on
dependency. Most of the foot was anesthetic.
Patients with third-degree injuries presented areas of superficial destruction. Thick layers of skin and subcutaneous tissues became necrotic, nails
were frequently lost, and, in numerous instances, the tips of the toes were also
lost.
Patients with fourth-degree injuries presented true gangrene, with loss of
tlie greater part of one or more of the toes and, occasionally, loss of the whole
foot.
All the patients in the third and fourth groups complained of burning
pain, most severe at night and most often located in the toes. They also
complained of aching, pulling, or cramping sensations in the foot or in the
muscles of the calf. Hypesthesia was invariably present. It began at the
ankle and increased to complete anesthesia as the toes were approached. The
degree of anestliesia was usually, though not always, proportional to the degree
of tissue damage. In two instances of severe gangrene, in both of which the
entire foot had to be amputated, sensation was comparatively unaltered almost
to the line of demarcation. In contrast, many patients with only moderate
degrees of desquamation had almost complete anesthesia of all the toes. How
complete the loss of sensation was in these cases is evident from the fact that
in most of them it was possible to perform debridement and amputate the
gangrenous toes without any anesthetic at all.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN (FORMERLY NORTH
AFRICAN) THEATER
Simeone,^ who studied cold injury in the North African theater from tlie
time the first cases appeared in November 1943, recognized three cUnical stages,
the preinflammatory, the inflammatory, and tlie postinflammatory. The
postinflammatory stage was further divided into an early and a late stage.
Edwards and his associates ' recognized four classifications of injury in the 351
patients whom they observed at a general hospital.
Special Investigation
In the preinflammatory (prehyperemic, ischemic) stage (plate 2A and B),
the soldier's first warning of trouble was that his feet felt cold and numb.
Then he began to experience aching pain in the ankle and the arch of the foot,
with tingUng, lancinating pains when he put his weight on his feet. Sometimes
these pains radiated to the groin. Later, the only complaint might be stiffness
and numbness of the feet, which made him feel as if he were walking on blocks
of wood. Ataxia might be severe and incapacitating, and only the soldier who
had not been instructed in the dangers of cold injury and whose pain was
minimal would be likely to continue on duty for several days longer before he
reported sick. During this time, irreparable damage to tissue might occur, as
the following ease history indicates:
Case 1.—A 26-year-old soldier, who had lived in New Jersey all his life, had no previous
history of frostbite or circulatory disturbance. His company was exposed to wet cold on
a hillside in Italy from 4 December through 9 December 1943. The ground was continuously
wet and muddy. There was no snow in the immediate vicinity, but the tops of neighbormg
mountains were snow covered. There was frost on the ground every morning, and, during
one night, the water in his canteen became partly frozen. During the daytime, he moved
about as much as possible. During the night, he slept in a foxhole, in a cramped position.
He subsisted on K rations, with nothing hot to eat or drink, during the 5-day period of exposure. At first, he wore two pairs of light-weight (35 percent) wool socks. They became
wet almost immediately, and, when he changed to dry socks on the third day, they also
became wet almost as soon as ho had put them on.
When he changed his socks on the third day, there was nothing wrong with his feet.
On the fourth day, he first noticed numbness in the toes. On the fifth day, the greater part
of the foot was affected, and his knees, ankles, and toes were stiff. He noted that he was
unable to walk in a straight line.
The oompanv was relieved from duty on 9 December at 0200 hours. When the bivouac
area was reached^ the man went promptly to the kitchen, where he ate a hot breakfast while
seated about 4 feet from a hot gasoline range. When he sat down, he had no complaints
except stiffness and numbness. When he rose from his seat to report to the dispensary
because of the condition of his feet, he was unable to walk and had to be carried to the
medical officer. At this time, the left shoe came off easily and could be replaced readily,
but the toes looked dark.
! Report, Lt. Col. Fiorindo A. Simcone, MC, to the guiRoon, Fifth U. S. Army, subject: Trcnchfoot in the Halian
3 Edwards, .T. C, Shapiro, M. A., and Ruffin, J. B.: Treneh Foot. Report of 351 Cases. Bull, V. S, Army M. Dopt.
No. 83, pp. 58-06, December 1944.
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The piiticiit was roinoved by iimbuhince to a clearing station, where both shoes and
socks were removed, and thence to an evacuation hospital. Here his feet became progressively more swollen. Within 24 hours, blisters were present on both feet, and the right
foot and leg were red and edematous to the knee.
When the man reached a general hospital, 48 hours after leaving the line, both feet
were red, swollen, and blistered, and edema on the left side now extended above the knee.
Koth feet felt numb. Pulses on both sides were bounding. On this day (11 December), the
morning temperature was 102.8° F. (39.3° C.) and the evening temperature 103.2° F. (39.G°
C). The morning pulse rate was 108 and the evening rate 78. Sulfadiazine was begun
by mouth.
The following day, both morning and evening temperatures were 102.4° F. (39.1° C.)
and the pulse rates were, respectively, 144 and 120. The blood-glucose level was 162 mg.
percent. On 13 December, the morning temperature was 100.2° F. (37.9° C.) and the
afternoon level 102.2° F. (39.0° C); the pulse rate was constant at 92; the blood-glucose
level was 125 mg. percent.
I'.'dema began to subside on 14 December. The skin over both shins was shiny and
wrinkled (fig. 56). There were large blisters on the dorsal and plantar surfaces of both
feet (plate 2 C and D). The areas which were not blistered were hot and dry. Both dorsalis
pedis pulses were palpable. The toes were anesthetic, and motion in them was feeble.
The patient complained of very little pain. The blood-glucose level was 115 mg. percent.
A phenolsulfonphthalein test of renal function on 15 December .showed a total excretion
for 2 hours of 53.8 percent; no dye was excreted during the first 30 minutes after injection.
A glucose-tolerance test showed decreased tolerance (147 mg. percent at the end of 3 hours,
as contrasted with a fasting level of 98 mg. percent). The nonprotein nitrogen of the blood
was 30.4 mg. percent and the scrum-protein concentration 9.8 gm. percent.
On 16 December, the non-protcin-nitrogon level was 45.3 mg. percent. Urinalysis 17
December showed no abnormality. The serum-protein concentration was 8.96 gni. percent.
On 18 December, the white blocd cell count was 6,200 per cubic millimeter. On 19 December, it was 9,950 per cubic millimeter, and the serum-protein concentration was 8.8 gm.
percent. The sulfathiazole blood level on 16 and 17 December was 1.3 mg. percent.
On 22 December, under Pentothal Sodium (thiopental sodium) anesthesia, the right
leg was amputated 8 inches below the knee. The wound was sutured, but drainage was
instituted. There was no reaction to the operation, and on 27 December, under spinal
analgesia, five toes were removed from the left foot, by disarticulation at the metatarsoplialangeal joints.

PLATE 2.—Various .stages of treiichfoot.
A. Preinflammatory stage of trenchfoot
observed in clearing station, after 5 days' exposure to wet and cold near Rapido River, Italy,
and directly after removing wet shoes for first time. The feet are still wet and cold, but
edema has not yet begun to develop. Note coar.se mottlhig of skhi. B. Early inflammatory
stage of trenchfoot observed hi field ho.spital near front after 4 days of continuous exposure
to wet cold. The trousers and underwear arc still wot. The feet are warm and dry. FJdema
is beginnhig to develop in the left foot. C. Early inflammatory stage of severe trenchfoot.
Detail of blisters and gangrene. In this case, the pulses in both dor.salis pedis arteries were
bounding. This soldier had been exposed to wet cold, without snow, between 3 and 9
December 1943. The water in his canteen partly froze durhig one night. D. Inflammatory
stage of severe trenchfoot in same case shown in view C. This photograph was taken after
2 weeks of hospitalization. Blisters are still present, along with gangrene. Only the toes
were lost on the left foot, but amputation of the right leg below the knee was required. E.
Late postinflammatory stage of trenchfoot without loss of tissue. Note cyanosis, piobably
resulting fom vcnular dilatation and arteriolar constriction hi area affected by cold. Note
also suggestive boot pattern. This foot is typical of the posthiflammatory stage of trenchfoot from 4 to 8 months after injury.
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l-'icvuio 50. -Subsidiii.n iiidaiuinatory si,age of trciiehfool. Xoti- shrivclliiif,' of bliHtor
ovci- ri.u'lil i>roat toe and wrinkliii!; of skin, hi this jjaficnt, tlic dorsalis i)('dis jnilsos won;
l)Oundin<;-, and the skin was red, hot, and (h'V.
Tli(> wliilc l)l()od ecll connt on 22 Dceeinber, just l)cfore (lie first operation, was J5,()()()
per cul)ic millimeter. The followinii; (hiy, it was '■.),'.)'iO jx'r cnbie millimeter, and tlie serunil)rotein eoneenli-ation was 8.S txtn. jx'rcent. On 27 December, just before tlie second ojieration, tlie white blood cell count was ir3,()()0 per cubic millimeter. It was 17,300 on 23 December and at ]5ractically tli(> same level on 2-1 I)eceiiib(>r. Daily urinalyses sliowed no
abnormalities. On 27 Decemlier, the sulfatliiazole level was 1.5 mg". percent and the seniiii])roteiii eoneentraiion was 0.2 .[>ni. ])ercent.
On 29 December, when tlie sutures were removed from th(> right, stum]), liealiiiK was
found to be fairly satisfactory. The heads of the metatar.sal l)ones were expo.sed in the left
foot, and the doi-salis pedis ])uls(> on this side was of greater tlian normal volume. The
patient's jihysical status and tin; laboratory data were sul)staiitially unchanged when he
was evacuated to Africa on -I .lanuary 101-1.

This was a ly])ical case of sovoro tivnchfool, except in one rospoct, that
])aiii was iicvcf a major coiniilaiiit. Ther(> was cottsidorahlc systtunic reacjtion,
as ovideiicod l)y fcvor early in the course of the discaso, but loukooytosis was
not ol)setvod until after amputation of the log. The evidouce of depressed
reinil function is interosling, hut tlie results of a single test cannot be regarded
as significant. The jion-protein-nitrogen concetitration in the blood was within
the uppci- limits of normal. There is no apparent explanation for two unexpected findings; namely, hyperglycemia early in the illness, witii depressed
glucose tolerance, and the increased concentratioti of protein in tlie sernm. It
is possible that if amputation had been ])Ostponed longer in this case more of
the right leg miti'lit have been saved.
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COLD INJURY, GROUND TYPE

Simeone's first observations on trenclifoot were made in November 1943,
in a battalion aid station and in clearing and collecting stations on the Italian
Front. All of the men had been exposed to wet cold for periods ranging from
4 to 15 daj^s, with an average of 6 days. The weather at this time was not
undulj' severe, and the opinion was expressed that, as rain and cold increased,
symptoms would ensue within shorter periods of time. This proved true
during the following winter, particularly at times when the temperature was
near freezing between midnight and sunrise but rose to 50° F. (10° C) during
the day, with consequent thawing of the ground.
On the initial inspection, the feet of these first casualties were wet, cold,
and numb. Variable degrees of pallor and purple mottling were observed.
Edema, if it was present at all, was slight. Whether it was or was not present
at this time apparently depended, at least in part, upon whether or not the
feet had been warmed during the course of the exposure. Questioning of the
men revealed that the swelling was most likely to develop during the warmer
parts of the day. If the shoes were removed then or if they were removed
after swelling had already occurred, it was often impossible to replace them.
Not infrequently, casualties were unaware during the preinflammatory
stage of trenchfoot that there was anything wrong with their feet. In 125
cases studied by Boland and his associates ^ during one period of the fighting
in Italy, 8 percent of the patients stated that they had not known that their
feet had been injured by cold until they reported to the aid station for treatment
of wounds or other unrelated conditions. This lack of awareness of the injury
was sometimes a serious matter, not only because treatment was delayed but
also because the man remained on his feet and thus sustained additional trauma.
The ischemic or preinflammatory stage of trenchfoot usually lasted only a
few hours after the shoes had been removed and the feet had been dried. In
an occasional case, in which there was severe spasm of the larger arteries or in
which actual thrombosis had occurred, it lasted considerably longer. In the
following (fatal) case, this phase lasted 3 days in one leg and 4 days in the other:
Case 2.—A 22-year-old soldier, on 6 January 1944, was obliged to cross a river that in
midstream was over his head. Just as he reached the opposite bank, at 0900 hours, he was
felled by shell-fragment wounds of both thighs and a compound comminuted fracture of
the right femur. For the next 26 hours, until aidmen could reach him, he lay as ho had
fallen, wet and cold. At the aid station, his right leg was splinted, and he was given 500 cc.
of plasma. When he was received at an evacuation hospital on 7 January at 1500 hours,
the diagnosis was recorded as bilateral severe immersion foot, bilateral severe frostbite of
the hands, moderately severe penetratmg wounds of both thighs due to shell fragments,
and severe compound comminuted fracture of the right femur.
Within the first 6 hours after he was admitted to the evacuation hospital, the patient
received 1,500 cc. of blood, of which 250 cc. was mismatched; it was type A and he was
type O. There was no noticeable immediate ill effects from the error. Nine hours after
admission, the blood pressure was 130/90 mm. Hg and the pulse 110. The hands were
cold, cyanotic, and edematous, but both radial pulses were palpable. The feet were cold,
numb, and cyanotic, but were not swollen. The dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial pulsations were palpable in both feet.
f Boland, F. IC, Claibome, T. S., and Parker, F. P.: Trench Foot. Surgoiy 17: S61-571, April 1945.
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At O-JOO lioiirs on 9 Junuary, tlie wounds were debrided, and a long hip spica was applied.
The patient's condition was excellent after operation.
The following day, the left foot was blue and ice cold, and mottling was present from
the toes to the nialleoli. ]'>lenia extended up to the knee but was most pronounced in the
foot, in which no pulsations could be felt. The calf was moderately tense. On the right
side, the tips of the toes were Ijlue. The forepart of the foot, to the midtarsal region, was
mottled and bluish white. Ixlema was moderate and did not extend to the leg, which w^as
cool. The dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial pulsations were not palpable on this side.
The left hand was blue, and motion was feeble in the fingers, though they were warm.
There were large buUae filled with clear fluid on the dorsal aspect of the hand. The radial
])u\fi(: was normal. Both cyanosis and edema were more pronouiu-ed in the right hand.
The fingers, except for the thumb, were cold. There were bullae on the dorsal aspect of
the hand. The radial pulse was normal on this side also.
On 1 I .January, the left foot was warm, excejjt for the toes, but continued to be edemafous and cyanotic. Bullae were present on the jilantar surface (fig. 57;. Th(< ])atieut
comi)lained of jjaiu when the foot was covered by blankets. Tlie right foot also continued
to be cold, anesthetic, mottled, and cyanotic, and edema was mor(> pronounced. Th(! leg
was warm down to the malleoli. The calf still f(>lt slightly tense. Both bauds were warm
but. were moderately edemalous, cyanotic, and anesthetic and were cover(-d with huge
bullae (fig. 58). The right hand was more extensively in^•olv(>d than the left. Both hands
and feet were jjrotccted by sterile dressings.

,V1'"I1' (\\-ll-7l)

FicuKK 57.—Tr(>nchfoot third day after exposure. Ischemia had iiersisted \ip to this
time, and the discoloration of the skin suggested imi)endiug gangrene, tliough the foot was
wai-m and dry. A
Dorsal view. B. Lateral view. Note blister on plantar surface.
Urinalysis had been negative until 11 .January. On this day, two specimens were
amber and contained albumin (1 to 3 jilus). The concentrtdion of non])rot(!iu nitrogen in
the blood was 171.8 mg. jjercent.
On 12 .January, the toes on the right foot were somewhat less cytmotic, l)ut tlun' were
cold and motionless. Urinalysis showed 2 jilus albiunin and 1 to 4 white blood cells ])er
high-power field. The color was clear amber. The following day, two si«;cimens showed
2 jilus alljumin but were otherwise negative.
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iMduuK 58.

'"rrciich liaiids" after 3 (lays of hospitalizatioii. Mcrlliiolafc (sodium ethylnii'rcurilliiosalicylalc) has been a])])lic(l to the skin al)Out the lih'sters.

On II January, sif,nis of li<>art failure were ai)i)arent, with galloj) rhythm and ClheyneSfokes respii-ation. Three urine s|)ecinieT}s, on(> of whieh showed an alkaline reaction, were
nef,'at.ive exee|)t, for albumin (a trace to I j)lus) and I to 3 white blood cells jjer liiKli-power
field. The nonprolein nitrogen of tlu; blood was li)'.).o mij. percent. Two s))eciniens
(examined on If) .January showed, res])ectiv(>ly, J and 2 jjlus alljumin. Tin: following day,
both specimen.s showed I ])lus albumin. Throughout the jK'riod of hos])italization, the
daily urinary outjMil had ranged from 1,21)0 to 2,000 cc, and the specific gravity had varied
from 1.01 I to 1.021.
On 10 .lainiary, the jjatient l)(>came i)rogressivel> drowsier and weaker. Physical
examination re\-ealed hepatomegaly and i)ulmonary congestion. J)igitalization was not
elfei^live, and death occurred on this day. Autoj)sy revealed bilateral pulmonary edema,
hydrothorax, ])iieumonia of the left lower lobe, and ])assive congestion of the liver. Alicroscopic (examination revealed pigment n(>i)hroi)athy. The i)heripheral vessels rev(>aled
niultii)le thrombi and acnt(> inflammatory changes, and the aiit(>rior tibial muscle showed
degeiuerative changes and necrosis.

This <'its(> is of inlorost for several reasons. Tlic cause of deatli, xiremia
witiioiif^ anuria, can iiiosl. reasoiial)ly l)e attributed to the transfusion of 250
cc. of misniat-ciied blood, (n-cn (hough no untoward clinical reaction seems to
hivve occurred after i(-. Tlie ]5r()longed jieriod of exjiosure, liowever, may have
])layed some ])iu-t in the (h'vehij)ment of renal inaufhciency, and prolonged
shock may also have played a ]iart. 'J'ii(> case was additionally complicated
by ischemia of the left leg, which was sufhcient to cause degeneration and
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necrosis in the anterior tibial muscle, as shown by histologic examination of
sections after death. It is possible that the muscle necrosis had the same effect
on the kidnej^s as crushing injuries which cause renal damage. Histologically,
it is impossible to differentiate these conditions on the basis of renal changes.
Finally, the patient lay on cold, wet ground for 26 hours, and the ischemic
stage was unusuallj^ prolonged. The feet remained cold on the left side for 3
days and on the right side for 4 days after hospitalization. Although it was
then general polic}^ in the North African theater to employ active measures to
promote the circulation in the feet in cases such as this, these measures were
omitted in this particular instance.
Classification
Inflammatory stage.—In some cases of cold injury observed in Italy, the
ischemic stage was mild and transitory, no detectable second or inflammatory
stage ensued, and casualties could be promptly returned to duty from the
clearing station or evacuation hospital. This was not the usual experience.
In most instances, the inflammator}^ stage was clear cut and lasted at least a
week. In many cases, it lasted 2 weeks, and it sometimes lasted as long as a
month. In 25 of the 50 cases studied intensively early in the cold injury
experience in Italy, the inflammatory stage lasted about a week. Practically
all of the 50 patients had passed into the postinflammatory stage by the third
week of hospitalization. In no patient in the group did the inflammatory stage
last longer than a month.
Patients in the inflammatory or hyperemic stage of trenchfoot were sometimes seen in clearing stations (flg. 59) but were usually flrst seen in evacuation
hospitals. The story was generally the same. Within an hour or two after
the shoes had been removed and the feet had become warm and dry, the feet
began to swell, even though the patient was recumbent. Within the course
of the next few hours, they became hot, dry, red, and painful, thus presenting
all the classical signs of acute inflammation. At this time, the dorsalis pedis
pulse was easily palpable and was usually increased in volume.
The patients complained of tingling pain when the feet first became warm.
As they became warmer, burning, throbbing pain ensued, and discomfort was
extreme. External heat was intolerable, and the feet were most comfortable
when they were exposed to cold air. The affected parts were extremely sensitive and tender to palpation except for portions of the toes, particularly the
tips and the plantar surfaces, which were likely to show hypesthesia and
anesthesia. Often, however, hyperesthesia was present and might be so severe
that even light bed coverings could not be tolerated. Small, patchy areas of
ecchymosis appeared at pressure points (plate 3A).
Clinical progression could be correlated with the severity of the injury.
In the mildest cases, inflammatory signs reached a maximum during the first
24 hours of hospitalization, then rapidly subsided (plate 3B). Areas of super438404'—58
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FifURio 59.—Iiiflainmatory stage of trciiclifoot 2 daj'S af((;r exposure.
Swelling was slight in the right foot and moderate in the left. Although
this man's combat trousers and underwear were still wet, his feet were dry.

ficial thronil)osis were soinotimes soon. In tlio sc^vero cases, syiiiploms and
sij^'ns were ])rogrossiv(' for 48 to 96 lioin's. At the lieiglit of the inflammatoi-y
read ion in tlie most severe cases, usually ])et\veeu tiio fourth and sixth days,
edema extended to the knee and was sufllcient to obsciu'e (he pulses iu the foot.
AVhen regression set in and edema began to disajjpear, the skin beconie finely
wriidvled. Tlie color, which was originally bright red, first became brownish
Pi.ATE 3.—\'arious stages of cold injury. A. Inflannnatory stage of mild eold injm-y,
2 weeks after exposure. The edema has almost entir(!l.y disappeared, but areas of ccchymosis
remain at ])oints at which the feet and toes were presutnably subjected to trauma by rubbing
against tlie shoes or by pressure from them. B. r]arly cold injury, in which hiflammatory
stage was practically over by the end of the first week after exposure. Edema had lasted
only 2 days. Xote superficial gangrene of left fifth toe, rather marked cyanosis over fifth
nietatarso]5halaTigeal joint, and slighter cyanosis over base of fifth metatarsal bone. These
areas of injui'y to the skin can be attributed to close contact with the shoe, which rendered
cold a more etfectivc injurious agent than it was in parts of the skin in less direct contact
with the shoe and the environment. Exj)osure in this case was in the hills about Venafro,
Italy; the temperature was never below freezhig. C. Karly postnillammatory stage of cold
injury. Xote especially desriuamation of superficial layers of skin, with exijosure of atrojjhic
skin beneath. D. fjate stage of cold injury, about 6 months after exposure to nonfrecjzing
cold. iVotc^ seciuela(> of injury in skin aiid nail of right fifth toe. The skin is very delicat(>,
soft, warm, and moist. Ilyperhidrosis occurs in feet such as this, partiouhirly after marching,
and maceration of the skin, with trichophytosis, is a freciuc^nt comj^lication. E and V.
Plantar and dorsal views of feet during late inflammatory stage of cold hijury 1 month after
ex]X)sure. Gangrenous (])artial-thickness) skin has separated, and islands of residual viable
skin remain to cpithelize the surface. The toes were gangrenous throughout and eventually
had to be amj)utated. The case illustrated, however, that even what appears to be ext(!nsive
gangrene may be only skindee]5 and that a major am]mtation can usually be avoided.
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and llicn faded to nornial. The dorsalis pcdis JMHSC bccainc. less l)oundin<i,-.
Exfolialioii usually occui'i'cd, rcvcvding delicate underlying- skin (])late 3C).
In llieniost severe case's of trenchfool, blister formation and sis^'iis of circulatoi-y insufliciency Ix'canie appai'cnt early in the second stag(\ They \ver(>
sonielinres ])i'esent when th(> sho(>s were I'cmoved. The ])lis(ers usually contained cl(>ar fluid, though it inigiit be henioniiagic. In sonu> cases, small areas
of rcHJness and indui'ation ap])eai-ed dui'ing th(> fu'st week of the inflammatoiy
stage. Acute tend(M'ness was complained of on ]5al])ation, and the whole
clinical ])icfui'e was suggesti\'e of cellulitis. ImpeiuHng gangrene sometimes
])rogress('d to franlv gangi'cne within 4S houi's.
The clinical ])rogress of the 50 patients with treiu'hfoot included in (he
initial sur\-ey can be sunuuarized as follows:
At the eiul of tlu> first w(>ek of hospilalization, 51 of the 100 feet wei'o
edeuuitous. 'I'hc edema was ])itting in slightly more than half of the extremities
and was slight in the reniainder. Initially, it luid been slight in niiu' cases.
At the end of the second w(>ek, 45 fc(>t were still edematous, l)uf the edema was
now slight in '.]7 of these. At this time, it was unilateral in 7 cases and was
of the sam(> degi'(>(> on both sides in only 8 of the bilateral cases (plaf(> :-iD).
At the end of '.] we(>l<s, ])itting edi-ma was not ])resent. in any case, but. IS
patients still had slightly edeuuitous extremities. Subsecpient obsei'vations on
much largei' numbers of ])ati(>nts showed substantially the sanu> disti-ihution
of edenui.
Aft(M' a we(>k of hospilalization, 40 of the 100 feet were wai'iu. In 'M
exti'cmities, edenui w.is associated with the warmth; II were nuiisf and 20 dry.
Of the 15 warm feet without edenui, 7 were moist ami S dry. Of tlu; 54 cold
feet, 20 showed edenui; 7 of these were moist. Of the 34 cold feet which showed
no edenui at this tinu', 14 were moist.
At the end of :^ we(>ks, 44 of the 100 feet were warm. Of the 14 which
still showed edenui, II wvvc moist. Of the 30 without edema, 23 were luoisf.
Only 4 of the 5(1 cold feet still showed edema; 3 of the 4 wer(i moist. Of the
52 cold fcH'l without edema, 40 were moist.
In mild cas(^s of cold injiuy, acute pain often disappeared liy the end of
the fii'st week, l(>a\'ing the ])ati(Mit (juite comforlalile thereafter. Much more
often, th(> bui'ning pain originally ]U'esent was re])laced by a deep-seated ache
in the ankle, in the transverse and longitudinal arches, and in the metatarsojihalangeal joints, pai'ticularly the ju'oximal joint of the great toe. It was
freciuently observed that the intensily of residual ])ain was related to the degree
of ]U'evious edema. Edema almost always disappeared more ra])idly than jiaiii.
Abnormal heat (lisa])])eared fairly j)rom])tly. At the end of a week, only
2 of the 50 jiatienls first studied had extremely hot feet, and none of the fe(>L
were abnoriuall^' hot at the end of 3 weeks. Sometimes, liowevcn', there were
extraordinary vai'iations in temjK'i'ature. While the |)atients were actually
under observation, the feet would change in a few luinutes from warm and diy
to cold and wet, or vice versa. The variability was pai'ticularly marked at
night, both in the late inllammatoi'y stage and the earl\- ))ostiiiilamnuitory
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stage. A patioiit would couiijlain that lio had wakened with his feet "buriuii<ilip," and, wlien the nurse or ward officer on nig-hl (hity investigated, it would
be found that feet which had been cool during the day had become iiot to
])al])ation.
Gangrene sufficient to require amputation of the toes or of larger areas
of the feet was uncommon (figs. 56, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65) (plate 3E and F).
It was estimated tliat gangrenous changes occuri-ed in fi'oni 1 to 1.5 i)ercoiit
of the c-asc-s of trenchfoot which occui-red in Italy during the winter of 1943-44,
anti in about 0.5 ]KTcent of the eases observed the following winter. Six pn-cent of the 125 j^atients observed by Bolaiul, Claiborne, and Parker presented
some degree of dry gangi'eno, including minor (l(>grees in which loss of tissue
was su])erficial, but this figure must be interpreted in the light of the fact tiiat
liiese ])atients wei'e part of a selected group returned to a Communications
Zon(> hos]3ital because of the severity of their injuries.
In his ]K'rsonal study of trenchfoot, Simeonc observed only one patient
wiio rerpured am|nitation of more than the toes (case 1), though anotiier (case
2) would ])robably have requiivd amputation of the leg if he had survived.
Investigation of the jiroceivlings of theater disposition boards for a 5-monlli

M'lV CA^U-18S

FiGCKE (iO.—Postiiiflaiiimatory stage of trenchfoot. Gangrene in tliis ])uticnt was superficial, and no amputation of tissues
was necessary. Note small areas of gangrene; on instc]) and
anterior as]ipct of ankle: they rejjresent pohits of pressure from
shoe.
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Ficrni': (il.—Lute iiiilamni;it(ii\v slas>;(! (;f sevcvo trcnchfoot. Pklema
has altno.sl ciilircly subsided. Tlie skin was warm, dry, and scaling.
X(i((! localion of ifaiigreiic, in (ii)s of toes and over llic jjrominonce of tlu^
base of eacli great toe. It was tlionglit lliat these partieniar areas
rc^presented areas of frostliite Ix'canse they were in direct contact witli tlie
slio(> and niiglit liave sustained freezing tein])eratures. The a]>pearan(;o
of tlie reiiiaindei' of the foot, liowever, was entirely typical of trcnchfoot.

period in 11140 brought lo ligiil tliioe oilier cases in which ani])uta(ion of morc^
than Ihe fool was i'e(|uire(l:
Case 3. — .\ soldit^r who Ijccanie separated from his unit just after landing at Aiizio
beachhead on 22 .lanuary I'.l-ll wandered about a swam]) for the next 8 days, continuously
exjjosed lo cold and wet. When he was finally h(jsi)italiz(^d, both f(>et were seriously dania.g(>d.
(langrene ail'ected all the toes and the distal halves of the dorsal siui'aces of both fec^t.
.\lcohol packs were used to hasten demarcation. The lower tliird of the right l(!g was
ainijulated on 25 March, under spinal analgesia, and on 5 Aj)ril the lower Hiird of the Ic^ft
leg was similarly am])u(at('d. iioth wounds were sutiu'cd primarily. When this man
a])peare(l befoi-e the dis|)osition board, which i-econimeiuled {'vacnat ion to the Zone of Interior
for additional car(> and final disjjosition, he had already Iteen hospitalized for 01 days.
Case 4.---A soklier was admitted to an evacuation hosjjital on 17 I''ebruary 1044, after
having bi>en ex])osed to cold and wet 7iear Cassino for the ))rec.eding we(4;. His feet (irst
became ])ainful on I 3 |-'ebruary. When he was received in a. gein-ral hosjiital on 23 Tebniary,
both feet wer(> swollen, blistered, and cyanotie (iig. 05). A d<4inite linc^ of (lemavcation
gi-adually deV(4oped at the lev(4 of the mall(!oli in both legs. A sta])hylococcic infection of
the gangrermus areas, which began to cause temperatur(> elevations on 28 l''ebruary, was
controlled by sulfarliazine. The fever recuri'ed, however, and dead tissue began to slough
away as the result of secondai-y infection. .\ bilateral guillotine atuputation was done at
(he junction of middle and lowei- thirds of both legs on 1(1 Afarch, undc'r etlau- anesthesia
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[''iduiiio (>2.- Pdslinflaiimialory sta^c of (i-ciiclifdot. Xolc dry,
scaly skin and dry !j;an!>:rcnc, which was scvci'cst at. tips of toes and
margins of the f^rcal Iocs and tlic fifth toes. Tlic center of (he ti'ansverse arcli, wliicli is less lila-ly to come into contact with tlie slioes, was
alfected less sevei-ely.

^^■S*%.*^::^.
'n.iS^^^

AFIl' CA-M-L'H)

I'^KMiith: (ili. —I'larly jiost inflainniatoi-y sta.nc of scvei'e trcnchfoot. Note
delicate. sl<in beneath jieejini^. fia.n,m-enous su])er(icial layoi' of epidermis, 5
Aveeks afler exjxisiire.
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A I'll' C;A-ll-i:tl, (\V-M-17(i
l''i(;rui': (i-l. SuhsidiiiK iiillainiiKitoi-y >t,-ii;(' of (I'cnchfool.. The rii^lit foot, on which
the process was iiioi-c scvci'c than on the left, was trea((>(l by the local aijplicatioii of ice cold
paclis for a few (hiys. Tlie left foot was used as a conti'ol.
A. Ai)])earaiiC(^ of feel: iiniiiediafely after therapy.
B. l''eel shown in \'iew A 4 weel;s later. A better result, had been
expected, on the basis of tlie initial ap|)earance of lh(> feet. Tlie wc-t ice treatment was
considered of no \'alue.

Sl;in traction was ai)])liefl. The postojx'i'atix'e course had been uneventful up t.o tile tinie
the ])atient was returned to the Zone of Interioi' for fvu'ther ti'catnient and disjiosition.
Case 5. -This ])ati(>nt was admitted to an {>vaeuation lu)s])it:d on 15 February 191-1,
after li.avinfj; spent most of (lie jirevious weel; in a fo.xhole half filled with wat(>r.
His (v.ct
were swollen and p.ainful when he was first seiMi.
Lat(!r, he IxM'anu^ exti'emely toxic, a,nd,
when he was received in a iicneral hos])ital, tlua'e was wet n'a.n,!ir(>n<' of the left foot, witll a
line of demarcation just l)elow the malleoli. and both wet and dry gangrene of the forepaii.
of the ri.nht fool. The lowei' third of th(> l(>ft lei;; was amputated on 27 l'\'biaiary, and at tlu^
same time the I'iuht foot was amputated distal to the talus. A\'hen the patient a.])pea.red
before the disposition l)oard. which recommended evacualion to the Zone of Iiderior for
further care and disposition, he had already been hospitalized for 2-1 days.

Postinflammatory stage. The posliiidanima-lory (posdiyporcinic) stage of
cold iiijiii'V Ix'giiii with tlio (lisappoatiuicc of signs and syiiiploms of iiinaimiii)tioii. The foot, instead of being hoi and (h'v, was now cool ot cold and moist.
Cyanosis was eontinon when liie feet wove (h'petident (])lale 2l{;). The (h)i'Siths
pedis ])tdse, inslciid of being hounding, Wiis often no(- ])al|)ahle itf alh
Palchy
iireas of cytinosis frec|iiently teniained, suggestina' htetti thtoniitoses. Oceasioiiiil patients coinphiined of liyperitfitahihlA' and s|);is]ii of the nmseles of
the h'g, tile spasm being eitiiet sponlaneoiis ot retidily involved by ischemia.
Btiniing [ttiin was i-e])htc(Ml by ;t d(>ep-sea.ted ache, iimcli like the ttching i)a,iii
of fhetiiiialoid iirlhtitis. It wtts iisnally wotse al night. It was most commonly
locat(Ml in the metatatsophalangeai joints, jjiirlicidai'ly in the grtnif toe, but
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lucrui-; (15. Siil).-<i(liii,n iiidanuimttjry s(iit!;(! of trciiclifoot
J2 (l:i\s afliT li(is|)il:ilizii(i()n. 'i'lic {■aiiKn'Hf of Iho HIUII
a.])pi>ai'('(l to he superficial, l)iit tlic i-(>c(ii-(l (Icscribod the
dcvclDpiiicnf (if slapliyldcdc-fic infcclioii in gaiif^rcnnus fecf,
and l)il;U('ral atiii)ula,lions of II10 lower leg "were done 10 days
after tills i)h()to.!J,ra|)li was taken. 'J"h(; ouleonie is siiriirising,
in view of the ap))e;iraneo of the feel in this jjieture.

iiiiglil iilso he oxjx'ficnccd in llic (fiMisvcrsc niid Joiig'il iidinal arclics. Less
oflcii, if was IVIf ill (he iuiklc. Aiiihiilalory ])atioiils comijlaiiuMl of ])ain in
liic W('ig-lif-i)(\nrinfi- |)ai'ls of I he Iraiisvcrsc and lono-ifudinnl arches. Loss
oflcn, if was fell in I he ankle. Amhulalory ])alien1s complained of ])ain in
(he weiti-hf-heariiif^- |)ar(s of the fool. The ])ain soni(Minies radiated up to Iho
knee, iind, occasionally, into (he t^Toin.
llypei'esthesia and ])arest hesias fended lo disap])ear pfOinj)lly. Anesthesia did not; it, somel iines lasted (i iiionl hs of mofe. In one of the first "jO cases
studied iidcnsively, hy])eresl hesia ajijx'ared in the lip of the <j,-reat loe wlien
sensation (irst heii-a.n to relnrii. after (i \ve(>ks of Jiosi)ilali7.alion.
'i'he pain coiiii)]ained of in (he posliidlanitiiiitory slas^-e was soiiietinies
associated with Ihickenine- and slilfness iil)Otit the joint. More ofleii, Iho only
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jihnonnalily found on j)liysical oxainiualioii was deep toiulcriicss. In somo
cases, tlioiv was a "iTiieral ati'opliy of the sli'uctiircs of tlio foot. Tlio arches
weakened, the tendons Ix'came ])roininent (figs. Gfi and (17), contractures
;i])peared, and the joints stifi'ened (figs. 07 and GS). RoentgeiiograTiis sometimes revealed ost(>opoi-osis. In tlie cases in which the feet- were entirely
noi'mal on examination al'ter tlie acute phase had ])assed, complaints of peisisteiit ])ain pi'ovided majoi- ])iol)lems of management.

fiiiruio (l(i. -lyatc ))<)stiii(laiiiiiia((>ry slagc
of tri'iiclifool. Xo1c the dclicalc, ^vaxy a])pcaraiicc of tlic skin, t he alisciicc of longit udiiial and traiisvcr.-ic ai'chcs, and I lie sli,nhtly
\'al<;us posil ion of the .ni'eaf toes. Tiiis soldier
was unalilc to do infantry dnty bccatisc of
liy|)('rliidr().-:is, maceration of llir sliin, and
])ain in tlic feet.

AFIP CA-ll-lt(i

]''i(;ruio (17.—Post.inflaininatory stage of
IriMiclifoot. Tlie feet wore cold, sweaty,
and cyanotic. Note prorninciu'c of cx(eiisor.s of iocs and dorsiflexion at. the
metatarsojilialangeal joints.
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L.'ifc |)()sliiill;miiiKil()r.\" >\niir
of 1 ri'iiclifddl. 'I'hc skill wiis dclic.-ilr, and
(,licrc -was iiKirkcd liidnisis. Tiio'c i> still a
I race of cdi'iiia in I he ri.nlil. fool.
Xnl r I'claxa(idii of hotii loii,!>il udiiial and I ransvcrsc
arclii s and sli.niil doi'sidcxion of iiiclalarso|)lialaiit(('al joinls.
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As lini(> piisscd, il bccanic iiioi'c and more evident thai the ])ostiii(hiniiiial()r\ sta.^-e of t reiiclirool was not a matter of shaiply defined (•iii-()iioh)<^'ic liniils.
I( se(>iiied lii;ely, instead, that il could last foi- months and even years. I^'covei'V was xcfv slow. Se(|iielae were fre(jueiif (p. 2S4), An oeeasional man
iiiahn<!:er(>(h hnt observations holli overs(>as and in Zone of Intei'ior iiospitals
cK'ai'ly sliowed that maii>- of tlie men who liad siiU'ei'ed from cohl injury wouhl
he left wifli i^'emiine disabilities.
Ollin- Sliidics
Kdwards, Shapii'o, and Rnflin, who ol)s(>rv('d :!.")! cases of cold injury
in a si,-eneral hospital in Italy, confirmed .Simeone's ohscM'vat ions and described
much the same clinical ])icture. The first evidences of cold injuiy in (heir
cases wei'c numbness and coldness of the feet. As a, resull, the men hesif.atcMl
U) exei-cise them, \Vhen the feel, hepiii to wai'in up aftei' exposuiT, the toes
t.in,<i,ie(l and biu'iKMl or ached. Pain sometimes radiated u]) to the knee as
vasodilatalion b(\u'aii lo occiii' in the dainaji-ed tissues of the feet. Then a
sterile inlla.mmatoiy reaction became evident, and blebs, some of which
contained bloody fluid, mi.u-lil cover the whole i)lantai' surfaces. Sometimes
the s\ni])loms and siti'ns of injurv were limited to coldness of the feel, ])erha.j)s
a.ssocial(>(l with stiffness, foi- several (hns. In other instances, the foes were
<;-a,nti'renous and enormous blislei-s made noi'ma.l walkinti' impossibh' for \ve(>ks.
I'^dwards and his associates ^'i'aded tlieii' cases as follows;
(!i'(i(/( I. The feet were cool and the g'l'eat toes numb. The soldier com])lained of sliiiiil aching' or stilFness, but thei'c was no evidence of discoloi'ution,
blebs, oi' sw(>lliiiii\ and no decrease in the ])ulsalions of the dorsalis ])edis and
])()sl('rior libial ai'lei'ies. Hetui-n to duty was jjossible in about 2 weeks. In
anofhei' gi'oup of injui'ies, also oi'aded as mild, the feet were cool, soniefimes
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moist, and slightly cj'anotic, but pain was not severe enough to interfere with
sleep, stiffness did not develop, and no blebs formed. Pulsations of the regional
arteries were normal. When the feet became too warm, there might be mild
aching. Keturn to duty was usuallj- possible within 6 weeks to 3 months.
Grade 2.—The feet were cold, cyanotic, and sometimes moist. Aching
pain interfered with sleep for several days. The dorsalis pcdis puslation was
decreased, or might be absent part of the time. There was tenderness to pressure over the metatarsal pads. Within a week after the onset of symptoms,
the feet might become warm, tender, and swollen. Return to duty was possible
within 2 to 6 months (4 months on the average), but future combat infantry
dutj^ might be impossible.
Grade 3.—The feet were cold, mottled, and cyanotic, with large blebs or
areas of ecchymosis. Pain and aching were continuous, day and night. Pain
was always felt on motion of the toes or on pressure over the metatarsal pads.
The dorsalis pedis pulse was often absent, and posterior tibial pulsations were
feeble. Pulsations might disappear for several days, then reappear for several
days before they disappeared again. This phenomenon was particularly likely
to occur in the dorsalis pedis. After a few days, the feet might become warm
and swollen, with little or no cyanosis. When this happened, the dorsalis pedis
pulse became bounding. Desquamation of thick layers of skin always occurred.
Return to duty was impossible for 6 months or more, and as a rule only limited
duty was possible.
Grade 4-—The clinical picture was similar to that described in grade 3, but,
in addition, there were areas of gangrene over the toes. The nail beds were
black, and pitting edema was pronounced. Physiologic amputation of the toes
sometimes followed, though in a surprising number of instances the blackened
dermis peeled off gradually, leaving granulation tissue underneath. Amputation
of an entire toe or of the whole foot was necessary in a few instances of gangrene
and necrosis.
Edwards and his associates noted that, during the period of hospitalization,
the feet became purple or cyanotic when they were dependent and became
blanched when they were elevated, which suggested that the subcutaneous
circulation was slow in spite of dilatation of arteries in the foot, with increased
circulation in the deeper tissues. When the generalized swelling and sterile inflammation had subsided, the foot usually remained tender to pressure over the
plantar surface of the metatarsophalangeal area. The great toe was more often
affected by numbness, blister formation, and paresthesias than the other toes,
but ecchymosis and superficial burning were frequent in all the toes, especially
at pressure points in contact with the shoes. These symptoms and signs also
occurred over the dorsum of the foot and on the heel. In both moderately
severe and severe cases, even after sensation returned, the toes were likely to
remain stiff for weeks or months, and 6 months or more might pass before
flexions were straightened out.
When hikes were resumed, patients with milder grades of trenchfoot
usually ceased to complain of aching pain after the first week, though in both
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grade. 1 and grade 2 cases mild aching and tenderness on the plantar surfaces of
the mctatarsal arch might persist for several months whenever the man walked
for any distance. Grade 3 patients usually complained for 6 months or more of
tenderness on walking, and few could return to full field duty within the holding
period permitted in the theater.
Vascular Changes
The vascular changes associated with trenchfoot impressed all observers in
the cases studied during the Itahan experience. During the ischemic stage,
the skin was usually paUid as well as cold. Areas of pallor were mingled with
areas of purple mottling and blotching. It was assumed that pallor indicated
arteriolar spasm and mottling indicated blood stasis and paralysis of venules.
The dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial pulsations were not ordinarily palpable
in feet which had this appearance.
In the early inflammatory stage, these pulsations were bounding, and the
blood flow, at least superficially, seemed maximal. This was frequently true
even wlion pitting edema was present. After a few days, however, evidences of
increased blood flow became fewer and fewer, and later it might be impossible
to feel any pulsations at all in tlie dorsalis pedis. This was the situation in
11 of the first 50 cases of trenchfoot studied intensively. In 3 of the 6 cases in
which the pulsations were absent bilaterally, a history of previous frostbite
was obtained. The dorsalis pedis of posterior tibial pulsations, or both, wera
absent in a quarter of the cases studied by Boland and his associates. No
relationship was evident between these phenomena and the severity of the
injury, though it was observed that pulsations were always stronger in hot feet
and weaker in cold feet. In evaluating these figures, it must be remembered
that these pulsations are not always present in normal feet (p. 387).
As the inflammatory stage subsided, there was remarkable variability, as
already noted, in the ease with which the dorsalis pedis pulsation could be felt
at different times in the same foot. The observations sometimes varied from
hour to hour. When this happened, there were always associated variations in
the subjective sensation of heat or burning pain in the feet.

THE EUROPEAN THEATER
As part of the trcnclifoot-study project initiated at the 108th General
Hospital in Paris, in November 1944 (P- 186), an intensive study was made
of 500 of the 5,000 patients with trenchfoot admitted to this installation.
Clinically, the cases were classified into three groups, according to the severity
of the injury, tlic size of all the groups being about equal.
Group 1.—In mild injuries, when the exposed foot was returned to a
normal environmental temperature, a bright-red flush developed, the appear-
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ance of the foot suggesting a mild sunburn. Slightly increased pulsations
of the large vessels were observed for a brief period. The skin temperature
was somewhat increased, and edema made the skin seem thicker than normal.
The duration of the edema was from 1 to 6 days and averaged 3 days. The
chief complaints were itching, burning, or moderate pain.
Bed rest was necessary for from 1 to 12 days and averaged 6.4 days.
In some cases, for as long as 10 days, walking in shoes caused a painful reaction,
though in others walking was possible and painless as soon as the patient
became ambulatory. The average duration of discomfort from this cause was
4.2 days. Symptoms disappeared completely, and the feet resumed their normal
appearance in from 3 to 21 days, or an average of 12.6 days.
Group 2.—When exposure had been more prolonged or the environmental
temperature had been lower, edema was fairly severe, blisters formed (figs. 69
and 70), and minute areas of intracutaneous ecchymosis were often present.
Exfoliation occurred in varying degrees after edema had subsided. The only
serious complaint was deep-seated pain, which was increased by heat and by
walking. It was especially severe in the first metatarsophalangeal joint and
across the plantar surface of the anterior arch of the foot.
In this group of cases, the edema lasted from 6 to 14 days, or an average
of 10 days. Bed rest was necessary for from 11 to 46 days, or an average of
23.2 days. Walking in shoes without pain was possible only after an additional
period which varied with the patient from 4 to 15 days and which averaged
8.4 days. After recovery had been sufficient for the man to resume marching,
the only sign of abnormality in most cases was profuse hyperhidrosis. Marching in cold weather was likely to cause a recurrence of pain in the feet for a
month or more. At the time this report was made, the final disposition of
this group of patients was still unknown.
Group 3.—In third-degree cold injury, the initial reaction was intense.
All the cardinal signs of inflammation were present, including burning pain,
heat, rubor, and marked edema. The peripheral arterial pulsations were
bounding. Large blisters appeared on the dorsal and plantar surfaces of the
feet. Superficial skin necrosis over areas of intracutaneous ecchymosis produced lesions with the appearance of impending gangrene.
In this group of cases, the duration of edema was usually from 10 to 15
daj^s but might be as long as a month or more. Superficial layers of skin
gradually mummified and finally desquamated, leaving underneath normal
pink skin, which was extremely sensitive. The extremity assumed a dusky,
cyanotic color, on dependency or when placed in a cold environment. Muscular weakness was considerable and was associated with atrophy and stiffness
of the joints. None of the casualties in this group were able to walk without
great pain and disabihty during the 3-month period they remained under
observation.
Only 5 of the 500 casualties studied intensively at the 108th General
Hospital required amputation of the digits. Bilateral amputation for gangrene
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l''ifit;i{E GO.—SCCOIKI- and Ihird-do^i-co cold injury. A. Kiniy eliiin<>;cs. Multiple suudl
l)listers arc ijrc.-^ciit aufi in sdino areas have coalesced to produce' buUae. On the rif>,ht foot,
only llie i^reat toe is involved, and the jjrocess is of nioderal<> se\-erity. On th(! left foot, the
chans^-es ai'e more advanced. B. ,\ppearaiice of f(M't sliown in view A 28 days later. (!anSrenous (•han<;-es in the first and second toes of t.h(> left foot hav(! ])roduced si)()ntaneouK
amputations. The wounds are still open and uidiealed. On the right foot, the changes are
superficial, and healing has progressed to scaling of the skin. C. A])pearance of feet shown in
vi(>w B (I days later. Healing has continued bilaterally. TIK; o])en wounds on the a.tni)utated
slumjis of the foes on the left foot show beginning e])ithelizafion. All blisters hnv<^ disap])eared. and most of the cutaneous lesions on the dorsum of the left foot hav(! he:il(>d,
leaving only residual changes. D. A])peai-ance of fec^t shown in view C 4 days lat(>r. Healing
is now almost com])lete on the right foot. On tlu> left foot, the open areas are almost com|)lef('ly healed, and oidy some su()erficial cutaneous scaling nunains.

was nocossary in one (•as(\ This man had been trapj^ed for 5 (hiys behind
enemy lines, where he esea])ed captiu'e by feigning dcatii. lie spent the
entire time in a snow and water-filled foxhole, in whieh his feel became encased
in ice. At the end of the time, by walking and crawling for several miles, he
reached friemlly lines, and his shoes were fiiiallv ctit off his frozen f(>ef.
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F[(;rnK 70. -SiTial changes in Irciiclifoot. A. luuiy phase of severe cold injury, with
blister formation and Ix'ginnins ganifrenons elians^es in toes of bolli feet. I'ldeniaions changes
liav(> l)(><i;un lo regress, and blister formation on ftie dorsal aspects of both feet has lieguii
to subside. H. l>lanf ar view of feet on same date as view A. O. Ai)])earance of f(-et shown in
view 15 S days later. R(\gressive changes are evident on the dorsal aspects of both feet.
Hlistei's have almost disa])pear(Mi, and th(> skin is suiierficially wrinkled and dry. Mummification has begun in the toes. D. ,\pi)earance of feet shown in view O 9 days later. jS'ote
the cracked, scaly ai)])earance of the skin, following disa]i])earance of blisters, and the
slowly ijrogressive dry gangrenous changes in the toes on bolh sides. ]']. Plantar asijcot
of feet shown in view D on same dat(\ The changes present in the dorsal view are also
evident in this vi(>w. Most of the digits on both feet will inevital)ly be lost by spontaneous
.se])arati(jn.
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OVERSEAS COMPLICATIONS AND SEQUELAE
Trenchfoot, as already pointed out several times, is a type of injury which
is likely to continue to give trouble long after acute manifestations have
subsided. Experiences in all theaters of operations in World War II bore out
this generalization.
The Aleutians Experience
The experiences of casualties from Attu in Zone of Interior hospitals
paralleled, in point of time after injury, experiences of other casualties in
overseas hospitals. Some of them complained, often for many months after
exposure, of pains deep in the foot, superficial burning, and aching, all increased
by walking. Pain was particularly likely to occur in the metatarsophalangeal
joints, whence it radiated into the ankle and sometimes into the calf muscles.
In some cases, hypersensitivity persisted, and the slightest touch or the lightest
pressure caused discomfort.
Osteoporosis was observed in 16 of the 93 patients treated at the 183rd
Station Hospital,* where it was observed between the 6th and 12th weeks
after exposure, in the course of the diagnostic endeavor to find the cause of
the deep-seated pain of which these patients complained. The pathologic
process, which was moderately advanced in all of these cases, involved the
distal half of the metatarsals and the proximal three-quarters of the phalanges,
usually in the first and second toes. The changes were particularly marked
when there was a preexistent deviation from the normal foot structure, as in
two cases of preexistent arthritis, or when there was evidence of faulty weight
bearing of longstanding. The immediate factors which produced this complication were probably the result of prolonged disuse of the feet, which, in
turn, resulted in nutritional and circulatory changes. It was least in evidence
in the cases in which early supervised exercise had been instituted.
At Letterman General Hospital/ deformities of the feet were observed in
the majority of the patients, even those in whom the injury was only of second
degree. Most often, the deformity was of a claw-foot type, with varying
degrees of pes cavus (fig. 71). The great toe was pulled downward into plantar
deformity, and the spaces between all the toes were increased. The spread
was especially prominent between the great toe and the second toe. A study
of available pathologic specimens clearly explained the mechanism of the
deformity. Varying degrees of inflammation and degeneration were observed
in the nerves and vessels, the supply to the short muscles being more seriously
afi'ected. Long muscles usualty escaped, probably because they receive their
nerve supply farther up the leg, more distant from the involved zone. When
smaller muscles of the feet were badly damaged, the large muscles took over
their function. Since the long flexor to the great toe is stronger than its long
i Sec footnote 1 (1), p. 260.
» Sec footnote I (3), p. 260.
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I'lcrui; 71.-—Seven: flexion coiitractures of toes, for ■which ainputaf.iou was stihsetiuently
necessary. On tlie riii;lit foot, amputations have already been ])erforined ])roxinial to tlie
heads of the first and second nielalarsals. On the left foot, amiMitution has been done at
the head of the first inetatarsal and t.hrous'h the proximal jjhalanx of tlie second toe.

extensor, the great toe was ])iille(l tlownwai'd, whihi tli(^ I'eversc in(!chaiiism in
t-lie small toes caused them to be pulled upward.
In many of the cases ohsei'ved at AleCa.w (leneral Hospital/ the gradual
de\-elopmeiit of claw-toe deformities was a troublesome complication. The
e.xplaiialioii was thought to l)e an exaggerated deposition of collagenous and
(ihi-ohlastic material in the tissues following injmT. Lumbar sjinijathette
block and surgical hunbar sympathectomy liad no effect on the j)rogress of this
defoi'mity, and, when rigid contracture oeciu'red, with friction irritation from
the shoes, surgeiy was necessai-y to straighten the toes.
'I'he ])ersistence of j)ain in the toes and feet, whi('h was aj^iincipal comjilaint
in man}' cas(>s, was thought to be I'elated to the extensive perineural fibrosis
demonsli-aljle in tissue sections. The delayed onset of pain was jH'obably dim
to the late, progressive contr-acture of fibrotie tissues.
Psychoneurosis M'as observed in many of the patients at the fSHd Stiation
iros])ilal, where it was attributed to the lack of any specific, means of thei'apy
and the <'oriespon(ling slow reeo\'ery. Some of tlu^ men wei'e serioush' concerned about possible p(>rmanent damage to their feet. Others wei'e morc^ conceiMied with their participation in an active engagement, in which, they had
become casualties, and because of which they felt they had done their share
of fighting.
The Mediterranean Theater
Secpielae of trenchfool Ix'came evident in the Mediterranean theater in the
coin-se of the 194)5-44 exp(>iience (plate '.]D). 'JMiey included persistent jiain and
edema, h.V])esthesia and anesthesia, and vasospasm. Tlie skin was delicate and
' Si'C footlKiU' I (2), |i. 2C.().
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Wiixy iiJ'Icr (l(>s(iii!iiniil.i()ii, »\H\ wcii^'lU hcMi-iiig was inijjriicl.ical until calluses
had foi'mcd (lis;-. 72), a |)roc('ss likely to he long- delayed. 'J'he ])alie)its wei'e
sensitive to cold hut were also incai)acitated hy heal. IIyi)erhidi'osis and associated Irichophylosis resulted in maceration of the skin (fitis. (Ki, (17, (iS, 72, 7:5,
74, 7"), 7(i).

Av.
A KIP ('.\-ii--ni

Fj(iiii£io 72. I^iUe j)ostinlln,niinal()ry sfagi' of (rcnclifoot. 'i'his ijludosrapli was taken
ill .luiic, after (he sDldicr had liecii uiia.hlc to rcinain with liis infantry unit l)(>cau.-;o tlio skin
of [he. f(!et. was so dclicalo and |)('rs|)ira(ion "was so excessive tli/il niaecratioii eusuod. Note
absence of callusc-s on weitj;ht-l>earin,n' surfaces.

l''ii;uiuo
7.'!. l.ale i)()sliii(lainina(ory
sta<;c of Irenclifoot. Note delicalc, waxy
sl;in. Tliis man's transverse arclics were
T-elaxcd, l)ut tlic loiigil udiiia! arclies were
witliin iiornial liinils. 'I'liis |)lioloi2;raiili
slioidd he coni])are(l willi fii;ure (>(1, w liicli
sliows al)seiice of hotli transverse and loiif;;it.udinal .nrches.

,\F!]' (',\-ll-lt
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KKiKHio
7-1. Late postiiiflainiiuitory
stage of (rcnchfoot. Aflcr 4- iiionths of
h()s])italization, the feet wci'c still cold and
srt'caty and ^v('^(■ blue on dciicndeiicy.
The patient complained of de<'p aches in
the nielatai'sophalangcal joints and in Uw
lonnitudiiial arches.

.\FIP r.\-ti-2ii

FicrnE
75. -lOaiiy ])ostintlaniina1ory
stage of trcnchfoot. After 2 months of
hospitalization, edema had subsided. The
skin was delicate, and the patient com])laincd of aches in the inetatai'soi)halan,g(>al
.joints, |)arlicnlarly in t he .joints of the great
toes. Note scanty amount of subcutaneous
fat about- t liese toes.

AFIP c;A"ll-i)ri

During- the siiinmcr and oarly fall of 1944, many paliciits wofo adinil-toc! fo
hospitals ill tlio Peninsular Base S(>ctio]i, McMlittMTanoan llieater, for what was
tonncd rccunvnt (rcMiclifool, though actually the prosciif condition was quite
different from the original condition. Most of these men were returned from,
units wliicli. had participated in the drive iiortii of Rome to the Gothic Jjiiie,
because tliey could not keep up with the troops. Others were received from
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l''i(H-i!i': 7().
I;n1c|)()sliiifhiiiiiiia1(irv slniic
of l.rciichrool. This |);iticii( was iiiiahic to
lU) iiifanlry duly diirintr (he smiimcr iiioiilhs
because (if excessive swealinsi- and I riclii)i)hylosis, will) secondary infect ion, on t lie insle|)s.

AFIP CA-ll-ltt

unils nii(l('i-e-()inii- aniphihioiis li-aiiiinti- for iJic iiivjision of soiilhcni Fi-aiicc.
Still olJicrs caiiic JVom rcplaceiiiciil depots and rcliahililal ion cciilors.
1.11 a dclailcd fejiofl l)y 'I'ooiic and Williams on these men (]). ;i:!0), it was
pointed out- that the feet api)eai'(>d weak and atrophie and were ])ainfnl on lie'ht
l)i'essin'e. The (oes were nnml) and stiff. Th(> skin was thin, of delicate texture, and l)ore sears of recently h(>ale(l excoriations as well as new lesions.
i'lantar calliises W(>r(> entirely lackinii' or were grossly inade(|ual('. The men
(•om])lain(>d of excessive hyperliidrosis, and many had been incapacitated by
recnrreid. episodes of ffichophytosis. Earli(>r in the summer, Lon"' had observed an a|)|)arently increased incidence of ei)idermoi)hytosis and allied foot
disorders in i'eiiinsular Base Section liosi)itals, and had found that much of it
was in |)ali(Mits who had stilfered from trcnchfool the ])revious winter, lie
considered the complication suflicicntly serious lo warrant setting' uj) new
criteria for the disposition of |)iitients with trcnchfool.
Kdwards and his associtites believed tlitit this ty|)(- of complication was
preventable. Correspondence with a. number of their ])atienls who had returned
(o full duty showed them lo be fully aware of |)roper foot liye-iene and to l)c
followine- inslrtu'tions as faithfully as ])ossil)le under combat conditions. .Kveu
when they could not batiie their feet, they reinoved t heir shoes, massaged lh(>ir
feet., and applied the fool powder isstied hy the ([tiarleriutister. As a resull,
they iiad a mininuim of tr<)td)le with iiy])(M-liidrosis and epi(lernio])liylofiis.
Ragan and S<'hect('r,'' whose study covered oidy casualties with early
trenchfoot, observed them for too l)ri(>f a period for Jiuiscle atrophy or other
secpielac lo develop. In two cases, however, bolh instances of uioderately
severe trenchfoot, the following curious se(|tience of events was observed:
The lirsl i)atienl presented nothing out of the ordinary when he was hoss Ha!;;iii, ('. A.. ;iiiH Hclii-clrr. \. K.: ('Iiiiic:il ()lisrrv;i(iims (.n Karl.r Truni'li Kinit.
•1: mi-'IKl. Ocliilicr I'.M.".
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pitalized for cold injury. On the 14th day, it was found that all the toes of the
right foot, including the great toe, were so firmly held in dorsiflexion that even
after considerable force had been exerted the contraction could be overcome
only partly. This man stated tliat, in civilian life, 4 years before his induction
into the Army, his feet had been frozen and that a similar contraction of the
toes had occurred at that time.
The following day, the patient in the next bed, also on the 14th day of
hospitalization, presented the same type of contraction, also on the right side,
but without involvement of the great toe.
The circumstances naturally suggested hysterical contraction in both
cases, but in each instance the contraction was held so firmly and so constantly
throughout the day that the suggestion lost some weight. That night, both
patients were heavily sedated and their feet were examined after they were
soundly asleep. In each instance, the contracture was still present.
The next day, both patients were given ether anesthesia, under which complete relaxation of the contractures occurred. When Novocain was injected
into the belly of the extensor hallucis longus of the first patient, the distal
phalanx of the great toe relaxed but the proximal phalanx remained in dorsiflexion. In both patients, similar dorsiflexion could be induced in the unaffected
(left) feet by occlusion of the circulation by inflation above arterial pressure of a
blood pressure cuff placed around the thigh. The dorsiflexion was relaxed
when the cuff was deflated. This phenomenon could not be induced in the
flrst patient when he was under ether anesthesia. Dorsiflexion by the same
method was induced in a control patient on the first attempt but could not be
induced 48 hours later.
The first patient was kept under observation for 10 days after the appearance of the contracture. When he was evacuated, dorsiflexion was still present
but was less firm. The second patient was observed for 23 days. At the end
of this time, the contracture, although stiU present, could be readily overcome
by minimal pressure. The phenomenon induced in the left leg by varcular
occlusion could no longer be elicited.
A possible complication of trenchfoot or, more accurately, of a measure
adopted to prevent trenchfoot was so-called shoepac foot, which was observed
in both the Mediterranean and European theaters. This was an irritation of
the feet caused by the continuous wearing of damp socks within shoepacs, by
the heat generated within the shoepacs as the result of friction of wool socks
on the wool inner soles, or by the poor ventilation inherent in a shoe made
partly of rubber. The bafl of the foot was most often affected, but the irritation "also extended to tlie heel in some cases. Sometimes cleanliness, clean
socks, and a brief period of rest cleared up the trouble. Sometimes, however,
hospitaUzation was required for as long as 10 or 15jdays. The soldier could
usually be returned to fufl duty, but, if the causative conditions were permitted
to recur, recurrence of the trouble could be expected.
Continued observation of patients with trenchfoot in the Mediterranean
Theater of Operations showed only slow disappearance of residual complaints
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of pain and tenderness. Complaints were fewer in warm than in cold weather,
but long marclies were still not possible. During the winter of 1944-45, a
year after tlieir injuries had been sustained, many men still complained of
spontaneous aching wlienever the weather was cold and damp, and the ability
to walk and march was decidedly diminished, though the original level of
incapacity was not again reached.
In February and March 1945, Paddock ' studied intensively a number of
soldiers wlio had contracted trenchfoot in the Apennines from 4 to 8 weeks
earlier. All had injuries of mild to moderate severity, the damage being, on
tlie wliole, less severe than in the similar cases observed during the previous
winter. At this time, acute edema, gangrene, and pseudogangrene had disappeai-ed, and the chief residual complaint was pain, with tenderness of the
soles of the feet. The men could be divided into two main groups, those witli
complaints of vascular origin, with a tendency to coldness and cyanosis, and
those with complaints of neural origin, including pain on firm pressure over the
soles, superficial liypalgesia, loss of proprioception, diminution of temperature
discrimination, liyperliidrosis, and poor toe-flexion ability.
After employing a variety of tests and making numerous observations.
Paddock reached the following conclusions:
1. The capillaries and venules in the injured feet were apparently normal,
but the]-e was increased arteriolar tone, apparently secondary to increased
sympatlictic stimulation. There was no evidence of arteriolar obstruction.
2. In addition to superficial liypalgesia, there was frequently diminution
of tempei'ature, vibration, and position sense in the affected feet. Poor toe
flexion was not the result of any obvious structural abnormality. Deep-seated
sensitivity to cold was usually absent.
3. In trenchfoot of moderate severity, it seemed reasonable to conceive
of involvement of all the most superficial tissues of the foot, with a quantitative
variation from patient to patient with respect to special tissues affected. The
disabilities encountered in the later stages of mild to moderate cold injury were
apparently more dependent on neural changes than on vascular changes.
Microscopic evidence of damaged tissues tended to confirm this concept.
It was Paddock's opinion that the disabilities from which these men were
suffering would persist for yeai's, and that therapy directed at the blood vessels
and nonneural tissues would be ineffective. Observations at Mayo General
Hospital (p. 333) and otlier vascular centers in the Zone of Interior confirmed
this impression.
The European Theater
The end of the fighting in Europe in May 1945 accounts for the fact that
most of the residua of cold injury sustained in that theater were observed in
hospitals in the United States i-ather than overseas. As early as April, however,
the chief consultant in medicine in the European theater noted that cold
• Paddock, F. K.: Cliioiiic Disabilily in Mikl Cases of Trenoli Foot. New England .7, Med. 234:433-437, 28 Mar. 1940.
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injury promised to constitute a continuing problem because of the increased
susceptibility of tlie feet to trichopliytosis after it. In Essential Technical
Medical Data for the month ending 30 April 1945, the same observation was
made. It was also noted that a number of men with neglected cold injuries
were now presenting themselves for treatment. They had resisted evacuation
when they sustained their injuries during the hard fighting in December and
January of the previous winter, but now they were appearing with extreme
vascular changes, usually in the form of cold, clammy, blue feet, frequently
associated with edema.

OBSERVATIONS IN THE ZONE OF INTERIOR
The observations made on the 656 patients with trenchfoot treated at
Mayo General Hospital in 1944 and 1945 may be taken as typical of the late
clinical picture of cold injury of moderate to serious degree.
Exposure to Cold (Wet Cold)
Five hundred and eighty-six of these six hundred and fifty-six patients
sustained tlieir cold injuries after a single exposure in combat, the duration
varying from 3 to 54 days and averaging 14 days. The injuries occurred
between November 1943 and March 1944, at Cassino or on the Anzio beachhead,
and between October 1944 and January 1945 in France, Germany, Luxembourg,
Holland, and Belgium. In practically all instances, the environmental temperature had been in the neigliborhood of freezing or only slightly higher, and rain
had been almost continuous for long periods. For the most part, the men liad
lived in mud and water and had seldom been able to cliangc their shoes and
socks.
Sixty of the six hundred and fifty-six patients had suffered two attacks of
cold injury. The first exposure, which lasted from 1 to 60 days and averaged
15 days, occurred between November 1943 and March 1944 at Cassino, Venafro,
or the Anzio beachhead. The men were hospitalized for an average of 9 weeks
eacli, then were sent to convalescent or reconditioning centers before they were
returned to duty. The second exposure occvirred between August 1944 and
February 1945 in France, Holland, or Germany. All the patients had been
hospitalized overseas for a second time before being evacuated.
Ten men had suffered three exposures each, the first at Cassino, the second
at the Anzio beachhead, and the third in France, Germany, or Holland. They
were returned to duty after the first and second attacks, after varying periods
of hospitalization, and all reached the Zone of Interior about 2 months after
the third exposure.
Some men who had suffered single exposures had remained on a patient
status until thej^ were received in general hospitals in the United States.
Others had been returned to full duty after varying periods of hospitalization
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but had been unable to perform their duties. Some men who had sustained
tlieir injin-ics in Italy in the winter of 1943-44 had had the first evidence of
recurrent trouble during the march on Eome in July 1944 (p. 287). They
complained of their feet almost at once, and pain, swelhng, and blister formation eventually made them unable to keep up with their comrades in any kind
of physical endeavor.
The patients with trenchfoot observed at Maj^o General Hospital and
other vascular centers in the United States were seen between 2 and 13 months
after exposure. The average timelag was 4 months.
No correlation could be demonstrated between the duration of exposure
and the degree of resulting damage to the tissues in 633 patients with cold
injury treated at Mayo General Hospital (table 8). There was also nothing
in the histories to suggest that men who had suffered previously from trenchfoot or frostbite were any more likely to suffer from gangrene than were men
who had been exposed only once, though they were, obviously, more susceptible
to cold injury.
TABI,E

8.—Tissue damage in relation to duration of exposure in 63S patients with trenchfoot,
Mayo General Hospital'
Lesion

No loss of tissue
Superficial gangrene, slight
Superficial gangrene, severe
Partial loss of one or more toes or heel
Total unilateral loss of one or more toes__.
Unilateral loss of toes, partial loss of heel
Total bilateral loss of one or more toes
Bilateral loss of toes, partial loss of foot-.
Total loss of one or both feet

Number of
patients

Proportion
(percent)

Average period
of exposure
(days)

548
15
33
23
7
1
3
2
1

86.5
2. 4
5. 2
3. 6
1. 1
. 2
. 5
.3
. 2

14
6
9
7
12
4
6
7
12

' 10 percent of the patients who lost part of 1 or more toes or part of the heel and 7.7 percent of the patients who
experienced no loss of tissue had a previous history of frostbite.

Classification
Signs and symptoms of the later stages of trenchfoot observed in vascular
centers in the Zone of Interior fell into three general categories:
Predominance of excessive sympathetic activity.^—One hundred and fortyfive (22.1 percent) of the six hundred and fifty-six patients observed at Mayo
General Hospital presented symptoms and signs which seemed primarily the
result of excessive sympathetic activity. The skin temperatiu-e of the toes
was low, frequently lower than the environmental temperature. Hypcrhidrosis
was invariably present. It ranged from slightly more than the usual amount
of perspiration to an almost continuous flow of sweat which rolled off the foot
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in perceptible quantities. The amount was definitely increased by emotional
disturbances. The cooling effect produced by the evaporation of perspiration
was one explanation of whj^ the skin temperature was often lower than the
environmental temperature.
Cyanosis, particularly when the feet were dependent, was another prominent observation. Changes of color and temperature were often observed.
A blue, cold foot would become red and hot after exposure in a warm room or
after the man had walked a short distance in shoes. At other times, for no
apparent reason, a blue, cold foot would become red and hot, and then would
revert to its original status. Mottling was fairly common, sometimes as a
transient phenomenon and sometimes for longer periods. It assumed varying
patterns, sometimes in the same individual. For the most part, it took the
form of sharply demarcated areas of rubor interspersed with numerous areas
of pallor on a background of cyanosis.
Palpation of the large peripheral arteries in patients with signs of excessive sympathetic activitj^ and without gangrene revealed absence of the
dorsalis pedis pulsation on one side or both in about 6 percent of all cases
(table 9). The significance of this observation, if there was any, could not
be determined, since comparable observations were not made in normal subjects. There was no evidence of arteriosclerosis in any patient in this group.
Impairment of the blood supply to the muscles of the leg seemed extremely
unusual, a history of intermittent claudication being very seldom obtained.
TABLE

9.—Residual manifestations of trenchfoot 4 to 13 months after exposure in 619 -patients
without gangrene, Mayo General Hospital
[Frequency Is expressed as percentage of the total group]
Symptoms

Hypesthesia
Burning and tingling
Numbness
Nouritic pains
Tenderness in sole of foot
Aching

Frequency

41.
21.
16.
14.
14.
3.

5
9
6
3
1
8

Signs

Cyanosis
Sweating
Abnormaltics of gait
Coldness
Edema
Muscular atrophy
Stiffness of toes
Absence of pulsations in large
arteries

Frequency

59. 1
50.4
34.0
27.9
17.4
14. 9
10. 2
6.0

Tests of the efl&ciency of the circulation substantiated the view that the
symptoms and signs in this group of cases were caused primarily by excessive
sympathetic activity and not by organic involvement of the vascular supply
of the lower extremities. Oscillometric readings were carried out on the first
40 patients admitted but were discontinued when they revealed no significant
departures from normal. Indirect vasodilatation, accompHshed by applying
hot-water bags to the abdomen and chest and covering the patient with several
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wool blankets, was carried out in 25 cases. In all instances, the skin temperature of the feet, which was lower than normal at the beginning of the test,
rose to a level considered normal under the circumstances.
The reactive hj^ieremia test was performed on 10 patients with marked
cyanosis. In all instances, the flush, which appeared within 10 seconds, faded
out in 1 to 2 minutes. This type of reaction, which was interpreted as a
normal response to a period of anoxia of the cutaneous arterioles and small
vessels (capillaries and subpapillary venous plexuses), helped to rule out
occlusive disease of the blood vessels. Paravertebral lumbar sympathetic
block with procaine was carried out in 11 cases. In all instances, a normal
skin temperature response was obtained, while, at the same time, cyanosis was
replaced by a pink coloration of the feet. Hyperhidrosis also disappeared
transiently.
Predominance of peripheral-nerve involvement.—Sixty-three (9.6 percent)
of the six hundred and fifty-six patients with trenchfoot observed at the Mayo
General Hospital Vascular Center presented symptoms and signs indicative
of some type of peripheral-nerve involvement. Few objective abnormahties
were noted in this group of cases, except that the feet, at rest, appeared pale.
The chief complaint was tenderness in the sole of the foot, at times so severe
that even the slightest pressure on the part could not be tolerated. Some men
could not walk at all, or could walk only by putting the weight on the heel or
along the lateral aspect of the foot.
Anesthesia was infrequent. Many patients had areas of hyperesthesia to
cotton wool and pinpricks, corresponding closely to the sites sensitive to deep
pressure. These areas also included the dorsal surfaces of the toes and the
dorsum of tiie foot. There were frequent complaints of various types of
paresthesias, such as burning and stinging sensations, shooting pains, sensations
of numbness in the toes, and a feehng of pins and needles in the toes.
Combined sympathetic activity and peripheral-nerve involvement.—Four
hundi-cd and forty-eight (68.3 percent) of the six hundred and fifty-six patients
observed at A^Iayo General Hospital presented sj^mptoms or signs of both
excessive sympathetic activity and some type of peripheral-nerve involvement.
Many in tliis category (as well as in the other categories) entered the hospital
still showing considerable desquamation of thick epidermis on the plantar
surfaces of the feet (fig. 77). As the process of desquamation was completed,
tliin, new skin was revealed. Twenty-eight patients had prominent swelling
of the toes and somewhat less marked swelling of the feet (fig. 78). This
swelhng did not disappear with rest in bed and elevation of the extremities but
sometimes responded to treatment with typhoid vaccine (p. 337).
Most of the men presented varying degrees of atrophy of the small muscles.
As a result, the arches of the feet seemed abnormally high (figs. 79 and 80).
This phenomenon was particularly conspicuous in 11 cases. It was not possible
to determine whether it was a nonspecific response to disuse or was part of the
pathologic change in the syndrome of trenchfoot. The latter theory seems
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AFI]' (Mayo (ill) (32-1

]"i(iriU'; 77.-- -Typical byiicrkci-alosis of skin observed in late treiiclifoot. Note
wrinkling, fissurinf;;. and inaceralion, sin-iilar to findings ol)served after long iniinci'sion of
feet in -water. Xote also dry gangrene at tijw of toes. Tliere was marla-d cyanosis on
de])endeney. Tlie jxdient coin])lain(>d of severe, tlirot)l)ing ])ain in the rigiit foot. l]xamin:ition sh()\v(,'d normal pulsalions in the ])('rii)heral arteries on both sides.
This infantryman sustain(Ml bis cold injury in Jjuxembourg, in November ]i)44, after
3 days' exijosiire to very cold, wet w(>ather, with snow. In the liattalion aid station, he
con-iplained of consideralile burning and ])ain. Both feet were swollen. Multiple blisters,
filled with blood, ai)i)eared on l)oth feet after 2 hours' ex|50sure to a hot stove.

more rcaaoiiahlc in the light of llio liistologic aUoralions in tho inusclos and
nerves described by Friedman (p. 250) as j^ai'l of llie initial jiatliologic cliange
in trenchl'oot. Whellier or not this atrophy is reversible can bo determined
only by long-t(>rni followti]) studies. Some ])atients at Mayo General Hospital
showed no Ix'iieficial effects from the intensive and prolonged program of
exercises designed to utilize the small muscles of the fool and still presented
(■onsideral)h> atrophy at the time of disposition.
Other Observations
At the time they were admitted to Mayo General ITospital, an average
of 4 montlis after injury had been sustained, occasional ])atients still presented
vesicle formation. Frequently, one or more loenails had faUen off, leaving
the nail bed exposed (fig. 81). In other instances, the nails were distorted,
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l"'j(iiiijio vs. P<Tsis(('ii1 swclliii.n of feet in late trcnclifdol. A. Ai)p('ar:ui(:c of feet
■1 iiiDiiflis nffcr injury, showinf^ f;ranulatin,n wouucls of bodi iircat foc^i, wifli infcclfon anil
(isfconiyclif.is. jNolc iicrsistciil swi'llint; of toes and dorsum of fool. l'>. A])|)caranc(: of
fccf after i'('\ision of ain|)u(afion slunijjs.
This infanfi-yinan suslaiiicd his cold injui-y in (icrinany, in Xovcnilicr 1944, after 8 days'
exposure lo fold, wet wealher, with snow. The first note on the record mentions bilateral
sweUiuK of t.h(> feet, with dee]) f;an!j,rene of the tips of all the toes. Treatment consisted of
bilateral lumbar sym|)atliectomy, aui])utatiou of t(jes, and the ap])lieafiou of split-thickness
skiu grafts to l)oth .threat toes. The grafts did not take, and revision of the stum|)s was
iieiH'Ssary.

mid lli(M-(' Mils considerable debtia l)eiiea(li lh(>in. Detinatojjliytosis was a
coniinon llndiiii;'.
Ill .'M eases, there was eT(>at stid'iiess of llie toes, and llie skin was sbiiiy
aiid seemed firmly adaelied lo the imderlyino- tissues. Sometimes the great
toe was widely separated from the olhei's and was eilhei- flexed (fig. 79) or was
]iy|)erex(end(>d in (he form of a pseiido-Habinski sign. This phenomenon eonld
])robal)ly be explained by disnsiy There was no correlation between the degree
of stilfness pres(-nt and the se\-erily of the original injtiry.
()sleo])orosis was a fairly common observation in the moi'e severe cases.
It: sometimes disapix'ared after '■] or 4 months of phx'sical activity, but as a
rule there was not nnicli difl'erinice betw(-en the roentgenograins taken on
admission and (he final roentgeiiograms (akeii beforo dis])osilion. T!u> bone
changes, like muscle atroj)hy, could he ex|)lained either as the response to a
long jx'riod of inaciivity or as an integral j)art of (he trenchfoot syndrome.
As with a.d'opliy, whedier or not os(eoporosis represenis an irreversible change
ill cold injury can be detei'mined only by long-term follown]) studies.
Superficial and Deep (Taiigrcnc
A study of the early records of ])iitien(s admitted to (lie trcMichfoot centei's
suggesled (ha( by (lie (inie a man wi(li (renclifool had reached a fixed instafla,(ion i(: could usiiallv he de(eriniii(>d whedier or no( he would evcMidially lf)se
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1''IOI;HE 79.—Atropliy of small muscles of fcK'f, characteristic separation of sreat too
from others (])seiido-Bal)iiisld sign), and moderate heel \valki?ig, 9 months after injury.
'J'his jjatient sustained his cold injury in France, in October 19-14, after 7 days' (!xpo.sure
to cold, wet weather, but not to freczins temperatures. The clinical cour.s(> was characterized
by excessive coldness of the feet, cyanosis, hyperhidrosis, stilfncss and numbness of the toes,
and jjain in both feet, ('yanosis and hyjierhidrosis were still jjresont 9 months after injury
but al)ility to flex the toes on the riglit foot had returned.

aiij' significant amount of tissue. Fifty-three of tlie patients admitted to Maj'o
Oeneral Hospital still ])]-esented small areas of superficial gangrene, usually on
the medial aspect of the foot (fig. 81) or the tips of the toes. The heels wore
affected much less often. For the most ])art, these gangrenous tissues separated
spontaneously, revealing normal tissues beneath (fig. SIC and D). .In a nimib(>r
of cases, the original lesions suggested tlic presence of a mtich more severe ty])e
of involvement than subsefpient events proved to exist. These observations
sup|3orled the general o])inion that conservatism should be practiced in the
early management of trenchfoot complicated by gangrene.
Observations from other vasctilar centers and from Camp Carson (p. 193)
were to the same effect. At Camp Carson, 400 patients, about 8 percent of
the total numbei- admitted, had gangrenous areas of some d(>grec when they
arrived. It was regarded as significant, however, and the data were utilized
in outlining the plan of management in these cases, that about half of the
other ])atients received also had liad areas of gangrene, which had healed
spontaneously, earlier in the cotu'se of the injury. In 50 of the 400 patients
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AKIP (Alayo Cll) (JOT-l
l''i(iiiitio 80.
Atrophy (if small inusclcs of f(}ct and ])('j-i])li(>ral ncurilis in late trciiclifoot.
JXDIC marked a( r(ii)hy cf small muscles of both fee( S monIlls after injury.
Tliis infantryman sustained his eold injury in ilaly, in Deceniher li)-l:i, afl.er 7 days'
exposure to cold, wet, \V(>atlier hut. nov fo freezing temperatures. 'J'lie clinical coui-se was
characterized by l)ila,tei'al s\\-ellin,n of the feel, cyanosis, and <'levaled cutaneous tem])era.t.ures.
<!a.nf!;r(Mie did nof develop. The patient comjilaiued of achin.i;-, ])ainful s(Misati()ns, and numbness. He was i-eturned t.o dut\- .5 months after e\])osure but had fo be rehospilalized after
:{ months of duty because of af;gra\ation of all .symiitoms. A(. this time, lie complained of
fint^lint!,' a.nd burniu!;' sensations and fjreat tenderness (ju the jjlantar surfaces of the feet;
all SNUnptoms W(U-e increased by extremes of l(uui)era.liu-e. Areas of hypesthesia and anestli(!sia
\V(U'e present, on both feel.

wlio ari'ivcd with ji;ani!,-r<Mi(', healing pi'ogTossod so salisfaclorily tliaf spontaneous
separation of (lie nonvial)le tissues occurred, and ])lastic re\'ision of tlie scars
was nof necessaiA'. (itmo-rene of a degTcH' re(|uiring ani])ulation above liie
ani<le was encountered in only three ])atients, all of whom were transferred
to ainputaiion centers. The remaining ;j47 ])atieiits required only ajnjjutation
of localized gangrenous ])a!ls or some ty])e of surgical revision of tlie scar left^
aftei- s])ontan(>ous sei)iira,fion of the gangretious areas.
The o7 patients with dee|) gangrene and subsequent extensive loss of
tissue, observed at Mayo (ieneral lTosi)ital, may be considered as being typical
of all i)a,tients in this category. They had sulfei'ed only a single exposure,
ranging from 1 to :>4 dtiys and averagings days, either in Italy, between Noveml)er 1!)4;) and March 1944, oi' on th(> Western Fj'ont, between October 1944 and
-lanuai'y 1945. In some instances, according to the records, gangrene had
been i)resenl when (he j)atients reached the battalion aid station. More often,
it appeared after (i to 10 days of hos])italiza(ion. Sometimes uleeration and
infection hail also occurred befon^ (h(> men receiv(>d any medical aid. The
(levelopnient- of gangrene hiid sometimes been preceded by the appearance of
large hemoi'rhagic blisters, after which the involved areas ({uickly l)eea,me
black and mummifi(>d.
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AFir {AEayo Gil) 58'1-1, 581-2, .Wl-U
FuiruE 81.-—Su])(M'fic-iaI gaiigi-ciic in late trciiclifoot. A. Ai)])(!ararK'(^ of feet 2 inonlliK
after iiijui\v, when areas of sui)e]-ficial KHi'Si't'H'- ">> tlw- medial asp(!ct of llu; right foot wer(!
becoming demarcated from normal tissu(\ At this time, tlie jiatfeiit comi)laiii(^d of Ktiffness
of the toes and tenderness in llu' sole; on the ap])licat.ion of jiressiire. Clyanosis was cons])ieiious. I'ulsations in the perijilieral arteries of botli feet were normal. B. Plantar vicnv
of feel 2 months after injury. Xote gangrene of ])lantar surface of tips of toes of both feet
and scaly a])j)earance of skin before dos((uamation. ('. Appearance of fe(!t 2 months later.
The superficial areas of gangrene cm the medial aspect of the right foot are completol,y healed,
and only areas of pigmentation indicate their sites. A number of nails have Ix^cn lost. Tlie
feet were now less cyanotic, and the toes, less stilt. D. Plantar view of feet at same time
as view ('. The areas of superficial gangrene on the tijis of the toes are completely healed,
and the dead e|)idermis has separated, leaving normal skin.
I'his patient, sustainc'd his in,jury in France, in October 1944, after G days' exposure to
cold, wet weather but not to freezing temjjcratures.

All of the patients with deep gangrene sccin to litivc, prescMited Lho aamo
general clinical pictui'c in the first stages of their injury as did the men who did
not develo]) gangrene, the only difl'erenco being that all their symptoms and
signs had apparently been severe. Swelling, cyanosis or pallor, blister formation, severe ])ain, and numbness of the feet wore invariably observed.
Although the gangrene which was present in some cases of cold injury
res(>mbl('d the gangrene present in other v^iscular disorders, gangrene associated
with trenchfoot presented certain features ])eculiar to the original injmy. It
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varied widely in extent. Pain was not associated either with the gangrenous
process itself or with the resulting ulceration. Intense vasospasm was a
frequent observation. Extensive arterial obliteration proximal to the gangrenous areas was not observed. Finally, the incidence of infection was
extremely high.
In the 37 cases of deep gangrene observed at Mayo General Hospital, as
in other, similar cases, the process differed from the gangrene observed in
thromboangiitis obliterans, arteriosclerosis, and other obliterative vascular
diseases, chiefly because the reduction in the circulation of the foot regularly
present in those diseases as the result of obliterative vascular changes was
generally absent in trenchfoot. Eelatively normal circulation was observed
in trenchfoot when vasoconstrictor impulses were eliminated, which is contrary to the usual course of events in the obliterative disorders. When the
gangrenous process had extended into the dorsum of the foot, the dorsalis
pcdis pulsation was not palpable, and the pulsation of the posterior tibial
artery was likely to be absent also.
Rest pain, which is characteristic of the obliterative diseases, seldom
occurred in the late stages of trenchfoot, even when ulceration was present.
Initially, rest pain might be very distressing in patients with trenchfoot (p. 271),
regardless of whether or not gangrene had developed, but after an interval of
weeks or months it usually disappeared completely or almost completely.
Infection does not usually complicate gangrene in the obliterative diseases,
but it was frequently in trenchfoot associated with deep gangrene. Skin
defects can only occasionally be repaired by grafts in the obliterative vascular
diseases, but they could often be successfully covered by this method in cases
of deep gangrene following cold injury.
The deep gangrene observed in trenchfoot also differed from that seen
in Raynaud's disease and similar disorders, in which the process, even when
associated with ulceration, is generally superficial and limited. All of these
disorders are alike in that obliterative arterial changes are usually limited to
the actual gangrenous areas or, perhaps, to the areas immediately proximal.
Patients with Raynaud-like disorders and with frostbite tend to have few
symptoms connected with gangrene other than cold sensitivity and hyperhidrosis, which are the rule in the former group of diseases and are very common in frostbite also. In trenchfoot and immersion foot, on the other hand,
the most distressing symptoms observed were the result of damage to nerves
and muscles in the foot proximal to the area of gangrene. Areas of hypesthesia
or hyperesthesia, muscle atrophies, and contractures were relatively common
in gangrene associated with trenchfoot. Almost all patients had pain on weight
bearing. However, these symptoms, as well as hyperhidrosis, coldness and
cyanosis, were also prevalent in patients without gangrene and therefore could
not be attributed to postural difficulties resulting from ischemic loss of tissue.
The infection associated with superficial gangrene in cold injury was
usually minimal. In deep gangrene, it was usually extensive and therefore
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was a serious jji'obleni, Though uifi'ctiou was not a piivl of tlio primary
patJiologic process, the circuinslaiu'es under wJiieli cold injui-y occurred
naturally favored its developmcMit. The hygiene of the feet was often necessarily neglected under conditions of combat:. At. the time of ex]josure, the
shoes and socks were often w(>t and sometimes luid not been chaugetl for (hiys
01' even w(>eks. Bleb formation, maceration and desfiuamation of the skin,
and loss of the nails were favored by the constant, wetness of th(> feet and the
isciiemia which ri-sulted from exposui'e. These lesions, though minor in
themselves, sei'ved as j30i'tals of enti'y for ])athogenic organisms.
WluMi ])atients M'ilh (le(>p gangrene Avere first, seen in Zone of Interior
hos])itals, the gangi'enous pai'ts were often pai-tially sejjarated by a line of
demarcation bathed in foul-smelling pui'ulent e.xudate. Blehs were often
pi'csent.. Sometimes there was evidcMice of extensive bleb formal ion throughout
all the gangi'cMious area. 'I'he iid'ection was invariably mixed, with j^enicillinresislaiit. and sulfonamid(>-resistanl J>(ici//us proleuK and Bdci/lu.s ])!/i>ei/(ineiis
pi'i'sent in addition to oth(>r oi-ganisms.
()ft(Mi, when the gangrene appeared to be of the di-y type, removal of tlu*
gangrenous tissue at the line of d(>marcation would reveal undei-lying jjools of
pui'ulcMit exu(hit(> (fig. 82). OsteoniA'elitis was fretjuently present in this type

A

B
AI.'IP (.%[:iyo OH) .TO,")-!

I'lcruE 82.—])('(■]) fj;uii,i>ToiK' of toes of botli feet in lute stiigc of ti'<!iichfoot. A. Appcariiiicc of feet 2 months after injury, wtion areas of dry ii;ungr('n(! \v('r<> becoming- domarcatcid
from normal tissue. Tlie lin(> of demarcation was l)atlu'd in fonl-smclling, ])nruk'nt discliargc. At tliis time, tlic ])afi('nt comjjlaincd of linrning, tinglinii;, and iiuml)ness of tlie toes
and excessive s\v(>ating, Tlierc were areas of liypcstliesia on lb(> dorsal and medial surfaces
of tlic right foot. ]k)tli feet were extremely cyanotic on dei)endency. Oscillometric readings and ))ulsations in tlie periplu>ral arteries were normal on l)oth sides. 1). Apjiearance
of feet 5 months after injiu'y, after Ijilateral lumbar sympathectomy, ani])utation of gangrenous toes, and iiedicle graft to left foot. The j)atient was walking well when he was discharged a month later.
This infantryman sustained his injury in Aachen, Germany, in November ]i)44, after
G days' ex))osure to cold, wet weather, with snow.
4S8404>—5S
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of case, as well as in cases of wet gangrene, and showed a tendency to proximal
spread, in contrast to soft tissue infection, which showed little tendency to
invade adjacent intact soft tissues.
DIAGNOSIS OVERSEAS
Accurate diagnosis in the battalion aid station and other forward installations is of the greatest importance in cold injury. If the soldier is really
suffering from cold trauma, unless it is of the mildest and most superficial type,
he must be evacuated to a general hospital for definitive treatment, which is
usually prolonged. If he is suffering merely from cold feet, a fungous infection,
trauma from improperly fitted footgear or some such cause, poor pedal hygiene,
or an orthopedic condition, he can usually be treated in the division clearing
station or the evacuation hospital, depending upon the evacuation pohcy in
force at the time, and can be promptly returned to his unit. The details of
triage are discussed elsewhere (p. 307).
The diagnosis of trenchfoot, when once the possibility of the condition
was realized, seldom offered much difficulty in World War II, especially when
objective findings were present. It was sometimes a serious problem in cases
seen late, in which objective findings had been minimal throughout or in which
they had completely disappeared. Patients in the latter group complained of
aches and pains in their feet, often to the point of incapacitation, and admitted
no relief from any kind of treatment. No satisfactory objective tests were
available to aid in diagnosis, and even neuropyschiatric consultation frequently failed to solve the problem. The question of possible malingering
was, of course, alwa.ys a factor in such cases.
Useful points in the diagnosis of cold injury in forward installations
included the following considerations:
1. The history.—A casualty who had been exposed to cold and wet for a
prolonged period of time and who complained of pain or loss of sensation in the
feet presumably was suffering from trenchfoot. On the other hand, there was
no definite correlation between the length and severity of the exposure and the
severity, or even the existence, of cold injury. Seventy-two hours was the
average period of incubation, but some men suffered their injuries after an
exposure of 12 hours or even less, and some did not begin to complain for many
days.
2. The branch oj service.—Trenchfoot is so predominately a disease of
frontline combat infantrjonen that many medical officers in World War II
thought the diagnosis questionable when it was made in noncombat troops and
would not accept it without corroboration of the circumstances of injury.
3. Symptoms.—The. most constant symptom of cold injury was pain,
worse at night. Areas of hypesthesia or true anesthesia were also corroborative. An important differential point, in the absence of objective findings,
was that patients suffering from cold injury almost universally stated that they
were most comfortable when they were cool and when their feet were exposed
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to tlie air at room temperature. Men whose feet were merely cold, or whose
complaints were entirely imaginary, were always eager to warm their feet.
4. Signs.—In the forward installations, the appearance of the feet varied,
the findings depending upon the timelag between the injury and the first
examination by a medical officer. The feet might be red and extremely tender
or blanched. Swelling might or might not be present. Blebs might be present
or absent. Gangrene and ulceration might already have set in.
One point to be borne in mind in forward installations was the possibility
of the occurrence of cold injuries in association with other injuries. It was
pointed out at the Paris Conference on Trench Foot in January 1945 (p. 179)
that, if a casualt.y was brought into a field hospital with wounds in the chest or
abdomen, it might be a long time before his boots were removed and it was
discovered that he was also suffering from trenchfoot. This was a particularly
unfortunate error. It was often observed that men with otlier injuries,
particularly abdominal injuries, tolerated cold poorly, and serious damage to
the feet might occur while all the attention was concentrated on the battle
wound. Ariev'" pointed out that the cold injury in such cases might be
sustained after the other injury, while the man was still lying in the field, or in
the course of his transportation to a hospital.
It was also found to be important to examine the feet for possible cold
injury before an injury of the extremity was splinted. It was pointed out at
the Paris conference that much damage could be done to a man suffering from
cold injury as well as from a compound fracture of the femur if a traction strap
were put over the instep before the shoe had been removed and the foot
examined. The risk of damage of tliis origin could be avoided by the use in
the field of skin traction with adhesive instead of a traction strap.
Diflferential diagnosis.—The differential diagnosis of trenchfoot and frostbite was not very important. The all-inclusive diagnosis of cold injury would
have been better from every standpoint. The differentiation in World War II
rested upon the arbitrary distinction that the former occurred when the temperature was above freezing and the latter when the temperature was 32° F.
(0° C.) or lower. This distinction was readily made early in the winter, when
the temperatures were generallj^ mild, and later in the winter, when they were
generally severe. When temperatures were borderline, particularly when
they were above freezing during the day and were freezing or lower during the
night, there was often considerable confusion. Clinically, the feet looked much
the same in both conditions, and about the only subjective distinction possible
was that the patient was frequently aware of the precise time that he had been
frostbitten, whereas the onset of trenchfoot was always insidious. Highaltitude frostbite, for obvious reasons, was not a consideration in forward
installations of the Army.
The difficulties of the differential diagnosis of trenchfoot and frostbite
and the associated problems which arose in the award of the Purple Heart
i» Arlev, T. V.: Fundamental Outlines of Piesont Day Knowledge on Frostbite. Mcdgiz, Moscow, 1943.
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came down, in the end, to purely administrative considerations.
discussed in detail elsewhere (p. 191).

They are

Special Tests
The development of clinical criteria and of simple objective tests which
could be applied under military conditions would be of inestimable value for
purposes of triage at various levels of medical care and for determining when
the soldier who had been hospitalized with a cold injury could be returned to
TABLE

10.—Classification and disposition of trenchfoot cases used at the 108th General Hospital,
European theater

Classification

TTistorv

JL L i*;j \j\j L j __ — -■— -.,^ — ^^ — '—^

Trenchfoot—mild
(first degree)

Trenchfoot—moderate
(second degree)

Trenchfoot—severe
(third degree)

Only mild swelling
during hypcremic
stage. Could always walk in shoes
without much
pain.

Could replace shoes
and walk with difficulty during hyperemic stage.
Edema subsides
within 1 week.

Unable to replace
shoes or walk in
hyperemic stage.
Edema persists for
more than 1 week.

Edema less marked.
May have small
localized areas of
ecchymosis.

Marked edema and
hyperemia. Usually large areas of
intracutaneous ecchymosis with occasional bhsters
and gangrene
rarely.
May be only characteristic red flush
of foot with edema
and accentuation
of color on dependency.
Marked to complete
loss of active toe
motion. Walking
impossible or very
diflicult up to over
30 days.

Physical findings and
appearance:
Hypcrcmic stage.__ Very few or no objective findings.
Walking without
pain or disability.

Posthypercmic
stage.

Motor function of
foot.

Disposition

do

Walking without
pain or disability.

Hold in ComZ
units (ambulatory)
for return to duty
under 30 days.

Color of foot slightly changed on dependency. No
edema.

Motor function of
toes is fair to
good. Walking
possible within 10
to 15 days of cessation of edema
and with only
mild discomfort.
U. K. (ambulatory
or litter).

ZI (litter).
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full or limited duty. No such criteria or tests were developed during World
War II. The classification scheme devised during the special study of trenchfoot at the 108th General Hospital in the European theater (table 10) remained
about as useful as any.
The special tests employed overseas in World War II did not prove useful.
Boland and his associates, who made skin temperature studies in patients seen
1 to 4 weeks after injury, concluded that this method might be of value in
determining the severity of injury early in the course of trenchfoot but that it
was of little help in later cases associated with cold sensitivity. The ischemicpain test devised at the 15th General Hospital " as a diagnostic and prognostic
aid had rather extensive testing, but it proved too variable to be of any value in
determining progress of the condition. It also had the basic disadvantage
that the results were essentially an interpretation by the patient of his own
complaints, wliich made it a priori of questionable usefulness. Furthermore,
as Paddock noted in his studies with it, complaints were likely to become
intensified as hospitalization continued. It was found, in fact, that only
soldiers of "undeviating character and morale" could resist the temptation,
when furnished the opportunity, to enlarge upon their foot troubles. This
test did not prove reliable when it was employed in Zone of Interior vascular
centers.
NOTE.—The clinical details of high-altitude frostbite are reported elsewhere (p. 13). The tropical type of cold injury experienced on Leyte is also
reported elsewhere (p. 211), since it was a unique and limited experience.
Finally, as a matter of convenience, all details of recurrent trenchfoot are
discussed under the heading of epidemiology (p. 381).
II Sdicctcr, A. E,, and Ragan, C. A.: Trench Foot: The Diagnostic Value of "Iscliemic Pain." Bull. U. S. Army M.
Dept. No. 89, pp. 98-100, June 1945.

CHAPTER XI

Therapy and Disposition Overseas
The treatment of trenchfoot has never been really satisfactory. No
specific and definitive methods of management were devised in World War
II, nor have any been developed since. As was pointed out in the preceding
chapter, recovery from cold injury is slow. Kehabilitation is difficult of accomplishment, often ps.ychically as well as physically. Sequelae are frequent and
are often permanent.
The final effect of trenchfoot in United States soldiers wlio fought in
World War II has not yet been fully assessed. The residua are now the responsibility of the Veterans' Administration. They are also often encountered
by physicians in private practice, whose evaluation of them may be hampered
by their unfamiliarity with a condition which has no precise counterpart in
civilian life.
In the last year of World War II, the treatment of cold injury was more
or less standardized according to the principles set forth in War Department
Technical Bulletin (TB MED 81) (appendix A) published 4 August 1944.
These principles, which had been formulated chiefly on the basis of the experience in Italy in the winter of 1943-44 ' were modified as was required by expediency, theater practices, local tactical conditions, and the needs of the
special patient. As the experience with trenchfoot increased, numerous methods of management reached the Uterature or were summarized in official
reports. Some of tliese metliods wore entirely illogical or even bizarre. Those
which were of any value revolved around certain general principles.

EVACUATION AND TRIAGE
In an overseas theater of operations, evacuation and triage are component parts of therapy. Triage, which is the classification of patients according
to the type of medical care which their injuries require, is also determined
by the point in the chain of evacuation at which medical care, for tactical
and other reasons, can be carried out.
The policy eventually developed in World War II, which proved fairly
satisfactory, was as follows: When the man with cold injury reached the battalion aid station or clearing station, either by litter carry, by ambulance, or
on foot, it was the duty of tlie first medical officer who saw him to determine
1 Report, Lt. Col. Fiorindo A. Simeono, MC, to the Surgeon, Fifth U. S. Army, subject: Trenchfoot in tlic Italian
Campnipn 3943-45.
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that his injuries had been caused by cold. If they were, it was the officer's
further duty to determine whether they were of such a degree as to require
evacuation farther to the rear. It was necessary to separate casualties who
required definitive care from those who, with a little rest and encouragement,
a cup of coffee or other stimulant, a cigarette, a change of socks, and similar
simple measures, could promptly return to duty. Similar triage was carried
out at each subsequent medical installation, so that, at least theoretically,
only men who really required definitive treatment were evacuated to the rear
as far as an evacuation hospital or a general hospital in the communications
zone.
Triage obviously required careful clinical judgment and practical assessment of the need for, and the possibilities of, treatment. It was usually conducted on the simple plan that all men with objective signs (swelling, edema,
blisters, discoloration of the feet) were evacuated farther to the rear, eventually to a general hospital. Men without objective signs were frequently
sent to a designated medical facility, where they were kept under close observation for 48 hours or a little longer. In the Third U. S. Army, for instance,
one or more medical companies of a medical gas-treatment battahon ^ were
utilized for this purpose, in addition to an evacuation hospital. If objective
changes were going to occur, they occurred, as a rule, within 24 to 48 hours
and were unlilvcly to occur after this time.
Men who presented objective changes within this period were evacuated
to general hospitals. Those who did not were retained in the holding unit,
under a 10-day holding policy, after which, if their condition was satisfactory,
they were returned to their units. A considerable number of men were thus
salvaged wlio might otherwise have been lost to combat units. On the other
hand, it was far better to evacuate a man who might later prove to be suffering
merely from cold feet than to return a soldier with an overlooked cold injury
to the fine, only to have his lesion progress to such a stage that it caused months
of disability.
The system of evacuation and triage used in the European Theater of
Operations in World War II (chart 5) provided a number of ways in which the
individual casualty with trenchfoot who had reached an evacuation or a general
hospital could be returned to dutj^ or otherwise disposed of after hospitalization.
His disposition, naturally, was related to the severity of his injury.
A man with mild injuries might bo sent from an evacuation hospital to a
convalescent liospital or a speciallj^ designated medical holding unit, such as a
medical gas-treatment battalion. If his status after release from the convalescent liospital was still indeterminate, he might be sent to a holding unit
for further observation. From this unit, he could either be returned to duty
or sent to a general hospital for additional treatment. After treatment at a
! I'lic modlcal Rixs-ti-oatmcnt battalion was an organization set up for the special treatment of gas casualties in the
event that chemical warfare should be employed by the enemy. Since it was well located and was equipped for convalescent and holding medical functions and since it was not needed for the purpose for which it was establishcid, one
or more companies were converted to the management of casualties whose cold injuries were minimal and who, It was
hoped, could be promi>tly returned to duty.
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CHART

5.—Flow of cold injury casualties through medical channels, European theater
Duty

Division area

Mild, return in 48 hours or less

Bat-talion aid station
Collecting station
Clearing station

Holding unit
(medical gas
treatment battalion)

Army area

Communications
zone

Field hospital
or
Evacuation hospital

Mild
(ambulatory)

Convalescent
hospital
(Army)

>

General hospital
(Continent)

Moderate
(ambulatory)

General hospital
(United Kingdom)

Study Group
108th General Hospital

Convalescent or rehabilitation hospital, camp/
or replacement center

Zone of Interior

I

I

general hospital he mightTbe transferred to a rehabilitation hospital or to a
camp whence he would be sent directly to duty after reconditioning.
A man with moderately severe injuries might be sent to a convalescent
hospital from a general hospital, for further observation. From the convalescent hospital, he might be sent to a rehabilitation hospital or to a camp
whence he would eventually be assigned to duty. If, however, his injuries
were lilvcly to require relatively long treatment, he would be sent from the general hospital on the Continent to a general hospital in the United Kingdom
Base. There his disposition would depend upon the outcome of treatment.
A man with severe injuries, who obviously could not be returned to duty,
would be evacuated directly from a general hospital on the Continent to a
hospital in the Zone of Interior as soon as he was able to travel.
Effective triage in such a condition as cold injury is necessarily based
on some general system of classification. In some areas, the original policy
was to send a man with any edema, however slight, to a general hospital but
to send a man whose feet were merely white and cold to the medical companies
438404'-—58-
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of a medical gas-treatment battalion. These and similar systems of differentiation were eventually replaced by the classification of injuries into mild,
moderate, and severe types (p. 280), according to the criteria devised at the
lOStli General Hospital hi Paris, which served as a special research center.
The Hmitations of this classification, like those of other classifications, were
clearly recognized, and it was advised for use with the understanding that it
was to serve merely as a guide and was to be interpreted broadly.
THE ALEUTIANS
There was no uniformity of treatment of the cold injuries sustained in the
Alctitians campaign either initially or in Zone of Interior hospitals.^
Initial Treatment
For all practical purposes, when the soldier on Attu sustained a cold
injury, he did whatever seemed to him best for it. Some men simply rested
as best they could, using no active measures. Some massaged the feet, sometimes with oil. They had been warned before the invasion not to rub their
feet with snow if they became frostbitten, and medical officers had also been
cautioned against vigorous massage. Nearly all the men kept their feet elevated
when this was possible. Some found greatest relief by keeping the thighs and
legs flexed.
Large numbers of casualties, as noted elsewhere (p. 88), were obliged to
evacuate themselves by crawling if they could not walk, since Utter carries
were often impossible.
Immediate treatment on the hospital ships consisted of general warming
measures, warm food and drink, morphine for the control of pain, and plasma
infusions when they were indicated. All patients were given sulfanilamide
by mouth, and sulfanilamide was applied locally, in the form of cream or
repeated sprays. The feet were then wrapped in sterile dressings.
In the Aleutians, as in all other theaters, tetanus toxoid was given routinely
to all casualties from cold injury, on the ground that it was impossible to
predict the cases in which tetanus might be a risk.
Subsequent Treatment
No standardized plan of treatment was in effect in the various hospita,ls
to which these casualties were admitted, and treatment therefore varied in
some respects from one institution to another.
183d Station Hospilal.—At the 183d Station Hospital at Fort Eichardson,
Alaska, which received the first casualties, the objective of treatment was the
»(!) Anmiiil Roport, Sui-ROon, 183(1 Station Hospital, 1943. (2) Lesser, A.: Report on Immersion Foot Casualties From
the Rattle of Attu. Ann. Siirg. 121:257-271, March 1944. (3) Patterson, R. H.; Effect of Prolonged Wet and Cold on the
Extremities, Bull. U. S. Army M. Dept. No. 75, April 1944.
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control of swelling and transudation and the relief of local heat. This was
accomplished by cleansing and elevation of the parts, sterile dressings, and
cooling by exposure to temperatures lower than room temperature. Electric
fans and icepacks were used in selected cases for the first several days. Lanolin,
cocoa butter, or some bland oil was used three times a day to prevent cracking
of the skin and subsequent secondary infection. Active and passive exercises
were instituted promptlj^, and walkhig was resumed as soon as possible.
McCaw General Hospital.—At McCaw General Hospital, Walla Walla,
Wash.,* the patients fell into two groups, 25 who were received soon after
injury and 27 who were received later, by transfer from the Northwest Pacific
Area.
The 25 patients received soon after injury included 10 men who went to
Attu by submarine (p. 93). All 25 had been among the advance scouts of the
invasion. Nine were evacuated primarily for battle wounds but also had cold
injuries.
These patients were evacuated by ship to Barnes General Hospital and
then, after a staj^ of about 4 days, were transferred to McCaw General Hospital.
All of them were phj^sically exhausted and almost all had lowered red blood
cell counts, lowered hemoglobin levels, and moderate to high leukocytosis.
Six patients were transfused. All were placed on iron-vitamin therapy
and were given high-caloric diets.
Suppurative and gangrenous areas on 30 of the 50 feet had to be treated
by immediate debridement and drainage, the debridement in some instances
including removal of affected bone. The great toes were most frequently
involved in the gangrenous processes. Local therapy after debridement consisted of dressings of Azochloramid in triacctin, activated zinc peroxide emulsions, or physiologic salt solution. Intact skin in the region of the wounds
was covered with a protective coating of compound tincture of benzoin, over
which a mixture of zinc oxide ointment and castor oil was applied, to prevent
irritation from drainage and from the antiseptic agents used on the wounds.
Large, massive, loose dressings were then applied.
Subsequent revision of the wounds, with closure, was carried out in all
the cases in which debridement had been performed. Amputation was necessary in 23 of these 30 feet, as follows: Amputation of the first (great) toes
alone just proximal or distal to the first metatarsophalangeal joint, in 8cases;
minor partial amputations of the other toes, sometimes alone and sometimes in
addition to amputation of the great toes, in 8 cases; amputation and revision
through the distal metatarsal area, in 6 cases; tarsometatarsal disarticulation
in 1 case. Plastic procedures were also necessary in a number of these cases,
and in one instance a pedicle flap from the opposite thigh had to be used to
obtain full-thickness skin covering. In two instances, surgery was necessary
to straighten rigid, flexed toes, and in another case revision of all the distal
phalanges was done for rigid-flexion deformities. Lumbar sympathectomy
' See footnote 3 (2), p. 310.
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was performed in two cases just before final plastic revision and closure, because
of evidence of severe vasomotor disturbances.
When the patients who had been operated on became ambulatory, those
who had suflfcred the loss of distal portions of the feet involving any part of
metatarsals were able to walk surprisingly well with the help of prostheses
adapted to their special needs. A spring-steel longitudinal strip incorporated
in the sole of the shoe, back of the metatarsal heads, proved a very satisfactory
substitute for the transverse-arch support usually placed inside the shoe.
Pressure points were sought for, and the shoes were modified as necessary to
protect them.
All through tlie period of hospitalization, vascular exercises were conducted
three times daily, in organized class fashion. As soon as local conditions
permitted, physical therapy was employed, in the form of whirlpool baths,
massage, and muscle stimulation.
Soon after they became ambulatory, many of these patients developed
dermatophytoses. The condition responded promptly to treatment with
potassium permanganate foot soaks and the application of a boric salicylic acid
foot powder. Socks and shoes were provided for all the men on the ward.
Two patients had to bo separated from service because of their inability
to continue infantry duty and their lack of any other training or qualifications
for other work. In the other 23 cases in this group, the immediate results
were surprisingly good.
The 27 patients received at McCaw General Hospital at intervals of 6
months or more after exposure at Attu had experienced somewhat less severe
environmental and battle conditions than the 25 patients admitted soon after
injury. Their chief complaints were aching, burning pain in the toes and
varying degrees of sweating and clamminess of the feet. Both warmth and
cold increased the discomfort. Lumbar sympathetic blocks were performed in
all cases, with improvement of tlie temperature of the feet in all, but with only
variable degrees of subjective relief of discomfort.
Fifteen of tlie twenty-seven patients, whose discomfort was not excessive,
could be returned to some form of limited duty, not involving excessive standing
or walking, in temperate climates. In three cases, in which lumbar sympathetic block had produced marked relief of symptoms, lumbar sympathectomy
was performed. Immediate results were good, but with increasing physical
activity, aching of the toes again was experienced, though the feet continued
warm and dry. Seven patients were still under observation when the report
from McCaw General Hospital was made, and their ultimate disposition is not
known.
McCloskey General Hospital.—At McCloskey General Hospital, Temple,
Tex., the patients, who were all received late, were divided into three groups
for treatment as follows:
1. Patients whose feet were swollen, congested, warm, and painful were
treated by bed rest, elevation of the foot of the bed, cleansing, gentle rubbing
with cocoa butter to hasten desquamation, and exposure of the feet to room
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temperature, with no covering at all. A liigh-protein, higli-vitamin diet was
given, witli supplemental vitamin therapy. The 28 patients in this group
became ambulatory on an average of 2 weeks after admission.
2. Patients whose feet showed moderate blanching on elevation, congestion
on dependency, slight edema, reduced temperature, and residual hypesthcsia
or anesthesia, were treated hj essentially the same measures just described,
supplemented, in 14 of tlie 36 cases in tlie group, by paravertebral block with
Metycainc Hydrochloride. In two cases the block was repeated. Two or
three of the fourteen men who were treated in this manner felt that there had
been some improvement in their condition, but, as a whole, the patients treated
b}^ block recovered no more rapidly than those who were treated by general
measures only. It was the conclusion of the staff that lumbar sympathetic
block is likely to be useful in cold injury only when edema is present and only
if it can be performed during the initial stage, a requirement which can scarcely
be met in combat conditions. All the patients in the second group of cases
became ambulatory in 7 to 10 days.
3. The remaining 47 patients, who were well on the way to recovery when
thej^ wore admitted, were treated conservative^, were promptly allowed out of
bed for graduated periods, and were given systematic exercises.
The experience at McCloskey General Hospital indicated that the essence
of treatment in these cases was the rehabilitation of the patients by conservative medical measures, including gradually increasing, carefully supervised
muscular activity. It had been original^ planned at this hospital to use pavex
machines in cold injury, with the objective of preventing gangrene, but the
plan was discarded, because of the length of time which had elapsed since the
original injurj', on the advice of the Surgical Consultants Division, Office of
the Surgeon General, after consultation with the inventor of the pavex machine,
Louis Herrman, M. D.
Letterman General Hospital.-—At Letterman General Hospital, San
Francisco, Calif.,^ treatment was also based upon the classification of the
patient according to the degree of his injury, as follows:
1. Patients with first-degree injuries were not hospitalized.
2. Patients with second-degree injuries were kept at bed rest, with the
feet slightly elevated, under unheated, hooded, wooden cradles. Lanolin or
petrolatum was applied once daily, with light massage. As soon as practical,
tepid whirlpool baths and foot exercises, without weight bearing, were instituted. Patients wlio presented vascular spasm and whose feet were cold and
sweater received one or more lumbar sj^mpatlietic blocks with procaine. That
these blocks hastened convalescence is doubtful, but they were usually followed
by transient improvement, in the form of increased pulsations in the regional
arteries, moderate reduction of perspiration, and a lessened tendency toward
edema.
3. The patients in this group were eventually given woolen socks and
soft shoes and were permitted to be ambulatory while exercises and physical
• See footnote 3 (3), p. 310.
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therapy were continued. In numerous instances the results of treatment were
not satisfactory. As long as 5 months after injury, some of the patients were
still complaining of superficial burning and aching and of pains deep within
the foot, wliich wore worse on walking.
Patients with third- and fourth degree injuries were dressed in the operating room, under aseptic precautions, on the da.y of admission to the hospital.
Superficial necrotic tissue was removed to establish free drainage; anesthesia
was not required. At the same time, material for aerobic and anaerobic cultures was obtained from moist or infected areas, especially at the line of demarcation. Sulfatliiazole powder was sprinkled over all raw areas, which
were tlien covered with petrolatum-impregnated gauze and dry sterile dressings.
When trichophytosis was present, as it was in about 80 percent of both these
groups, tincture of Merthiolate was applied to the webs of the toes. Padded
plaster or Cabot's splints were used to maintain the feet in neutral position.
The feet were kept slightly elevated, at room temperature, under hooded
wooden cradles. Dressings were changed as infrequently as possible.
Lumbar sympathetic block was carried out in 13 patients who complained
of pain, hyperhidrosis, and cold feet. In 10 of the 13 cases, the dorsalis pedis
pulsations were diminislicd or absent. The posterior tibial pulsations were
diminislied in two cases and absent in one. When the pulsations were present,
they varied widely from day to day. Sometimes they were fairly strong,
sometin^es they were weak, and sometimes they were totally absent. In all
cases in whicli sympathetic block was done, the pulses were thought to improve more rapidly tlian in the cases in which it was omitted. In one case in
which botli dorsaiis pedis pulses were absent, there was permanent bilateral
return of good pulsations after the third block.
Five patients who complained of severe pain were treated by unilateral
sympathetic blocks. All stated that pain was less afterward on the treated
than on tlie untreated (control) side. Numbness was also decreased in all
five cases. Tlie improvement, liowever, persisted only for the duration of the
block. Four patients witli severe hyperhidrosis were transiently benefited by
bilatei'al bloclc, but no pei-mancnt results were observed.
Twenty-one patients at Letterman General Hospital were treated by
mechanical respiration, produced by alternating in a positive-negative respirator. Oxygen was administered simultaneously, in a further effort to
relieve local tissue anoxia. In a nunber of cases, the coloration of the feet
was improved and congestion and edema were reduced, but it was concluded
that, by the time patients with trenchfoot were received in a general hospital,
tlie optimum time for measures of this kind had already passed. Improved
venous drainage and bettor oxygenation of tissues might, it was thought, have
reduced tissue necrosis appreciably if these objectives could have been accomplished immediately after trauma.
Prophylactic X-ray therapy was used locally in all cases in which it was
feared that gas bacillus infection might occur. That this treatment played
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any part in the absence of this complication seems unlikely. The infection
did not occur in other theaters, in none of which X-ray therapy was used.
Amputation was required in 23 cases at Letterman General Hospital, as
follows: Both feet, through the lower third of the tibia, in 3 cases; 1 foot, in 2
cases, through the upper and the lower third of the tibia, respectively; half of
1 foot, in 1 case; all the toes of both feet, in 4 cases; 1 to 9 toes, in 13 cases.
In none of these cases did gangrene terminate in mummification and a circumscribed line of demarcation. Instead, an edematous and inflammatory zone
persisted in the affected area. At the same time, there was a tendency toward
slow extension of infection, especiallj' along fascial planes and into neighboring
small joints.
All the amputations were performed within 5 to 8 weeks after injury, as
soon as a fairly definite zone of demarcation was demonstrable. They could
well have been performed even earlier. When the whole foot was involved,
and a useful member obviously could not be preserved, much time was saved
by performing a guillotine amputation well above the infected demarcating
zone. The stump was left open, and compression bandages and skin traction
were applied.
Reamputation or plastic revision was carried out later in those cases.
Skin grafting was sometimes resorted to, in an attempt to cover exposed areas
as promptly as possible. Penicillin solution and Dakin's solution were both
tested, but it was eventually found that dressings saturated with physiologic
salt solution and changed evojy 3 or 4 hours provided the simplest and promptest
way of preparing granulating areas for skin grafting.

MEDITERRANEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
It would serve no useful purpose to describe the various methods of
treatment used in the Mediterranean theater during the early months of the
trenchfoot experience. As in the experience in the Aleutians, therapy was not
standardized. Most of the methods emploj^ed were tentative, and many of
them were illogical and sometimes actually harmful. Eventually, a routine of
treatment, dependent upon the stage at which the casualty was seen, was
adopted in all Fifth Army hospitals, the experience in which, as already noted,
formed the basis for the official policies on treatment set forth a little later in
TB MED 81 (appendix A).
Three considerations of therapy were fundamental:
1. Great care was taken to avoid further trauma and to guard against
secondary infection, particularly in the early stages of the injury.
]
2. Heat was never applied to the feet.
3. The strong psychogenic factor in trenchfoot was recognized early and
was dealt with promptly. All patients, with the exception of the few casualties
whose injuries were severe enough to suggest that amputation would eventually
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he, n('C(>ssary, were iinpivssod from the l)eginniiig' of tivatmoiit with flio fact
that tlioy wore sulfcrino- IVoin a curable coiulition wliicli would permit tlu'ir
return to full duty and that treatment of their injuries was being carried out
witli this ol)jeeti\-e in view. EV(MI when it became evident, as it soon did,
that only a relatively sn;all nund)er of casualties fj'om trenciifoot could be
returned to full duty, this point of view continued to be stressed.
Prciiiflammatory Stage
In the preinflammatoiy or ischemic stage of trenchfoot, the patient was
ti'ansporled by litiei' unless this was absolutely impractical. Special care was
taken not to set him down near a stove at any of tlie halts in the chain of
evacuation, though bhmkets were used under and over the body to keep him
comfortably warm. The feet were dried gently and tlieu were kept exposed
to cool air, preferably about Gi>° F. (18.3° C). They were never rubbed or
massaged. Treatnu'ut was usually limited to these simple measures until the
patient reached an evacuation hos])ital.
In 13 cases of severe trenchfoot observed by Simeonc in a clearing station
in Italy, oiu' fool was powdered, the toes were separated by cotton, and uniform
pr(-ssure dressings w(>re a])plied (figs. 83 and 84). The untreated feet served
as controls. Tlies(> patients, without exception, slated that discomfort and pain
W(MT i)rom])tly relieved in the treated feel. Uuforluualely, exigencies of evacuation (Hd not ])ermit continued personal direction of Irealment and it was learned

AVIV OA-ll-ll!)

Krcrm: S3. -Atniia.ni-iuciit of early inflammatory stage of trenchfoot by application of
powder and pressure l)andag('S. A. Treiichfoot observed in clearing station in early inllamnialory stage. The feet were warm and dry, but edema had begun to d(!Velop. B. J'ressia-c
bandage api)lietl to left foot and l(^g.
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I'Kiruic 84.--A])|)licati()ii of ])()W(lci- and i)i'('Ksurc Ijuiidagc in early
iiiflanniialory slagc of (rcnchfool.

that the l)aii(lagvs which had boon applied wore removed as soon as ilie patients
reaehed the evacuation hospital. The immediate results, however, suggested
tiiat this simple method is worthy of a fui'ther trial, which it does not seem to
iiave received dui-ing World War 11.
While th(>re was general agreement, from the beginning of tlie Aiediteiranean experience willi cold injuiy, that tiie (Hrect application of heat to tiie
affected feet was absolutely coniraindicated, there was originally some difl'erence of o])inion about how rapidly tlie feet sliould bo allowed to become warm.
In the fall of 1944, there were two distinct schools of tliought in the Mediterranean theater.
The observers wlio believed that thawing slioidd be so gi'adual that the
feet never actually became hyperemic were in tlie minority, and their concept
was never generally api)lied. Tiieir reasoning was as follows: I-Cdema oc(;urs
because ai)normal metabolic products are liberated after cold injury in very
large quantities. 'I'he lil>eration of tli(>se substances is thouglit to proceed at a
maximal rat(> when tiie temperature is about 59° F. (15° ('.). It is tlierefore
desirable that this level be passed as rajjidly as possible during tlie process of
thawing, though, as a ])ractical matter, this is possible only on tissue cultures.
Any kind of cold applied to the surface of an extremity produces, at best, a
gradient of temperalni-e if there is any circulation at all in the part. The temperature in the depth of the part may be 98.0° F. (;]7° (\) when the surface
temperature is 59° F. (15° C). In the light of these facts, even granting that
edema and inflammatory i)roducts ar(> injurious to tissues, it still seemed illogical
to many ol)servers to kee]) a limb without circulation, or with minimal circulation, when the duration of ischemia was believed to be an etiologic factor in
trenchfoot (p. 206).
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Other observers regarded it as more reasonable to permit a limb to warm
itself as long as the warming was accomplished by the return of tlie circulation
to the part, which then would not become excessively warm in proportion to
the efficiency of its blood supply. Simeone's experience inclined him to the
opinion tliat, if tlio circulation did not return spontaneously within 6 hours,
efforts should be made to induce vasodilatation, either refiexly or by the use of
a vasodilator.
Reflex vasodilatation could be induced by warming the body with blankets
or hot water bottles, leaving the feet exposed. In many hospitals, the beds in
trenchfoot wards were made up so that blankets and sheets could be rolled back,
leaving the distal third of the lower extremities continuously exposed to room
air. In addition, the position of the beds was often reversed, in order to keep
the feet as far as possible from the stoves in the wards. These practices were
in accord with the desires of the patients. Most of them complained of hot
feet and wanted no covering at all over them. It was exceptional, in fact, to
find a man who did not say tliat he was more comfrotable when his feet were
exposed to cool air.
Whisky was the most generally useful vasodilating agent, but, whatever
the agent used, the best results were accomplished if, in the presence of maximal
circulation, tlie tissues were cooled to a point at which vasoconstriction did not
occur. It was then certain that the circulation was ample to dispose of products
of metabolism and that tissue repair could begin and proceed."
Inflammatory Stage
As a rule, patients were kept at complete bed rest during the inflammatory
stage. Those with mild injuries were occasionally permitted mess and latrine
privileges shortly after hospitalization, but this was exceptional.
During this stage, as during the previous ischemic stage, the chief objectives of treatment were to prevent trauma and infection and to avoid local
heating of the affected part. To achieve the first objectives, strict surgical
cleanliness was maintained. The feet were washed daily with warm, soapy
water, at 70° F. (21.1° C), then dried gently and carefully. The toes were
kept separated by bits of cotton. Blisters were left undisturbed unless they
were sufficiently tense to be painful. Then they were evacuated through a
small bore needle. If blisters were already ruptured when the patient was
admitted, dead tissue was removed and the area cleansed, after which the foot
was wrapped loosely in a sterile towel. The practice of dusting sulfanilamide
powder over the lesion was discontinued in the spring of 1944. Feet with
gangrenous areas were kept loosely wrapped in sterile towels. Ointments
«In an experimental study conducted during the course of the trenchfoot experience, two groups of animals whicli had
been exposed to cold injury by immersion in cold water under identical conditions were treated, respectively, by rapid
thawing and by slow thawing. Some animals In the group treated by rapid thawing developed gangrene, but only in the
toes, while some in the group treated by slow thawing suffered total loss of tissue up to the level at which the extremities
had been immersed. In terms of tissue salvage, the advantage appeared to lie with treatment by rapid thawing. In this
group, however, massive flbrosis and induration ultimately occurred.
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were avoided unless the skin was excessively dry and wrinldcd. Then cottonseed oil or lanolin was applied, but only once daily and always lightly.
The most desirable temperature to which the feet were exposed was thought
to be between 60° and 65° F. (15.6° to 18.3° C). If it proved impossible to
maintain this temperature in the ward, or if this environmental temperature
was not low enough to keep the feet cool, icecaps were applied. Sterile pledgets
of cotton were placed between the toes, and the feet were wrapped in sterile
cotton batting and covered with sterile towels before the icecaps were applied.
Care was taken not to cool the feet too much and to keep them dry. Equal
care was taken to keep the ice bags dry. Wet cold was thought to be actually
injurious.
If ice was not available, transient relief was sometimes secured by spraying
rubbing alcohol on the feet several times daily. The fan and spray method
described by Webster, Woolhouse, and Johnston ' proved simple and effective.
In some hospitals, it was thought that some benefits were accomplished by
soaks in cool water and whirlpool baths at 70° F. (21.1° C.) for 20 to 30 minutes
daily. Not all patients could tolerate such methods, nor was it thought that
they expedited recovery. They were used merely because some patients with
hot, swollen, painful feet were temporarily relieved by them and were able to
sleep without sedatives and analgesics after one or more of these methods had
been employed.
Belief of pain was accomplished by medication only when no other measures
were effective. Wliatever drug was used was discontinued as promptly as
possible. A number of other methods were employed to relieve pain, with
variable results or none at all. Polyvitamin therapy, thiamine chloride alone
or in combination with other measures, nicotinic acid, pilocarpine, and carbamylcholine chloride gave no better results than were accomplished in
cases in which only general measures, which were also employed when these
agents were administered, were used exclusively.
Edwards, Shapiro, and Ruffin * tested the use of daily intravenous injections of physiologic salt solution, in amounts of 150 to 300 cc. and had variable
results. Nineteen patients who had previously had no rehef from aspirin or
codeine were promptly relieved of pain by the injections but two others, who
were bedridden with painful, swollen feet, had no relief at all. No reduction
of edema was observed in some cases, but in others it was thought that the
swelhng disappeared more promptly than usual. Intravenous injections of
hypertonic salt solution relieved pains and aches present when the patients were
at rest, but relief was transient; the difficulties recurred when the patients became ambulatory. Combined injections of physiologic salt solution and 50percent glucose in 50-cc. doses were ineffective.
In five cases of severe bilateral cold injury treated at the 23d General
Hospital, a snug plaster cast was apphed to one foot while the other was left
' Webster, D. R., Woolhouse, F. M,, and Johnston, J. L.: Immersion Foot. J. Bone & Joint Surg. 24:785-794, Gotoher 1942.
« Edwards, J. C, Shapiro, M. S., and BufTm, J. B.i Trcnchfoot: Report of 351 Cases. Bull. U. S. Army M. Dept.
No. 83, December 1944.
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exposed, according to the usual practice. Every patient was convinced that
the foot in the cast was less painful than the other, and 4 of the 5 requested
tJiat the cast be reapplied when it was removed. Objectively, it was not possible to detect any differences between the treated and control feet. During this
period, almost any change in the environment of the foot or in the method of
management was likelj^ to produce transient relief, and too much influence
therefore could not be attributed to any special therapeutic measure.
Tlie patients were usually most comfortable with the feet level. In a few
instances, relief was obtained bj^ elevating them 10 to 12 inches above heart
level, but most of the men found this position uncomfortable. If there was
considerable edema, the feet were kept elevated most of the time. This position was not practiced in patients with signs of circulatory inefficiencj^
As soon as acute pain was relieved, passive vascular exercises were begun.
The routine was simple. The feet were elevated at an angle of 45° on a board
or a chair, at first for 3 minutes and later for 5 minutes. Then, after the patient
had lain with the legs horizontal for 5 minutes, he sat on the edge of the bed,
with his feet danghng, at first for 2 minutes and later for 3 minutes. These
exercises, which were carried out 3 or 4 times daily, were supplemented by
calisthenics in bed, wliich were conducted each morning by the ward master.
Areas of gangrene were kept under close observation, but in the absence
of infection amputation could be safely delayed for 10 to 12 weeks; by this time,
the necessity for the operation and the extent of resection required had become
absolutely clear cut.
PostinJQlammatory Stage
The number of therapeutic procedures advised for the management of the
postinflammatory stage of trenchfoot was, as always, an index of the lack of
effectiveness of any of them. As in the inflammatory stage, any new method
of treatment, however irrational it might be, was likely to produce transient
relief.
During this stage, management was chiefly symptomatic, the principal
objective being to prevent disabling atrophy of the feet. After men had been
confined to bed for 6 to 6 weeks or longer, atrophy of the intrinsic muscles of
tlie foot was often evident, and the ligamentous supports of the arches were
weakened. Exercise was the best remedy, though it was extremely difficult
to make the patients employ it when movement of the feet caused pain and discomfort. Arch supports, while theoretically advisable, were seldom tolerated
in the cases in which tliey were tested. Plaster casts gave unsatisfactory results. Physiotlierapy, which was contraindicated during the inflammatory
stage, was frequently useful in the postinflammatory stage, but the results
wore uneven and were usually less good than those the patient accomplished
by his own efforts.
The first exercises consisted of gentle passive motion, followed by active
motion in the toes and ankles. Walking was begun as soon as possible and was
gradually increased until hikes and marches could be attempted. At one re-
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conditioning and training unit, an attempt was made to toughen the thin,
delicate skin of the feet by having the men exercise barefoot on a beach, but
the results were not notable.
Most patients recovering from trenchfoot had aches and pains in the
muscles and metatarsophalangeal joints for several weeks after objective signs
of damage had disappeared. When ordinary walking had ceased to be uncomfortable, minor aclies were common after hikes, but if they were ignored and
regular exercise was continued, they usually disappeared.
The morale of men with trenchfoot who required prolonged hospitalization was a serious problem. Opinion was divided concerning the wisdom of
segregating groups of patients in the postinflammatory stage. They could be
handled more easily, and group exercises could be conducted more efficiently,
when they were kept together. On the other hand, symptoms seemed almost
contagious, and a Jiew complaint by one patient often meant its prompt appearance hi many other men in the same ward. The best solution of the problem was the segregation of patients whose progress was satisfactory and the
dispersion of those who presented problems requiring individual attention or
who, for one reason or another, made en masse treatment difficult.
The time of bed patients could be occupied by systematic planning, involving reading, writing letters, occupational therapy, supervised exercises, and
games and other entertainment. Ambulatory patients required equally careful
supervision, but it was less of a problem because outdoor games and exercises
were possible.
The establishment of a reconditioning and rehabilitation section in a hospital
which treated patients with trenchfoot was always helpful because it took the
men out of the ward atmospliere. After medical treatment had been concluded,
this atmosphere was highly undesirable. In one hospital in which such a
section was established, the men were required to attend formation each
morning and retreat each evening. Also, according to their ability, they worked
as ward attendants; helped in the post office. Red Cross, and message center;
and acted as clerks, telephone operators, and mechanics. In addition, they
participated in planned exercises and games and attended lectures on orientation, combat problems, and current events.
Sympathetic Block and Sympathectomy
The value of sympathetic block and sympathectomy was a debatable matter in the Mediterranean theater. There was rather general agreement that
very early block, shortly after vasoconstriction had occurred and before
iscliemia had been present for a considerable length of time, might be useful,
but its employment at this time was an obvious impossibility under battle
conditions. When the operation was performed later, the results were widely
variable. Some observers explained the generally unsatisfactory results by
the fact that sympathetic block is a delicate procedure and that many of those
who were emplojang it were not trained in its technique. It is doubtful that
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this explanation covers the situation. Dubious or poor results were achieved
by many surgeons wlio had had a large experience in this field.
Simcone reported the results in several series of cases in which sympathetic
block was employed:
Early in tlie winter of 1943-44, this method was used, with the idea of
relieving the subjective complaint of pain, on 11 patients seen within 14 days
after injury and on 40 others seen in the postinfiammatorj^ stage. Immediate
effects were good, but no results were permanent.
IJI another group of 65 patients, seen within 14 days of the injury, it was
thought that the blocks performed increased the chances of favorable results
when skin grafting was necessary, and possiblj' shortened the convalescence
after tlie acute or hyperemic stage had passed. There was, however, no
significant difference in total hospitalization time for patients treated by this
method and those who were treated only by general measures.
Paravertebral block with Novocain relieved the pain of 5 of 17 patients in
still anotlier series, but the results were questionable, since comparable relief
was experienced in 50 percent of the control group when the needle was merely
introduced and no Novocain at all was injected.
Simeone reported only sliglit relief from the performance of unilateral
sympathectomy on 13 patients who had disabling pain; the operation was done
at periods varying from the late inflammatory to the late postinflammatory
stage. On tlie otlier hand, edema disappeared more rapidly than usual in some
of these cases, and, in at least one instance of gangrene of the toes, more tissue
was salvaged than had originally been thought possible (fig. 85).
Simeone also reported another series of 23 sympathectomies performed in
17 patients who were suffering from such late sequelae of cold injury as vasospasm, hyperhidrosis, bromidrosis, and maceration of the skin. In the only
case in wliicli there was no improvement at all, it was foimd that the operation
had been incomplete. Edwards and his associates found unilateral sympatliectomy of value in patients with hyperhidrosis; the treated foot improved
remarkably in comparison with the untreated foot. Telford's " results in fvo
British soldiers were generally good.
The total experience with interruption of the sympathetic-nerve supply
in the management of cold injury in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations
was uneven and, on the whole, disappointing. As has been pointed out, it was
thought that tlie operation miglit be of value in cases of obvious circulatory
insufficiency (fig. 86), if it could be carried out soon after injury. This would
usually bo impractical. The procedure seemed of some value late in the course
of the injury, for the relief of chronic vasospasm, hyperhidrosis, and the complications of those conditions. It did not seem, however, to have any effect upon
subjective complaints of persistent pain in any stage of the condition, nor did
it seem to modify the clinical course in any material way.
• Telford, E. n.: Sympatlioctomy In Troatmpiit of the Cryopatliips. Brit, M. J. 2:360,18 Sept. 1943.
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Amputation
Amputation was always delayed as long as possible, being employed early
only for advancing and intractable infection. In such cases, particular care
had to be taken to distinguish between an infectious inflammation and the
nonbacterial reaction characteristic of the inflammatory stage of trenchfoot.
The practice of delaying amputation as long as possible proved well worthwhile. Circulatory clianncls were frequently reestablished, and unexpectedly
large amounts of tissue were saved. In some of these cases, it was thought that
lumbar sympathetic block had increased the salvage. It was repeatedly
observed that gangrene, which had seemed deep, was only superficial and that
healthy epithelization was present beneath the eschar when it separated spontaneously (p. 296).
EUROPEAN THEATER
In the European Tlieater of Operations, methods of treatment of cold
injury were essentially tlie same as those finally standardized in tlie Mediterranean theater. When the European experience occurred, the official policy of
management, based on the Mediterranean experience, had already been published in TB MED 81, though its circulation in the theater was later than it
should have been to achieve the greatest possible usefulness (p. 164).
General measures.—As the first step, the patient was required to get off
his feet. He was transported by litter, and, after his wet clothing had been
changed for warm, dry garments, he was kept recumbent. The feet were
covered loosely and were protected from further trauma and from infection.
No active treatment was undertaken until the evacuation hospital was reached.
Here, the patient was placed at complete bed rest, with the feet on a level
with the heart. Care was taken to protect pressure points and to guard against
infection. Massage was not practiced, and the feet were handled as little as
possible after they had been cleansed when the patient was admitted. The
body was kept well covered, but the feet were left exposed, preferably at room
temperature of 65° to 70° F. (18.3° to 21.1° C). Heat was not applied in any
form. Artificial cooling was sometimes accomplished by electric fans. If the
feet were covered, the covering was elevated by a wooden cradle. The maintenance of minimal tissue metabolism was tlie objective during the hyperemic
stage.
Measures to prevent infection were limited to the use of a careful aseptic
technique when the feet had to be handled. The sulfonamides and penicillin
were used only when established infection was present. Surgical measures were
conservative. Blisters were left intact, and ulcers were treated by simple
aseptic methods.
A nutritious diet, high in proteins and vitamins, was provided. The
occasional use of vitamin and nicotinic acid therapy was no more successful io
European theater hospitals than it had been in the Mediterranean theater.
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At the 114th General Hospital, in England, it was noted that 5 patients with
streptococcic sore throat, who had had fever of 102° F. (38.9° C.) for 24 hours or
more, showed much more rapid improvement than 26 other patients who were
admitted at the same time and who had apparently the same degree of cold
injury. Tlie possible significance of this observation is not clear.
Vasodilator agents.—Vasodilator drugs were tested in some hospitals, with
equivocal results. Whisky was occasionally used but was not generally recommended. It was mentioned at the Paris conference on trenchfoot in January
1945 (p. 179) that the Stars and Stripes had described trenchfoot as the way to
get "this nice treatment." The rather enthusiastic early reports from one
general hospital on the use of a special negative-pressure respirator were not
substantiated when further trials with this method were made.
Sympathetic block and sympathectomy.^—The consensus in the European
theater was that sympathetic block and sympathectomy did not promote recovery in cold injury. At the Paris conference just mentioned, several observers
stated that, wliile relief of pain was sometimes accomplished and earlier movement of the feet was thus made possible, these results were too infrequent to
justify the routine use of this method. Another observer stated that the results
were alwaj^s transient and tliat some of them were shared by the man in the
next bed. An occasional officer thought that sympathetic block or sympathectomy was justified when edema was intractable. In the late stages of
cold injury, relief of chronic vasospasm and hyperhidrosis was sometimes
secured by these metliods.
Amputation.—Superficial gangi-ene was not uncommon in the European
theater, but the necessity for surgical intervention and amputation seldom
arose. The only indication regarded as valid for early amputation was intractable advancing infection. Gangrene frequently proved to be only superficial. When the eschar separated, healtliy epithelization was present, and
rapid regeneration of tlie tissues was likely to follow. If it did not, skin
gi-afting was performed later.
Orthopedic appliances.—In late stages of cold injury orthopedic appliances
or specially fitted or constructed shoes were sometimes used to make walking more comfortable. At the 216th General Hospital, walking was
expedited in 8 or 9 cases by injecting the posterior tibial nerve with Novocain
and Pontocainc Hydrochloride. Weiglit bearing was then possible for some
hours without pain. This method does not seem to have had any other trial.
Physiotherapy was of value in the correction of deformities arising from
fibrosis, muscular atrophy, and chronic edema.
Rehabilitation.—On the whole, the best results were accomplished when
active muscular exercise was instituted promptly and carried out energetically.
This policy was strongly emphasized at the Paris conference on trenchfoot.
One particularly aggressive surgeon, it was reported there, supplied his patients
with marbles, which tliey had to transfer from one box to another with their
toes. One group of men who were treated by this metliod were walking 9 and
10 miles within a month after their injuries. It was stressed that medical
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officers witli a "defeatist attitude," who let their patients merely lie on their
backs, "with toes pointed heavenward," had very poor results, including
deformities of tlie toes and feet caused by too prolonged bed rest.
As a general rule, it was the policy to segregate patients with trenchfoot
of tlie same average severity in the same ward. Tliis made it possible to set up
a sound program of muscular rehabilitation under the direction of a good noncommissioned officer, or an officer patient, who would see to it that the program
was carried out energetically several times a day. As soon as possible, the
men were fitted with shoes, in larger sizes tlian they had previously worn, and
were required to be ambulatory.
All patients who could be returned to duty were sent to the rehabilitation
service for at least 2 weeks before reassignment to a replacement (reinforcement)
depot. During this time, liikes of a minimum of 5 to 6 miles were used to gage
tlieir progress. This program was applicable, of course, only in patients with
mild to moderate injuries, but even patients with severe injuries, when they
became ambulatory, could undertake a modified program of this kind and were
improved by it. At the llOtli Station Hospital, for instance, it was instituted
in 25 cases of trenchfoot of more than average severity, in some instances associated witli superficial gangrene. At the end of 5 weeks, 12 of the 25 accomplislied a route march of 5 miles. Eleven of the others were ambulatory, and
all twenty-three had duties about the ward.
All reconditioning and rehabilitation programs, even if they did not return
men to full or limited duty, were successful in the sense that most patients
became ambulatory reasonably early and that many were spared nouropsychiatric complications. In addition, hospital beds were conserved, as were the
time and effort of medical personnel.
Heparin therapy.—In December 1944, a joint effort was made by the
Medical and Surgical Consultants Divisions, Office of the Surgeon General, to
set up an investigation of tlie effect of lieparin in the treatment of cold injury,
as had been proposed by Lange and Boyd.'" The rationale of this method of
thei-apy was explained as follows: The primary pathologic process in trenchfoot
is tissue injury caused by cold and anoxia. At low temperatures, the tissues
release a substance which initiates sterile inflammation. Small blood vessels
are injured in this inflammatory process, and transudation of plasma occurs
througli their thin walls. Because of a combination of factors resulting from
arteriolar constriction and diffuse inflammation, clotting of the blood tends to
occur in these vessels and is apparently responsible for the most serious damage
to the tissues, wliich in some instances may include gangrene. Whether the
associated nerve injury is caused by exudation and anoxia is not yet known.
The proposed therapy was the use of an anticoagulant, based on the assumption
that thrombosis would thus be halted in its progression if not prevented
entirely.
Heparin suspended in Pitkin menstruum was selected for the trial, in
i» LiiiiRO, K., and lioyd, L. J.: Tlio Functional PatlioloRy of Kxporimontal Frostbite and tlic Prevention of Subsequent
OanRrenp. Sm-g., Oynec. & Obst. SO: 346-350, Api-ll 1945.
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preference to Dicumarol, because of the immediate effectiveness of tlie former
and the lag of 48 to 72 hours before the anticoagulant effect of the latter becomes
manifest. Heparin was also better adapted for mihtary use for another reason.
When it is used, sufficient control can be maintained by determination of the
clotting time by the Lee-White method, which is a relatively simple test. When
Dicumarol is used, tlie prothrombin time must be determined repeatedly by a
decidedly more complicated method.
Plans for controlled experimental testing of the technique were carefully
worked out and a supply of heparin was sent to the European theater. By the
time it arrived and could be distributed, the trenchfoot experience was practically over," and a controlled experiment therefore could not be continued.'^
RESULTS OF THERAPY—DISPOSITION
As has already been pointed out, the evacuation of casualties within and
from a theater of operations is conditioned on the one hand by the continuous
necessity of maintaining open beds in forward areas for the reception of battle
casualties, and on the other liand by the advisabiHty of keeping as near the
frontline as possible all men who might be expected to return to the front within
the permitted liolding period in this area. Experience in World War II showed
that this plan favored the return to duty of the maximum number of nonwounded men within the shortest possible time.
Trenchfoot was managed according to this general plan (p. 307), but the
results, from the standpoint of returning men to duty, were far from satisfactory.
Crisler stated at the Paris conference on trenchfoot in January 1945 (p. 179) that
about 25 percent of all casualties with suspected trenchfoot were sent to the
medical gas-treatment battalion centers for trenchfoot. The figure sounds promising, but, when it is broken down into its components, it is found that only
one-fiftli of these men were ambulatory and able to return to frontline duty at
the end of the permitted holding period. The other four-fifths had to be evacuated to general liospitals for definitive treatment. Furthermore, as other
observers brought out at this conference, many of those sent back to frontline
duty continued to complain of pain in their feet, exactly as many other men in
the Zone of Interior had constantly complained of low-back pain.
The disposition of patients with trenchfoot was always a major problem.
The disability was of long duration. The results of therapy were discouraging.
11 Toonp, E. C, and William, J. P.: Trenchfoot: Prognosis and Disposition. Bull. U. S. Army M. Dept. 5: 198-210.
February 1940.
1' Heparin seems to have i;iven Rood results when it was used In Korea. Lt. Col. Kenneth D. Orr, MC, who observed
approximately 1,500 cases of cold injury in December 1950, wrote a.s follows on 14 March 1950: "No agent or procedure was
clearly demonstrated to prevent gangrene in 4th degree frostbite. However, in those cases treated with heparin in which
treatment was begun less than 36 hours after rowarming, the eventual tissue loss was less than predicted when the patient was first seen. Fifty percent of cases of 4th degree frostbite extending proximal to the web of the toes who received
only general supportive measures developed soft, wet, infected gangrene. This same result occurred among patients
receiving vasodilators and sympathetic ganglion blocks. Those cases of severe 4th degree frostbite extending proximal
to the web of the toes who received heparin all dried and mummified. These heparin-treatod cases had asymptomatic,
afebrile courses and were transportable after 14 days to the Zone of Interior for deflnitivc surgery."
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Only small numbers of men could be returned to full duty, from either forward or rear areas, and additional problems were introduced by the inability
of even men returned to limited duty to hold up under any sort of strain.
It was essential for medical officers accustomed to civilian practices to
bear in mind that soldiers who were returned to duty, whether full or limited,
had to be able to perform all the duties for which they were classified. No
arrangements could be made for intermittent or partial performance of assigned
tasks. Moreover, the return to duty of soldiers who promptly had to be evacuated again entailed a great waste of valuable time, effort, material, and transportation facilities. A strict disposition policy therefore proved, in the end,
to be far wiser than a hberal policy, but, in both the Mediterranean and the
European theaters, this had to be learned by experience.
Mediterranean Theater
The experience in the Mediterranean theater, which from the standpoint
of disposition was much longer than the experience in the European theater,
may be accepted as typical. In general, the criteria of return to full duty
were as follows:
1. There must be complete subsidence of swelling and erythema.
2. Vasomotor stability must have been reestablished.
3. Parcsthcsia and pain must have disappeared entirely unless there was
clear evidence that their presence could be explained on psychogenic grounds.
4. There must be no evidence of mechanical strain or arthritic processes.
5. The soldier must have demonstrated, in actual practice, his abihty to
hike, march, and otherwise stand up under the phj^sical strain of military life.
Criteria for evacuation to the Zone of Interior were as follows: (1) Extensive edema or blister formation; (2) hyperhidrosis or signs of generalized vasomotor instability in either upper or lower extremities; (3) persistence of symptoms after 3 months of adequate treatment; (4) disabhng amputations; and
(5) associated arthritis, fallen arches, bunions, exostosis, or similar abnormalities.
Of the 50 patients with trenchfoot who formed the material for the first
investigation of cold injurj^ in the Mediterranean theater, 8 were returned to
duty at the end of a month and 3 more at the end of 6 weeks. At the end
of 6 weeks, however, 16 had already been evacuated to hospitals in the Commmiications Zone, and the remainder were still under treatment in the army
area. The duration of edema had proved the best index of the severity of
the injury. None of the 11 patients returned to duty within the 6-week
period had had edema for more than 9 days.
■ Although it was not realized at the time, the experience with these 50
patients was to be typical of the whole experience in both the Mediterranean
and the European theaters. The duration of treatment was to prove prolonged, and the number of men returned to duty was to be small. Furthermore—as these figures do not show—many of the men returned to duty as
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cured were to prove unable to carry out their duties satisfactorily. The following experience, reported by Toone and Wilhams from an evacuation hospital in Italy, shows very clearlj;- that a liberal disposition policy did not pay.
In all, 1,057 patients with cold injury were disposed of in this hospital
between 24 December 1943 and 1 May 1945. During the first month of the
survej^, the holding period could not exceed 30 days, and 95 percent of the
318 patients with trenchfoot admitted during this time were transferred, as
promptly as evacuation facilities permitted, to hospitals in North Africa.
Only patients with verj^ mild injuries were retained, because the need for
hospital beds in the area was extremely acute.
During the second month of the survey, the holding period was increased
to 90 days, and only patients with severe trenchfoot (grades 3 and 4) had to
be evacuated. This policy, however, did not prove practical; it resulted in
a serious shortage of beds, since the rate of admission for cold injury far outstripped the rate of discharge. It was therefore necessary to transfer some
patients to convalescent hospitals in the vicinity and others to other hospitals
in the Peninsular Base Section. The establishment of a reconditioning section in each general hospital which received trenchfoot casualties finally solved
this special problem.
Between 1 January and 1 June 1944, 249 casualties with trenchfoot were
disposed of. Of these, 125 (50.2 percent) were classified for full duty or provisional duty. Seventj^-four were reclassified for limited duty and fifty as
unfit for duty. At this time, it was thought that the greater number of the
men classified for provisional duty could be returned to combat duty after
another month of hard reconditioning. It was also thought that many of the
men classified for limited assignment could eventually be reclassified for full
duty. The 50 patients classified as unfit for any duty were returned to the
Zone of Interior. All had had severe initial lesions or, even though their
initial lesions had not been severe, had had persistent edema or incapacitating
pain.
Between 1 June and 15 October 1944, this evacuation hospital readmitted
99 patients with chronic, persistent, or recurrent trenchfoot, as well as 10 others
who had attempted to sweat it out without hospitalization during their primary
attacks of trenchfoot. Although only 2 of these 99 patients had originally
been treated in this particular hospital, the medical staff was fully aware that
their own errors of prognosis were undoubtedly being corrected in other
hospitals. The staff also realized that, while they had originally considered
theii- proportion of disposition to duty as too low, actually, because of inexperience with trenchfoot, the proportion had been too high and had proved wasteful
rather than conservative. As a result, when these 109 patients were disposed
of, only 1 was returned to full duty. Thirty-two were returned to limited
duty, and seventy-six were sent to the Zone of Interior.
An analysis of 60 of the 99 patients rehospitalized for trenchfoot made it
clear that the new policy was the only sound and practical one. The combined
time these 60 patients had been hospitalized and had spent in rehabilitation far
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excccdod the time, in which they had been able to do any kind of duty after
disposition. Furthermore, 46 of these men had spent from 4 to 6 weeks of the
duty period in training, and their effective combat time had been at the most,
6 weeks; in some instances, it had not exceeded 2 weeks. The prolonged
hospitalization time and the rehabilitation effort expended on them were thus
almost entirely wasted. They had had to be withdrawn from combat during
a very active campaign and be replaced by men who, for the most part, had
not liad the benefit of the intensive training which had been wasted on the
trenchfoot casualties.
Toone and Williams told in some detail the dismal story of 25 men who
had been discliarged from various hospitals to full duty. They had been
unable to meet duty requirements either in training progi-ams or actual combat.
They had to fall out on hikes and marches. They caught rides as best they
could on trucks, jeeps, or tanks. If they were fortunate, they finally found
assignments as clerks or cooks at headquarters or with a rear echelon group.
Tliey were totally unfit for combat. Their disability was a hardship to themselves, it increased administrative difficulties, and it reduced the combat effectiveness of their organizations, which would have been better off if this group
of men had never been assigned to them.
The symptoms from whicli these men suffered all suggested that none of
them had recovered completely from the damage resulting from their original
exposure to cold, wet weatlier. All had a history of persistence of one or more
of the symptoms of the posthyperemic phase of their original injuries. These
symptoms had gradually increased in severity during their brief periods of duty
and had been acutely exacerbated by excessive walking or by marching for
even short distances. Most of the men also told stories of mild recurrences
of the liyperemic phase of the cold injury after minor exposure. In fact,
chronic trenchfoot with exacerbation seemed a more appropriate diagnosis in
these cases than recurrent trenchfoot.
As a result of this experience, the disposition policies of this particular
evacuation hospital were radically altered. Of the 315 men with trenchfoot
disposed of between 1 September 1944 and 1 May 1945, only 7 (2.2 percent)
were classified for full duty, in sharp contrast to the 50 percent thus classified
during the preceding winter. One hundred and twenty-nine (41.0 percent)
were reclassified for limited duty, and one hundred seventy-nine (56.8 percent)
were returned to the United States. A fairly large number of men with
relatively mild trenchfoot were discharged from the hospital when the winter
was at its height, and perhaps, had weather conditions been more favorable,
10 to 15 percent of them might have been given a trial at full duty. Even if
this had been possible and the trial had been successful, the total number of
men retm-ned to full duty would still have been under 10 percent.
It was the conclusion of the staff of this hospital, as it was eventually the
conclusion of the staffs of most other hospitals which received trenchfoot
casualties, that less than 10 percent of soldiers who suffer attacks of cold injury
can be restored to duty as combat infantrymen. It was also their opinion
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tliat prolonged and futile attempts to rehabilitate the other 90 percent should
be abandoned as wasteful and impractical. When the men in this group had
only moderate injuries, tlie best plan was to train them for such combat duties
as they could perform in tanlc companies, antiaircraft or field-artillery batteries,
or motor-transport units. Men with the most severe injuries should be assigned
at once to duties in the rear echelons of combat units or in the more protected
environment of the base areas. The rationale of this policy of classification
was that, from the standpoint of manpower necessities and losses, hospitalization and rehabilitation in excess of 2 months could accomplish nothing that
could not be accomplished better by prompt assignment to a duty status
which was likely to be maintained.
The duration of hospitalization, which furnished an index of the severity
of the cold injury, was a useful aid in disposition." About 140 patients with
trcnchfoot were still hospitalized when a study of dispositions was made in the
spring of 1945, as part of the continuing theater investigation of this condition.
Between 16 September 1944 and 6 April 1945, 1,617 men hospitalized for the
ground type of cold injury had already appeared before hospital disposition
boards, with the following results:
Six hundred and seventy-one (41 percent of the total number) were
discharged to full duty. The average period of hospitalization was known in
618 cases and averaged 26.1 days.
Six hundred and seventy-three (42 percent of the total number) were
discharged to limited duty. The average period of hospitalization was known
in 504 cases and averaged 56.3 days.
Two hundred and seventy-three (17 percent of the total number) were
evacuated to the United States. The average period of hospitalization was
known in 210 cases and averaged 63 days.
The average period of hospitalization for the whole group in which these
data were known was 43.4 days. Seventeen percent were lost from an active
theater of operations after they had occupied hospital beds on an average of
2 months each, and only 42 percent, less than half, were returned to full duty.
If allowance is made for the undoubted recurrences in the group returned to
full duty, the picture is even more discouraging.
Over the period in which these 1,607 patients were disposed of, 2 patients
with cold injury of the hand appeared before disposition boards in the
Mediterranean theater. One man was returned to full duty after 15 days of
hospitalization and the other to limited duty after 31 days.
"Seefootnotel, p. 307.

CHAPTER XII

Therapy and Disposition in Zone of Interior '
Casualties from cold injury who did not complete their recovery overseas
were evacuated to the Zone of Interior, where they were treated at the special
vascular centers established at Ashford General Hospital, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., DeWitt General Hospital, Auburn, Calif., and Mayo General
Hospital, Galesburg, 111., at the United States .A.rmy General Hospital at
Camp Carson, Colo., or in other convalescent centers. Camp Carson, which
had been an Army Service Forces Convalescent Hospital, was designated as a
general and convalescent hospital, chiefly for the treatment of frostbite and
trenchfoot, in February 1945.
Triage at the ports of debarkation was carried out on two general principles:
1. All casualties who had suffered any loss of tissue or who presented
gangrene of the toes or other parts of the foot and all patients who had severe
complaints or wlio were unable to walk were sent to vascular centers.
2. All otlier patients were sent to convalescent centers, preferably in
a mild climate.
During the 18-month period ending in October 1945, 2,027 soldiers who
had suffered from cold injury were treated in the three vascular centers. During
the 4-month period of its operation as a special trenchfoot center, 4,892 soldiers
with cold injuries were admitted to the general hospital at Camp Carson.
An analysis of the clinical records of 1,275 of the 2,027 patients with cold
injury treated at tlie three vascular centers forms the background for the
general statements made and the conclusions reached in the following pages.
Actual figures and percentages are chiefly derived from 656 cases studied intensively at the Mayo General Hospital Vascular Center.

PREVIOUS (OVERSEAS) TREATMENT
From a study of the records of patients with trenchfoot observed at
vascular centers in the Zone of Interior, it was not possible to determine with
any degree of accuracy the precise methods of management which had been
employed in hospitals overseas. Many of the men had apparently been transported to the rear in well-heated ambulances, but thereafter a heated environment was usually avoided. Eleven patients at Mayo General Hospital furnished
a striking exception; all had been treated by the application of moderate heat
' Tho reports and analyses upon which most of the material in this chapter is based were prepared by Lt. Col. Harris
B. Shumacker, Jr., MC, formerly Chief of Surgery, Mayo General Hospital.
438404'—58
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to the feet. In another instance, in which bilateral gangrene subsequently
developed, the feet had been exposed to a hot stove.
For the most part, treatment of patients without gangrene had consisted
of continuous exposure of the feet, with or without elevation, at room temperature. Electric fans and icepacks were sometimes used. In all but mild cases,
complete bed rest was maintained for 2 to 3 months. In a few instances, alternate hot and cold soaks were used, and Buerger's exercises were also used
in some cases. Penicillin and the sulfonamides were occasionally administered
to combat secondary infection.
Forty-seven patients without gangrene, who were treated at Mayo General
Hospital, had had paravertebral lumbar sympathetic blocks overseas. The
feet had always become warm, dry, and pink immediately afterward, but in
every instance the response was transient. Two other patients had been treated
by sympathcctomy. In neither instance was there any relief of the aching
sensation of which the patients complained, but it was thought that healing
had been accelerated in a foot that showed an area of apparent deep gangrene.
Tlie initial therapy overseas in patients who were admitted with apparent
deep gangrene to the vascular centers in the United States had been directed
toward combating secondary infection by the use of penicillin and the sulfonamides. Sedatives and narcotics had been employed as necessary. Conservative
therapy had been the rule. Early amputation of the toes or of part of the foot
had been carried out in only 1 of 37 patients with deep gangrene received at
Mayo General Hospital, and only 17 of the 1,275 patients treated at all three
centers had had any kind of surgery overseas.
THERAPY (MEDICAL PHASE)
The patients were told from the day of admission that their complete
recovery depended upon their own efforts. It was emphasized that exercise
and ambulation would expedite recovery, and they were told that they would
be given every chance to improve on conservative management before surgical
measures were considered.
Massage and lubrication.—Treatment at the vascular centers began with
cleansing the feet of accumulated dirt and dead and desquamating skin. This
was best accompHshed by soaking the feet and by the liberal use of soap.
Desquamation was further expedited by rubbing the feet with lanolin ointment
containing 4 percent salicylic acid. The patient carried out this massage
himself, at regular, scheduled intervals, after demonstration by, and under
the supervision of, the physical therapist. In addition to the practical considerations of removing dead epidermis, which was usually thick and unsightly,
and stimulating the circulation by massage, this procedure kept the patient
occupied and aided his morale by permitting him to share in his own treatment.
When desquamation was complete, lanolin ointment was replaced by a
preparation of mineral oil and a dilute solution of alcohol, which was rubbed
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into the skin of the feet at least twice daily, for 30 minutes each time. The
patient worked on his own feet or on the feet of the man in the bed next to
him, as was most convenient. Much emphasis was placed on active manipulation of the toes, to counteract stiffness, contractures, and the atrophy of
disuse.
Exercise and ambulation.—Patients with residua of trenchfoot had
usually been at complete bed rest, without even latrine privileges, on an average
of 9 weeks (the range being from 1 to 20 weeks) when they arrived at the
vascular centers in the Zone of Interior. The first objective of therapy was
therefore to make them ambulatory. In many instances, it required considerable persuasion by the ward officers to overcome the inhibitions which
had developed during the long periods of complete bed rest. Even when
there was no real reason why they should not become ambulatory at once, the
men often objected to getting out of bed. In other instances, the resumption
of walking was really difficult and uncomfortable because of pain, swelling,
and tenderness in the sole of the foot.
When the toes were notably stiff, contracted, and atrophied, the daily
routine of massage by the patient was supplemented by active and passive
manipulations by the physical therapist. This treatment, supplemented by
what the patient did for himself, freed up adhesions about tendon sheaths and
joint capsules and loosened up fibrotic toes. The opinion was that the routine
employment of these simple measures saved many toes which otherwise might
have required amputation.
Group exercises were conducted for all the patients by trained ward
personnel. They consisted of active foot and ankle exercises designed to
prevent contracture of the Achilles' tendon and the gastrocnemius-soleus
muscle group, as well as to prevent talipes equinus and pes cavus.
When the patients began to walk, they were fitted with low quarter shoes,
which wore more satisfactory than garrison shoes because of their light weight.
Also, since less of the foot was covered, there was better provision for evaporation of perspiration. If hyperhidrosis was a prominent symptom, the shoes
were perforated in numerous sites.
Almost a third of the patients without gangrene treated at the Mayo
General Hospital Vascular Center complained of tenderness over the distal
portion of the foot on the plantar surface, and, to protect this area, shifted
the weight of the body to the heel (fig. 87) or to the lateral edge of the foot.
To correct the resulting unnatural gait and the subsequent undesirable alterations in the dynamics of the foot and the spine, either a thick piece of leather
or a second rubber heel was attached to the under surface of the shoe, in front
of the regular heel (fig. 88). The patient thus walked on two heels and experienced almost no pressure on the sensitive portion of the foot. As ambulation
was continued, the anterior heel, which received most of the wear, gradually
wore down until, eventually, pressure was applied to the entire sole of the
shoe. By this time, the sensitivity originally complained of had usually disappeared or had so greatly diminished that the additional heel could be entirely
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A Kir (Mayo (ill) 45S-2
FuiURE 87.—Tyjiical heclwulker, Avho shifts pressure to heol
to remove weight from seiisitive sole of loot in Liter stages of
treiichfoot.

A Fir (.Vhiyo (}JI) ISS-'l, 458-3
FiGi'Rio 88.—Correction of heehvallihig by application of second
heel anteriorly, to remove pressure from sole of foot. A. Plantar
view. J5. Lateral view. Xotc present stance of patient, with sole
of shoe olf ground.

dispensed \vitli. In tlic occasional case in which the patient comphuned of
sensitivity to pressure in tlie heel, the front of tlie shoe was built up with
leather l)(>yond the level of (he heel, which M'as thus protected from trauma.
.By these and other simple devices, patients who were fearful of leaving
their beds were persuaded to become ambulatory, and a vicious circle was
broken which, if it had been permitted to continue unch(>cked, would have led
eventually to invalidism.
Lumbar sympathetic block.—A number of patients hi the vascular centers
were treated by pai-avertebral lumbar s.ympathetic block, partly to establish
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that their complaints of cyanosis, coldness, and hyperhidrosis were caused by
excessive sympathetic activity, and partly to assess the therapeutic effects of
this measure. In some instances, the only effect of the procedure was to
bring about, for a short time, good coloration, warmth, and dryness of the foot.
In other instances, there was transient alleviation of the sensitivity of the sole
of the foot, which has just been described. Sympathectomy was later performed in several cases in both these groups. Hyperhidrosis and vaso'constriction both disappeared, but the results in respect to relief of pain on weight
bearing were only indifferent.
Typhoid vaccine therapy.—Some of the first patients with trcnchfoot
received at Mayo General Hospital were treated intravenously with typhoid
vaccine, alwaj'^s after preliminary testing. The initial small dosage was
gradual^ increased to the point at which a single injection was followed by a
rise in body temperature to approximately 102° F. (38.9° C). The course of
treatment consisted of 10 to 15 intravenous injections at 2-day intervals.
All of the first patients given this treatment had been chosen at random
and with no selection. When the results in these cases were analyzed, it was
found that the onlj^ significant change in the clinical picture after treatment
was that some patients showed a considerable reduction in edema. Thereafter,
the use of this method was limited to patients whose chief complaint was edema.
In 6 of the 16 cases in which typhoid vaccine was used on this special indication, there were no evident results. The other 10 patients showed rapid improvement after the first or second injection; thereafter, their improvement,
while it continued, was considerably less striking. At the end of the course,
however, all 10 patients, who had previously spent most of their time in bed
and whose edema had not been improved by 3 weeks of complete bed rest,
were fully ambulatory. This method of treatment therefore seems to hold out
some promise and seems worthy of further trial in late cases of trenchfoot in
which swelling is prominent. Whether or not it will be effective in any given
case can be determined after the first 2 or 3 injections.
Control of hyperhidrosis.—Hyperhidrosis was a common and sometimes
incapacitating complaint, which was relieved only moderately, if at all, by the
use of low-cut, ventilated slioes, daily foot baths, frequent changes of socks,
and foot powders. Frei's method of applying formalin by means of electrophoresis was tested in 121 patients with this complaint, on the ground that
formalin baths are often used hj dermatologists in the management of hyperhidrosis and that the therapeutic effect might be accentuated by forcing the
formalin into tlie skin by means of a galvanic current.
This metliod was never employed until the patients had been tested for
sensitivity. The precaution proved essential, as well over a quarter of the men
for whom the treatment was considered were found sensitive to formalin.
Treatment consisted of placing the large negative electrode of an ordinary
galvanic-current machine in close contact with the abdomen while the positive
electrode was immersed in a bakelite container filled with 1-percent formalin
solution in sufficient quantity to reacli above the ankles. A course of treat-
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ment consisted of six d&ilj applications of 10 to 12 milliamperes of current for
20-minute periods.
Results were variable. In 29 of the 121 cases in which the method was
used, treatment could not be continued beyond the second or third appUcation
because of mild dermatitis or the development of fissures between the toes.
Thirty-seven of seventy-four patients who had one course of treatment showed
almost immediate cessation of sweating, twenty-one had a fair response, and
the others had no benefit at all. At the end of a 4-week foUowup period, the
therapeutic effect was still excellent in 7 patients and good in 32, but it was
only fair in 16 and was poor in 19. Eighteen patients were given two courses
of treatment, at an average interval of 39 days. In this group, the results
were good in 6 cases, fair in 8, and poor in 4. At the end of a 2-month period
of observation, hyperhidrosis had returned in most cases, regardless of the
original results, but it was less severe, and it was concluded that this mode of
treatment has a definite, if transient, beneficial effect in the late stages of
trenehfoot. Patients with hyperhidrosis treated by sympathectomy had, of
course, complete and lasting rehef (p. 342).
Other measures.—A certain number of other therapeutic methods were
tested at the vascular centers, not because there was any real expectation that
they would prove effective but to give the patients the benefit of all possible
techniques and to rule out, in the future management of trenehfoot, those
techniques which were entirely useless. As expected, the results were for the
most part unsatisfactory, and the data (all from Mayo General Hospital) are
presented merely for the record.
Four patients with prominent signs of excessive sympathetic activity were
treated by electrophoresis with a 0.2-pereent aqueous solution of Mecholyl
Chloride (acetyl-beta-methylchohne chloride). Six daily appHcations were
made, by the technique described for the similar application of formalin.
The local vasodilating properties of Mecholyl furnished the rationale for this
procedure, the objective of which was to counteract vasospasm. The feet
were always transiently warmer after each treatment, but there was always a
prompt reversion to the original cold, blue state, and, at the end of the period
of observation, there was no permanent improvement in vasomotor tone in any
instance.
Eleven patients with complaints referable to the peripheral nervous
system were given daily intravenous injections of thiamin chloride (100 mg.)
for an average of 14 days. No untoward effects were noted, but there was
also no alteration of symptoms. The patients continued to complain of
paresthesias, aching, burning, and sensitivity in the soles of the feet. It was
concluded that this form of therapy was of no value in the relief of neurologic
complaints in the later stages of trenehfoot.
Eight patients were treated in Sanders beds and by Buerger's exercises.
There was no reduction in the severity of their complaints, and cyanosis, coldness, and hyperhidrosis remained unaffected.
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IHERAPY (SURGICAL PHASE)
Sympatheclomy. -Since vasocoiistriction is a rundamcntal factor in the
pathogeiiesis of trenclifoot, as well as one of tlu; most constant sequelae, it was
natural that sympatheclomy should be I'egardeci as a ralional proce(hn'e hi
the last stiiges, whether or not other pi'ocedures were necessary. Sixty-six
lumbar symjjathectomies wei'e perfornu'd on forty-nine patients at the Mayo
General Ilospital, by excision of the second and third lumbar s\'mpatiietic
gaTiglia, together witli the int(>rvening chain. The operations were performed
thi'ough an anterioi- exli'aperitoneal approach, under spinal analgesia. There
wei-e no com])lications in any case. The distribution of cases according to
indications was as follows:
1. Deep (jdtigrene. - -Thvvi} were H8 operations performed on 30 patients.
Exposure had 0(;curi-ed in tlu^se cases on an average of 2 months earlier. From
1 to 5 toes were affected (hgs. 89. 90, and 91). Evidences of vasocoiistriction
were conspicuous. Tiie feet sweated profusely and were frequently cold and
cyanotic. Secondary infection was present in 29 of the 30 cases. Local heat
was originally present, as the result of the inflammatory reaction, in all of these
cases, but cooling of th(> feet was observed as the uifection cleared. Occasionally, the feet were warm, and sweating was almost comjiletely absent.

A

B
.\FIP (.Mayo OH) 578-1, ,578-2

I'^icriuo 89. -f^xtcii.sivc santircne of botli feel in late stage of trenchfoot. A. Ajiijearaiic(^ of fe(!t Ix'foro operation. ]i. ,\])|)(>ai'ance of feel after liilateral lumbar symjiatluictomjand arupiifation tln-oiiftii lin(> of demarcation. Healing was satisfactory, and tlie ])atie7it
was discliarged with useful feet.

Satisfactory and r(>asonably ]n-om])l healing occurred in all 30 cases (figs.
89, 90, and 91), thougli at times, when the metatarsal bones were exposed,
tube transfer grafts were necessary before healing was complete (hgs. 90 and 91).
Since no conti-ol series was run, it cannot be said ])ositively that the rate
of healing was expedit(>d by symjiathectomy, but there is some evidence, as
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:i''l(iuitK, '.10. -I'lxlriipivc ■;ant!;rciic of l)uih feet in l;l(c slasc of ti-cnchfoot-.
A. Ap])<"ar|)i'arancc of feel. l)cfoi-(< o])ci-a(ion.
B. ApiH-araiicc of feet aflci- l)ilalci-al lumlxir sympa(licctoiny, ampul.atioii, and i.ulic transfer frraff. (.o li'fl foot.

iSlk*i

V
' ii

AFU' (-Mayo till) CiST-l, (hST-l', ii.S7- !l (;,S7-1(I
iMcrnn !)!. -l';x(cn.si\-c fiansrcnc of l)o11i feet in lain nlagc of tronchfoot. A. Ap|)<>ar:uicc of l'c(>t aflci' .synipal liccloiny and anipuhd ion. ])<)rsal view.
V,. J'lanlar vi<;w.
(! a,n(l .1). Dcr.sal and ])lantar vii'ws slio\vinK apljcaranco of f(K-t after l)ilaleral ajjplication
of (nl)e (ra,nsrei- ,nrafls and removal of ])arl of liead of i-iKhl fir.sl niela,lai:<al.
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case 1 indiciitcs, that the increase in eircnlation following the 0])('ratiou had a
l)en(>ficia] efl'ect on lesions associated with significant vasosjjasm.
Case ].—'t'liis ])ationt was first scon after the first four toes t)ii one foot liad l)een am]inliiterl. 'I'lie stumps were granulating a.n<i infected. After tlie infection liad l)C(ui treated
for -t inontlis, small, deej) grafts were a])plied. with jjoor results; tli<^ grafts did not take and
little or no e])illielization followcfl. Sym])athectomy was then |)crformed Ijccausc- the foot
was cold, wet. and cyanotic. ('omiilctc li(>aling occurred within a ft^w days. The stum])
was sul)sc(juently revised because the skin over the distal <'nd was thin and delicate.

Th<> contrast of ra])i(l cpithelizalion of raw areas following syin])athoclon
omv
and the slow healing in cases in wdiieh it had not been performed was ])articiilarly evident when vasospasni was i)resent. After ojK'ration, the feet wore
warm and had a healthy color, and sweating was no longer a pi'oblem. [f th(>
skin was excessively dry, lanolin \\"as apjilied daily.
When snnill s|)lit-thiekness grafts wei'e attemjited aftei' sym]iallie('tomy,
it was not always ])ossil)l(^ to secure* tak(>s (figs. 92 and 9.'^), but tuhe grafts
\\"ere transferred as I'eadily as to normal lind)s.

I

I

.VFie (Milyo (111) 70(1-1, 7110-4

.t'lcriiE 92.—(iangrene of lioth feet in late stage of trcuchfoot.. A. A])pearanc(! of fc'ct
before ojicration. li. Aj)])carancc of feet after unilateral syinpathectomy, ami)utation of
gangrenous area of left great toe, ajiplication of split-thickness skin graft, which failed l,o
take, and lateral amputation of distal jihalanx of too and revision of stump.

Ill 17 ])alients on whom miilatiu-al sympathectomy had been perfomied,
the skin tem])erature of the toes or stimi[)s averaged 78.4° F. (25.8° C.) in tlit^
untreated lind) and (11.8° F. (3H.2°C.) in the sympathectomized limh. Osciliometry at the ankle averaged 2,f) on the untr(>ated side and 4.(» on the symj^atheetomized sicU-. After syni])athectoniy, dorsalis ])edis and ])osterior tibial
])iilsatioiis W(>i-e g(>nerally ])resent and full, and thei'o was nothing to suggest
any extiMisive ol)litei'ative change in the arteries of th(> feet, although there
4.SSi04>-—58
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Kidi'itK <):f. - ('.lUiKTciie of bodi feet in late stii^o <'f trcnchfoot. A. Appoaraneo of
f(!ct a,f(cr (^xi-isioii of frangix^iious ))art.s and bilateral syinpallieetoniy. A split-ttiickiiess
skin fj,i'aft applied to the left- great toe failed to lieal, because of infection. B. Appearance
of feet a,fl-er revision of stiiiii|)s of boili great toes, because of osteomyelitis, and amputation
of right fifth to(^ for same reason.

may luivc Ix'cii Mir()inl)()scs of the (li<,'i(al artei-y or of small branches in ilio
stump iinmcdiatcly adjaconi (o tho line of (l(-inarcatioii.
2. C(M scnsiliriJy.- TIUM-C were 13 operations on 9 ])atieiits. Four
patienis ill this t^'roii]) sutfcrod from swcatine- to such a degree that their socks
were almost constantly wet. In two cases, maceration of the skin had occurred,
folhnved by secoiuhvry inf(>ctioii. Tlies(^ 4 i)atieiits, as well as the other 5,
wliose cliief symptom was cold sensitivity, all (■om])laiiied of pain on ex])osure,
with a. distressing sense of numbness. Jii every case, the feet became warm
and (h-y and tiie coloration normal after sympathectomy. Tlie abnormal
respiuise to cold, and the associated discomfort, were diminished or reduced in
degree, and the iid'eclion ])resent in two j)atieiits with hyperhidrosis promptly
cleared u]).
;5. J'alii on Wihjhl IxariiKj. There were 1.") operations on 10 patients.
All the patients in this group had fairly well-marked vasospasm, which was
completely relieved by the o])eratioii. Two i)atients who complained of i)ain
in tlie heels had complete relief of ])ain, as did tlii'ec of the eight who complained
of pain in (he metafarsal region. Two other patients with mctatarsal ])aiii
secured modei'alc relief, hut there- was no im])roveiueiit in the remaining cases.
In the light of these results, it was concluded that sym])atliectomy (1) is
useful in iiiiiiinii/,ing tissue loss and in accelerating healing in ])atients with
gangrene associated with vasospasm; (2) is of value when hyperhidrosis is a
prominent symptom, ])articul)irly when maceration of tlio skin, local infection,
and cold sensitivitv are associated; and (:!) is of questionable value in the
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relief of pain on weight bearing and in mild vasoconstriction in the absence of
severe associated manifestations.
General measures.—Of all measures instituted to control infection, before
gangrenous areas were excised, the most useful was the application of warm
sterile compresses saturated with physiologic salt solution. It was frequently
necessary to use in addition some ointment, such as zinc oxide, to protect the
intact skin against maceration, the tendency toward which seemed greater
than in normal limbs. Perhaps the explanation was the very recent epithelization of large areas of skin following extensive desquamation. Another possible
explanation was the extensive hyperhidrosis from which so many patients
suffered.
Most of the patients were treated either with sulfadiazine or penicillin or
both. If streptomycin had been available, the results might have been better,
since some of the organisms which were present are sensitive to this antibiotic.
Chemotherapy and antibiotic therapy were possibly effective in preventing the
spread of infection, but neither method had any evident effect on the local
infection. Aqueous Mercurochrome solution proved more efficacious than
dilute acetic acid in clearing up infection caused by Bacillus pyocyaneus.
In a number of instances of apparently superficial dry gangrene, an active
infection, which led to osteomyelitis, was present under the crust. Amputation
was often necessary in these cases. In order to prevent such an outcome, the
practice eventually developed of using compresses in all cases in which areas
of superficial gangrene failed to separate promptly, in an effort to hasten
separation and subsequent epithelization. The prompt removal of all welldemarcated, gangrenous tissue was found to be an important step in the
management of these cases.
Even when infection cleared grossly under treatment, it was often still
present deep in the tissues. The surgeon was therefore greatly handicapped in
the use of split-thickness and other types of skin grafts.
Amputation.'—Gangrenous plaques and digits were, as a rule, amputated
through the line of demarcation as soon as possible after the patients were
received in the vascular centers. Sympathectomy was performed at the same
time in selected cases. The prevalence of infection, as already noted, permitted
closed amputations in very few cases.
The extent of the amputation depended upon the degree of the gangrene.
The policy of conservation of all tissue that could be salvaged was strictly
adhered to.
In some of the 37 patients with deep gangrene treated at Mayo General
Hospital, only a single toe was affected. In other cases, the process was limited
to the distal, or the distal and middle, phalanges. In still others, all the toes
were completely gangrenous. In 13 cases the gangrene was so extensive that
the heads of the metatarsals were left exposed after operation, and in 7 cases
it was necessary to remove portions of the metatarsal bones. Protruding
stumps of bone were often left in situ because infection made complete revision
inadvisable at the time. Later, the stumps were further revised, and the pro-
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tnuliiig phalan<i-(>s were roii<i'(Hii-(Hl ofl'. Disarlicalation was poi'l'Dnued in s(>v('ral
cases. The operation was teelinically simple, and it was tlioiight that osteomyelitis of the ])roximal stmnj) was less eommon after this procethn'e than after
amputation through the ])lialan<!:es.
Amputation of a portion of the foot or leg was necessary in only two
instances. One patient, who had gangrene of ])oth feet (fig. 94) was transferred
to an amputation center for amputation of the leg. 'I'lie other patient (fig. 95),
who had previcnisly unck'rgone am])utation (]jartly tarsal-metatarsal and partly
through the proximal portion of tlie metatarsals), liad heen h^ft with a ]jainfid,
unstahle and entirely misatisfaetory stumj). He was ti-ansfei'red to an amputation center for a Syme's o])eration

Ah'IT (Mayo (iH) 5!lli--l, K)i;-2

FKWRY;

94.

-I^xtcn.-ivc ,n-;ini>i'ciic in late Mni>:<' of trcnchfoot, I'oi- wliicli uininitution (hroiiiih
k'ii was cvcnlnaltv necessary. A. Dorsal view. 15. I'lantai' vi<>\v.

Conti'actures of tlie toes and stiifness of the joints and muscles were
rather frecpient in patients wlio had sustained loss of tissue from gangrene, as
well as in othei- cases. Stiffness could usually he reli(>ved hy ])hysiothera])y and
exercise, hut contractures did not always respond to these methods or to the use
of metatarsal hars. 'I'he commonest deformity resulted fi'om extensor contractures. Flexion conti-actures were less common. Roth ly])es were more likely
to occur in stumps than in intact toes. In a few instances, the contractm-e was
so severe and (Hsahling that amputation s(>(>med wiser than conliiuuHl attempts
to remedy the situation l)\- conservative methods (fig. 9G).
Skin grafts and plastic revision.- -Skin grafting was uiuieccssary in most
pal lents, even t hose with deep gangrene (figs. 89,97, and 98), tlu'. majority of whom
were dischargcnl with useful feet after am]nitation. When the toes had been
ami)utated through the phalanges, epithcli/ation usually occurred piomptly,
and tlic new skin was usuaflv stronsi- enough to withstand the trauma of walking.
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AFIP (Mayo fill) 1222-1, I222--2
FiCL'iiio 95. ■Aj)p(':inuiC(' of feet, after am))u<:dioii (partly tarsal-niotatarsal and partly
lliroutili |)r()xiinal portion of motatarsals) for oxfcnsivo sangrone in late sta,[>(' of trciichfoot.
The rcsiiltini;: stuiniis wore painful, unstable, and highly unsatisfacfory. This ])at:ient- was
eventually transferred to an amputation center for a Syine oiieratton. A. Dorsal view.
H. I'lantar view.
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AVIV (Mayo GT[) 12115-1, 12(;5-3
l''iru;uE ()(i.
(>)iitraetures of toes in late trenchfoot, re{|uiring amputation for nilief.
A. Contraetures before o|)eration. B. Apiiearanee of feet after am])utati()n and revision
of stumii.s. The ])atient was left with comfortable ieet.

In a few cases iu wiiich thin skin Mas a,(lli(>ront to (lu; bone, revision with
primary clostiro was earned out. If the liel'eet was large, and ijarLiciihirh'' if
an entire toe or several (o(>s had been lost, it was often desirable to cini)loy
a sjdit-thickness graft as a temporary i)roc(Hhu-e even if a fidl-thickness graft
later lia.d to be tis(>d. In some eases, split-!hidviiess grafts were satisfactory
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l''nii;uK 97. Dccj) f.a,ii,!!,rcnc of feet. ('xlcndinK tn Ixiiic, in
A. A|)i)canuic(> of iVcf before syiiipalhcctoiny. \'>. Ap|)caranco
synipathect.oniv and excision of f^-anKfenons parts. Jlealins was
witJiout. additiona,! surncry.
In this case, an area of Kan<;:ren(> on

lafn stiiKO <if Iroiichfoot..
of feel after unilateral
prompt and satislaetnry,
the sole of the risht foot

also healed i)roinptly.

.\F1I' (Mayo (ill) .Wl-2, SSI-l
FidiiRio i)S.
Deep KJinKrcne of feet, extendin<; to bone, in late stage of trenchfoot.
A. Api)ea,r;uice of feet before- unilatei-al synii>!ithectorny. B. Ap])caraiieo of feet after
uiiilat(>rnl synipathecfoiny and excision of gansrcnoTis ))arts. n(!alin<r was prom])t and
satisfactoi-y, williont additional surgery.
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(fi<i-. 90), l)Til in goiioral thoy were not (dgs. 92 and 9:>) prol)ahh-bocausc of infection rathoi' (lian hocauso of poor circulation in tlic sfimi]).
Tube <iTafts (fig'ri. 90, 91, 100, 101, and 102) had to bo used in five cases,
in all of wliich am])utation left the metatarsal heads ex])Osed. Tlie skin of tbe
sole was, fortunately, intact in tliese cases, so that the graft did not have to be
])laced on a \veighl-bearing surface.

•4* ' I

AKIP (Mayo OH) .WS-l, 585-2, 598-2, 5!IS-3

FiGi:uE 99.—(laiisi-enc of feot in late stage of tronclifoot. Application of split-thicknes.s
skill grafts, followed by good healing, minimal loss of tissue, and good functional results.
A. Appearanci^ of left foot before ojieration. B. Aijpearance of foot shown in view A after
unilateral sympathectomy and coverage of stumps of first, third, and fourth toes with
split-thickness skin grafts. C. Ajipearance of feet before operation. D. Appearance of
feet shown in view C after unilateral sympathectomy and coverage of ulcerated area over
right metatarsal ends with split-thickness skin grafts.
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AFll' (.M.iyo (ill) i;:i() I, I130--:t, f.77-!, liTT-f)

iMciiiHic !)'.) -ConliiHicil. E. A|)])caranc(! of feet Iwforc oijeraiioi). F. Apijcaraiicc! of
feet shown in viow 10 after iiiiilatcr:!,! syni])atIiectoiny and eoverai^e of <l(!fect along dorsoniosial
as|)(-ct of Loos (}f right foot witJi splil-thickncss sldn grafts. G. A])pearanco of feet befoi'e
operation. II. Ai)|)eai'anc(^ of {I'xd sliown in viow (! after l)ila(cral syni])a(liectoniy and
(:ov(M-ag(^ of ulcei-s over sinnips of boih fii'sl toes witli s))li(-tliicluiess sl<in grafts.

When (he (ii'sf of Mu'sc five palionls \v;i,s ojionilod on, a double i>o(li('lo
e-|'a.r(: wa,s elevated JVoiii Lite o])])()sile leg, a. s])lit-lliickness graft, was ])laced
heneaJ.li llie pediele gra.ft, and lli(> jjedicle o-raff was iJten tnmsfeiTed to iJte
d<'fect in (he foot. Jt was found at this stage of the procethu-e tiuit sufllcient
atr()i)iiy had occurred to permit ])i'iinarv closure of (lie skin beneatli the piulielo,
wJiieh was then convei'tcd into a lube, 'IMir(>e weeks la,tei', tlie tube was
divided a,t. the lower end and sutui'ed to the defect of the foot, tlie liiid)s being
held in phice Avith plaster of ])ai'is. The same techniciue was employcMl in the
four other ea.ses in wliieh traiisfei' "grafts wer(> nec(>.ssar\'.
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AVIV (.Mayo (ill) (ISL'-l, (iS^r,

FiruMjio 100.—-Deep gangrciio of feet in late stage of trcnchfoot.. Utilization of tube
transfer grafts with Ijilateral syiiipatlicctom}- after ami)u(ation. '^riic functional i-csult was
(!xcellent. A. Apiiearanee of left' foot after bilateral synipathcctoiiiy and amputation of
toes. B. A))])earance of foot shown in view A after a])plication of tube transfer graft.

TJie opei-ation was ijorfonncd as follows: Two parallel incisions wore
nia,(l(' oil the ])ost(n'oni(>(lial aspect of titc contralatcral Ics^', iJto width and
Iciie-lh of the ])cdicl(' dc])cndinp iii)Oii llic siz(^ of tltc^ area to be COVOI'CMI. TIK^
anterior incision was ])lace(l just jjosferior to the, sapheiious vein; care w^as
taken lo avoid injury to th(> sa])henons n(>rve. The skin betwecMi the incisions,
togefhei- with tlie tinderlying stihcutaneous fat, was elevatcMh 'I'Jio ])edich^
was e-eiilly retracted and the skin margins w^ero siifllcicMdJy reflecl-(>d botli
anteriorly and jjosteriorly to p(>rinit closure^ without (.ension. A])proximaliou
of Die skin edges witlt interrtiptcHl sutures of line cotton converted th(^])cdiclo
into a. tube (fig. 103). B(>lween tJu> s(>coiid and third weeks after opertition,
the circulation in the ttil)(> was tested bv the a])plication of a rubber tourniquet
about the distal end. In all five cas(>s in whicJt this method was used, good
circulation was maintained during the ])eriod of tentative conslriclion.
At tlie s(>cond op(>i'a,lion. tlie tube was divided at l\u\ lower end and the
]-esulting defect in the l(>g was closed by suture. 'I'he tube w^as then opened
and sutured in ])lac(' about the ulcerated a,rea, the skin edges of which had been
fi-eshly mobilizech IVoper ])Osition was mainlaiiUHl with a ])lasl-er cast a])plicd
to both lower exlr(>mities (lig. lf)4). The patients seldom com])laine(l of tliis
])()sitioii. Three weeks later, tlte cast was removed, the proxhnal end of the
ttibe was divided, and the free end of the graft was sutured in ])lace.
In '.') of llie ") casi^s in wliicli tJiis Iccluiicpie was us(>d, healing occurred
without com])licalions of any kind. In the fourth cas(>, about 10 p(>rceiil of
the distal end of the graft wa.s lost, but the small ulccu' wluch resulted ]t(>aled
jH'omptly. In the remaining cas(\ a. small draining sinus pei-sisted in the suttire
line and did not respond to comjjresses, curelling, or excision of the nuirgins
with secondary closure, Exi:)loration revealed a small se(iueslrinn from i\w
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AFli' (Mayo OH) M^-1, r,!)-,-7, 5i).>-S

|.'i(;,iRK 101. -Deep KaiiKi'i'iic "f fi'<'l ii' li'tc sla.nc (if trcnclifoot. UtilizaUoii of liil)C
Iransfc]- f;ra,fls witli l)ila,(cral HyinpallHVttuiiy after iun])iita,tioii. 'J'he fiiiictioiial result was
(-xcellcni.. A. Appcai-ance of feet before oi)eratioii. 15. Appearaiiei^ of feet; after l)ilateral
.syinpaJliecloiny and ainpulat i;iii. Xot<" expo.siire of first and third left nuUatarsals and
(irsl, tlirouKli fourth ritjht iiietatarsals. ('. A])pearaneo of feet on dorsal aspect after tran.sfer
of full-lhiekn(>ss skin (o both feet by means of lub(^ grafts. 1). Plantar vi(!\\.

hoiul of ii. metaliM-sal bone, lls ivnioval was followed by ])roiiipl healing, but
the patient's hospital sta.y had nieanlime been (■onside]-al)ly prolonged.
When ga.ngi-ene was liniiled (o a iK)rrion of a toe and revision of the stump
was neeessa,ry beeii.use of osteon^velil is or l)eea,iise the skin was thin and
adherent, tiie saerifiee of a smaH aiiioimt of tissue did not ad'eet the result.
VVJien, however, the iieads of I he metalarsal ])ones formed the stmnp, they
wei-e usually i)reseiA'ed. (lood iunction was sometiiues obtained by simph^
revision ((ig. lOo), hut in such cases, as a ride, a more comfortable and more
usefid foot M-iis obtained when the melatarsal heads were left in situ and were
covered by a skin graft.
Prostheses.- -Tlie iiui.jority of j)atient.s with deep ga,ngreno following
trench foot ha,d usefid feet when tiiey were discharged, tiiough in some instances
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i
Al''ll' (Mayo (JU) SSO-L', SSO-S

FKiriii-: 102.—]")<;op sfinsn-ue of feet in la((^ stage of treiichfoot.
Utilization of tube
transfer graft with bilateral synipathectoiny after amputation. The functional result was
excellent. A. Ap]x>aranc(! of feet before oi)eration. B. y\p|)earance of feet shown in
view A after an-i))utation of toes, bilateral symiiathectoniy, and aiii)lication of tube transf(ugraft. Th(! fourth and fifth toes were originally ])resorved in this ciise but were subsequently
amputated because of stiffness and discomfort.

FKiijHE JO:-!.--Technique of tube transfer
graft. I'edicle has been converted into 1ul)e
by a])proximatioii of skin edges with interrupted sutures of fine cotton.

AFlr (M;lyo (ill) 682-1
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I'^Kaiuio 1(1-1.

-A and 15.

Trchni(|uc (if jihislcr ininKihiliznlion after tube transfer (rraft.
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I'"i(;rHK 105. A])pcaraiic(' of risht foot
after loss of toes. Healing ()C('un-(>(l after
syiiipatliectoiuy, bill llie stuiii]) \vas covered
with thill, adherent skin and "was not satisfactory, lievision was accoiiiplislied l)y sacrificiiii"- most of tlie lieads of tlie first and
second inetatarsals. Tlioiigli this ])atieiit
was left with a satisfactory stiini]), a l)etter
result would ]irohal)ly have lieen obtained if
a tube transfer Ki'aft liad been used instead of
a reainputat ion operation.

AI''I]' (Miiyo (ill) .>1.V2

l)r(>s(li("S('s w(M-(> iH'ccsrtarv. When all Ilic Iocs had IxH'ii amptifalod, a spoiigcnilihcr or cotton ])a.(l was used in the toe of Ihc shoe (o ])revciil the foot IVoiu
slichiig i'orwai'd. In an occasional case in which the second and third toes had
heen amputated and the o-reat toe left in situ, a pad of chainois-covefed s])ong-e
nihher, insei-ted helween the toes and kept in position with, the sock, lielped to
l)i-event ha.lln.x valti-tis. Some ])ati(>nls with TclaxiMl h'v.t, who ex])erienced disconih)rt on waiking-, fotind resilieid. ai'ch stippoids hel]yfiil. .In general, tJiei-e
was litlh- coin])laint on either standing or wadding exce])t for slight to moderate
discoiid'ort in the mcdatarsal ar(>a. This type of discomfort, Jiowever, was
complained of jtist as frecpiently hy ])atients who had not devcdoped gangrene
and ha.d not undergone a.m])iitation. Relief was frequently obtained hy the
use of a. uietatai'sal bar or of a second hetd in front of the regidar heel of the
shoe (]). I-)H.")).

JlECONOri lONINC;
Although r(>c(inditioniiig of men with trenclifoot wa.s a. most im])ort.ant and
essential ])hase of their treatment in the Zone of Interior h()S]Mtal, almost
nofliing was aAailahle on the subject in the literature, and it was nec<>ssary to
s(d 11]) what amounted to a n(A\' ])rograui. During the jjcriod since exposure
and injury, uiost of {\\e ])ati('nts rt-ceived in the rnited States had been tit
(•om])lete bed rest and they were reluctant toget up (]).:]24). Men hospitalized
in England had had Buerger's exercises as ])art of their regular trea.tiuent, bid-,
;is a. nde, reconditioning ha.d been on ii vohmtai-y basis since th(>ir a,ri'ivtil in tJu^
Zone of Interior, and most of tlieui had not i)articii)at.ed. 'I'heir morah' was
poor. TJiey iiad no concept of the nature of tJieir injuries, and tlu'ir fear of
comjjh'le future invalidism w-as coud)ined with. disl)elief in the efllcacy of any
treatuient. Afany of them WCMV in ])Oor pltysical condition and were convinced
that tliey could do nothing active. Tlie recondilioning ])rogra.m, as it was sot
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up at the vascular centers, Camp Carson and elsewhere, had to overcome
psychologic as well as physical difficulties.
The following reconditioning program, which was carried out at Mayo
General Hospital, differs only in details from the programs carried out
elsewhere.
Initial Phase
Bedridden patients.—A special type of program was necessary for men who
could not become ambulatory as soon as they were admitted to the Zone of
Interior hospital, either because of gangrenous lesions or because the soles of
the feet were too sensitive to permit weight bearing. The routine, which was
conducted under the supervision of the ward officer and ward master, consisted
of corrective exercises in bed in the morning, with games, tournaments, and
various tests for physical fitness in the afternoon.
Ambulatory patients.—As soon as the patients were able to walk around the
ward without too much difficulty and discomfort and were able to go to the
mess hall for their meals, they were transferred to special barracks, set aside
for trenchfoot patients, and were placed on an ambulatory reconditioning program. Although they were still regarded as hospital patients, they were at
once given all the pass privileges of soldiers in the command, with the objective
of encouraging walking.
The program was graduated. For the first 4 weeks, the exercises, although
they were carried out in the gymnasium, were of such a character that only
a small portion of the time was spent on the feet. Volleyball, shot-putting
contests, and various exercises designed to strengthen the muscles of the
upper portion of the body were performed sitting down. At the end of 4
weeks, a number of exercises performed on the feet were added to the program.
Then mild weight-bearing exercises and games were substituted for some of
the exercises and games which had been performed sitting down. The amount
of exercise performed on the feet was gradually increased until the desired level
of activity was reached. This took from 1 to 3 months, depending upon the
rate of progress of the individual patient. At this time, the patients also
engaged in occupational therapy requiring the use of the muscles of the feet
and legs, to counteract the stiffness and atrophy which were the residua of
trenchfoot.
Water calisthenics formed an important part of the program for ambulatory patients. It was thought that the buoyancy of the water in the pool
would enhance the recovery of a sense of balance and permit more vigorous
use of the muscles of the feet, with less pain. At first, the men merely sat on
the edge of the pool and kicked their feet in the water. It was often necessary
to overcome their reluctance to do even this, for fear that wetting the feet
would make their condition worse. As a matter of fact, a few men with more
severe degrees of trenchfoot did respond badly to this part of the program.
Some complaints were intensified. Sometimes hot, prickly sensations were
experienced. In some instances, a dermatitis appeared, perhaps because of
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the effect of the chlorine in the water on the sensitive skin. Patients who had
any untoward effects from immersion of the feet were excused from this part
of the reconditioning program, but all patients who could tolerate immersion
were encouraged to carry it out.
After a few days of merely kicking the feet in the water, various types of
water calisthenics were undertaken. Then the patients walked in the water,
first on the toes, and later on the feet. Finally, water games were engaged in.
Weight-bearing exercises that could not be tolerated in the gymnasium often
proved feasible in the pool, in which, by regulating the depth of the water, it
was possible to regulate the weight borne by the feet.
With the few exceptions noted, all patients, no matter how severe their
condition, could engage in the scheduled exercises in water up to the shoulder.
Patients with milder injuries could perform them in water up to the waist.
The depth of the water was gradually reduced for each individual, so that
more and more weight couM be borne on the feet, which could thus be conditioned, without much discomfort, to normal weight bearing and body balance.
For the first week after exercises in the pool were begun, there were frequent complaints of soreness and stiffness in the muscles of the legs and thighs,
probably because of the unaccustomed movements. If the exercises were
persisted in, these gradually disappeared. Some patients ceased to suffer
from hyperhidrosis, though others found it increased. Most of the men felt
that the water had a relaxing effect on the muscles of the feet and permitted
greater freedom of movement. Both patients and staff, in fact, agreed that
water calisthenics constituted perhaps the most effective part of the reconditioning program.
All of the patients, as soon as their condition permitted, were assigned,
as already mentioned, to different departments in the command, such as the
motor pool, electrical shop, post ofRce, and communications center, as well as
to the educational reconditioning program. Their own preference, as far as
possible, served as the basis for the assignment. Other men furnished work
details for different parts of the hospital. Although all of these assignments
required walking and standing, sometimes for considerable periods of time,
the men were usually interested in what they were doing, as well as in their
own progi'ess, and there were few fresh complaints.
Second Phase
Outdoor activities were begun at the end of 8 weeks of the reconditioning
program, with hiking and bicycle riding occupying most of the time allotted
for them. Group walking at a leisurely pace was continued all during the
program, the short distances at first attempted being gradually increased to
1 or 2 miles. A definite goal was set for each hike, but it was made clear that
men who were in distress from pain or cold could drop out at any time without
penalty. At first, most of the walking was done on asphalt roads. Later,
as tolerance increased, irregularly surfaced roads were no longer bypassed-
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A marching cadence was required only at Retreat, which was conducted three
times a week.
At first, tliere were numerous complaints, particularly when walking was
begun over uneven ground. Burning and aching were chiefly complained of,
not when the men were walking but afterward when they were at rest. Later,
as the skin of the sole hardened, all complaints became fewer. Since there
were general complaints of the discomfort produced by socks wet with perspii-ation, diy cotton socks were always put on before the hike and were changed
as soon as it was over. Care was taken to keep the feet as dry as possible outdoors, since exposure to cold in wet socks always resulted in an exacerbation
of symptoms.
If the outdoor reconditioning program had to be carried out in winter,
wlien the enviroimicntal temperature was low and the ground was often covered
witli snow, four-buckle arctic galoslies were provided, for wear over the ordinary
low quarter shoes. However, so many of the patients complained of burning,
swelling, and excessive sweating when galoshes were worn that their use was
eventually made entirely voluntary.
After bicycle riding was begun, the level of the seat was gradually raised,
so that more and more strain was placed on the small muscles of the foot.
Tlio distance ridden was also gradually increased. At the end of the period
of reconditioning, most of the patients could ride 3 to 4 miles without difficulty,
though some continued to have pain in the small muscles of the foot. Since
this symptom did not materially improve with graded increases in the distance
ridden, men wlio experienced it were excused from this tj^pe of exercise.
Immediate Results
The first and most obvious therapeutic effect of the reconditioning program
at Mayo General Hospital was a rapid change in the mental outlook of the
patients. For the previous weeks or months, they had led lives of bedridden
invalidism, and they saw little beyond it. Then thej^ suddenly found themselves part of a program of gradually increasing physical activity. They began
to do tilings which they had thouglit thej' could never do again, and they saw
otliers doing them. Their self-confidence returned as their general ph3'^sical
condition and capacity improved. Furthermore, continuing participation in
competitive sports had a wholesome effect on their outlook toward future
duties and responsibilities.
Tlie reconditioning program, which was begun on 24 November 1944, for
35 enlisted men, eventual!}- included 550 enlisted men and 17 officers. It
developed by trial and error. When it was started, it was not clear how much
physical activity could be undertaken without ill effects. The patients in the
first groups, realizing that the program was still experimental and that their
reactions would govern the content of the program in the future, entered into
it with great enthusiasm and supplied much helpful comment on the various
phases. Future programs were modified iii the light of these first reactions.
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As time passed and disposition in larger and larger numbers became
necessary, the mental outlook of the patients became very different, particularly
as the war drew to a close. Many of them were no longer interested, and the
spirit of cooperation which had played so vital a part in the success of the
early courses began to disappear. Emphasis was now shifted to disposition
and compensation for injuries, and complete restoration of the feet to normal
became a secondary objective.

DISPOSITION
When it was thought that a patient with trenchfoot had obtained the
maximal possible benefit from the reconditioning program with respect to his
general health and that his feet were sufficiently recovered to allow participation in a fairly normal program of daily activity, he was brought before the
hospital disposition board. At the vascular centers, this board consisted of
the chief or the assistant chief of the medical section, the chief of the medical
vascular section, and the ward oflicer in closest contact with the patient during
his period of hospitahzation. The procedure consisted of the reading of a
summary of the case history, the examination of the patient by members of
the board, including a survey of his gait without shoes, and a discussion of the
findings. All information obtained during a board proceeding was placed on
a special sheet.
The following considerations governed the disposition of patients: (1) The
rate of progress in the hospital, (2) the duration of hospitahzation, (3) the
severity of persisting signs and symptoms, (4) the degree of hyperhidrosis,
(5) the amount of atrophy in the small muscles of the feet, (6) the actual loss
of tissue as a result of gangrene, (7) the tendency to blister formation aad
fissures, (8) the condition of the skin on the soles of the feet, (9) the type of
persistent symptoms, such as neuritic pains, (10) the gait, (11) the distance
that could be walked without difficulty, (12) other defects, and (13) the mental
outlook.
Enlisted Men
Final disposition was made on 1,042 of the enhsted men with trenchfoot
treated at the three vascular centers. They were (1) sent to duty, with a
"3" or "4" (indicating disability of the lower extremities) in their profiles, or
(2) sent to convalescent centers or other hospitals for additional treatment, or
(3) given a Certificate of Disability Discharge. In about two-thirds of the
cases, there was no difficulty at all in arriving at a decision. The patients
clearly fell into one category or another. In the remaining third, there was a
good deal of difficulty, and, in numerous instances, the decision was not unanimous. There seems little doubt that in many cases disposition might have
been different if the matter had been brought up again or had been brought
up before another board of medical officers.
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Of the 1,042 enlisted men on whom disposition was made at the vascular
centers, 332 (31.9 percent) were returned to duty. All had shown fairly rapid
progress. None of them had any other medical or surgical disability. All had
normal gaits. All could stand on their toes. Most of them could walk without
difficulty for at least a mile. Cyanosis was minimal, and none presented signs
of excessive sweating, coldness, atrophy of the small muscles of the feet, or
stiffness of the toes. Very few complained of neuritic pains, numbness of the
toes, or tenderness of the soles of the feet on weight bearing and walking.
Three hundred and ninety-four enlisted men (37.8 percent of the total
number) were discharged from the hospital to civilian life. About a third of
those discharged presented an associated condition which in itself might not
have been disabling but which, when combined with moderate residua of
trenchfoot, was sufRcient to warrant discharge from the Armj'-. These conditions included plantar warts, various orthopedic disabilities of the feet, partially disabling wounds of the lower extremities, and mild to moderate psychoneurosis.
Men given medical discharges because of trenchfoot residua usually
presented findings indicative of excessive sympathetic activity, such as cold
and cyanotic feet and hyperhidrosis, which was sometimes incapacitating and
might require changes of socks two or three times daily. Increase of symptoms,
particularly hyperhidrosis and swelling, was frequent during hot weather.
Hypesthesia on the plantar surfaces of the toes and the adjacent portion of
the foot was still present. Some men complained of a neuritic type of pain
while they were at rest, as well as of numbness of one or more toes. Usually,
the skin on the sole of the foot was delicate, perhaps because the patients, to
avoid the pain caused by ambulation, walked very little. The gait was likely
to be abnormal. They walked chieflj' on the heel or the lateral edges of the
foot or failed to push off properly with the toes.
Most of the patients with a history of deep gangrene and subsequent loss
of tissue were discharged to civilian life. Most of them had had severe attacks
of trenchfoot, and at the time of discharge, in addition to having lost toes or
portions of tlie feet, they had such sequelae as hyperhidrosis, extreme coldness
and cyanosis of the feet, and neuritic symptoms and signs.
As a general rule, the men returned to civilian life had little desire to
remain in the Army. Attempts had been made, during the entire period of
their hospitalization, to alter their point of view. Weekl}^ group conferences,
conducted by the psychiatrist, had given them opportunities to present their
problems and discuss the reasons for their discontent, but these efforts had
failed. They all felt that they had done their share of fighting. There was
no actual proof, but there seems little doubt that the symptoms complained of
by at least some of the men in this group were exaggerated. Some men frankly
admitted that they were making the most of their complaints, but they justified
themselves by saying that they felt that they could no longer be of use to the
Army.
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The remaining 316 patients, 30.3 percent of the total number disposed of,
were thought to need further reconditioning, and were sent to convalescent
centers. Most of them had been transferred from hospitals in which reconditioning programs for trenchfoot had not been pursued vigorously. Their
disposition on discharge from the convalescent centers is not known.
FoUowup.—Eighty-six replies were received from a letter and questionnau-e
sent, 3 months after they had left the hospital, to the first one hundred and
twenty-five enlisted men discharged to civilian life from the Mayo General
Hospital Vascular Center. More than two-thirds had obtained work within a
little over a month after discharge, and well over half of these held their original
jobs. Six percent were enrolled in technical schools and colleges. About a
quarter were not working; the questionnaire, unfortunately, failed to inquire
specifically whether work had been sought and had not been secured.
Most of the men who were working held jobs which required physical
activity. Although they spent an average of 4 hours daily on their feet, most
of them felt that they were able to do their work with as little difficulty as
fellow workmen without a history of physical disability from cold injury.
In spite of the generally good working record of these 86 men, two-thirds
of them complained of burning sensations in the feet, tenderness of the soles,
and hyperhidrosis. More than half said that their feet swelled. A few complained of blister formation and trichophytosis. Less than half could walk a
mile or more without difficulty. Twelve percent had noted moderate to marked
improvement in the condition of their feet since they had returned to civilian
life, but 41 percent reported no improvement at all.
Officers
Disposition of officers with trenchfoot, as exemplified by the 17 observed
at Mayo General Hospital, differed in a number of respects from the disposition
of enlisted men. Only one of these oflficers was brought before a retirement
board. He had had a severe attack of cold injury, and his feet were in bad
condition when he was admitted. Although his progress was satisfactory, at
the time of disposition he still had numerous residua, such as tenderness in the
soles of the feet on walking, marked cyanosis, coldness, hyperhidrosis, and
some swelling.
The other 16 officers, all of whom had had moderately severe degrees of
trenchfoot, showed rapid improvement after hospitalization in the United
States. They took part in the reconditioning program with enthusiasm and
showed the benefits of it very quickly. As compared with enlisted men with
practically the same amount of exposure and practically the same objective
findings, they had far fewer complaints. Their relatively higher morale
undoubtedly accounted for their generally better response to treatment and
reconditioning.
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All 16 officers were assigned to limited duty when tliey left Mayo General
Hospital, with the understanding that they were to be reexamined in one of
the vascular centers at the end of 6 months, to determine whether they could
then be returned to full duty. At the end of 3 months, it was learned that
several of them had already had to be reliospitalized because of aggravation
of their symptoms.
One officer could not do even office work because of burning and swelling
of the feet. He had been assigned to a post in the South and attributed his
difficulties to the high environmental temperature.
Another officer had been able to work with only slight discomfort in
California, but, 2 months after his transfer to a camp in Texas, where the
environmental temperature was high, he began to sufTer from aching sensations
in the soles of the foot, followed by paresthesia in the toes. His work as an
instructor, wliich necessitated his being on his feet a great deal, caused an
increase of all his symptoms. When transferred to desk work, he continued
to experience aching and pain in the arch of the foot, so severe as to require
hospitalization at the station hospital to which he was assigned and eventual
return to the Maj^o General Hospital Vascular Center. At this time, he complained of a throbbing sensation in the soles of both feet after walking about
three blocks. He walked on the edges of his feet, to reduce the amount of
weiglit on tlie soles. This gait had not been present when he was originally a
patient at tlie vascular center. Examination of the feet was entirely negative
except for some cyanosis when ihcy were dependent. This officer's story
closely resembles tlic stories of at least four other officers who had to be rehospitalized at other institutions witliin 2 or 3 months after leaving Mayo General
Hospital.
In contrast to the preceding histories are the results in four officers with
trenchfoot who were assigned to Maj'o General Hospital and who could be
closely watched. For the most part, these four performed their assigned
duties with few complaints. They also indulged in sports, such as baseball
and golf, without ill effects. There were almost no objective findings when
their feet were examined periodically.
Tlie morale of the four officers assigned to the hospital was very high.
They were doing work for which they were well suited and whicli was exactly
what they wanted to do. The officers with recurrent sj'^mptoms, on the other
hand, were all dissatisfied with tlieir assignments and all felt that, because
they were likely to be returned to the hospital within 6 months, no real effort
had been made to assign them according to their ability. None of them was
kept especially busy, and all had time to concentrate upon the state of their
feet. Under the circumstances, they had excellent opportunities to exaggerate
their complaints in their own minds.
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PREDICTIVE TESTS
In the Zone of Interior, as well as overseas, the patient with residual
complaints from cold injury, who had few objective signs or none at all, presented serious diagnostic problems. Burch and his associates,^ working under
the Office of Scientific Kesearch and Development, devised for this kind of
patient what thej^ called an activity index, predicated upon changes in tlie
skin temperature before, during, and after occlusion of the vessels of the leg.
In this test, the degree of inflammatory activity in a part injured by cold and
moisture is determined bj'- throe observations: (1) The initial stabilization
temperature of the affected part, (2) the fall in temperature after 15 minutes
of occlusion, and (3) the rise in temperature during the hyperemic period after
release of tlie occlusion.
The investigation, which was carried out on 46 men who had suffered from
trenchfoot, was carefully controlled, the controls including both normal subjects
and psychoneurotic subjects without organic disease of any kind. All observations were made in a constant-temperature room, and all other environmental
circumstances were also carefully controlled.
Under the conditions of this study, Burch and his associates, while recognizing the necessity for further investigation and evaluation of this test,
regarded the following observations as justified:
1. If the temperature of a toe at the end of 15 minutes' stay in a constanttemperature room at 68° F. (20° C.) is above 84.2° F. (29° C), the chances
are almost 100 percent tliat the toe is not normal. If the temperature is above
80.6° F. (27° C), the chances of abnormality are about 75 percent.
2. If, at the end of the whole study (approximately an hour), the rate of
refilling is less than 8.0 seconds, the chances are almost 100 percent that the
part is not normal. At the end of 2 minutes', and of 15 minutes', stay in the
observation room, the rate of refilling of the skin vessels which had been
emptied by pressure was essentially the same for the control subjects and the
subjects witli previous cold injury.
3. If the temperature of the big toe falls more than 9° F. (5° C.) during
the period of occlusion and if there is a maximum rise of 9° F. (5° C.) or more
above the control value during the period of reactive hyperemia, the chances
of abnormahty are about 90 percent. If the fall is greater than 5.4° F. (3° C.)
and the rise after the release of the circulation is greater than 5.4° F (3° C),
the chances of abnormality are about 75 percent. In fact, with a fall of 3.6° F.
(2° C.) during occlusion and a rise on the same order during release, the chances
of abnormalitj' are more than 50 percent.
2 Burch, G. H.. Myers, El. L., Porter, E. E,, and Scliader, N.: Objective Studies of Some Physiologic Responses
in Mild Chronic Trench Foot. Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp. 80: 1-70, January 1947.
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4. When all three of the phenomena just described are clearly abnormal,
the chances that the part is diseased approach 100 percent, and the observations,
naturally, are more conclusive, than if only one of the reactions is suggestively
abnormal. The availabihty of two separate objective phenomena and one
quasi-objective plienomenon obviously makes for greater accuracy. The
accuracy of the test can be further insured by making observations on both
limbs simultaneously, one part serving as a control for the other.
Burch and his associates, as already noted, recognized both the limits
of this activity index and the need for further research on it. The index,
nonetheless, is practical and should prove useful in the evaluation of the numerous late cases of cold injury which arc characterized by subjective complaints
and by a total, or almost total, absence of objective findings.^
s Tlio lonR-turm story of tronchfoot, as has beon Intimated elsewhere, remains to be told. It may eventually be told
by the Veterans' Administration. Eedisch. In an article entitled "Chronic Trench Foot.—A Problem in the Care of World
War II Veterans," which appeared in the Military Surgeon for December 1947, stated that the Veterans' Administration
EeRlonal Office In Newark, N. J., had seen 54 men with chronic tronchfoot in a single 12Klay period in 1946. He expected
that, by the end of 1947, from 50,000 to 100,000 veterans would have claimed disability from this type of injury. It is
siRnificant that sufferers from chronic cold injury were continuini!; to seek medical care from the Veterans' Administration
late in 1940, almost 2 years after the last cold injuries had been sustained in combat.
Information personally secured from the Veterans' Administiation showed that, in 1948,161 patients with cold injury
(tronchfoot or immersion foot) were discharged from Veterans' Administration medical facilities; in 58 of these cases, cold
injury was the principal diaRnosIs. Comparable information for 1949 showed 115 patients discharged, 60 of them with the
principal diagnosis of cold injury. Those figures give no indication of the number of patients with cold injury still under
medical supervision, but they do emphasize the ehronicity of this type of injury and the long-term medical cost.
It is Interesting and highly significant that, as late as 1949, some veterans who had sustained their cold injuries in
World War I were still under the care of the Administration. Five such patients were discharged in 1946, and four more
were observed In 1949.
A followup study of men with previous cold injury has been under way as a research project in the Veterans' Admlnstration since 1950. The Information secured will make it possible to determine the permanent residua (or lack of residua)
in men discharged to civilian life after their Injuries.
Another followup study of 100 cold injury patients, made 4 years after occurrence of the injury in Korea was published
by Blair, Schatzi, and Orr in the Jotirnal of the American Medical Association, 6 April 1957.

CHAPTER XIII

The Epidemiology of Cold Injury
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Studies made in ETOUSA (European Theater of Operation, United States
Army) during the winter of 1944-45 clearly showed that cold injury is a component of mass trauma and that is behaves in accordance with epidemiologic
laws. It was thus demonstrated again that the biologic principles that govern
disease as a community problem hold equally well for trauma, including trauma
caused by cold.
Before cold injury is discussed from this point of view, certain general facts
concerning epidemiology must bo stated, as follows:
Epidemiology, according to Gordon,' may be defined as medical ecology
and may be interpreted as the influence of the total envhonment upon the reactions of living things. By this concept, health is the equilibrium of all the
factors which come into play to influence disease or injury in man. Agent, host,
and environmental factors make up the total epidemiologic potential, and their
equilibrium, or their lack of equilibrium, determines the presence or absence of
disease or trauma in any given community.
The agent is the specific cause of trauma or disease. The host, man, has
many inherent qualities which predispose him to, or which protect him against,
injury or disease. The environment in all its aspects, physical, biologic, and
socioeconomic, constitutes the medium through which agent and host are
brought together to cause injury or disease. Man's equilibrium in health may
become a lack, or absence, of equilibrium in trauma or disease through (1)
actions of the agent, (2) reactions of the host, (3) functions of the environment,
or (4) the interactions of any two, or of all three, of these epidemiologic
potentials.
With the acceptance of this concept, the causation of disease or injury is
not limited to any specific micro-organism, or to any single agent, such as cold.
Multiple factors are always involved. Epidemiology embraces both multiple
causation and the multiple mechanisms through which multiple causative
factors interact. An understanding of the effect of the interactions of causative
factors is essential to a comprehension of the whole epidemiologic problem.
Epidemiologic analysis of total cause and effect is the only sound basis from
' Gordon,!. E.:Tho Strategic and Tactical Influence of Disease in World War II (Preventive Medicine and Epidemiology). Am. J. M. Sc. 215: 311-326, March 1948.
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wliicli a clear picture of the total situation can be derived; it is also the only
sound basis upon which an effective program of prevention and control can be
built.
Application of Epidemiologic Principles to Cold Injury
All of tliese generalizations arc applicable to cold injury. The specific
causative agent is cold, or cold in association with wet. A number of host factors
determine the susceptibility of the soldier to these agents. The interplay of
agent and liost factors is governed by a number of environmental factors.
The total causation of cold injmy is complex. This is not so much because
any single factor involved is complex but because of the interrelation of the
multiple factors which come into play to make up the mechanism of cold injury
under variable circumstances. It is not at all difficult to classify these several
factors according to agent, host, or environment. What is difficult, in the
analysis of the over-all problem, is to determine the relative weight which
should be assigned to each single factor.
Interpretation of World War II experience of cold injury.—The interpretation of the cold injury experience of World War II may be approached in
several ways, as follows:
1. Tlie first approach is an endeavor to interpret this experience from the
point of view of broad causality. It has been established historically, both by
experiment and experience, that cold and wet, singly or associated, are the
preeminent causal factors in cold injury. Tliey are the conditions which must
be present if it is to occur. Historically, mass cold injury has occurred only in
time of war, only then in the cold or wet-cold season, and only then under
circmnstances of military stress that bring about unusual exposure of the
soldier. Exposure has two components, degree and duration. Time, or duration, thus becomes an additional component of broad causation.
With these fundamental concepts established, it is possible to investigate
how the several modifying factors of agent, host, and environment impinge upon
the core of causation. The chronicle of cold injury in World War I and the
field investigations of cold injury carried out in World War II were along these
lines and pointed toward the determination of the factors which made up total
causation.
2. In view of the constancy of the basic causative factors of cold injury,
that is, cold and wet, a second approach toward the problem is logically directed
toward the study of modifying factors. This particular study is limited to individual factors or to circumscribed groups of the several causative components of
cold injury. The effect of cold injury is readily measured in terms of numbers of
cases and time lost as a result. It is difficult to count and measure the modifying
factors which may chiefly determine the prevalence of the injury. Many of
them are intangible host factors, such as fatigue, nutritional status, or the eflFect
of a previous cold injury. Environmental factors such as command leadership,
discipline, and training are even more difficult to measure precisely.
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It would liave been fairly simple to measure the agent factors of cold and
wet in World War II if detailed records of temperature fluctuations and precipitation had been made a part of the record of each division. They were not.
Average weather data were recorded by army areas, but in no theater do
records exist of the detailed day-by-day fluctuations within division areas.
3. A theoretical method of approach is to assign relative values to each of
the factors implicated in cold injury and to study tlie trcnchfoot record in each
division in the light of these values. This method permits a composite evaluation of the circumstances which are favorable and unfavorable to trenchfoot.
As a practical matter, when this method was used, low ratings generally were
associated with good division records for cold injury, but the distinctions were
not drawn finely enough to establish reliable quantitative multiple-factor
relationships.
Twenty-one infantry divisions in the European theater were rated by
this method for the months of November and December 1944 according to
type of combat action, clothing supply, rotation, training and experience,
shelter, and terrain, in addition to the basic factors of cold and wet. Details
of this study are recorded elsewhere (p. 366). In general, it may be said that
the selection of qualitatively significant factors by multiple correlation techniques was restricted by lack of precise measurements for factors presumed
to be important on the basis of previous experience. Significant correlation
could be established between the cold injury experience and the degree of
combat, as well as cold injury and shelter. Significant correlation could also
be established, though to a lesser extent, for rotation as well as terrain. Had
more precise data been available, multiple regression studies of these factors
might have made possible the assessment of relative factor weights.
However, in spite of its limitations, this study bore out, in general, the
ratings already established for the various divisions in relation to their cold
injury records. It also confirmed the feasibility of evaluating the modifying
factors in cold injury for which precise quantitative measurements are not
available.
4. In the absence of data ample enough and precise enough to permit
statistical measurement of the influence of such factors of concern to the
individual soldier as leadership, training, clothing, fatigue, or foot discipline,
some other method had to be found to assess the role of these and other factors
involved in cold injury in World War II. None presented itself except the
epidemiologic approach of studying organizations ranging in size from battalions
to divisions by the selection of periods of time and situations in which only one
factor seemed to vary in comparison with other organizations of similar size
operating under identical or almost identical conditions.^ This method, which
is applicable to agent, host, and environmental factors alike, has been utilized
in this chapter to study the modifying agents of cold injury. All possible factors
» All data concoming the various divisions and other organizations used for unit case histories and other studies in this
chapter were obtained from the appropriate records on file in the Offlco ol; the Surgeon General of the Army.
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have boon evaluated by tliis method. In addition, the influence of certain of
them has been assessed in part by the rating method and statistical procedures
already mentioned.
ANALYSIS OF SELECTED DIVISIONS BY
CORRELATION STUDIES
The experiences of 21 divisions on the Western Front in November and
December 1944 were studied, by the technique already described in the
light of six factors of environment, in an attempt to weigh the impact of
these factors on the incidence of trenchfoot. These factors, namely, combat
action, rotation poUcies, weather, shelter, terrain, and troop experience, constitute the independent variables among which interaction may take place.
The dependent variable is the incidence of trenchfoot.
Since none of these factors are susceptible of quantitative gradmg, a
subjective scoring of their intensity was set up (see footnote 1, table 11),
ranging from (1) least predisposing to (4) most predisposing. Each division
was then rated separately for November and December, and the data were
recorded, together with tlie actual numbers of cases of cold injury each had
experienced (tables 11 and 12).
• i, i
Data concerning temperature and precipitation could not be weighed
in relation to other factors because, as already noted, they are available only
as means for whole army areas and thus do not fluctuate by division. Similarly,
criteria for measuring training and experience are gross and thus do not vary
significantly between the divisions or between the 2 months covered by the
analysis.
^ . j i
Clothing supply was a theater problem. All divisions were affected to
some extent. No division was without supplies, but no division was fully
equipped. Variations between divisions in this respect were not great, and
the moderate improvement which occurred in December affected them aU.
The influence of this factor can therefore be judged only by isolated circumstances, such as were created, for instance, when overshoes were left behind
by order.
Before a statistical analysis of these data was undertaken, it was necessary to find a linear function of the incidence which was roughly related to the
independent variables. The logarithm of the incidence was found to fulfill
this requirement. Next, the usual procedure of computing correlation coefficients was applied for each of the six independent variables and the dependent
variable (table 13). The coefficients of combat action and shelter were found
highly significant. Those of terrain and rotation were of borderline significance The paradoxical finding that the coefficient of weather, which is a
basic factor, was entirely insignificant could be explained only by the nature
of the data. As pointed out earlier in this chapter, these data were general
and incomplete. During the period chosen for the study, the weather seems
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to have held fairly constant, so that it could not greatly influence variations
in the trenchfoot incidence. The correlation coefficient for training and
experience versus incidence can be disregarded, since it was rather low.
TABLE

13. -Cases of trenchfoot in 21 infantry divisions, European theater, November and
December 1944, in relation to ratings of several predisposing factors

[Relationship between variables expressed by coefficient of correlation; logatitlims of incidence of cold injury were used
in computing the coemcients]

Dependent
variable

Combat action
Rotation. _ __
Shelter
Terrain
__
Weather
Training and experience.
Shelter-terrain ^

0.419
.271
.547
. 262
. 021
. 120
.532

Interacting independent variables
Combat
action

Shelter

a 283
. 268
. 234

0. 017

(')
(')
. 350

. 322

(')
(')

Rotation

0. 172
v)
-.029

' Data not computed.
J Mean score.
NOTE.—The figures in italic are significant correlation coefficients. Those above 0.304 are significant at the 5-perccnt
level; those above 0.393 are significant at the I-percent level.

Of the four apparently significant factors left after those just discussed
are ehminated, shelter and terrain appear to be of the same nature, both
being determined by the topography of the area. It is therefore feasible to
combine them in one score by simply averaging the individual scores. With
the combined score, a significant correlation is found with trenchfoot. The
weighting of each of the three factors, rotation, combat action, and shelterterrain, is possible, by means of multiple regression analysis. However, this
complicated procedure would scarcely be profitable, since it would reflect only
the relative weight within this particular situation, while other relative weights
might be applicable to other situations, in another area of combat, for instance,
or in another season. The relative importance of the three factors cannot be
evaluated, but some interrelation can be found by the first order of correlation coefficients between their independent variables. There is a certain interaction between combat action and rotation (table 13) but no correlation
between rotation and shelter. A third significant correlation between combat
action and shelter adds further uncertainty to their evaluation.
The result of this analysis can therefore be summarized as follows: In
an area with relatively bad weather, factors of the military environment were
of more importance than weather in determining trenchfoot. Among these,
combat action and shelter seemed to be of highest importance. Rotation
policy was less influential. No relation between trenchfoot and troop training and experience could be found. Thus, within the broad causation of
trenchfoot, certain factors of envu'onment were found to influence incidence
438404^—58-
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when tlie wcatlicr was highly favorable for the occurrence of this special type
of cold injury.
, „T ,
T^
^ ■
This analysis of cold injury in 21 divisions on the Western Front m
November and December 1944 does not entirely bear out the epidemiologic
findings of detailed unit surveys presented later in this chapter, especially m
re-ard to such factors as the influence of weather, training and experience,
clothing supplies, and rotation. The discrepancy, in itself, emphasizes the
need for much more detailed data by units if, in the future, a valid statistical
analysis is to clarify the roles of tlie several modifying factors m the causation
° ''VtCTaetion of combat action and season.-The statistical analysis just
recorded was limited to a sliort period of the winter in Europe which was highly
conducive to the occurrence of trenchfoot. Data on the incidence of trenchtoot
among United States and British troops in Italy from October 1944 through
March 1945 throw a different light upon certain factors. Trenchfoot was
more frequent among United States troops, as is shown by the rate by months
(cliart 6 table 14). Combat action, however, varied for the two forces, as
shown by battle-casualty rates. It is possible to correct tlie trenchfoot incidence for combat action by relating the rate of trenchfoot to that of battle
casualties When the rates tluis obtained are plotted against the months of
occurrence two facts emerge. The first is that there is a distinct seasonal efi^ect,
with the peak in January and February. The second is that the apparent
difl'ercnce between British and United States troops seems to be without significance (chart 7 table 14). The interesting point in these data is that the seasonal
CHAUT

6.— Trenchfoot incidence rates United Slates and British forces in Italy, October 1944
Ihrovgh
ovgh March 1945
[Rale expressed as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]
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7.—Comparison of ratios of trenchfoot to battle casualties in United States and British
forces in Italy, October 1944 through March 1946
[Ratio of trenchfoot to battle casualties expressed as a percentage]
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14.—Comparative incidence rates for trenchfoot cases and battle casualties, United States
and British forces in Italy, October 1944 through March 1945
[Rate expressed as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]
U. S. Army

Month and year
Trenchfoot
(rate)

1944
October
November
December

Battle
casualties
(rate)

British forces
Ratio of
trenchfoot
to battle
casualties

Trenchfoot
(rate)

Battle
casualties
(rate)

Ratio of
trenchfoot
to battle
casualties

28
21
20

647
153
85

4.32:100
13. 72:100
23.52:100

6
9
10

236
75
80

2.54:100
12. 00:100
12. 50:100

23
24
7

47
154
113

48.93:100
15. 58:100
6. 19:100

14
17
0

22
37
6

63. 63:100
45.94:100
0

1940
January
February
JVIarcli

g^g
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factor was originally hidden by interaction with the military operation. The
severest combat action took place during the months when the temperature
was highest, but the trenchfoot incidence was apparently the same throughout
tlie whole period. When the interaction of combat action and season was
dissolved, however, the relatively higlier incidence of trenchfoot in the colder
months became evident, and it was then possible to explain the differences in
tlic incidence of trenchfoot in tlie two forces by differences in their exposure.

EPTDEMIOLOGIC ANALYSIS OF AGENT, HOST, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Agent Factors
Cold.—Cold is the predominant agent in the production of cold injury, just
as it is also tlie immediate exciting cause of tissue damage, irrespective of the
influence of extraneous modifying factors. If the effect of cold is described as
loss of body heat, the role of wetness as one of the modifying factors in cold
injxiry is more easily compreliended. Experimental studies, the experience of
armies in previous wars, and tlie experience of Arctic explorers and of the inliabitants of cold countries leave no doubt of tlio part cold plays in the production of cold injury.
The role of cold and the mcclianism of the production of cold mjury have
been described in detail elsewliere (pp. 404 and 235).
Man is a tropical animal and is therefore liighly susceptible to the effects
of cold. The temperature of tlie human body and, to a lesser extent, that of
the feet is kept independent of the temperature of the environment by two
mechanisms. The first is natural means, such as metabolism and the circulation. Metabolic lieat is distributed to the periphery by way of the circulation,
upon which tlie liands and feet are particularly dependent for the maintenance
of a temperature independent of that of the environment. Any factor that
tends to impede the circulation (p. 390) would therefore be expected to render
tlie hands and feet more susceptible to the action of cold.
The second moans by wliicli the temperature of the body is kept independent of that of the environment is artificial, the use of clothing. Wlien man is
reasonably well clothed, he is not greatly affected by dry cold above the freezing
point. This was clearly established by tlie experience of British troops m
World War I. Losses from trenchfoot were promptly and markedly reduced
by the simple expedients of using trencliboards and wearing gum boots, which
allowed tlie men to reach the trenches dry-shod. After these measures had
been adopted, exposure to moderate degrees of cold (from above freezing to
50° F. (10° C.)) did not cause significant cold injury.
Tlic evaluation of cold as an agent factor in the production of cold injury
would be simple if the effects were in direct proportion to temperature. Then
a simple relation between temperature and duration of exposure could easily
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be expressed. Tlie situation is not so simple. The effect of cold as an agent
in cold injurj' is, as already indicated, best described as a loss of body heat, a.
concept which serves to explain the role of wetness as a modifying factor.
Since loss of body heat is the important consideration, the relation of cold and of
several other factors becomes complex. Heat loss may be much greater at
temperatures above freezing than it is at temperatures below this level if
wetness or other factors expedite the process. The loss may be much less at
temperatures below freezing if the soldier is properly insulated with clothing
and can keep dry. Under these circumstances, it is both expedient and advisable to regard cold as an agent in cold injury which acts in the same manner
in which a bacterium acts as the agent in an infectious disease. Similarly, it
is well to view the modifying factors that determine the extent and seriousness
of cold injury in the same way in which various circumstances may influence
the invasiveness of micro-organisms.
Wet.—In the causation of cold injuries that occur in the range of temperatures above freezing, the synergistic relation that wet bears to cold may again
be compared to the synergistic relations of certain micro-organisms to each
other in the causation of infectious disease. Because of the physical properties
of water, wetness enhances the effect of cold. Body heat is readily conducted
to the outside atmosphere from the feet and other parts of the body through
wet stocks, shoes, gloves, and other articles of clothing. Evaporation of water
in wet clothing occurs with substantial additional cooling effects, even when the
outside atmosphere is cold and humid.
Wetness has other undesirable effects. It causes clothing to cling closely
to the skin and thus eliminates the insulating layer of air ordinarily present
between the skin and the clothing. Air spaces between layers of clothing and
air in the interstices of the clothing are also lost when the clothing is wet. Dry,
intact skin, because of its horny layer, has inherent insulating properties that
are destroyed by wetness. Finally, water or wet clothing in contact with the
skin for long periods may cause maceration, which in turn increases the likelihood of trauma and infection.
The synergistic effect of wetness is highly important because many military
operations conducted in winter take place at temperatures at which wetness
combines with cold to produce cold injury. Since cold, as temperature, and
wetness, as precipitation, are components of weather, and in this capacity are
also environmental factors, both will be discussed in greater detail under the
latter heading (p. 404).
Host Factors
The host factors responsible for cold injury are inextricably interwoven
with the same human attributes that cause soldiers to perform well or poorly
in battle, that build up high morale or result in indifference, and that motivate
men to fight to the bitter end on one hand and to desert on the other. These
are human attitudes, traits, and resources. They are, at one and the same time,
physical, mental, and emotional. No precise standards of measurement are
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available for them, but a full uuderstanding of them is the essence of leadership
and command function.
^ ,• , j ■ +i,„
Leadership and personnel have been accorded a vast amount of study m the
past, and extensive research on human action, attitude and motivation are
curr ntlv under way. In some of these studies, great emphasis has been placed
uDon the psvchology of war and on leadership, while m others the chief attenZ has been given to physical attributes. There is considerable doubt, howover whether all of these studies, and the knowledge derived from them have
been utilized to the best advantage. It has been proposed that the Armed
Forces might, with full justification, estabUsh and support research to study
man as a whole and to evaluate influences of all kinds, physical, mental, emotional, environmental, and all others that combine to cause men to react and
perfoiTO as they do. Until this or some similar approach to the measurement
of human host factors can be accomphshed, it will be impossible to evaluate
tlioroughly the factors that influence cold injury, combat trauma, neuropsychiatric conditions, and disease.
, , .
wi,o o^rolim
Because of the absence of satisfactory methods of measurement, the evaluation of host factors is necessarily imperfect. It is based on observations made
in wartime, opinions, and such crude measurements as are possible. Nonetheless, by these methods, the important role of host factors is made clear, as
is the need for greater understanding of them and for precise methods of mcjsur
ingThem. In spite of tliese lacks, the crude methods necessarily used m World
War II made clear the important role of host factors. The questionnaire
submitted to 1,018 trenchfoot casualties and to an adequate control group
toward the end of the war (p. 400) furnished material that, together with unit
observations, demonstrated both host and environmental influences.
Age.-No conclusive evidence exists that age, per se, influences individual
susceptibility to cold injury in the age range of mihtary combat soldiers; that
is 18 to 35 years (table 15). Observations on shipwrecked manners and passengers suggest that persons below the age of 17 and above the age of 40 years
ly be more susceptible than those in the years between. These phenomena
can be explained by the instabihty of the cardiovascular system, ^ts inaMity
adjust to stress in the younger group, and the generally lowered adaptability
of the circulatory system in those in middle age and older.
In 1,018 trenchfoot casualties surveyed in Zone of Interior hospitals m
1945 (p 400) age distribution bore no relationship at all to cold m]ury (table 15)
These were chiefly combat troops, and the age range was narrow. Age seemed
similarly without influence in the 144 patients with trenchfoot who were surveyed by Berson and Angelucci«in hospitals in Italy and who were compared
with 877 soldiers hospitalized for other reasons.
In one sense, age does play a role in the susceptibihty to trenchfoot.
Observations made at the 1st Ai-ctic Aeromedical Laboratory and reported by
"

3 Berson, II.C., and Angelucci, R. J.: Trench Foot. Bull. XT. S. Army M. Dept. No. 77, pp. 91-99, June 1944.
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Miller * emphasize the importance of physical fitness in withstanding the
stress of cold. Since physical fitness is, as a rule, likely to be less in older age
groups, an increased individual susceptibility probably could be shown in
them. In combat units, however, this would not hold, since the physically
unfit are screened out by intent at the time of induction and by the exigencies
of battle experience if they have passed the initial screening.
TABLE

15.—Age at last birthday of 1,018 patients with trenchfoot,
hospitalized in Zone of Interior

18 and 19__
20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 and over
Unknown
Total

Age

Cases
(number)

_

122
234
448
143
41
30

12
23
44
14
4
3

1,018

100

_ .
_

_ _

Percent

Sex.—No data came out of World War II to justify the consideration of sex
as a host factor in susceptibility to cold injury. This might be expected because of the military circumstances. Members of the Women's Army Corps
were not exposed to conditions conducive to cold injury. They were utilized
in the larger headquarters and in hospitals and, in both locations, had shelter,
food, and ample clothing. Nurses were assigned as far forward as evacuation
or field hospitals in army areas, but the installations were always under canvas
or in other sheltered locations. The hospital sites, it is true, often became
quagmires, but exposure was not great, and adequate clothing, including
galoshes, was provided. Furthermore, the nature of their work kept the
nurses, for the most part, in heated shelters.
Race and geographic origin.—The role of race and geographic origin as host
factors in cold injurj^ is not well clarified by data recorded for either of the
World Wars.
Gilcreest ^ recorded the unusual prevalence of trenchfoot among American
Negroes in World War I with a great deal of humor, but his comments concerning cold injury among men of this race in combat are neither convincing
nor informative. In World War II, observations in training areas in the
United States, as well as in Italy and on the Western Front, furnished no indications that United States Negroes or other soldiers native to Southern States
' Miller, A. J.: Physical Fitness for Strenuous Work in Relation to the Survival Situation in a Cold Environment.
Report of Project XIV, 1st Artie Aeromedical Laboratory, Ladd Air Force Base, Alaska, 1948.
5 Brownrlgg, E. M.: Frostbite in ShipwTCcked Mariners. Am. J. Surg. 59: 232-247, February 1943. [Includes discussion by Edgar L. Gilcreest, pp. 245-246.]
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were any more or any less susceptible to cold injuries than were other troops.
Combat comparisons are not valid because a large proportion of Negi'o troops
were assigned to service organizations and did not suffer much exposure.
Such combat records as do exist, however, suggest a possible racial susceptibility to cold. The 92d Infantry Division, a Negro combat unit, was
exposed to cold in Italy, in the winter of 1944-45, when protection was far
better understood and clothing far more adequate than in the previous winter.
Altliougli tlic total incidence of trenchfoot in the Mediterranean theater was
greatly reduced for tliese reasons, this particular division supplied one out of
every tliree cold casualties reported. A possible explanation is that the unit
was new to combat and lacked tlie battle training and experience with cold
which otlier Fifth U. S. Army divisions possessed in the second winter of
figliting in Italy."
It was also observed that trenchfoot was relatively more frequent in
Japanese-American soldiers than in other United States troops.'' The rate
was high in the 100th Infantry Battalion (Separate), composed of JapaneseAmerican soldiers, although it was attached to a regiment (the 133d Infantry)
in wliich tlie rate was low because foot discipline was excellent. The explanation offered by the commanding officer of the regiment was that JapaneseAmerican soldiers were peculiarly susceptible to cold injury because of the
delicate construction of their feet. The regimental surgeon was of the same
opinion.
Not a great deal of information exists about other troops. In World War
I, tlie French used Senegalese troops on the Western Front in 1917 and had a
high incidence of "frozen feet" in tlie middle of April, when cold injury was
negligible among otlier French forces. Brazilian and Hawaiian troops fighting
in'ltaly in tlie winter of 1944-45 had a high incidence of trenchfoot.* The
original injuries were thought to be more severe than in North American
troops, and recurrences were unusually frequent. Inexperience and newness to
comba't probably accounted for a part of this record, as in the Negro division
just mentioned, but racial susceptibility cannot be entirely discounted.
» Later studips confirm the Mediterranean experience concerning cold injury in tlie Negro. In the winter of 1951-52,
a .special cold injury research team, comni.anded by Lt. Col. Kenneth D. Orr, MO, made an extended study of the ctiologlc,
pathologic, opldcmlologlc, clinical, and therapeutic aspects of these injuries. The report of the work of this team was
published on 1 April 1053 (Summary of Activities, Cold Injury Research Team Korea, 1951-52, Report No. 113, Army
Medical Research Laboratory, Fort Knox, Ky.). This report (p. 418) stated that Negro soldiers proved to be a slgniflcantly greater risk for attack by frostbite (6 times) than other soldiers when all environmental conditions were equalized.
At tlie regimental level, the Negro rate was 35.9 per 1,000, compared to 6.8 per 1,000 for white soldiers. Negroes also
showed more severe Injuries than while soldiers. Differences in tissue susceptibility were neither proved nor disproved.
Additional confirmation of the apparently greater Negro susceptibility to cold injury Is also found in a report by Maj.
Qcn. Alvin L. Oorby, In Essential Technical Medical Data for January-March 1956, United States Army, Europe.
During February 1950, the number of reported cases of cold injury exceeded the total reported for the cold Injury season of
1954-55. While cold Injury was the outstanding morbidity problem during this month, it was considered remarkable that
the incidence was not higher .and the severity not greater, since the winter of 1955-50 was the most severe in Europe in the
past century. On the other hand, while the incidence of cold Injury was not Inordinately high, a large proportion of the
cases occurred in Negro troops, which indicates, as previous studies have indicated, that race is a predisposing factor in
this condition.
' Animal Report, Surgeon, VI Corps, Seventh U. S. Army, 1944.
» Toone, E. C, and Williams, J. P.: Trench Foot: Prognosis and Disposition. Bull. D. S. Army M. Dopt. 6:198-210,
February 1940.
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The evidence of racial susceptibility to cold is thus fragmentary. It is
certainly not sufficiently convincing to prevent the employment of presumably susceptible races in winter operations, such as those in Europe in World
War II, although better knowledge of this host factor might strengthen the
decision to use certain racial groups in service echelons or in light holding defense operations pending a long period of acclimatization. As a matter of
fact, acclimatization and adaptation to climatic environment are difficult to
separate from purely inherent racial susceptibility or lack of susceptibility.
All races can acclimatize to cold, to some extent, at least, and can learn to do
the things necessary for survival in the cold.
The Eskimos furnish the outstanding illustration of this ability. The
white man can acclimatize to the arctic cold, but he never develops inherent
protective meclianisms equal to those of the Eskimos, who, as the result of
long development, undoubtedly possess a racial tolerance to cold. Eskimo
babies wear no clothes. They are carried in pouches on their mothers' backs,
in skin-to-skin contact, and they are removed stark naked, in weather far
below zero, for excretion, feeding, and other care, without apparent harm.
The Eskimos, furthermore, know the value of protective clothing and of special
care of the feet. All their clothing is layered and loosely fitted. The inner
layer, of caribou skin, is worn with the fur to the wearer's skin; a second,
outer skin is worn with the fur outside. For footgear, Eskimos wear sealskin
mulduks, which arc loosely fitted, changed frequently, and discarded when
it is no longer possible to chew them into pliability.
Previous cold injury experience.—There seems no doubt that previous
cold injury predisposes the soldier who has experienced it to further trauma
from cold. Tlie degree of predisposition varies in proportion to the severity
of the original injury, recurrence being most frequent when the previous
injury has been moderate to severe.
It was thought that some of the cases of cold injury which occurred on
Kiska were early recurrences of the injuries which had been sustained on
Attu, though the possibility of recrudescence rather than recurrence could not,
of course, be completely dismissed (p. 99). In Italy and in Europe, however,
there was no doubt of the seriousness of recurrent cold injury.
Lt. Col. (later Col.) Fiorindo A. Simeone, who made a special investigation
of trenchfoot in the Mediterranean theater in the winter of 1943-44 and in the
following winter (p. 101), estimated that 15 percent of all casualties from this
cause who were returned to duty might be expected to have recurrences. He
also expressed the opinion that a man who had suffered a cold injury would
be particularly susceptible to the effects of cold if he were exposed again within
a few weeks or a few months. The course of events substantiated his opinion.
Although only 2 percent of the personnel of all divisions of the Fifth U. S. Army
suffered from trenchfoot, 18 percent of all patients hospitalized for this cause
had previously been hospitalized for it. Twenty-two percent of the cases
observed in December 1944 were instances of recurrence (8 percent from the
winter of 1944-45 and 14 percent from the previous winter), and, in January
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1945, 2.3 percent of tlic cases were recurrent (18 percent fi'om the winter of
1944-45 and 5 percent from tlie previous winter). The conclusion of Berson
and Angehicci, that previous exposure is not an important factor in susceptibility to cold injury, is not in accord with the conclusions of others. The
explanation probably is that their studies were made before the factor of
previous exposure had begun to exert its heaviest influence.
Recurrent trenchfoot in the European tlieater Avas first encountered in
the Seventh U. S. Army, many of whose components had fought in Italy the
previous winter. On 30 November 1944, an ofFicer from the Preventive
Medicine Division, OfRce of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, noted in a memorandum on trenchfoot in the Tliird and Seventh U. S. Armies that, between
1 October and 18 November, 1,441 cases liad been reported in the Seventh
U. S. Ai-my and that about 50 percent of tliese were instances of recurrence.
Tlie experienced divisions from which most of these recurrences came had few
new cases except among Japanese-American troops. These troops had suffered
heavily from this cause in Italy and had the same experience in France. Other
estimates of recin-rent trenclifoot in soldiers who had sustained cold injury in
Italy the previous winter ranged from 30 to 35 percent.
WJien investigators from tlie Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA,
questioned tlie siu-geons from various combat divisions concerning recurrent
cases of trenchfoot and their opinion of the susceptibility to subsequent cold
injury of tliose who liad previously experienced it, it was tlie consensus that
men with prior injuries were more susceptible to subsequent injury. The
following endorsement forwarded by the Surgeon, 45th Infantry Division, to
the Surgeon, Seventh U. S. Army, was based on the opinions of all surgeons in
the division and was representative of tlie opinion in tlie whole theater:
a. Trcncli foot in Italy, especially if of such a degree a.s to be classified as moderate, did
render the men susceptible to vascular disturbances in the feet between the period of landing
in Soutliern France and the onset of weather cold enough to actually precipitate trench foot.
b. Persons who have had trench foot will not tolerate well intensive marching, even
though the weather is warm.

Incidentally, the surgeon of the 2d Infantry Division recorded that men
who had suffered from frozen feet in Michigan during winter maneuvers 2
years earlier were the first to succumb to cold trauma in the 1944-45 campaign
on the Western Front.
The situation with respect to recurrence is excellently summed up in a
report from the 23d General Hospital covering data from 5 November to 1
December 1944 and included in Essential Technical Medical Data, ETOUSA,
for November 1944:
Of 122 so-called recurrent cases, 58 patients had received previous hospital care for cold
injury. They had spent a total of 3,788 days (10.3 years) in hospitals, and 749 additional
days in reconditioning. Many of them had been returned to A (full) duty, and had remained
on full duty for several weeks, but closer analysis showed their activities to have been of a
limited nature. These men were really a burden to their commands because of frequent
sick calls, the periods they spent in quarters, their constant complaints of foot pain on
walking and in wet, cold weather, and the necessity of tran.sporting them in vehicles when
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the troops advanced. Ileturn to combat conditions frequently caused prompt relapses,
especially in men who had sustained their first cold injuries in France. Patients with
recurrent cold injury did not have a more severe grade of injury than those primarily affected,
but their tolerance to wet and cold was definitely less.

Medical officers responsible for the management of trenchfoot did not at
first comprehend the ready susceptibility to subsequent cold injtuy of men
who had previously sustained such injuries. They soon learned the lesson.
In the winter of 1943-44, for instance, 50 percent of all men with trenchfoot
treated at the 45tb General Hospital in Italy were returned to full duty.' In
the second winter, when the risk of retraumatization by cold had become more
clearly understood, only 2.1 percent were returned to full duty.
Experiences in the European theater also showed that the usefulness to
the Army of a man who had sustained a cold injury was likely to be limited.
On 1 December 1944, the Commanding General, Third U. S. Army, wrote
to the Theater Chief Surgeon that serious consideration must be given to the
rapid replacement of able-bodied soldiers in the rear by men who had suffered
from trenchfoot and who could do duty as military police or truck drivers or
who could work in other posts in which they would not again be exposed to
wet and cold.
During the week ending 24 February 1945, the Office of the Surgeon,
United Kingdom Base, surveyed one general hospital chosen at random from
each of six hospital centers in respect to the trenchfoot situation. The disposition of the patients indicated that the lesson of recurrent cold injury had been
learned. There had been 1,828 dispositions in a total of 3,769 admissions for
cold injury in these six hospitals up to and including 21 February 1945. Of this
number, 192 men had been returned to general duty (11 percent); 672 had
been returned to limited duty (37 percent); 443 had been sent to convalescent
hospitals (24 percent); and 520 had been evacuated to the Zone of Interior
(28 percent). In short, and assuming that the men returned to full duty had
been able to stand up under it, which is a highly unlikely assumption, 89 percent
of 1,828 combat troops had been lost from combat duty because of cold injury.
The results were somewhat better in the hospitals which had stressed early,
active exercise and had conducted special classes in rehabihtation.
These dispositions were far from the optimistic predictions advanced early
in the winter. In the 1944 report of the 108th General Hospital in Paris, in
which 150 beds had been set aside for the investigation of cold injury, the
estimate was that only 10 percent of the casualties from this cause would have
severe enough injuries to require evacuation to the Zone of Interior and that
37 percent would have injuries mild enough to permit their return to duty
within 60 to 90 days. As a matter of fact, about a third of all patients admitted
with cold injury as the primary diagnosis had to be evacuated to the Zone
of Interior and 18 percent received Certificate of DisabiUty discharges.
One reason why it was thought that recurrence would not be a factor
of major importance in field forces on the Western Front was that the evacuation
• See footnote 8, p. 380.
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policy encouraged tlie removal to rear echelon medical installations of men
witli even mild injuries if their symptoms lasted more than 2 or 3 days.'"
Witli a triage and evacuation policy of such strictness, opinions were expressed
as late as January 1945 that reciirrent trenchfoot would not be great in combat
soldiers. Recurrence did take place, however, when many casualties originally
evacuated with apparently mild injuries were returned to combat duty; the
importance of previous cold injury as a host factor in the causation of this
type of trauma thus was proved again.
When the weatlier became warmer, many hospitals began to send larger
proportions of tlieir patients with cold injury back to full duty, or to limited
dxity, on the ground that they would not be exposed again to extreme cold or
wet cold. This policy was also not successful. Men returned to even limited
assignments did not usually liold up well under their duties, and many of them
eventually had to be evacuated to the Zone of Interior.
The evidence collected in Italy and in the European theater tlms left no
doubt that tlie wisest plan of disposition was to return all casualties with
cold injuries, unless they were very mild (first degree), to the Zone of Interior for
possible assignment to a theater wliere the climate was more moderate and
their services could be better utilized. Tlie loss of time was enormous when
tliey were returned to full or even limited duty in a cold climate. It would
have been wiser to retain in tlie theater in which they had sustained their
injuries only those who had some special talent for the war effort. Even when
this plan is followed, tlic residua of cold injury (p. 284) will often make these
soldiers a burden ratlier than an asset to their organizations.
Because so many men witli recurrent cold injuries lacked any objective
evidence of tlie disease, their management was particularly difficult. When
there was obvious tissue damage, the decision was simple, but no test was
available by which physiologic distin-bances could be demonstrated, and, in
the absence of sound proof to tlie contrary, complaints had to be accepted at
their face value. At that, malingering was suspected in a surprisingly small
number of cases."
Inherent constitutional factors.—Lewis, in his discussion of chilblains and
in his reports on cold in general (p. 235), has shown that the individual response
to cold varies greatly from person to person. This fact is generally accepted,
though the inherent constitutional reasons for the variability are not readily
apparent. The Raynaud and Buerger syndromes are well known and easily
recognizable clinically, but the abnormal physiologic processes upon which
they arc based have not been satisfactorily explained. It is not at all clear
why moderate cold should act as a trigger meclianism in one person, setting off
the typical response to cold, including blanching and even blue coloration
10 Miiuitos, Ticiiclifoot Confcicnco, Offlcc of tlic Chief SurRcon, ETOUSA, Paris, 24 Jan. 1945.
" Aiintlicr intorcstin!!; foatiirc of tlic report of the research team which studied cold injury in Korea during the winter
of 1051-52 (p. 380) was Its confirmation of the experiences in the Mediterranean and European theaters concerning the
effects of previous cold injury. A previous injury was shown incontrovertibly to predispose to a second attack (p. 417).
Tlie attack- rate among soldiers who had had no previous injuries was 2.6 per thousand, compared to 5.0 per thousand for
men who had previously sustained cold injuries.
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of the skin, while in other persons under the same conditions of exposure
sensitivity is very much less marked.
_
Lange and his associates/^ who accept the thesis that sensitivity to cold
varies widely from person to person, take the position that susceptibility is
rather constant in the same subject. They subjected volunteers to spot-freezing,
applying to an area 5 cm. in diameter a metal capsule at 3.6° F. (-15.8 L.) tor
30 minutes. Exposures that consistently produced extensive gangrene m the
total exposed area in some volunteers did not cause tissue breakdown in others
in spite of repeated tests. Lange and his group beheve that by means o
standard test procedures to be developed from investigations such as these it
may be possible, eventually, to screen persons with an unusually high sensitivity
to cold.
1 • 1 ii, •
^
German students of cold injury have repeatedly emphasized the importance
of individual susceptibility to cold. Block," for instance, concluded that the
vasomotor constitution of the particular soldier is the determimng consideration
and that asthenic types are most susceptible. Stucke ^^ found that men who
had followed indoor occupations were more susceptible to cold than those wbo
followed outdoor occupations and that persons whom he described as vagotomcs
suffered most severely of all.
j- -j j
Gohrbandt'' who studied this phase of cold injury thoroughly, divided
persons who suffer from cold into two groups, (1) those who show no overt
residual signs after injury and (2) those who continue to show signs and symptoms, such as impaired circulation in the skin, low temperatures in the extremities, sensory disturbances, hyperhidrosis, and inadequate muscuar
response to exercise. Men in the latter group he regarded as constitutionally
susceptible to cold and fit for miUtary duty only in warmer climates, in his
opinion an army medical service should include a vascular center, one ot the
functions of which would be the differentiation of personnel who are susceptible
to cold and those who are not. He did not consider that it would be practical
for the unit medical officer to undertake this task.
Golirbandt regarded the vagotonic or bradycardic individual as extremely
susceptible to cold. In this group, he placed all those with pulse rates ot less
than 68 per minute and those mth any proneness to allergic spasms dermatograpliia, and early fatigue. He regarded sticky sweating of the hands and
feet as a commonly associated symptom. He also quoted Koch s dictum to the
efl'ect that cardiac vagotonics are potentially circulatory sympatheticotonics
and suggested that men who answer this description should not be assigned to
service in cold climates. This is a sound principle. Its development and
„LaBge,K., Woincr, D., and Boyd, L. J.: Frostbite: Physiology, Pathology and Therapy. New England J. Mod.
"^'t Bl!!k'w •'^Die Bedoutung des Vegetatiren Nervensystems bcim Zustandckommen Ortlichcr Erfrlerungon [The
Signmean^'ot the rutono~er;ouslystom in Frostbite,] Arch. Win. Chir, 204: 64-83, 20 Dec. 1942. Abstract ,n
^"''^ S™K f SSd;^ Z Errrierungen in Feidc. [Coid Injuries on Active Serviee.,

Beitr. Klin. Chir. 174:

"^^^J^S: E^" " r ^S^^Sr m" Bctum to service oi Soldie.^o have S— Iro.
Frostbite.] Zbl. Chir. 70: 1584-1580, 30 Oct. 1943. Abstract in Bull. War Med. 5: 662, May 1945.
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practical application, however, await a better understanding of the physiologic
abnormalities involved in susceptibility to cold and the development of simple
specific tests along the lines of tliose proposed by Lange and his associates.
Ian Aird, who abstracted Goln-bandt's article which has just been summarized, commented editorially on the more specific type of susceptibility to
the local effects of cold (that is, hereditary cold fingers, chilblains, Raynaud's
syndrome, and the conditions whicli give rise to them) and criticized him for
not including them in his discussion. In Aird's own opinion, cold susceptibihty
can be detected on a moderately cold winter morning merely by inspecting the
hands of the men who are drawn up on parade. This kind of testing is an
obvious improvisation. It is no more capable of weeding out the persons who
are less tlian grossly susceptible to cold than sick call inspection can identify a
man with rlieumatic heart disease who presents no gross physical signs.
The captured German medical officers and noncommissioned medical
officers who were interviewed in January 1945 in the European theater (p.
204) consistently mentioned the constitutional makeup (that is, the state of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems) as a factor in cold injury.
Tliey also commonly expressed the opinion that age, previous cold injury, and
the use of tobacco influenced individual susceptibility to cold injury.'"
The theory has been advanced tliat persons who present cold agglutinins
in the blood may be more susceptible to exposure to cold, and may present
higlier percentages of intravascular agglutination and ischemia as a result,
than tliose in wliom this finding is absent.^' On the basis of this theory,
Loewentlial studied 24 patients with trenclifoot and obtained data which he
interpreted as indicating that cold agglutinins were found more often in their
blood and tissue ffiiids than in the blood and tissue fluids of the normal soldiers
used as controls. Boland, Claiborne, and Parker,'* who also found a higher
incidence of cold agglutinins in patients witli trenchfoot than in normal controls,
stated tliat tliese agglutinins were invariably present in tlie patients with
gangrene wlio were included in tlieir series. Tlie significance of these observations remains to be elucidated.
In a survey of 158 patients with trenchfoot on the surgical service at the
United States Army General Hospital, Camp Butner, N. C, tlien serving as a
trenchfoot center, it was observed that over 95 percent fefl into the group of
cases described by Gage'» as vascular variants. These men had previous
histories of hyperhidrosis, cold feet, nervousness, which sometimes seemed
'• Obsorvatlons of tlic rosoareli team which sludlod cold injury in Korea during the winter of 1951-52 indicated a negaUve. correlation between the use of tobacco and frostbite. There was a highly significant diflerence in the use of tobacco
among frostbite victims and llieir bunliermate controls, with the men with frostbite consuming far less tobacco than the
nonfiostbitten controls. Possible psychiatric factors may explain this finding.
'rhc report of the team bore out to some extent Gohrbandt's theory that the bradycardic individual is particularly
susceptible to frostbite. The mean pulse rate of cold injury casualties was 76.3 per minute compared to 86 8 per minute
for controls.
1' Report, Lt. Col. Fiorlndo A. Simeone, MC, to the Surgeon, Fifth U. S. Army, subject: Trenchfoot in the Italian
Campaign 191,3-^5.
" Boland, F. K., Claiborne, T. S., and Parker, P. P.: Trench Foot. Surgery 17: 504-571, April 1945.
" Letter, Col. I. M. Gage, MC, Headquarters, Fourth Service Command, to Biig. Gen. Fred W. Rankin Chief
Consultant in Surgery, Ofliee of the Surgeon General. 23 Mar. 1945.
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hereditary, and other evidence of sympathetic imbalance. They stated that
they had developed cold injury under circumstances m which large numbers
of their associates had not. A number of them presented marked dermatographia, with wide hyperemic flares along the pencil marks.
Preexisting Pedal Deformities, Infections, and
Circulatory Abnormalities
In this same connection, Col. Charles B. Odom, MC, Consultant in
Surgery, OfHce of the Surgeon, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, noted that
the number of deformities such as claw foot, hammertocs, and other pedal
deformities was extremely high in patients with trenchfoot as compared to the
rest of the hospital population.^" He wondered how some of these men had
ever been accepted in the infantry, and he had no doubt that when they sustained cold injury they were far worse off than men with normal feet. Other
observers commented that men with circulatory deficiencies, flat feet and other
foot troubles were foot conscious, reported on sick call promptly, and there ore
tended to have milder forms of cold injury. If, however, they could not obtain
care, or if they were treated improperly, they presented a severer form of miury after less exposure, than men without previous foot disabilities.
In both the Mediterranean and the European theaters, there was a large
amount of fungous infection of the feet. It caused a good deal of concern,
particularly in the European theater, because of the potential loss of manpower
to which it might lead. Investigation showed that the incidence was related
to a number of factors, including poor foot hygiene, the type of duty assignment, the use of shoes with rubber soles, the use of extremely heavy Britishissue socks in warm weather, variations in the care of showers failure to use
preliminary foot baths, and the use of previously worn hospital slippers which
had not been sterilized. The control of these factors invariably reduced the
incidence of fungous infection. There was no apparent connection, however,
between previous fungous infection of the feetand the development of cold injury.
An attempt to determine the possible relation of previous injury or disease
to the occurrence of trenchfoot was undertaken in the Mediterranean theater
but was not conclusive.^' A review of the histories of 144 patients with trenchfoot who were admitted to a hospital in North Africa in the first winter of the
Italian fighting showed no higher incidence of previous disease or injury than
was found in a control series of 877 patients admitted to the same hospital tor
other causes. The distribution of possible etiologic factors, indeed, was strikingly similar in both series.
• i • T+ i ■
Fifty patients with trenchfoot who were studied intensively m Italy m
November 1943, soon after the epidemic nature of the condition was realized,
were investigated from the standpoint of dorsalis pcdis pulsations, these
!» Sec footnote 10, p. 384.
!i Sec footnote 17, p. 386.
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pulsations were not palpable in 11 men after a week of hospitalization, which
is very close to the proportion (25 percent) found absent in 125 casualties with
trenchfoot studied later in another general hospital in Italy. The over-all
frequency with which these pulsations cannot be palpated in men of this age
group, while it is not known, is almost certainly not as high as 25 percent. In
neither of these studies was it possible to distinguish cause from effect, and conclusions concerning the etiologic significance of these observations are not
justified.
A postwar study, by Silverman,^^ of the dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial
pulsations in 1,014 infantrymen revealed that one or both were absent in 13
percent, although absence of both pulsations on the same side occurred only
five times in the entire series, and both pulsations were absent in both feet in
only one case. The posterior tibial pulsation was more frequently absent in
Negro subjects, and the dorsalis pedis in white subjects. Both arteries were
found to show wide anatomic variations, and Silverman emphasized that
these variations should always be taken into account before pulsations were
reported to be absent. The material in this survey, the conditions of which
were carefully controlled, seems comparable to that studied in the Mediterranean
theater.
In tlie Pacific, Col. I. Ridgeway Trimble, MC, consultant in surgery,
felt strongly that men with circulatory anomalies of the lower limbs would be
particularly susceptible to trenchfoot. He therefore made a serious, though
unsuccessful, effort to have screening from this point of view made part of the
prehminaiy physical examination (p. 222).
Physiologic processes.—While it is not within the scope of this volume to
discuss the general phj'siologic processes involved in heat production in the
body, or to describe tlie mechanisms of human-heat regulation, these functions
cannot be entirely ignored. They are intimately related to the nutritional
status of the host (p. 394), and lowering of efficiency or other alterations may
account, in part, for the influence of recent infectious disease (p. 390) on cold
susceptibility. When there is an excessive loss of body heat because of low
environmental temperatures, tlic metabolic rate rises in an effort to maintain
a balance between heat loss and heat production. The principal sources of the
compensatory heat are the hver and the muscular tissues, especially those of
the extremities. The mechanism involves increased tone of the skeletal
muscles, involuntary muscle reactions, such as shivering, and the contraction
of tlie smootli muscles of the skin which results in gooseflesh. All of these
reactions consume energy and eventually produce fatigue. Some hemoconcontration also occurs, and tliere is probably an increase in the rate of circulation
of the blood.
Numerous observations have been made on the basal metabolic rate in
relation to environment, though none of the studies is conclusive. It is gonerally believed tliat tliyroid function is increased in cold climates, and there is
!! Silvoramn, J, J.: 'Ilic Iiieidonco of Paliiable Dorealis Pedis and Tostoiior Tibial Pulsations in Soldiers. An Analysis of Over 1,000 Infantry Soldiers. Am. Heart J. 32: 82-87, July 1910.
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some evidence that oriental races and white men living under the same climatic
conditions have different basal metabolic rates.^' White persons living in
tropical climates appear to have reduced metabolic rates. By comparison,
rates for Eskimos are higher.
Experiments have been carried out under the auspices of the Medical
Research and Development Board, OfBce of the Surgeon General of the Army,
to determine changes in thyroid activity in hypothermia by the use of tracer
radioactive iodine. Lange, Gold, Weiner, and Kramer ^'' conducted experiments on rabbits to observe the possible protective effect of thyroid administration against cold injurj^. Animals given thyroid in amounts sufficient to
raise their basal metabolic rates between 30 and 50 percent had a reduced rate
of loss of body heat and a decided prolongation of survival time, which could be
increased by as much as 54 percent when the optimal dosage of thyroid was
administered. Conversely, there was an increase in the rate of loss of body
heat and a reduction of survival time, in comparison with normal controls, when
thj'roid function was suppressed by the administration of thiouracil. The
protection afforded by thyroid administration was not immediate. There was
a timelag of 4 or 5 days after the drug was given before any protection against
cold was discernible. These studies suggest that the level of the basal metabolic rate may serve as an index of susceptibility to cold, and also suggest that
personnel with depressed or borderline rates may be unsuited for military
service in cold climates.
Selye,^^ who studied the protective phj^siologic mechanisms which come
into play as a result of long-continued stress of various kinds, concluded, in
general, that mild stress reactions may be beneficial but that reactions which
are excessive or of long duration may give rise to diseases of adaptation. Cold
is an agent of stress.
The general adaptation syndrome may be subdivided into (1) the alarm
reaction, which may be followed by shock phenomena, including hypothermia,
hypotension, hemoconcentration, increased capillary permeability, and depression of the central nervous system; (2) the stage of resistance, which follows
upon continued stress and the development of adaptation, characterized by
enlargement of the adrenal cortex and increased secretion of cortical hormones;
and (3) the stage of exhaustion, which occurs when the degree or duration of
stress is such that adaptation fails and defenses are lost.
The defense mechanism, Selye has pointed out, is intimately related to
the activities of the hypophysis and the adrenal glands, the hormones of
which play an important role in metabolism. In McFarland's studies (p. 393),
which include the stress factor of fatigue, information is summarized on the
relationship between fatigue and the excretion of the 17-ketosteroids. In
" Best, C. H,, and Taylor, N. B.: The Pliysiological Basis of General Practice. 2d cd. Baltimore: Williams and
Wilkins Co., 1950.
'' Langc, K., Gold, M. A., Weiner, D., and Kramer, M.: Factors Influencing Resistance to Cold Environments.
Bull. tJ. S. Army M. Dept. 8: 849-859, November 1948.
" Selye, H.: The General Adaptation Syndrome and the Diseases of Adaptation. Practitioner 1G3:393-405, November
1949.
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extreme cases, this observer belicA^es, there is a significant positive correlation.
He also believes that further studyof neuroendocrine changes would be valuable,
since, if these reactions are a part of adaptation to all stresses, accurate and
useful indexes of fatigue and other stresses might thus be determined. If
McFarland's theory is correct, a promising avenue of approach to the cold
problem would seem to be opened.
The Medical Department Field Eesearch Laboratory, as part of its investigation of the pliysiologic effects of cold, endeavored to determine the
factors which control the secretion of the various endocrine organs under
conditions of stress, including cold. It was found that hyperglycemia produced in experimental animals by orally admuiistered glucose caused an increase in adrenal cholestei'ol and tiiat an insulin-produced hypoglycemia caused
a decrease. The results thus indicate, respectively, an inhibition and a stimulation of the adrenal cortex. Loss of cholesterol from the adrenal gland, which
was observed in experimental animals exposed to low temperatures, was
interpreted as evidence of decreased resistance. When aqueous adrenal
cortical extract was administered to animals exposed to cold, it prevented the
lowering of the adrenal cliolesterol to the levels observed in control animals.
The iniderstanding of these various inherent constitutional factors is, at
best, imperfect at this time, and further investigation along these lines is
essential if mihtary management of personnel under stress, including the
stress of cold, is to reach an optimum level of effectiveness.
Recent infectious disease.—Russian authorities, especially Ariev (p. 240),
laid great stress upon recent infectious disease, in addition to wounding and
other trauma, as a factor predisposing to cold injury. Their principal concern,
however, was with severe frostbite, not trenchfoot. Neither the World War
I nor the World War II experience with cold injury affords a basis for this
point of view or for any other authoritative opinion concerning the influence
of infectious disease on susceptibility to cold trauma. On the other hand, it
is a reasonable assumption that the physical stress of an infectious disease
would increase susceptibility to cold by lowering tlie efficiency of the circulatory
system, reducing the local skin resistance to trauma, increasing fatigue, and,
in general, decreasing physical fitness.
Posture and dependency.—The position of the host has a decided influence
on the incidence and severity of cold injury of the lower extremities. When
Lango and his associates restricted the movements of rabbits during exposure
to cold, they observed a decided decrease in survival time in the restricted
animals as compared with tliat in animals exposed to the same conditions but
left free to move about.
Attention has aheady been called to so-called shelterleg, a type of injury
similar to trenchfoot, which occurred in persons sleeping in deck chairs or on
benches or boxes, with the lower extremities dependent, in the cool, damp
air-raid shelters in London (p. 9). Dependency was also shown to be an
important factor in immersion foot in surviving sliipwrecked sailors, who had
been compelled to sit or stand for several days in lifeboats or on rafts, with
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little, opportunity for movement and with their feet wet or in water. The
records of frontline units afford many examples of the high incidence of cold
injury among men pinned down by enemy fire and forced to remain sitting
or squatting in wet, cold foxholes for long periods of time. There were also
numerous excellent individual and small unit illustrations of men similarly
pinned down who had moved their feet and legs sufficiently to ward off cold
injury. In one instance, cold injury developed among all the men in one frontline unit except those who left the position daily to go after the rations.
Fatigue. —The role of fatigue in the development of trenchfoot is difficult to
isolate as an entity. Fatigue develops in proportion to the duration and intensity of stress. Similarly, the development of cold injury is related to the period
of exposure. Time is a factor in both fatigue and cold injury, and periods of
stress and exposure arc likely to coincide. Fatigue is also inherent in exposure
to cold, especially when loss of body heat and shivering are taken into
consideration.
For these various reasons, difficulties arise in tlie evaluation of the host
factor of fatigue. Crude measurements can be made in terms of old and new
troops, and by the comparison of the incidence of trenchf oot in troops in the
line or in combat for a few days with the incidence in troops in line or in combat
for many days. Wartime data do not provide good examples of any specific
studies made to determine the influence of fatigue in the production of cold
injury, and the general data available by units are not specific enough to permit
correlation studies to demonstrate its effects. As in the matter of individual
training, it is necessary to make assumptions and draw broad conclusions from
circumstantial evidence alone.
Fatigue is interpreted as meaning exhaustion of strength because of toil
and weariness. It is mental and emotional as well as physical. It is important
as a host factor in cold injury, if for no other reason than that soldiers, when
they arc fatigued, are less willing as well as less able to carry out such simple
preventive measures as removing their shoes, putting on dry socks, massaging
their feet, and exercising to restore the efficiency of the circulation in the lower
extremities. Under circumstances of fatigue, discipline generally deteriorates,
the deterioration including one of the key points in control of trenchfoot;
namely, discipline of the individual soldier in carrying out measures for his
own protection.
Soldiers in the trenchfoot opinion survey to be described (p. 400) were
questioned about the number of days they had been without rest (table 16).
Seventy percent of those with trenchfoot had been in combat 8 days or more
before the onset of cold injury, and almost half (44 percent) of those who
contracted it had fought for 15 days or more without rest. Details concerning
the type of combat, periods of intense exposure, and other modifying factors
are not available, but, if it can be assumed that they balanced out, it seems
reasonable to infer from the data that fatigue, as expressed in days of actual
combat, does influence the incidence of cold injury. The soldiers who did not
contract cold injuries showed an almost identical distribution of combat days.
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TABLE

16.—Comhal days without rest before onset of trenchfoot in 1,018 patients hospitalized
in Zone of Interior
Trenchfoot cases

Trenchfoot cases
Number

0
]

2
3
4
5
6

20
0
10
20
20
61
41

Days without rest
Number

Percent

2
0
1
2
2
6
4

7_
8 to 14 15 to 30 31 and over
UnknownTotal

_ _..

Percent

72
265
295
153
61

7
26
29
15
6

1,018

100

but in this instance these men cannot serve as controls because fatigue may
also predispose to injuries other than cold trauma.
Fatigue is also an element in the differential between units that had good
rotation of individuals and total units, as opposed to those that had no rotation
policy and that required units and individuals to stay in the line for reasons of
tactical expediency. Tliis point is discussed in more detail elsewhere (p. 446),
but it may be said here that soldiers in combat are chronically fatigued and that
their fatigue is resolved only when they are brought out of the line and provided with facilities for rest. The difference between the incidence of cold injury
in units in combat and in units in reserve is striking, as would be expected;
but tlie presence or absence of other modifying factors, such as exposure, wet
clothing, lack of shelter, inadequate food, and perhaps other considerations precludes more than generalized inferences concerning the host factor of fatigue.
It all comes down to the fact, already pointed out, that under combat conditions
fatigue was not evaluated and could not be evaluated in relation to cold injuries or to battle casualties in general. For that matter, the influence of
fatigue upon nonbattle injuries, especially accidents, is not more than hinted
at in the available records.
Nonetheless, the influence of fatigue upon the incidence of cold injury can
be roughly demonstrated by the following experience of three regiments of the
83d Infantry Division between 3 December and 27 December 1944.
Unit case history No. 1.—This division left the United States in the spring
of 1944, entered active combat in Normandy soon after D-day, and by early fall
had fought across France into Luxembourg. During November, the division
had a light static defensive assignment. On 3 December, the 330th Infantry
Regiment was thrown into hard fighting in an active offense in the Hiirtgen
Forest. Four days later, on 7 December, the 331st Infantry Eegiment entered
upon the same type of combat. The 329th Infantry Regiment was not committed until 11 December. All tlu-ee regiments fought in thickly wooded, hilly,
muddy terrain. The weather was continuously cold and rainy, and the troops
lived in foxholes, with little rotation possible because of the tactical situation.
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In other words, there was no fundamental difference in the mission of any of
these regiments, and all three experienced the same tactical and environmental
conditions. The only differential of importance was the period of combat.
The order of magnitude of trenchfoot experience in the three regiments was in
rough proportion to the period of time each spent in combat. The highest
incidence was in the 330th Infantry Kegiment, which had the longest period of
combat, and the lowest in the 329th, which had the shortest. In this respect,
the 331st Infantry Regiment was intermediate (chart 8, table 17).
A good deal of attention has been devoted to the effects of fatigue upon Air
Force personnel and airline pilots and other operational personnel. McFarland's
book on human factors in air-transport operations contains a review and critical
analysis of the whole subject, as well as a summary of the general concepts of
the nature of fatigue. Fatigue is discussed in relation to the operation of motor
vehicles, and there is a special discussion of the temporary proneness to accidents
observed among drivers of cross-country trucks after long hours at the wheel.
Physical, mental, and emotional fatigue is defined, methods of measuring each
of them are described, and acute fatigue and chronic fatigue are differentiated.
Special stress is laid upon the fact that chronic fatigue is not relieved by short
periods of rest and is therefore cumulative.
Much of McFarland's work, as is clear from this brief resum^, is directly
applicable to many aspects of fatigue in combat ground forces. He did not,
however, discuss the relation of fatigue to trauma, except trauma resulting from
accidents, and further investigations and research in this field would be highly
CHART

8.—Cold injury in S regiments of the 8Sd Infantry Division, European theater, for weeki
ending 10 November 1944 through 6 January 1945
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TABLE

17.-—Cold injury in S regiments of the 83d Infantry Division, Evropea,n theater, for
weeks ending 10 November 1944 through 5 January 1945
Week ending—

329th
Infantry

330th
InfEintry

331st
Infantry

Total

0
3
0
3
0
10
25
4

3
5
0
0
12
63
52
9

0
2
0
0
0
42
24
0

3
10
0
3
12
116
101
13

1

2

1

4

46

146

69

261

1944
17
24
Doccmbor 1
8
15
22
^0

_
-_

^_ _ _
^_^ _ . _._
_
_ _

1945

Totnl _

profitable. He empliasized the need for further research on neuroendocrine
mechanisms as part of the fatigue process and as part of emotional fatigue.
Pliysiologic changes resulting from fatigue, particularly as they affect nervous
tissue, blood vessels, and the susceptibilitj^ of tissue in general to trauma also
require a great deal more study.
Nutritional status.—Just as with fatigue, it is difficult to measure and
assess the nutritional status of the individual soldier under combat conditions.
Poor nutrition is undoubtedly a factor in the development of physical fatigue,
and it may also influence the man's psychic responses in his reaction to the
requirements for self-preservation. The nutritional status has a direct physiologic bearing upon the efficienej^ of the circulatory sj'stem and also upon the
ability of local tissue to resist trauma and infection. Mifler,^" after studying
groups of men living for periods of up to 10 daj^s in extreme cold, with daily
caloric intakes varying from no calories to 4,000 calories, noted a direct relationship between physical fitness and ability to rise to situations of stress. Men
on low caloric intakes were inactive and responded with less serious effort to
situations in which their survival was at stake. Failure to exercise in an
effort to improve the circulation is part of the causation of cold injury, and
failure to expend the necessary energy to change the shoes and socks and massage
the feet is also a cause. In this study, both causes could be related to poor
nutritional status combined with fatigue.
It is not always a simple matter to provide troops in active combat with
adequate rations. Inadequacies are often associated with the stress of hard
fighting, and sometimes with long periods of inactivity. During rapid motorized advances, or when forces are pinned down in static positions and are largely
2« Sec footnote 4, p. 379.
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cut off by the enemj-, sufficient rations often cannot reach the frontline. Then
men must subsist on emergency rations for periods well in excess of those for
which these rations were intended. In these situations, it is conceivable that
mild degrees of dehydration, as well as subclinical vitamin and protein deficiencies, will occur and may be sufficient to affect the general host susceptibility
to cold injury.
No specific studies on these points were carried out during World War II,
and a survey of unit histories does not reveal any circumstances in which
nutrition appeared to be the only variable in the factors productive of cold
trauma. A number of tactical situations were recorded, however, in which
troops of battalion or regimental size were cut off by enemy action for periods
varying from a few days to a few weeks, in circumstances in which poor nutrition
undoubtedly was an important consideration in the causation of cold injury.
At the same time, cold and wet, and a number of modifying factors such as
exposure, lack of shelter, immobiUty, intense combat, fatigue, and emotional
stress also came into play. It is therefore not possible to evaluate the factor
of nutritional status accurately by the method of unit study.
It is nonetheless interesting in this connection, despite the limitation of
many variables, to analyze the cold injury experience of the 8th Infantry
Division, which was virtually isolated for a period of 2 weeks (chart 9, table 18).
Unit case history No. ;g.—This division arrived in Ireland from the United
States in December 1943. It crossed to the Continent early in July 1944, and
by late October had fought across France to Luxembourg. By this time it
CHART

9.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 8th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 17 November 19U through 9 February 1945
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TABLE

18.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 8th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 17 Kovemher 1944 through 9 February 1945
Week ending—

IStll
Infantry

28tll
Infantry

121st
Infantry

Total

0
0
14
13
12
7
3

0
4
24
19
86
89
15

0
20
59
31
18
14
5

0
24
97
63
116

2
5
4
9
5
2

9
10
5
13
8
6

2
12
19
28
12
4

13
27
28
50
25
12

76

288

224

588

1944
Nnvfimhnr 17

24
I^cccmbpr 1
8
15
22

_ .
_ „ _ „
_ _ -

_
-

-

..

^
- ^ ^

-_-

-

90

_

no

23

1945
.In.nnnrv ^

12
19
2G
0

Total

-

_____-._

_ _ _

_ __.
- - -_

Jiad bocomo an experienced combat division. From 1 November to 20 November inclusive, it fougbt a defensive action in Luxembourg on a 30-mile front,
over a terrain whicli was hilly and rugged but whicli was relativelj^ dry except
for the muddy lowlands. During this period, the weather was moderately
cold and there was considerable rainfall, but the troops had fairly satisfactory
slielter. Rotation was good, and eacli man had two hot meals daily. Trenchfoot incidence did not exceed 25 cases per week.
On 21 November, tlie troops were moved to the Hiirtgen Forest. Here,
between 23 November and G December inclusive, tlieyfouglit an active offensive
action. Tlie terrain was wooded and flat. The weather was moderate, but
tlicre was considerable rainfall, and tlie ground, whicli was poorly drained,
became extremely muddy. An upsurge of cold injuries occurred late in
November and in the first few days of December (chart 9, table 18), predominantly in tlie 121st Infantry Eegiment. The incidence was not exorbitant
and could bo accounted for by heavy offensive action.
The type of combat action changed on 7 December, and from that time
until 25 December the division made limited attacks in the same area to clean
out towns. It also conducted sporadic, intermittent offensive actions. On
8 December, the 28th Infantry Regiment was almost completely cut off in the
Hiirtgen Forest and could not be relieved until 23 December. During this
period, the men were isolated and were almost continuouslj^ pinned down by
enoinj^ fire. Supplies had to be delivered through a long, narrow corridor and
could be brouglit forward only at night. The type of ration provided is not
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stated in the regimental and divisional records, but circumstances such as these
usually meant that K-rations had to be used. Hot food and facilities for
heating food could not have been made available.
Before the period of isolation, this regiment had had less than 25 cases of
cold injurjr a week. With isolation, there was an immediate and dramatic
rise in incidence, there being 86 cases the first week of isolation and 89 cases
the second. Almost as soon as the regiment had been relieved, the incidence
fell to 15 cases per week, or fewer, and did not rise above this level for the next
7 weeks. Thereafter, except for 25 cases recorded for the week ending on
2 March 1945, cases per week did not exceed 8 during the time that cold injury
was prevalent.
This was not a simple situation. Manj^ variables were involved. The
combat action was severe. Eotation was impossible. Shelter was limited to
wet, muddy foxholes. All of these circumstances are conducive to cold injury.
On the other hand, this was an experienced, battlewise unit. It had acquitted
itself well in other engagements of equal intensity, in which it had had no
undue incidence of cold injury. The principal difference in the situation
described was isolation, which always greatly complicates the problem of
providing adequate food for troops, while at the same time it increases exposure
and decreases the effectiveness of triage and medical care. It can fairly be
said, therefore, that inadequate nutrition was apparently a factor in bringing
about an increased incidence of cold injury in this experienced unit during a
period of isolation.
Psychosocial factors.—At the beginning of World War II, the status of
knowledge of psychosocial factors and of the possibilities of influencing them
through preventive psychiatrj^ was not such as to permit an attack upon them
with any confidence. These are crucial elements in the effectiveness of combat
personnel. They encompass the total range of physical, mental, and emotional
stress; battle casualties; nonbattle injuries; combat exhaustion; and neuropsychiatric disability in addition to cold injury. Their efficient analysis would
require the combined efforts of qualified psychiatrists, psychologists, and
sociologists, as well as of competent military leaders.
It is necessary, in spite of these lacks and requirements, to fill in the general
background of the psychic effects of stress in order to appreciate how the
addition of further stress, in the form of wet and cold, could intensify the
situation. The data collected in World War II provide no means of measuring
accurately the psychosocial host factor. It can be thought of only as a part
of the over-all host factor of stress and as a component in the total causation
of cold injury.
The cost of neuropsychiatric casualties, together with the concept that
men wear out in combat, just as a truck wears out under continuous use, was
not fully appreciated in the early phases of World War II by any medical oflicers,
including psychiatrists. Later, both in Italy and on the Western Front, the
value of psychiatric advice and consultation as a preventive measure was much
more widely appreciated, and psychiatrists were assigned as far forward as
438404'—58
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divisions Tlioro were many limes, however, when the tactical situation made
tlie application of optimum psychiatric procedures impossible, and the effectiveness of these measures also showed unit variations. As a result rates for
psychiatric casualties remained liigli throughout tlie war, especially during
peViods wlien combat action was severe and protracted.
Of all combat branches, the infantry is exposed to the greatest danger ot
trauma An analysis of attrition and replacement in the Fifth U. S. Army
during its operations in North Africa ^^ revealed that, by the time a regiment
had been in combat 120 days, 50 percent of the original strengtli of its rifle
battalio.is had been killed, wounded, or captured or was missing m action.
The percentage would have been higher except for the removal of men from
combat for illness or noncombat trauma. Neuropsychiatric rates of 1,200 and
l' 500 Dcr 1 000 per year were recorded in many rifle battalions, m comparison
with rates 'of 30 or" less in units of similar size in other branches of service^
Fifteen to twenty percent of the total nonfatal combat losses sustained
durin<^ severe combat in World War II were usually found to be neuropsychiatric ''the proportion depending upon the intensity and duration of continued
combat Limits of endurance for the average soldier were found to range
between 200 and 240 regimental combat days. Soldiers who received psychiatric care at the end of 200 combat days or earlier could usually be returned
to combat duty Men treated later were, as a rule, permanently lost as combat
nersonnel TJ.e British in Italy expected to obtain service of approximately
400 combat days per rifleman, but their policy was to relieve frontline riflemen
after a period of 12 days or less, for rest periods of 4 days. American troops
Tn the same theater, in contrast, were often in combat up to 40 days without
relief and sometimes fought as long as 80 days. Another point to be noted is
that the men who were kept hi combat for the longest periods were the indispensable, competent, well-tried, frontline soldiers, such as company or platoon
officers, I'loncommissioned officers, squad leaders, and key enlisted mem When
these men did break from stress, they were likely to be irretrievably lost to
the combat forces, and they were always difficult to replace.
Sough motivation is a basic consideration, it is difficult to say precisely
wliat role i't plays in tiie production of trenchfoot. In the Mediterranean
theater, for instance, when cold injury first appeared m the winter of 943 44
the wil ingness of troops to endure conflict was on the dechne. They had
be<^un to feel that they were being kept in the fine for too long periods without
provision for sufficient rest, and this feeling may well have influenced them in
their lack of effort to protect themselves or, more correctly, influenced those
of tiiem who, at this time, had tiie means and knowledge to protect themselves.
An analysis of motivation in the second winter in Italy is stil more difficult.
Favoring deterioration were two factors, continued and very heavy combat
especially duting the capture of Rome and the piercing of the Gothic Line, and
the mere passage^ of time. There were, however, other factors operating to
- „i,,„,,, „,;. Qon R B. Lovett, Adjutant QcBcral. ETOUSA, to CommandmK Ocnorals of Major Commands,
4 0<I;9«,™b;oct Prevention of Lo.s of Manpower from Psychiatric Disorders, endosure thereto.
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sustain morale. Although fighting was sometimes heavy, there was relative
tactical inactivity duiing a large part of the winter. Many preventive and
protective practices had been instituted, including tlie rotation of troops
through rest areas, correction of many of the former discriminations against
combat troops, especially when they were on leave in base areas, and the belated
attempt to glorify the role of the combat soldier by such means as extra pay
and the award of the Combat Infantryman's Badge. It is not possible to say,
however, whetlier the decrease in trenchfoot during the second Italian winter
was in any way influenced by a greater desire on the part of the men to protect
themselves against cold injury than they had displayed during the first winter.
It is a curious fact that in the European theater, when trenchfoot rates
were high, rates for neuropsychiatric disorders were reduced. The immediate
explanation would seem to be that potential neuropsychiatric casualties found
medical evaluation for mild cold injury an honorable as well as a convenient
waj^ to avoid combat, and tliat their number was large enough to aft'ect the
rates for these conditions. Such a course was undoubtedly taken by some
soldiers. There were, however, other considerations. The soldier was often
faced with an actual choice between severe injury or death on the one hand and
acquiring trenchfoot by remaining immobile in his foxhole, on the other. He
usually remained immobile. The fact that large numbers of men with bona
fide trenchfoot were evacuated from combat units before they might be expected
to become neuropsychiatric casualties would seem, automatically, to establish
the relation noted between trenchfoot and neuropsychiatric disorders.
Intelligence and morale are both components of the group of psychosocial
factors. Intelligence enters into the host complex, in that the intelligent
soldier is more easily trained and more readily understands the necessity for
the maintenance of fitness. Morale is an intangible state of mind and emotion
that is difficult to elucidate. Moreover, the morale of the individual soldier,
which is a host factor, cannot be disassociated from unit morale, which is a
complex of leadership, motivation, confidence, and the state of discipline and
training. Units in which the morale of the individual soldier was high always
had less cold injury for the same reasons that they had lower rates for venereal
disease, fewer courts-martial, and a minimum of accidents.
Psychiatrists and mifitary leaders alike came to consider motivation in
the individual soldier important in his ability to withstand stress of all kinds.
It could be shown that an incentive beyond the urge for self-preservation and
the desire to maintain self-respect was necessary for the soldier. The psychiatrists believed that rewards should be given for achievement. They also
advocated tactical and strategic orientation of troops, individually and by
groups, as broad as was consonant with security. The wisdom of this concept
was amply demonstrated by the performance of such outstanding combat units
as the 3d Infantry Division, whose combat missions were arduous and difficult
over a period of more than 3 years. Considering the type of combat in which
this division was engaged, it could have been expected that its rates for cold
injury would sometimes be high; the over-all record, however, was excellent.
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About all that can be said in summarizing the influence of psychosocial
liost factors is that many of them are intangibles not susceptible of precise
measurement and tliat the war experience provided unfortunately little data
concerning their true importance. No apparent sharp line separates the
efl'ects of physical stress, emotional stress, and mental stress. There is considerable reason to believe that there may be an organic approach to many ot
these psychiatric problems. It may be that the same neuroendocrme influences
that now seem to condition fatigue are also components of the associated
emotional reactions to stress. Be this as it may, the situation further mdicates
the need for additional study and research and for the evaluation of men as a
whole rather than the mere coUection of data dealing with mdividual facets ol
the behavior and pliysical responses of the individual. Much, m short, remams
to be learned concerning the prevention of the cumulative effects of stress upon
the individual host.
. .
Training.—The effectiveness of a unit in combat depends upon trammg.
The life of the individual soldier also depends upon it. In the military sense,
training is a term of broad significance. It includes education, indoctrination,
and motivation of the individual soldier, and the teaching of combat techniques
to military units. The incidence of cold injuries varies greatly between experienced, well-trained units and inexperienced organizations not so well
versed in the art and techniques of combat.
Training must therefore logicaUy be considered both as an environmental
and as a host factor. As a host factor, it concerns the hardening of the individual soldier. In this sense, it might also be interpreted broadly to include
acclimatization and the necessary physiologic adjustments required to develop
a good combat soldier in excellent physical condition.
At the same time, training involves a series of intangible human factors
such as self-disciphnc, morale, intelligence, character, and habits of self-preservation Training, in the present discussion and also later, when it is discussed
as a social-environmental factor (p. 442), must be interpreted as mcludmg experience, because it is impossible to differentiate successfuUy between the
influence of training as an educational process and the influence of experience
as a teacher in the hard school of combat.
^^ ,. ■ o
•
Opinion survey.-In the spring of 1945, the Preventive Medicine Service,
Offico of the Surgeon General, in conjunction with the Information and Education Division, Army Service Forces, undertook a survey of soldiers returned
from overseas with trenchfoot.^« The survey was designed to evaluate many
factors, including host factors, to study men's attitudes and behavior and to
determine, as far as could bo determined, why they had contracted cold injury.
The investigation covered 1,018 enlisted men who had become casualties
from cold injury The 234 controls, who were selected from a total of 600 men
hospitalized at the same time for causes other than trenchfoot, were chosen
because the conditions of their combat service were comparable to those sus„ Report No. C-IH, Information and Education Division, Army Service Forces, 2 June 1945, subject: Trenchfoot
Survey.
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tained by the men who had acquired trenchfoot. Both groups represented
many units. Some had fought in Italy and others in the European theater
during the winter season. Certain inferences can be drawn from the responses
of both groups about the amount of instruction they had received concerning
cold injury and about their knowledge of, and concern in, its prevention.
The report, made 21 June 1945, showed that only 55 percent of the men
who contracted trenchfoot had heard about it before going into combat, whereas
79 percent of those who did not contract it had knowledge of it. Only 37 percent of the men with trenchfoot said that their officers or noncommissioned
officers had told them how to prevent it; 71 percent of the men who did not
contract it had had this type of training. Only 26 percent of the men with
trenchfoot had given some thought to their chances of acquiring cold injury
under winter combat conditions, while nearly twice as many (49 percent) of the
men who did not contract it had considered the possibility. Queries concerning the opinion of the two groups about the amount of training they had received on certain items before they went into combat elicited variable replies
(table 19).
No definitive conclusions can be drawn from these data. On the other
hand, after the merits and fallacies of opinion surveys in general have been
taken into consideration, the inference is permissible that the training the
soldiers had received varied from individual to individual, and that those who
had had the least training in cold injury prevention, and who had been the least
interested in it, were chiefly the men who acquired the injury.
TABLE

19.—Opinion on training in trenchfoot prevention of 1,018 patients with trenchfoot and
SS/f patients with other injuries hospitalized in Zone of Interior ■

Estimate of procombat training

Too mucli About right Too little
Percent

Trenchfoot group
Control group

1
3

Percent

15
41

Percent

23
26

None

No answer

Total

Percent

Percent

Percent

52
21

9
9

100
100

1 The 234 patients who served as controls underwent the same conditions of exposure as the patients with trenchfoot.

A further example of the role of individual training in the causation of
trenchfoot is illustrated by the experience of replacements (reinforcements) in
combat units as compared witli the experience of older, better trained, more
battlewise soldiers. The official records of trenchfoot incidence do not differentiate between replacement or veteran status, but unit records and sanitary and
other reports of unit sick contain numerous comments concerning the inadequate
training status of replacements. The investigators from the Office of the Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, who studied trenchfoot in several armies, division by division, consistently recorded similar observations. Some replacement troops
acquired trenchfoot en route to frontline units from replacement centers.
Trenchfoot occurred in one unit, the 89th Infantry Division, while it was still
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in a replacemont cenlor. It was universally recognized that the incidence of
cold injury among replacements was much higlier in their first weeks of combat
tlian it was for experienced soldiers.
It is only fair to add tliat tliis situation cannot be attributed entirely to
defects in training. Many times, soldiers who had been properly trained failed
to appreciate tlie importance of the training they had had and consequently
failed to apply what they had been tauglit, or were unable, because of the combat
situation, to apply their knowledge.
The revei-se of this situation is demonstrated by the experiences of old and
tried units in which all the factors relating to trenclifoot or cold injury, including
the individual training of the soldier, were good.
Unit case history No. 5.—The 95th Infantry Division ^^ is an excellent example of wliat has just been said (chart 10, table 20). This division was on the
ofl'ense during November and part of December. It made at least three river
crossings, and it assisted in the reduction of the Metz fortresses. Yet at no
time during this whole period was its incidence of tronchfoot high. The maximmn number of cases on a single day never exceeded 35, and on only one other
day did the number reach 30. It is interesting that during this period replacements for casualties of all types were slow in being brought forward, which
means that the men at risk were for the most part well trained and experienced.
The excellent record of this division of course involves many other factors,
but there can be little doubt that the good status of training of the individual
soldier was one important reason for the low incidence of cold injury. In this
CHART

10.— Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 95ih Infantry Division, European theater,
8 November through 21 December 1944
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I Fuitlier details of thooxporlonce of tills division arc prespntod on p. 42(5 (unit case history No. 10).
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TABLE

20.—COW injury in 3 regiments of the 95th Infantry Division, European theater,
8 November through 21 December 1944
Date

Total

377th Infantry

378th Infantry

379th Infantry

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
6
4
1
3
3
3
1
6
8
8
9
1
4
1
4
3
8
2
1
0
2
0
2
1
3
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
15
1
1
1
0
2
3
2
2
2
6
3
9
14
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
6
4
0
4
5
1
0
0
9
30
10
3
4
0
7
2
2
2
1
0
9
1
2
3
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
6
4
0
4
5
5
0
0
30
35
12
7
7
5
11
10
12
12
16
4
22
16
6
7
9
2
2
1
4
0
2
1
3
3

91

67

115

273

1944
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
December 1

.
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3
4
5
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_
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_______

7
9

_ _ _
_
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_____
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_ _

_

_

________--__

_ _ _

21
Total

_

_______

13

17

_

_ _ __

11

15

_ _

_
_ _

_

_ _

_

_ -__
_

9

1
2
0
0
4
1
0
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division, as in others, thongli the evidence in favor of training as a positive modifying factor in cold injury is largely circumstantial and corroborative, it is
nevertheless indicative of tlie significance of this special factor, which deserves
more careful evaluation in the future.
Environmental Factors
Environment is the medium through which agent and host arc brought
into contact and interact to produce cold injury. Elements providing the
mechanism through which cold injury takes place are chiefly environmental.
Physical environmental factors include temperature, altitude, precipitation,
wind, thawing, terrain, and shelter. Socioeconomic environmental factors include leadership, medical care, tj^pe of combat action, rotation policies and
practices, and certain elements of trahiing and discipline.
The biologic environment, which is so important in many mass diseases,
lias little or no relation to cold trauma. Cold, or cold and wet in combination,
arc the specific cause of cold injury in the same sense that a species of Streptococcus is the specific cause of puerperal fever or that Bacillus typhi is the specific
cause of typlioid fever. The mechanisms through which the agent may act
upon the liost (man) arc widely various. The typhoid baccillus may affect
the host through the accidental drinking of contaminated water, the family
use of milk containing typhoid bacilli, or the consumption at a church or other
large supper of food made dangerous by the typhoid carrier who prepared it.
The mechanisms wliich produce cold injury are much more varied and encompass a greater range of environmental variables. They may extend from
a low, muddy terrain, coupled with severe combat, at one extreme, to lack of
individual leadersliip during a simple static defense on the other.
Physical Environmental Factors
Weather.^—Climate may be defined as the average weather of a given place
or region. Weather is hiterpretcd to mean the interaction of meteorologic
components, including temperature, moisture, precipitation, wind, and similar
factors, at a given time. Each of the more impoi-tant of these factors must
be analyzed separately if tlie total influence of weather as an environmental
factor in the pi-oduction of cold injurj^ is to be fully understood.
Temperature.—Cold has been incriminated as the primary causative agent
of cold injury, and basically this is a fact, but temperature, as it fluctuates by
time periods and as it is associated with other modifjang factors, chiefly determines tlie incidence and severity of this type of injury. This has been true
in all recorded wars. It was ti'ue in the Mediterranean theater in World War
II. It was equally true in the European theater (charts 11, 12, 13, and 14,
and tables 21 and 22).
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11.—Cold injury cases, mean temperature, and precipitation. First U. S. Army, European
theater, November and December 1944

1,000

NOVEMBER 1944

DECEMBER 1944

From 1 November through 20 December 1944, tlie mean daily temperature on the Western Front was about 40° F. (4.4° C). Only infrequently
during this period did minimal temperatures fall below freezing. Then, just
before Christmas, a cold wave covered the whole area of the front, and daily
mean temperatures were below or only slightly above freezing until the end of
January.
It is not always possible to demonstrate that temperature per se has
directly influenced the incidence of trenchfoot. Examination of the records of
several divisions shows periods of high incidence of trenchfoot at times during
the winter of 1944-45 when the mean daily temperature was relatively constant
in the range from a little below to a little above 40° F. (4.4° C.). One explanation is that trenchfoot does not manifest itself immediately upon exposure.
There is a definite incubation or lag period, of 3 days or more on the average,
between the beginning of exposure and the appearance of the injury. As long
as the temperature is below 50° F. (10° C), trenchfoot is likely to occur, its
development depending upon the presence or absence of other influencing
factors, especially the synergistic factor of wet. To state it more simply, the
appearance of trenchfoot depends chiefly upon factors that enhance loss of
body heat rather than upon low temperature per se. In fact, as the brief
438404>-—58
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12.—COW injunj cases, mean iemperalnre, and precipitation, First U. S. Army, European
theater, January and February 1945
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Pacific experience showed (p. 211), a form of cold injury can occur, if modifying
factors are favorable, wlien temperatures are Jiigli. On tlie other hand, frostbite is closely related to temperalure. It manifests itself almost immediately
wlien the temperature falls below freezing. The incubation period, although
dependent upon tlie duration of exposure, may be only a few minutes if the
temperature is very low, and not more than a few hours if it is just below the
freezing point.
• -tir i j
Tlie first, major outbrealv of trenclifoot on the Western Front m World
War II reached its peak during the week ending on 17 November 1944 and
continued into the first days of December. During this period, m which no
frostbite was observed, temperatures varied from just below 40° F. (4.4 C.)
to just above 50° F. (10° C). Precipitation was unseasonably heavy at this
time, and violent offensive figliting was in progress. Therefore, except for the
fact- that tlie average temperatures were within the accepted trenchfoot range,
temperature as an environmental factor does not seem to have liad a great deal
to do with tliis epidemic of cold injury.
On tlie other hand, the epidemic which began the first days of January
1945 and reached its peak during the week ending on 19 January 1945 consisted of a relatively high proportion of frostbite cases. The incidence, which
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IS.—Cold injury cases, mean temperature, and precipitation. Third U. S. Army
European theater, November and December 1944
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continued high all through January, apparently was directly contingent upon
the temperature, which during this entire period was seldom above the freezing
point.
Early in February 1945, frostbite practically disappeared. Then a thaw
occurred, and the element of wet again became prominent. As a result, the
cold injury curve, which had included a relatively large proportion of frostbite
cases during the preceding weeks, leveled off from its downswing during the
week ending on 9 February 1945, principally as the result of an increase in
trenchfoot at this time (chart 15, table 23).
The combat experience of the 30th Infantry Division clearly illustrates tlie
relation between cold and trenchfoot on the one hand and cold and frostbite on
the other.
Unit case history No. 4.—Between 1 November and 15 November 1944, the
30th Infantry Division was in a holding action and on active defense near
Aachen, in Germany. From 16 November through 12 December, it was
engaged in an attack toward the Roer River. On 17 December it moved to
Belgium, and from that date until 12 January 1945 it was in defense near
Malmedy. The defense was active, with occasional local offensive action in
favorable terrain, though little shelter was available. During all this time the
cold injury record of the division was good (chart 16, table 24).
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On 13 January 1945, tlic division was committed to an offensive action
in the Malm6dy-Saint-Vitli area, in deep snow. Exposure to cold was severe
because of lack of shelter. For the week eliding on 19 January (that is, during
the first 6 days of the ofl'ensive), the total cold injuries for all three regiments
took a sudden and dramatic upswing and reached a peak for the whole winter By far the largest component of this outbreak was frostbite, as can bo
determined when the regimental curves for trenchfoot alone during the 2-week
period are followed. During the week ending on 26 January, the outbreak
became less intense, presumably because exposure was less, and, after 29
January, the curve leveled off as all units within the division were moved to
an assembly area, where they were housed in villages.
The increase in the tenor of combat action undoubtedly played a considerable part in the upsurge of cold injuries during the 2-week period just
described Intense combat alone, however, was not responsible. This unit
liad been in active combat before this time and had suffered no undue increase
in cold trauma. During the earlier period of combat, the temperatures liad
been milder. The principal differentiating factor in the later period was
exposure to low temperatures under conditions in which shelter was not avadable and which did not offer sufficient opportunity to rotate individual soldiers
or small units to rest or warming areas.
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21.—Mean iemperatiire, precipitation, and cold injury cases in the First U. S. Army,
European theater, 1 November 1944 throiujh 28 February 1945
November 1944

December 1944

January 1945

February 1946

Day of month
Mean Preciptemper- itation
ature

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1314
15
16
17
18
19
20....
2!
22..
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

--

Total

-

° F.
45.6
41.6
41.6
47.6
51.6
47.0
46.5
46.6
42.5
37.5
38.0
39.0
37.0
39.0
35.6
34.5
36.0
60 0
63.0
54.6
44.6
46.0
66.0
53.0
46 0
41 0
40 0
38.0
46.5
43.0

Cases

Mm. Number
6
1.0
0
6
4.0
6
7
3.0
1.0
14
6.0
15
7
6 0
3 0
34
6.0
110
4.0
136
1.0
118
1 0
132
7.0
203
6.0
324
1.0
247
0
146
7.0
164
.6
138
.6
137
11.0
133
2.0
138
6.0
171
10 0
164
6.0
171
6 0
139
4 6
108
2.0
71
8.0
61
3.0
76
0
64

3,234

Mean Preciptemper- italion
ature
" F.
47 5
41 0
45.0
44.0
40 0
41.0
42 5
40.0
36.0
36.0
40.0
39 0
38.0
36.0
33.6
35 0
47.0
48 0
40.0
40.0
38.6
41.0
33.6
26.5
24 0
24 0
26.0
28.5
29.6
29.0
34.0

Cases

Mm. Number
0
79
3 0
61
6.0
67
3.0
57
.6
62
4.0
93
7 0
127
2.0
77
3.0
129
7.0
87
6.0
144
7 0
161
0
158
0
265
0
507
3 0
146
3.0
240
4 0
146
0
212
0
226
0
199
2.0
164
0
146
0
232
0
300
0
285
0
133
0
80
113
0
1.0
51
0
66
4,782

Mean Preciptemper- itation
ature
" F.
27 6
28 6
36.0
34.0
31 5
29 n
32 5
30.0
29.0
27.6
14.0
27 6
28.0
24.0
16.5
29 5
30 0
34 5
36 5
30 0
27.5
24.6
24.0
23.0
16 5
18 0
27.5
27 0
20.0
19.0
36.0

Cases

Mm. Number
79
0
2 6
72
5.0
87
2 6
92
0
158
0
9 0
132
8.0
168
1.0
241
0
333
5.0
21fi
0
209
0
190
0
228
282
1.0
1 0
377
0
309
5 0
175
6 0
103
0.0
228
0
214
0
208
3.0
272
0
103
n
121
1 0
85
43
1.0
.6
63
0
48
3.0
118
3.0
126
5,318

Mean Preciptemper- itation
ature
" F.
44 0
46 0
45.0
38 0
44 6

Cases

Mm. Number
0 5
238
2 0
347
2.0
484
6 0

250

44 6
42.6
42 0
42 0
37.5
38 5
51.6
49.5
39.6
42 0

4 0
7.0
5.0
2.0
10.0
7 0
1.0
0
0
0

154
101
125
103
69
81
67
72
66
34

44 0

3 0

11

46.0
41.5
37.0
42 0
41.0
40 0
44 5
47.6

2.0
0
0
0
0
0

14
20
18

2 0
0

9
38
35
23

2,945

It has been pointed out already that cold injury has been known to occur
at temperatures as high as 60° to 70° F. (15.6° to 21.1° C.) when there is long
and constant exposure to wetness (p. 211). At the other extreme are frostbite, which occurs with relatively short periods of exposure at freezing temperatures and just below, and sudden freezing of the tissues, which occurs with
exposure to even lower temperatures. These facts suggest that cold injury
must be acquired with progressively less exposure at progressively lower
temperatures. To demonstrate this principle, carefully controlled experiments
would be necessary within the range of temperatures in which military operations have been carried out in winter. Experiments of this kind have not
yet been conducted.
That low temperature is an extremely important factor in cold injury is
borne out by th e fac t that m a 11 div] sions. youn g anc[ old. experiencec . and
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22.—Mean temperature, precipitation, and cold injury cases in the Third U. S. Army,
European theater, 1 November 1944 through 28 February 1945
November 1944

Day of month
Mean Preciplemper- itation
ature

1
2
3
4

_

()
7
8
9
JO

- -.

n
12
13
14
15
If)
17 .
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
20
27
28 ---

- --

---

---

■> F.
38.0
37.0
31.0
44.0
48.0
48.0
46.0
42.5
40.5
37.0
41.6
30.5
35.6
37.6
30.0
30.6
33. 6
48.0
60.0
52. 0
42.0
40.0
53. 0
53.0
40 6
34.0
36.0
31.0
40.0
37.0

December 1944

Mean PrecipCases temper- itation
ature

Mm. Number
0
CO
0
6.0
0
5.0
11.0
10.0
11
2 0
21
129
3.0
387
1.0
601
2.0
432
5.0
424
16.0
719
0.0
543
0
360
0
228
0
103
0
102
8.0
82
3.0
103
10.0
1.57
3.0
192
11.0
136
3.0
125
1.0
138
0
120
3.0
119
6.0
131
0

5,312

42.0
37.0
42.6
45.0
40.0
42.5
41. S
41.0
37.0
35.5
38.6
41.6
40.0
35.6
34.0
33.0
41.6
47.6
44.0
38.6
30.0
34.6
20.6
25.0
26. 0
20.5
22.5
20.0
24.0
23.0
29.0

Cases

Mm. Number
135
0
95
3.0
76
8.0
11.0
60
1.0
83
6.0
127
101
9.0
3.0
71
87
3.0
43
1.6
12.0
79
140
4.0
201
0
103
0
142
0
.5
292
117
0
100
6.0
71
0
143
0
133
0
77
2.0
176
0
177
0
212
0
127
0
129
0
102
0
137
0
79
0
76
0
3,092

Fc bruary 1946

January 1945
Mean Preciptemper- itation
ature
" F.
20.5
19.0
29.0
33.6
28.5
21.0
2.6.5
24.0
28.0
23.0
15.0
19.6
20.0
30.0
18.0
27.5
16.5
30.0
36.0
30.6
27.0
20.6
22.6
28.5
15.0
24.0
24.6
23.6
18.5
16.0
33.0

Cases

Mm. Number
65
0
57
0
0
68
37
3.0
73
1.0
57
0
60
2.0
8.0
102
143
1.0
0
128
0
192
0
242
205
0
150
0
0
217
0
121
187
0
3.0
128
3.0
234
7.0
133
3.0
172
146
0
120
7.5
133
2.0
144
2.0
109
0
119
0
185
0
102
0
47
0
60
0
3,975

Mean Preciptemper- itation
ature
° F.
37.6
38. 6
38.6
36.5
38.0
44.5
41.6
41.0
43.0
38.0
38.6
46.0
60.5
47.5
38.0
39.5
39.6
44.0
46.0
37.5
41.5
36.5
36.5
.36 6
40.0
42.0
46.6
43.0

Cases

Mm. Number
27
1.0
3.0
37
.5
27
6.0
36
28
6.0
4.0
29
67
3.0
49
4.0
91
6.0
6.0
99
16.0
102
3.0
147
189
1.0
77
0
64
0
37
0
24
0
32
2.0
30
0
6.0
20
0
28
34
0
66
1.0
0
47
40
1.0
1.0
38
66
0
63
0

1, 579

inexperienced, and witli good control policies and procedures as well as less
satisfactory ones, the cold injury incidence rose on the Western Front during
the periods of extreme cold between the last week of December 1944 and the
first day of February 1945. Modifying factors generally balance out and leave
low temperature as the dominant explanation for what happened.
Precipitation.—Wetness, which has its source in precipitation, is a part of
the agent complex in cold injury. When it is associated with cold, wetness
greatly increases the incidence of cold injury. Precipitation is an environmental factor; that is, it is a component of many of the mechanisms which
residt in cold injury. The environmental role of terrain is extremely important from the standpoint of precipitation. It may be of such a nature as to
cause a rapid runoff of precipitation, which is then less conducive to cold
injury. If drainage is poor, on the other hand, the water table is high, mud
or flooding results, and precipitation is then more conducive to cold injury.
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23.—Cold injury admissions and rates for the First, Third, Seventh, Ninth, and Fifteenth
U. S. Armies, European theater, for weeks ending 3 November 1944 through 27 April 1945

TABLE

[Rate e.tpressed as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]
First U. S.
Army

Seventh U. S.
Army

Third U. S.
Array

Ninth U. S.
Army

Fifteenth U. S.
Army

Total

Week ending—
Cases

Eatc

Cases

Rate

7
7
8
3
5
8
8
6

184
286
585
365
465
262
521
434
554

51.9
76 6
152 0
94.9
116 8
67 8
127 7
100.6
116.1

1
45
98
478
461
313
141
40
238

0.4
14 7
25.0
135.7
124 0
83 8
39.2
12.7
69.3

924
1,242
1.016
567
327
716
239
320
410
293
68
6
3
3
3
9

66 8
141.9
184.6
149.3
86.1
53.7
119.6
40.9
52.4
66.7
49.2
10.6
1.0
.5
.5
.4
1.3

656
815
667
974
1,188
795
2C2
178
83
95
102
239
73
23
23
24
14

112.8
166.7
130 9
165.0
192.1
126.1
42.1
31.3
15.3
17.7
16.1
36.4
11.0
3.9
3.9
4.0
2.3

77
64
79
32
73
107
28
16
81
42
8
1
0
0
0
0
0

23.7
19.1
23.5
9.5
19.6
22.4
5.6
2.9
13.7
7.0
1.3
.2

1.5, 439

99.8

9,767

72.2

2,423

20.2

Cases

Rate

Cases

Rate

17
322
1 324

3 1
55 7
184 1

161
3,350

598
524

98 5
85 3

903
609

32
591
214
186
127
168
190
174

1,487
1,664
1,291
973
1,622
482
117
216
309
168
27
14
26
35
6
12

238.0
270.6
213.0
168.8
299.5
88.0
21.5
35.6
50.8
27.5
4.4
2.3
4.3
5.9
.9
1.9

10, 953

106.8

Cases

Eatc

Cases

Rate

19U

10.-.
17
December 1

202
814
5,363
2,922
2,427
1,708
2,914
2,729
3,141

12.3
46.4
260.0
160.2
130.5
92.2
164.0
142.0
164.7

1,682
3,384
3,652
3,313
2,802
2,851
1, 533
650
701
868
671
335
95
62
61
33
35

79.6
168.2
170.9
149.3
124.4
123.9
66.6
24.1
29.0
34.6
22.0
12.4
3.5
1.9
2.3
1.1
1.2

44, 728

76.1

194S
Januarys
12
19
20
February 2
9
16-...
23...,
March 2
9
16
23
30
April 6
13 ..
20
27
Total

94
0
0
1
0
46
0
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

233.0

146

14.2

3.7
136.0
1.4
1.8

1.0

Baron Larrey was the first to observe the association between precipitation and temperatures above the freezing point in the production of cold
injury (p. 31), but the full significance of this factor was not appreciated
until the British experience in World War I. In 1915, Smith, Ritchie, and
Dawson (p. 241) first demonstrated the role of wet, and thus of precipitation,
by animal experiments in which one group of rabbits had dry footing and the
other was kept in cages with muddy bottoms. The incidence of cold injury
in the second group was significantly higher than in the animals which had
been subjected only to cold.
Precipitation sets the stage for cold injury because it forms mud, floods
valleys, raises streams, and causes the ground water table to rise to such a
point that foxholes and trenches become damp, muddy, or partly filled with
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15.— Total cold injury incidence rates for the First, Third, Seventh, Ninth, and Fifteenth
U. S. Armies, European theater, for weeks ending 3 Novcmher 1944 through 27 April 1945
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16.—Cold injury in 8 regiwents of the SOlh Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 3 November 1944 through 16 February 1945
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24.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 30th Infantry Division, European theater for
weeks ending 3 November 1944 through 16 February 1946
Week ending—

Total

117th
Infantry

119th
Infantry

120th
Infantry

0
I
0
3
1
1
1
6
19

0
0
0
0
12
5
2
4
20

0
0
0
3
3
5
10
6
16

0
1
0
6
16
11
13
16
55

January 5
12
19
26
February 2
9
16

23
17
109
5
9
3
0

5
12
105
11
8
14
1

21
26
99
8
19
7
5

49
55
313
24
36
24
6

Total

198

199

228

625

1944
November 3
10
17
24
December 1
8
15
22
29
1946

water. Precipitation in the form of snow or sleet may encourage the development of frostbite, and melting snow acts to produce trenchfoot in the same
manner as water from any other source.
In 1944, the unusually heavy precipitation during the autumn and early
winter was chiefly responsible for the first epidemic of cold injury (trenchfoot)
on the Western Front. This epidemic reached its height in mid-November.
Heavier rainfall in that army area was the chief reason why this epidemic
assumed greater proportions in the Third U. S. Army than in the First. In
the Third U. S. Army, trenchfoot took the form of a sudden, far-reaching
point epidemic. In the First U. S. Armj^, the buildup was slower and the
peak was lower. Terrain was also an important consideration in the Third
U. S. Army incidence; its predominant features were streams, valleys, and
low-lying land.
Thawing.—Thawing of snow, sleet, ice, and frozen ground brings about wet
and mud. Wet and mud, in combination with the temperatures at which
thawing occurs, provide conditions ideal for the development of trenchfoot.
Thawing is thus an environmental factor favoring trenchfoot in combination
with both temperature and wet. If it occurs during the day, when temperatures are maximal, and is combined with freezing during the night, when they
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arc minimal, it may give rise to both trcnchfoot and frostbite in troops subjected to tliese environmental conditions.
Data for tlie Western Front support these observations. A general thaw
began on 31 January 1945 and extended along the whole lengtli of tlie front.
The last of the big theaterwide epidemics of cold injury had begun on 5 January (chart 15) and was to continue until 23 February. Tlie epidemic reached
its peak during the week ending on 19 January and then began a rather precipitous downswing. With the onset of the thaw which began on 31 January,
the curve abruptly leveled ofl^ for the week ending on 9 February and did
not resume its precipitous downward trend until the following week. During
the week ending on 2 February, the predominant cold injury was frostbite.
During tlie week ending on 9 February, trenchfoot was theaterwide, because
of the wet and mud produced by the thaw which began on 31 January.
Tlie experience of the 9t]i Infantry Division during this period was typical.
Unit case history No. 5.—This division after previous operations in Africa
and Sicily had been in combat action continuously on the Continent from
4 days after the initial Allied landings in Normandy. It was thus a battletried division, of gi-eat experience, mth a good record for both combat and
cold injury. At no time before the last few days of January 1945 (chart 17,
table 25) had cold injury been a very important cause of loss of personnel,
although the division had seen heavy combat under conditions favoring trenchfoot and had had only short alternating periods of defense or reserve.
CHART

17.—Trenchfoot and frostbite in S regiments of the 9lh Infantry Division, European
theater, for weeks ending S November 19J,Jf through 16 March 1945
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25.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 9th Infantry Division^ European theater, for weeks
ending 3 November 1944 through 16 March 1945
Week ending—

39th
Infantry

47th
Infantry

60th
Infantry

0
0
7
2
5
16
12
4
7

0
0
2
35
3
8
23
4
6

0
0
44
14
6
14
17
9
11

0
0
53
51
14
38
52
17
24

19
1
2
2
27
31
5
2
4
8
4

1
8
11
3
27
122
6
2
1
17
16

25
5
0
1
64
38
4
0
4
9
14

45
14
13
6
118
191
15
4
9
34
34

158

295

279

732

Total

1944
November 3
10
17
24
December 1
8
15
22
29

__

.__

__

194s
January 5 _ _ _ _
12
19
26
February 2
_
9
16
23
March 2 __ _____
9
16
Total

_

In tlie period immediately preceding the 31 January tliaw, operations
were in the Monschau area. This is high, rolHng, and forested country. The
weather was moderately cold to cold. The ground was frozen and was covered
by 12 to 18 inches of snow. The action was static defenst. On 29 January,
the division jumped off in an attack in deep snow. The weather was still cold,
but there was alternating freezing by night and thawing by day. On the first
day of the attack, the snow was dry, and frostbite was the predominant cold
injury. By 6 February, the thaw had become general. By 10 February, the
snow had, for the most part, melted, so that streams were swollen, and fields,
forests, and roads were deep in mud. Chart 17 shows the trenchfoot and frostbite experience of the three regiments of the 9th Infantry Division and demonstrates the effect of alternate freezing and thawing in the production of both
forms of cold injury, as well as the high incidence of trenchfoot during a period
when precipitation was absent or light.
The ratio of trenchfoot to frostbite in the 60th Infantry Regiment was
diametrically opposite to that in the 47th (chart 17). The 60th Infantry was
operating in the worst terrain of the Monschau woods during the week ending
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2 February; alternate thawing and freezing liad exposed tliis regiment to considerable wet in comparison witli tlie other two regiments in the division, a
fact wliich partly explains the higher trenchfoot incidence in the 60th. In
addition, this regiment made three successive marches in low terrain in which
exposure was great and dming which there was limited time for the individual
care of the feet. Tlie 47t]i Infantry, on the other hand, made a long march in
tlie snow in higlier terrain, immediately following which it was thrown into
repeated attacks before tlie objective could be reached. Men were fatigued
and had little opportunity to care for their feet. Again, alternate thawing and
freezing is tlie explanation, with trenchfoot by day and frostbite by night in
tired soldiers who, because of the tactical situation, were unduly exposed to
cold at night and were unable to obtain rest. Immediately after this experience, the division went on to the Roer River, which was crossed about 1 March.
Tlie Erft Canal was crossed shortly afterward. As a result, wet feet produced
another rise in the trenchfoot incidence.
Thus, thawing, by introducing tlic element of wetness, is an important
environmental factor in the production of cold injury. At the same time,
conditions are ideal for frostbite if soldiers wlio are subjected to thawing during
the day must operate by night or are exposed by night to minimal, belowfreezing temperatures, without adequate shelter.
Wind.—Though it is an established fact that exposure to wind hastens loss
of body heat, efforts to measure the degree to which the loss is brought about
by winds of various velocities have been chiefly carried out in extreme temperatures in the Arctics. Siple (cited by Court ^°), in 1939, was the first to use the
excellent descriptive term "wind chill" to imply the combined cooling effect
of moving air and low temperature. On the basis of observations made in
tlie Antarctic in 1940, he developed a formula to describe wind chill and its
fluctuations according to temperature and wind velocity. From this formula,
the meteorologists in the Quartermaster Corps developed a table of wind-chill
values, as well as graphic charts which depicted the relative comfort range for
various combinations of wind speed and temperature.
Wind-chill maps were also developed for North America and certain other
areas, but they were in expectation of miUtary operations in the Arctics and
were not of specific practical value for winter tactics in temperate climates
because tliey took no account of the element of wetness in combination with
moderate temperatiu-cs. They are mentioned in this chapter only because
they demonstrate that it is practical to measure wind chilling.
Measurements of wind chill were not made either in the Mediterranean
or Em-opean theater in World War II. Even if they had been made, they
would have been of no practical value unless they had been based upon carefully controlled observations involving correlation between wind, temperature,
and wetness.
Althoxigh wind was undoubtedly a factor in the production of both trenchfoot and frostbite on the Western Front in the winter of 1944-45, it is not
so Court, A.: Wind Cliill. Bull. Am. Metoorol. Soc. 29:487^93, neccmber 1948.
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feasible to studj^ its effect by tlie comparative experiences of units of any size.
Apparently, it was progressively more important as temperatures became
progressively lower. This is another aspect of cold injury in which lack of
data and of observations during actual combat indicates the need for further
study and research for the benefit of both medical officers and commanders.
Without these data, it is obviously impossible to discuss the effect of wind
as an environmental factor except in general terms. Loss of body heat through
wind chill, which is a heat exchange through convection, is only one of the
ways in which the body loses heat. The degree of convective heat loss is
always governed by the amount and type of clothing worn. Under no circumstances, according to Court, can convective heat loss account for more than
80 percent of the total body-heat dissipation.
To reduce the facts to the simplest possible terms, the body generates
heat, while clothing liolds warm air in and keeps cold air out. Air in itself is
an excellent insulator, and clothing is most effective in holding warm air in (1)
when it fits loosely enough to allow for a layer of air next to the skin, (2) when
the inner layers of the cloth of which it is composed are woven loosely enougli
to allow air pockets between the fibers, and (3) when the garments are worn in
layers, so that there are air pockets and air layers between the layers of clothing.
Still air is an insulator, and in it warmth is approximately equivalent to insulation. All movement, even winds of 5 miles per hour or less, reduces the effectiveness of the insulating properties of still warm air. The more porous the
insulating clothing, the easier it is for the wind to penetrate and destroy the
insulating properties of trapped and layered air. Wind accelerates the dissipation of body heat when the insulating properties of clothing are modified by
sweating, evaporation, and the conduction of heat through it when it is wet.
Wind chill, as Court pointed out, is only one of a number of problems
which must be studied in physiologic laboratories before the loss of body
heat by all means can be accurately computed. Among them are (1) the
relation of breathing rates to the activity level, (2) the temperature and moist
content of exhaled air, (3) the insensible perspiration rate at low temperatures, and (4) the surface temperature and radiative efficiency of the completely clad body. Court further pointed out that even when these problems
are clarified, certain other considerations are Hkely to make measurements of
wind chill and similar factors subordinate to subjective feelings of comfort or
discomfort in the individual. These considerations include host differences
in individuals, such as race, sex, age, body build, acclimatization, physical
fitness, nutritional adequacy, sufficiency of clothing, and, in particular, mental
attitudes.
Terrain.—Terrain is an environmental factor which not only has a direct
bearing on the incidence of trenchfoot but which also determines whether
injuries caused by cold shall be predominantly trenchfoot, predominantly
frostbite, or a combination of both. The weight of terrain as a modifying
factor in cold injury has already been discussed in some detail in the section
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on multiple, correlation studies of 21 divisions (p. 373). It is also discussed
briefly in connection with altitude, precipitation, and tliawing.
Generally speaking, exposure in open, hilly, or mountainous terrain,
usually covered by snow that docs not melt in cold weather, is likely to produce frostbite. Trcnchfoot is the more probable cold injury when temperatures arc high enough to cause thawing, and when slush, mud, and water are
underfoot. More often than not, combat activities arc carried out in valleys,
along streams, and in flat terrain subject to flooding and characterized by
highwater tables. In flat terrain, the water table is often high, and it is also
impossible to dig foxholes deep enough to avoid eventual flooding. In valleys and in low, flat terrain, troops in attack must cross muddy or flooded
fields and swamps. During these crossings, they get wet, regardless of tlie
clotliing or type of footgear with which they are supplied.
River crossings are among tlie most difficult military operations. They
involve service support personnel, especially Engineer and Signal Corps personnel, as well as combat personnel, who usually bear the brunt of cold injury.
Under these circumstances, it is virtually impossible to avoid wet feet and
wet clothing over the lower extremities. If the temperature is within the
trcnchfoot range and if exposure is sufficiently long, the cold injury incidence
will almost inevitably be high, and soldiers other than infantrymen will share
the infantryman's liability to cold injury.
Terrain may modify tlie incidence of cold injury in other waj^s. It may
be of such a character as to offer slielter from tlie enemy and provide opportunities for adequate care of the feet. Conversely, it may provide concealment for the enemy and give him command of open country, with deadly
crossfire and unlimited observation. Then, defending troops would be forced
to remain in cramped positions in foxholes, with little opportunity for movement
or for the employment of preventive measures against cold injury.
The experiences of a number of units on the Western Front during World
War II show the importance of terrain as a modifying factor in cold injury.
Unit case history No. 6.—The 104th Infantry Division arrived in France
early in September 1944. Its first combat experience was gained witli the
First Canadian Army, in active ofl^ense on the Maas River. The fighting
was in agricultural comitry, which was low and flat and was traversed by
many ditches and small canals. Foxholes promptlj^ filled with water from
a water table only 6 or 8 inches below the surface. After a week in tliese
surroundings, the division was moved to a sector between Aachen and Eschweilcr, where the terrain was rolling, fairly high, forested, and well drained.
Combat action was sporadic offense, and there was some opportunity for slielter. Tlie first peak of cold injury (chart 18, table 26) could be almost entirely
explained as the result of operations of a new division, in terrain highly favorable to trcnchfoot. The second peak, early in December, was the result of
a difl'eront factor, namely, combat action, which took place in terrain not in
itself conducive to trcnchfoot.
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CHART

18.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 104th Infantnj Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 3 November 1944 through 6 January 1945

JAN. '45

TABLE

26.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 104th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 3 November 1944 through 5 January 1945
Week ending—

Total

413th
Infantry

414th
Infantry

415th
Infantry

0
35
59
77
24
108
4
3
1

2
11
12
46
26
15
16
4
5

19
3
18
14
6
12
0
2
0

21
49
89
137
56
135
20
9
6

1

1

0

2

312

138

74

524

1944
IVnvpTnhnr .^

10
17
24
8
15
22

^ - _ - ^ _.__-_-^ _______-.
------ - - - _ -

20

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - -

1945
Janiiiirv 5
Tntal
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Tlio strikingly liigher incidence of cold injury in one regiment, the 413th
Infantry Regiment, is also easily explained. It operated in worse terrain
than either the 414th or 415th Infantry Regiments, and at the same time
encountered sti'ong opposition, while the other two regiments were less strongly
opposed.
Unit case history No. 7.—The 26th Infantry Division, assigned to the
Tliird U. S. Army, began combat operations in the November offensive in the
area east of Nancy, where the terrain was low and marsliy and rain fell daily.
In a forced crossing of the Seille River, two companies of the 101st Infantry
Regiment had to wade across in water more than waist deep. Within a day or
two, cases of trenchfoot were being reported from all three companies. In
the beginning, these companies had the highest trenchfoot rates of any units
within the division.
When the 338th Infantry Regiment from the same division was put into
action, in a right flanking position, in open, flat, wet, muddy terrain, it was
pinned down, within a short time, by enemy fire from Dieuze. It was 5 days
before its relief was accomplished, and there was a largo outbreak of trenchfoot
as tlie result of the experience. The number of cases was greatly reduced as
the division progressed to the upper Saar Valley, where combat action was
chiefly in tlie towns; but a second, though much smaller, peak occurred in late
November, when tlie troops had to figbt through the open, muddy area of
the Maginot Line (chart 19). Incidence of cold injury in the division is shown
in the following tabulation:
Cases

Cases

Novomtwr 1944:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
n
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Novcmbor 1944—Continued

•

2
3
2
2
5
4
3
8
19
67
130
115
90
144
361
279
91
32
25
17
14
22
59

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
December 1944:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

71
24
18
34
15
14
9
9
12
5
3
22
16
43
29
30
16
21
5
2
0
0
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19.—Cold injury, 26th Infantry Division, European theater, 1 November through
IB December 1944

CASES
400

300

200

100

15
NOVEMBER 1944

20

25

30

5

10

15

DECEMBER 1944

Unit case history A^o. 8.—Tlic 29th Infantry Division, which landed in
France on D-day, had become a well-trained, well-led, experienced, and battlewiso division by the time it had fought across France and into Belgium. In
the 2-week period 18 November through 1 December 1944, it was in an active
offense toward the Eocr Kivcr, in open, flat country, with poor drainage. Tlie
weather was only moderately cold, but there was much rain, and mud was deep.
The 116tli Infantry Regiment, which operated over open ground, often in
water over the tops of the men's overshoes, had 72 cases of trenchfoot during
this period (chart 20, table 27). The terrain over which the 175th and 115th
Infantry Regiments fought was higher and drier and offered more protection.
Tlie numbers of cases in these regiments were 26 and 6, respectively.
Unit case history No. 9.—The 78th Infantry Division did not arrive on the
Continent until 22 November 1944. It was therefore without combat experience
when, during the week ending on 15 December, it moved into the frontlines near
Rotgen, Germany, and was immediately thrown into active offensive action.
The terrain was hilly and partly forested, with many streams in the valley
and much deep mud. Much of the time, the men were in exposed foxholes.
When the 309th Infantry Regiment advanced, it was obliged to make several
waist-deep stream crossings. When the 310th Infantry Regiment advanced,
similar crossings were not necessary. The 311th Infantry Regiment was kept
in reserve for most of the period. The 309th Infantry Regiment had 304 cases
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20.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 29lh Infantry Division, Evropean theater, for
weeks ending 17 November Ihrovgh 29 Deeember 1944

CASES
80

60

40

v
\

116th INFANTRY

\

/
/

20

'STABLE

24
NOVEMBER 1944

175lti INFANTRY

\

115th INFANTRY

29

22

15
DECEMBER 1944

27.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 29th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 17 November through 29 December 1944
Week ondinti—

1944
November 17
24
December 1
8
15
22
2!)

Total

llSlll
Infantry

Total

UOtli
Infantry

175tll
Infantry

0
9
63
16
7
1
0

0
11
15
10
5
1
4

0
24
80
26
13
3
5

96

46

151

of trenchfoot (chart 21, table 28), the SlOtli liad 197, and the 311th had
18 during tlic period 9 December through 22 December.
The experience of the 9tli Infantry Division (unit case history No. 5, p.414)
with respect to the influence of thawing lias already been related. Its unit
history also furnishes an excellent example of the modifying influence of terrain.
Between 7 December- and 17 December, a company of this division advanced to
occupy trenches from wliich tlie Germans had been driven. The trenches were
located in an open field and were fiUed with about 18 inches of water. Because
of the intensity of enemy fire, the unit was pinned down in them for about
4 days. Twenty-nine of the one hundred and twenty men in the company con-
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21.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 78th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 1 December 1944 through 26 January 1945
CASES
200

15
DECEMBER 1944

TABLE

22

5

12

19

JANUARY 1945

28.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 78th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 1 December 1944 through S6 January 1945.
Wcok ending-

309th
Infantry

310th
Infantry

311th
Infantry

6
0
169
135
17

6
0
83
114
6

7
0
3
15
5

19
0
255
264
28

6
8
40
17

0
1
5
2

13
15
4
3

19
24
49
22

398

217

65

680

Total

1944
December 1
8
15
22. _
29___
1945
January 5
12
19
2fi___ ..
Total

tractcd trenchfoot. A unit of similar size which eventually was able to get
forward to relieve this unit brought with it straw and boards, to be used like
the board tracks laid down in the trenches in World War I. As a result, the
men kept themselves relative^ dry and did not sustain a single case of
trenchfoot.
Altitude.—Altitude enters into the possible occurrence of cold injury for
several reasons. It predisposes to the intensity of cold. Because of the cold,
it further determines, to some extent, whether precipitation shall be in the
form of snow or rain. In general, the type of terrain at higher altitudes is such
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as to discourage tlic formation of mud, marslij^ areas, large flooded areas, and
broad streams. On the otlier hand, military operations in rough terrain are
likely to be carried out in valleys, where the nature of the ground intensifies
wetness. Exposure is usually greater when difficult operations are carried out
in mountainous terrain. It is unlikely, however, that at altitudes at which
ground forces usually fight, physiologic host changes caused by heights would
bo important enough to influence cold injury to any material degree.
Temperatures likely to induce cold injury are reached earlier in the season
in mountainous terrain, and daily fluctuations from low minimums at night
to liigli maximums at midday appear to be greater in the mountains than on
level ground. Combinations of frostbite and trenchfoot are prone to appear
at the beginning and end of the cold injury season. Altitude thus introduces
a number of environmental considerations, though in all of them the basic
factor is the intensification of cold at progressively greater heights.
American ground forces experienced combat in mountainous terrain both
in Italy and in Western Europe during World War II, but data concerning
the effect of altitude on the incidence of cold injury are not readily available.
Socioeconomic Environment
The social environment has a significant influence on tlie incidence of cold
injury. As has been pointed out several times already, this form of trauma is
an occupational disease of the infantryman, especially of tlie frontline rifleman.
Infantrymen experience more trenchfoot than support or service troops in the
same way, and for many of tlie same reasons, that outdoor laborers contract
pneumonia more often tlian office workers.
Tlie susceptibility of infantrymen is well proved by examination of the
incidence of cold injury in armored divisions. In four armored divisions which
saw heavy service on tlie Western Front in the winter of 1944-45, 72 percent
of 1,837 cases of trenchfoot were concentrated in tlie infantry battaUons (table
29).' Similarly, 87 percent of tlic 1,018 patients with trenchfoot interviewed
in Zone of Interior liospitals (p. 400) were infantrymen (table 30).
TABLE

29.—COW injury cases in armored, ariillenj, and infantry personnel of armored divisions,
European theater, S8 October 1044 through 16 March 1945
Number of cases by component
Armored division
Armored
(tank)

2d
3d
5tll
7Ui
Total

Artillery

Total

Infantry

Occurrence
in infantry

240
138
41
81

511
241
255
321

751
379
301
400

Percent
68
64
85
79

500

1, 328

1, 837

72
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30.— Trenchfoot by arm or service in 1,018 patients hospitalized
in Zone of Interior
Cases

Arm or service

Infantry
_
.,
Field artillery
Engineers
.
Tanks and tank destroyers
Medical Department
Others _
_
Total

-.

_. - .

.._.._..
- -

-- -

Percent

886
40
31
31
10
20

87
4
3
3
1
2

1,018

100

Combat action.—The most important single modifying factor in the causation of cold injurj^ is the type of combat action. It is true that its influence
cannot be entirely isolated from the concomitant influence of terrain, shelter,
training, and experience. It is also true that combat action is, in turn, modified
by leadership, the status of supplies of clothing and food, and the foot discipline
of the individual soldier. Nonetheless, the intensity and type of combat determine the stress under which fighting men operate, with the result that fatigue,
nutritional status, and psychosocial factors are also materially influenced by
these considerations. These interrelated and interwoven considerations can
best be summed up in the statement that combat action largely determines
the degree of exposure and partly determines the susceptibility of the host
and the opportunity which the individual soldier and his unit will have to
carry out protective measures against cold injury.
The incidence of cold injury varies according to the mission of the troops.
Units in reserve or in rest areas have little. Units in the line on holding
missions, or operating in static defense of various degrees, are subjected to
greater exposure, and there is likely to be a moderate increase in the incidence
of cold injury. Difficult defensive operations, which require irregular attacks
to strengthen lines and maintain positions, are associated with almost the same
high peaks of incidence that occur during trying offensive operations. Under
some circumstances, in fact, this type of operation may be responsible for even
larger numbers of cases.
A study initiated by the Preventive Medicine Division, Office of the Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, bore out these facts. When divisions were in reserve in
rest areas, or were on the move, without combat duties, trenchfoot averaged
2.4 cases per day. When they were in static defense or engaged in holding
operations, the daity average rose to 3.5 cases per day. When they were on
active defense, repelling enemy attacks, the average rose to 14 cases per day.
Several of the unit case histories already related, particularly those
recorded to demonstrate the influence of terrain, show equally well the part
played by the type of combat action in the causation of cold injury. The
specific situations summarized in the following histories also illustrate this point.
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Unit cofie hiMory No. 10.—Tlio story of tlie 95th Infantry Division has
already bo,c]i told in part (p. 402j, to illustrate the effect of training and
experience. By November 1944, it had experienced a great deal of combat
and wasa tried, rehable, and effective organization, with good discipline. Its
total record of cold injury for the whole winter was among the best for any
combat division, but a review of the records shows that even this staunch and
battlewise unit had peaks of cold injury uicidence when the going was hard
(table 20, chart 10).
Iliis division operated in the Moselle Valle.y in the eiwelopment of the
Metz fortresses. Cj'ossings of tlie Moselle River were required, and the whole
operation was difficult, especially during the 12-day period before the fall of
Metz on 18 November. The peak of the cold injury incidence was reached
on 19 November (chart 10), a date which, allowing a suitable timelag for the
development of the injury, precisely fits the combat pattern. After Metz fell,
the division moved eastward to Saarlautern in a rapid advance, but fighting
was easiej-, and there was a reduction in the number of cases of trenchfoot.
As tlie city was approached, however, fighting again became harder, and the
Nied River had to be crossed. This was accomplished on 1 December. Tlie
difficult combat situation was again accompanied by a rise in the incidence of
trenchfoot.
Unit case history Ah. 11.—The 2d Infantry Division landed in France on
D-day plus 1, and by tlie middle of October had fought across France and
Belgium to Saint-Vith. It remained in this area, in a static defense operation
with active patrolling, initil the first days of December. During November
and the first week of December, the incidence of trenchfoot was negligible
(chart 22, table 31). There was an immediate divisionwide increase in the
numbei' of cases, however, when the division went into an active attack against
pillboxes near Elsenboi-n during the week ending on 15 December. The Gorman
CuAiiT 22.—Cold injury in S reqimenls of the 2d Infantry Division, European theater, for
uteefcn ending 3 November 1944 ihronyh 16 February 1945

10 17
24
NOV. '44

1

8

15
22
DEC. '44

29

5

12
19
JAN. '45

26
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coiniterattack on 16 December resulted in active defensive figliting for tlie
following week, accompanied by a still greater increase in the trenchfoot
incidence. During the week ending on 29 December, which was the second
week after the German counteroffensive, combat action was again defensive,
with active patrolling. The number of cases of trenchfoot fell precipitously,
and there was no increase during the next several days, when combat took the
form of static defense.
The 23d Infantry of the 2d Infantry Division was attached to the 1st
Infantry Division on the 15th of January 1945, and was in an active offense
until the 22d, a period for which there was a marked increase in the incidence
of cold injury for this unit. The remainder of the division was on defense and
line holding. The 23d Infantry also had returned during the week ending
26 January. On the 29tli of January 1945, the division jumped off in an offense
toward the Roer River. During the first few days, the snow was deep and
the weatlier cold, but with the onset of the February thaw the terrain became
wet and very muddy. Troops were in foxholes in heavily wooded hills in
which there were many villages. Almost immediately after the onset of this
operation, there was a drastic rise in the incidence of cold injury which reached
a peak of 179 cases for the week ending 9 February 1945. The division assumed
TABLE

31.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the Sd Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks endincj S November 1944 Ihrongh 16 February 194-5

Week ending—

9th
Infantry

23(1
Infantry

38th
Infantry

0
0
2
6
1
2
42
42
3

4
4
8
6
2
2
2
42
11

0
1
3
1
2
0
2
23
13

4
5
13
13
5
4
46
107
27

3
2
0
9
20
73
14

4
4
45
8
12

1

24
19
7
2
16
12
1

31
25
52
19
48
179
20

219

253

126

598

Total

1944
10
17
24
Docenibcr 1
8
15
22
20

________
_.
_

-_ ___
_

1945
12

__

19

26
Ffbruarv 2
9
Ifi
Tntnl

_
^ _
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a static defciiso on tlio west bank of tlio Roer on 9 Februaiy, in which circumstances it ]-cmaincd until 28 Februaiy. During the first 2 or 3 days of this
action tlie principal component of cold injury in the division was frostbite. The
tliaw began about 1 February, and immediately trenchfoot and frostbite were
almost equally apparent in the division (table 31). The last case of frostbite
occurred on 8 February, but on 9 and 10 February there were 13 and 14 cases
of ti-cnclifoot, respectively (table 32).
TABLE Z2.—Daily

incidence of trenchfoot and frostbite, 2d Infantry Division, European
theater, 29 January throufjh 11 February 1945
Trenchfoot

])atc

Frostbite

Total cold
injury

1945
T'lnllMl'V

29

30
31
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Total

-

. _ _^

_ _

^

_

,

-

--

.
_
_

^

^
-_

-

-

-

._

- ^- -- -

-_

-

_

.-

0
3
1
11
5
22
35
14
2
0
0
13
14
1

3
4
2
10
5
32
30
15
10
4
5
0
0
0

3
7
3
21
10
54
65
29
12
4
5
13
14
1

121

120

241

Unit case history No. .?^.—The experience of the 5th Infantry Division in
the fighting before Metz represents a differenct element of combat action.
Tliis division had been stationed in Ireland for 18 months, and foot discipline
and tlie prevention of cold injury had been an important part of its training.
TJie division landed in France shortly after D-day and, by early November
1944, had fought forward to the Metz area. In the November offensive, it
jumped off toward Metz near Pont-a-Mousson, in the flat, rain-drenched
Moselle Valley. Enemy resistance was heavy, and almost immediately cold
injury began to occur in all three regiments (chart 23, table 33) though, for
some inexplicable reason, it was at first disproportionately high in the 10th
Infantry Regiment.
Otherwise, the total experience by regiments throughout the difficult
fighting preceding the reduction of Metz on 18 November demonstrates the
effect on cold injury of movement versus a holding offense in severe combat.
The division attack was on a broad, swinging front. The 11th Infantry
Regiment maintained a holding and slow moving attack position on the left
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23.—Cold injury in S regiinenls of the 5th Infantry Division, European theater.
11-24 November 19^4

CHART
CASES

TABLE

33.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the Sth Infantry Division, European theater,
11-24 November 1944
Dato

2d
Infantry

lOth
Infantry

nth
Infantry

15
18
31
8
15
24
29
35
9
9
2
0
0
3

16
68
29
11
3
8
21
23
C
8
2
4
3
7

15
14
25
28
56
73
49
20
10
5
8
2
6

46
100
67
44
46
88
123
107
35
27
9
12
5
16

198

209

318

725

Total

1944
Novombtr 11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total
4.38404'—58

2!)

t
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flank before Mctz Tlie 2d and f Oili Infantry Regiments moved rapidly in an
enveloping maneuver in the center and on tlie right flank. Except for movement all elements of the combat situation were essentially the same. Yet
between 11 November and 21 November inclusive, the 11th Infantry Regiment
had 302 casualties from cold injury, against 195 cases eacli m the 10th and 2d
Infantry Regiments.
Clothing supply.—Keeping warm and dry is fundamental m the prevention
of overexposure to tlic elements. The kind and the adequacy of the clothing
and footgear worn by combat soldiers therefore directly influence their susceptibility to cold trauma. The mere statement of that fact does not, however,
cover the situation. There arc a number of considerations implicit m it as
follows:
,
1
.
c ■
1 Clotliino- must bo developed scientifically, to take advantage of aninsulation and the layering principle. This means the provision of lightweight
wind-resistant, water-repellent outer garments, to be worn over layers o
loosely woven inner garments. In World War II, the Quartermaster General
approached this problem on tlie basis of so-called clothing assemblies Research on clothing in relation to man's physiologic needs in extremes of climate
and the development of fabrics with known protective qualities led to tlie
establisliment of types and designs for various articles of clothing whicli, when
worn togetlier, gave maximum protection against cold. The total uniform for
this purpose was designated a clothing assembly. A great deal of effort and
research went into the development of these assemblies to meet specific conditions and, on the whole, both principles and designs were good.
2 Clothing must be designed from the standpoint of practical possibilities.
It is probably "not possible to design combat clothing that will adequately
protect fighting personnel under extreme conditions of intense combat activity
in cold and wet weather. In these circumstances, long exposure under great
stress can scarcely be avoided. The most practical plan, therefore, m designing
clothing for military operations in the winter, is to take into account only
averacve conditions of exposure to weather in the coldest months of the year and
to attempt to protect the combat soldier within a range of 10° F. above and
below these averages.
.
3. Clothing and footgear must be designed so that there will be no interference with circulation in any part of the body.
4 Clothing must be worn so as to take advantage of the principle of insulation; that is, air must be present between the skin and first layer, as well as
between all succeeding layers.
5 Clothing must be in proper supply. Adequate supplies must be
brought to the division area. They must also be distributed to the smallest
units farthest forward in such a way that individual soldiers will be able to
change into warm, dry clothing as the need arises. The supply of all necessary
items to tens of thousands of men scattered in combat units along several
hundred miles of a long fighting front is a major problem in logistics.
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6. Even granting tliat clothing is properly designed and that supplies and
distribution of clothing assemblies are sufficient, it is still necessary, for the
greatest protection to be obtained from clothing, that both the commander
and the individual soldier understand the principles involved and the methods
of utilizing the garments provided. The importance of this consideration was
not always realized in World War II, but failure to assemble the uniform for
wear as intended can greatly decrease its ability to protect the wearer against
cold. Since trcnchfoot is caused not only by exposure of the feet but also by loss
of body heat, insufficient protection of the torso by failure to include the
sweater or the jacket or some other garment in the assembly can be responsible
for the development of cold injury.
The chief responsibility for the development and production of all types of
clothing rests with the Quartermaster General of the Army. Before the entrance of the United States into World War II, the Office of the Surgeon General
had had little to do with the development of winter clothing, and the Attu
operation was over before there was active medical participation in this phase
of operations.
In June 1942, the National Research Council set up a subcommittee on
clotliing, whose personnel included, among others, representatives from the
Office of the Surgeon General of the Army and of the Navy, the Office of the Air
Surgeon, tlie Medical Research Laboratory at Fort Knox, the Rochester
Desert Laboratory, the Harvard Fatigue Laboratory, and the Textile Foundation ; liaison personnel from the Royal Air Force also were included. The original function of this committee was to develop a lightweight, functional flying
uniform for aviators, but this function was soon expanded to cover clothing
problems of naval and ground forces. The observations made have been brought
together by Ncwburgh,=» who served as chairman of the subcommittee. The
text includes data on acclimatization, methods for determining heat exchange,
physiologic adjustments to heat and cold, and studies of the protective properties of clothing. This resume of what is known of host reactions and responses
to heat and cold simply emphasizes the need for continued research if man's
ability to cope witli cold trauma in war is to be fully understood.
The work of this subcommittee was complemented by the work carried out
at the Armored Medical Research Laboratory, which had been established at
Fort Knox in September 1942, with the specific mission of conducting research
on physiologic problems of practical significance to this branch of the service.
Special attention was directed to the study of the soldier in relation to his
duties. Later studies included tests of the adequacy and range of winter
combat clothing.
The problems of the choice, supply, and utilization of clothing in the
Aleutians and in the Mediterranean and European theaters have been presented
in detail under the appropriate headings (pp. 90 and 111). Of interest in this
connection is the report by Maj. Paul Siple, the representative of the Quarter"Newburgh, Louis H.: Physiology of Heat Regulation and the Science ot Clothing. Philadelphia-W B Saunders
Co., 1949.
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master Gonoral, who arrived in the European theater in February 1945, with
the mission of observing tlie adequacy of the supply and distribution of winter
elotliing. In essence, he reported as follows:
While the complete clothing assembly designed for frontline troops was
in itself adequate, it was provided in insufficient quantities. In many instances,
too it was provided so late in tlie winter that it was not available during the
coldest weather, when it was most needed. The campaign was therefore fought
by most combat personnel in uniforms deficient in proper protection because
of inadequate insulation, poor balance of insulation, lack of wmdproofness,
lack of water rcpellency, and faulty closure.
The clothing initially provided for winter combat in the European theater,
the report continued, did not provide ample enough insulation because it was
poorly balanced, it lacked sufficient thickness, it was worn inefficiently, and it
did not provide a satisfactorv means of preventing movement of air from
destroying insulation through the garments or at the points of closure. As an
example the legs were covered by only two layers of clothing, wool drawers, and
wool serge trousers. Wlien the soldier was standing, even when he was not exposed to wind, this covering provided only about half an inch of insulation and
only about two-thirds of tlie protection needed under average conditions. Wlien
the absence of windproofness in the wool trousers was taken into consideration,
the warmth-retaining value of protection for the legs was lowered by about
50 percent When the man was seated, with underwear and trousers tight
over the seat, thighs, and knees, the protection was even less. It was easy to
understand why soldiers frequently complained of cold hands and cold feet
Loss of body lieat, as a result of tlie defects in clothing just described, and
additional losses through openings of the garments at the neck, the wrists, and
the ankles reduced the body temperature to the point at which the most
exposed parts of the body, that is, the hands and feet, gave the first evidence
of the imminence of possible cold injury.
There were other reasons whv the clothing situation was often unsatislactory One was that, because of lack of training in the use of clothing m cold
weather items of the uniform assembly were often misassembled. In other
instances the items could not be assembled properly because of piecemeal issue.
Special types of winter clothing were in short supply m the Army m
Europe throughout most of the winter season; but standard items, such as
underwear wool shirts and trousers, overcoats, field jackets, and gloves, were
always in adequate supply in the theater. Even standard items, however, were
not always available to the troops. Because of the urgent tactical necessity for
mobility" of the individual soldier in combat, commanders sometimes allowed
their men to discard clothing which was not needed during strenuous activity.
Afterward, resupply or redistribution was not always possible.
Footgear.—The United States combat boot, as pointed out earlier (p. 150),
was not well designed. It tended to shrink after it had become wet, and the
uppers were so scantily cut that, however tightly they were laced, they con d not
be brouHit togetlier. In addition, and also as previously noted, the United
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States soldier had been accustomed to tight-fitting clothes and snug-fitting
shoes in civilian life, and he carried those habits with him into the Army.
For these and other reasons, there were numerous errors in the fitting of army
shoes. In many instances, no allowance was made for the fact that feet tend
to enlarge under marching and other strenuous activities. Nor was sufficient,
if any, allowance made for the fact that heavy woolen socks, or two pairs
of socks, would be worn during the winter instead of the thin cotton socks
worn during the summer. The soldiers, it must be granted, sometimes created
their own difficulties. When they had been properly fitted originally, they
would trade shoes among themselves until they found the snug-fitting kind
to which they had been accustomed in civilian life.
Similarly, when galoshes were provided, they were not always worn.
Sometimes the men were directed to leave them behind. Sometimes they
simply discarded them of their own initiative because they were cumbersome
to wear into combat.
Socks in the lighter weights were in generous supply at all times in the
various theaters of operations. Heavy wool ski socks were scarce throughout
the winter combat period in the first winter in Italy, as well during the period
of heavy fighting and cold, wet weather on the Western Front.
It is easj^ to speculate on the effects of these and other deficiencies in
clothing and footgear, and on bad practices in their use, but it is less easy
to prove exactly how they influenced the incidence of cold injury. The effect
of clothing and footgear per se cannot be isolated from other factors and
measured alone. The combat situation and the idiosyncrasies of supply must
always be taken into account. So must human factors. Footgear, for instance,
cannot be designed that will force the soldier to wear it into combat, or to change
his socks at stated intervals, or to remove his shoes at night, when he knows
full well that he may have to leave the scant protection of his foxhole at a
moment's notice.
Even when allowance is made for these considerations, the incidence of
cold injury in both the Mediterranean theater and the European theater seems
clearly related to the completeness of provision of clothing and footgear. A
study bj- the Preventive Medicine Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, showed unmistakably that the total cold injury rate during the
period of combat was 4.3 per 1,000 for divisions fully equipped in November
1944, 10.5 per 1,000 for those not fulty equipped until December, and 11.7 per
1,000 for those not fufiy equipped until January 1945. The study also revealed
that, when only trenchfoot was related to the degree of completeness of equipment, the rates were, respectively, 2.5 for November, 6.0 for December, and
8.5 for January. These proportions might have been expected, since footgear
is not the only item of clothing related to the production and prevention of
cold injury.
The whole experience in Italy and western Europe in World War II serves
to emphasize the need for simpler and more efficient types of clothing and
footgear to reduce exposure during winter operations. The Theater Quarter-
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master was empliatic on tliis point. In March 1945, at the Paris conference
(p. 184), lie pointed out that tlie uniform must be made simple and basic, if only
because transportation is limited in wartime and allowances for the movement
of supplies would therefore always be limited; food, gasoline, and ammunition
have priorit}^ in tonnage moving forward. Similarly, the production of clothing in the Zone of Interior would be expedited if all items were kept simple and
uniform; there were limits to what could be produced when an army was growing rapidly and straining production of a wide varietj^ of items. The quality
of the raw materials and the workmanship in British uniforms, the Theater
Quartermaster concluded, might not meet United States standards, but British
clotliing was simple, and it had been kept uniform, with the residt that supplies
were adequate all during the fighting in Europe.
The experience in Italy and in western Europe also showed that supply
procedures and practices must be simplified and that command and all other
personnel must be thoroughlj^ trained in the most efficient use of the clothing
and footgear provided.
As the war progressed, special items of clothing were reduced to a minimum.
Observers from the Quartermaster Corps not only studied the use of the various
items under as manj^ conditions as possible but also went to great lengths to
sample soldier opinion about them. The results of these surveys sometimes
appeared to have more influence on changes of policy and clothing directives
tlian they merited, a fact which emphasizes the need for better training of the
soldier in the efficient use of clothing and what could be expected from it.
Shelter.—Shelter is an important consideration in the incidence of cold
injury because it is a means to shorten periods of exposure to the elements, as
well as periods of exposure to encmj^ observation and fire. Seeking shelter to
avoid exposure to cold and wet in combat is as natural and as sensible as coming
into one's own home to avoid the rigors of a winter day. It is not an easy
matter, however, to provide shelter for troops in combat. Though terrain
enters into the problem, whether or not shelter is practical depends chiefly
upon the tactical situation.
Under many combat situations, it is impossible to provide shelter of any
kind except that offered by natural features of the terrain and the hasty digging
of individual foxholes. What can be provided ranges from none at all, which
means complete exposure in open ground, through quickly improvised, unimproved foxholes, foxholes in which there is time for improvement and greater
protection, tents, dugouts, pillboxes, other improvised shelter and damaged
buildings, to, finally, unscarred buildings suitable for the comfortable housing
of troops. Soldiers able to take shelter in buildings, basements, or dugouts,
or even tents and improved foxholes, are obviously much better able to look
after themselves and to talte the measures necessary to prevent cold injury
than are tliose who must pass their nights in hurriedly dug foxholes.
As tlie war progressed on the Western Front in the winter of 1944-45, the
men developed manj^ expedients to improve their lot, even in the crudest of
shelters. Often they obtained and utilized some form of heat, even in far
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forward positions, such as ciiarcoal braziers or hexyl methylamine tablets,
which provide fairly intense heat. At other times, when observation by the
enemy did not forbid it, exposed soldiers poured gasoline on the ground or into
containers filled with loose earth or sand or constructed some other similar
device and then set fire to the fuel to provide the warmth they needed for
protection from the cold. Manj"- hundreds of gallons of priceless motor fuel
were thus consumed. This wastage pointedly indicates the need for developing practical means and methods for providing shelter and heat under adverse
conditions, as well as the need for the provision of more satisfactory types of
clothing and footgear. Incidentally, the use of heat in this manner may sometimes have added to the seriousness of the cold injuries sustained instead of
decreasing their incidence (p. 317).
Some of the unit histories already related illustrate the influence of the
element of shelter as well as of terrain and combat. Other illustrations follow:
Unit case history No. IS.—The 90th Infantry Division was engaged in
operations in the Saar Basin during the first half of December 1944. Two
regiments crossed the Saar River at Dillingen on 6 December. As the fighting
developed, the 357th Infantry Regiment was pinned down in foxholes in the
open, while the 358th and 359th Infantry Regiments, although operating
against equally resolute resistance, fought in the town of Dillingen where some
shelter was available as well as some protection from exposure. By 12 December (chart 24, table 34), the 357th Infantry Regiment had experienced a sharp
CHART

24.- -Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 90th Infantry Division, European theater, 14
Novemher through 21 December 1944
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TADLK

34.—Cold injvry in 3 regimenls of the 90th Infantry Division, Evropean theater, IS
November throvgh SI December 1944
Date

357th
Infantry

358ttl
Infantry

359th
Infantry

0
4
10
8
5
0
15
7
0
4
7
10
13
10
10
10
5
2
3
7
2
2
3
0
0
0
1
5
5
45
82
33
0
0
0
9
2
1
4

0
5
20
3
4
0
4
3
4
3
0
0
8
9
29
8
1
4
g
22
1
3
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
4
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
17
40
0
3
3
2
1
1
2
3
2
1
0
2
9
4
10
13
2
2
3
0
1
1
0
3
0
1
4
0
7
5
3
1
0
3
0
2

0
20
70
17
12
3
21
11
5
9
10
12
22
25
41
33
10
10
25
31
5
8

348

168

103

009

1944
November 13
14
15
10
17_
IS
10
20
21
22
23
24
25
20
27
28
29
30__._
December 1
2
3
4
5
0
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
10
17
18
19
20
21
Total

Total

12
52
92
•10
12
9
1
9
0
1
0
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rise in trenchfoot cases; between that date and 14 December, inclusive, it
reported 160 cases, while little increase in incidence was noted in the 358th and
359th Infantr}^ Regiments. The principal difference in conditions was that
the latter regiments had some shelter.
Unit case history No. I4.—A still better illustration of the importance of
shelter is furnished by the experience of the 102d Infantry Division. This
division did not arrive in France until late in September 1944 and therefore
was new to combat. On 1 November, the 406th Infantry Regiment was
detached and the other troops were placed in an inactive defense position where
they remained until 27 November. On 28 November, the 406th Infantry
Regiment was returned to divisional control. From that date until 3 December,
an offensive action toward the Roer River was conducted in the tJbach area!
For the weeks ending on 1 December and on 8 December, there was a sharp
increase in cold injury (chart 25, table 35).
CHART

25.—Cold injury in S regiments of the 102d Infantry Division, European theater, e4
November W^Jf through 2 February 1946

NOV. '44

Between 4 December 1944 and 2 February 1945, the division remained in
the same sector, in a quiet defensive position. The men of the 405th and 407th
Infantry Regiments wore for the most part in buildings and basements and
therefore had relatively adequate shelter. The 406th Infantry Regiment, on
the other hand, because of the sector it had to defend, had to seek shelter in
foxholes. The strikingly higher incidence of trenchfoot in this regiment after
the initial offense and during the static defensive weeks, can be accounted for
by one principal differential, the absence of adequate shelter.
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TABLE

35-Co/r/ injnry in 3 regiments of the 102d Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 24 November 19J,4 through 2 February 194-5
Week endlng-

1944
November 24
Docombcr 1
8
15
22
2!)

405th
Infantry

Infantry

407th
Infantry

3
32
6
3
0
2

0
11
27
43
10
31

5
12
36
5
3
6

1945

48

150

55
69
51
13
39

24
1
4
6
4

19
1
0
5
3

Jniniary 5
12
19
20
February 2
Total

40fith

76

274

Command leadership and attitude.-Leadcrship is an intangible quality
wliicli is difficult to define or measure precisely. It is not the intention to
attempt to do eitlier liere, but some general statements may nonetheless be
made concerning it.
,,^111,Leadership is a socioenvironmcntal factor. The standard of leadership
ma(,eriallv influences the unit liability to cold injury. Lack of leadership predisposes 'to a high incidence. When leadership is good, the disciphne^ and
esprit de corps arc such that the tedious and sometimes tactically disadvantageous measures which are required to prevent cold injury are willingly
carried out for the good of the command. Good leadership can modify or
control many of the host and environmental factors responsible lor cold
injury Good planning, astute decisions, and firm example can determine the
outcome of combat action. Good leadership is always concerned with the
welfare of the individual soldier. The necessary steps are therefore taken to
insure appropriate supplies of food and clothing, adequate medical facili les,
and rest and rotation schedules that will reduce fatigue and mcrease fighting
'^ '"^^'r'^ood commander understands and accepts his responsibility for the
prevention and control of mass diseases and injuries that may afl^ect his unit
In so doing, he makes full use of the special knowledge and skdls of his technical
advisors He cannot, because of tactical and other circumstances, always
accept tlie advice given him, at least in all details, but he is very certain of
tlie consequences when he rejects tlie advice. He does not wait until a large
number of casualties from cold injury has lowered tlic efTcctiveness of his
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unit. Instead, lie institutes education, training, and indoctrination programs well in advance of the possible occurrence of cold injury. It is by
no means the least important manifestation of good leadership that a good
commander establishes such liaison and understanding with the men under
him that they appreciate the role of the unit in the general conflict. They
know what they are fighting for, and they understand the reasons for the
policies and procedures they are called upon to carry out. United States
soldiers will always respond willingly when they understand the rationale of
such measures and the benefits to be derived from them for themselves and
their units. It is almost impossible to force them to carry out measures whose
rationale they do not understand.
This is not theoretical reasoning. It was repeatedly observed in both the
Mediterranean and the European theaters that well-led units always had the
best average records for cold injury. Numerous divisional records prove this
point. The story of the 29th Infantry Division has already been related (unit
case history No. 8, p. 421). This battle-tried unit, in spite of hard fighting,
had only 164 cases of cold injury during the entire winter of 1944-45 on the
Western Front. Similarly, the record of the 95th Infantry Division (unit case
history No. 3, p. 402), which had even harder combat missions than the 29th
Infantry Division during this winter, illustrates the effects of excellent leadership. During the liard fighting between 1 November 1944 and 15 January
1945, it had only 325 cases of cold injury of all types.
The following record of the 87th Infantry Division represents both good
and bad leadership:
Unit case history No. 15.—This unit was assigned to the Third U. S. Army
early in December 1944. It had had no previous combat experience. On 11
December, it was committed in a drive toward Saareguemines, directly east of
Metz. The weather was moderately cold, and there was daily rainfall. The
terrain consisted largely of ridges and valleys and was not forested, so that the
ground was \evj muddy.
The story is now best continued by regiments:
The 346th Infantry Eegimcnt was the first to gain contact with the enemy.
Its casualties were heavy at first and the attack bogged down on a gently
sloping hillside because of the intensity of enemy fire. On its second day of
combat, casualties were again high, and 12 cases of trenchfoot made their
appearance. At the same time, combat exhaustion cases accounted for 15
percent of total casualties. Battle casualties dropped to 7 on the fourth day.
On the following day, which was the 15th of December, the number of trenchfoot cases far exceeded battle casualties and for the most part came from the
1st BattaHon. On the 6th day of combat, this battalion alone had 206 trenchfoot casualties. By the end of a week of fighting, the 346th Infantry Kegiment
had experienced over 400 cases of trenchfoot in men fully equipped with overshoes and winter clothing (chart 26, table 36; chart 27, table 37).
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CHART

2Q.-Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 87lh Infantry Division, European theater
11-22 December 1944

DECEMBER 1944

The record of tlie other regiments was quite difl-erent. The 345th Infantry
Regiment was not committed until 30 December and was in mtensive combat
only for a matter of days. It experienced only a few eases of frostbite
ihe
347th Infantry Regiment was committed to the support of the 346th tlie
fourtli day of" the battle (14 December). It began to suffer casualties from
trenchfoot almost immediately, but at no time in the period under consideration
did the daily number of cases exceed 42, and the total for the whole period was
only 178.
,
i
.i
•
< i
" The records of the 34Gth Infantry Regiment show that the regimental
commander and the commanding officer of the 1st Battalion were chiefly at
fault in tiie poor record of tiiis regiment, and especially of this battalion with
respect to cold injury. Lack of progress in the attack, with demoralizing
enemy fire, resulted in a considerable break in morale. A complete breakdown
in foot discipline was the direct result. Poor attention to the welfare of tlie
riflemen in the regiment also played a part in the high incidence of trenchfoot.
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36.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the 87th Infantry Division, European theater,
11-S2 December 19U
Date

345th Infantry

346th Infantry

347th Infantry

0
0
0
0
0
4
12
6
1
5
2
0

1
12
11
11
81
255
20
40
1
1
6
2

0
0
1
0
13
42
38
39
32
6
3
4

1
12
12
11
94
301
70
85
34
12
11
6

30

441

178

649

Total

19U
December 11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

_

Total

CHART

27.—Cold injury in 3 battalions of the 346th Infantry, 87th Infantry Division, European
theater, 11-S2 December 1944
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TABLE

37.—CoZrf injury in 3 batlalions of the 346ih Infantry, 38th Infantry Division,
European theater, 11-22 December 1944
1st Battalion

Date

1944
12
13
14
15
16
]7
18
19
90
21
22

Total

-

-

-

^

_
-

. -

- _ __
^
- ^
__
- __ ._ _
_
_.----

-_-_

-

---

---

—
—

2d Battalion

3d Battalion

Total

0
3
1
2
72
200
14
35
0
1
2
0

0
2
1
3
1
12
1
3
1
0
0
2

1
7
9
6
8
37
5
2
0
0
4
0

1
12
11
11
81
255
20
40
1
1
6
2

336

26

79

441

Because training was not good enough to support tiie troops in time of trial,
the regiment sufl'ered a serious point epidemic of cold injury. It is true that
this was a new, untried, and inexperienced unit. It was called upon to spearhead an attack in difficult terrain and in opposition to heavy German forces,
which used tanks in defense, hut it is equally true that leadership was the
principal factor responsible for the high incidence of trenchfoot.
The story of these regiments emphasizes a vital principle in the prevention
of cold injury; namely, that this type of injury, with its prevention, is a problem
of the small "units. One regiment of this division (chart 26) was careless. One
battalion in this regiment (chart 27) was at fault. It is interesting to speculate
whetlier or not tlic errors could be traced down to poor leadership m certain
companies. It is probable that the same principles held in them.
Training and experience.—From the standpoint of cold injury, training and
experience are inseparable from individual and unit discipline. Effective
training is based on good discipline, and tlie development of good discipline
is a part of the soldier's training. When men are well trained and properly
disciplined, they profit from experience and become better able to look after
themselves' and save tiiemselves from trauma, whether it be from enemy
weapons or from cold.
The good record of some experienced and battlewise divisions with respect
to the incidence of cold injury has already been mentioned. Among them arc
the 104th Infantry Division (chart 18) and the 90t]i (chart 24). The 99th
Infantry Division furnishes a reverse example of the eftect of inexperience and
lack of battle training.
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Unit case history No. 16.—The 99th Infantry Division arrived in England
in October 1944, landed in France during the first week of November. It was
committed to combat on 9 November, in a static defense, with active patrols.
The country was hilly and partly forested. The weather was moderately cold.
It rained, and some snow fell. The ground was either muddy or slushy. The
division remained in the line under these conditions through 12 December.
Cases of cold injury, principally trenchfoot, began to appear almost as soon as it
was committed, and there was a pealc of 194 cases for the week ending 24
November (chart 28, table 38). Weather conditions were favorable for its
occurrence, it is true, but combat missions were light, and the high incidence
could be attributed only to inexperience and to lack of training in the measures
required to prevent cold injury. A contributory factor may have been the
incomplete provision of galoshes during this period.
A second, even larger, outbreak of cold injury occurred between 13 December 1944 and 5 January 1945. On 13 and 14 December, the 395th Infantry
Regiment and a battalion of the 393d Infantry Regiment were in active combat.
The action shifted to heavy defense against the German midwinter counterattack of 16-18 December. Between 19 December and 28 December, a retrograde movement was made, and combat action took the form of active defense.
Between 29 December and 28 January, action was also defensive, with active
patrolling. The second outbreak of cold injury was, like the first, largely
attributable to the inexperience of the troops, though intensification of the
combat action also played a part.
CHART

28.—Cold injury, 99lh Infantry Division, European theater, for weeks ending 10 November 1944 through 16 March 1945
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TABLE

38.—COM injvry in 3 regiments of the 99th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 10 November 1954 through 16 March 194-5
393(1
Infantry

394th
Infantry

395th
Infantry

0
72
102
19
1
5
140
40

0
0
62
65
13
29
150
83

0
4
30
17
0
41
88
20

0
70
194
101
14
75
384
155

January 5
12
19
20
February 2
9
10
23
March 2
9
10

10
13
7
10
109
58
7
2
0
0
0

28
37
25
38
58
79
14
4
1
4
3

2
3
2
2
12
45
9
1
0
5
1

40
53
34
56
179
182
30
7
1
9
4

Total

019

693

288

1,600

Wock ending-

1944
November 10
17
24
December 1
8
15
22
20
1945

Total

A tliird peak of cold injury in tliis division occuiTed between 26 January
and 16 March 1945. From 2 February onward, operations were in melting
snow, rain and mud, at temperatures between 30° and 40° F. (-1.1° and 4.4°
C), but the higli incidence was also to be explained by heavy combat, sometimes
in extreme cold.
Foot discipline.—Foot discipline in itself cannot, of course, be separated
from discipline in general. It is part of both unit and individual training.
The incidence of cold injury was always low when it was good. Foot discipline,
moreover, was best in those divisions in which the practice of inspection of the
feet was established early, and in which the inspection was not only by commissioned officers but also by noncommissioned officers down to, and including,
the squad level. Even under severe combat conditions, it was repeatedly
observed that when discipline was good sufficient time and safe enough surroundings could usually be found for the use of protective measures. Even if
daily care was not possible, in most situations care of the feet could be resumed
before tlie end of the mean incubation period for trenchfoot, that is, approximately 3 days, though as temperatures approached the freezing point the
margin of safely became loss.
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A study by Colonel Gordon's office showed that, during the winter of 194445, six divisions which had not been in combat before 1 November 1944 averaged 15.5 cases of cold injury per day of combat, while 13 units with long combat
experience averaged only 7.6 cases per day. Although several factors undoubtedly helped to explain this difference, the observers attributed it chiefly
to better foot discipline in the experienced divisions. The inexperienced divisions had not received adequate training in the individual care of the feet, or,
if they had been trained, they had not come to recognize the importance of the
training and therefore did not apply what they had learned. As a result, when
they were first committed to action under conditions favorable to trenchfoot,
many became casualties to cold and mud.
Intense combat activity influenced the incidence of cold injury, at least
indirectly, because it brought about a relaxation of foot discipline. It was the
observation of a number of division surgeons that when the incidence of cold
injury was rising a prompt decline would ensue, regardless of combat activity,
whenever commanding officers took a firm stand in insisting upon individual care
of the feet.
A specific example of the effect of foot discipline is furnished by the three
regiments of the 45th Infantry Division as follows:
Unit case history No. 17.—All three regiments of the 45th Infantry Division
fought under similar conditions, with roughly similar missions, between 28
October and 29 December 1944. During this period (chart 29, table 39) the
180th Infantry Regiment had 48 cases of cold injurj^, the 179th, 108 cases,
and the 157th, 209 cases. When the division was surveyed, the only explanation found for these differences was that training was rather poor in the 157tli
Infantry Regiment, was satisfactory but no more in the 179th, and was excellent in the 180th.
CHART

29.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the JfSth Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 3 November through S9 December 1944
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TABLE

39.—Co/rf injury in 3 regiments of the 45th Infantry Division, European theater, for
weeks ending 3 November through 29 Decemher 1944
Woek ondliiR-

1944
November 3
10
17
24
December 1
8
15
22
29
Total

180th
Infantry

Total

157th
Infantry

179th
Infantry

14
47
8
2
13
29
48
23
25

5
4
0
0
7
42
27
11
12

8
6
6
20

20
52
9
3
24
79
81
40
57

209

108

48

365

Tho, story of tlic 9th Infantry Division lias already been used (unit case
liistory No. 5, chart 17) to illustrate the efl'ects of both thawing (p. 414) and
terrain (p. 422). It also illustrates the effect of foot disciphne. Both frostbite
and trenclifoot were kept at low levels. There was one small outbreak of
ti'enchfoot in the middle of November, before the troops were completely supplied with galoshes, and a second, minor elevation in December, coinciding
with a period of active defense. When this division was surveyed, it was
concluded that its excellent record could be attributed to a number of factors,
including (1) its battle experience, (2) the early date at which it was supplied
with galoshes, (3) the extensive use of diying tents, (4) the unusual ingenuity
shown in obtaining and issuing charcoal braziers for the use of fronthne troops,
and (5) the intensive program of instruction, in which the burden of prevention
of cold injury was placed on the individual soldier.
Similar observations could be multipUed. All of them can be interpreted
as indicating the importance of foot disciphne, which includes familiarity with
the measures which the individual soldier can use to prevent cold injury and
the diligent application of these measures.
Rotation.—Rotation, or the regular rohef of troops from frontline positions
in which exposure to the elements is great, materially influences the incidence
of cold injury. The most adverse conditions of weather and terrain can be
tolerated by combat soldiers for short periods if they can be rotated within
units or by units, both large and small, and thus be provided with opportunities
to carry out appropriate control measures.
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The practice is beneficial at anj' level, from individual frontline riflemen
and squads through progressively larger units by echelon, up to and including
whole divisions. A good rotation policy begins with the individual soldier in
the frontline. In forward areas, it need consist of no more than the opportunity to withdraw from his foxhole to a crude shelter a few hundred yards
to the rear, where, in relative safety, he may change his clothing, exercise a
little, and carry out appropriate measures, including massage, for the care of
his feet. In the battalion area, better arrangements can be made for foot care,
and facilities improve progressively in regimental and division areas. Somewhere along the line, bathing and laundry facilities are available, the men can
obtain a few hours of rest, and, under ideal circumstances, they are provided
with hot food and the morale-lifting advantages of the Ked Cross truck and of
getting mail and writing letters home.
Intervals of rotation should varj' according to the size of the units. In
frontline units, the rotation of individuals and small units depends upon weather
and the intensity of combat action. In World War II, it was the consensus
of division surgeons that a period of 3 days or more was usually required for
tronchfoot to develop at temperatures above freezing, while, below that level,
frostbite could develop in a few hours. In progressively larger units, rotation
should be progressively less frequent but for longer intervals. In addition to
the importance of rotation in the prevention of cold injury, its employment
for this cause bolsters morale in general, lessens fatigue, and decreases losses
from neuropsycliiatric causes.
A definitive rotation policy was never established by United States armies
in Europe. Instead, divisions determined and executed their own rotation
practices, while, within divisions, the policies were usually left to the discretion
of regimental or battalion commanders. Under these circumstances, policies
and practices naturally varied widely. They were good in some units and poor
in others. In all, they were of necessity greatly influenced by the exigencies of
combat.
During the German counteroffensive in December 1944, the defense
operation in the first few days was so urgent that good rotation practices could
not be executed. The intensity of the fighting during the later United States
counterattack had the same inhibiting effect. The combat situation was
therefore partly responsible for the second Army-wide cold injury epidemic on
the Western Front (chart 15j. In situations such as these, the determination
of the extent of rotation must be a command decision, but the establishment
of the general principles of rotation by army, or even by army group, and the
insistence that these principles be applied consistently within the limits permitted by the combat situation, would have influenced the cold injury incidence
downward in World War II. It would also have reduced losses from.combat
exhaustion and psychoneurosis.
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Tlic effectiveness of rotation in reducing the incidence of trenchfoot is
well illustrated in the following experience of the three regiments of the 35th
Infantry Division:
Unit case history No. 18.—This division landed on the Continent in July
1944 and fought across France in the Third U. S. Army. At the beginning of
tlie November offensive, it was in the line east of Nancy, in muddy, rolling,
open country near the Seille Eiver. As the offensive opened, a division order
was issued directing that galoshes be left behind.
The 320th Infantry Regiment made an all-night march to get into position,
then crossed the river. Three days later, it began to report trenchfoot casualties
(chart 30, table 40). At this time, the 134th and 137th Infantry Regiments
went into action. Rain fell continuously, and the foxholes were usually half
filled witli water. During the first 9 days of the operation, the 134th and
320th Infantry Regiments had, respectively, 161 and 163 cases of cold injury.
For the same period, the 137th Infantry Regiment had only 36cases. Conditions for all three regiments were sxibstantially the same, with one exception:
The 137th Infantry Regiment fought through a few small, built-up areas and
had wliat amounted to daily rotation of small groups, to allow for drying the
clothing and caring for the feet. It was the opinion of those who studied the
cold injury situation in the three regiments that it was principally good rotation
practice in one regiment, as opposed to the lack of rotation in the otlier two,
that, accounted for this striking difference in the trenchfoot experience.

CHART

30.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the S5th Infantry Division, European theater, 8-30
November 1944
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40.—Cold injury in 3 regiments of the SBth Infantry Division, European theater, 8-30
November 1944
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Interrelationships of Causative Factors
The following records of the 3d and the 36th Infantry Divisions summarize
effectively much of what has been discussed in the earlier pages of this chapter.
Unit case history No. 19.—'The 3d Infantry Division, a battle-experienced,
hard-hitting unit, which Avas the mainstay of the Seventh U. S. Army, reduced
the Colmar Pocket, and then fought out into the Colmar Plain toward the
Rhine during January and February 1945. The interrelationships of many of
the modifying factors of cold trauma wliich have been discussed are apparent
in the graphic record (chart 31). When the incubation period of cold injury
is considered, the influence of weather, type of combat action, wetness from
river crossings, terrain, and adequacy of clothing and equipment is well
demonstrated.
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CiiAKT 31.—Cold injury incidence, 3d Infantry Division, European theater, 20 January through
13 February 19.'^o
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Unit case history A^o. 20.—The 36th Infantry Division had a considerable
experience with cold injury in Italy during the winter of 1943-44. In the fall
of 1944, it participated in the landings in southern France. During the
succeeding winter, it found itself in almost constant contact with the enemy.
In its progress, it fought on a wide front, through difficult, mountainous terrain.
All movement of any consequence had to be on foot. After 15 September, the
weather was cold, and, during November, rain fell almost continuously. Several
streams had to be crossed, and the constant rains kept the troops wet even
when they were on high ground.
The cold injury experience to date and the problems encountered during
1944 were summarized by the surgeon of the 36th Infantry Division in his
December 1944 sanitary report, as follows:
Trench foot has caused a serious loss of manpower within the Division during combat
operations in the winter months in Italy and France due to the cold wet climates encountered.
The highest incidences were reported during the months of January with 401 cases, February
with 270 cases, November with 279 new and 97 recurrent cases, and December, with 155 new
and 45 recurrent cases. During the month of November, 77 cases of trench foot were received over a four day period from one Regiment of the Division that was attacking during a
driving rain. These troops had been issued an extra pair of heavy wool socks and an extra
light wool pair. Although most of them had shoepacs they had four times as much trench
foot as the rest of the division. The other two Regiments of the Division were in a holding
position and had a total of 19 cases of trench foot. Another observation of two adjoining
companies under the same conditions of exposure was made when one company had 10 cases
of trench foot over a six day period while the other company had 3 cases. It was found that
the men of the company having 10 cases had had no exchange of light wool socks while those
of the other company had dry socks exchanged 5 times. This was corrected. The marked
decrease during the month of December is attributed to comparatively dry weather encountered during the month and to the educational program conducted during the months
of October and November on foot hygiene and the prevention of trench foot. Shoepacs
were issued to the troops during the month of November with instructions for their proper
wear and the importance of changing to dry clean socks and dry inner soles daily. Approximately 1,700 men of this division do not have shoepacs or overshoes because of the lack
of proper sizes in Quartermaster stocks. Every effort is being made to issue combat boots
of sufficient size to permit wearing of heavy wool socks and a light wool pair. A system
has been worked out by which the infantry S-4s [supply] replace the dirty socks with clean
dry socks daily by sending the clean socks forward with the daily ration issue. The high
casualty rate among Commissioned and Non-Commissioned Officers, resulting in frequent
turnover of the command while in combat causes the necessary supervision of foot hygiene
in small units and footgear discipline to be less efficient than is desired, even though constant
attention is given to this matter in Battalion, Regimental and Division Headquarters.
Instructions on prevention of trench foot given at the direction of Seventh Army to personnel
of Replacement Depots and Convalescent Hospitals is believed to be an important aid in the
educational program against this disease. Random comments in the report of the trench
foot survey of the 36th Division emphasize still other causes for the high trench foot incidence:
"Unfortunately, the tactical situation has largely precluded the possibility of rotation
of men. No regiment has been in reserve and riflemen have been in the line for long periods
of time.
"There has been no policy to set up houses or tents to be used specifically as drying
rooms for front line soldiers. It is felt that if houses or dug-outs are available, soldiers, will
go to them to warm themselves and build fires to dry their clothing of their own accord.
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"Shoo pacs were issued durinp; tho second week of November. About 2,000 men do
not have them because of wrong sizes. * * *
"This division tried to get socks to front line soldier.? each day with ration,=. It is
believed that sock exchange is fairly satisfactory.
"The division went through the Italian winter campaign and officers and men in that
campaign arc well trained in the prevention of trench foot. Replacements are not well
trained in care of the feet.
"* * * trench foot is a disease of riflemen. With the exception of a small percentage
of supporting troops, such as company aid men and combat engineers, the disease should not
occur in any except infantry riflemen. Even the heavy weapons companies have very little
trench foot.
"Battle conditions play a very important part in the development of trench foot.
The surgeon believes that 24 to 36 ho\irs exposure in wet, cold weather, without supply, will
be sufficient to produce trench foot.
"The Surgeon believes that control of trench foot is purely a command function. If the
command is well trained in the prevention of trench foot and realizes its importance, the rate
of trench foot will be very low in that organization. He also points out that when unit
officers are frequently changed, the trench foot incidence is always higher than in units
which retain their officers for longer periods."

It was not until lato in January 1945 that a thoroughgoing, well-rounded
cold injiny prevention program was, or could be, instituted in the 36th Infantry
Division. By this time, all replacements were receiving detailed instruction
on tlie proper care of the feet, both when they first were assigned to the division
and upon assignment to regiments. Supplies of slioepacs, light wool socks,
and ski socks wore now adequate. In its holding operations, the division had
found it feasible to establish a good rotation system by the use of houses,
dugouts, or tents immediately beliind the frontline, where each man could
spend an Jiour out of every G or 8 hours warming himself, changing his socks,
and massaging his feet.
Even under these improved conditions, a report by a unit surgeon of this
division for Januaiy 1945 noted tliat "the lack of close supervision of some small
unit commandei's has caused the incidence of trenchfoot to rise in these units
dui'ing the past weeks."
At this time, eacJi unit surgeon was required to furnish a report of these
and otlter deficiencies to the commanding general of tlie division, who took the
necessary con-ective action. Tiie result was a notable decrease in the incidence
of trenchfoot.
SUMMARY
It is evident, from what has been said in tiiis chapter, that the causation of
cold injmy is an intricately woven fabric of agent, host, and environmental
factors, and that no single one of the factor strands can be altered without
influencing, or being influenced by, the other factor strands. The final design
is an interaction and interrelationship of them all. One factor may predominate
in influencing the incidence at one particular time. TJien the situation may
cliange, and another, oi- otliers, may gain in influence.
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Tlie various modifying factors described in the examples given were predominant for the periods selected, but no single factor could be completely
divorced from all the others. In the absence of more precise data, however,
and of more detailed observations, the examples do serve (1) to emphasize the
roles of the various factors involved, and (2) to point up the need for further
study, research, and evaluation of the influence and interrelationship of the
several agent, host, and environmental factors responsible for cold trauma.
The surveys which provided the data for these selected studies brought into
play the principles of simple, sound field investigation.
The data and examples thus secured provide a reasonable and convincing
basis for concluding that cold trauma, as a component of mass trauma, behaves
in accordance with the biologic principles and laws that govern disease or injury
as a community problem. The specific causative agent in cold injury is cold,
but a number of modifying factors enter into its total causation. These can
best be analyzed if they are divided into agent, host, and environmental factors.
Studies of war records by theaters and units, and the reports of epidemiologic
surveys by division in the European theater, demonstrated that epidemiologic
behavior of cold trauma differs in only minor degrees from that of communicable
disease.
Evaluation of this experience has shown that the agent factors are cold
and wet and that wet may be conceived of as having a synergistic relationship
to cold. Host factors include status of individual training, fatigue, nutritional
status, previous cold injury experience, inherent constitutional factors, psychosocial factors, and posture and dependency. Both the physical environment
and the social environment are factors in the causation of cold injury. Physical
environmental factors include weather (that is, temperature, precipitation,
and wind), thawing, terrain, and altitude. Socioeconomic environmental
factors include type of combat action, clothing supply and equipment, shelter,
command leadership and attitude, training and experience, foot discipline, and
rotation. Some of these are individual considerations and some apply to the
unit. All of them entered into the total causation of cold injury in the European
Tlieater of Operations in World War II, but it was only by assessing their
individual weights by unit, by means of epidemiologic methods, that definitive
preventive and control procedures could be applied.

CHAPTER XIV

The Cold Injury Record of the 84th
Infantry Division'
Many divisions in the European Theater of Operations had worse cold
injury records than the 84th Infantry Division. Some had better records.
Some were in heavier combat for longer periods of time. The history of tlie
84th Division, however, has been selected as a unit case study in cold injury
for the following throe reasons:
1. The experience of this division clearly demonstrates the influence of
several modifying factors in cold injury without, at the same time, making it
necessary to pursue an extremely complicated combat narrative.
2. Its combat engagements were sharply divided into a difficult initial
combat period, when trenchfoot was predominant; an intensive combat situation in which terrain and weather combined ideally to give rise to frostbite; and
a return to exactly the same weather conditions as those previously experienced,
which favored the development of trenchfoot but in which trenchfoot did not
occur at all and the incidence of frostbite was negligible, chiefly because the
combat situation, while active, could be regarded as mild to moderate for a
division that had become battlewise and self-sufficient.
3. This division had received good training, in which the prevention and
control of trenchfoot were included.
The 84th Infantry Division, which was made up of the 333d, 334th, and
335th Infantry Eegiments, artillery and supporting troops, was re-formed in
August 1942 from a World War I outfit. It was fully trained in the United
States, where it was activated on 15 October 1944. It assembled in England,
and the first elements arrived on the Continent on 1 November. The division
went at once to the front. It was attached to the XIII Corps but was initially
placed under the operational control of the British 30 Corps, Second Army, for
commitment with British troops.
During November and December, the XIII Corps had the following
missions: (1) To maintain liaison with the British on the left; (2) to maintain
haison with the U. S. XIX Corps on the right; (3) to protect the left flank of
the Ninth U. S. Army; (4) to capture Geilenkirchen and the high ground northeast of it; (5) to seize the line of the Eoer River from Flossdorf to Linnich,
1 Tlio tactical material in tliis chapter is based on two books by Theodore Draper: (1) The 84th Infantry Division in
the Battle of the Ardennes. Lif^ge: SociCtS d'Impression et d'Edition Socift6 Cooperative, April 1945; and (2) The 84th
Infantry Division in the Battle of Germany, November 1944-May 1945. New York: The Viking Press, 1946. The clinical
material is derived from the medical histories of the 84th Infantry Division for 1944 and 1945.
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mchisivo; (6) to seize the Beeck-Wurm-Lindern area; and (7) to prepare for
crossing tlie Roer River.
. .
Tlie assio-nment of tlie 84th Infantry Division in those missions was (1)
to reduce Genenkirclien, (2) to carry out tlie Beeck-Wurm-Lindern operation,
and (3) to make plans for crossing the Roer River in December. For a unit
which was entering combat, totally inexperienced, these were indeed formidable
tasks.

8-28 NOVEMBER 1944
Since tlie missions and the cold injury experiences of one regiment of this
division differed considerably from those of the other two regiments, it is convenient to discuss them separately.
335th Infantry Regiment
Tactical situation.—The 335th Infantry Regiment was detached from the
parent 84th Infantry Division on 9 November and was attached to the 30th
Infantry Division, under the XIX Corps. Until 16 November the entire
XIX Corps was engaged in defense and regrouping activities. Combat activity was light. The 335th Infantry was placed in the line m the Cxedenkirchen area in a holding action characterized by occasional active defense.
On 17 November, the corps moved in an attack that met moderate to heavy
resistance, but the 335th, as an inexperienced unit, was not heavily engaged m
these operations.
.
The weather during this period was cold, but the temperatures remained
above freezing. Heavy rains had fallen, however, and the mud was dex>p m the
creiierally fiat terrain." Large expanses of open field were broken by small
towns from 1 to 3 miles apart, and coal mines in the area also provided some
shelter.
^ .
^
^ . ,
Cold injury.—During this period, the 335th Infantry Regiment sustained
only a few cases of trenchfoot, not quite as many, in fact, as the 334th Infantry,
which had not yet been committed.
333d and 334th Infantry Regiments
Tactical situation.-The first action for the 334th Infantry Regiment came
on 18 November, when it launched an attack designed to capture high ground
to the northeast of Geilenkirchen. Tlie following day, the 333d Infantry went
into its initial combat, with the British 43d Division. Geilenkirchen fell at the
end of that day, and the attack was continued, against heavy resistance, to the
north and northeast. The high ground northeast of Beeck was captured on
23 November, and Beeck itself fell on 30 November. On 24 November, both
regiments reverted to XIII Corps control and resumed defensive action to hold
the ground which had been gained.
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During the period 18 November through 25 November, as will be pointed
out shortly, rain fell much of the time, and tlie troops were forced to remain
for long stretches in water-filled foxholes, in which water was sometimes within
a foot of the top.
Cold injury.'—In the 8 days of combat just described, 349 casualties with
trenchfoot were evacuated from the division, 340 of whom came from the 333d
and 334th Infantry Regiments. Assuming that the strength of a regiment is
4,000 men, this is a rate, for the 8 days, of 37.2 evacuated trenchfoot casualties
per 1,000 strength.
Division Conference on Trenchfoot
By 24 November, the division staff had become greatlj^ concerned over the
increasing incidence of trenchfoot, and certain preventive measures liad already
been instituted. At a conference called on this date to discuss the situation, attended by the division G-4 (logistics), quartermaster and surgeon
and the regimental surgeons of the two regiments most serioush^ affected, a
report was prepared, approved by the division commander, and forwarded to
the commanding general of the XIII Corps. The seriousness of the situation
was pointed out in this report, and the factors underlying tlie outbreak of cold
injury were outlined.
The incidence of trenchfoot in the 84t]i Infantry Division, this memorandum
noted, had risen precipitously from 2 cases on 10 November to 133 cases on 23
November.^ Of the 133 casualties recorded for 23 November, 108 were from
the 334th Infantrj- Regiment, the great majority being from the 2d and 3d
Battalions. Both of these battalions had been pinned down in foxholes for
periods of 12 hours each bj' heavj' artillery and mortar fire. During the week
in which the 333d and 334th Infantry Regiments were heavily engaged in combat,
rain fell much of the time and water collected, sometimes up to a depth of 2
feet, in the foxholes in which the soldiers were compelled, for tactical reasons, to
spend all day and part of the night. Enemy artillery fire repeatedly forced
the men in these units to dig in, witli the result that they had no opportunity
to care for their feet before thej' were again committed to combat.
Soldiers from the 334th Infantrj- who were interviewed in the medical
collecting station all stated that they had received instruction in the prevention
of trenchfoot before they went into the line. They had not, however, been
able to carry out the measures recommended. Some of them had not had tlieir
shoes off for 6 days. While some of them had changed their socks daily, all
of them pointed out that, under the existing climatic conditions, it was impossible to change into dry socks. Most of the men had not removed their shoes as
instructed because tlaey were afraid that if they did they would be unable to
get them back on. Not all of the troops had had overshoes, but many who
' It will he notpd that these figures arc slightly higher than those presented in table 41. Tlic explanation Is that these
figures cover all casualties, including those not evacuated from the division, while figures in table 41 cover only the
casualties evacuated.
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possessed tlicm liad discarded tliem, partly because tliey were useless in already
rain-filled foxholes.
These facts were corroborated in an afteraction report for the month of
November by the surgeon of the XIII Corps, who summed up the reasons for
the high incidence of trenchfoot in the 84tli Division, as follows:
An inexperienced division was engaged in combat for 8 days under the
most adverse conditions of weatlier and terrain. Combat was intense, and some
elements wei-e pinned down by enemy fire for as long as 12 hours at a time.
Overslioes were not available in large sizes for several days after the battle
began, and all troops had not been equipped with their full allowance of socks.
The principal causes for tliese trenchfoot casualties, in addition to extremely
unfavorable weather and terrain and lack of equipment for winter operations,
were listed as (1) failure to relieve troops at frequent intervals, (2) failure to
])rovide areas for changing and drying wet clotlies and footgear, and (3) failure
of some troops to carry out the foot hygiene which tliey had been taught.
Preventive Measures
Even before the conference on trenclifoot was held, the commanding
general of the 84th Infantry Division had reacted to the dangerous situation
and had been fully supported in his plans by the commander of the XIII Corps.
After 22 November, it became division policy to rotate a battalion at a time
out of the line, for 2 or 3 days of rest in billets in which hot showers were avail
able. On 23 November, each regiment established a center with facilities for
rest and reliabilitation from combat exhaustion. These centers also served as
rotation points for combat soldiers to dry themselves out and to obtain changes
of socks and of other clothing. By 24 November, enough heavy socks and
overslioes were available to equip the entire division. On the same day, a
daily sock exchange was instituted. Dry socks were to be brought forward
with tlie rations, and the sodden socks worn by combat soldiers were to be
exchanged for them. In practice, tliis arrangement worked out somewhat
less satisfactorily than it sounds, partly because of frequent failures to turn in
worn socks and partly because proper sizes were often not available in the
socks brought up for replacement.
On 29 November, the commanding general of the 84th Division issued a
memorandum to all unit commanders in which he specifically put the responsibility for the control of trenchfoot upon commanders of all echelons. It was
made clear that a high incidence of trenchfoot in any unit would be regarded
as an indication of command failure in that unit. All officers were instructed
to institute daily foot inspections immediately. Command responsibihty was
interpreted to mean that the inspections would be held not only by commissioned officers but also by noncommissioned oflicers of platoons and squads;
it was desired that these men should realize that the prevention of trenchfoot
was quite as much their responsibility as it was the responsibility of commissioned officers.
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The memorandum of 29 November also included extracts from pertinent
War Department, theater, and army-group directives dealing with the prevention of trenchfoot. It was directed that all commanders familiarize themselves with the details of these extracts thoroughly and at once.
Analysis of Experience
It is improbable that an outbreak of trenchfoot could have been entirely
avoided in the circumstances in which these inexperienced troops were thrown,
almost abruptly, into intense combat, in flat, waterlogged, muddy terrain,
when the mean temperature ranged between 42.5° and 56.5° F. (5.83° and
13.6° C.) and it rained 60 percent of the time. The result was that over an
8-day period a severe point epidemic of cold injury occurred (chart 32, table 41.)
The immediate command response to this experience evidenced good
leadership. This is further shown by a statement of the division surgeon in his
sanitary report for December 1944. The marked decrease in the incidence of
trenchfoot, frostbite, and immersion foot which occurred during this period,
the surgeon noted, could be attributed chiefly to (1) frequent inspections by
unit commanders and medical officers and (2) the splendid cooperation of the
men themselves in following the directives with preventive measures.

29 NOVEMBER-20 DECEMBER 1944
Tactical situation.^—On 29 November, the 84th Infantry Division participated in the offensive in which the town of Lindern was captured. Thereafter,
the division continued a slow-moving offensive toward the low-lying approaches
to the Koer Kiver, and, by 15 December, it had assumed a holding defense
facing the river. Terrain and weather conditions were similar to those just
described.
Cold injury.—On 29 November, the day the attack began, 6 cases of trenchfoot were reported by the division, and 24 cases were reported the following
day. After this date, wliile trenchfoot continued to occur, the rate was greatly
reduced. There were a number of reasons for this improvement, as follows:
1. The combat situation was less intense.
2. Individual and unit preventive measures had been put into operation.
3. Supplies of overshoes and socks were now adequate.
4. Rotation was being practiced throughout the division.
The practices just listed had been effective in spite of the continuation of
adverse environmental conditions including continued rain, unfavorable
terrain, and the waterlogged and verj^ muddy ground.
Only a few cases of trenchfoot were reported between this date and 20
December 1944, when the course of events abruptlj' ended the holding action.
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41.—Meare temperature, precipitation, and cold injury cases evacuated from the 8J,th
Infantry Division, European theater, November 19U through Januarij 'l9/,5
[Wcatlior data wore prepared by the Air Wcatlicr Service Milltaiy Climatology Division]
November 1944

Day of month

Mean
temperature
°F.
44. 0
43. 5
42. 5
47. 5
49. 0
49. 0
50.0
44. 5
36. 0
37 5
40. 0
40. 5
36. 5
40. 5
30.5
29. 0
31.5
48. 5
47. 5
53.0
45. 5
42. 5
56. 5
50.0
46.0
38. 5
43. 0
41. 5
41. 5
40. 5

1_
2_.
3_.
4_.
5_.
6_.
7_.
8_.
9_.
10_
11_
12_
13_
14_
15.
16_
17.
18_
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
2829.
30.
31.
Total.

Precipitation

December 1944
Cases

Mm. Numhe
1. 0
0
4.0
3. 0
1. 0
0.0
5.0
3.0
5.0
4.
1,
1,
7.
6. 0
1. 0
0
I. 0
. 5
2
. 5
2
11. 0
4
2. 0
4
6.0
17
10. 0
118
6.0
125
6.0
77
4. 0
29
2.0
23
8.0
7
3.0
7
0
30

450

Mean
temperature
°F.
43.0
47. 5
40. 5
38 0
34. 0
38 5
34. 0
20. 5
15. 0
19. 5
30. 5
36. 5
38. 5
35. 5
36. 5
41. 5
47 0
48.0
40. 5
40. 5
37 0
39. 0
35. 5
27. 5
29. 5
28.5
26. 0
29. 0
29. 5
29. 0
34. 0

Precipitation

January 1945
Cases

Mean
temperature

Mm. Number °F.
0
22
27 5
3.0
7
34. 0
6. 0
7
39.5
3.0
27
34. 5
1. 0
33
33. 0
4. 0
14
31. 5
7. 0
G
34. 0
2.0
7
28.5
3.
21
31. 5
7.
12
30. 5
6.
5
28. 0
7.
27 0
0
21. 0
0
29. 0
0
18. 5
3. 0
29. 5
3.0
30.0
4. 0
34. 5
0
35. 5
0
23. 5
0
22. 0
2.0
26. 5
0
27 0
0
27 0
0
28 5
0
18. 0
0
27. 0
0
26. 5
0
20.0
1.0
19. 0
0
32. 0
210

Precipitation

Cases

Mm. Number
0
1.0
2
5.0
5
1.5
1
0
16
0
1
11.0
7
8.0
11
1.0
57
0
48
5. 0
62
0
22
0
9
0
4
1.0
5
1.0
6
0
1
5.0
5
6.0
6. 0
0
0
4
3.0
4
0
13
0
5
1.0
5
1.0
10
.5
3
0
1
3.0
2
3.0
1
310

21 DECEMBER 1944-2 JANUARY 1945
Tactical situation.~On 20 and 21 December, the entire 84th Infantry
Division was witlidrawn from its position facing the Roer River and moved
southeastward to Marche, Belgium, where it was to enter into an extremely
active defensive operation against the German midwinter counterofi'ensive and
was also to participate in the American offensive that followed. The suddenness
438404>-—58-
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of tlic German attack required the immediate marshaling of all defensive resources as well as the assignment to individual units of missions that under less
urgent circumstances would have been considered ill-advised military policy.
The perilous situation in the vicinity of Marche, as well as the confidence of the
Germans in the success of tlieir offensive, is illustrated by the following excerpt
from the surrender note whicli they dropped on Bastogne on 22 December:
"The fortune of war is changing. Tliis time the USA forces in and near Bastogne
have been encircled by strong German armoured units. More Gerinan armoured units have crossed the River Our near Ourtheville, have taken Marche
and reached St. Hubert by passing through Homores-Sibret-iillet.
The Germans proved to be somewhat overconfident. Late in the day on
21 December, the 334th Infantry Regiment of the 84th Division arrived m
Marclie, wldcli was never taken. By nightfall of the following day the entire
division was settled in and around the town, under the control of the VIl Corps,
First U S Army. For tlie first 3 days, tlie division operated m a militaiy void
witliout friendly forces on either flank. In efi'ect, it constituted an island of
defensive resistance against iho 2d SS Panzer Division and t\mimh Panzer
Division. By 22 December, the 12-mile-long line between Hampteau and
Hogne required the spacing of foxholes 150 yards apart.
Tlie lack of intelligence and tlie confusion of the situation led the 84th
Division commander to undertake probing reconnaissance operations to the
west and southwest of Marche. The 3d Battalion of the 335th Infantry was
given tlie former mission, and the 1st Battalion of the 333d Infantry the latter.
Eacl, battalion, in advances in excess of 10 miles each from Marche, ran mto
heavy enemy resistance. At this time, the 3d Battalion was all that was m
front of ihcM Panzer Division. The good leadership and aggressive concept
that inspired these probing tactics can be considered responsible for deflectmg
the German drive to the south of Marche, at a time when armor had not yet
been brouglit up to tlie support of the 84th Division, but the German advance,
nonetheless readied to within 4 miles of Dinant on tlie Meuse River and acutely
tlireatened the encirclement of Marche.
By 24 December, tlic 84th Division liad dug in on the front at both ends of
the Marche-Hotton road. Its flanks, meantime, had been filled m, on the right
by the 2d Armored Division and on the left by the 3d Armored Division. Great
tank battles raged around Celles, and the imh Panzer Division tried, without
success, to crack the center of the divisional line. The German attack on the
town of Verdenne and a counterattack by the 84th Division to wipe out an
enemy pocket collided head on. The Germans took the town temporarily, but it
was soon retaken by the 84th Division, after a seesaw battle.
A second attempt, supported by tanks, to reduce the pocketed enemy
forces proved a difllcult operation, but, by the night of 26 December, the divisional line had been straightened out. A strenuous attempt by the Germans to
break through the lines at Menil did not succeed and ended by <^f^^^f
December. This battle is regarded as the operation that finally broke the
German drive toward the Meuse River.
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German forces engaged in the Battle of the Bulge were contained by both
British and American forces. The Third U. S. Armj^ struck from the Bastogne
area in the south, the First U. S. Army counterattacked from the north on both
sides of Manhay, and the British Corps operated to the west from Marche.
Logically therefore, British forces took over the position of the 84th Division
at the end of the defensive operation. Tlie division then moved northward on
1 January 1945, to join tlie 83d Infantry Division and the 2d and 3d Armored
Divisions under the First U. S. Army and to take part in a difficult counteroffensive in the Ardennes. The changeover was effected by a complex, sideslipping movement, over narrow, icy roads, but in spite of these difficulties the
84th Division managed, within approximately 36 hours, to complete its relief
and concentration in a new area.
Cold injury.—Up to 25 Decembej-, although the combat was more intense
than the division had ever before experienced, the incidence of trenchfoot
remained low (table 41, cliart 32). For this, there were a number of reasons:
1. Although the temperature range was favorable for the development of
trenchfoot, very little rain fell.
2. The terrain was rolling and hilly, in contrast to the flat ground over which
the division had fought on the approaches to the Roer River.
3. The many villages in the sector provided more protective shelter than
had been available during the early experience.
4. The division had profited by its cold injury experience in November.
After 24 December, the mean daily temperature was below freezing
(table 41, chart 32), and cold injuries, made up of both trenchfoot and frostbite, increased sharply. Up to this time, the division had not experienced
frostbite, with which it was destined to become intimately acquainted during
January.
3-16 JANUARY 1945
Tactical situation.—As a part of the First U. S. Army counteroffensive made
from the north in the Battle of the Bulge, the 84th Infantry Division, teamed
with the 2d Armored Division, spearheaded the principal advance. The
attack, which was launched between the Ourthe and the Salm Rivers, had as
its primary objective to take the ground between the rivers and reach the city
of Houftalize, which was a key strategic point. The 84th Division was assigned
the zone between the Ourthe River and the Houffalize road, which split the
sector between the two rivers; this zone was cut by a small river, the Aisne.
On the right of the division was the 2d Armored Division and on the left were
the 83d Infantry Division and the 3d Armored Division. The secondary
objective was to cut the vital crossroads at La Roche, which furnished the key
to egress and ingress for German supply transportation. The first attack
was largely an infantry effort, with armor in support. The type of terrain
and the condition of the roads made the full use of tanks impractical. German
opposing forces consisted of the 2d SS Panzer Division on the right, the 560th
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Volk^grenadier Divmov in tl.e center, and the 12fh Volk.grenadier Dimdon
on the left.
,
.
» „ ^
The 84th Infantry Division jumped off at 8:30 on the morning of 3 Janufirv 1945 For a few "days, tlie 335tli Infantry was on tlie right flank, bearmg
the brun't of the attack. Tiie 333d Infantry on tlie left had easier ^mg
Tlie 334tli Infantry was in reserve. Four days of fighting, the most difficult
the men of the 84th Division had ever experienced, saw the capture of the
villa-es of Befl-e and Devantave and tlie ultimate occupation, on 7 January
of the commanding Consy Ridge and its village. Tlie severe weather and
the typ^^ of terrain continued to make tlie tanks largely ineffective, and the
figjiting was cliiefly by the infantry.
^ ,..T
.i Q,Q^
On 11 January, the La Ro.'he road was cut. On 13 January, the 333d
Infantrv captured Les Tailles and jumped ofl^ toward Dinez. On the same
day ih'e 33r,tli Infantry, wliicli by tliis time had been fighting steadily for
8 ckys, capt.ired Samr6e, on tlie top of an 1,800-foot hill. By the end of the
day'tiie same regiment had also captured Berismenil and Nadrm. Ihese
opei'ations liad denied the enemy access to the critical crossroads at La Roche,
q'he morning of 15 January, Houffalize was made untenable by tlie 1st Battalion
of tl.e 335tli, whicli liad taken Hill 430, overlooking the city, and tlie 2d Armored
Division moved in to occupy it.
T^- . ■
i i i
From 11 January onward, elements of the 84th Infantry Division had been
in tlie area in whicli they miglit expect to meet patrols from the Third U. b
Army On 15 January, a 33-man patrol was sent out from the village of
Filly with (lie expectation of making a rendezvous with a similar patrol from
tlial 'army The original rendezvous point had been changed, however, and
it was not until the next day, 16 January, that the patrol from the 84th Division sighted a United States soldier in the yard of a Be gian farmhouse and,
uooii challenging liim, learned tliat lie was with a patrol from the I urd U. S
A my As one^f tlie histories of the 84tli Division recorded, "The second
rendezvous point was the home of a farmer witli a pretty 22 year old daughter.
After 13 days of difficult and intensive combat, in extreme cold, over an
unfavorable terrain, the 84(li Division was given a 5-day rest, until 21 January,
in the vicinity of Barvaux, Belgium. This period was also used for reorganization and for the servicing of equipment.
,.,,,,
i
„=
Tlie terrain over which (lie fighting just described had oc^Airred was
rolling and heavily forested; some of the hills readied a height of 1,800 feet
above sea level. There was a maze of tiny villages astride the roads and trails,
eacli of which was a potential enemy strong point.
On the first day of the attack, snow, sleet, and ram fell. The temperature
dropped and snow in tlie hills in some areas was knee deep. Snow continued
to fall during the first week, sometimes "ghtly but on two occasions^ with
blizzard intensity. The temperature sometimes fell to 13 i^. (-lU.b c.;.
The roads were icy. The woods were dense, and the trails became mvisible.
At times tlie mist was so thick that visibility was limited to 30 or 40 yards.
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Tlie rosistance of the enemy was heavj^, and both weatlier and terrain favored
their activities. Tliey could fall back from one village to another, and from
one prepared hilltop to another, which made attack doubly difficult.
Tlie problem of cover was critical during this time. It took 2 hours to dig
through the frozen crust of the ground and 5 hours to dig a foxhole 3 feet deep.
Sleeping was an equally serious problem, because of the danger that exposed
parts of tlic body would freeze. Water froze in the canteens and rations,
and otlier supplies could be brought up to the front only in halftrack vehicles
and by hand carry.
Under these unfavorable circumstances, the infantrymen of the 84th
Division fought long and hard. Those who engaged in the reduction of Beffe
and Devantave were in combat 96 hours without a break. The aggressiveness
of United States forces in pushing attacks under such conditions eventually
made German reliance on the weather a serious mistake. On several occasions,
the enemy was taken completely by surprise, and once they were even found
asleep when a village was taken by the Americans.
Cold injury.—During these 13 days of hard fighting, the 84th Division
suffered no trenchfoot, but frostbite was in evidence in all combat units (chart
32). In the narrative history of the divisional operations for this period, it
was noted that "frostbite was as dangerous as all Krauts and their guns put
together." Five cases occurred on the first day of the attack (3 January),
and between 1 and 16 cases were reported daily until 9 January. A precipitous
rise to 57 cases occurred on this date, and a fluctuating point epidemic, with
a higli incidence of 62 cases on 11 January, was maintained through 12 January.
Nine cases were reported on 13 January, but no more than six on any day
thereafter until 16 January, when this period of fighting ended.
Tiie absence of trenchfoot and the prevalence of frostbite during this
period are readily explained. While the average precipitation reported for
the First U. S. Army area is at variance with the divisional records for this
time, precipitation as such, since it was in tlie form of snow, did not directly
influence the incidence of frostbite. On the other hand, the deep snow which
covered the already difficult terrain undoubtedly did interfere mechanically
with operations, and, by increasing fatigue and prolonging exposure, it contributed, at least indirectly, to tlie occurrence of cold injury.
The point epidemic of frostbite wliich occurred between 8 and 14 January
is chiefly attributable to below-freezing temperatures, the severe type of combat
action, insufficient protective clothing (p. 144), lack of shelter, and the tactical
impossibility of practicing rotation of troops. All divisions on the Western
Front experienced cold injury when they were first exposed to extreme cold.
The 84th Infantry Division was no exception. However, in view of its difficult
mission and the moderate nature of the epidemic of frostbite which it sustained,
it must be concluded that by this time this unit had become a seasoned and
battlewise fighting force.
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16-31 JANUARY 1945
Tactical situation.—After a rest period of 6 days, beginning 16 January,
the 84t,h Division took tlie offensive on 22 January, witli the specific mission
of reducing the villages of Gouvy and Beho, midway between Houffalize and
Saint-Vith. Two days of bitter fighting ensued, characterized by heavy
resistance and hard enemy counterattacks, before the mission was completed
on the night of 23 January. Mopping-iip and defense operations occupied
tlie troops until 27 January, when the division was moved to the vicinity of
Harz(5, Belgium. The rest of the month was spent here, in rest, reorganization,
and maintenance of equipment.
At the conclusion of this phase of divisional operation, and upon the
occasion of the dctacliment of the 84th Infantry Division from the VII Corps,
the commanding general of tlie division received from Maj. Gen. J. Lawton
Collins, Commanding General, VII Corps, a letter of commendation. In this
letter the general expressed his appreciation of the splendid combat record ot
the division and of the vital part which it had played "in closing out the ill
fated attempt of the German Fifth Army to break through the Ardennes."
Cold injury.—Although tlie division entered combat after a rest period and
although the tactical situation was not as intense as it was earlier in the month,
cold weather and difhcult terrain again caused an upsurge in the incidence of
frostbite during tiiis period (table 41, chart 32). Thirteen cases were reported
on 24 January and ten on 27 January. For the remainder of the period of
combat the daily number of cases was fi.ve or less.

2 FEBRUARY-5 MARCH 1945
Tactical situation.—On 2 and 3 February 1945, the 84th Infantry Division
moved to a new assembly area in Holland, in the vicinity of Waubacli. The
period 4 to 6 Februarv was spent in resting and in reorganization and mamtenan(;e of equipment. " This was familiar territory, in which the division had
seen its first combat. Its new mission was to prepare for crossing, and then
to cross the Roer River and to exploit the bridgehead toward the Rlune.
The original plan was to cross the Roer on 9 or 10 February. With this in
mind rigorous training, with practice crossings of the Wiirm River, was
carried out on 6-8 February. On 9 February, the crossing was postponed for
24 hours, and, on 10 February, it had to be postponed indefinitely because
the enemy released the water behind the dams guarding the great reservoirs
fed by the Roer. The result was the artificial flooding of the river in the area
occupied by the 84th Infantry Division. The river rose to an excess of 11 feet
on 10 February and remained at nearly 10 feet for the rest of the month.
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During this time, training was intensified, and maneuvers identical to
tliose involved in the actual Eoer crossing were carried out several times by
each unit, both in the forward area on small streams and in the rear on the
Meuse, which in width, depth, and current is similar to tJie Roer River. Each
battalion designated to make the crossing rehearsed for it completely six times.
On 19 and 20 February, the final training was received on the Meuse River.
The 1st Battalion of the 334tli Infantry crossed the Roer early in tlie
morning of 25 February. By tlie end of the day, a two-regiment front, driving
toward the north, had been established on the far shore, and armor had crossed
and had been brought to bear against the enemy. Resistance was irregular
and was only moderately lieavy. Evidently, the Germans had been thrown
off balance by the division's turning to tlie north when they had expected a
straight eastward drive to the Rhine out of tlie Roer bridgehead. Soon afterward, as tlie enemy defense deteriorated and became disorganized, the division,
in an aggressive attack, drove steadily northward and then turned east, reaching
the Rhine by 5 March. The bridges in tliis sector had been blown up while
the division was approaching the river, and therefore, after mopping-up
operations, it entered a holding phase on the west bank of the river.
At the conclusion of Operation GRENADE (the crossing of the Roer
River and the advance to the Rhine), Lt. Gen. W. H. Simpson, Commanding
General, Ninth U. S. Army, sent a letter of commendation to the commanding
general of the 84th Infantry Division. In this letter, note was taken of the
three phases of combat operation in which the division had participated, beginning with tlie reduction of Geilenkirchen, going on through the Battle of
the Bulge, and ending with the crossing of the Roer River and the advance to
the Rhine. It was also noted that the 84th was one of the few divisions engaged in the operation which had fought all the way from the Roer River to
the Rhine without ever losing momentum.
While training was in progress near Wauback, temperatures were above
freezing, and the February tliaw gave rise to much mud and wet. Though
there was no great exposure after 4 February, cover was not adequate. Many
of the men lived in tents, the dirt floors of which were always wet and muddy.
Cold injury.—Trenchfoot did not occur in the 84th Division during the
training period of Operation GRENADE, although temperatures and environmental conditions were ideal for its development. There were no cold injuries
of any kind during the advance to the Rhine, and only nine cases, all of which
were frostbite cases, during the crossing of the Roer. It may be significant,
as the divisional history notes, that "orientation, sanitation and trenchfoot
prevention rounded out the training phase" of the Roer-Rhine action. It is
probably also significant that, during this time, although there was some
resistance which at times was moderately heavy, the stress of combat action
was lacking.
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ANALYSIS OF THE TOTAL EXPERIENCE
From tlio standpoint of cold injury, the experience of the 84tli Infantry
Division falls into three distinct periods.
First period.—During this period, in which the division experienced its first
combat, the liigh incidence of trenchfoot demonstrates the great susceptibility
of inexperienced troops to this type of cold injury, even when they have had
training before combat in its prevention. This phase of the experience also
shows tliat tlie incidence and severity of cold injury are considerably influenced
by the type of combat, the availability or lack of shelter, and terrain. Finally,
it demoiistrates conclusively that, even among new troops, trenchfoot can be
brouglU, under control by good leadership, the vigorous application, collectively
and individually, of appropriate preventive methods and procedures, and
adequate supply of the proper clotliing, and regular rotation of individuals
and units.
The concern felt in both division and corps over tlie initial high incidence
of trenchfoot led to prompt investigations to determine the causes of the outbreak. Tlie surgeon of the XlIT C'orps listed tlie causes (stated tliem), as
follows, in liis annual report of medical department activities for 1944:
1 The terrain was extremely unfavorable because it was naturally soft
and boggy. Rain fell nearly every day of tlie operation, and mud was deep
and constantlv present.
2. Tlie tactical situation did not permit relief of troops from frontline
duties, even for short periods.
3. The supply of overshoes was inadequate, and those whicli were available
were often used incorrectly. Many men threw them away. In one regiment,
they were taken away by ordei'.
4. The supply of socks was inadequate. Many units jiad only one pair of
socks per man.
5. Shoes had not been properly fitted. Many men were wearing sizes
too smah for military purposes, in tliat they would not comfortably accommodate a second pair of socks. Also, after the shoes became wet, shrinkage was
sufficient: to cause constriction of the circulation.
6. Tactical circumstances made it difficult or impossible for the men to
remove tkeir sjioes and socks. Even when this was possible, many were afraid
to take them ofl', for fear, that in case of an attack, they might not be able to
get them on again quickly enough, if at all. Removal of the footgear, for that
matter, seemed useless, since there were no facihties for drying shoes and socks.
7. Although the great majority of the troops were aware of the signs and
symptoms of trenchfoot, appreciated its dangers, and had been taught how to
prevent it, many of them failed to practice what they had been taught.
Once the responsible factors were fully understood, a vigorous campaign
was initiated to reduce the incidence of trenchfoot. It was extremely effective.
(Components of the regimen were as follows: (1) Frequent rotation of frontUne
troops; (2) provision of drying rooms; (3) provision of overslioes; (4) provision
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of dry socks daily, or as frequently as possible, by bringing tliem forward with
the rations; (5) instruction of unit commanders by medical officers; (6) thorough
indoctrination of the troops; (7) daily foot inspections or inspections as often
as the tactical situation permitted; (8) diagnosis of trenchfoot only after a
careful history has been taken and an equally careful examination has been
made at the clearing station; (9) use of questionnaires in determining the causes
in each individual case of trenchfoot; and (10) requirement that explanation of
high incidence of trenchfoot in any unit be made by the commander of the unit.
Second period.—The second period of combat activity in the 84th Infantry
Division provided additional evidence of the universal susceptibiHty of both
experienced and inexperienced troops to frostbite (which was then the prevalent
type of cold injury) when combat is intense. The rates, however, were never
as high as those in the epidemic of trenchfoot in tlie first period. This phase
of the experience therefore clearly demonstrates that, even under the most
trying conditions of combat, terrain, and weather, a well-led unit, with high
morale and good individual training, can function without unduly high losses
from cold injiuy.
Third period.—In the third period of the 84th Division's combat experience,
there were no cases at all of trenchfoot and only nine cases of frostbite. The
circumstances and terram were ideal for the production of trenchfoot. This
was the period of tlic February thaw. Precipitation was moderately heavy.
The terrain was low and muddy. Tlie temperature ranged between 40° and
50° F. (4.44° and 10.0° C). Most elements of the division were hving without
adequate shelter. Training was intensive. Many river crossings were necessary. Actual operations required the crossing of the Roer River, the establisliment and exploitation of a bridgehead on the far shore, and a drive to the Rhine.
The complete absence of trenchfoot under circumstances so highly propitious
to the development of the condition seems to demonstrate conclusively the
importance of the type of combat action and the psychological response of
competent troops in aggressive and victorious tactics.
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CHAPTER XV

The Prevention and Control of Cold Injury
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The fundamental principles of the prophj^laxis of cold injurj;- were in largo
part developed during World War I (p. 45). It is extremely unfortunate that
they were not recollected and promptly put into practice in the United States
Army in World War II. If this had been done, many thousands of casualties
from cold injury would almost certainly have been avoided.
In World War II, the trenchfoot experience in the Aleutians (p. 83) was
brief because the campaign itself was brief; as a result, no formal program of
prevention and control was instituted. In the Mediterranean Theater of Operations (p. 101), it took a bitter experience in the winter of 1943-44 to demonstrate
tlie need for the program which was put into effect, with excellent results, during
the winter of 1944-45. In the European Theater of Operations (p. 127), the
cold injury experience in the winter of 1944-45 was even more disastrous than
the early Mediterranean experience. Eventually, an effective program of prevention and control was put into effect in the European theater, but only when
it was too late to prevent the major losses from cold injury which had already
occurred. Had the war in the Pacific continued into the winter of 1945, there
seems little doubt that losses from this cause could have been kept at an acceptable level. The program of prevention and control which had been set up and
which was in the process of implementation when the war ended was based on
sound principles. It involved the cooperative efforts of the Quartermaster
Corps, the Medical Corps, and command, and it incorporated the lessons that
had been learned in the Mediterranean and European Theaters of Operations.
The key to the prevention of undue losses from cold trauma is full appreciation by all personnel, on all levels, of the fundamental fact that weather is a
bitter enemy, quite as capable of causing casualties as is a human enemy.
Measures of prevention and control must be based on this concept and on the
additional concept that, even if military operations must be undertaken in
winter, it is not inevitable that cold trauma of significant degree occur in association with them.
A brief experience in the Pacific showed that a certain type of cold injury
may occur even in warm weather (p. 211). The danger of this form of trauma is
therefore not imaginary when a war must be prosecuted in a theater located in
a climate in which winter temperatures fall below 50° F. During certain periods of winter fighting in Italy and in western Europe, as has been pointed out
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clsowlioro cold injury was second only to combat casualties as a cause of disability an'd a loss of man days. In some units, under some cnrumstanc^s,
losses from this cause were even greater than losses from combat mjimes. On
the Western Front, the numerical loss from cold injury amounted to about tliree
divisions In terms of military effectiveness, the loss was nearer 12 divisions,
since 90 percent of the casualties occurred in combat infantry riflemen, who
made up about a quarter of each division. No fighting forces can afford such
losses over any considerable period of time, particularly since the outlay of
personnel, training effort, and time required for the application of preventive
measures, in comparison with the outlay required to train combat replacements,
is so small and gives such gratifying results.
Of course not all losses from cold hijury can be prevented, and the accomplishment of urgent objectives may sometimes be worth a high price m casualties
from cold as well as in the more usual combat losses. It is quite possible m
fact that on occasion tlie calculated risk may be worth the cost. That gamble
was made at least once in World War II (p. 209). But the risk can be assessed,
and tlie decision concerning it made, only by a command thoroughly appreciative of the danger from cold injury and of the possible scale of losses from it.
The responsil)ility for such decisions clearly furnishes one more reason why
there must be a ifull understanding, by all echelons of command, of the total
implications of cold injury in all winter combat operations.
Attention has been called elsewhere (p. 181) to the vigorous program ol
preventive measures instituted by a regimental combat commander who happened to see in the hosjntal in which he was a patient for another cause, precisely how serious trcnchfoot can be. Another commander of an infantry
regiment was wise before the event. An observer for the Army Ground Forces
Board, NATOUSA,' quotes him as saying:
I wrote a .nonograph at Benning in 1928-29 on tlie subject of the care of the foot. 1
thought it was an important subject then, though some other people did not. It is still one
of th n.ost important subjects for an infantry officer to know^ Trench foot is one of the |naoo
causes of non-battle casualties and a non-battle casualty reduces your combat -trcngtM t
as much as does a battle casualty * * *. The remainder of this regiment [he excluded the
Japanese-American component, which for various reasons had a high rate] has consistent y
had the lowest trench-foot rate among the infantry of the division. This, I am .sure, is largely
due to the emphasis wc have placed on care of the feet. I have personally conducted a
school on care of the feet for the junior officers of the regiment, ^^e require every man o
go into coml,at with a clean, dry pair of seeks inside his shirt and we require platoon leado
to see that their men change wet socks for dry ones, and massage their teet, whenever it
at all practicable. If Benning does not already have it in its officer-candidate couisc, it
should h'clude a short course on care of the feet. The instructor should be a competent
doughl,ov who has done a lot of marching and knows how to take care of feet m wet, cold
weather." I don't think that anything that Benning can teach its students is of moie
importance.

If this sort of down-to-earth concept of cold injury and of methods of preventing it had been common at all levels, casualties from this cause would
, Report on InfanUy, Army Oroun.i Forces no.rd, Army Oro.md Forces Headquarters, XATOl-.SA. 27 Mar. 1944.
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promptly have been reduced to a minimum. Soldiers who contracted trenchfoot might have been ignorant of its dangers and of methods of prevention, but
they were shrewd enough to figure out what they should have been taught, as
the following letter shows. It was written to his ward officer by an enlisted
man hospitalized with trenchfoot in a hospital in Italy: ^
Not a single person I talked to, out of many in the hospital with trench foot, had ever
heard of the ailment until he was told that he had it. Since it is putting so many men out of
action, I think it would be well worth an effort on the Army's part to inform the soldier on the
subject before and not after he has it. Printed matter on the subject is all right but too often
printed matter is discarded, before reading, as nonsense. If not replaced by, printed matter
on the subject should at least be supplemented by a talk given to soldiers by a medical officer.
Naturally, the talk should emphasize the ill effects of the ailment rather than describe it
as a moans of getting back to the hospital for a rest. Description should bo made of its
worst possible effects, such as damage to blood vessels and gangrene setting in making amputations necessary. If possible, show pictures of and describe worst cases, giving length of
time confined (not walking) and possible discomforts of the feet after the war is over. Then
the soldier should be told what ho can do to keep from getting trench feet.
Although it would probably bo a good thing to do, no soldier has much of an urge to take
his socks off while in actual combat. However, he should be supplied with and carry at least
one pair of socks with him and be urged to change them at the first opportunity. If socks to
be carried in the pack could bo sealed in a cellophane wrapper or canned in something like a
ration tin, they would have a better chance of being dry when the change was made.
Back in a bivouac or rest area sleeping with shoos and socks on should bo discouraged.
Shoes and feet should be dried out. During the day, especially if the sun is out, feet should
be aired * * *. Whenever it is practicable to get shoos off, whether at night or during the
day, feet should be massaged to stimulate circulation. Because of differences in circulatory
systems, some persons are, undoubtedly, more susceptible than others. Nevertheless, much
can be done, as preventative measures, by the individual soldier.
The supply sergeant should make an honest effort to see that the soldier is frequently
given a pair of clean, dry socks. During wet seasons, shoes should be waterproofed when
given to the soldier. Even if his shoes are waterproof, the soldier should either change his
socks or air and dry his feet and socks to rid them of dampness due to perspiration.
Officers and Non-coms should be held responsible for seeing that each soldier takes care
of his own feet, both in beneficial practice and in making the best use of what supplies he has.
Company feet inspections would bo more effective, as a preventative measure, than the
individual reporting on sick book.
The soldier should first bo informed, and then guided. Don't rely too much on the soldier's own initiative in the matter.

PREVENTIVE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
The approach to the problem of prevention and control should be entirely
realistic. The agent role of cold or wet cold in the production of cold injury is
fairly well understood. The weather cannot be altered. If operations are
planned under winter conditions, the weather must simply be accepted and
compensated for. Similarly, once tactical objectives have been estabUshed,
intensity of combat action and the terrain to be fought over must also be
2 Report, Lt. Col. F. A. Simeonp, to Surgeon, Fifth U. S. Army, subject: Trench Foot in the Italian Campaign 1943-45,
1945.
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accepted. Little can be done to ameliorate their adverse effects. Shelter, like
the weather, is largely fortuitous. Not much planned provision can be made
What are those tilings about which something can be done? Several cold
injury modifying factors (p. 366) can be influenced deliberately. It has been
shown that the degree of training, the level of unit and individual discipline,
tlie adequacy of supply and the extent and effectiveness of the rotation practice
are readily amenable to good staff and command practices. The organization
to accomplisli these purposes likewise is readily established and easily directed.
Although it has been recognized since World War I that the prevention and
control of trenclifoot arc command functions, almost everything written on the
subject in World War II appeared in the medical literature, and with few
exceptions the directives, circular letters, and other official documents dealing
with cold injm-v cither originated in the Medical Corps or were inspired by
medical officers. Quite early in the war, medical officers in the Surgeon
General's Office (p. 57) and in overseas theaters became impressed with the
necessity for adeqxiate prophylaxis against cold trauma, an important reason
for their concern being tlieir realization that there were no rapid and effective
methods of tlierapv. Summaries of preventive practices began to reach the
literature soon after trenchfoot first appeared in the Mediterranean theater,
and they continued to appear until the end of the war. Most of them, however,
quoted or reflected official Army policy. Few represented new contributions.
By the end of World War II, adequate principles and procedures for the
prevention of trenchfoot and otlier forms of cold injury had been formulated
and publisJied. These presentations, however, were applicable only to individuals and to small military units. There were no similar publications in which
were set fortli tlic organizational, administrative, and technical principles and
practices applicable to the prevention and control of cold trauma in large
military organizations. This need has not yet been met. This chapter, therefore, has two purposes, to outline the general principles of the prevention of
cold injury and, in addition, to propose an organizational setup by which the
jnass prophylaxis of cold injury can be accomplished. The principles of prevention and control are, in themselves, simple. On the other hand, the organizational and administrative practices necessary to secure their implementation
and continued application cannot be left to chance.
Elements of prevention and control.—Any discussion of the management
of cold trauma should begin with the unqualified statement that neither prevention nor control can be accomplished without competent, interested command supervision. The success or failure of the effort depends upon this factor.
When command supervision is avaflable, as the experiences of both World
War I and World War II make clear, the incidence of cold injury can be kept
at an acceptably low level.
.
The essential elements of prevention and control include the following:
(1) The provision of ample supplies of clothing and footgear which are properly
sized, well fitted, correctly worn, and always readily available; (2) the mamte-
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nance of good foot and clothing discipline; and (3) the rotation of the individual
soldier within his unit and the rotation of whole units out of the line.
The maintenance of good foot and clothing discipline implies the training of
the individual soldier in the personal prevention of cold injury. Each man must
carry extra socks with him. He must change them once daily, and preferablj'oftener. He must remove his shoes when he goes to sleep. He must massage
his feet at regular intervals. He must so fully understand the necessity for
movement that he will automatically exercise his feet and legs whenever he
can, even if he can do no more than tap liis feet or wiggle his toes in his boots.
He must also understand the necessit_y for seeking medical care promptlj'^ when
he suspects that he has sustained a cold injurj'-. Many of these things are
difficult to do in frontline combat, and they will not be done in the absence of
good discipline and constant command supervision.
The rotation of the individual soldier involves his removal from a frontline
position to a dugout, a tent, the basement of a damaged building, or some other
improvised shelter where he can rest for an hour or longer, change bis socks,
dry his clothes, and secure liot coffee or some other hot drink. If this sort of
individual rotation can be carried out daily, or at least within the 48- to 72-hour
period regarded as the incubation period for trenchfoot, the soldier will be out
of the line for only brief periods and for onty a few hundred j'ards, but the
chances of his developing cold injury will have been considerably reduced.
The second type of rotation implies the rotation of a battalion, a regiment,
or some other military unit out of the line into a reserve position in the division
area or farther back in the corps or army area. This type of rotation concerns
a total military organization, in contrast to individual rotation. Both types
should be practiced on a planned and regular basis unless the combat situation
absolutely forbids it.
It is the responsibility of command that the measures just outlined be
planned and implemented. This implies command responsibility for the
provision of clothing, for its ready availability, and for its proper utilization;
for the provision of hot food and drink for the individual soldier as often as is
possible; for the enforcement of foot discipline; for the provision of warming
and drying devices and their utilization as often as is feasible; and for insuring
that men with complaints referable to their feet, whether or not the symptoms
are regarded as caused by cold trauma, be sent to the rear promptly for medical
advice, as a prophvlactic measure, or for medical treatment if that should be
necessary.
If the indoctrination of all personnel has been properly cairied out and if
the simple measures just described are instituted and employed whenever the
tactical situation does not absolutely prevent them, the incidence of cold injury
in winter combat will be greatly reduced. Furthermore, once such a program
is made an integral part of unit training and discipline, a minimum of command
supervision will be required above battalion level. If the details are well carried
out, company by company, platoon by platoon, and squad by squad, the
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program will be certain to yield dividends, not the least of wliich will be the
retention in combat of effective and essential personnel.
Clothing.—Clothing plays so important a role in the success of a program
of prevention and control that, even at the expense of some repetition, certain
points must be emphasized again:
1. Adequate supplies must, of course, be provided in the army and the
division area, but their provision there is useless unless they are brought forward and made readily available to meet the needs of the individual soldier
in the most advanced outpost.
2. Clotliing includes more than the uniform. Shoes, shocpacs, gloves,
socks, and sleeping bags must also be provided. Footgear fully adequate for
protection may be canceled out by inadequate covering of other parts of the
body, and vice versa. Footgear and clothing completely adequate for operations'in cold temperatures and in dry snow offer little or no protection in valleys
wliere the temperature is higlier and where wetness as well as cold may produce
numbers of casualties from trcnchfoot.
3. The individual soldier must be taught how to wear the clothmg provided
so tliat it will fui'nisli the most effective possible protection against exposure.
4. The daily sock exchange is an essential phase of the program of prevention. It requires the provision of enough socks, of proper sizes, to permit the
exchange, wliich is best effected, as the World War II experience showed, by
bringing the clean, dry socks forward witli the daily rations.
5. Provision must be made not only for the original issue of clothing but
also for the reequipment of men who may have lost or discarded parts of their
uniform in combat. Reissue involves collection and salvage, as well as the
issue of new clothing as necessaiy, and therefore has economic imphcations.
The economic aspect, however, must be subordinated to a more important consideration, that tlie period of exposure of the combat soldier must not last any
longer than is absolutely necessary.
Individual instruction.—The soldier should receive individual printed
instructions concerning foot care in addition to the mass instruction in the prevention of cold injury which he receives as part of his training. The Preventive
Medicine Section, Office of tlie Surgeon, NATOUSA, in its annual report for
1943 set forth the foRowing essential facts concerning the prevention of trenchfoot whicli the individual soldier should know:
1. Trenclifoot is produced by standing or sitting about over a long period
of time witli cold, wet feet. Intense cold is not necessary for its development.
It can occur wlien the temperature is 50° F. (10° C.) or higher. The most
important causes are moisture, cold, and lack of activity. Trenclifoot is frequently associated witli constriction of the limbs by boots and tight clothing.
2.' In the early stages of trenclifoot, the feet feel heavy, wooden, and numb.
They are insensitive to pain, touch, or temperature, particularly around the
toes At this time, tliey are usually cold to touch. They are swollen and
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white except for a few scattered bluish areas. If they are warmed rapidly—
whicli they should not be—they become first red, then purple, hot, greatly
swollen, and painful. Sometimes blisters appear.
3. Once trenchfoot has been incurred, the patient should be sent promptly
to a hospital where he can be treated adequately. In the meantime, he should
not be permitted to walk. His feet should not be warmed. They should not
be massaged. Instead, they should be kept cool and should be elevated above
the level of the trunk. If trenchfoot is not handled according to these directions, serious disability and possible loss of tlie feet may follow.
4. Since the treatment of trenchfoot is far from satisfactory, it is of the
utmost importance that this condition not be permitted to occur. It can be
prevented by keeping the feet clean, dry, and warm. Under winter combat
conditions, it is not always possible to achieve these objectives, but constant
attention to certain preventive measures will reduce or prevent occurrence.
Seeing that preventive measures are carried out is the responsibility of the commanding officers of units. Observing them is to the best interests of the
individual soldier, as well as of his outfit.
Among preventive measures recommended in the report are the following:
1. Frequently (once or twice daily, at least) remove shoes and socks.
Wash, dry, and massage the feet. Apply foot powder. If possible, put on
clean, dry socks; if this is not possible, wring out tlie wet socks until they are as
dry as possible.
2. No matter how cold it is, do not sleep with shoes on, particularly if
shoes and socks are wet. This practice interferes witli tlie circulation of the
feet and also keeps them wet and cold.
3. If means are not available for drying socks and if fresli socks cannot be
supplied, dry the wet ones by pinning them to the inner side of the overcoat or
field jacket, or place them across the shoulders under the jacket during the day.
At night, keep them in the sleeping bag.
4. Do not stand in cold water or mud unless it is absolutely impossible not
to. Eocks, boards, brushwood, branches, and any similar material that is
available will keep the feet out of the water, at least to some extent.
5. Keep the feet and legs in motion, particularly when they are wet as well
as cold and when dry socks are not available. If troops must remain in one
place, the individual soldier can mark time or can move his legs vigorously and
frequently. If he can do nothing else, he can wiggle his toes inside his shoes.
If he sits down, he can keep the feet higher than the buttocks.
6. Be certain that the shoes are not laced so tightly, and that clothing is
not worn so tightly, as to interfere with the circulation of the feet and legs.
Shoes should be laced loosety. Clothing should be worn loosely. Even moderate constriction of the blood supply, to a degree often unnoticed by the
wearer, may reduce the circulation enough to cause trenchfoot. The first
noticeable signs of interference with the circulation usually are numbness and
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tingling sensations in tlic foot and legs. When these occur, exercise the legs
and feet immediately until they feel normal and warm. Every means must
be used to keep further constriction of the limbs to a minimum.

RESEARCH ON COLD TRAUMA
At the end of tiie war, knowledge of the several host factors which contribute to t-he production of cold injury (p. 377) was still grossly inadequate.
Tliis was all the more unfortunate because many of these factors are of such a
character tliat tliev concern not only cold injury but also trauma in general.
Some, in fact, are of sufhcient importance to influence the total fightmg
eiTectivcness of combat soldiers.
Much more needed also to be learned about how to cope with the envn-onmental factors of cold injury which can be influenced. The solutioTi of these
problems could no more await, a mobilization day than can orgamzatioii and
training for tlie prevention and control of cold trauma be delayed until troops
liave been committed to battle or even until they have been sent to foreign
theaters. Individuals immediately concerned with the problem were of the
opinion tliat all knowledge at hand at any time should be used to the fullest
possible extent. However, they also believed that the best possible results in
the prevention and control of cold trauma would require additional research
and tlie development of new equipment to indicate practices and to provide
means for dealing with tlie intangible host and environmental factors involved
in the problem.^
,■
•
/■
i
It was tlic consensus among autliorities that full coordination ot research
and development required to meet the problems inherent in cold injury, as
well as in other trauma, in any future war might be best directed toward the
study of man as a whole in relation to his environment. Only from such an
all-inclusive ]3rogram can there come the fullest understanding of the factors
involved in cold and other trauma. Whether a research program, and the
organization necessary to carry it out, sliould be set up within the framework
of'^the Armed Forces or under a civilian science foundation is a matter for discussion. The important consideration is the realization of the magnitude of
the task and of the necessity for full coordination of research and development
to meet the problem in future combat.
3 Several invo.stlRations toward thcBo ends Have already been carried out. Important studies in clothing and equipment made by tl>e Quartermaster Oeneral bavo preatly reduced the expo.s.ire sustained by infantrymen. 1 be Air l-orco
L conducted studtes on survival in tbe Arctic and, wltbin tbe limits of its researd, facilities, has -'PP'-'^'f « ""
willi basic studies Tl,e Department of tbe Army has evaluated equipment m relation to environment at a post set up
1„ a cold climate and has also studied special phases of cold trauma, such as Hygiene, sanitation, acclimat.7.ation, and
nutrition. Investigations of several host factors in cold trauma have been conducted under the misinces of «•« Medical
Service Research and Development Board. In the winter of 1951-52, a research team was sent to Korea to study a program of prevention and control which, for tbe first time in United States Army history, was planned in advance of the
expected cold injuries.
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A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR THE
PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF COLD TRAUMA ^
A satisfactory program for the prevention and control of cold trauma
begins in the Zone of Interior and ends with the individual combat soldier in
the foxhole of the winter frontline. Its basic components are organization,
command support, indoctrination, training, discipline, and adequacy of supplies.
Zone of Interior
The foundation for the prevention and control of cold injury is naturally
laid in the Zone of Interior, where potential losses fi'om this cause must be
taken into account in all strategic and tactical planning. In the past, too
little attention has been paid to these considerations. Lack of appreciation
of the dangerous potentialities of cold and wet cold and of their consequences
was in large part responsible for the high casualty rate from those causes in
World War II. There was also equally little appreciation (1) of the many
factors in addition to weather that make up the total causation of cold injury
and (2) of the possibiHty of modifying some of them, at least, to the advantage
of an army fighting in winter. Trenchfoot and other forms of cold injury are
not unexpected accidents, suddenly introduced into the course of military
operations. They are so certainly a feature of campaigns in wet, cold climates
that the_y necessarily enter into the total military plan.
The objective of indoctrination in the Zone of Interior is to inculcate upon
command, staff, and service personnel, as well as future combat personnel, a
fvdl appreciation (1) of the cost of cold injury in combat troops, (2) of the
responsibility of command echelons for its prevention and control, and (3) of
the responsibility of every officer, noncommissioned officer, and enlisted man,
both as an individual and as a member of a group, to carry out the simple,
fundamental procedures that will protect individual soldiers and their
organizations against cold trauma.
The strategic and tactical implications of cold trauma must be made
part of the education of every officer in the United States Army. They must
be presented and emphasized in all service and staff schools and at the United
States Military Academy; in a general way, this has been done for the last
several years in the series of lectures on medical matters delivered at West
Point. Similarly, the training of Reserve and National Guard officers miist
include indoctrination on this subject. If command and staff are to be fully
effective in time of war, their training and indoctrination with respect to cold
injury must be undertaken in time of peace.
' The authors of this volume, on the basis of their personal experiences in World War II and after a thorough review
of both the good and the bad practices in the control of cold injuries in th is war, believe that the preventive principles outlined in the following pages should be adopted.
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Broad policies for the prevention and control of cold trauma are formulated
in tlie Zone of Interior. They should be embodied in recommendations
and directives which should (1) be suitable for general application, (2) be
based on the opinions that emerge from a pooling of staff and technical knowledge, on previous experiences, and on research data produced by agencies
stitdying cold trauma, and (3) be limited to principles, methods, and procedures
applicable to operations in a wide range of winter climates and terrain. These
recommendations and directives should not be concerned with details. It
would be impractical, in fact, to work out detailed programs in the Zone of
Interioi-, since such programs necessarily vary with the place of operation,
the type of combat mission, the degree of cold, the amount of precipitation,
and tiie natiu'c of the terrain.
Training aids, training literature, and training directives for general
distribution should originate in the Zone of Interior. They should be provided
in sufficient quantity, and should be kept current, so that they will always
include the latest developments. All of these releases should be simply and
clearly expi-essed and sliould be as brief as is consistent with completeness.
Whether or not training in the prevention of cold injury should be a part
of the training of the individual soldier in the Zone of Interior during peacetime is a matter which training authorities must finally decide. Certainly,
it would seem the part of wisdom that plans foi- unit training and for the
indoctrination of commissioned and noncommissioned officers should be set
up and kept current. Furthei-more, since the enlisted components of the
Army today will make up the small key cadres which will train the combat
soldiei' of tomorrow, it would seem wise that the men who make them up should
clearly imderstand their own responsibility in the prevention of cold trauma.
In the light of present knowledge, such training should include the practice
in the field, by individuals and small units, of preventive measures against
cold, including care of the feet and the use and care of clothing assemblies
designed to prevent exposure. As other preventive measures are formulated
in the liglit of results of rcsearcli, they should be incorporated in the training pi'ogram.
Finally, the Zone of Interior has two other missions with respect to cold
injury. One is the conduct of research and development, to improve methods
and practices currently in use. The other is the provision of expert consultants
wherever and wheiicver they may be needed and requested in overseas tlieaters.
Overseas Theaters
The difficulties wliich were connected with the indoctrination and training program for the prevention and control of cold injuries in World War II,
and which were evident in both, the Mediterranean and the European theaters,
should not exist in futm-e wars. In the European theater, while the program
eventually set up was extremely effective, it was established too late, and
it had to be implemented in the course of combat. In the Pacific theater.
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tlie program set up was established well in advance of the need for it. It
took full account of previous errors and covered all conceivable emergencies
(appendix I; see also appendix H). On the other hand, except for the teams
previously employed in the malaria-control program (p. 487), no administrative
facilities existed for its implementation within the framework of the theater
organization. Command, staff, and technical personnel all had to undergo
comprehensive indoctrination along with enlisted components, and administrative facilities had to be developed before the training program could be
undertaken. Neither the pattern of the program nor its effectiveness was
tested in combat, but it is believed that, if there had been such a test, the
residts would liave been satisfactory.
Cold injury indoctrination in overseas theaters should be simpler in the
future because the groundwork for tlie full appreciation of the importance of
cold trauma in winter operations will already have been laid in the Zone of
Interior. Command will be aware of the necessity for early planning, organization, and training. Officers will liave had their basic training. Noncommissioned officers and key enlisted men will have had sufficient training to
make them generally familiar with tlie subject, and their period of indoctrination can be correspondingly sliortcned.
The pi'ogram in an overseas tlieater has tliree components: (1) A central
organization at theater level, (2) indoctrination teams at the theater level,
and (3) control teams at the army level.
Central organization.—The central organization at the tlieater level is
simple in constitution and economical of personnel. It consists of a board or
commission made up of the assistant chief of staff, G-3 (operations and training), the theater quartermaster, and the theater surgeon, or their immediate
deputies. These are the staff division and service chiefs who arc most intimately concerned witli the prevention and control of cold trauma and who
must make the decisions and determine the policies which will achieve these
objectives. Subordinates will not serve the purpose. Ideally, the chief
of staff would be a member of the board and would serve as its chairman.
If his responsibilities do not permit tlie assumption of this duty, or even his
inclusion in tlie membership of the board, then it is essential that a deputy
chief of staff serve in this capacity, so that the theater commander may be
kept fully cognizant of its findings, decisions, and recommendations.
A cold-trauma board in an overseas theater of operations would necessarily keep fully informed as to (1) the general situation and tlie specific details
of cold injury in its various phases and manifestations in the theater, including
incidence, (2) the level of clothing supplies and the efficiency of their distribution to field units, (3) the status of training and discipline with respect to cold
injury, and (4) the effectivness with which the cold injury program is being
carried out by the major theater organizations. Other functions of such a
board would be (1) to keep the theater commander advised on the general
situation and its special phases; (2) to determine general theater policies and
plans in advance of winter combat; (3) to advise subordinate commands on
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cold injury policies and preventivo measures; (4) to confer with army, base, and
otlier organizational cold injury teams or expert personnel at sucli intervals as
tlie situation might require; (5) to direct and supervise the utilization of joint
indoctrination teams for theaterwide cold injury training before the beginning
of cold weather; and (6) to authorize and direct special investigations of unusual
outbreaks of cold injury. A cold-trauma board should also recommend policies
and plans for all tlieater units, covering (1) the supply of clothing, footgear,
and supplementary equipment; (2) individual and unit practices for the prevention of cold injury; (3) discipline; (4) rotation; (5) medical triage, evacuation, and care; and (6) whatever other measures miglit be required to improve
the effectiveness of tlie theatei- pi-ogram.
Men with the manifold duties and responsibilities of members of the coldtraiima boai-d natui-ally could not be expected to do the traveling or to spend
the time necessary to investigate personally the many aspects wliich cold
injury may present. This difficulty would be overcome by providing the board
with the advice and seivices of two or more technical consultants, who would
serve as its eyes and ears. If desired, these consultants could be associate
members of the board. One of them, sliould be a liiglily qualified medical
officer, trained in epidemiology and thorouglily familiar with all aspects of cold
injury and witli the particidar responsibilities of tlie medical service for it.
Tlie other sliould be a Quartermaster Corps officer who, for liis part, fully
understands clothing i-equirements for combat in cold weatlier, clothing supply,
and the correct utilization of clothing to minimize exposure.
The consultants to the cold-trauma board, in addition to their general
duties as technical advisers, would liave certain special duties. They would
visit subordinate commands, especially army areas and replacement centers,
as firquently as would be necessary to keep themselves fully informed on (1)
all aspects of tlie cold injury problem, including incidence, (2) the status of
supply, distribution, and utilization of clothing and footgear, and (3) the
effectiveness of control practices. Tliey would (1) advise and consult with
army cold injury teams and officers in a liaison capacity; (2) work in close cooi-diiiation with the parent agencies of the cold injury teams (tiiat is, the offico^
of tl)e cliief surgeon and the office of the quartermaster); (3) maintain liaison
witli G-3 and tlie quartermaster and surgeon of otlier major headquarters,
sucli as subtlieaters, bases, and army groups; (4) make plans and prepare
directives for the over-all cold injiuy prevention and control program, for
appi'oval by the board and for publication and distribution through command
channels; (5) advise on and assist in the preparation of technical bulletins and
directives for distribution througli technical channels; (6) aid in the planning
and implementation of the theater cold-indoctrination program; (7) report on
the tlieaterwide incidence of cold injury and maintain records of its occurrence
by units; (8) investigate, for the information of appropriate command, the
o('curi-ence of cold injury in units in wliich the incidence is unduly high or in
which investigation might be required for other reasons; (9) perform any other
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technical duties which the development of the cold injury program of prevention might make necessary; and (10) assist in the planning and implementation
of health education in cold injury by the use of all effective media, including
newspapers and the radio, in order to reach the greatest possible number of
soldiers.
There would seem to be no need to set up cold-trauma boards in headquarters of commimication zones, subtheaters, bases, or army groups. In
these headquarters, it would be better for the responsibility for the prevention
and control of cold injury to rest with an officer of sufficient rank, qualifications,
judgment, and technical competence to advise on special problems as they
arise.
Indoctrination program.—If those responsible for the establishment of an
overseas theater have given sufRcient credence to the potential threat of cold
trauma in winter operations, theater planning and organization will provide
qualified personnel and satisfactory methods for its prevention and control.
If planning has been adequate and if the correct organization has been set up
in tlie first days of the existence of the theater, it is entirely possible that, when
the time for it arrives, complete indoctrination can be executed within the
resources of the theater. This will be possible, however, only if the theater
command is interested and alert, if there is complete command support in all
echelons, and if there is full utilization of the advice and assistance which the
cold-trauma board, its consultants, and the cold injury control teams can
supply. Both command and technical personnel have the responsibility for
expediting the training when once it begins. Thereafter, command has the
responsibility for the continuing execution of training doctrines.
Indoctrination teams might find permanent usefulness in any headquarters
in which training activities are carried out. Replacement training centers,
for instance, liavc special need for continuing technical advice and assistance
in the preparation of inexperienced soldiers for combat.
Tlie practical application of tlie program for prevention of cold injury in
any special theater of operations is determined by the season at which combat
operations arc to begin, though, as just pointed out, the organization designed
to carry out the program should be set up the day the theater headquarters
comes into existence. Training and indoctrination for key command and staff
officers should begin promptly thereafter, but, for practical reasons, intensive
training of small units and of individual combat soldiers should precede by
not more than a few weeks tlie time at which the training is to be used. When
the proper time comes, the training program should have top priority. As a
rule, this means that training begins in the late summer, just in time to be
completed before autumn rains set in and the temperature falls to the range
M'ithin which cold injury is likely to occur.
Key personnel for the indoctrination program are supplied by the chief
quartermaster and the chief surgeon of the theater. The officers selected work
in close coordination with G-3, and with the full support of command, during
the period designated for the completion of the indoctrination program. They
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also work with tlic toclmical guidanco of the consultants to the cold-trauma
board and witli and throiigli lower echelon team and unit resources.
Tlie ultimate objective of a cold injury indoctrination program in a theater
in wliich winter combat is being planned or is under way is the training of all
personnel in the theater in the most efficient application of preventive and
control methods and pi'ocedures. This includes the fullest possible utilization
of clothing and equipment in order to reduce unit and individual exposure to
unfavorable weather.
Indoctrination must be thorough. It must be based on general principles,
but it must also include detailed instruction in all measures to be carried out
by units and by individuals. It is essential that all elements liave a complete
understanding of tlie reasons for all pai'ts of the program. They must also
understand the limitations of clothing, rotation, and other measures to be
a])plied to, or by, individuals and groups.
Indoctrination must include appropriate training for command, staff, and
technical ofTicer components on all levels. It can be assumed that command and
staff officcTS of a field army will have had sound indoctrination in the Zone of
Intei'ior and will have come to understand, through programs carried out in the
tliealer, tfic significance of cold trauma and the necessity for preventive and
control'measures. Training at the army level, therefore, would be directed
chiefly to oWwcrs and enlisted men in smaller units. Because of their special
exposure to cold injury, combat personnel require the most intensive and most
comprehensive training.
With correct ]3reliminary planning and the appointment of qualified
])ei-sonnel for indoctrination duties, it should be possible to carry out a theaterwide indoctrination pi-ograin within from 6 to 8 weeks. It should also be
possible to accomplish tlu- total instruction required for any given combat
unit within a period of from 3 to 6 days if, during this time, arrangements can
be made for each component of tlie miit to receive from 3 to 6 hours of training,
including botli instruction and demonstration. Indoctrination of support and
service personnel, who are less exposed to cold injury than combat personnel
and who therefore require less intensive training, can be accomplished within
slioi-ter periods of time. If planning has been careful, it is perfectly possible
to phase the ti-aining i)rogram for cold injury within an army in such a way
that there will be little or no interference either with training in other subjects
or with the planned commitment of imits to combat.
Cold injury control teams.^Thc direct responsibility for guidance in the
prevention and control of cold injury in a field army rests with the army trenchfoot-control team. This team is made up of a line officer with combat experience and an officer from the Quartermaster Corps. It is not necessary for the
team to include a medical officer, though the chief of the preventive medicine
section in the ofTice of the army surgeon should always be associated with the
team in an advisory capacity.
Both officers on the cold injury control team must have a thorough knowledge of methods of prevention of cold injury, as well as an understanding of
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tactics and of supply procedures, so tliat they can form precise judgments of
the cold injury situation in combat units. They must have direct access to
the chief of staff of the field army and must maintain close liaison with G-3,
the quartermaster, and the surgeon. They must bo provided with satisfactory
transportation. Finally, to the extent that the combat situation and security
considerations permit, they must have authority to enter unit areas down to,
and including, regimental headquarters.
One of the specific duties of an army trenchfoot-control team is to keep
fully informed on the incidence of cold injuries in the army, on the status of
clothing supply, on foot discipline and rotation practices and the effectiveness
of these measures, and on any otlier matters which might modify the cold
injury situation. Other duties include making frequent, regular visits to corps,
division, and regimental headquarters, in order to study tlae cold injury situation in these commands; acting in a liaison and consultative capacity to
command and technical staffs of these headquarters; and surveying cold injury
within subordinate units as may be necessary.
Trenchfoot-control teams should also perform tlie following functions:
(1) Develop and maintain, with the support of G-3, a continuous indoctrination and training program; (2) carry out training, education, and indoctrination in cold injury prevention and control for selected cold injury control
officers and noncommissioned officers by unit down to and including regiments;
(3) keep the chief of staff of a field army, G-3, the quartermaster, and the
sm-geon fully informed of the cold injury situation by units; (4) maintain liaison
with the cold injury consultants at theater level and with cold injury officers
or boards at group level or at the level of other intermediate headquarters if a
cold-trauma organization lias been set up in tlicm; and (5) maintain close
liaison with S-3 (operations and training officer) and S-4 (supply officer), as
well as with tlae surgeon of each imit.
The army trenchfoot-control team wifi find its greatest field of usefulness
in the indoctrination and training of (1) officers who lead small combat units
and (2) noncommissioned officers and key enlisted men in companies, platoons,
and squads. Experience in the European theater showed clearly that the
platoon and the squad are the key units through which individual preventive
procedures can best be emphasized and toward which training should bo directed
to socin'e optimum results.
The trenchfoot-control directive issued in the European theater on 30
January 1945 (appendix G) specified trenchfoot-control teams only at army
levels but did not forbid tJiem in subordinate echelons. After their usefulness
had become apparent, they were authorized in a few corps and in several
divisions, and they wore occasionally employed at regimental and battalion
levels. Though this is entirely a matter for local command decision, it is somewhat doubtful that the mission of these teams justifies their routine use below
the army level. A cold injury control officer would seem sufficient for an
organization smaller than an army.
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Tlic effcctivoness of cold injury control teams does not depend only upon
their own performance. It rests in large part upon the performance of the
carefully selected officers and noncommissioned officers in small units who act
as receptor points for guidance in cold injury control. Obviously, a control
team fi-om an army or a corps cannot search out and instruct individual squads.
On the othei- hand, it is perfectly practical for commanders of units below the
regimental level to designate as trenchfoot-control personnel carefully selected
junior officers and noncommissioned officers and key enlisted men to be sent
to the rear of tlie regimental area for training in their duty by cold injury teams.
In the Em-opean llieater, it proved practical for one army cold injury control
team of two officers to carry out successfully the training and instruction of
trenchfoot-control officers and noncommissioned officers by regiments, even
thougli tliese duties liad to be performed during a period of intensely active
combat. With correct advance planning, tliis particular situation should not
occm- again. Training in tiu' future will be timed in relation to the combat
situation, as it could not ])e in the European theater in the winter of 1944-45.
In any event, the j>eriods chosen must be satisfactory to regimental commanders.
After their formal training by tlu- army cold injury control team, officers,
noncommissioned officers, and key enlisted men designated as trenchfootcontrol personnel have the responsibility of supervising in detail the protective
measiu'cs to be carried out in tlie small units under their jurisdiction. Detailed
supervision by company and platoon can be made tlic responsibility of an
officer with special knowledge of cold injury prevention, while an enlisted man
with interest in and knowledge of the subject can be extremely influential in
inducing his squadmates to take the precautions and employ the measures
which will protect them against cold injury.
The effective use of tlie trenchfoot control team system, in conjunction
with cold injury control officers, noncommissioned officers, and key enlisted
men, requires fiill acce])tance of the pi-evention and control program by command and full command support in all ecliclons from tlie theater downward.
Tliis means, as already emphasized, that officers on the team must be able to
establisli prompt- and effective liaison with commanding officers and surgeons
in units. It also means that, in the interests of the program, line and medical
officers, on tlieir part, must supply all the information to which they have
access.' Officers on the team must not, of course, limit their contacts to designated trenclifoot-control officers, commanding officers, and surgeons. They
must make general contacts witli junior officers, noncommissioned officers, and
enlisted men.
In tlie assessment of the cold injury situation in any unit, the team must
give careful consideration to whatever recommendations the organization
commander and the surgeon may make.
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ALTERNATIVE PLANS
The experience of World War II amply demonstrates that the team
method of trenchfoot control is necessary, is well adapted for the critical
problem which it is designed to solve, and is justified by the results. This
might have been expected. Earlier in the war, the team method liad provided
the solution for the equally critical problem of malaria in the North African
theater and the Pacific areas. In both malaria and cold injury, the major
emphasis must be placed upon preventive and control practices by individuals
and units. Both conditions are potentially responsible for high casualty rates,
and losses from both were dismayingly high until the institution of the team
system reduced them to acceptable levels.
It must be conceded that the use of the team system means the setting
up of a special organization to accomplish what should be accomplished automatically by ordinary staff and command methods. Furthermore, it might
be argued that if a special setup is necessary for tlic control of cold injury it is
also necessary for the solution of otlier problems. If such reasoning were
carried to the ultimate limits, command could be plagued with a number of
extraorganizational groups which, eventually, would disrupt routine processes
and impair command control.
Such arguments arc specious. Special organizations are not required to
solve every special problem. The organization and operation of the team
system are fundamentally the same whether the problem is cold injury, or
malaria, or some other disease or condition. In the Pacific, plans were made to
utilize the malaria-control teams, which had worked so effectively in the control
of that disease in tropical combat areas, for the wet-cold indoctrination program.
Such a plan would simply have required the transfer of abilities from one field
to another. Men with background, training, and experience in malaria control
would have needed only to master the principles of cold injury indoctrination
and training to become immediately effective. Neither reorganization nor the
setting up of new basic functions would have been necessary.
If it seems undesirable to establish specialist teams to cope with isolated
special problems, the establishment of theater epidemiologic units is an alternative which has ample precedence in both the Army and the Navy. Epidemiology, as has been pointed out elsewhere (p. 2), is a broad subject which
encompasses the mass characteristics of clironic diseases and trauma as well
as of communicable diseases. Epidemiologic principles and methods of solution
of individual and mass problems arc the same for both disease and injury.
They are just as applicable to an outbreak of cold injury as to an epidemic of
typhoid fever.
The control of cold injury might therefore be vested in epidemiologic
teams set up at theater levels. British Army Hygiene Units are an example of
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tins pi'aclico. So is tlio Special Epidomiologic Unit created by the United
States Navy in World War II and used with such effectiveness that it was made
a part of peacetime naval medical organization. The epidemiologic teams
set up by the Army in World War II within the framework of general medical
laboratories and field laboratories attached to armies were somewhat less
effective than they should liave been because they were not. always utilized as
it had been intended that they should be.
An epidemiologic unit would have as its province many epidemiologic
problems. It could serve in the prevention and control of cold injury during
the winter and of malaria during the summer. Venereal disease, gastrointestinal disease, and accidents would be its continuing concern. The flexibility of sucli an organization, therefore, as well as its expert personnel, would
add to its advantages.
A PROPOSED BOARD FOR THE CONTROL OF TRAUMA
Tlie over-all plan outlined, which in general is based on the experience of
World War II and the lessons learned therein, provides a practical, compreJiensive plan of cold injury prevention and control within the Military Establishment. It does noti however, provide tlic wliole answer to the problem.
Singleness of purpose, avoidance of duplication, and coordinated direction
of efforrin the study of cold trauma could best be accomplislied under the
auspices of a board made up of representatives of command, training, and the
several technical agencies involved. On the other hand, the scope of cold
trauma, in spile of its dangerous potentialities, is too limited to justify tlic
setting u]) of a board or commission whose sole function would be its prevention
and control. Tlie solution would be to make all trauma the function of the
proposed board. This is reasonable. Cold injury is a part of tlu^ total field
of trauma, and combat trauma is a constant wartime problem. Trauma from
accidents of all kinds is also a growing peacetime military problem, whicli is
greatly enlianced with the onset of war when cold trauma also becomes an
urgent prolilem. The mission of the proposed board would be to determine
needs, establish policies, and advise upon researcli, training, and general prevention and control measui-es for all forms of trauma, including cold trauma.
TJu-re is nothing revolutionary about such a proposal. Both World War I
and World War II furnished illustrations of the medicomilitary fact that coordination of effort by several agencies is frequently most efficiently accomplished by Die setting up of special boards or commissions wliose scope and
terms of reference go beyond tlie realm of routine staff procedures. Thus, in
World War I, a board for tlu' control of pneumonia performed a valuable
service in mobilizing and applying all the resources then available for the management of pneumonia, which was the principal cause of deatli during tlie influenza epidemic of 1918. In World War II, the Army Epidemiological
Board and the United States of America Typhus Commission, whicii brought
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together the best talent available in tJiese special fields, carried out invaluable
research upon and contributed immeasurably to tlie practical field control of
the diseases with which they were concerned. Both these boards were primarily medical organizations. The Army Committee on Insect and Kodent
Control, which was an interstaff agency, had an important influence on tlie
development and direction of research and practices directed toward insect
and rodent control.
If the proposed board for tlie control of trauma were set up, it could
profitably adopt at least two principles which have been well established.
Tlie first principle is that representatives assigned to the board be so highly
placed that they speak with authority. .Appropriate civilian experts might
profitably sit upon the board for the control of trauma or might be assigned to
it in a consultative capacity, but .Army representatives must be chiefs, or
deputy chiefs, of the agencies concerned, not their subordinates. The second
principle is that similar boards be set up in the headquarters of the major
operating echelons.
It is conceivable that the setting up of a board for the prevention and control
of trauma, including cold trauma, might eventually lead to an even broader
concept, the establishment of a board of preventive medicine. Such a board
would be composed of command, staff, and service and technical experts.
Its function would be to develop the organizations and outline the policies and
practices necessary to meet the entire range of epidemiologic problems, such as
acute communicable diseases, chronic diseases, abnoi'mal psychology, and
trauma, including, of course, cold trauma.

CHAPTER XVI

The Military Cost of Cold Injury
In every theater of operations in wliich combat operations were carried
out during the winter in World War II, cold injury was responsible for large
numbers of casualties and caused sufficiently heavy losses in man-days to interfere materially with military tactics. Some loss from cold trauma is inevitable
during any winter fighting, and must be accepted as part of normal attrition.
During World War II, however, losses from this cause exceeded expectancies
in every theater in which United States forces conducted winter operations.
In order to avoid such losses in future wars, the reasons for this situation
must be found, and the investigation must be comprehensive. Analyses of
failures to cope successfully with cold trauma can be based in part on the study
of cold injury in the individual soldier and in small units, but this is not enough.
There must also be an evaluation of the policies of management which were
laid down centrally and by theaters if a full appreciation is to be secured of the
scope of the problem of cold injury in World War II. It is necessary to find
out (1) what was done, (2) why it was done, (3) when it was done, and (4) why
the policies and procedures instituted failed in conception, application, or botli.
Without this knowledge, it will not be possible to determine why cold injury
was not kept within reasonable limits in the United States Army during World
War II.
THE FACTS OF COLD INJURY IN THEATERS OF
OPERATIONS
A review of the management of cold injury, including measures of prevention, by theaters necessitates some repetition of material presented elsewhere
in this volume in more detail. The repetition is justified, however, since it
affords a useful means of visualizing both the scope of the problem and the
approacli to its control. The repetition of the data also demonstrates that,
while substantial understanding of how to manage cold injury had been achieved
in Italy by the second winter of conflict and in the European theater by early
1945, the lessons were learned in both theaters chiefly in the hard school of
experience. The losses from cold injury in the Aleutians provided warnings
that could have set the pattern for an effective approach to the problem. As
a matter of fact, these losses did initiate the activities in the Surgeon General's
Office (p. 67). The Aleutian operations, however, were so small and remote
491
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tlmt tlioy mado almost no impression on the training program in the Zone of
Interior,' and they were not TitiHzed as a guide for winter operations m Italy.
Tlie lessons leai'ned from the 1943-44 winter campaign in Italy pointed the
way to the control of cold injury during the 1944-45 campaign in that theater
hut they were not fully appreciated, nor were they utilized m the plannmg
and training for the invasion of the Continent of Europe.
Army training and planning.—A partial explanation of the failure to learn
these successive lessons can he found in the progressive development of the
ceneral military situation. In December 1939, the number of Army officers
on active duty was 12,000, and Regular Army enlisted men numbered 212,000.
Mobilization required the expansion of this small force to tens of thousands
of officers and several million enlisted men. The mere expansion was in itself
a gigantic task.

,
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The first enemy action had focused attention on tlie Pacific and on the
1^'opics and some "time elapsed before tlie total military strategy was fully
appreciated. Cold injury, tlierefore, did not immediately emerge as one of the
})asic problems.
. r- i +
The training of a large, raw military force, no matter where it was to tiglit,
could not be expected to encompass, at once, all the special problems which
later assumed special importance. It was proper, and to be expected, that the
primary empliasis in training should be upon combat tactics and upon the technical and otlier military training of the individual soldier. Training authorities
were be«iec^ed from all sides with requests that lie be specially trained m a great
number of"subjects and skills. If the United States soldier could have been
.riven and could liave retained, knowledge of all the subjects m which it was
proposed tliat he be trained, he would indeed have been the epitome of military
lore and efficiency. This was an obviously impossible ideal. There was not
even sufficient time to train the troops in the prevention and control of such
familiar causes of military casualties as malaria, tlie diarrheas, and the
dysenteries.
, , • ■
i • i
In tiie li"-lit of tliese facts, it is easy to understand why cold injury, wJucli
had caused only a few United States casualties in World War I, in October,
November and" early December 1918, sliould not have been appreciated as a
potential source of lieavy casualties in World War II. As a result of this lack
of appreciation, planning, training, and the development and provision of clothino- for protection against exposure to cold were not initiated early m the war.
A^a matter of fact, it was not until the potentialities of cold trauma had been
demonstrated in tlie Aleutians and, more particularly, during the first winter
in Italy, tliat a vigorous attack began to be made upon these problems.
The Aleutians. —While the great problems of mobilization, training, and
-eneral preparation for war were being wrestled with in the Zone of Interior
the course of events in theaters of operations began to proclaim the place of
trauma from cold in winter warfare (tables 42, 43, 44, and 45). On Attu (p.
84) the experiences of a small and uninitiated task force demonstrated the role
of cold and wet as agent factors, and also emphasized the importance of the
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42.—Admissions for cold injury in the United States Army (including the Army Air
Forces) by specific diagnosis and theater, 194-2-46
[Proliminary data based on sample tabulations of individual medical records]

Theater or area

Total cold
injuries Trenchfoot Frostbite

All theaters and areas
82, 580
Continental United States
5, 133
Total
outside
continental
United States
' 77, 447
Europe
64, 008
Mediterranean 2 _
10, 397
Middle East
33
China-Burma-India
35
Southwest Pacific.
548
Central and South Pacific
129
North America'_.
.
2, 205
Latin America
28

Immersion
foot
Chilblains
(or hand)

other
effects
of cold

58, 355
290

18, 249
4,307

1,361
36

901
330

3,714
170

58, 065
48, 366
9, 138
22
7
326
26
145
25

13, 942
11, 974
665
11
12
10
31
1,220
1

1,325
436
312

571
179
242

3,544
3,053
40

15
3
1
131

1

209
63
295
1

8
414
1

I Includes 64 admissions on board transports.
! Includes North Africa.
' Includes Alaska and Iceland.
Source: Medical Statistics Division, Office of the Surgeon General, Department of the Arn

modifying factors of duration of exposure, intensity of combat action, inexperience, and improperly designed and used clothing and footgear. The protective
role of training was also brought out: One unit which had engaged in maneuvers in the cold and had received instruction in the prevention of cold injury
suffered very little trenchfoot and frostbite during the whole of the Attu
Campaign.
The Mediterranean (formerly North African) theater.—The signpost of
Attu was not heeded in the preparation and management of troops and replacements for operations in Italy during the winter of 1943-44. The initial phase
of the struggle was a series of fights for survival in precarious bridgehead
footholds. Under these circumstances, cold injury had to be accepted because
of the intensity of combat, the inadequacy of supplies, and the impossibility
of rotation of troops and of execution of individual and unit control measures.
On the other hand, there was no appreciation on the part of command and
staff of cold injury as a potential cause of casualties as the bridgeheads were
exploited, additional territory was conquered, supply lines were cleared, and it
became obvious that winter operations in the Apennines were inevitable.
All of these facts are summarized in the Fifth Army Medical Service history
for 1944, which read in part:
The Winter campaign for 1943-1944 found Fifth Army troops poorly equipped to meet
the dangers of trench foot. Troops were provided only with the standard Army shoe or
combat boot and a light wool socle. These shoes and boots became water-soaked and the
light wool socli offered no protection against either wet or cold. The shoe or combat boot
438404-'—58
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TABI,B

43.—Incidence ' of cold injvry in the United States Army {including the Army Air
Forces) by specific diagnosis and theater, 1942-Ji5
[Pioliminary data based on sample tabulations of individual medical records]

Theater or area

Total cold
injuries Trcnclitoot Frostbite

00, 535
All theaters mid ureas
5,203
Continental United States
Total
outside
continental
2 85, 332
United States
71, 038
Ein-ope
n, 192
Mediterranean '
33
Middle East
35
China-Bnrma-India
578
Southwest Pacific
139
Central and South Pacific. _
2,225
North America ■•
28
Latin America

Immersion
Chilblains
foot
(or hand)

Other
elTects
of cold

64, 590
315

19, 559
4,342

1,451
36

971
335

3,964
175

275
911
778
22
7
351
26
145
25

15,217
13, 134
765
11
12
10
36
1,230
1

1,415
506
322

636
204
272

3,789
3,283
55

15
3
1
141

1

214
68
295
1

8
414
1

. Consists of both admissions for cold injury and cases in which admission was for other conditions hut in wh.eh cold
injuries api.eared as secondary diagnoses. Data on secondary-diaRnosi.s cases are not presently available for 1942 and
X liid for these 2 yeans, only admissions have been included in this table. It should be noted that cold injury admiss on s n 1042 and 1943 constituted but a small proportion of the World War II admissions for cold injury. For 1942
Ind 1948, admissions may bo considered an approximation of incidence. During 1944-45, in the total Army the ineidencc of cold injury exceeded admissions by 11 i)ercent.
2 Includes 04 cases among admissions on board transports.
■' Includes North .\frlca.
' Includes Ala,ska and Iceland.
Source: Medical Statistics Division, Omcc of tlic Surgeon General, Department of the Army.
fit so snugly that a heavy wool sock could be worn only by issuing a larger size shoe. Supphes
wore not adequate for such a readjustment, nor were heavy wool socks available for issue
early in the winter. Apart from these deficiencies, neither officers nor enhsted men were
alert to the dangers of trench foot, or adequately indoctrinated in preventive measures.
Trench foot was a new experience to Fifth Army troops and the preventive measures urged
by the Surgeon were difficult to put into effect.

Tliorc liad been some early warnings of the possible hazards of cold injury
(p. 101) but they were issued only a short time—a matter of days—before trenchfoot made its appearance in the theater. In the early winter of 1943-44, a
number of command directives relating to the prevention and management of
trenchfoot were published and disseminated (appendixes C and D), but they
appeared only after the condition had become epidemic. Even after preventive
measures had been described and ordered, their importance was apparently not
fully realized. Whatever the reason, the Fifth U. S. Army, operating m the
Mediterranean theater, learned about trenchfoot by experience in winter combat and paid for the experience with a high incidence of casualties from trenchfoot (tables 42, 4.3, 45, and 46).
The lessons learned during this period were summarized in the letter
(p. 122) written in June 1944 to the Commanding General, NATOUSA, by the
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4i.—Incidence ■ of cold injury in the United States Army (including the Army Air
Forces) by specific diagnosis and theater, 19J,2
[Preliminary data based on sample tabulations of individual medical records]

Theater or area

All theaters and areas
Continental United States
Total
outside
continental
United States. _ .
Europe
_ _ _^
Mediterranean '__ ^
Middle East
China-Burma-India
Southwest Pacific
Central and South Pacific. _^
North America <
Latin America

Total cold
injuries Trenchfoot

Frostbite

Immersion
foot
Chilblains
(or hand)

other
effects
of cold

1,305
913

77
55

1,022
717

3
1

154
110

49
30

2 392
30
9
4

22
1
1
3

305
18
5
1

2

44
11
1

19

13
4
323
1

12
3
2

1
32

10

2

1
279
1

1 Since secondary-diagnosis data are not available for 1942, admission data have been shown and may be regarded as
an approximation of incidence in 1942. During 1944-15 in the total Army, the incidence of cold injury exceeded admissions by 11 percent.
' Includes 8 admissions on board transports.
' Includes North Africa.
< Includes Alaska and Iceland.
Source: Medical Statistics Division, Omce of the Surgeon General, Department of the Army.

Surgeon of the theater, Maj. Gen. Morrison C. Stayer (appendix J). During
the second winter in Italy, the application of preventive measures against
cold injury became an integral part of the military operation. The result was
a great reduction in the incidence of cold trauma as compared with the previous
winter (tables 3 and 4) and a convincing demonstration that cold injury could
indeed be prevented and controlled.
Losses from cold injury in Italy in the winter of 1943-44 increased tlie
concern over this danger which was already felt in tlie Surgeon General's
Office (p. 60). They also became a matter of concern to the War Department.
In expectation of further winter operations, both in Italy and in western Europe,
the available knowledge of cold trauma in military operations in the Arctics
was brought together, and guiding command and technical directives were
published (p. 63, and appendix A). These publications, however, appeared
too late, and reached the European theater too late, to influence the epidemics
of cold injury which occurred there during the winter of 1944-45.
The European theater.—Although representatives from the Chief Surgeon's
Office had visited the Mediterranean theater in the winter of 1943-44, their
observations on trenchfoot had been only incidental to the other purposes of
their visit. An attempt to alert authorities in the European theater to the
risks of cold injury had been made in the spring of 1944 (p. 161) but had not
been successful.
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Ab.-IncideMce > of cold injury in the United States Army {including the Army Air
Forces) by specific diagnosis and theater, 1943
inoliminory data based on sample tabulations of individual modieal records]

Tlieater or area

All theaters and areas
Continental United States
Total
outside
continental
United States
Europe
Mediterranean '
Middle East
China-Burma-India
Southwest Pacific
Central and South Pacific-_
North America *
Latin America

Total cold
injuries Trencbfoot

Frostbite

Immersion
toot
(or hand)

Chilblains

other
effects
oi cold

7,481
2,520

2,224
60

3,645
2,220

459
15

317
135

836
90

2 4, 961
900
2,320
28
1
4
11
1, 661
2

2, 164
10
1,988
19

1,425
545
95
9
1

444
3
142

182
21
90

746
321
5

1
4
290

2

1
4
142

1
761
1

69

2
399
1

. Since sec'ondary^iaKnosis data are not available for 1943, admission data have been shown and may be regarded as
an an'r."— onncMence in 1943. During 1944-45 in the total Army, the incidence of cold injury exceeded adm.ssions by 11 percent.
2 Includes 34 admissions on board transports.
3 IncUides North Africa.
* Includes Alaska and Iceland.
Source: Medical Statistics Division, Office of the Surgeon General, Department of the Army.

Then came the successful landings in France and the rapid advance of
the Allied armies across Europe. Morale was high. Victory was m the air
Many persons, some in high places, were convinced that the success of Allied
arms would bring the conflict to a close late in 1944, before the onset of winter
Wliatever the reasons, the important Italian signposts were lost sight ol.
Training during the long wait in England before the invasion of France did not
include any emphasis on cold injury prevention, either by unit or by individual.
Command liad not been indoctrinated with the importance of cold injury in
winter operations and did not comprehend its responsibility for prevention
and control of this type of trauma. In the European theater, just as m Italy,
command and technical directives were published, but the first cases of trenchfoot were occurring when they began to appear. In the surge across Europe
toward Germany in the summer and early autumn of 1944, the need for such
directives had not been appreciated (appendixes K and G).
As a result. United States forces were not prepared by training, nor did
they have the proper equipment, to withstand cold injury at the beginning of
the offensive in November 1944. Those in authority were therefore faced
with the necessity of meeting this extremely serious development by expedients,
and they were required to train and indoctrinate both commanders and troops
during active, heavy combat, when trenchfoot was already epidemic.
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46.—Incidence ' of cold injury in the United Slates Army (including the Army Air
Forces) by specific diagnosis and theater, 1944
[Preliminary data hasotl on sample tabulations of individual medical records]
Theater or area

Total cold
injuries
Trenchfoot

All theaters and areas
40, 197
Continental United States
1,210
Total
outside
continental
United States
_
2 38, 987
Europe
30, 525
Mediterranean ^ _
7, 715
Middle East
_
China-Burma-India
8
Southwest Pacific
475
Central and South Pacific
47
North America ^
195
Latin America _ _
15

Frostbite

Immersion
foot
Chilblains
(or hand)

Other
effects
of cold

35, 555
75

2,651
1,015

743
15

320
75

928
30

35, 480
28, 191
6,962

1,636
1,080
394

728
350
174

245
60
144

898
844
41

1
11
150

186
13

1

7
287
18

1

40

5
5

15

' Consists of both admissions for cold injury and cases in which admission was for other conditions but in which cold
injuries appeared as secondary diagnoses.
2 Includes 7 cases among admissions on board transports.
3 Includes North Africa.
* Includes Alaska and Iceland.
Source: Medical Statistics Division, OfTice of the Surgeon General, Department of the Army.

The price paid in casualties in the European theater was far too high to
justify the conchision that cold injury losses of such magnitude could be accepted entirely as a calculated risk (p. 209). The incidence began to be reduced
only after several weeks, and even then it fluctuated with the severity of the
weather and the intensity of combat (table 47). A program of prevention
was finally formulated, but only after a thorough epidemiologic study of cold
injury had placed the proper emphasis upon its midtiple causation and had
stressed the relative weights of these various factors and their roles in the
mechanism which produced this kind of trauma. By the time the program
had become fully effective, the environmental hazards had almost entirely
disappeared.

AN EVALUATION OF THE COSTS OF COLD INJURY
Prehminary data show that the total incidence of battle and nonbattlo
cold injuries of all types among United States Army (including Air Forces)
personnel from 1942 to 1945 was 90,535 cases (table 43). These figures cover
only soldiers excused from duty for treatment; patients who required only
outpatient treatment are not included in them.
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47.—Incidence • of cold injury in the United States Army {inclndiny the Army Air
Forces) by specific diagnosis and theater, 1945
[I'icliminary data based on samplo tabulations of individual medical records]

Theater or area

Total cold
Trcncbfoot
injuries

41, 552
All theaters and areas
560
Continental United States
Total outside continental
2 40, 992
United States
:V.), 583
Euro]ie
1, 148
Mediterranean '
1
Middle East
2f)
Chiiia-Bnrma-India
80
Southwest Pacific
77
Central and South Pacific--^
4G
North America ■•
10
Latin America

Frostbite

Immersion
Chilblains
foot
(or hand)

Other
effects
of cold

26, 734
125

12, 241
390

246
5

180
15

151
25

26, 609
25, 709
827

11,851
11, 491
271
1
11
8
24
40

241
153
6

165
112
37

126
118
7

51
1
1
10

15
27
50
5

. Consists of both admissions for cold injury and cases in which admission was for other conditions but in which col.l
injuries aiilK'ared as secondary diaRTioses.
»Includes 15 cases anionR adnu'ssions on board transports.
3 Includes North Africa.
I Includes Alaska and Iceland.
Source: Medical Slati.stics Division, Oflice of the Surpeon General, Department of the Army.

Data compiled during tlie period of combat from the different theaters,
and recognized then as incomplete, showed that cold injury in the various
tlteaiers of operations was responsible for approximately 55,000 casualties.
More complete study of losses from this cause since the war has brought the
number up to more than 90,000. This figure has been arrived at by postwar sampling of individual medical records. Since it would be an impractical
task to revise various detailed data by a review of individual medical records,
certain of the discussions in this chapter are based on wartime data. It is
obvious that some inaccuracies exist. It is equally obvious that these inaccuracies in no way invalidate the conclusion that the military cost of uncontrolled
cold injury in World War II was enormous.
Since it would also be an impracticable task to revise unit data, or even
data for armies or total ground forces for a theater, by a review of individual
medical records, the cost of cold injury according to commands and armies
has also been estimated from the wartime data.
Of the total of 90,535 casualties from cold injury (table 43), 82,580 were
admitted to United States military medical facihties with the admission diagnosis of cold injury (table 42). Trenchfoot, with 64,590 cases, was the predominant type of cold injury, followed by frostbite with 19,559 cases. If
only the theaters in which cold injury was a serious problem (that is, the
Mediterranean and European theaters) are considered, and if the total cases
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are limited to admissions with the primary diagnosis of cold injury, the total
figure for trenchfoot is 57,504 cases (48,366 in Europe, 9,138 in tlie Mediterranean theater), and the total figure for frostbite is 12,639 cases (11,974 in
Europe, 665 in the Mediterranean tlicater).
The mere statement of statistics does not tell the whole story. The
true cost of any given number of cases of disease or trauma can best be calculated from the militarj^ standpoint in terms of total noneffectiveness; that
is, in terms of the number of days lost from combat, support, and service duty
because of the condition. The average number of days lost from duty because
of cold injury in mihtary populations in all areas was 83 per case. Provisional
estimates made earlier in Ital.y had set the figure at 60 days.
An average loss of 83 days per case means that there was a total of
7,514,000 man-days lost from cold injuries for the total Army during the
1942-45 period: 6,265,000 days lost because of trenchfoot (97 days average
duration), 1,134,000 days lost because of frostbite (58 days per case), and
115,000 days lost because of other cold injuries. This is 20,586 military manyears. If the loss is considered in terms of a hj^pothetical field army of
250,000 men, it represents the noneffectivcness of the entire field army for
about 1 month. If it is considered in terms of a 15,000-man division, it
represents tlie noneffectiveness of the entire division for about 16 months.
These losses, impressive as they are, still do not tell the whole story of
the cost of cold injury in terms of military effectiveness. Cold injury is a
malady of the frontline infantryman in direct contact with the enemj^ Each
infantryman in active combat at the front requires several other men to support him, keep him fed, clothed, supplied with ammunition, and provided
with other services which he must have if he is to remain effective. Tlic
higher the echelon of the total command, the greater is tlie number of support
and service troops not directly exposed to cold injury. Cold injury losses
are therefore proportionatelj^ greater when they are calculated for small combat units, of battalion or company size. A battalion of infantrj^, for instance,
has little overhead, and almost its whole strength is exposed to cold injury
dunng combat. If each battalion is assumed to average 750 men, and if
each infantry division is made up of 3 regiments of 3 battalions each, the
population at actual risk is significantly smaller than the total population
of tlie division; and the proportion of losses, based on the population at risk,
is tlius revealed in its true light.
Calculated on this more realistic basis, loss of time from cold injury for
tlie division, instead of being 16 months, would be 37 months, or more than
3 j^ears. These data require even more careful analysis to estimate the total
tactical cost of cold injury. If, for example, the time factor is disregarded
and the approximately 70,000 cases of cold injury in Europe in 1944-45 are
used as basic data, it can be said that the equivalent of almost 5 divisions of
15,000 men each was lost to combat.
This still, however, does not give a true picture of the situation. Approximately 90 percent of all cold injury casualties were riflemen, of whom about
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4,000 were in each infantry division. The loss of effective fighting strength
from cold injury thus could be interpreted as more nearly 16 divisions than
as 5 divisions. In the light of the facts just cited about the actual mihtary
populations at risk, the enormous impact of cold injury losses upon effective
fighting strength is apparent.
As has already been pointed out, more complete data estabhshed by postwar sampling of individual medical records (tables 42 through 47, inclusive)
show that wartime reporting was incomplete. The numbers of cases of cold
injury by theater arc significantly higher when data from all sources are consoHdated and secondary diagnoses of cold injury are included. The total
number of cold injury cases of all types during World War II approximated
91,000. The total time lost is estimated as 7,514,000 man-days, or 20,586 manyeLrs, an average of 83 days per case. This estimate includes the seriously
injured casualties who were returned to the Zone of Interior. These men often
required many months of military care, and many of them could never be
returned to military duty.
i-, • •
Losses according to commands and armies.—A breakdown of cold injury
in United States Army forces by major commands and by principal field units
in the European theater for the 6-month period ending with April 1945 (tables
48 and 49) showed that the annual rate per 1,000 men for total field forces was
75 9, as compared to the total theater rate of 46.6. The First and Third U. S.
Armies had higlier rates, 106.8 and 99.8, respectively. By comparison, the
major field headquarters, the 6th and 12th Army Groups, had an annual rate
per tliousand men of 30.6. This rate would have been even lower except that a
T.«M.: 48.—Cold injvry incidence for Uniicd Slates Army Ground Forces, European theater
{Continent only), by month, November 19U through April 1945
IRato cxiircssod as number per annum por 1,000 avorafrc stronKtli]

Fir.it U. S.
Army
Montli and
year

Headquarters
and attached
Ninth U.S. Fifteenth XVIII Corps troops, 6tli
Seventh
Tliird U. S.
Airborne
V. S. Army
Army
U.S Army
and 12th
Army
Army
Groups

Total

Cases Rate Cases Rate Cases Rate
Cases Rate Cases Rate Cases Rate Cases Rate Cases Rate

WU
Novombor.-December

022
2, 71,'-) 110.0 4,644 224.4 1,420 94.6
5,184 104. 0 4, 300 170.0 2, 230 100, 4 1,193

47.5
07.8

252
224
132
0

18.9
11.7
4.3
0

72.2 2,423

20.2

0)

(')

(')

27
106

10.1 0,328 12.5.2
35.4 13,024 132.2

WJ,r,
January
February
Mai'cb
Ajiril
Tolal

.■j, 047203.9 3, 020 13,1 9 3,012 144.7
3,194 144. R 1,848 75.4 2, 423 99.3
592 19.5
734 23.9 1,097 3R. 9
3.5
84
.7
3.2
18
79
10, 9.13 100.8 l.'i, 439

' Not In theater.

09.8 9, 707

94 187.5
47 49.0
5
.7
0
0

1
4
16
0

78
5.5
2.1
0

108
277
18
0

36.3 12,140 130. 0
49.8 8,017 83.4
0.4 2,593 18.0
1.0
181
0

14.2

20

2.5

635

30.0 45, 283

140

75.9
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49.—Cold injury incidence in major commands, United Stales Army, European theater
{Continent only), by ?nonth, November 1944 through April 1946
[Rate expressed as number per annum per 1,000 average strength]
Ground Force
Reinforcement
Command

Communications Zone

Hate

Cases

Rate

Cases

Rate

Cases

9,328 125. 2
13, 024 132. 2

2
115

0. 3
17.0

10
57

0.3
1. 5

10
20

0.7 9,350
1. 0 13, 216

75. 1
80. 7

12, 140 136. 0
8,017 83.4
2, 593
18. 6
181
1. 6

230
176
86
19

33. 1
25. 0
8.3
1. 9

122
159
12

3.5
4. 3
.3
. 2

48
13
2
22

3. 1 12, 546
8,365
2,693
230

85.3
53. 1
12. 2
2. 1

45, 283

634

13. 2

368

1.

115

1. 1 46, 400

46. 6

Ground Forces

Month and year

Air Forces
Rate

Cases

Rate

1944
November
December
1945
January
February
March
April
Total __

75. 9

division attached to one of these headquarters, for guard, patrol, and similar
duties, had to be thrown into combat during the German counteroffensivo and
in the succeeding weeks, when every possible resource was being utihzed to
bring the war to a rapid conclusion.
The Seventh and Ninth U. S. Armies had rates relatively much lower than
those of the First and Third U. S. Armies, one of the explanations being that
they had shorter periods of heavj^ offensive operations during the cold season.
The explanation of the low rate for the Fifteenth U. S. Army (14.2) is similar:
This army was not effectively in the theater until the end of December 1944,
and its mission, except for a short period in the counteroffensive early in 1945,
was to consolidate gains and hold and administer territory already overrun by
the other armies of the 12th Army Group.
When the number of cases and the annual rates by weeks and months for
the period from November 1944 to April 1945 are broken down for the First,
Third, Seventh, and Ninth U. S. Armies (table 48), the high price of cold injury
is further emphasized. Wide fluctuations are apparent in the weekly rates.
At no time during the winter did the annual rate by months drop below 110
for either the First or the Third U. S. Army except for February 1945. Both
of these armies were heavily engaged tlu-oughout this period. The Third
U. S. Army experienced a sudden point epidemic in November 1944, which then
leveled off somewhat. In the First U. S. Army, the buildup was slower, but
the rate was maintained at a higher level for a longer period.
Examination of the rates for small individual units showed even higher
rates for some periods than those just cited for larger bodies of troops. The
438404>-—58
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combat effectiveness of some of the smaller units, in fact, was reduced by more
tlian half during some weeks of the November offensive.
Reinforcements.'—The loss of manpower tlirough cold injury was costly
not only in the prosecution of offensive actions, but also in the mcreased load
it placed upon reinforcement and hospital facilities. During Dcceinber 1944
and January and February 1945 (table 49) the Ground Force Remforcement
Command in the European theater had annual rates for cold injury of 17.0
33 1 and 25.0, respectively. The annual rate for the November-Apnl period
was'lS 2 These rates are an indication of the stress under which replacement facilities were operated to train and send forward men to compensate
for those lost to the combat forces as the result of cold injury. A replacement
had to be furnished for every soldier lost to the frontline combat organization,
but a.^ain, mere numerical statements do not tell the whole story. Every
soldier requires from 8 to 15 weeks of basic training before he can be assigned
to a combat theater. Tlien, because he is still raw and inexperienced, he must
under<^o several additional weeks of seasoning in battle before he reaches high
combat efficiency. Every week of combat experience which a soldier has—
short of the point of combat exhaustion—increases his value to the fronthne
commander and to the war effort. Unit records repeatedly show that it is
not possible to measure quantitatively, much less qualitatively, the reduction
in combat effectiveness of a unit that has experienced high casualties for any
cause and that must operate with a large proportion of inexperienced replacements.
„
. .
■^_^
4
There is stiff another aspect to this problem. Certain intangibles cannot
be discounted, such as morale, loyalty to one's unit, teamwork, and the comaraderie of men who have served with each other and with special units tor
loner periods It is a long time before replacements, no matter how weff framed
and" experienced they may be, can take the place of men tried and trusted and
with long periods of service. These intangible losses must therefore be added
to tlie total quanritative and qualitarive cost of cold injury.
Medical and hospitalization costs.—Cold injury is a burden to the medical
services of the army. Medical costs begin at the frontline. Many casualties
from this cause are not ambulatory and must be evacuated by litter carry, jeep,
or ambulance. Later, patients with serious injuries must be evacuated to
general hospitals in the communications zone, and finally, by hospital tram, air,
ambulance, or sliip, to the Zone of Interior.
Each casualty from cold injury occupies a hospital bed for periods varying
from a few days to several months. Most often, the period of hospitalization
is lono- and tlie effect of new admissions is therefore cumulative (tables 50 and
51) Between 11 November 1944 and 29 June 1945, the average number of
casualties in liospitals in the European theater because of cold trauma at the
end of each week was 14,026. When the incidence of cold mjury was high
(from tlie week beginning on 25 November 1944 through the week ending on
1 Soo footnote 49, p. 171.
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6 April 1945), the average number of patients remaining under liospital care
by weekly periods was 22,454. The maximum number remaining under medical supervision at the end of any single weekly period in the European theater
was 35,424; this was for the week ending 9 February 1945 (table 51). Not
all of these men, it is true, occupied hospital beds on any given day, but a large
proportion of them did, and all of them, whether confined to bed or not, required
medical supervision.
TABLE

50.—Trenchfoot, immersion foot, and frostbite patients remaining in hospitals, and
prevalence rates. United States forces, Mediterranean theater, 194S-4S
[Prevalence rates expressed as numbers remaining per 1,000 strengtli]

Period

Patients remaining at
end of period
Trenchfoot
and immorsion foo

Frostbite

Rate at end of period

Trenchfoot
and immersion foot

Frostbite

194S
Aug.-29 Oct
30 Oct.-26 Nov
27 N0V.-31 Dec

136

0. 22

573
1,697
1,550

.92
2.68
2.31

1944
1 Jan.-28 Jan
29 Jan .-25 Feb_
^
26 Feb.-31 Mar
1 Apr.-28 Apr
29 Apr.-lO Nov
11 N0V.-17 Nov
18 N0V.-24 Nov
25 Nov.-l Dec
2 Dec.-8 Dec
9 Dec.-15 Dec
16 Deo.-22 Dec-_ ^
23 Dec.-29 Dec- .^^

2
349
298
357
398
341
359

11
16
16
11
11
14

435
537
583
537
514
538
506
567
539
481
461
428
335

28
22
25
31
61
63
56
47
56
39
30
22
14

. 004
.70
.59
.71
.80
.68
.70

0.02
.03
.03
.02
.02
.03

1945
30 Dec.-5 Jan _
6 Jan.-12 Jan
13 Jan.-19 Jan
20 Jan .-26 Jan
27 Jan.-2 Feb
3 Feb.-9 Feb _-_
10 Feb.-16 Feb _
17 Feb.-23 Feb _
24 Feb.-2 Mar.
3 Mar.-9 Mar _
10 Mar.-16 Mar
17 Mar.-23 Mar
24 Mar.-30 Mar

_
_
_
.

.85
1.05
1. 13
1. 03
.99
1. 04
.98
1. 10
1.07
.98
. 93
.86
. 67

.05
.04
.05
.06
. 12
. 12
. 11
.09
. 11
.08
.06
.04
.03
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50.— rrcnchfoot, immersion foot, and frostbite patients remaining in hospitals, and
prevalence rates. United States forces, Mediterranean theater, ^9^,3-^,5—Continued

TABLE

Patients remaining at
end of period

Bate at end of period

Pcrlod
Trenclifoot
Trenchfoot
Frostbite
and imFrostbite
and immersion foot
mersion foot

1945
31 Miir.-G Apr__.
7 Apr.-] 3 Apr —
U Apr-20 Apr_21 Apr-27 Apr__
28 Apr-4 Mfiy_5 Miiy-11 May_12 Miiy-18 May.
19 May-25 May.
26 May-1 Junc_2 Junc-8 Juno —
9 June-15 June.16 Junc-22 Junc^
23 Jrmc-29 Junc-

283
248
206
154
135
110
72
40
24
24
10
6
7

11
12
11
9
9
8
6
4
4
4
1
3
2

0.57
.50
.42
.32
.28
.23
. 15
.09
.06
.06
.03
.02
.02

0. 02
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02
.01
. 01
.01
.01
.002
.01
.01

Sonrce: Medical Statistics Division, OlTiee of the Surpeon General, Department of tli^le Army.

Most of llic general liospitals wliich received cold injury casualties found
it convenient and practical to set up convalescent sections to cai-ry out the
rehabilitation program necessary to get the men back to duty. These sections
required medical supervision and ancillary medical help. Whole convalescent
liospitals were designated for tlie care of patients with milder cold injuries, who,
it seemed reasonable to assume, might be returned to active service. Men
with still slighter injuries were placed in such medical units as medical gastreatment battalions (p. 308). Hospital-bed space was thus conserved, but
the patients, nonetheless, needed considerable medical supervision.
In short, tlie medical cost of cold injuries required several types of medical
facilities, the time of manv busy medical officers, the labor of liundreds of
personnel ancillary to the Medical Corps, and tlie utilization of many units of
medical evacuation transport for millions of miles to bring casualties with cold
trauma to medical installations in whicli they could receive appropriate
treatment.
, • j. ■ j
Cold injury-battle casualty ratio—Battle casualties are the cluet index
of tlic cost of military operations. In terms of total cases, they represent the
greatest single cause "of loss of manpower to combat units. The ratio of cold
hi juries to battle casualties therefore furnishes a sound criterion of the mditary
cost of cold trauma.
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51.—Trenchfoot, immersion foot, and frostbite patients remaining in hospitals, and prevalence rates, United States forces, European theater, 1943-4,5
[Prevalence rates expressed as numbers remaining per 1,000 strength]

Period

Patients remaining at
end of period

Rate at end of period

Trcnchfoot
Trenchfoot
and imFrostbite
and imFrostbite
mersion foot
mersion foot
1943
31 July-31 Dec1944
1 Jan.-30 June__
4 Aug.-lO Nov__
11 N0V.-17 Nov.
18 NOV.-24 Nov.
25 Nov.-l Deo.._
2 Dec.-8 Dec
9 Dec.-15 Dec...
16 Deo.-22 Dec.
23 Dec.-29 Dec.

428
4, 171
8,636
10, 064
15, 676
17, 001
19, 463

3
28
40
78
67
232

20, 566
24, 085
25, 238
26, 728
27, 654
28, 042
26, 338
23, 939
21,517
19, 188
16, 397
13, 500
10, 615
8,277
6,513
4,838
3,645
2,516
1,828
1, 169
927
592
536
389
354
305

460
1,375
3, 198
4,753
6, 101
7,382
7,080
6,552
6, 155
5,526
4,863
4,024
3,257
2,541
2,070
1,559
1,252
901
691
404
356
223
190
149
112
100

0. 21
1.92
3.82
4. 26
6.48
7.05
7.90

0.001
.01
.02
.03
.03
.09

1946
30 Dec.-5 Jan.6 Jan.-12 Jan
13 Jan.-19 Jan..
20 Jan.-26 Jan..
27 Jan.-2 Feb..3 Feb.-9 Feb
10Feb.-16Feb..
17Feb.-23Feb..
24 Feb.-2 Mar..,
3 Mar.-9 Mar...
10 Mar.-16 Mar.
17 Mar.-23 Mar.
24 Mar.-30 Mar.
31 Mar-6 Apr...
7 Apr-13 Apr...
14 Apr.-20 Apr..
21 Apr.-27 Apr..
28 Apr.-4 May..
5 May-11 May._
12 May-18 May.
19 May-25 May.
26 May-1 June..
2 June-8 June
9 June-15 June..
16 June-22 June.
23 June-29 June-

Source: Medical Statistics Division, Office of the Surgeon General, Department of the Army.

8. 19
9.50
9. 77
10.07
10. 43
10.57
9.75
8.90

2. 27
1.69
1. 29
.88
.63
.40
.33
. 21
. 19
. 14
. 13
. 12

. 18
.54
1.24
1. 79
2.30
2. 78
2. 62
2. 44
2. 28
2.02
L76
1. 43
1. 15
.90
.72
.55
. 44
.31
.24
. 14
. 13
.08
.07
.05
.04
.04
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In tlie 22-day operation on Attu in May and June 1943 (table 52), which
was a small operation, the ratio of cold injuries to battle casualties was approximately 1-1 Cold injury in this operation was responsible for 31 percent ot the
casualties from all causes, including, in addition to cold injury, both battle
and nonbattle casualties and deaths in action. In the Fifth U. S. Army m
Italy (table 52), for the period from November 1943 to Apnl 1944, mc usive,
the'ratio of cold injury to battle casualties was 1:5. For the period from
October 1944 to March 1945, inclusive, this same army, with the previous
year's experience behind it, had a ratio of only 1:10. In the European theater
in the winter of 1944-45 (table 52), the ratio of cold injury to battle injury m
the First U. S. Army was 1: 3.2, in the Third U. S. Army 1: 4, and m the First
and Third U.S. Armies combined, 1: 3.6.
TABLE

52.-/?o//o of cold injuries to haUh casyaUies by United Stales foree or army, Attu
and Mediterranean and European theaters

Period

Forco

McditcrraTiean theater:
Fifth U. S. Army

European theater:
First U. S. Army

Total, First and Tliird
IJ. S. Armies.

Cold
injurios

Wounded
in action

Ratio of
cold injuries to
battle
casualties

1:1

11 May 1943-1 June 1943

1,200

1, 148

November 1943-April 1944__^
October 1944-March 1945

5,752
1,572

27, 602
15,864

1:5
1:10

16,816
15, 347

53,611
61,905

1:3.2
1:4.0

32, 163 116,516

1:3.6

4 Nov. 1944-16 Mar. 1945
do
do

The cost to a military foree from cold injury is both tangible and mtano-ible as has already been pointed out. Some measure of the tangible cost can
be arrived at by tabulation of the number of combat soldiers lost from this
cause as well as by the annual incidence rates resulting therefrom for the
periods when it is a problem. Measurement by ratio of cold injuries to battle
casualties is another effective index of cost. It is evident from the figures,
rates and estimates which have been cited that cold injury in military forces
operating under winter weather conditions is expensive m trained and experienced combat personnel. That these costs can be reduced is inherent m the
comparison between the ratio of cold injuries to battle casualties m the l^itth
U S Army in Italv for the winter of 1943-44 and the winter of 1944-45.
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ADVANCE PLANNING
Details of the program of prevention and control planned for the invasion
of Japan, and planned well in advance of the daet set for it, are described in
detail in the chapter deahng with the Pacific (p. 216). The picture there was
indeed very different from the picture in Italy and in the European theater
in the weeks before the launching of the massive assaults in those areas. The
signposts of Attu, the Mediterranean theater, and the European theater had
at last been read and heeded.
The program sot up in expectation of the invasion of Japan represented
a coordinated effort. Training personnel. Quartermaster Corps personnel,
and medical specialists and organizations united in a common effort to meet
the potential problem. In these endeavors, all the services were fully supported
by command. Behind the entire effort was the approval and encouragement
of the War Department. At last it had come to be rcahzcd that the combat
soldier is just as noneffective when he is evacuated from tlic front because of
cold injury as he is when he is sent to the rear with a combat wound. It had
also come to be reahzed that it was just as important to teach the soldier the
proper use of clothing and winter equipment to protect himself from cold
trauma as it was to train him in the use of his rifle to protect himself in combat.
The end of fighting in the Pacific made the implementation of the planned
program unnecessary. Such training estimates, however, as could be made
before actual combat in winter weather gave promise of significant success and
indicated tliat the measures which had been adopted would likely have been
extremely effective.
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War Department Technical Bulletin (TB Med 81)
TRENCH FOOT
War Department, Washington 25, D. C.

4 AUGUST 1944

1. DEFINITION, a. Trench foot is the term applied to the condition resulting from prolonged exposure of the feet to cold and moisture, usually associated with dependency and
immobility of the lower extremities and with constriction of the limbs by shoes or clothing.
The condition is closely related to immersion foot and shelter foot. Prolonged standing or
long hours spent in an upright or crQuching position in cold, wet trenches or foxholes, especially if they have previously become mud-soaked by rain and the weather then changes to
frost, and the continual wearing of wet socks and footgear, are the most frequently responsible
circumistances leading to the development of the syndrome. The period of exposure varies
from several hours to several weeks.
b. Factors influencing the occurrence and severity of the condition include degree of
cold, duration of exposure, and footwear which, although affording some protection during
short exposure, causes constriction and is harmful after long exposure. Contributory factors
are dependency and immobility which reduce peripheral circulation; body cooling as from
wind and inadequate, damp, or wet clothing and footwear, resulting in loss of body heat and
production of general vasoconstriction with consequent circulatory stagnation; trauma; and
dehydration and nutritional and vitamin deficiency. Men over 40 and youths under 17
appear to be less resistant to the general effects of cold than those of intermediate ages.
Racial hypersusoeptibility to cold has not been definitely established, but it appears that
individuals accustomed to a warm environment do not have the same defenses as those who
have been accustomed to colder climates.
2. PATHOGENESIS AND MORBID ANATOMY, a. The essential vascular change during the period of exposure and hypothermia is peripheral vasoconstriction which involves predominantly the arteriolar vessels but may aff'ect even the larger arteries and which results
in a decreased blood flow to the part. This is induced both reflexly and as a result of the
direct action of cold. The resultant ischemia causes anoxia of the capillaries with consequent
increased permeability, exudation, and edema. Existing arterial disease or compression of
the part by tight shoes or leggings may accentuate this mechanism. Direct thermal injury
to the skin from prolonged exposure to cold may also be a factor as w-ell as the traumata
incurred from walking on the damaged feet.
6. Immediately after the part is exposed to warmth, there occurs an intense inflammatory hyperemia with excessive vasodilatation which may be due to several factors, including the release of histamine-like substances resulting from tissue injury by the cold,
actual damage to vessels, and nerve injury causing vasomotor paralysis. This phase of
hyperemia is accompanied by swelling of the tissues and edema. The transudation of fluid
may be due either to mechanical factors or, in most instances, to increased permeability of
the damaged capillary endotholium. A vicious circle is thus established, in which transudation contributes further to an already existing oxygen deficiency in the involved part. Involvement of peripheral nerves is suggested by paresthesias, dysthesias, anesthesia, and
sudomotor disturbances. Meager histological studies have revealed mixed degenerative
and regenerative changes in peripheral nerves. The significance of these findings is not
509
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cstiiblishod but local interference with neurogcnic control of peripheral blood vessels is
probable. The tissues appear edematous and contain perivascular collections of lymphocytes, extravasated blood cells, and some polymorphonuolear leucocytes rather similar to
any sterile inflammatory reaction. The exudates are fibrinous and the finer lymphatics may
be'blocked. The vessels themselves may show intimal thickening and vacuolization of the
muscle fibers or more complet(^ disorganization with extending thrombosis in the vessels
adjacent to the traumatized area. In the more severe forms, histological studies made during
the late stages of the condition, i. e., several months after exposure, show atrophy and thinning of the epidermis with much fibrosis and deposition of collagen around the nerve endings
and blood vessels in the subcutaneous tissues. Fibrous infiltration of the muscles is also
evident. This is believed to be the explanation for the late pain, rigidity, and weakness of
the feet in this group of patients. Tlie observation that these patients tend to improve
spontaneously after G to 8 months, the time at which collagen ceases to contract, supports
this belief.
3. CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS, a. Classification. The clinical manifestations are
variable. Depending upon the period of exposure and extent of tissue damage, the condition as it appears clinically during the period following admission may be classified according
to degree as mild, moderate, and severe. The mild type is characterized by erythema, slight
sensory changes, and little or no pitting edema. In addition to these manifestations, there
are, in the moderate type, blebs, ecchymotic spots, and definite pitting edema. In the severe
forms, these manifestations are more pronounced flith evidence of massive extravasations of
blood and incipient or actual gangrene.
b. Siyns and symptoms. (1) During onset and period of exposure, there is first an uncomfortable sensation of coldness of the feet, and this is soon followed by numbness. There
may be temporary tingling, and mild aching or cramping pain about the arches, ankles, and
soles of the feet. In general, discomfort is not pronounced during this period, and the most
prominent manifestations arc numbness and a heavy wooden sensation of the feet. The
patients complain of ataxia, walking is clumsy, and they feel as if they were "walking on
blocks of wood." Swelling of the feet may occur after several hours or days but is usually
not pronounced at this time. The skin, which is at first red, later becomes pale, "waxy
white," "sickly yellow," mottled blue, or purplish. Blisters usually develop at a later stage.
' (2) At tlie time of admission and after the shoes are removed, the signs and symptoms
enumerated above are present and may be more pronounced. The feet are cold and may bo
anesthetic to pain, touch, and temperature. The peripheral pulses may be absent. The
signs and symptoms during this period are considerably influenced from the standpoint of
onset, duration, and degree by the method of treatment, as well as by the degree of damage
w^hich resulted before treatment was instituted. However, the condition progresses through
three more or less distinct stages, each with characteristic signs and symptoms:
(a) Prehijpcre7nic or ischemic stage. This may last for several hours or more. The
feet remain cold, somewhat swollen, discolored, and numb. Areas of purplish discoloration
may sometimes be observed particularly in or about the toes. Although in the milder cases
there may be hyperesthesia, most cases are characterized by anesthesia of varying extent.
In the more severe case, there is fairly extensive "sock anesthesia," and in the less severe
forms, these areas involve the toes and extend around the margins of the foot and over its
plantar aspect. In some cases in which expo.sure has been sufficiently prolonged, areas of
incipient or even actual gangrene may be already apparent, particularly about the toes.
Some patients experience a poorly localized, dull, aching sensation in the feet. The peripheral
pulses may remain absent for some hours. As the feet grow warm, swelling increases rapidly,
and a severe burning pain begins, marking the onset of the second stage.
(h) Ilypercmic or inflammatory stage. This may last from a few days to a few weeks.
Swelling increases rapidly, and the feet become red, hj'peremio, hot, and dry. The peripheral
pulses arc full and bounding. Damage is greatest in the toes, the distal part of the dorsum
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of the foot, and the ball of the foot. Those parts remain edematous and hot and assume a
livid cadaveric appearance. Blobs appear, except in the very mild cases, and may bo filled
with straw-colored fluid or extravasated blood. Patchy areas of ecchymosis are commonly
found over the medial aspect of the first metatarsophaiangeal joint, and of the longitudinal
metatarsal arch, and over the sides of the foot. The rigid swelling, the redness, and the local
warmth of the part indicate an intensive hyperemia. Superimposed damage to the peripheral
vessels is suggested by the ulceration and actual gangrene which sometimes involves the
more vulnerable parts, particularly the toes. The sensory disturbances are quite characteristic and may begin at once or be delayed for several days to a week. The initial anesthesia
and hypesthesia are replaced by intense paresthosia. This has been described as an intense
burning pain over the surface of the entire foot which seems to be relieved by cold and
aggravated by heat or even by warmth. It is sometimes followed by intense, intermittent,
stabbing, shooting pains beginning in the ankle joint or in the midtarsus and radiating to
the tips of the toes. A generalized tingling sensation is often felt in the skin but is overshadowed by the burning pain. The periphery of the foot is usually anesthetic and this
merges more proximally into areas of hyperosthosia and paresthesia. As these sensations
subside, thoy gradually recede distally to the toes. The affected parts may ache or throb,
and the pains are made worse by warmth and dependency. Anhydrosis or lack of sweating
is evident and seems to coincide with sensory loss. The degree of edema varies with the
extent of injury and, in the severe cases, may extend as high as the knee. Usually reaching
its height by the fourth to sixth day, it gradually subsides to be followed by fine wrinkling
of the skin. The red color slowly fades and usually within a week to 10 days may take on
a waxy pallor. In the majority of cases, in which the injury has not been great, the skin
assumes a normal color after some exfoliation. In a few cases, however, the feet become
cold, blue, and sweaty. The subsidence of edema, heat, and redness marks the end of this
stage.
Complications include localized infection, collulitis, lymphangitis, and septicomia.
Phlebothrombosis along the course of the veins of the dorsum of the feet and along the
course of the saphenous veins has occurred and may bo associated with petechiao in the
nearby skin. Rarely transient hematuria and albuminuria, enlargement of the livor, and
mild febrile reaction have been observed in cases of immersion foot but have not been
reported in trench foot.
(c) Posihyperemic stage. The clinical manifestations during this stage vary and
depend upon the degree of involvement and type of therapy. In the milder cases, the end
results are satisfactory, and there is apparently complete recovery. In the more severe
cases, there ma}' be recurrence of pain, tingling, and swelling especially on walking, prolonged standing, or exposure to cold. In many of these cases, the transition from the
second to the third stage is not sharp but occurs gradually and, during this period, the
manifestations may vary from hour to hour or from day to day from those characteristic
of the third stage to those characteristic of the second. In a few cases, deep-seated aching
pain persists and may be associated with tenderness in the joints, usually the first metatarsophaiangeal joint, or may be localized deep in the arch of the foot. This is usually
worse at night. In still others, there may be limitation of motion in the joints, muscle weakness and wasting, and difficulty in walking. Some complain of hyporhidrosis of the feet,
and anesthesia and paresthesia in the tips of the toes are not uncommon. The late pains,
the paresthesias, and rigidity of the part may be due to compression of nerve endings and
infiltration of muscle bundles with scar tissue. Hypocalcifioation or evidence of osteoporosis
has been demonstrated in some of the cases and appears on the roentgenogram as diffuse or
rounded areas affecting the distal part of the metatarsal bones and the proximal part of
the phalanges. Occasionally, the extremities may become excessively sensitive to cold so
that Raynaud's phenomenon or simple coldness may persist for hours after return to a
warm environment. These sequelae have been observed for months or years after exposure.
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4. ]'R,OriIYLAXIS. Prophylactic measures are directed toward conserving body heat and
avoiding unnecessarily prolong(^d exposure of the feet to moisture, coldness, and other
factors that decrease peripheral circulation.
a. Loose-fitting waterproof or water-resistant boots with replaceable thick felt innersoles and heavy woolen socks should be worn to provide good insidation as well as ventilation.
The shoe-pac (rubber foot-piece, leather top type of footgear) is probably best for this
purpose except on rough mountainous terrain. It is important, however, that the shoe-pac
fits properly and docs not constrict the toes or foot when the innersole and heavy woolen
socks are used. If shoes are worn, they should be water-resistant, of relatively soft top
construction, and sufficiently largo to accommodate heavy woolen socks without constriction.
h. Every effort should be madi; to keep the feet dry and, if the socks or inner.soles become
damp or moist as a result of perspiration or prolonged immersion in wet mud or snow, they
should be r(^placed by dry ones as soon as possible. An extra pair of dry heavy woolen
socks should be carried by each soldier and others made available by an exchange service
when troops are on duty in wet cold regions for periods longer than several days.
c. Standing in water or mud-soaked areas should be avoided as much as possible even
though waterproof boots are worn. If the trench or foxhole contains water, it should be
bailed out, if possible, and stones or branches of a tree placed at the bottom on which to
stand.
d. The shoes should be removed at least once daily and the feet cleansed and dried.
Innersoles and socks should bo well dried before being replaced.
e. Cramped positions, prolonged immobility, and dependency of the extremities should
be avoided. Frequent exorcises and temporary elevation of the feet arc desirable. If this
is imjjractical, exercise of the toes and ankles within the shoes and elevation of the feet
should be done as frequently as possible.
/. The upper part of the body should be kept warm and dry, and exposure to cold
winds reduced to a minimum. Gloves should be worn, if possible.
g. Constriction by tight clothing, shoes, socks, garters, and leggings should bo avoided.
;;,. Nutrition should be maintiiinod at as high a level as circumstances permit. Whiskey
and other alcoholic beverages should be avoided.
i. Whenever feasible, the feet should be inspected at lea.st once weekly and injuries or
inflections propi^ly treated.
j. Whenever circumstances permit, in cold wot weather, troops should be relieved from
front-lino action after several days exposure.
k. Unit connnnnders should be cognizant of tho factors concerned in the causation and
prevention of trench foot and of the importance of foot discipline and, in accordance with
section IV, War Department Circular No. 312, 1944, are held responsible for the diligent
application of tho protective measures.
5. TREATMENT. Tho principles of treatment consist e-ssentially of rest, avoidance of
local trauma and infection, elevation of the foot to promote drainage of edema fluid, and
reduction of metabolLsm in tho affected part. Tho rationale of treatment is to reduce the
metabolic demands of the part until edema subsides, extravasated blood is absorbed, and
vasomotor tone is reestablished. Under these conditions, rapid tissue repair is favored.
During tho recovery stage, the reactive hyperomia, if too intense and if induced too rapidly,
can bcrnot only painful but also harmful. Therefore, rapid warming should be avoided.
a. Initial or emergency trcalmcni. (1) As soon as the sjanptoms of trench foot appear,
the patient should bo sent to tho hospital. He should be carried and not permitted to walk
on damaged feet.
(2) Wet clothing should be removed and the patient wrapped in warm blankets
leaving the involved extremities oxpo.sed to the air in a moderately cool room.
(3) The involv(ed extremities should be handled very gently. The limbs should not
be rubber! or massaged. If necessary, the feet may bo clceansed carefully with plain white
soap and water, dried, and then allowed to remain exposed, and elevated on pillows. While
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it is desirable to warm the patient, the feet should always be kept cool by exposure to the
room air.
(4) Strict asepsis must be maintained to avoid infection which may readily develop
and rapidly spread in the damaged tissue of the feet. If sulfonamide drugs are available,
they may be administered orally imtil the danger of spreading infection is past.
(5) Protection against pressure necrosis especially in the region of the heel is desirable
and may bo accomplished by frequent turning, by doughnut dressings, or by supporting the
back of the legs down to the ankles on a pillow.
(6) During evacuation to the hospital, loose covering of the feet with sterile or, at
least, clean towels or sheet is desirable in order to protect against bacterial contamination.
b. Definitive treatment. The same principles which underlie the initial treatment measures
(that is, conservation of body heat and avoidance of trauma, infection, and heat to the
involved part) arc continued in the definitive treatment.
(1) Patients should be kept in bed, with the affected parts on a horizontal level with
or elevated on pillows only slightly above heart level, and protected from external pressure
either by complete exposure or by means of a cradle. Elevation of the extremities should
be done only if there is evidence of inadequate circulation, that is, incipient gangrene, otherwise the}' should be maintained on a horizontal level. The period of bed rest is determined
by the degree and rate of subsidence of edema.
(2) Massage or rubbing of any sort in the early stages must be avoided, and the
part should be handled as little and as gently as possible. All antiseptics and ointments
should be avoided, and blisters ordinarily should not be disturbed.
(3) Although the feet should remain exposed to the moderately cool room-air (65° F.
to 70° F.), the body should be kept warm by means of blankets.
(4) In the early prehyperemio or ischemic stage when vasospasm is still evident
and persists for longer than 6 hours, whiskey in 1-ounce doses may be administered for its
vasodilating effect. Sympathetic block, using 1 percent procaine hydrochloride solution,
may also be done for this purpose. These measures are not indicated after the hyperemic
stage begins and should be discontinued.
(5) Maintenance of minimal tissue metabolism in the affected parts is important
especially during the hyperemic type and may be accomplished by strictly avoiding the
application of external heat and, if necessary, by actually cooling the limbs, in those cases
in which persistent pain indicates the need for such treatment. In instances where the room
temperature is not above 70° F., simple exposure of the parts may be sufficient. Cooling
may be enhanced by directing the air from an electric fan against the exposed feet. Still
greater cooling can be accomplished by spraying cold water from an atomizer through the
fan blades. In the more severe cases with intense hyperemia and severe neuritic pains,
these measures may be inadequate and greater cooling is required. This may be achieved
through the application of ice bags or the use of a special refrigeration cabinet. If ice bags
are to be used, sterile pledgets of cotton or gauze are placed between the toes and the whole
foot loosely wrapped with sterile cotton batting and covered with a sterile sheet or towel.
Carefully dried ice bags are then placed around each foot over the towel and the whole
inclosed in an oiled-silk bag, around which, in turn, is wrapped thick layers of cellu-cotton
or other equivalent insulating material. As an outer covering, a rubber pillowcase may be
used, loosely tied about the upper calf. Ordinarily, it is sufficient to change the ice bags
about every 4 hours. At this time, palpation of the toes may be done to make sure that the
part is not too severely chilled. Ordinarily, a skin temperature of about 70° F. is optimum
whether ice bags or a refrigeration cabinet is used. In cases with extreme hyperemia, more
frequent changing will be necessary, but as hyperemia subsides, fewer ice bags will be needed
to reduce the temperature of the foot to the required degree. It may be necessary to continue
the ice-bag treatment for several days to 2 weeks. Care should be exercised to avoid wetting
and maceration of the skin by the ice bags.
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(0) M(;iisiii-('s to prevent secondarj' infection including tetanus should always be
instituted. Sulfadiazine by mouth should be used in cases with threatening infection. Blisters
ordinarily should not be disturbed but, if opening becomes necessary, this should be done
aseptically using a needle. Dressings, except when cooling is done by ice bags, and all local
mediciition should be avoided. Areas of necrosis and ulceration which may subsequently
develop should be treated conservatively as long as possible. In patients with gangrene,
amputation should be delayed as long as possible and done early only in the presence of
superimposed infection.
(7) A generally mitritious high protein, high vitamin diet should be supplied.
(8) After the; hyperemia and edema have subsided, graduated vascular exercises
should be instituted. These consist of: elevating the extremities 1 to 2 minutes at an angle
of 30° to 50°; hanging the extremities over the side of the bed for 2 to 4 minutes during which
the patient should flex and extend the toes; and assuming the .supine position with the feet
in the horizontal position for 2 to 4 minutes. This cycle is to be repeated for periods of 30
minutes, thi'ee to four times daily, for at least a week before the patient is allowed out of bed.
Gradually, increasing activity should then be urged.
(9) Physiotherapy, including warm baths, massage, and passive exercises, is of value
in the late stages and should be used, especially when the movement of the toes is limited
bv iate fibrosis or edema.
(10) In cases with intractable edema and pain not controlled by ordinary measures,
sym])athetic block, using 1 percent procaine hydrochloride solution, compression dressings
or an elastic bandage may be cautiously employed even though the value of these measures
has not yet been established. Sympathectomy is indicated only in cases in which there is
objective evidence of circulatory insufliciency or in which manifestations resembling Raynaud's phenomenon develo]) and persist months or years after the acute phase of the disease
and can be shown to be relieved by "test"' sympathetic blocks.
[A. G. 300.5 (27 Jul 44).]
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TB MED 81 (Change 1)
3 OCTOBER 1944
TB MED 81, 4 August 1944, is changed as follows:
5. TREATMENT.

*

*

*

*

b. Definitive treatment.
(1) Patients should be kept in bed, with the affected parts on a horizontal level with
or elevated on pillows onlj' slightly above heart level, and protected from external pressure
either by complete exposure or by means of a cradle. Elevation of the extremities should
be done only if there is no evidence of inadequate circulation, that is, incipient gangrene,
otherwise they should be maintained on a horizontal level. The period of bed rest is determined by the degree and rate of subsidence of edema for this form of treatment.
[A. G. 300.5 (21 Sep 44).]
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IBn 6 (1): T/0 6-35; 6-55; 6-65; 6-75;
6-95; 6-175; 6-325; 6-355; 6-365;
6-395.
Ibn 7 (3) : T/0 7-95.
Ibn 7 (1) : T/0 7-85.
Ibn 10 (7) : T/0 10-95.
Ibn 10 (6) : T/0 10-125.
Ibn 10 (3) : T/0 10-175.
Ibn 11 (2) : T/0 11-15.
Ibn 11 (1) : T/0 11-25.
IBn 17 (3) : T/0 17-115.
Ibn 17 (2) : T/0 17-15.
Ibn 17 (1) : T/0 17-55; 17-125.
Ibn 18 (2) : T/0 18-35.
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Army War College
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20 JANUARY 1945

SUBJECT:
TO:

Prevention of Trench Foot and Frost Bite.
Commanding Generals,
All Armies,
All Corps,
XXXII Corps Atry,
Airborne Center,
Antiaircraft Command,
AGF Replacement Depots No 1 and No 2,
Replacement and School Command,
All Divisions,
1st Hq & Hq Det, Sp Trps, AGF,
All Replacement Training Centers.
Commanding Officers,
All Hq & Hq Dets, Sp Trps,
All Regiments,
All Groups,
All Battalions,
All Squadrons,
All Companies,
All Troops,
All Batteries.
1. The attached report is considered an excellent outline of a training program used by
an overseas army for instruction in the prevention of trench foot and fiostbite and the
principles of wearing special cold weather clothing, sleeping warm and keeping dry.
2. This report is furnished for your information only. Reproduction and distribution
are authorized.
3. Changes in training doctrine as enunciated in War Department publications which
are necessary because of the information contained in observers' report will be published
by the War Department. Change in training directives of this headquarters which are
necessary because of information in observers' reports will be promulgated by this
headquarters.
BY COMMAND OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL:

/s/
/t/

Holman Hamilton
HoLMAN HAMILTON,
Capt., A. G. D.,
Ass't Ground Adjutant General.
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Inclosure 1
SEVERE WINTER WEATHER WILL SOON BE HERE
TEACH YOUR MEN THESE PRINCIPLES AND PROTECT
THEM FROM FROSTBITE AND TRENCHFOOT
Pn'nriplcs:
Body heat, not clotliing keeps you warm. Clothing retains a layer of warm air around
the body and prevents cold outer air from chilling the skin. In still air, warmth is equivalent
to thickness of insulation.
Layers:
Y'ou get still air by wearing the windproof suit, which consists of jacket field M-1943,
trousc^rs field cotton OD and hood Jacket field with layers of insulation underneath. The
amount of insulation can be varied, for you can wear just a wool shirt imder the jacket, or
a wool shirt and sweater, or wool underwear and a wool shirt and sweater, or all these plus
the jacket field wool. To get warmth you must wear the jacket field M-1943 on the outside,
for the sweat(!r and other layers of clothing lose their value when the wind blows through
them.
As far as i)ossible adjust the number of layers you wear to the temperature about you and
your degree of activity. If you are cold, perhaps you should be wearing more layers. If
you are sweating, you should tak(^ off one or more of the inner layers at the first opportiuiity
to avoid making your clothing damp.
Avoid Overheating:
If your clothes become damp from perspiration, some of your body heat, normally used
to ke(^p you warm, will be diverted to dry out the damp clothing. In this way sweating
makes you colder and in sub-freezing weather may help cause frostbite.
Clean Clothing:
Clean clotliing is warmer than dirty clothing because grease or dirt helps conduct heal
away from the body.
Loose:
In cold weather never wear anything that has a tight fit. Tight clothing or footgear
restrict circulation and invites frostbite or trenchfoot. If a boot fits comfortably with one
pair of socks, ncn'er wear it with two pair of socks. You may freeze your feet if you do,
bccausi! thc! second pair will cause the boot to fit too tightly and restrict circulation.
Similarly a field jacket which fits smigly and looks snappy when worn over a wool shirt
alone will be too tight during cold weather when a sweater or wool jacket is also needed under
the outer jacket. If your outer jacket already fits tightly, you may make yourself colder
by putting on another layer under it, for you restrict circulation. In the same way, one pair
of loose gloves is warmer than two pairs of tight ones. If you want to keep warm in cold
weather, keep your clothing loose.
Food:
Food gives your body heat and keeps you warm. If you haven't eaten for several hours,
your heat outpiit is lowered and frequently you become cold. It this happens to you, eat
a candy bar or some biscuits saved from your last K or C ration and you will immediately
feel warmer and more alert. In cold weather always carry a few ounces of candy or other
food in a pocket of your field jacket or parka. As far as possible, eat little and often.
Sleeping Warm:
Have as m\ich insulation under you as over you. Your water repellent (not waterproof)
ca=.c is windj)roof. Inside it you may use the mountain sleeping bag or wool sleeping bags for
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insulation. As this insulation is compressed by the weight of your body, however, you need
additional insulation under you. If they are dry, shelter halves, extra blankets, haversacks,
field packs, w^eb equipment, fiber ammunition or food containers (such as 10 in 1 ration boxes
torn up), packboards, tree branches and bushes, or extra clothing, maj be placed under your
sleeping bag or blankets, for in general, the more insulation of this type you have under you,
the warmer you will sleep. This is particularly noticeable in a mountain sleeping bag, whose
down filling easily compresses under the body.
Many men make themselves cold by sleeping with too many clothes on:
This clothing, as they turn over in their sleep, restricts circulation at the shoulders and
makes them cold. If they wore less clothing, not only would there be no constriction and
they would sleep warmer, but the extra clothing could be used to advantage as insulation
under them.
Brief exercise before entering the sleeping bag stimulates your circulation and causes you
to heat the bag more quickly. A small man, however, may find the bag large and slow to
warm. If so, he can fold part of the bag under him, in this way increasing insulation tinderneath and reducing the amount of air that his body must warm.
Waterproof and Water Repellent:
The raincoat is unpopular because it is waterproof and fits closely to the body. The man
who marches in it sweats, and the sweat, condensing inside his raincoat, often gets him just
as wet at the shoulders and back as if he wore no raincoat at all. For this reason the completely waterproof 2 piece, navy-type suit, called parka and trousers wet weather, is not
issued to men who march, for they would soon be drenched with sweat. As organizational
issue for special duties, however, this suit has many uses.
The jacket field M1943 and trousers field cotton are water repellent but not waterproof.
Moisture vapor (sweat) can pass out through the fabric and does not condense inside. This
means that you are more comfortable when marching in moderate rain if you wear the field
jacket and not the raincoat. However, no water repellent will keep out water indefinitely
and if you lie in water or stand for a long period in a heavy rain, you will gradually get wet
even if you are wearing water repellent garments. Truly waterproof garments will not wet
through no matter how much it rains, but you can get wet in them if water goes up your
sleeve or runs off your helmet and down your neck.
Dry Feet Prevent Trenchfoot:
In cold weather care of the feet is as important as care of the rifle. When a man's feet
are wet, cold and inactive for periods of more than one day circulation is reduced, and if it
disappears, trenchfoot occurs. You can avoid trenchfoot and the amputation it often causes
as follows:
1. Do this:
a. During w-et cold weather wear properly fitted shoepaos for these reasons:
(1) The rubber shell and heavily oiled leather top will keep your feet dry.
(2) The shoepac is sized to fit over S pairs of heavy ski socks, insulation which you
need for protection against winter cold.
(3) The shoepac has a high toe so that your toes are not constricted. Even if you
are pinned down and can't move your body, you can wiggle your toes inside the shoopacs and
in this way stir the circulation. In cold weather the ability to move your toes within your
boots is important.
(4) The shoepac has a removable insole which adds insulation below the foot and
absorbs perspiration.
b. Be sure that your shoepacs fit properly with 2 pairs of ski socks.
c. Be sure that you wear them for a few days before making long marches in them.
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2. Don't do this:
a. During wet cold weatlier don't wear combat boots or service shoos without overshoes, for the following reasons:
(1) Leather boots quickly get wet, and unless the}' can be dried and fresh dubbing
put on they will stay wet, making your socks wet, and gradually making your whole body
cold.
(2) Combat boots and service shoes fit over one pair of socks wool light or one pair
of socks wool heavy, which is insufficient insulation to keep your feet warm during the cold
winter months. (Never wear them with ski socks, which will restrict circulation.)
(.3) Combat boots and service shoes have a low toe which prevents movement of the
toes to restore circulation.
(4) Combat boots and service shoes do not have removable insoles to add insulation
under the foot.
b. Never wear ski socks inside combat boots or service shoes. If you do, you will
restrict circulation and help cause frostbite.
c. Never keep your boots or shoepacs on for periods of several days without taking
them off. P^ach consecutive day you wear them without taking them off, circulation becomes
worse and frostbite; or trenchfoot more likely. Whenever practical during cold weather,
take o(f your boots or shoepacs for at least 3 minutes every 24 hours and rub your feet before
putting footgear on again.
3. Other informaiion:
a. Dubbing, which is another name for shoe waterproofing, lasts only a day under
conditions of continual wet, but is effective under conditions where it rains only occasionally.
Unless heather boots can be dried, which is frequently impossible, dubbing cannot be applied
in a sati.sfactory manner. Therefore, dubbing, which works well under conditions of occasional rain will not keep your feet dry during cold wet winter months in the line.
b. Dnj Socks:
If you are wearing wet combat hoots that you can't dry, the issue of dry socks
will be of limited value to you, for almost as soon as you put them on, the wet leather pressing
against your socks will wet them through. By changing your socks you at least dry your
feet and improve the circulation, which helps, but your wet boots will soon return your
feet to their previoiis condition.
If you are wearing shoepacs, dry socks will help you for this reason: You replace
socks somewhat damp from perspiration with dry socks. Unlike dry socks used in wet combat boots, these socks will not become wet from the outside.
As dry socks are warmer than damp ones, alternate tw'O sets of socks and insoles.
While wearing one set, dry out the other by body heat or any other available means. (One
good method is to let body heat dry them at night in the sleeping bag.)
4. Summary:
a. Wear properly fitted shoepac with 2 pairs of ski socks.
b. If possible break them in for 3 or 4 days before making long marches.
c. Alternate 2 sets of ski socks and insoles in order to keep feet dry and warm.
DON'T GET TRENCHFOOT THIS WINTER
REPRODUCED BY: K.F.B.
HQ FOURTH ARMY (Surgeon)
29 January 1945

APPENDIX C
HEADQUARTERS FIFTH ARMY
Office of the Surgeon
A. P. O. #464, U. S. Army
24 NOVEMBER 1943

MEDICAL CIRCULAR
NUMBP:R 6

TRENCH FOOT
1. Approximately 200 men have been admitted to army hospitals in tne past five days
suffering from trench foot.
2. Most of those afflicted report having worn wet socks and shoes for 3 to 14 days without change. Some, but not all, have been exposed to near freezing temperatures.
3. Tiie symptoms include first numbness or loss of sensation. Later, some swelling
develops. Some who have removed their shoes have been unable to get them on again.
At first the feet appear white, perhaps slightly wrinkled and furrowed, and quite cold and insensitive. If the feet are rubbed or warmed, more swelling and pain develops. Heat,
walking or any trauma to the feet increases the escape of fluid and blood into the tissues.
Later, vesiculation may develop. Anesthesia is replaced by hyperesthesia and paresthesia.
The patient complains of shooting pains in the ball of the foot or on the dorsum of the foot.
A varying degree of arythema appears. The foot is hot and the posterior tibial pulse is full
and bounding. In the more severe cases anesthesia persists in some areas and necrosis of
those parts may occur.
4. Management of this problem is directed primarily toward prophylaxis. However,
proper treatment, once the condition has developed, will do much to lower morbidity and
will return more of these men to duty. The foUowdng regime is suggested:
a. Those patients should be hospitalized.
b. The feet should not be exposed to beat, and the men are best kept out of heated
tents or buildings.
c. The shoes should not be removed until the patient is recumbent and the feet
slightly elevated.
d. All walking and other trauma is to be avoided.
e. The feet arc gently washed with cold water and soap, using pledgets of cotton.
They are then carefully dried, small pledgets of dry cotton placed between the toes, and a
light dressing of sterile gauze applied.
f. The feet are kept elevated and are not covered with blankets. The patient is kept
in a cool room or tent. In very severe cases, and when ice or snow is available a heavier
dressing is applied and ice bags are applied. The ice bag covers must be kept dry.
g. Vesicles should not be opened.
h. The cold treatment is kept up for several days to several weeks depending upon the
amount of swelling, vesiculation, and necrosis.
i. Vitamin B and Vitamin C should be given orally as vitamin deficiency may be an
etiological factor.
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j. Exercises should be started as soon as swelling has disappeared and open lesions
have healed
These exercises should be carried out at hourly intervals consisting of toe
flexion and anterior tibial setting. The length of the initial period of exercise should be
governed by the comfort of the patient, increasing as tolerance permits.
k. Paravcrtebral novocaine block of the sympathetic trunk should not be done.
For the Surgeon:

„^r^-r.
/s/ C. O. BRUCE
/t/ C. O. BRUCE,
Ll. Col., Medical Corps,
Executive.

APPENDIX D

SUBJECT:
To:

HEADQUARTERS
NORTH AFRICAN THEATER OP OPERATIONS
UNITED STATES ARMY
21 DECEMBER 1943
Trench Foot.
Commanding General, Fifth Army, APO 464.
Commanding General, Seventh Army, APO 758.
Commanding General, Peninsular Base Section, APO 782.

1. Trench Foot, Immersion Foot, or Shelter Foot which was a very common disabling
injury of the feet encountered during the winter months of World War I, is beginning to
occur in troops of this theater. This is a very serious but preventable condition and all
organization and unit commanders must become familiar with the measures required for
its prevention.
2. When troops are subjected to exposure, frequent inspections will be made to ensure
that they are taking proper care of their feet. Insofar as the situation permits, all deficiencies
found will be the cause for immediate corrective action.
3. Trench foot is produced by standing or sitting about over a long period of time with
cold wet feet. Intense cold is not a necessary factor, as the condition can develop at temperatures as high as 50 degrees F. The most important factors are moisture, cold, and lack of
activity. Frequently, there is an associated history of constriction of the limbs by boots
and clothing.
4. Individuals experiencing this condition usually first complain that their feet feel
heavy, woody and numb, and are insensitive to pain, touch, or temperature. The insensitive
areas are most marked around the toes. At this stage the feet are usually cold to touch,
swollen and waxy white in color with a few scattered bluish areas present in the skin. W^hen
the feet are warmed up they become markedly swollen, red, hot and painful. Blisters may
develop and the feet may turn purple in color.
5. Once trench foot has developed, the feel should not be massaged or warmed up but
should be kept cool and elevated above the level of the rest of the body. The patient should
not be permitled to walk and should be promptly sent to a hospital where adequate treatment
can be given. If this type of injury is not handled in this manner it may lead to serious
disability and possible loss of the feet.
6. The prevention of this condition is of great importance and consists primarily in
keeping the feet clean, dry and warm. Under winter combat conditions it is often difficult
to fulfill these requirements but constant attention to the following will minimize or prevent
the occurrence of this condition.
a. The necessity of frequently removing shoes, leggings, and socks in order to wash,
dry and massage the feet, apply foot powder and to put on dry socks if possible.
6. Improvised methods of washing and drying socks and shoes. For instance, in
wet weather when nothing else is available, socks can be dried by pinning them to the inner
side of the overcoat or field jacket or placing them over the shoulders under the jacket.
c. The necessity to keep moving when feet are cold and wet and dry socks and shoes
are not available. If troops have to keep in one place they should mark time or make vigorous,
frequent, movements of the legs. When sitting down they should elevate the feet higher
than the buttocks, being careful that nothing is constricting or interfering with the circulation
623
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of the legs (If tho circulation is normal the legs will not develop a numb or tingling sensation)' If these sensations occur, the legs and feet should be exercised until they feel normal
wann^^^^ f.ict that regardless of how cold it may be it is important not to sleep with
shoes on' if feet are wet. If this is done there will be interference with the circulation, and
the shoes, socks and feet will be prevented from drying.
By command of General EISENHOWER:
Snd LI., AGD,
Asst Adj Gen.
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HEADQUARTERS
EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
UNITED STATES ARMY
CARE OF THE FEET

1. General. Proper care of the feet is of the greatest importance for the maintenance of an
effective command. A great amount of personal discomfort, as well as actual disability
and loss of manpower, can be prevented by the constant attention of unit commanders and
individual soldiers io the application of measures for foot care.
2. Responsibility. It is the responsibility of each unit commander to insure that all men
of his command are equipped with adequate and properly fitting footwear, within availability
of stocks; to inspect the feet and footwear of the members of his command at regular intervals; and to make certain that each individual soldier understands and practices the essentials
of foot care.
3. Footwear, a. Supply: Footwear for field use will be that issued by the Quartermaster.
Adequate well-fitted footwear is of great importance at all tunes; however, in cold, wet
weather special equipment is needed and particular attention to foot hygiene is required.
For added protection during the cold season there will Ijo available from Quartermaster
stocks:
^l^^

Boots, service, combat
or
leggings, canvas, M~1938
and
Shoes, service, Type III
Socks, wool, cushion sole
Socks, wool, light, or socks, wool, heavy
Overshoes, arctic

Unit

Maximum
Allowance

pi-

2 per EM

pr

2 per EM

pr
pp
pr
pr

2
3
3
1

per
-pov
per
per

EM
EM
EM

EM

b. Fitting: Shoes must be fitted so that no undue constriction or pressure will occur
at any point when the foot is expanded by the weight of the body and pack. Because of
individual variations in feet, shoes can be properly fitted only by actual personal fitting.
The fitting will always be made over wool socks for the service shoe; or, for combat boots,
over the sock, cushion sole, or sock, wool, heavy, or two pairs of socks, wool, light. Particular attention will be given to the provision of adequate foot room in the fitting of the
footwear referred to in subparagraph a, above. For wear in wet, cold weather, a definite
looseness of fit is preferable to a "snug" fit. Fitting may be made by the shoo fitting machine
or by hand. In each instance, fitting will be made with the individual bearing full weight.
(1) Shoe Fitting Machine. When available, the shoe fitting machine will be used in
strict accordance with the instructions issued with the machine.
(2) Fitting without Shoe Fitting Machine. The important consideration in shoe
fitting is the provision of adequate length and width. A shoe of proper length will allow a
thumb width {%") between the end of the great toe and the end of the shoe when the wearer
bears full weight. Proper width may be judged by the wearer by a definite feeling of freedom
of the foot in the shoe. In addition, a shoe of proper width will allow the fitter to demonstrate
a looseness of the leather in front of the instep over the ball of the foot with the shoe laced,
525
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and, with the shoe unlaced, will allow him to insert one of his index fingers nnder the lower
part of the tongue and over the base of the toes.
c Care- (1) The uppers will be kept soft and pliable and the shoes as waterproof as
possible
Both of these conditions may be maintained by the use of dubbm and polish.
Dubbin will be worked into the leather by rubbing and moulding with the fingers. Particular
attention will be given to the application of dubbin at the junction of the sole and the upper.
The authorized allowance for dubbin, 2 oz cans, is 250 cans per 1,000 men per month.
(2) Kven under ordinary conditions, shoes will become moist on the inside from sweating of the feet and must be allowed to dry out at least once every 24 hours. When two pairs
arc available, they will be worn on alternate days. When shoes become wet from outside
causes such as rain, mud or snow, they will be dried slowly and not exposed to direct heat
such as fron. open fires. In the field, ways for drying must be improvised. Broken up hay
or straw, thoroughly dried over a fire and dumped into the shoe, will hasten drying; pebbles
may be heated in a can and shaken about in the shoes for the same purpose. If dry paper is
available, it may be torn into bits and stuffed into the shoes to absorb moisture, ^^'ell
heated grain shaken about in the shoes is particularly effective.
d Sock: Woolen socks, only, will be worn for marching or field duty. In cold, wet
weather cushion sole socks, or heavy wool socks, or two pairs of light wool socks will be
worn (see Par 3a, above). Darned socks or socks with holes will not be worn on the march
since they will cause abrasions or blisters.
4 C'lre of the Feet
a. General: The feet will be washed and thoroughly dried at least
once'a day
This is especially important on a march. As soon as possible after reaching
camp afte'r a march, the feet will be washed (not soaked) with soap and water, dusted with
foot powder, and clean socks and spare shoes will be put on. (Unless the feet are well hardened foot powder will be applied again in the morning before the march.) The dirty socks
will be washed and hung to dry. The shoes worn during the day will be placed where they
will have the best opportunity to dry.
,.,,.,.
i i, i
b Blisters: If blisters appear on the feet, they will be painted with lodme or a cohol
and emptied by pricking at the lower edge with a pin, the point of which has been heated in
1 flame
The skin will not be removed. The blister will then be covered with adhesive tape
or a Band-Aid until new skin has formed (2^4 days). The apphcation of foot powder to the
edge of the adhesive will prevent its sticking to the sock. Small cuts, scratches, and skinned
places will likewise be cleaned with alcohol and covered with adhesive tape or a Band-Aid
Infections, serious cuts, large skinned areas and painful ingrown toe nails will be treated at
the disDcnsary or aid station.
,
, . , ,
c Ingrown- The toenails will be kept short and clean. If they are cut straight
across and not on a curve, most of the trouble from ingrown toenails will be avoided.
d Athlete's Foot: Athlete's Foot, a fungus infection of the feet, occurs commonly and
if n<.glected may lead to considerable disability. The best methods of prevention arc the
1 intenance of clean, dry feet, and fi-ec,uent use of foot powder. " ^he mfection does^^^^^^^^^^
it will be treat<-d at the aid station or dispensary. Socks once contaminated with nfectmg
age. may be a source of reinfection. Laundering in Quartermaster laundries will control
this agent and if this facility is not available, washing in soap and water and thorough sunning (inside and out) for a minimum of an hour each will be quite effective.
e Trench Foot- (1) This is a .serious condition resulting from the long exposure of the
feet to moisture and'cold. Extreme cold is not a necessary factor, and '^of "ions may occur
at temperatures as high as 50° F. The most important factors are moisture cold and the
lack of activity .such as occurs when .standing or sitting for long periods of time. Tight
oot«° xr -nd eggings also contribute to the development of trench foot. Experience in
Itt: theaters indTcates that a large number of troops may suffer from this condition during
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the winter months unless the proper precautions are talten. In one active theater during
the cold months, almost one half as many casualties resulted from trench foot as from battle
injuries. A large percentage of those affected were unable to do combat duty thereafter.
(2) In addition to coldness of the feet, the first symptom of trench foot is often a
feeling of numbness. There may also be tingling and aching of the feet, toes and ankles.
Usually the condition does not cause acute discomfort in the early stages, the most common
complaint being that of a feeling of "woodeness of the feet" and difficulty in walking. Swelling follows the other symptoms and the skin becomes white or mottled in appearance.
Blisters may develop later. Unless proper care is sought early, serious damage to the feet
may be the result.
(3) The prevention of trench foot is of great importance and consists, mainly, in
keeping the feet clean, warm and dry. Under bad field conditions in the winter this is hard
to do but the constant attention and effort of each individual to the measures outlined below
can be very effective:
(a) Adequate, properly fitted footwear (see Par 3a above) must be worn.
(6) Do not con.strict the lower legs, ankles, or feet by the tight lacing of leggings
or shoes.
(c) Avoid standing in cold water, mud or snow.
(d) Whenever possible, keep moving when feet are cold and wet. If troops are to
be kept in one place, they should mark time at frequent intervals or make frequent vigorous
movements of the legs. Check for numbness of the toes by wiggling them frequently.
(e) Do not sit with feet lower than the buttocks.
(/) Loosen the shoe laces or buckles at every opportunity and move the feet around
in the shoes as much as possible.
(g) Frequently (once or twice daily) remove leggings, shoes and socks in order to
wash, dry and massage the feet, applying foot powder, and, if possible, putting on dry socks.
If dry socks are not available, wring out the wet ones thoroughly before replacing.
(h) Make every effort and use all possible means for drying socks and shoes.
(Socks may be dried by wearing them flat under the shirt above the belt when on the march
or while sleeping).
(i) Do not sleep with the shoes on, if the feet are wet. The feet will warm up
faster out of the shoes (they may be wrapped in a piece of cloth or an extra shirt), and the
shoes will dry much more readily off than on.
(4) When trench foot is suspected, the patient will be handled as a non-ambulatory
casualty and transported at once to the nearest aid station or dispensary. It is important
to remember that the patient will not be allowed to walk and the feet will not be massaged
or warmed. All constricting footwear and leggings will be removed, and the feet kept cool
and elevated above the rest of the body. Failure to comply with these simple first aid
procedures may lead to serious disability and possible loss of feet.
5. Inspection of Feet and Footwear: Each unit commander will inspect the feet and footwear
of each individual in his unit at regular intervals (at least twice monthly) and, if possible, before a march which is to be of more than two hours duration. At these inspections, close
attention will be given to the adequacy and condition of the footwear of each individual.
The feet will be e.xamined for the presence of blisters and reddened areas, corns, callouses,
and other evidence of improperly fitted or poorly repaired shoes or socks and for improperly
trimmed or ingrowing toenails. Deficiencies found on inspections will be corrected immediately so that each man will, at all times, have his feet in the best possible condition and
adequate well-fitted footwear in his possession.
6. Instructions: Each unit commander will provide complete detailed instructions in foot
care and hygiene to all enlisted personnel of his command. This instruction must be
continuous and its application by the individual soldier checked at frequent intervals. This
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directive, or pertinent extracts therefrom, will be posted in each unit for the information of
the enlisted personnel. Supplementary information and source material for mstruction
may be found in these publications:
■ a. AR 40-205; AR 856-125; FM 8-40; FM 21-10; and FM 21-100.
b Sec IV, Cir 312, WD, 22 Jul 1944.
(AC, 72/.3 PubOrU)
Bv Command of Ocneral EISENHOWERR. B. LORD,
Brigadier General, GSC, Deputy Chief of Staff.
R. B. LOVBTT
Briqadier General, USA, Adjutant General

DISTRIBUTION:
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APPENDIX F
HEADQUARTERS
THIRD U. S. ARMY
APO 403
U. S. ARMY
21 NOVEMBER 1944
MEMORANDUM:
TO: Corps and Division Commanders.
1. The most serious menace confronting us today is not the German Army, which we
have practically destroyed, but the weather which, if we do not exert ourselves, may well
destro}' us through the incidence of trench foot.
2. If the prevention of trench foot were impossible, I would not mention it, but prevention is perfectly practicable and is a function of command.
3. Trench foot is due primarily to two causes, both of which produce a reduction in the
blood supply of the foot. The first cause is due to the feet being cold and wet, which naturally shrinks the small blood vessels. The second cause is due to reduced flow of blood to the
foot due to tight socks, and/or tight shoes, and tight leggings.
4. If company officers and non-commissioned officers did their full duty, there would
be no trench foot. The onus of their failure rests on you. You must see to it that the
following points are brought home to all members of your command:
a. First, each man is personally responsible for the health of his feet. He has to
live with them, and if, through carelessness, he becomes a victim of trench foot he may well
become a cripple for life.
b. Second, company officers and non-commissioned officers must see to it that the
men care for theii feet.
5. This care should be exercised along the following lines:
a. Where men have arctics, they should be worn in wet and cold weather.
b. Before putting the arctics on, the shoe should be dried and two pair of dry socks
worn inside it. Size of shoe must be large enough to permit this to be done without constriction. Lace shoe as loosely as possible. Same procedure applies when no arctics are
available.
c. The shoe should also be treated with dubbin, particularly where the upper joins
the sole. One treatment of dubbin is not sufficient; it should be repeated daily.
d. Men should carry one extra pair of socks in their helmets. This will not only
keep the top of the head warm but will dry the socks.
e. Whenever opportunity affords—and certainly each night—the galoshes, shoes,
and socks should be removed, and the feet massaged vigorously for at least five minutes
by the watch. The men should then put on a pair of dry socks next to the foot and preferably
a second pair of dry socks outside the first pair. If only one dry pair is available it should
be worn next the skin.
6. Orders have been issued that all new shoes be treated with dubbin before issue.
Unit supply officers are responsible to check that this is done.
7. When possible a pair of dry socks will be issued with the daily ration and the wet pair
turned in for laundering and drying.
8. We are going to have weather conditions from now on until the end of the war
which will be conducive to trench foot. To win the war we must conquer trench foot.
You have conquered every other obstacle—I am sure you can conquer this.
/s/ G. S. PATTON, Jr.,
Lieut. General, U. S. Army,
Commanding.
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APPENDIX G
HEADQUARTERS
EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
UNITED STATES ARMY
RBL/PRH/mge
APO 887
30 JANUARY 1945

AG 210.453 OpMS
SUBJECT: Trench Foot Control Officers.
TO: Commanding Generals,
First US Army
Third US Army
Seventh US Army
Ninth US Army
Fifteenth US Army
1. The Allied forces in the Pacific area had to lose four divisions from malaria before
an energetic program was instituted to control the disease. In the European Theater of
Operations the US Army has lost more than 2}^ divisions because of trench foot. The
trend of the disease is downward, but judged by the current incidence, a more energetic
program of prevention is necessary.
2. The Supremo Commander has noted with growing concern the high incidence of
trench foot in this theater. Letter, Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force,
file AG 727.3-1 MED-AGM, subject: "Control of Trench Foot," dated 24 January 1945,
states in part: "It is desired that higher unit commanders impress upon all ranks the necessity
for unremitting attention to this command responsibility".
3. Trench foot is a preventable disease. The methods to be practiced in its control
have been set forth in War Department Circular 312, dated 22 July 1944, Circular 108,
this headquarters, dated 25 October 1944, and Circular Letter No. 126, Office of the Chief
Surgeon, this headquarters, dated 18 October 1944. As evidenced by the continued excessive
loss of manpower from this cause, the results thus far attained have not been satisfactory.
4. In order to carry out more effectively the provisions of the directives cited above, it
is desired that these measures be instituted without delay and that they be continued until
15 April 1945:
a. Each army will provide a team of two officers; one officer from the lino and one from
the Quartermaster Corps, designated as the Trench Foot Control Team, to work in close
cooperation with the representative of the Army Surgeon concerned with the prevention of
trench foot. The duties of this team wiU be:
(1) To determine periodically the existing frequency of trench foot and of frostbite
in regiments of the command and in separate units.
(2) To determine the factors contributing to excessive numbers of cases in particular units.
(3) To provide hiformation to non-commissioned trench foot control officers as indicated in sub-paragraph 4b, below, in the methods of prevention of injuries resulting from
cold (trench foot and frostbite).
(4) To recommend to unit commanders the necessary measures for improved
control.
(5) To advise the army commander on observed deficiencies, on the existing status
of trench foot in the command, and on the necessary remedial measures.
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b. Unit commanacrs at company level, or the equivalent for separate units, will
apiroint trench foot control non-commissioned officers, selecting men of demonstrated ability
and experience in order to insure that the duties outlined below are executed with energy,
initiative and originality:
(1) Determination by personal inve, tigation of the extent and satisfactormcss
with which foot discipline is practiced in the company, and to encourage improved performance through personal instruction and by force of example.
(2) Determination of shortages in equipment and supplies essential to the prevention of trench foot.
.
(3) Institution of a program of small group discussion and demonstration designed
to acquaint all members of the company with the measures which the individual soldier
imist practice in the prevention of trench foot and in keeping warm in winter weather.
By command of General EISENHOWER:
R. B. LOVETT,
Brigadier General, USA,
Adjniant General.
DIKTUIHUTION:

Each addressee
Each Army Group
Each ScH^tion Commander, CJom Z_
Southern Line of Commnnications_
G-l
G-3 (TR-MST)

(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

G-4
C/Surg
AC Opnc
AG Casualty
AG Records

(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)

APPENDIX H
GENERAL HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC
APO 500
AG 353 (18 July 45) GC
18 JvhY 1945
SUBJECT: Wet-Cold Indoctrination Program.
TO:
Commanding General, United States Army Forces, Western Pacific, APO 707.
Commanding General, United States Army Forces, Middle Pacific, APO 958.
Commanding General, Sixth Army, APO 442.
Commanding General, Eighth Army, APO 343.
Commanding General, Far East Air Forces, APO 925.
1. A Wet-Cold Indoctrination Program will be established in this theater to acquaint
troops with adequate means of self-protection against winter weather conditions.
2. Troops in this theater have been subject only to tropical climates. For that reason
particular attention will be given to preparing troops for coid weather conditions. E.xperience in the European theater, where troops were already acclimated to temperate climate,
proved conclusively that unless vigorous emphasis was placed on the dangers inherent to
sustained exposure to winter weather necessary under combat conditions, high casualty
rates invariably resulted.
3. Many troops in this theater are unfamiliar with standard items of cold weather
clothing and equipment. In order to cause such clothing to be utilized with the maximum
benefit, it is necessary that strong emphasis be placed on the use of cold weather clothing.
4. The Commanding Generals, United States Army Forces, Western Pacific and United
States Army Forces Middle Pacific are charged with technical and administrative control of
the program as it applies to troops for which each of these commanders is logistically responsible. Tactical commanders are charged with the responsibility of insuring that the
information included in this program is appropriately disseminated to personnel of their
commands. Direct contact between Commanding General, United States Army Forces,
Western Pacific, Commanding General, United States Army Forces, Middle Pacific and
tactical commanders concerned is authorized for the purpose of carrying out the objectives
of the Wet-Cold Indoctrination Program.
By command of General MACARTHUR:
/S/ H. W. ALLEN
/T/ H. W. ALLEN
Colonel, A. G. D.,
Copies to:
Asst. Adjutant General.
ASCOM-0
ASCOM-C
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APPENDIX I
HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES WESTERN PACIFIC
OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL
TRAIXINC MEMORANDUM!

^^o. 1

J

APO 707
2 AUGUST 1945

WET-COLD INDOCTRINATION PROGRAM
1. PURPOSE. This indoctrination program is designed to establish universal appreciation and full recognition of wet-cold weather pioblems, together with the value of training in the proper use of individual wet-cold weather clothing and equipment.
2. OBJECTIVES:
a. The major requirement is the eventual qualification of every individual in this
command in the correct employment of wet-cold weather procedures and equipment.
b. A second requirement is the qualification of appropriate supply personnel as
experts in technical matters of supply and storage, care and maintenance, fitting and issue
and the presentation of clothing and equipment.
c. Incident to the above requirements, a further objective to the establishment of
definite command responsibility toward insuring that:
(1) Training in the proper use of wet-cold clothing and equipment is a continuing
proposition, to be carried on subsequent to initial indoctrination.
(2) All officers and key enlisted personnel fully comprehend the capabilities and
limitations of clothing and equipment in winter weather so that they may utilize the knowledge in exercising all possible precautions against weather-caused casualties.
3. PRIORITIES OF INSTRUCTION: First priority will be given to combat units
scheduled for earliest staging in any forthcoming operation. Other units will be phased
in accordance with mounting out schedules.
4. COURSES:
a. Indoctrination in Proper Use of Clothing and Equipment. All individuals, officers
and enlisted men, will be given a two (2) hours course of instruction to include:
(1) Principles of how to live in wet-cold climates;
(2) Demonstration and explanation of fitting, wearing, care and designed purpose
of wet-cold weather clothing;
(3) Training aids and training film to exhibit the dangers of wet-cold weather
combat;
(4) A period reserved for answering questions.
b. Supply Course. Unit supply personnel and Quartermaster Class II and IV personnel will be given a minimum of one (1) hour additional instruction in the issuing and
proper fitting of each individual article of the uniform.
c. Refresher Training. Constant review of the indoctrination course will be given
5. INSTRUCTIONS:
a. Wet-Cold Instructional Team. A team of officer instructors will be attached to
subordinate commands, as indicated in separate instructions to the commanders concerned.
Full advantage will bo taken of the services of these instructors as lecturers to personnel and
for the training of unit instructors for supplementary indoctrination. Particular attention
should be paid to the assistance the officer instructors can render to supply personnel.
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b Each major unit of this command will utihze the team referred to in subparagraph (a) above to train sufficient instructors within each major unit to centrahze supplementary indoctrination.
6 'WET-COLD CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT:
a. Special indoctrination is required to obtain the maximum benefit from wet-cold
clothing. Such individual clothing includes:
(!) Caj), field, cotton, O. D., with visor.
(2) Jacket, field, M-1943.
(3) Hood, jacket, field, M-1943.
(4) Jacket, field, wool, O. D.
(5) Sweater, high-neck.
(6) Troiisers, field, cotton, O. D.
(7) Trousers, wool, O. D.
(8) Susp(>nders, trousers.
(9) Glove-shells, leather.
(10) Glove-inserts, wool.
(11) Shoe pacs, M-1944 with two felt insoles.
(12) Socks, wool ski.
(13) Overshoes, Arctic M-1945.
b. Individual equipment in the wet-cold classification includes:
(1) Bag, clothing, waterproof.
(2) Bag, sleeping, wool.
(3) Case, water n'pellant, for bag, sleeping.
c. Special purpose items of clothing and equipment in Class IV category for which
indoctrination will be required are the folloning:
(!) Parka, wet-weather.
(2) Trousers, wet-weather.
(3) Overcoat, parka type, pile lined.
(4) Boots, knee, wader.
d Training kits containing sample items of wet-cold clothing and equipment will be
distributed to major commands by the team referred to in paragraph Ga above. Additional
kits will be distributed as required.
7 TRAINING AIDS AND REFERENCES: The following training aids and references will be given a limited initial distribution as they become available. Requisitions will
bo filled as promptly as possible under limitations of availability. Reproduction of training
aids will be accomplished by the major echelons to the maximum extent possible.
a. Manuals, Wel-Cold:
(1) TM 10-275 Principles of Cold Weather Clothing.
(2) FM 70-10 Mountain Operations.
b MamiaU, Extreme Cold: (For consideration only; indoctrination in extreme cold
is not part of the program sponsored by this memorandum) TM 70-15 Operations m Snow
and Extreme Cold.
c. Printed Matter:
„^,r^„r.
, • ,
(1) Letter Hqs Army Ground Forces, (file 710/111 (20 Jan 45) GNGBI) subject:
"Prevention of Trench Foot and Frostbite." (To be furnished by WETCO oflncers.)
(2) WD Circular 312, 1944—Trenchfoot, Cause and Prevention.
(3) AR 850-125—-Fitting of Shoes.
(4) AR. 850-120—Fitting of Clothing.
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d. Bulletins on Filling and Sizing:
(1) SB 10-236 Size Tariffs.
(2) SB 10.191 Fitting and Issuing Jacl^et, field, M-1943.
(3) SB 10-194 and Change 1—Supplement Tariffs.
(4) TB 10-275 (1) Lengthing of Sleeping Bags, Foot. Measuring and Fitting of
Shoes and Socks.
e. Cartoons: (To be prepared for automatic distribution)
(1) How to Use the Sleeping Bag.
(2) How to keep dry.
f. Training Films:
(1) FB 180 Trenchfoot.
(2) Combat FB 30 through 42.
(3) FS 142-3-4-5 Cold Weather Clothing.
g. Special "Wetco Outlines":
(1) 1—Wet-Cold Clothing and Equipment Indoctrination Course. (To be furnished by WETCO officers.)
(2) 2—Supplement for Supply Personnel to Wet-Cold Clothing and Equipment
Indoctrination Course.
(3) 3—Accelerated Acclimatization. (To be furnished by WETCO officers.)
8. REPORTS:
a. Unit Status of Training Report. All USTR submitted to this headquarters prior
to operational commitment will contain a statement as to the number of hours of Wet-cold
Indoctrination accomplished per individual and the rating by unit commander as to the
units proficiency in this subject.
b. Classification Card Remark. Hours of indoctrination accomplished per individual
will be entered on Individual AGO Form 20 and Form 66-1 cards, (Example: Wet-Cold
Indoctrination
hours on (day) (month) 1945). (GSC 353)
BY COMMAND OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL STYLER:
EDMOND H. LEAVEY,

Major General, USA,
Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff.
OFFICIAL:
S/LEONARD S. CARROLL,

Lt. Col. A. 0. D.,
Asst. Adj. General.
DISTRIBUTION:
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APPENDIX J
HEADQUARTERS
NORTH AFRICAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
Office of the Surgeon
APO 534 "
6 JUNE 1944
710.
SUBJECT: Trench Foot.
TO:
Commanding General, NATOUSA.
1. The total cases of trench foot as shown on hospital bed status reports from 12 Nov.
43 to 30 Apr. 44 was 5,670. The total battle casualties for Fifth Army for the same period
was 21,674, giving a ratio of trench foot to battle casualties of 1 to 3.8. Trench foot accounted
for 9% of all disease admissions from Fifth Army for the period 1 Nov. to 30 April.
2. Information available indicates that 20% of trench foot cases return to duty in 3 to
6 weeks, the remaining 80% have a prolonged hospitalization period with a probable return
to full duty of not over 60%. The remainder must be used in limited assignment or evacuated
to the ZI. Those cases returned to duty are much more susceptible to further injury due
to cold. One battalion surgeon reports that out of 281 cases of trench foot evacuated from
his battalion (Hawaiian) 29% were recurrences.
3. The prevention of trench foot is primarily a training problem which must depend
entirely upon the education and discipline of the individual soldier. The problem is complicated during combat by the fact that the most susceptible group, the infantry, has a rapid
turnover in personnel. We must teach the recruit how to keep from becoming a trench foot
casualty at the most tense moment in his life, namely, when he is about to engage the enemy
in close combat for the first time. To date there is repeated evidence that replacements in
this theater have not received instruction in the prevention of trench foot prior to joining
the combat division.
4. British troops in the beachhead had less trench foot than US troops. This was probably duo to:
a. Better foot discipline and training in care of the feet.
b. Heavy wool socks.
c. Shoes large enough so that no constriction of the feet was caused by wearing heavy
wool socks. (US troops tend to fit shoes too small for cold weather when heavy socks or two
pair of light socks must be worn).
d. A pair of clean dry socks for each man daily, issued with the ration.
e. More frequent shifting of personnel in the line.
5. It is apparent from the above that trench foot is a serious problem. Foot disabilities
experienced in warm weather are not as serious as trench foot but because of their prevalence
they greatly affect troop efficiency. The solution of these problems can be obtained by proper
training and equipment.
6. Studies in equipment requirements have been made and appropriate recommendations
m.ade to the War Dept, radio to AGWAR, ref. No. F53022, 31 May 44:
"Training in care of the feet and foot discipline has not reached the required standard.
It is therefore recommended:
1. All units be issued the NATOUSA pamphlet on care of the feet and that it be used
as a basis for unit training.
2. All unit training programs include at least 4 hours instruction in care of the feet.
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3. That special training in care of the feet bo given to unit commanders and KCO's
and thai they be taught the fundamentals of foot inspection by medical officers of the unit.
4. That unit commanders and NOO's be held responsible for foot casualties. A high
incidence of these conditions to be indicative of lack of leadership.
5. That frequent inspections of feet and foot gear be made by the officers of combat
units. That following such inspections immediate action be taken to correct deficiencies
found in training, equipment or phj'sical condition of individual's feet.
6. That all Replacement Depots conduct a school in care of the feet and certify that
all individuals furnished to combat units have completed such a course."
7. Laundry facilities for socks should be provided for combat divisions during cold wet
weather. Under such conditions one pair of dry socks should be furnished each individual
daily with the ration.
8. In addition to the above measures commanders should arrange, during cold weather,
for men in front lines to be released frequently. If this is not done they will lose one man with
trench foot for each 3 to 4 battle casualties.
MoRKisoN C. STAYER,
Major General USA.,
Surgeon.

APPENDIX K
HEADQUARTERS
GROUND FORCE REPLACEMENT SYSTEM
European Theater of Operations
APO 887
No. 55 J
13 DECEMBER 1944
1. PREVENTION OF TRENCH FOOT—I. References: War Department Circular
312, 1944; Circular 108, European Theater of Operations, 1944; Medical Bulletin 25; Circular
Letters 126 and 134, Office of Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, 1944.
2. Trench Foot has recently come to the fore-front as a major cause of casualties among
combat troops in this Theater. This serious condition is largely preventable, provided the
individual is instructed and takes certain basic measures to prevent it.
3. All members of the Ground Force Replacement System must be made fully aware of
this problem. The Replacement System can and will make a material contribution towards
its solution by properly indoctrinating replacements during the time they are under this
command. Each man who is thereby spared the development of this condition is one more
fighting man with his unit, and one fewer casualty that requires replacement.
4. It is urgent that each replacement passing through the Ground Force Replacement
System is given adequate instructions to inform him of the individual measures for successfully preventing this disability. Instructions viill be concerned with effective measures to
be taken under field conditions and will be presented in such a manner as to impress the man
with the seriousness of the condition.
5. Depot Commanders will designate instructors in sufficient numbers to give small
group instruction to replacements under their control. Instruction in this will be included
in the initial orientation given all incoming replacements, and in addition the training
program given all replacements during their stay in the Replacement System will include a
minimum of 1 hour each week on this subject.
6. The following points will be stressed:
a. The seriousness of the condition to the individual, both as to immediate dangers
and the permanent injuries that may result therefrom.
b. The seriousness of the problem to the War Effort in this Theater.
c. Factors contributing to its development, with special emphasis on the role of conditions causing impairment of the circulation.
d. The preventable nature of the condition with practical preventative measures,
including class demonstrations and practice by each individual. Included will be examinations to see that shoes and socks are properly fitted and the shoes or boots are habitually
laced loosely; massage of the foot; exercise of the toes and ankles, both with and without
shoes on; postural exercises of the foot.
7. The instructors to be used for this will secure the advice and assistance of the unit
medical officers. It is recommended that men designated as instructors visit hospitals in
the vicinity of the depot in company with some of their unit medical officers, and there see
actual cases of Trench Foot so that they may be more conversant with and aware of the
seriousness of this condition
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Bv coiumaiid of Brig:idi(>r Genera! MATCHETT:
CHARLES H. VALENTINE,

Colonel, G. S. C,

Chief of Staff.
OFFICIAL:

F. G. GARRISON,
Major, A. G. n.,
Adjutant General.
DISTRIBUTION: "C."
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trenchfoot, 319
CARTER, Col. B. NOLAND, 58, 59
Case fatalit}' rates. See Fatality rates.
Case histories, of trenchfoot, 263-265,
266-268, 273-275
See also Unit case histories.
Cassino, 101, 108, 110, 291
Castor oil, in treatment of cold injury, 311
Casts, plaster, in treatment of trenchfoot,
319-320
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Casualties:
evacuation of, 327
neuropsychiatric, 397-399
Celles, 462
Chemotherapy, in treatment of trenchfoot,
343
Chief Consultant in Surgery, OTSG, 62
Chief Medical Officer, SHAEF, 154
Chief of Staff, SHAEF, 154
Chief Quartermaster, ETOUSA, 144, 145,
146, 151, 164
Chief Surgeon, AFWESPAC, 232
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 134, 145, 160, 163
167, 170, 180, 181, 188, 189
Chilblains:
blister formation in, 7, 9
chronic form of, 8, 9
disability caused by, 21-23
etiology of, 8, 9
lesions in, 8, 9
manual on, 70
mechanisms of, 237
pain in, 9
ulceration in, 9
China, 217, 231
CHURCHILL, Col. EDWARD D., 101
Circular—
No. 3, Ground Force Reinforcement Command, ETOUSA, 1945—172
No. 19, 12th Army Group, 1944—167
No. 20, Seventh U. S. Army, 1944—166
No. 55, Ground Force Reinforcement
Command, ETOUSA, 1944—172, 541
No. 76, Third U. S. Army, 1944—167-168
No. 108, Headquarters, ETOUSA, 1944—
164, 525-528
See aho War Department Circulars.
Circular Letter—
No. 12, Office of the Chief Surgeon
ETOUSA, 1943—135, 160
No. 94, Office of the Chief Surgeon
ETOUSA, 1944—188
No. 126, Office of the Chief Surgeon
ETOUSA, 1944—164
No. 134, Office of the Chief Surgeon
ETOUSA, 1943—188
No. 156, Office of the Chief Surgeon
ETOUSA, 1943—188
See also War Department Circular Letters.
Circulatory abnormalities, as factor in cold
injury, 387-388
Civil War. See War of the Rebellion.
CL.^IBOENE, T. S., 272, 386
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Col. MATHER, 188, 204
Climatic Research Laboratory, 79
Clo.surp, wound, in troatincnt of cold injury,
311
Clothing:
as factor in cold injury, 476
directive on: War Department Held
Manual (FM) 21-100, 1941—69-70
responsibility for, 431
studies of, 431
Clothing, aviation protective, 133
Clothing, camouflage, 222
Clothing, cold-weather:
adequacy of, 430-431
basic items of, 185
blouse, service, wool-serge, 147
cap, cotton, field, olive-drab, with vi.sor,
144, 145
cap, field, 140
conferences on, 159
in F^uropean theater, 184-185
directive on. War Department Technical
Manual (TM) 10-275, 1944—70
gloves, leather:
wool insert, 144, 145
wool-lined, 111
in Aleutians, 83
in Attu campaign, 90-91
in British armies, 199, 201
in European theater, 208, 209
planning on, 144-146
priority classification of, 148
requisitions for, 140-150
supply system for, 148-150
summary of, 159-100
tactical situation in, 148-150
in Gorman armies, 205-200
in Mediterranean theater, 111
in Russian armies, 207
jacket, ETO, wool, 144, 145
jacket, field:
Alaskan, 97
arctic, 90
Par.sons style, 147
sateen, M-1943—146, 147
with hood, 11 ]
wool, lusenhower type, 140, 147
wool, olive-drab, 145, 146
jacket, herringbone-tweed, 144
jacket, M-1943, 144, 145
jacket, pile-lined, 111
mackinaw, 145
manual on, 70
CLEVELAND,
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Clothing, cold-weather—Continued
mittens:
fabric, woolen insert. 111
with insert, 146
muffler. 111
muffler, wool, 145
overcoat:
parka, 90-91
parka, pile-lined. 111
wool, 144, 145, 146, 147
parka, 97
parka, ski, 90-91
rain outfit. 111
raincoat, 146
rainsuit, 90, 97
shirt:
wool, 111
wool, olive-drab, 144
sizing of, 149
sweater, 90, 111
sweater, wool, high-neck, 144, 145, 146, 147
tariffs for, 149
trousers:
cotton, field, 144, 145
cotton, field, olive-drab, 146
field, lU
field, cotton. 111
herringbone-tweed, 144, 145
issue, waterproofed, 90-91
kersey-lined, 90, 97
wool, field, 144
wool, olive-drab, 144
underdrawers, heavy wool, 144, 145
undershirt, heavy wool, 144, 145
underwear:
heavy wool, 144
wool, 11]
See also Footgear.
Clothing:
Japanese types of, 91-92
winter. See Clothing, cold-weather.
assemblies, 430
discipline, in prevention of cold injury,
474-475
supply, as factor in cold injury, 430-432
Cocoa butter, in treatment of cold injury,
311, 312
Codeine, in treatment of trenchfoot, 319
Cold, as factor in cold inj\iry, 376-377
Cold injury:
administrative considerations of, in Zone
of Interior, 57-82
admission rates for, 333, 502-503
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Cold injury—Continued
behavior of, 20
classification of, 188-189, 263, 269-278
clinical description of, in Aleutians, 260262
clinical investigations of, in European
theater, 185-186
clinical manifestations of, in Aleutians, 261
clinical picture of, 259-305
clinical progress of, summary of, 259-260
clinical stages of, 263
conferences on, in European theater, 176
control of, 128
advanced planning for, 507
alternative plans for, 487-488
board (proposed) for, 488-489
clothing, as factor in, 476
discipline in, 474-475
elements in, 474-476
general considerations in, 471-473
individual instruction in, 476-478
practices in, 473-478
principles in, 473-478
program for, 479-486
research on, 478
degrees of, 262
diagnosis of, 259-305
differential, 303
general considerations of, 259-260
in forward areas, 302-303
overseas, 302-304
signs considered in, 303
symptoms considered in, 302-303
directives on:
Circular No. 3, Ground Force Reinforcement Command, ETOUSA,
1945—172
Circular No. 55, Ground Force Reinforcement Command, ETOUSA,
1944—172
Circular Letter No. 12, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, NATOUSA, 1943—
160
Circular Letter No. 94, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 1944—188
Circular Letter No. 134, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 1943—188
Circular Letter No. 156, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 1943—188
War Department Circular No. 48,
1944—74
War Department Circular No. 312,
1944—122
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Cold injury—Continued
directives on—Continued
War Department Field Manual (FM)
31-15, 1941—68
War Department Technical Bulletin
(TB MED) 81, 1944—188, 307, 324,
609-514, 515
War Department Technical Manual
(TM) 1-240, 1942—71
War Department Technical Manual
(TM) 8-220, 1941—70
disability caused by, 260-261
disposition of patients vi^ith, 85, 327-331
duration of exposure, as factor in, 291-292
epidemiology of, 127-128, 135-136, 363453
etiologic factors in, 96, 135-136, 208
climatic conditions as, 109-110, 208
environment as, 87-88, 96-97, 138
individual susceptibility as, 95-96
immobility as, 208
physical status of troops as, 95
shelter as, 208
tactical situation as, 86-87, 96, 107-109,
136-138
weather as, 87-88, 208
etiology of, 20, 24, 28, 30-36, 39, 53-56,
128
in German armies, 205
evacuation of patients with, 307-310
evacuation system for, 308-310
evaluation of costs of, 497-506
exposure duration, as factor in, 291-292
general considerations of, 7-28
grades of, 278-279
gradients of severity of, 20-21
ground type, importance of, 4
historical note on, 29-56
hospitalization cost of, 502-504
hyperemic stage of, 269-275
in Aleutians, 492-493
in Attu campaign, 84-96
statistics on, 84
summary of, 99
in Balkan wars, 41-42
in Crimean War, 34-36
in European theater, 127-210, 221
conferences on, 187-184
control program in, 128
environmental considerations in, 138
experiences of other armies in, 198-207
investigation of, 196-198
preparedness for, 128-129
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Cold injury—Continued
in I'juropean theater—Continued
prevention program for, 128
recurrence of, 150
statistics on, 07-08, 208
study on, 199-202
summary of, 209-210
in Franoo-Prussifin War, 38
in Kiska operation, 96-100
summary of, 99-100
in Mediterranean tlieater, 60-02, 101-125,
141-142, 493-495
statistics on, 102, 103, 100
studies on, 278-280
summary of, 125
in Napoleonic Wars, 30-34
in Pacific, 211-234
incidence of, 213
medical plamiing for, 220-234
planning for prevention of, 216-234
statistics on, 213, 215
sumiiiary of, 234
in R,evolutionary War, 29
in Russo-.Tapanese War, 38-39
in Russo-Turldsh War, 38
in Si)anish Civil War, 52
in Til)et lOxpedition of 1903-4—39-40
in Tropics, 211-216
in War of the Rebellion, 37-38
in World War I, 42-52, 492
incidence of, 497-498
accordins to servicc^s, 140
by commands and armies, 500-502
in Attu campaign, 01
in British armies, 199
in European theater, 138-142, 208,455409, 500-502
in ]""'rench Army, 203
in German armies, 203-204
in Kiska ojieration, 98-99
in Mediterranean theater, 101-100
in reinforcements, 502
in Russian armies, 207
in Zone of Interior, 173
incubation period of, 2()0
indoctrination ])rogram for, in Pacific,
224-234
inflammatory stage of, 209-275
iscliemic stage of, 260-269
management of—
in Aleutians, 492-493
in European theater, 457-458
in Mediterranean theater, 493-495
planning for, 492
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Cold injury—Continued
management of—Continued
training for, 492
manpower loss due to, in \\'orld War I, 47
medical cost of, 502-504
military cost of, 491-507
nomenclature for, 186-189
occurrence of, with other injuries, 303
pathogenesis of, 235-240
cooling process in, 235-230
immediate reactions in, 238-239
local defense in, 230-237
reactions in, 240
supercooling in, 237
theories of, 235-240
vascular supply in, 239-240
vasoconstriction in, 236-237
vasodilatation in, 230-237
pathologic process in, 7, 63-70
posthyperemic stage of, 66-70
postinflammatory stage of, 66-70
predictive tests for, 361-362
prevention of, 58-59, 73-77, 128, 140, 208209
advanced planning for, 507
analysis of, 180
clothing, as factor in, 476
elements in, 474-476
general considerations in, 471-473
in British armies, 199-200, 201
in German armies, 206-207
in European theater, 140-141
in Pacific, 216-234
in Russian armies, 207
individual instruction in, 476-478
practices in, 473-478
principles in, 473-478
program for, 479-486
research on, 478
responsibility for, 60-63, 167, 172, 176,
200, 209, 219, 222, 472, 475
rotation, as factor in, 173-174
shelter, as factor in, 174-175
tentage, as factor in, 174-175
training program for, 68-78, 172-173,
208-209
preventive measures. See Clothing, coldweather; Equipment, protective; Footgear; Training program.
Purple Heart award for:
directive on, 192
recommendations concerning, 191, 193195
rate of, 222
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Cold injviry—Continued
ratio to battle casualties, 504-506
record of 84th Infantr}' Division, 455-469
recurrence of, 381
in German armies, 204-205
reporting of, 186-189, 500
residua of, in European theater, 290-291
rotation, as factor in, in British armies,
201-202
shelter, as factor in, in British armies, 201
signs of, 278-280
summar3' of, 259-260
variations in, 259
spectrum of, 20-28
stages of, 259
statistics on, in European theater, 142
studies on, 79-80, 242-243, 278-280, 425
survey of, in European theater, 176-177
symptoms of, 278-280
summary of, 259-260
variations in, 259
tests used in, 304-305
therapy for, 34, 40, 45-47, 51
Aleutians policy on, 310-315
European theater policy on, 163, 324327
in Zone of Interior, 333-357
medical phase of, 334-338
previous overseas treatment in, 333334
reconditioning in, 353-357
surgical phase of, 339-353
in Mediterranean theater, 315-324
overseas, 307-331
treatment of, in Aleutians, 310-315
triage of patients with, 307-310
classification system for, 309-310
objective changes in, 308
objective signs in, 308
observation in, 308
policy on, 307-308
principles of, at ports of debarkation,
333
types of. See Chilblains, Frostbite, Immersion foot, Trcnchfoot.
variations in incidence of, in European
theater, 140
Cold injury, high-altitude,
causes of, 131-132
etiologic factor in, 131-132
altitude as, 131
position of crew as, 131-132
season as, 131
wind blast as, 131, 132
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Cold injury, high-altitude—Continued
European theater policy on, 135
hospitalization after, 135
in Eighth Air Force, 128, 130-136
in European theater:
incidence of, 130-131, 132
statistics on, 130-131
summary of, 135-136, 184-185
See also Frostbite, high-altitude.
Cold injury control teams, 484-486
COLLINS, Maj. Gen. J. LAWTON, 466
Combat action, as factor in cold injury, 425430
Combat Infantryman's Badge, 399
Command leadership and altitude, as factor
in cold injury, 438-442
Compresses, in treatment of trenchfoot, 343
Conferences on—
cold injury, 59
in European theater, 176, 178-184
in Pacific, 219, 223-224
exposure to cold, 58-59
medical matters, in Pacific, 220
trenchfoot, 191-192, 303
conclusions of, 183
control teams, 183-184
in European theater, 177-178, 179-184,
186, 434, 457-458
recommendations of, 183
war medicine, 202
Inter-Allied, 178
CONNOR, F. P., 40
Constantinople, 41
Constitutional factors, inherent, as factor in
cold injury, 384-387
Constriction, as factor in—
frostbite, 238
immersion foot, 10-11
trenchfoot, 11-12
Consultant in cold injury, Office of tlie
Chief Surgeon, AFWESPAC, 223
Consultant in dermatology, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 161
Consultants in neurosurgery, in Europe
theater, 134
Consultant in orthopedic surgery. Office of
the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 188
Consultant in surgery:
Norwegian Army, 152
Norwegian Army, in the United Kingdom,
186
Norwegian Forces, in United Kingdom,
161
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Coiisiiltiint in surgery—Coiitiiuiod
OfFicp of tlic Chief Surseon, lOTOUSA,
138, 179
Office of the Surgeon, First U. S. Army,
165
Office of the Surgeon, M(>diterranean
theater, 101
Office of the Surgeon,, Third U. S. Army,
387
Office of the Surgeon, USASOS, SWPA,
221
Office of tb(> Surgeon General, 02
Pacific, 388
Consultants committee. Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, 179
Control program, in European tlieater, 128
Control program (proposed):
for overseas theaters, 480-486
central organization of, 481-483
control teams in, 484-48(i
indoctrination program in, 483-484
for Zone of Interior, 479-480
Control teams:
cold injury, 484-486
trenchfoot, 484-486
Cooling, in treatment of—
cold injury, 311
trenchfoot, 324, 334
CoRi.ETT, Maj. Gen. CUARLKS H., 98
Correlation studies of cold injiu-y:
analysis of, 366-376
coefficients applied in, 366-373
interaction of combat action and season,
374-376
results of, 373-374
subjective scoring, 366
variables in, 366
Corunna, 33
Cottonseed oil, in treatment of trenchfoot,
319
COURT, A., 416, 417
Crimea, 34, 36
Crimean War, 34-36
CRISI.ER, Col. JOSEPH A., Jr., 165, 186, 327
CuLi'iN, M., 54
CUTLER, lirig. Gen. ELLIOTT C, 138, 161,
162, 165, 166, 181, 186
Cyanosis, in—
frostbite, 13, 238, 239
trenchfoot, 293
Dardanelles, 44
DAVIS, Col. LOVAL, 13, 14, 131, 135
DAVY.S, G. I. 39, 40, 53
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241, 242, 411
Death caused by—
chilblains, 21-23
frostbite, 21-23
immersion foot, 21-23
ureinia, 268
Debridement, in treatment of cold injury,
311.
DENIT, Maj. Gen. GUY B., 221, 222, 224
Depage's theory, 41
Dependency, as factor in—
cold injury, 390-391
immersion foot, 10, 11
traveler's legs, 10
trenchfoot, 11-12
Deputy Surgeon, ETOUSA, 188
Dermatitis hiemalis, 8
Dermatophytosis, in trenchfoot, 312
Devantave, 464, 465
DEVERS, Gen. JACOB L., 78
DeWitt General Hospital, 333
DAWSON, J.,

d'llARCOURT, J., 52

Dicumarol, in treatment of trenchfoot, 327
Diet, high-caloric, in treatment of cold injury, 311
Diet, high-protein, in treatment of—
cold injury, 313
trenchfoot, 324
Diet, high-vitamin, in treatment of—
cold injury, 313
trenchfoot, 324
Dieuze, 420
Dilatation as factor in frostbite, 238
Dillingen, 435
Dinant, 402
Dinez, 464
Director General, Jiritish Army Medical
Services, 201.
Disability caused by—
chilblains, 21-23
cold injury, 200, 261
frostbite, 21-23
immersion foot, 21-23
trenchfoot, 278, 279-280
Disarticulation, following gangrene, 344
Discipline, clothing, 474-475
Discipline, foot, 474-475
Disposition of patients:
Alaska Defense Command policy on, 85
considerations governing, 357
enlisted, 357-359
following cold injury, 312, 357-360
followup of, 359
in European theater, 67-68, 208
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Disposition of patients—Continued
in Zone of Interior, 357-360
officer, 359-360
Divisions:
Armored:
2d—462, 463, 464
3d—156. 462, 463
Infantry:
1st—427
2d—426-438
3d—399, 449
4th—92
5th—428
7th^92, 97, 191
8th—395-397
9th—156, 414, 422, 446
26tli—420
28th—156, 170
29th^421, 439
30th—140, 407, 456
35th—448
36th—181, 449, 451, 452
45tii—445
78th—421-422
83d—392
84tli—156, 455-469
87th—439
89th—401
90th—435, 442
92d—380
95th—402, 426, 439
99th—234, 442, 443
102d—156, 437
104th—418, 442
DoRiOT, Brig. Gen. GEORGES F., 152
Dorsiflexion, in cold injury, 288-289
Dressings, in treatment of—
cold injury, 310, 311, 314, 315
trenchfoot, 316-317, 318-319, 324
DucuiNG, J., 52
Dulag, 211, 213
Ears, frostVjite, high-altitude, of, 131, 132
Ecchymosis, in cold injury, 259-260
Edema, hi—
cold injury, 239, 240, 259, 292
frostbite, 13
immersion foot, 11
pulmonary emboli, 10
traveler's legs, 10
trenchfoot, 243, 269-271, 280-281, 285,
291, 294
studios on. 241-242, 244

263, 288, 319, 322
Eighth Air Force, 128, 130, 132, 133, 135, 189
cold injury, high-altitude, in, 128, 130136
Eighth U. S. Army, 224, 228
Electrophorosis, in treatment of trenchfoot,
337-338
Elizabethtown, 29
Elsenborn, 426
Emboli, pulmonary, fatalities caused by, 10
EMERSON, HAVEN, 5
Endothelium of capillary loops, damage to,
in frostbite, 14
England, 57, 60, 129, 161, 173, 325, 353, 443,
455, 496
Epidemiology of cold injury, 127-128, 363453
agent factors:
analysis of, 376-377
cold, 376-377
wet, 377
application of principles to, 364-366
correlation studies on, 366-376
definition of, 363-364
general considerations of, 363-366
host factors:
age, 378-379
analysis of, 377-404
circulatory abnormalities, 387-388
dependency, 390-391
fatigue, 391-394
infections, preexisting, 387
infectious disease, recent, 390
hiherent constitutional factors, 384-387
nutritional status, 394-397
pedal deformities, preexisthig, 387-390
physiologic processes, 388-390
posture, 300-391
previous cold-injury experieuce, 381-384
psychosocial factors, 397-400
race, 397-381
sex, 379
training, 400-404
in European theater, 127
interpretation of experience in, 364-366
interrelationships of, 449-452
physical environmantal factors:
altitude, 423-424
analysis of, 404-424
precipitation, 410-413
temperature, 404-410
terrain, 417-423
thawing, 413-416
EDWARDS, J. C,
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K])id(>iiuolo!2;y of cold injury—Contimied
physiciU environmental factors—Con.
weather, 404
wind, 416-417
socioeconomic environmental factors:
analysis of, 424-452
clothinf!; supply, 430-432
combat action, 425-430
command leadership and altitude, 438-442
ex])erience, 442-444
foot discipline, 444, 446
footgear, 432-434
rotation, 446-448
shelter, 434-437
training, 442-444
summary of, 452-453
Epidermophytosis, in trcnchfoot, 288
Epithelium of skin, regeneration of, after
frostbite, high-altitude, 15-16
E<iuipment, aviation protective:
boots, electrically heated, 132-133
gloves, electrically heated, 132-133
Equipment, protective:
blankets, 149
deficiencies in, 140
directive on, War Department Technical
Manual (TM) 10-275, 1944—70
in Attu campaign, 90-91
in European theater, 148-150
priority classification of, 148
summary of, 159-160
tactical situation in, 148-150
in German armies, 205
manual on, 70
poncho, synthotic-rcsin, 144, 145, 146
sleeping bag, 90-91, 149
down and feather, 111
wool, with water-repellent case, 144,
145, 146
supply of, in Pacific, 222
tent, half, shelter, 144, 145
toque, 97
Sec also Clothing, cold-weather; Footgear.
Equipment officers:
assignment of, ui Air Force, 133-134
duties of, 133-134
Erythrocyanosis, 8, 237
Eschweiler, 418
F:T0ITSA.
See F;\u-opean theater.
Europe, 9, 23, 44, 47, 48, 69, 80, 99, 127, 128,
130, 131, 132, 136, 138, 142, 146, 155, 173,
180, 183, 216, 221, 225, 227, 374, 381, 424,
432, 433, 434, 447, 495, 496, 499
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European theater, 4, 5, 69, 71, 72, 74, 78, 80,
82, 105, 140, 147, 215, 216, 218, 219, 220,
226, 227, 229, 230, 232, 233, 383, 384,387,
399, 401, 404, 416, 431, 432, 433, 439, 453,
455, 480, 485, 491, 500, 507
army strength in, 128-129
clothing in, 208
clothing conferences in, 184-185
clothing deficiencies in, 146
climatic conditions in, in—
British armies, 199, 200, 202
French Army, 202
German armies, 203
cold hijury in, 127-210, 221, 471
British armies' experience with, 198-202
clinical investigations of, 185-186
conferences on, 176, 178-184
experienccsof other armies with, 198-207
French Army experience with, 202-203
German armies' experience with, 203-207
incidence of, 138, 140, 500-502
indoctrination program for, 208-209
investigation of, 196-198
preparedness for, 128-129
residua of, 290-291
Russian experience with, 207
statistics on, 67, 99, 138-139, 142, 199,
203, 208
svnnmary of, 209-210
training program for, 76, 208-209
unit case history of, 455-469
cold injury, high-altitude, in, 130-136
uicidence of, 130-131, 132
statistics on, 130-132
studies on, 134-135
control program in, 128
environmental conditions in, 138, 208, 209,
456, 457, 464-465
footgear in, 208, 209
frostbite in, 129, 137, 455
incidence of, 139, 465, 466, 467
frostbite, high-altitude, in:
control measures for, 132-134
corrective measures for, 132-134
incidence of, 130-131
preventive measures for, 132-134
manpower loss in, due to—
cold injury, 141-142, 208
cold injury, high altitude, 130-131, 132
trenchfoot, 141-142
Medical Department in, strength of, 129
medical liaison with Mediterranean theater, 161
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European theater—Continued
medical planning in, 129
physical status of troops in, 208
prevention program in, 128
preventive measures in, 162-164, 208-209
Purple Heart award in, 191-192
requisitions from, 146-148
respiratory disease in, 179
Tactical situation in, 128, 136-138, 208,
209, 456, 459, 461-467
in British armies, 199-200, 202
in French Army, 202
in German armies, 203
training program in, 208-209
for Air Force personnel, 134
trenchfoot in, 129, 137, 138, 216, 455
analysis of, 208-209
classification of, 304-305
complications following, 290-291
conferences on, 179-184, 186
congressional reaction to, 196-198
disposition of patients with, 304-305,
308-310
evacuation system for, 308-309
incidence of, 467
investigation of, 196-198
public reaction to, 196
report on, 208-209
residua of, 290-291
review and evaluation of, 66-68
statistics on, 66, 138-139, 141-142, 203
study of, 304-305
study project on, 280-282
triage for, 308, 309-310
trenchfoot control teams in, 177-178
weather conditions in, 138, 209
Evacuation of casualties, 88-89, 327
Exercise, in treatment of—
cold injury, 311, 312, 313
trenchfoot, 320-321, 325-326, 334, 335,
338, 344
Experience, as factor in cold injurj', 381-384,
442-444
Exposure, duration of—
as factor in cold injury, 291-292
in correlation with tissue damage, 292
Exudation, in cold injury, 240
Eylau, 31
Face, high-altitude frostbite of, 131-132
Facilities. See Equipment, protective; Hospitals: Supph'.
Far East, 130
Far East Air Force, 224
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Fatalities, in pulmonary emboli, 10
Fatality rates:
battle vs. nonbattle, 2
cold injury, in—
Crimean War, 35, 36
Spanish Civil War, 52
War of the Rebellion, 37
World War I, 44
disease vs. battle injury, 2
before World War 11, 1
frostbite, in World War I, 44
trenchfoot, in World War I, 44, 52
Fatigue, as factor in cold injury, 391-394
FE-\RXSIDES, E. G., 54
Feet:
appearance of, in—
cold injury, 303
frostbite, 303
immersion foot, tropical, 213-214
trenchfoot, 280-281, 288, 290-291, 293296, 303
cleanliness of, in treatment of trenchfoot,
318
cold injury of, 259, 260-201
clinical manifestations of, 261
cooling of, in treatment of trenchfoot, 319
deformity of, 284-285
elevation of, in treatment of—
cold injury, 311-314
trenchfoot, 320, 324, 334
examination of, prior to splinting, 303
exposure of, in treatment of trenchfoot,
316, 318, 324, 334
high-altitude frostbite of, 131
Field manuals. See War Department field
manuals.
Fifteenth U. S. Army, 501
I'ifth U. S. Army, 62, 101-103, 105-106,
108-111, 117-118, 120, 122, 185, 315,
380-381, 398, 494, 506
Filly, 464
Film Bulletin No. 180-229, 231
Fingers:
cold injurj' of, 261
frostbite of, 38
high-altitude frostbite of, 14-15
surface temperatures of, in frostbite, highaltitude, 14
First aid measures, directive on. War Department Field Manual (FM) 21-11,
1943—68-69
First Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory, 378
First Canadian Army, 418
First French Army, 202
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First U. S. Army, 138-140, 142, 147, 149,
151, 165-]G(), 168, 171, 179, 180, 204, 210,
413, 462-463, 465, 500-501, 506
Flanders, 43, 44
Florence, 110
Flossdorf, 455
FoLOii, A., 52
Foot, sphacolus of, 31
I'^oot di.soip!iiu>, as factor in cold injury,
444-446
Foot liygienc:
as factor in—
shoopac foot, 289
tronchfoot, 288
directives on, 63-66, 74, 153
War Department Circular No. 312,
1944—172, 218
War Department Technical Bulletin
(TB MED) 81, 1944—172, 218
War Department Technical Manual
(TM) 8-210, 1942—70-71
Km-opean theater policy on, 129, 153, 162,
163-164
film on, 73
in Aleutians, 310
in British armies, 199, 201, 202
in European theater, 140, 169-170
in German armies, 206
in Mediterranean theater, 118-119
in prevention of cold injury, 474-475
mamia.ls on, 68-71
Mediterranean theater policy on, 120
posters on, 123
responsibility for enforcement of, 04,
66, 102, 209
in French Army, 202
Foot powder, boric salicylic, in treatment
of cold injury, 312
Foot soak, potassium permanganate, in
treatment of cold injury, 312
Footgear, 98-99, 208, 209
as factor in cold injury, 432-434
boots, 150-152
blucher, 91, 115
combat, 114-115, 150-152, 209
mountain, ski, 115-116
rubl)er, 116
construction of, 151
directives on:
War Department Circular No. 312,
1944—152, 158
War Department Field Manual (FM)
21-100, 1941—69-70
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Foot hygiene—Continued
Footgear—Continued
directives on—Continued
War Department Technical Bulletin
(TB MED) 81, 1944—153, 158
War Department Technical Manual
(TM) 10-228—71
fitting of, 150
galoshes, 116, 208
improvisations of, in European theater,
159
hi Attu campaign, 91
in British armies, 199, 200, 201
in European theater, 150-159, 208, 209,
221
investigation of, 152
summary of, 159-160
hi French Army, 202
in German armies, 205-206
in Russian armies, 207
Japanese types of, 91-92
overshoes, 138, 141, 150, 154-157
directive on, 154-155
discarding of, 155
reequipment of, 154-155
sizing of, 155
standardization of, 155
survey of, by War Production Board,
155-156
repair of, 151
replacement of, 151
shoepac, 91, 97, 116-117, 141, 145, 150,
157-159, 164, 185, 208, 222
shoes, 150-152
fitting of, 162, 163
quarter, 335
service, 115, 150-152
sizing of, 116, 118, 149, 151, 152
socks, 113-114, 152-154, 208, 209
exchange system for, 152, 153
fitting of, 152
heavy wool, 145
ski, 113-114
wool, 150, 222
woolen content of, 152, 162, 178
soles, inner, 114
tariff's for, 149, 151
training program on, 117-118
waterproofing of, 152
See also Clothing, cold-weather.
Footwear. See Footgear.
Form 323, Ofllcc of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA,
187
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Formalin, in treatment of trenchfoot, 337338
Fort Grecly, Alaska, 89
Fort Knox, Ky., 431
Fort Mears, Alaska, 89
Fort Ord, Calif., 92, 93
Fort Richardson, Alaska, 89, 260, 310
Foxhole foot, 188
France, 43-45, 53, 66, 135, 144, 150, 154, 157,
166, 210, 288, 291, 382, 392, 395, 418, 421,
426, 428, 437, 443, 451, 496
Franco-Prussian War, 38
Frei's method, 337-338
French experience with cold injury, in—
Crimean War, 36
European theater, 202-203
Napoleonic Wars, 30-34
World War I, 52, 380
FRIEDMAN, N. B., 243-257, 295
Frostbite:
article on, 160
classification of, 188-189
classifications used in, 187
designations used in, 187
diagnosis of, 187-188
differential diagnosis of, 303
directives on:
War Department Field Manual (FM):
21-10, 1940—69
21-11, 1943—68-69
31-15, 1941—68
War Department Technical Bulletin
(TB MED) 92, 1944—186
War Department Technical Manual
(TM) 8-210, 1942^70-71
disability caused by, 21-23
etiology of, 12, 13, 20
in European theater, 128, 129, 137, 455
in German armies, 203-204
incidence of, in—
Alaska, 83
Balkan wars, 42
Crimean War, 34, 36
European theater, 139, 465, 466, 467
Franco-Prussian War, 38
German armies, 204
Russo-Japanese War, 38, 39
Russo-Turkish War, 38
World War I, 43-44, 52
management of, 160
manual on, 70-71
mechanisms of, 237-238
onset of, 303
pathogenesis of, 238-239
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Frostbite—Continued
pathologic characteristics of, 12-13
pathology of, 255
prevention of:
in German armies, 206-207
training program for, 76
Purple Heart award for, recommendations concerning, 189-190, 190-191, 193
reporting of, 186-189
stages in, 238-239
Frostbite, high-altitude:
amputation, spontaneous, natural, following, 16
control measures for, 132-134
corrective measures for, 132-134
designation of, 187-188
dry typo of, 16
epidemiology of, 135-136
etiologic factor in, 13, 135-136
electrical supply failure as, 133
equipment failure as, 132-133
wind blast as, 132-133
incidence of, in Eighth Air Force, 130-131
investigations in, 134-135
pathologic characteristics of, 14-15
pathology of, 13-14
preventive measures for, 132-134
protective clothing for, 133
recovery from, 14
similarity to ground type of cold injury,
135
studies on, in European theater, 134-135
wet type of, 15-16
Frozen feet. See Trenchfoot.
Fungous infections, 387
GAGE, Col. I. M., 386
Galen, 29
Gallipoli, 44
Galoshes. See Footgear.
Gangrene:
amputation for, 37
clinical picture of, 299
deep:
demarcation of areas of, 301
development of, 298
dry type of, 37-38, 301-302
features peculiar to, 299-300
observations on, 298-302
sympathectomy in treatment of, 339343
etiology of, 30-34
in cold injury, 40, 41-42, 240
in frostbite, high-altitude, 14
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in Gorman armies, 204
in immersion foot, 7, 11
in immersion foot, tro])ical, 215
in trenclifoot, 271, 272, 281-282, 324, 32^5
su|)erfieial:
infection in, 300-301
observations on, 29G-298
symptoms of, 300
Geilenldrchen, 455, 45(), 467
German experience with cold injury in—
European theater, 203-207
Woi'kl War I, 52
Germanv, GO, 138, 147. 157, 210, 291, 49G
General Board, U. S. Forces, I'^TGUSA, 127,
IGO, 193, 20S, 209
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No. 11, GHQ, AEF, 1918-48-49, 50
No. 128, KTOUSA, 1945-208
Gll.CRKKHT, VJ. IJ., 379
Gi.ioNN-, Lt. Col. FRANK, 213
(ioiiHB.\Ni)T, V]., 385-38G
GOLD, M. A., 389
GoRBY, Col. Ai-VJN L., 1C7, 172, 191
GORDON, Col. JOHN K., 5, 140, 145, 153, 163,
164, 170, 17G, 178, 180, 183 184, 187, 220,
223, 224, 3G3
Gothic Line, 398
Gonhy, 4G6
Grafts:
si)lit-thickness, 341, 344-347
tube transfer, 339, 341, 347-350
use of, in trenchfoot, 300
GRATTAN, H. W., 29
GRKIONK, liAYMOND, IGO, 179
GROW, Maj. Gen. MAr.coi.Ar C, 130, 134
Briff. (ien. ^\'lI.LlAM A., 221
IlaniiJtean, 4G2
Hand:
cold injury of, 8, 9
in World War I, 56
fros(l)ite, luKh-altitiide, of, 13, 131, 132
Harvard Fatif!;ue Laboratory, 431
Ilarze, 46(i
Hawaiian Islands, 227
HAWI.EY, Maj. Gen. PAUL R., 134, 151, 155,
157, 162, 164, 168, 1G9, 176, 178, 179,
181, 183, 189, 192
HAWJ.EY, Maj. WiLi.iAM L., 199, 220, 223,
224
IlealiuK rate, followins symjiatliectomy,
339-341
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Heat application, in treatment of trenchfoot,
31G, 317-318, 324, 333-334
Heel walking, correction of, 335-336
HEINBECVSER, P., 255
Hei-kou-tai, 38, 39
Hemorrhage, in cold injury, 240
Heparin therapy, in treatment of trenchfoot,
326-327
HERRMAN, LOUIS, 313
Hcxyl methlamine tablets, 435
High-altitude frostbite
See Frostbite, highaltitude
HiLEMAN, Brig. Gen. CHARLES C, 58, 59
Hognc, 462
Holland, 33, 159, 200, 291, 466
Hollandia, 215
IIOLST, Col. JOIIAN C, 186
Honshu, 228
Hospitals, general:
named:
Ashford, 78, 259, 333
Barnes, 89, 311
Brooke, 78
DcWitt, 333
Lettcrman, 78, 95, 9G, 260, 2G2, 284, 313,
314, 315
McCaw, 94, 200, 261, 285, 311, 312
McCloskey, 260, 261-262, 312, 313
Mavo, 78, 259, 290, 291, 292, 294, 295,
297, 298, 300, 333, 334, 335, 337, 338,
339, 343, 354, 356, 359, 360
numbered:
2d—134, 135, 185
7th—185
15th—305
23d—142, 319, 382
40th—181
45th—383
108th—153, 156, 171, 184, 186, 280, 281,
305, 310, 383
114th—325
lG8tli—204
180th—204
189th—204
196th—204
21Gth—325
Hospitals, regional, 78, 193, 194, 333, 386
Hospitals, station:
110th—185, 326
183d—85, 89, 260, 284, 285, 310
Hospitalization of—
cold injury casualties, 502-504
cold injury, high-altitude, casualties, 136
trenchfoot casualties, 78-79, 142
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Hospitalization period, after frostbite, highaltitude, 30
Hotton, 462
Houffalize, 463, 464, 466
Hyperemia, in—
cold injury, 259
frostbite, 13, 239
Hj'peresthesia, after trcnchfoot, 294
Hypcrhidrosis, in trenchfoot, 288, 292, 337338
Hyperthermia, in cold injury, 259
Hypesthesia, after—
cold injury, 302
frostbite, high-altitude, 15-16
trenchfoot, 285
Icecaps, in treatment of trenchfoot, 319
Icepacks, in treatment of trenchfoot, 334
Immersion foot, 7, 390-391
article on, 160
classification of, directive on, 188
directives on:
Circular Letter No. 12, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, NATOUSA, 1943—
160
Technical Memorandum No. 10, Office
of the Surgeon, USASOS, SWPA,
1943—220
War Department Technical Bulletin
(TB MED) 92, 1944—186
designation of, 187-188
disability caused by, 21-23
etiology of, 10, 11, 20
European theater policy on, 135, 160
in Aleutians, studies on, 242
in European theater, 160
in Mediterranean theater, 161
incidence of, in Alaska, 83
manual on, 70
mechanisms of, 237
pathologic characteristics of, 242
prevention of:
European theater policy on, 162-163
studies on, 175
Purple Heart award for, recommendations
concerning, 189, 190-191
reporting of, 186-189
classifications used in, 187
designations used in, 187
stages of, 11
studies on, in European theater, 135
symptoms of, 11
therapy for, European theater policy on,
163
4.38404>—58-

-37

Immersion foot, tropical:
clinical aspects of, 213-216
etiology of, fatigue as factor in, 214
gangrene after, 215
Hospitalization after, 216
In Pacific, 211
statistics on, 213
incidence of, 213
lesions in, 214
lymphangitis in, 214
management of patients with, 215-216
pain in, 215
pulse range in, 215
rainfall, as factor in, 211-213
recovery rate in, 215
recurrence of, 216
temperature range in, 215
therapy for, 215
Immobility, as factor in—
cold injury, 260
immersion foot, 10-11
trenchfoot, 10-11, 11-12, 174, 188, 240
Incidence rate:
British vs. U. S., 198-199, 199-200
cold injury vs. wounded-in action, 99, 106,
141, 506
cold injury, high-altitude vs. wounded-inaotion, 130-131.
trenchfoot vs. wounded-in-action, 102, 106
India, 40
Infection, in—
gangrene, deep, following trenchfoot, 300
gangrene, superficial, 300-301
Infections, preexisting, as factor in cold injury, 387.
Infectious disease, recent, as factor in cold
injury, 390.
Information and Education Division, Army
Service Forces, 400.
Intelhgence, as factor in cold injury, 399
Inter-Allied conference on—
cold injury, 179
war medicine, 202
Intima, thickening of, in frostbite, high-altitude, 14.
Ireland, 130, 395, 428
Iron-vitamin therapy, in treatment of cold
injury, 311.
Italian experience with cold injury in World
War I, 52.
Italy, 5, 6, 9, 60, 61, 62, 63, 66, 69, 74, 99,
101, 103, 105, 109, 111, 116, 117, 118, 121,
138, 145, 158, 161, 162, 166, 199, 200, 216,
221, 225, 266, 269, 272, 292, 298, 307, 316,
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in French Army, 202
in German armies, 206
in Kiska operation, 97-98
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in Reinforcement Command, 171-172
in Zone of Interior, 172-173, 491-492
indoctrination in, 74-78
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opinion survey of, 400-401
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cold. See cold injury,
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degrees of, 129
designation of, 187-188
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theater, 308-309
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French experience with, in AVorld War I,
4,5
German experience with, 203
grades of, 278-279
hospitalization after, 78-79
hj'peremic stage of, 269
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in European theater, 128, 129, 137, 138,
155, 160-173, 196-198, 216, 455
conferences on, 179-184, 186
report by General Board on, 127
report on, 208-209
review and evaluation of, 66-68
special experiences in, 181-183
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161
report on, 161
studies on, 266-268
summary of, 125
in World War I, 4, 5, 12, 42-52
experimental observations on, 241-242
pathologic studies on, 241, 242
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457-458, 459, 463, 467
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in German armies, 203-204
in Kiska operation, 98-99
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110, 374, 380
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in World War I, 47-48, 52
overshoe supply as factor in, 156-157
sock .supply as factor in, 153-154
inflammatory stage of, 269
management of, 79, 307, 327
manpower loss due to, in—
Aleutians, 85
Mediterranean theater, 102
World War I, 48
mechanisms of, 237
nomenclature of, during World War I, 42
observations on, in—
Mediterranean theater, 269-271, 289290
Zone of Interior, 291-302, 378
occurrence of, with other injuries, 303
onset of, 303
opinion survey of, 400-401
pathogenesis of, 239-240
pathologic changes in, studies on, 241-242
pathologic characteristics of, 12, 266, 268
pathology of, 243-257
posthyperemic stage of, 275-278
postinflammatory stage of, 275-278
predictive tests for, 361-362
prevention of:
analysis of, 180
directives on, 65-66, 74
European theater policy on, 162-163
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prevention of—Contiiuicd
Euro]ican tlieater program for, 160-] 73
factors in, 184
foot powder used in, 175
in Attu campaign, 175
in British armies, 201, 202
in German armies, 206-207
in reinforcements, 171-172
individual instruction in, 169-171, 47G478
indoctrination in, 169-171
Mediterranean theater policy on, 120
ointments used in, 175-176
responsil)ility for, 63-64, 66, 81, 121125, 134, 168, 169, 183, 458
rotation, as factor in, 174
salves used in, 175-176
training program for, 76, 118-125
])reventive measures in, in Euroi)ean
theater, 167-169, 458-459
])sychogenic factor in, 315-316
public reaction to, 196
Purple Heart award for, recommendations
concerning, 190-192, 193-195
reactions in, 239
recurrence of, 103, 287-288
in Aleutians, 85
in European theater, 138, 141, 166, 171,
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.SVe also Kpidcmiology of.
rehabilitation after, 307
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reporting of, 186-189
classifications used in, 187
designations used in, 187
security classification of, 187
report on, by General Board, [J. S. Forces,
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residua of, 289-290, 307
in Euroiiean theater, 290-291
residual manifestations of, categories of,
292-295
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200-201
seasonal effect on, 374-376
sequelae of, 284-302, 307
Aleutians experience with, 284-285
Mediterranean theater expeiienee with,
285-290
signs of, 278-280
variations in, 260
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statistics on, in European theater, 139140, 141-142
studies on, 272-275
in European theater, 304-305
in Mediterranean theater, 278-280
study project on, in European theater,
280-282
survej' of, in European theater, 176-177,
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sympathetic activity in, as residual manifestation, 292-294
symptoms of, 266, 278-280
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disappearajice of, 281
variations in, 260
therapeutic observations on, 242
therapy for, in—
European theater, 163, 324-327
Mediterranean theater, 119, 315-324
World War I, 45-47, 51
Zone of Interior, 333-357
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treatment of, 307
considerations in, 315-316
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in inflammatory stage, 318-320
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